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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

January 1, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, substituting for David Brinkley, here is Sam Donaldson.

SAM DONALDSON: On October 23rd, the bombing of Marine headquarters in Beirut took
the lives of 241 American servicemen. Since then there's been much debate over why. II
happened and who should be blamed. This week the Pentagon released the results of its
official inquiry, and President Reagan says he accepts the ultimate responsibility for the
tragedy. Today we'll talk about all this. weIt talk about it with Robert Murray,. former
undersecretary of the Navy and a member of the Pentagon investigative comrrussron: .and
with one of the authors of the House of Representatives' separate report on ,the bombing,
Congressman Nicholas Mavroules of Massachusetts; and with James Schlesinger. fo~er
director of the CIA and secretary of defense. Some background on all this from Jo~n Martin.
and OUf unrehearsed free-for-all discussion here in the studio with George Will. James
Wooten and Tom Wicker. All here on our Sunday program. .' .
It may be a new year, but the headlines this Sunday morning have a depressingly fam,h~

ring. Terrorist railroad bombings in France; the military coup in Nigeria; an earthquake in
Japan; and in Syria, still no surfacing of Syrian President Hafez ai-Assad. Reverend Jesse
Jackson thought he might get to meet with Assad today, but it didn't happen. But, as Hal
Walker reports from Damascus, Jackson is not giving up.

HAL WALKER [voice-over]: On his second day in Damascus, Reverend Jackson,
looking every bit the presidential candidate, toured the Palestinian refugee camp knOw~
as Jarmana[?]. As he was led to a tiny one-room hut housing a family of five, he relate
the poverty of the displaced Palestinians to the amount spent by nations on armaments
rather than humanitarian efforts. Though his stated mission here is to procure the .release
of American pilot Robert Goodman Jackson has said he wishes to improve the dialogue
be ' . h ke oftween both the people and the leaders of the United States and Syria. Later e s~ e
an enlarged American Middle East dialogue as he met with Khaled al-Fahourn, chairman
of the Palestinian National Council. But the fate of Lieutenant Goodman. whom ~everf
end Jackson was allowed to visit, accompanied by his delegation and represenranves ~
the world press, remains uncertain. Jackson says he will appeal for the Navy pilot s
release in a face-to-face meeting with Syrian President Hafez Assad which has now been

~ . ~wasset up lor tomorrow. He told reporters today that he had reason for optimism since
asked to delay his departure in order to have the meeting.

Rev. JESSE JACKSON, Democratic presidential candidate: A jury that's d~li~;
eratmg for a long time IS operating on the best interests of those who are on rna .
d 't tak . andDesn.t e you long to say no, so apparently there's a lot of deliberation gomg on.
we think it's fundamentally a healthy sign.

WALKER: And so Reverend Jackson has one extra day to work on Lieutenant Good-
man's release. Although he has visited the Middle East before. he mayor may nO.1~~J1
that here one never says tomorrow without saying "lnshallah" _ "if God is willing.
Hal Walker, ABC News, Damascus.

Mr: DONALDSON: In Nigeria. the new military leader, Major General Mohammed Bu-
~an, says corrupt offic.ials of the old civilian government will be prosecu(~d, presumabl~
1~c1ud.lngdeposed PreSident Shagari, who has been arrested. General Buhan took over last
night I~a bloodless coup, the fifth time the Nigerian military has deposed civilian govern-
ments In the last 17 years.

In ~rance this morn.ing, several groups are claiming responsibility for the New Y~ar's Eve
bombmg of the Marseilles railroad station and of a high-speed train traveling 120 miles to the
north ".Two people were killed at the Marseilles station where a six-pound bomb caused
extensive damage. The explosion aboard the train, which was headed for Lyons. blew gapmg
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holes in several first-class cars, killing two passengers and injuring five others seriously. One
of the groups claiming responsibility is Direct Action. an organization of anarchists that has
carried out numerous bomb attacks.

A strong earthquake hit Japan today, shaking tall buildings in Tokyo, halting trains for a
time, but reportedly causing no injuries or serious damage.

And in East Northport, New York, Delia Pace celebrated the New Year by giving birth to
twin boys, one born 10 seconds before midnight. the other born three seconds after midnight.
Think. what fun they'll have telling people. "Meet my twin brother. who was born in 1984,
the year after [ was:' and watching them figure it out.

We'll be back with the rest of today's program in a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. DONALDSON: There are now two reports out on the Marine bombing in Beirut: the
congressional report released two weeks ago and the Pentagon report written by a commis-
sion headed by retired Navy Admiral Robert Long, released this week. Both findings are
critical of both the security arrangements for the Marines in Beirut and the Reagan adminis-
tration policy that put them there in the first place. Some background on the events surround-
ing the October 13rd disaster from our Sunday-morning regular John Martin.

MARINE SPOKESMAN [October 23rdJ: I don't want any film of the dead or the
injured right now until we can notify the next of kin.

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: For the United States Marines it was the worst loss of life
in combat since the first day of the battle of Iwo Jima in 1945. At least 258 men died then:
241 men died of wounds suffered here. For the French military the toll was also grim -
58 men died. And the wounded? Both compounds were hit with truck bombs. but despite
the carnage the French have concluded the attack was so unusual- the first with a truck
~ that it could not have been anticipated or avoided. The losses were expected from such
a dangerous mission. said a French official this week. so no investigation is planned and
no French officers will be disciplined. The French have an old expression. "C' est fa
guerre" ~ "That's war." But this week. here at the Pentagon, a five-man American
military commission led by retired Admiral Robert Long issued a report that disagreed.

[on camera] The Long Commission report says the truck bombing was an act of war
but that in this battle at least six American commanders failed their men in a series of
ways. It criticized the two field commanders for putting 350 men in one building. It said
the sentries at these side and rear positions were carrying weapons that were unloaded for
safety reasons and that when the truck smashed through the barbed wire here it reached
the building because these pipe barriers were in the wrong position. Beyond that. it
criticized lapses in refining and passing along intelligence. in sensing and correcting
confusion over the Marines' mission. It said commanders up the line had failed to notice a
change in atmosphere and had failed to demand tighter security. But it also criticized a
diplomatic policy that put the Marines in place and then shifted their role in a way that
made them the enemy rather than a neutral peacekeeping force.

Pres, RONALD REAGAN [December 27,IIJ: I do not believe, therefore, that the
local commanders on the ground - men who have already suffered quite enough -
should be punished for not fully comprehending the nature of today's terrorist threat.
If there is to be blame. it properly rests here in this office and with this President.

Sen, PETE WILSON, (R) California: I think it's refreshing to find a commander-in-
chief who has the guts to accept the responsibility and not seek to scapegoat junior
officials and junior officers.
Rep, BARBARA MIKULSKI, (D) Maryland: I was just stunned that the President. by
taking responsibility. was just going to let everything go. And I think heads need to roll.
MARTIN [voice-over]: There was confusion as the President left for a California vaca-
tion this week. Had he ruled out all punishment? Apparently not. Did he deserve some
blame? Perhaps. but perhaps not for the reason he chose.
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ALEXANDER HAIG, fonner Secretary of State [January 28. 1981]: Interna-
tional terrorism will take the place of human rights. our concern. because it is the
ultimate of abuse of human rights.

MARTIN [voice-over]: For three years the Reagan administration had been warning of
the threat of terrorist attacks. Yet now, out of the same compassion he displayed at this
Camp Lejeune memorial, the Commander-in-Chief was absolving his officers of blame
for failing to understand the threat. It was a touching but ultimately confusing message.
But for the father of one dead Marine-

JOHN KNEPPLE, father of dead Marine: I think it was a very noble gesture on his
part. He was putting himself up as a lightning rod to say, "Hey. I'm the guy that's
responsible. If you have to kick anybody, kick me." And I agree with that.

Gen. PAUL X. KELLEY, Marine Corps commandant {November ISI{: As the
commandant of the Marine Corps I do not have a direct responsibility for anything that
happens in Lebanon.

MARTIN[voice-over}: For many Americans General Kelley seemed to be passing the
buck, but he wasn't. There is a tangled web of command.

EDWARD LUTTWAK, Pentagon consultant: All the roles, all the functions are
shared out between the services. It means that who gets to command what depends not on
~hether he is the appropriate echelon, the appropriate command to do that job, but rather
In whose jurisdiction it falls.

M~RnN [voice-over}: The Marines in Lebanon fall under an Army general in Europe.
Neither Bernard Rogers nor other commanders would discuss the commission findings
this week, but two weeks ago Rogers conceded a measure of blame for inadequate
security in Beirut.

Gen. BERNARD ROGERS {MacNeil-Lehrer NewsHour. December 14Ih]: As the
theater co~ander I am responsible for everything that happens or fails to happen i.n
that theater, Just as anybody else within the chain of command is responsible for his
area of cognizance.

MARTI~ [voice-over}: When Congress comes back this month it will signal the com-
mander-m-ehief that it wants changes in Lebanon. Democrat Vic Fazio of California is
on~ of 70 representatives who signed a letter calling for a full review of the Reagan
policy.

Rep. VIC FAZIO, (D) Califomia: I think the Long Commission's major contribution
w~ t? go beyond the security issues and question their basic policy in being there With
this kind of peacekeeping deployment.

M~RTlN:Some military careers are clearly on the line now. but so is President Reagan's
policy on Lebanon. If he had hoped to deflect blame from the military here. he may have
succe~ded all .too well, because the report and his reaction to it have rekindled the debate
on usmg Mannes for a mission that is rapidly losing support in both parties.
Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: John. thank you. In a moment we'll talk with one of the members of
the Long Commission, former Undersecretary of the Navy Robert Murray. When we return.
[commercial break)

Mr. DONALDSON: We have with us live now in our Boston bureau Robert Murray. fanner
~ndersecretary of the Navy and a member of the Pentagon commission which investigated
e tragedy. Mr. Murray, welcome to our program.

ROBERT MURRAY, member, Long Commission: Thank you. Good morning. Sam.
~r. DONALDSON: Good morning, and welcome to our broadcast With me to ask ques-
nons about your work G' . J hnM W th are eorge Will and ABC News Pentagon correspondent 0
c e y. Mr. Murray. your report. the Long Commission report. was about as welcome at
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the White House as a bag of snakes. because you indirectly criticized the policy of the
Reagan administration in putting the Marines and keeping them in Beirut. What do you find
wrong with the policy?
Mr ...MURRAY: Well. Mr. Donaldson. we tried to call it like we see it, and in fact that was
the encouragement we had from the administration about the report. What we found wrong
with the policy is simply that circumstances changed in the intervening years or in the
intervening year. The policy as it started off. to put the Marines in lebanon to support the
government and to try to bring some order to that instable and dangerous place, Ipersonally
thought was a reasonable one. But over the years- over the year the diplomatic hopes for
negotiations for the withdrawal of the foreign forces and some stability within the domestic
fractional political circumstances, that never came to pass, and over that period of time the
Marines became in a more vulnerable and more exposed position. And that's what we
recommend be reviewed and reconsidered.
GEORGE WILL: Well. Mr. Murray. you really recommend and imply something stronger.
It's almost as though there's a missing paragraph. Isn't the paragraph that's missing one that
says this policy is untenable with these military instruments; withdraw the Marines?
Mr. MURRAY: Well. we don't say withdraw the Marines. We say you need to take a
steely-eyed look at the political possibilities in lebanon and their military implications and
our real political interests in the area and try to balance the possibilities against our interests to
see what you can do. I think there are a number of Possible things to be considered, although
the commission itself did not speak to those. and I'm no Middle East expert. A number do
occur to me that could be examined and could be thought about. One. of course, is withdraw
Marines, but there are other possibilities also.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Murray. Douglas MacArthur got fired for, among other things. speaking out
from the military on the conduct of foreign policy. Now. granted that this commission was
not composed of active-duty servicemen by and large. still, is it at all bothersome to you that
you have now coming from the Defense Department. from the Pentagon. a fairy strong
criticism of the conduct of foreign policy?
Mr. MURRAY: Well. I don't- we did not examine the politics. the diplomatic approaches,
in our commission's work. We do not feel competent 10 judge how successful the diplomatic
negotiations could be. might have been. will be. So we don't say that at all. Ithink what we
say is that the Marines are in a dangerous and unique assignment. that it's very dependent on
the success of the political possibilities. political negotiations, and unless those negotiations
are going to work. then the situation the Marines now find themselves in is one in which there
is going to be continuing casualties. One might accept the casualties if they are not cata-
strophic, provided that's serving a policy interest. I think the Pentagon has made no great
secret that it found the mission uncomfortable: in some cases it found it very unpleasant
indeed. but the military has done the job as the policymakers and as the President asked them
to do, and they've done their best. The Marines on the ground have worked very hard to
carry out the mission that was given to them.
JOHN McWETHY: Mr. Murray. you mentioned in the report. you said. among the options
available to the United States in dealing with the kind of terrorist threat that faces the Marines
now is the option of using things beyond just naval gunfire and air strikes. What in the world
were you talking about? Are you talking about pre-emptive strikes at terrorist bases all over
Lebanon. into Syria. into Iran? What were you implying in that statement?
Mr. MURRAY: No, I don't think we were implying pre-emptive strikes. I think we are
saying that you need to look at the possibilities for gathering better intelligence. for knowing
what's going on, for pursuing diplomatic approaches. We're not implying specific military
policies. military solutions. to the problems there.
Mr. McWETHY: Do you feel that the-
Mr. MURRAY: As I said. I think there are a number of thinss we can do in the area, but
these are my personal thoughts. You can agree with the multi;ational force partners that the
negotiations are not going to succeed. and you can withdraw and let local forces work out the
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fate of Lebanon. You can stay in and you can negotiate. You can look for other people to
come and replace you - people who are less interested. You can move to more satisfactory
tactical terrain or withdraw offshore. You can try to find some collaboration with the Israelis.
perhaps, to bring greater influence to bear on the Syrians. Or you could move the U.S.
military in in a much larger way. Those are about half a dozen ways; there may be others. In
any case it seems to me you need the examination of policy that the commission proposed,
and we proposed it without a conclusion as to what was the best course. We didn't feel
ourselves well positioned to answer that question. well enough informed to answer the
question.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Murray, as you know. before the President allowed your report to
be released he went on television, in a pre-emptive strike. to sort of make the case that he
would take the responsibility ultimately and that the local commanders and the commanders
all up and down the chain had suffered enough. Do you agree with him?
Mr. MURRAY: I think it's true that he pre-empted the possibility of a courts martial action.
but that, in my opinion at least, there was never a great possibility for courts martial because
of the- at least not a successful prosecution because of the enormous extenuating circum-
stances. The commanders on the ground all had good reasons, or reasons, why they did what
they did. And while we found that they erred in judgment. we certainly didn't find that they
were doing it capriciously or out of indifference. So on the whole I am personally not
troubled by the President's decision. I think that after all. as he acknowledged. he deserved
some of the blame, and in the circumstances, I thought it was an honorable thing to do.

Mr. DONALDSON: But let me pursue this a moment. Why not let the facts come out before
some board of inquiry - it doesn't have to be a courts martial - and then make the
determination that you say in your own mind you have made about the local commanders?
Why pre-empt any possibility of punishment in that regard and give some people the idea that
there's a cover-up?

Mr. M.URRAY: Well, I certainly didn't think it was a cover-up. I think the commission's
report IS very clear about the circumstances, that we did the best job we could in ferreting out
the details, the details are described there at length.

Mr. D.<?NALD~N: Idon't mean your report was a cover-up but that the officers that you
are cn~lcal of m your report somehow weren't brought to justice. even if justice was to
determine, as you have said. that it was not really something that they should be punished
for.

Mr. MURRAY: Well, I think the President read the report. saw the details in the report ""
and It was a very detailed report - and came to a conclusion himself. He might have done 11
ano.ther way; he ch~ to do it this way. I think you can argue with his decision but, as I said.
basically I thought It was not a bad decision.

Mr. WI~~:Well. Mr. Murray, I think a lot of Americans hearing this argument think that
responsibility someh~w is .trickling away like water into sand. In April the American ~~-
b~sy was blown up m Beirut using a tactic that was then used against the Marines. Isn t It
f~r to say that the ~arines- simply someone is to blame for not protecting those people
WIth more than cham fences and unloaded rifles?

Mr. MURRAY: Well, I think we did say that was the case, and we found the chain of
CO~and, from the Marine commanders on the ground on up. had a measure of- a
considerable measure of responsibility; that they erred particularly in putting a quarter of the
force: a quarter of the Marines ashore in a single building, and they erred in modifying
certam of the security procedures so that there were too few men on post and that the
weapons were not loaded.

Mr. WILL: But if there is no penalty for failure, don't you invite failure?
Mr. MURRAY: I think there clearly is a penalty for failure already. I think. a) the men
concer:ned have--- now must live with a great loss of life that's occurred: ( think that, frankly.
[hat WIll be reflected in their performance. I think there were many. many reasons why they

did what they did. For instance, the men were in that building in large number because that
building was providing very good protection against the actual threats that they were receiv-
ing - against the sniper fire. the small arms fire. the indirect artillery fire. So the building
had lasted throughout the civil war: it was the Israelis' headquarters: it was tremendously
thick. The problem was that nobody foresaw the tremendous explosion, the terrorist act that
was unprecedented in scope and its implications.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. thank you very much.
Mr. MURRAY: So that's how I would answer that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Thank you, Me. Murray. for being with us today.
Mr. MURRAY: Thank you very much.
Mr. DONALDSON: Coming next. also from Boston, Congressman Nicholas Mavroules of
the House Armed Services Subcommittee on Investigations. In a moment.
[commercial break!
Mr. DONALDSON: Congressman Mavroules. welcome to our broadcast.
NICHOLAS MAVROULAS, (D) Massachusetts, House Armed Services Com-
mittee: Thank you. Good morning.
Mr. DONALDSON: Good morning. Do you agree with President Reagan that all of the
commanders of the armed services involved in the chain of command have suffered enough
and there should be no punishment of them for what happened in Beirut?
Rep. MAVROU LAS: Well. first let me say that I think the President, as the commander-in-
chief of the military. certainly has a responsibility to accept. at least on his part. a part of that
responsibility. I think the President. at least in my personal judgment. after a great commis-
sion report put together by the Long people. along with our own in the Investigations
Subcommittee. should not circumvent any action being taken by that committee because the
recommendations to the secretary of defense are not in cement. All they're doing- they
have requested the secretary of defense to review and take any action. if necessary. So I feel
that he should not circumvent that report at all.
Mr. McWETHY: Congressman. what is the situation now in Beirut'! The Marines have been
digging in for the last month: they have been doing all sorts of things to supposedly enhance
security. yet on the other hand intelligence sources tell us that there has son of been a
whetting of the appetite of different terrorist groups. Are Marines more or less safe today than
they were two months ago when this tragedy occurred?
Rep. MAVROU LAS: I would think. in terms of being more or less safe. I think today
they're probably a little bit safer than what they were by dispersing some of the greater
numbers from individual buildings. However. so long as we're going to remain in that
geographical location - by the way. a location which was not a decision by the military -
then we all should understand that we're going to have more and more casualties, that just it's
a fact of life and we have to accept that.
Mr. McWETHY: You cannot prevent them. by doing certain things on the ground in Beirut?
Rep. MAVROULAS: So long as you're open to artillery fire and rocket fire from the
mountains, in my judgment. in my estimation, our young men are vulnerable to attack and
we're going to receive more casualties.
Mr. WILL:Congressman, the House is getting restive and probably the Senate as well about
this. and the House and the Senate. I guess. have gone on record saying that the President has
18 months to get the troops out, Do you think- do you anticipate any action. and if so in
what form, to revise that permission. I guess you'd call it.
Rep. MAVROULAS: Yeah, let me be very fair. I also supported the 18 months to give to
the President the flexibility and the means by which to reach some kind of a diplomatic
agreement among the warring factions. However. because of the intensified action militarily.
the role has changed. as Mr. Murray has stated before. 'The role has changed. and militarily
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we have taken a far more active part so the rules of engagement now are different. I believe
~~rys.trongly that when we go back on the 2200 or 23rd of January you're going to findmany
rrunanves relative to putting pressure on the President to either redeploy the Marines from
that geographical location or to get them out of there, and I can see that coming very
strongly.

Mr. WILL: I'm, Congressman, a bit of a loss to know how to even phrase what you're doing,
be,cause I don't understand what is left of the War Powers Act. Are you saying that mere
might be an. attempt to force the Marines offshore at least or off the runway by invoking a
JOint resolution and, assuming that that has power, to compel the President?
Rep. MAVROULAS: Well, I'm not sure we can compel the President. I think politically
that we can assert enough pressure on the President and the State Department to take a real
hard look, but the Congress will not stand by and see our young men being militarily
vulnerable to other attacks of this sort. Under the War Powers Act I'm not sure that we can
force his hand. I think politically, however, we can.

Mr. DONALDSON: One of the options that Mr. Murray just recommended or, not recom-
mended, ~ut said was there. was actually going in in a bigger way in Lebanon. perhaps In

concert ~Ith Isr:ae1.Former Secretary Kissinger in fact, a few weeks ago, recommended that
we consider doing just that to change the balance of power. Would you support mat? Would
Congress support that?

Rep ..MAVROU.~S: N~, no. Under no circumstances or any circumstances could I support
that ki~d of a ~luary a~t~on because once you escalate then you're total- you've tx:come
totally involved In the military affairs of another country. The thing that we have to do ISth~t
we h~ve to exert ~ greatest pressure possible diplomatically, and now is the time, at least In
my view an<! my Judgment, that we call upon all our friends throughout the moderate Arab
wo~ld to assist us in this initiative on the part of our government. But to escalate military
action, I would be strongly, strongly opposed to that.:r. E?ONAL~SON: We~1, realistically, Congressman Mavroules. doesn't it ~em t? you
e~ If the Uruted States IS not going to get involved in Lebanon. and in fact IS going to

~xT;ate the .Marines, that all Syria has to do is just wait us out and eventually have her way
In banon Just as she appears to be having it now?

R:. MAVROULAS: Well, when I talk ahout getting the Marines out of there, I'm talking
a ut gettmg them out of that one particular location around the perimeter of the airport.
Mr. ~ONALD~ON: But you don't want them to fight. sowhat good does it do to have them
on s IpS If they re not going £0 have any presence?

~ep. :~VROULAS: The question is, I'm not saying that they shouldn't fight. I'm saying;r S ~ ? fi~ht, of course, if they have to defend themselves but we should not take the
suretha mltIatI~e to escalate the military action out there. If there is a way _ and I'm not

:: there IS - if ~ere is a way to get them on the high ground, fine, then they have a
think tter chance. Or If there's--- militarily if it's best to get them on ships offshore, then I
fa~ts we °thughtto d~ that also. But certainly not to keep them in that one location because the

are ere and It'S real.

Mr. McWETHY' Cong if vou' ddoubtedl are .' re~sman. I you re going to put them on the high groun , we un-
you . Y gomg to be Involved in more combat probably not less What sort of good are
consr~~~~%~e~ty moving tJ:!eirposition? The airport really isn't tha; bad a place when you
ships. the alternatives, other than moving them completely off the land out onto

Rep. MAVROULAS' W II ..
view. and I don't h . e, ~~u say It s n?t bad a place. I feel that the airport, at least to my
am faced b artille ave any mtlitary expertise or military background to say this. ~ut when 1
think th t' ~ 1)' fire and shell fire from the mountains and I am at a low point, then I
looki ~ s e worst possible location. I am Sure the President and the State Department are

ng Into other areas and th ... . M . s
and our T 0 er 100tiauves to at least enhance the security of our anne

rru Italy personnel Over there.
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Mr. McWETHY: If you moved them into the mountains. though, you're going to have to
move Druse or Moslems or other of the ethnic groups that are involved in the civil war there.
Rep. MAVROULAS: This is where I believe our diplomatic corps must exert all the
pressures necessary among our friends throughout that part of the world to assist us in this
most difficult. difficult task.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you Democrats in Congress and the House particularly take any of
the blame yourself for what happened because you did in fact support the presidential request
for an extension of time to keep U.S. troops in Lebanon?
Rep. MAVROULAS: Absolutely. We share our fair share of responsibility.and I for one
have supported the President in this initiative. Also---
Mr. DONALDSON: So if he was wrong you were wrong?
Rep. MAVROULAS: Absolutely. I've stated that from day one, and I feel that we all have a
responsibility. including the entire military chain of command. But I think we're missing a
very important point here this morning and we haven't talked about and maybe we should
talk about it-
Mr, DONALDSON: Go ahead.
Rep. MAVROULAS: -is our foreign policy. Our foreign policy. number one, you had an
agreement between the Lebanese government and Israel. Were there assurances given by the
United States- did we give assurances that we could put enough pressure on Syria to
withhold them, perhaps to withdraw? We do not have the answers to these questions and until
we do then I think we're skirting the issue.
Mr. DONALDSON: Thank you very much. Congressman Mavroules. for being with us
today.
Rep. MAVROULAS: Thank you.
Mr, DONALDSON: When we return. we'll talk with James Schlesinger. who has served
both as secretary of defense and as director of the Central Intelligence Agency. In a moment.

{commercial break}
Mr. DONALDSON: Fonner Secretary Schlesinger. thank you for joining us today.
JAMES SCHLESINGER, former Secretary of Defense: Nice to he here.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let's start on that same point that I began with Congressman
Mavroules. Was the President right to say that the commanders have suffered enough and
there should be no major punishment?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: Well. that is a complicated question. The President succeeded in
subverting, as it were, the processes of military justice. and for an administration that reposes
great confidence in military judgment and in military institutions, that's a rather remarkable
outcome. So I think. that in all probability the system of military justice should have been
permined to proceed as it normally does.
Mr. DONALDSON: Had it heen premittedto proceed. would you agree that it probably
would not have found any of the commanders culpable to the point of courts martialling them
and convicting them?

Sec. SCHLESINGER: I think that is probably right.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Secretary, we've seen elaborated in the attempt to trace responsibility for this
a kind of roccoco responsibility chain of command through Stuttgart and Wiesbaden and
Belgium and back to the Pentagon. What have we learned from all this, not just about the
institutional chain of command. but are we learning something alanning about the kind of
people who rise to command positions in the military?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: Well. I think that one should not neglect the institutional aspects.
As you know. the Senate is now examining changes in the JCS structure and the whole
chain-of-command system. and I think that this provides us with an impetus in that direction.

)
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I think that there is some tendency of the son (hat you mention. (hat for commanders now to
be in a position in which they feel they ought not to rock the boat.
Mr. WILL: I mean. are we getting bureaucrats or military leaders?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: Well, that's a hard question.
Mr. WILL: Answer it though.
Sec. SCHLESINGER: I think that we probably have more people who are politically aware
in these spots, and those are the ones that we have drawn into these spots.
Mr. McWETHY: There has been an apparent reversal during this administration of the role
that the military and the Pentagon takes vis-a-vis the rest of the government. In Central
America and now in Lebanon you see it is the military that is questioning what the rest of the
government is doing. It is the military that is putting brakes on different pans of the foreign
policy. Is this a good idea? Is this a radical change since you were over there?

Sec'. SCHLESINGER: I think that probably the military should be quite cautious in
cnnctzmg na~onal policy in public. They have every right to raise questions in private, but
when the pohcy has been set it is the task. of the military to implement that policy.
Mr. McWETHY: Whether it is a good idea or not, or whether their guys are being chewed up
day after day by things over which they have no control?
~. SCHLESINGE':I: They have every right to express their reservations and ultimately,
If they feel that the policy is out of line, they have the right to resign. But public criticism of
policy as opposed to the execution of policy seems to me to be a little bit beyond the task of
the Pentagon,

Mr. D<?NALDSON: There is a sugg~stion in the Long Commission report. and there's an
accusation on the record from the white House, that the intelligence-gathering capability of
the CrA was drastically reduced in the Carter administration and there was an intelligence
failure here in the Marine bombing that can be traced to that reduction. Do you agree?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: Well, I think that you ought to tum to Admiral Turner for that issue.
but let me make it clear that in the bombing of our embassy that we lost Bob Ames and a
number of our other experts in the region, and that in no way can that be blamed on the Caner
administration. There have been deficiencies with regard to the distribution of intelligence
and those are touched upon in the Long repon. We have great national assets and we were
not using those assets effectively to bring the intelligence that was available to the command-
ers in the field.
Mr. WILL: Let's pull back a minute-and look at policy. The President has said that if
terrorism is allowed to intimidate us and if we are driven out. in effect off the beaches under
fire, that there'll be a disaster in the region. Can we afford to have - and is it a real
possibility that we could have - Beirut become a Soviet pert?

Sec. SCHLESINGER: Well, if the Soviets have that much control they can use Syrian
ports. Certainly we would not want Beirut to become a pert for the Soviet naval forces. but
the options are elsewhere in the Eastern Mediterranean for the Soviets. We are not in a
position in which we can avoid the impact of terrorism, indeed, if Clausewitz were around
today he would say that terrorism is the continuation of either war or politics by other means.
Mr. WILL: Well, does it matter greatly to the United States? Is it in the accepted formula of
vital interest to the United States?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: It is not-
Mr. WILL: What is our interest then?
Sec, SCHLESINGER: Our interest would be that the parties within Lebanon peacefully
resolve their differences, but it does not require a major deployment of American military
force. Indeed, we only have at the moment a token deployment. so we have declared that this
is not a vital interest of the United States: it is a subsidiary interest.
Mr. McWETHY: If you were advising the President today as either secretary of defense or
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secretary of state. what would you tell him about how we ought to proceed? Ought we to
hang tough and to go for our long-term policy objectives of a stable government in Lebanon.
or should we throw in the towel and realize that maybe that is not achievable, considering the
historical background of this country?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: It is probably the latter. Unless we are prepared to change the
balance of forces in the region. we are putting ourselves in a position in which the Syrians can
play cat and mouse with us to their heart's content. and even to the content of the Soviets who
stand behind them. If we are nor prepared to change that balance then we have a choice of
getting out. The worst of all policies is probably simply to hang in there because under those
circumstances the costs for the United States will rise.
Mr. McWETHY: But that's what we're doing. Are we not just hanging in there?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: That is right, and I think that it is probably a blunder to have gotten
in, We did not understand the fundamental forces at work. in the region - the Shiite
revolution, the forces of Arab nationalism. nor the complexities of Lebanese politics.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. John asked you what you would tell the President and you
have just done so. Now I'll turn it around. You're the president. What do you do? Do you get
out now or do you put in enough force to change the balance?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: I think that while my private preference would be to change the
balance. that there is not the intent in this country today. nor the public support. to have a
major involvement in the Middle East. By hanging in there we are detracting from other
objectives of the administration, most notably, I think, support for Central American policy.
which will be a reflection of what happens in the Middle East.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. President Schlesinger gets out. and now George's phrase
applies: you have cut and run. What does that do to our policy and our friends' view of that
policy elsewhere. including Central America?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: Well. let me go back to the issue of terrorism that George raised,
We inevitably are responding to terrorism. It is said will we retreat because the terrorists want
us to? Will we stay in there because the terrorists have determined that we will stay in there?
If it is not going to be in the interests of the United States to stay in and we are going to pay
increasing costs. then we must face the fact that. ignominious as it may be, that it is better to
get out sooner rather than later.
Mr. DONALDSON: Thank you very much. Mr. Schlesinger. for being with us today.
president or otherwise.

Coming next. our more or less uninhibited free-for-all discussion, and joining us for that
will be ABC News national correspondent James Wooten and New York Times columnist
Tom Wicker.

{commercial break]
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. gentlemen. the Long Commission report has certainly put the
pressure on the President now. Clearly he cannot just sit there for a long time in Lebanon
with those Marines. What ought he to do, George. and what do you think. he will do?
Mr. WILL: Well, it seems to me that, in Jim Schlesinger's phrase, he has a choice of
ignominies. You can go on there with the proudest Marine Corps being, in effect. made to
look impotent and demoralized over time by this kind of use of force. or you can come out
under fire off the beach. unless you can miraculously produce a window in which you declare
victory and leave. and then there's no one over there seems to have any interest in giving us
that.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. but what about declaring defeat? That's another thing which the
President himself has son of suggested in other terms. Jim?
JAMES WOOTEN: Well, I disagree with your original premise. Sam. in that you're saying
that he simply can't leave them there. simply cannot. I think.he can. and I think he will. As a
matter of fact-
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Mr. DONALDSON: You don't think he wants to be re-elected President?
Mr. WOOTEN: I do, but I do not think that the Democrats are quite capable of turning this
into the kind of campaign issue that could reverse Mr. Reagan's strength. As a matter of fact,
if it does become an issue in the campaign. that is. Democrats saying get out, Reagan saying
no--- Imean, it just- for my money it insures that the President is going to leave them there.
Mr, DONALDSON: Tom?
TOM WICKER, The New York Times: Well, I think there's probably something tn what
Jim says, and if the President is unable to say, "Well, I wanted to protect American interests
in the Middle East, but those Democrats in Congress forced me to move out," I think that
would be a bad position. On the other hand, if the President does nothing, and leaves the
Marines there as they are now. and he has a steady trickle of casualties coming back to this
country, and then sometime in June or July, let's say. actual events force him to pullout. then
I think he's got the worst of both worlds. I think the Long Commission report was significant
politically. Fonner Vice President Mondale has now come out for the withdrawal of our
Marines from Lebanon. Only a week ago he said that he was not ready to do that yet.
although he clearly indicated he was moving in that direction. What happened in between?
The Long Commission report. And I think that is probably what has brought about Men-
dale's position.

Mr. DONALDSON: George. is Mondale just sailing with the wind here?
Mr. WILL: I don't think that's fair. I think it's very significant. I think, as I have indicated in
my questioning today, I think it's dubious that they should do this, but the military has now
entered - through the back door, true ~ but entered a policy discussion. That takes one
more constituency away from the President.

Mr. DONALDSON: Jim, I want to gel back to the political aspect of this, The President
quickly tried to--- the word was subvert that Jim Schlesinger used, but let's just say. make
certain that military justice didn't proceed to examine the officers in public on the question of
their culpability for that disaster. Why do you think he did that? He thought that was popular.
or what were the elements?
Mr. WOOTEN: Well, you know, if you look al the Long report, and as George has pointed
out, it is a very intelligent and very forceful critique of the Reagan policy in the Middle East.
To have it survive any longer than, say. today or next Sunday, is, I think. politically
debilitating. All he did was say, "Hey. well, maybe they're right. If there is some blame.
okay. I'll take it and let's forget it." to get it behind him.

Mr. DONALDSON: Does anyone think there's some problem here with the fact that 241
Marines were blown up with this disaster that could have been prevented under some
conceivable circumstances but no one is going to have to pay for it?
Mr. WICKER: Yes, I feel that way, and I think Mr. Schlesinger indicated that. that the
processes of military justice should have been allowed to run on those who had direct and
specific responsibility rather than overall responsibility. But I think the President- that the
word subvert is not too strong here. because in order, in my judgment, to divert attention
from this very intelligent critique of his policy, the President has now centered attention on
that very question. In other words, he took the responsibility. not only his own, but he took it
off the military officers, and that's the question that's being more nearly discussed and in the
headlines than the actual critique of policy that the Long Commission made.
Mr. DONALDSON: George, did he do the right thing?
Mr. WILL: No. Definitely not. He did- Reagan is a nice man and he really felt that this was
a way-
Mr. DONALDSON: He loves the military. now,
Mr. WILL: Well, he likes the military. I think he feels sony for the parents and loved ones of
those who died there, and he doesn't want a debate that seems to say - which I'm afraid is
the truth - that they died quite unnecessarily.

•

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, he made a point of saying he didn't want anyone to think. the
families of the dead. that their sons or brothers died in vain. And yet if you make that point.
don't you have to point out what they died for? In other words. what advantage the United
States gained by their death? I can't find any. Can you?
Mr. WILL: No, that's an old-

Mr. WOOTEN: They died as a consequence of a policy.
Mr. DONALDSON: A failed policy.

Mr. WICKER: Nor anything to be gained by leaving the Marines where they are. making no
change in policy, and having, as I said earlier. a steady trickle of casualties coming back
horne-

Mr. WILL: This is- the President's action was misplaced humanitarianism. Presidents have
to be hard and they have to be able to inflict pain and take pain, and this was, I think, a case
of a president being nice in a way that is fine in a private citizen, not fine in a president.
Mr. WICKER: Well, if that's so, and I'll accept it, it still served to divert attention from his
own responsibiiity-i-

Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. On thaI note let's move ahead. Let's look to 1984,Let's do a
traditional look ahead and see what we think we can find there at the end of the runnel.
whether light or not. Let's begin with matters of security, not just the Middle East. War and
peace, if you will. The anTISrace. Andropov lives, if he can ever be found, and we go into a
very serious situation or not. Jim. what do you think? Is it going to be a better year from that
standpoint?
Mr. WOOTEN: No, I don't think it will be a better year. I think for instance in the Middle
East that I think it is probable that we could see Israel and Syria at war. in a full-blown war-
Mr. DONALDSON: Does that mean the United States and Israel at war against Syria?
Mr. WOOTEN: It almost always does, in one way or another. A proxy war does involve the
adoptive parents. does it not?

Mr. DONALDSON: Tom, what do you see ahead in the matter of security?

Mr. :WI~K~R: ~ell. I don't see that it's- how it can conceivably be a better year with the
contmumg Situations in the Middle East and in Central America, and above all the collapse ofar:ns control talks. I see no possibility that would resume until after the election. So I would
think that the situation between the United States and the Soviet Union which is the central
element in the world. would deteriorate further in 1984. .

Mr".D~NALDSON: Well, now. George, you're not displeased that Tom says he sees no
possibility of anTIScontrol talks with the Soviets resuming, are you?

M~. ~ILL: No. A~s.control talks have proceeded for 15 years now in conjunction with the
pnn~lpa.1 acceleration m the arms race in human history on the pan of the Soviet Union. So I
d~n t thl~ arms talks limit arms, I think in fact what you're going to see very soon in 1984 is
this Pre~ldent .coming to a conclusion other presidents should have come to, and that is that
~he Soviet Union is in sUbstanti~1 viol.ation of the ABM treaty, SALT II provisions, and the
hreshold test ban treaty. So you re gomg to find that what we have taken as achievements are
really not achievements at all.

Mr. WICKER: Well, I disagree with that. In the first place, arms control has been going nn
for 70 years d it' he li .. - , an n s given us t e limited test ban treaty. which at the very least is a very
Important antipollution treaty->
Mr. WILL: BUI nOIa-

Mr. WICKER: It has given us an ABM treaty. It gave us some form of limitation on arms. It
~~ve us a greater degree of stability and confidence at least for a period when the two sides
h re negotiatmg and counting each other's weapons. It could have, had it been pressed
arder and particularly by this country, it could have perhaps given us a comprehensive test
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ban treaty. It could have limited the deployment of MIRV'd weapons, which l think every-
one would agree would have been a step forward. So there's a great deal to be said for arms
control, in my judgment, and the viewpoint expressed by George and this administration that
arms control is actually damaging to American security interests. I think, is really wrong-
headed.
Mr. WILL: No one has written better in criticism of the MX deployment and the MX as a
weapons system than Tom Wicker. and 1 would maintain that the MX is the point - the
ridiculous point, almost - to which we were driven by the terms of SALT I. That is. it was
arms control that forced us into large MIRV'd missiles.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well-
Mr. WICKER: We forced ourselves into the MIRV because we could have raised the MIRV
and had it banned in SALT I and did not do so.
Mr. DONALDSON: And I've just got to say, gentlemen, I think if the President runs for
re-election on a platform of no more anns control talks, which of course he will not. he might
be re-elected, but he'd make a far more dangerous world than we have. Now I'm going to
ask you for a little fun here. Tell me what headline you would most like to see - doesn't
have to be a serious one ~ in 1984. Jim, would you like to take it?
Mr. WOOTEN: Well. yeah, one that struck me that would have a salutary effect on things
is, "Wooten Named President of ABC News." That strikes me as-

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, I must tell you if that happens I'm then ternpred '0 ask. what's
the subheadline? "Donaldson's Contract Renewed" or not?
Mr. WOOTEN: We'll talk about it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. George, what about you?
Mr. WILL: 1 have three, in ascending order of importance. "U.N. Dissolved," ·'U.N.
Building Made Shelter for Homeless, " or "Consumption Tax Passed; Deficit to be Cut in
Half," but most important, "Orioles Sweep Series in Four and Repeat."
Mr. DONALDSON: "U.N. Building Shelter for Homeless." Soup line outside-
Mr. WILL: With Meese checking off the spongers, yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: Tom, what about you?
Mr. WICKER: Well, just right in line with the Oriole headline there. I would like to see
•'Steinbrenner Sells Yankees." But on the serious side, just to discomfit my friend George
Will, I would like to see a headline that said "Arms Control Talks Resume: Both Sides
Accept Cuts."
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, that's good. You know. we asked 'he President the other night
what he'd like for Christmas and what he'd like to see. and he said he would like (0 see peace
even if it came in a box. So I'd like to see a headline saying "Ronald Reagan Opens Box.
Gets Electric Train," which is probably as good as anything.

Thank you very much. Our time is up. but thank you for being with us. And we'll be back
in just a moment.

{commercial break]
Mr. DONALDSON: I'll be back tonight at the dinner hour on World News Tonight Sunday.
For aJl of us here at This Week and for the vacationing David Brinkley. I'm Sam Donaldson.
Have a good day.

•
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

January 8, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
mgton headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Everyone agrees that, as they say in the soap operas. "My dear. we
ca~'l ~o on like this" - running huge government deficits, paying huge interest. while
wnngmg our hands and saying. "We can't do anything about it." [0 Washington and New
Yo~k we will look at this. as~ what can be done about it. and ask why we don't do it. And
w~re pleased. to have you with us. OUf guests: Dr. Henry Kaufman. managing director and
chief economist of Salomon Brothers, in New York: Senator Robert Dole of Kansas. chair-
man of the Senate Finance Committee, in Washington: Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan of
New York of the Senate Budget and Finance Committee. in Washington; the background
from our man John Martin: and our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and
lody Powell. All here on our Sunday program.

First, t?day"s news, since the Sunday morning papers. In Lebanon. an American heli-
copter flying between a ship and a Marine base on shore was fired on. Here's a report from
ABC's Charles Glass in Beirut.

CHARLES GLASS [voice-over]: Marine CH-46 helicopters, which regularly ferry
troops from the fleet to the Marine base at Beirut airport and to the temporary U.S.
Embassy in West Beirut, came under fire today. One Marine was killed in the attack near
the embassy. Marine spokesman Major Dennis Brooks described the attack by unidenti-
fied gunmen.

Major DENNIS BROOKS, USMC spokesman: The aircraft were on the ground at
the time of the attack. They came under intense small-arms fire. machine-gun fire and
rocket-propelled grenade fire. Helicopter gun crews as well as Marines in the area
returned fire.

GLASS {w~ice-over}: The site of the attack at the Lebanese officers club provides the
neare~t I~dlng zone for U.S. Marines guarding the American Embassy, which is tem-
~ranly In an apartment building on Beirut's seashore. Security around the embassy is
tight, and the road in front is blocked to traffic
. Today's atta~k comes at a time when the Marine presence in Beirut is coming under
m~reasmg scrunny, not only here. but in the United States. Senate Arms Services Com-
mittee Chairman John Tower with Senator John Warner of Virginia discussed the Marine
presence here yesterday with Lebanese President Amin Gemayel and with the Marine
comman~er General James Joy at the Marine base. While the senators were at the base.
two Mannes were slightly wounded by a stray round.

{on camera} The opposition groups who launch attacks on the U. S. Marines in Leb-
ano~ know that every Marine casualty increases the call in the United States for the
Marines ~oget out of Lebanon. Since they want the U. S. Marines to leave, the best guess
IS that this won't be the last attack.
Charles Glass, ABC News, Beirut.

Mr. ~RINKLEY: Reports tod~y are that the Kissinger Commission's report on Central
America, due .out this week. Will say economic aid to Central American countries should
depend on therr. record on human rights and thai the local guerrilla forces down there are no
~hreat to the United Slates. but the effort by Cuba and the Soviet Union to extend their power
Into Central Ameri~a is a direct threat to this country's security.
d In. New Hampshire, which has the first presidential primary on February 28th, the filing
ate IS now Pest- ~d there are 30 candidates. including 20 that almost nobody ever heard of.

bei~rcheologlSts 10 the Soviet Union have found new evidence supporting what was already
Alle~ed, that the first humans in North America crossed from Siberia into what is now

as a. They found in Siberia beads and arrowheads identical to some found in the state of
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Washington.
We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.

(commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Although it still has a way to go - unemployment is still 100 high - the
economy has improved substantially. Is that the result of Reaganomics, supply-side econo-
mics? Or is it simply that Americans decided they couldn't wait any longer for new can>.
refrigerators and so on and started buying? What can or should Washington do to keep it
going. to keep il expanding. to help it along? Before we question today's guests about all of
this. and trying 10 make all of it more useful to you. here's some background from our
Sunday regular John Martin. John?
JOHN MARTIN [voice-overt: Is it prosperity or just a prelude to the next recession? In
just six hours on this floor on Thursday buyers and sellers traded 160 million shares of
stock. the busiest day in the 194 yean> of the New York Stock Exchange. Across the
showrooms and sales lots of the country the three biggest American automakers were
reporting a remarkable turnaround from losing nearly $4 billion in 1980 to earning $6- to
S7 billion in 1983. And across the department store counters of the country, retailers had
their best Christmas in perhaps 10 years. Sears sold $3 billion in merchandise in one
month. And even where there were dark clouds - employment in steel dropping by the
thousands - there were silver linings. This week the commissioner of labor statistics said
unemployment was dropping by the hundreds of thousands: 335,(0) people went back to
work last month: nearly four million people who didn't have jobs a year ago have them
now. the best employment picture in two years. and the best employment turnaround in
30 years.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN: I think it's encouraging news for all of us, and we're
going to keep on.
EDWIN MEESE, Counselor to the President: I think the economic recovery is
always good news for everybody. and what's good news for everybody is good news
for any campaign as well.
ARTHUR LAFFER, economist: Oh. this is definitely a triumph for supply-side
economics. I mean, we had tax rate reductions across the board. They started on
January lst. 1983. We've had the decontrol of oil. which is clearly supply-side.
We've had a monetary policy by the Fed which has been very supply-side. And it
works.

MARTIN [voice-over}: But more than nine million people still don't have jobs. Blacks
still suffer disproportionately. The rate of unemployment is snll the second highest in 40
years of recoveries. and when it was going up in 1982. it rose more sharply than at any
time since the Great Depression. an upheaval now under sharp attack.

WALTER MONDALE, Democratic Presidential Candidate: We 've just gone
through a severe recession when we've had an administration which, for the first time
since Hoover. has not done a single thing to try to lighten the burden or to find jobs or
to bring about economic growth to put Americans back to work.
ROBERT STRAUSS, former chairman, Democratic National Committee:
In this blue book. these congressional Democrats that I've talked about have pre-
scribed what I said was a powerful antidote to Republican voodoo economics,

MARTIN {voice-overt: In a 9O-page booklet issued ths week, the House Democratic
Caucus challenged the Reagan recovery as unsound. "based on good luck," it said. and
temporary solutions thai ignore the threat of renewed inflation if budget deficits aren't cut.
high interest rates that could choke off investment to sustain the recovery. and the
overvalued dollar. which it said damages Third World economies. but especially Ameri-
can exports, pricing everything from high technology to food products beyond the reach
of some foreign consumers.
ALICE RIVLIN, economist: High dollar means it's expensive for them to buy from us,
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which hurts our export industries and, conversely. it's cheap for us to buy from them.
which hurts our industries which compete with imports.
MARTIN [voice-over]: At the Brookings Institution economist Alice Rivlin says Con-
gress should raise taxes and cut spending to lower deficits now.
Ms. RIVLlN: l think the danger of waiting is that the expansion in the economy may not
last into /985. If you're going to raise taxes and cut spending. which are after all the only
options you have for reducing the deficit. well. the time to do that is now when the
economy is moving strongly ahead.

MARTIN: But conservative economist Milton Friedman argues in a Newsweek article
tomorrow that the Federal Reserve has already set the stage for new troubles.
MILTON FRIEDMAN, economist: From July of 1982 10 July of 1983 the money
supply went up 131;1%, the largest one-year increase since the end of the war. From July
to December it's been going up at about 3%. Now that's a very dramatic downturn. As a
result f think there's a very substantial chance we may face a recession in 1984 rather than
continued prosperity. I hope I'm wrong. But I'm afraid I'm not.
MARTIN: If the economy doesn't tum down radically, it won 't be an issue in the
presidential election the way it hurt Jimmy Carter in 1980. Still. there are a lot of nagging
doubts here in Washington about what happens after the votes come in. Senator Dole of
Kansas, who's still pushing his plan to bring the deficits down, but the economy is
conspiring against him. It has raised public confidence that things are getting a lot better,
according to the latest ABC News poll. and it will send the Congress back here later this
month with conflicting signals from the voters. who say they're worried about the deficits
but not about the economy. at least not now. David?

Mr..BRINKL~Y: John. thank you. Coming next. Henry Kaufman. managing director and
~emor economist of Salomon Brothers Incorporated. a man so respected that he can and has
Influenced the stock market simply by saying what he thinks. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kaufman. thank you very much for coming in and being with us
today. Delighted to have you. ~

HENRY KAUFMAN, chief economist, Salomon Brothers: Nice 10 be with you again.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me are George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC
New.s White House correspondent. Mr. Kaufman. let me start with a general questio~.
You ve heard. and we have heard. a dozen or more prognoses about the economy. What IS
yours?

Mr. KA~FMAN: I believe the American economy this year will do quite well. In termsof
gross natlonal'pf(x:I~ct I suspect the economy, year over year. will increase close to 5 Y~o/C,
that consumption .wlll be strong. that w~ will have continued expansion in business inve~t-
men~s, ~ut that this year as. compared with last year. we're moving into a new phase. We re
mov.ln.gIOtOa more dynamic phase of economic expansion. a higher utilization of resources.
dechnm.g unemployment. highe~ utilization of plant and equipment and the beginning ~f
some friction In the wage and pnce structure. In that sense we face different challenges this
year than we did last year.

Mr. BRINKLEY: WelL that is very optimistic and more than some we have heard. What-
how about the federal deficit - $200 billion. more or less? Is that going to be an impediment
to the economy. to the recovery?

Mr. KAUFMAN: I think this year it'll be come clearer that the federal budget deficit of $180
?ill!on or so in t~is fiscal year and another very large one perhaps in the year coming will be a
Igmfica~t retarding force and d~ge.r for the economy. It will become more visible because
we don t have the excess capacity In financial markets as well as in the real economy that
would allow thi~ kind of ~ deficit to persist without some problems. In recessions and early
parts of econorruc recovenes. of course, deficits are not as visible as they will be in the next
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year or two.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Kaufman. we've just heard Art Laffer and some others say that the
recovery we're now having is a triumph of supply-side economics and. in effect. a triumph of
economic planning. Democrats say any fool can have a recovery if you pump $200 billion in
deficits into it as you're coming out of a recession. Who's right in this?
Mr. KAUFMAN: Well. there is a little bit of rightness on each side. This is not really a full
triumph for supply-side economics. We had a huge, huge budget deficit in the last couple of
years. We have not had. however. at the same time a significant increase in the savings rate
of Americans. The fact is Americans have behaved in very traditional fashion. They have, as
economic activity picked up. increased their consumption, and savings as a percent of
disposable income in the United States has not risen as it was promised to rise under the
supply-side school. Moreover. we've also had some support for this economic expansion
through more liberal monetary policy. You may recall. for example. back in the 1982 the
Federal Reserve abandoned its very close adherence to monetarism itself. So there has been a
partial Keynesian treatment here for the economy and perhaps a little bit of supply-side ism.
but it has not been. by any means. a triumph for the supply-side school.

Mr. WILL: Some people. Mr. Kaufman, have the following worry. They say that the
corporate profits now are so high that this provides a cushion that keeps them from going to
the credit market so the government can go ahead and finance its deficit. That. and the money
flowing in because of the strong dollar. But that the profit cushion must eventually abate and
that in early 1985. at the latest. the Fed must make a choice. It must choose either to fight
inflation with a contraction or to adopt an inflationary monetary policy.
Mr. KAUFMAN: Well. that is a point quite well taken. l would interpret it just a little
differently. During this year corporate profits are going to rise very significantly. This will be
most evident. however. in the first half of the year while. in the second half of this year. the
rise in corporate profits will slow. During this period of time. as the economic expansion
really takes hold. business will be spending more money for inventory and for plant and
equipment, and then we'll have to begin to finance more of their requirements externally.
When business will begin to do that it will come up against the very large demands of the
federal government. At the same time there will be the continued large demands of the
consumer sector.
SAM DONALDSON: Well. in a speech 10 days ago. Paul Volcker. the chairman of the
Fed. said that inflation was still a worry and that the Fed had no intention of easing the money
supply. What did he mean by that? Was that not a clue to the direction the Fed intends to
take?
Mr. KAUFMAN: Well. let me put it in these terms for you. By the end of this year capacity
utilization in manufacturing will probably approach close to 85%. Remember, a year or so
ago it was 69£k. A year from now the unemployment rate will be in the low 7%. Now it's in
the low 89C. A year ago it was practically over 109C.Now. under those circumstances we're
going to have more wage and more price pressure than we've had in the last year or so. Who
is going to deal with those wage and price pressures? The federal budget is not about to do it
as it is now being planned. Therefore. the entire task is going to have to sit with te centreal
bank. The central bank will have to do this in an environment of financial deregulation where
interest rates are unrestricted. and. in that sense. some unpleasant moments are going to be
ahead of us over the next year or so. and I believe Chairman Volcker is very much concerned
about it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Is one of those unpleasant moments going to be a look at the interest
rate and the sight of interest rates just going through the roof?
Mr. KAUFMAN: Well. the question--- I believe- my own estimate is that during the
next- by end of this year. long-term interest rates are going to be up at least one full
percentage point and the prime loan rate. which is II % at the present time. is going to be in
the range of 12 to 121/~percent. but the way the economy and the budget profile is going. I
believe those are not going to be the highs in interest rates for the cycle unless there is some
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intervention through fiscal policy some time this year.
Mr. DONALDSON: May I just ask one more question on interest rates, David. and thai is.
what about consumer rates? What can the consumer look forward to who wants to make a
loan for an automobile or for a new house?

~r. KAUFMAN: Well. there are- in the consumer area there are changing developments.
First of all, there is increasing competition to make consumer loans by thrift organizations
that now ~ave t~e power to make consumer loans. [0 home financing. the consumer is able to
tolerate higher Interest rates for a little while because we are moving to financing homes on
what we call floating interest rates - variable-interest rate mortgages. Consumers now
finance homes not on a fixed rate for 30 years, but a fixed rate for a year, for two years and
three years, and th~ rate is ~?anged. In that sense, many consumers today take the risk of
financing a h?m~ Without nailing down that fixed rate for 25 to 30 years, which used to be the
tra~~tlOnal thing m the United States. So what I'm saying to you is that the consumer, in his
ability fa finance a home. will be able to hold on awhile but as interest rates rise his cost of
financing is going to rise as we go through the next couple of years. '

Mr. BR~NKLEY: Mr. Kaufman, what advice on this point- what advice would you give to
the President and Congress on their fiscal policies. tax policies and so on?
M.r. KAUFMAN: Well. we have to do some painful things. We cannot afford to continue on
this current path for another year or two. We have to reduce outlays and we have to increase
revenues. The d.lfficulty is that when it comes to outlays we have military spending. which
a:e .very large this fiscal year - destined to go to $240- and then next year to $280-some-ood
~J!hon. and then we have a ~ariet~ of what we call social programs. There is no one measure
In the budget that can ~1I~vlate this problem. I would urge the President to move ahead and
~ccept some revenue-raIsIng. measures and at the same time prune the budget somewhat more
In terms o~ outlays. Now. If ~e could do that this year. a political year, this would be a
demonstra!lo,n. that the economics of our economy are as important as the politics. It is too
~ate t? walt til fiscal 1985 or calendar '85. By that time. the utilization of resources. the
inflationary pressures. are going to be somewhat too great so that the budgetary measures that
will .be und~rtak~n then are not going to give us what we want _ a lower inflation rate. a
holding the inflation. and to expand the duration of this American recovery. That is. I think.
the esse~ce of an~ governmental program - that we need a longer duration for the American
econorruc expansion. ~

~r. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kaufman. thank you very much. We have enjoyed hearing your
Views. Thank. you for coming in.

Mr. KAUFMAN: Right.

:r. SBRINK~EY: Coming .next, Senator Robert Dole. Republican of Kansas. chairman of
'Viek enate Finance C:0mmiltee. and Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan. Democrat of New

or of the Senate Finance and Budget committees. in a moment.
[commercial break!

~r. BRINKLEY: Sen.alor Dole. Senator Moynihan, thanks very much for coming in: a
Pfeasure to have you With us. You have heard Mr. Kaufman and you've heard perhaps 100.
I not IOOOolh I' . .
so the bout it. comp arnmg about the deficit. Can we wait 'til after the election to do

me mg a t It, Senator Dole?

~ln;aR~~ERT DOLE,.(R) Kansas, chainnan Senate Finance Committee: I :"ould
~Iecti~ sh~uldn ~;alt. We may w3.lL bemg- Congress being what it is and it beIng an
some st yea\ wou. hope we would act. as Mr. Kaufman sugeests. this year. We need

. rung eadershlp from the White House and from the speak~r of the House of Repre-
sentatives.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senalor Moynihan')

;;:;~~~NIEL Pi ~OYNIHAN, (D) New York, Senate BUdget and Finance Com-
. agree. I mk we should. I don't think we're going to. And there's a reason. and

it's the most unexpected reason you could think of. Mr. Reagan. Ronald Reagan. has made
big government cheap. For 75rz worth of taxes. you gel a dollar's worth of government. And
you just can't resist it. Bob was saying earlier about the new agricultural program that we pay
dairy farmers not to milk cows. He says even the cows are laughing in Kansas.
Mr. WILL: Gentlemen. let me march you through the budget to demonstrate that it's all
hopeless. We can divide the budget into four components. Defense. The President as I
understand it - correct me if I'm wrong, wants more spending on defense than Congress is
giving.
Sen. DOLE: That' s correct.
Mr. DONALDSON: Seventeenpercent more.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Seventeenpercent.
Mr. WILL: Interest isn't optional. We sort of have to pay that. Means-tested entitlements
programs and discretionary social spending bore the brunt of the cuts in 1981. Do either of
you see more cuts in that portion of the budget"
Sen. DOLE: Well. again. I think it depends on whether we can put together a combination
with revenue changes as well as spending cuts. Spending cuts alone. no. A combination.
probably. Possibly.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Well. that's what George is saying. that we have got to raise taxes.
None of this revenue enhancements. lts going to have to raise taxes.
Mr. WILL: There's one more component here, and that is the social insurance portion of the
budget. It's larger than the one I just mentioned. It's what? $300 million. Is any candidate
going to promise to cut Medicare, Social Security?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Now. just a second. A year ago. just about a year ago this week. the
Social Security problem was thought to be insoluble. And Bob and I got up together on the
floor. January 3. and we said. "Listen, we've got to govern. We've got to make this thing
put together." Twelve days later at Blair House we had put together me agreement which
was enacted line for line and which now does not contribute to the deficit. Those payroll taxes
increase revenues. They don', decrease. right'! Now. we can do some of these other things.
but everybody has to put a little something into the pol. Whether or not the principle on which
we did Social Security.
Sen. DOLE: That includes the President and the Speaker.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. if Imay. the Presidentalready. through a numberof leakson the
Hill of budget documents that are supposed to reflect what they'll actually send up to you. has
put something in the pol. Cap Weinberger. from the Defense Department. wanted a 22 or 23
percent increase in defense spending over the last fiscal year. and the President may send up a
request for just 17lk increase. Is that enough putting in the pot from the defense area?
Sen. DOLE: I think that's the opening, that's a negotiating position. r think it'll probably be
much less if you go back to the first budget resolution the Congress passed, it'll probably be
around 59C rather than 13~. But that's not enough. I mean. we're looking at massive
deficits. I think we ought to-- you know, we can all say we can't do anything in Medicare.
Medicaid. food stamps. defense. agriculture unless we dwell on the ahernative: we do
nothing. And that's where I think. we've missed the boat. We all say. "Oh. we can'( cut this,
we can't do that ." What if we don't do anything? We 've just heard what happens to interest
costs as far as homes are concerned. automobiles. what fanners pay for cattle loans. In my
view we haven't focused on the right problem.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. will the contingency tax. Senator Moynihan, a contingency laX

proposal to start taking effect in fiscal '86 be gexxt enough?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: No. and whal Bob is saying is. that earlier point I made. thaI big
government is so cheap now that 110 one thing will solve it: therefore, why do anyone thing?
You've gOI {o get together and agree to do a lot of things. And you have to do it fa"t, and in
his first 1.00:> days in office Mr. Reagan increased the national debt by half. We really are



now doing what for all those-
Mr. DONALDSON: Congress helped. Senator.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: -he was- [crosstalk]
Sen. DOLE: Congress helped for a long time. I think that's the point.
Sen. MOYNIHAN:We are really mortgaging the future. and we all know it, and we ought
to grow up and govern. as we did on Social Security and as we can do again.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. on that point, Senator Dole. you've been urging some sort of fiscal.
economic summit - the President, the leadership of Congress and the Federal Reserve
Board. or the chairman of the Federal Reserve Board. To do what? To agree on some
unpopular but necessary policies? Then to put them through? Why do we do that?

Sen. DOLE: To do what Senator Moynihan suggests. Everybody makes a contribution.
This is a massive problem. I believe it's not only good policy but good politics to be out front.
and that's why Iwant the President. I think he's very popular. I think he would be even more
so if he were leading the charge to reduce the deficit. But. you know, somebody has to make
the first contact. We would like to do something in our Finance Committee.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. you proposed this.
Sen. DOLE: Right.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Has he responded?

Sen. DOLE: Well. I met with the President last Tuesday. He's very concerned about the
deficit, but he has not yet responded to bringing in a group of people. Ithink he's concerned
if they shoot it down then he's left there with a specific-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Shoot what down?

Sen. DOLE: Well, say he made a proposal that we ought to do something in social
programs, revenue changes. and Tip O'Neill says no?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Bob. could 1-
Sen. DOLE: I think that's a danger.

Sen. MOYNIHAN: Could I suggest yet another thing"
Sen. DOLE: Sure.

Sen. MOYNIHAN: You know, there is or ought to be a rule that everybody's entitled to
their own opinion but not to their own facts. And in all truth. I think at some level it hasn't
really su~ in on the ~resi.dent what these next years are going to be like. And if we could get
together}n a room with him and look at these numbers and have him say. "Does everybody
agree With these numbers?" Well, in that case probably they are true, and obviously in thai
case we'd better do something. Bob, do you feel-

~r. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt a second. Fine. Why don't we do it? The Oval Office is
big enough to hold a fair number of people. Why don't you all do it? _________
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Here we are. and there he is. ________

Mr. DONALDSON:Well. Senator, how can the President do that? If he were to agree thai a
~et of facts suggests that. a) supply-side economics has not worked in the way he campaigned
m 198~ and said in '81 and '82 and '83 it was, and b) that you had to raise taxes. which is
something that he says he simply won't do, how can he run on a platform of saying. "1 was
wrong"?

~n. MO~NIHAN: Very simply. You remember President Roosevelt, who went out to
Pittsburgh In 1932 and said he was going to balance the budget, going to do this and do that-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Cut tax-

Sen. MOYNIHAN: "" 1936 he had to go back and he said, "What on earth will I do if they
~sk ':Ie about what I said four years ago," and Sam Rosenman said, "Deny you'd ever been
In Pittsburgh."
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Mr. DONALDSON: He was running against a Kansan, also. so-
Sen. DOLE: Well. I think the point is this. You know, Tip O'Neill has a JOO-votemargin in
the House. We have to be realistic, even in the Congress. He would rather raise taxes.
Ronald Reagan would rather reduce spending. Neither can have their way. Why don't we
work out some middle ground? I mean, it seems so obvious. I believe the American people-s-
I've been out in my state for five days. They're about six months to a year ahead of us.
They're terrified by the thought of the big deficits. They'~ concerned about more unemploy-
ment. higher interest rates. And we'll probably do nothing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here just for a second. We'll be back with more questions
for our two guests in a moment.

[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'd like to pUI the same question again. If you all agree, the two of y~)U
agree, and a fair number of members of Congress agree in both houses. that ~e leadershl~.
the President and the Federal Reserve should get together and work out somethmg. why don t
we do it? Who has 10 take the initiative? Does Tip O'Neill have to take it? Does the President
have to take it? Can you take it. you're chairman of the Senate committee dealing with this
area?
Sen. DOLE: Obviously we can ',- Ican't take it. Imean, we've been trying to indicate that
we ought 10 do something. We're going to continue that effort. ~t must be--:- th~re ~ two
powerful men in this town. One is named Ronald Reagan: one ISnamed Tip 0 Nel.I1:and
until they both, maybe at the same time. pick up the telephone or have some contact. It s nOI
going to happen. As we did on the Social Security commission, it was a~ul to ~o down the
drain until Tip O'Neill and Ronald Reagan got into the act. But I do believe, wlthout- w,e
shouldn't avoid- omit the Democratic responsibility in all this. Imean, Walter Mondale s
talked about the deficits. I haven't seen a program. So Ithink it is-, it must be bipartisan.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Mr. Mondale. if I may. and I want to ask Senator Moynihan
about this, has proposed some parts of thai program. He says in defense spend.in~ he would
nOI increase the defense budget over four or five percent a year. Is that realistic, Senator
Moynihan?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: That's almost exactly what we agreed to in the Budget Committee this
year ~ a 41/1% increase. If you do that-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the gap between J7%,-which the President may request-s-

Sen. MOYNIHAN: Well. that's crazy.
Mr. DONALDSON: -and four or five percent-
Sen:-MoYNIHAN: I mean. 5% a year steadily now through the big increases the last five,

-----six years is all we need, all we can pro?ably u~. Fritz Mondal~ has ~~n the one person out
there who has said we have to deal WIth Medicare. Now. that s a cnS1S--

Sen. DOLE: But he hasn't said specifically how.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: He has spoken 10 the specifics, he has spoken to some numbers. Now,
Bob, you know that' s going to be in our cornmirtee-,
Sen. DOLE: Right.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: -and by 1988 we're going to have a crisis. A'1d Mondale has said,
"Let's face-
Mr. DONALDSON: As far as the President-
Mr. WILL: Let's come back to the question of cuts because if you cut defense from 17 to four
percent you still have $180-billion deficit The President is about 10 send.up a ~udget. Senator
Dole. in which evidently he will propose substantially less than $10 billion In budget cuts.
Now. how can the Republican Party go 10 the country saying it's the big spenders. and we
can't suggest a single serious budget cut'!

I
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Sen. DOLE: It's really only about $5.6 billion the first year. It's about $21 billion over a
three-year period. f think it's going to make it more difficult. but even then some of the
Republicans ~'ve heard about this week are cringing at even the thought of $5.6 billion in one
year. We believe we can do better. OUf package in the Finance Comminee. if we have a little
support, has I!l~re spending reduction and less taxes than the President proposed in his '84
budget. And It Just seems to me we have to do it.

Sen. MOYNIHAN: Well. Bob. could 1- can ( speak to that? It goes back to this question
of, ~hat do you know about what's in the budget? I think the President came to town with the
feeling that we had a line item called "waste. fraud and abuse" - SI20 billion - and he
was going to cut it out. And that would be- that would take care of all the problems. I have
a couple letters. here f,,?ffi him. I was getting a letter every other day from him towards the
end of the session. This letter thanks me for voting to add $8.4 billion to the International
M~netary. Fund - absolutely necessary to the country, he said. This letter thanks me for
vo~mg to increase the debt ceiling, which is absolutely necessary. he said. He never thought
he d ~ave to do those things. He is now going to get from his commission on Central
Amenca a proposal for a new Marshall Plan for Latin America--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Several billion dollm-

Sen. MOYNIHAN: More, a billion dollars worth of more "glo-balcney;" as it used to be
call~d. But now It turns out to be foreign aid because the nation needs it. and he's being a
president, but he doesn't quite connect being president with what it costs to run a country.
Mr, WILL: But, Pat, whil~ we're really being disgusting and talking: politics. the Democrats
too ~ave a problem. That IS, they're saying right now, "Yes, you're happy. America. and
you re prosperous. ?ut ~~u should feel bad about it. .. How do you go to the country and get
votes that way. saying It s a false prosperity. you should be depressed?

Sen. MOYNIHAN: That's why I'm staying vet)' close to the Finance Committee and
Budget Comrruttee and trying to think about the future. There is a problem.

Sen. DOLE: And there's the point. there's another election corning up after '84. There'll be
another electIOn-

Sen. MOYNIHAN: And George Will-

Mr. BRINKLEY: What are you thinking of?

Sen'l MOYNIHAN: George Will. don't underestimate the intelligence of the American
peop e.

Mr, ~~NALDSON: Senator Dole. just where do you stand or: what the President is doing or
~ot ~l~ ~ read repo~, "Dole Angry at the White House." "Doie Upset by the Presi-
ent. cisely what IS your view of Ronald Reagan's responsibility in all this?
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Shall I tell you?
Mr.DONALDSON·N I

• 0, p ease. You may have a tum right after Senator Dole.
Sen. DOLE: No I think th Presid '. . <XX!Let' f .. ' . e Sl ent ISm a very strong position. The economy IS g .
to g~~~e ~t, ltd~ak~s It harder to deal with the deficit. And my only suggestion is we oug~1
until 198;. an 0 It. We ought to gel out front. It's good policy to do it in '84. not to walt

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, did you tell the President this last Tuesday')
Sen. DOLE: I told the President that last Tuesday anel-
Mr. DONALDSON: What did he say?

~~~~O;eE~dic~~ ~~icated that we'v~ had - and we have- we've had a lot of- we'v~
because of P id R ause ?f econorruc recovery; we've had more revenues. much of II
credit. I w t~Slf ent eagan s program, He deserves great credit. I want him to have more
compromi: ~thaTc~uPot,oth.edeficits now. and I believe if he would indicate a willingness to

WI rp Neill and others, we could do it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All it takes. you say. is a phone call. Can't somebody pick up the phone
and dial the number for him and hand it to him?
Sen. DOLE: Well. I'm certain there's a way to communicate.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Moynihan, you were-
Sen, DOLE: Politics gets into it. The Democrats arenr-;
Sen, MOYNIHAN: Why do you keep talking about politics? Listen. we've got to govern,
and it is- we ought to publicly face the fact that neither side, neither branch is going to
seriously get involved in this issue in '84. You mentioned the Federal Reserve. There must
be a pact with the Federal Reserve. But we can put the foundations in '84 if we set up a
commission - that's not the worst idea - to do in '85 what absolutely has to be done or we
are going to- have lost the decade.
Mr. WILL: Let me come back to the four components of the budget. The President wants
more in defense. has to pay the interest. You could abolish discretionary domestic spending
and means-tested entitlement programs and just about- I mean. the Mint. the Forest
Service, Statue of Liberty - everything. abolish it, you'd just about balance the budget. but
we're not going to do it. Therefore, you have to touch social insurance programs. Who is
going to campaign on a promise to reduce social insurance spending - Medicare. Social
Security, unemployment?
Sen. DOLE: Neither President Reagan nor the Democrats will campaign on Social Security.
but we have fixed that earlier this year.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Social Security does not add to the deficit.

Mr. WILL: Okay. your position--
Sen, DOLE: Medicare is the big time bomb.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Medicare is the big time bomb. and in fairness to Walter Mondale. he
has come out and said it has to be addressed.
Sen. DOLE: Well. but I must- it just seems to me if we get our spending cuts. then we
have to have a contingency tax. a surtax on individual and corporate income. an energy tax.
and close some loopholes and have a $150 billion package.
Mr, WILL: Well. Senator. a 5% surcharge on incomes would raise $21 billion. A $5 [taxi on
a barrel of imported oil with its affect to the windfall profits tax would raise another $12.
Whoopee. Thirty-three billion dollars. That leaves you in fiscal 1988 with a $200-billion
deficit.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: George. can I give you a number?
Mr, WILL: Yeah.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: Less than half- this concerns Bob. and he's been working on it. Less
than half the income earned by American individuals and corporations is subject to taxation.
The rest is excluded. sheltered. covered. hidden. put away. We have gOI to reform that tax
cade-
Mr. BRINKLEY: -put in a flat tax.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: -you are dead right. Five dollars on a barrel of oil. things like a flat
tax-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why don't you do that? It's easy, simple and would raise lots of money.
Sen. MOYNIHAN: why don't we get those exclusions and shelters and hideaways-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Knock out all the shelter-
Mr, WILL: Let me make my point to the Senator so he can answer it. an.d ~a[ is ,:",e've
shown in the last year or so that you can't balance the budget by nickel-and-dirning particular
programs. You can't do it with nickel-and-dime tax increases. either. You can fight- I
mean. you know the political cost-
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S:e~.DOL~: Well. but $75 billion over a three- or four-year period is not nickel-and-
diming. We re told by the experts - Mr. Kaufman included - if we do something in
Cong~ss- nobody expects us to do anything in response. but if we do that in '84 it'll start
the glide ~ath do~n on the deficits. it will reduce interest rates and sustain the recovery for a
long:er penod of nme. Otherwise we're going to take half the personal income tax just to pay
the Interest by 1990.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm sorry. time is up. Senator Dole. thank you. Senator Moynihan. thanks
very much: pleasure to have you.
We'll be back with our no-doubt uninhibited discussion here. and joining us will be

commentator Jody Powell. In a moment. .
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, here in Washington. as we all know. we need a sensation every
week to ke~p our blood going. If we don't have one I think the city thinks the country has
abandoned It orsomethi~g. and this week, this past week- the sensation probably won't last
I~ng - was Char!es Wick, U.S. Info~at~on Agency. who admitted. after first denying it.
t at he was recordmg phone calls. and this IS regarded as an outrage. George. is it an outrage
to you'!

Mr., WILL: Well, I'm morally sluggish. I'm prepared to be mildly indignant about this. I
can t figu:c out what ~e was doing it for. I think he was collecting autographs. Some people
collect Kirk Dougl~ a.uto~raph; he collected his voice. Because he wasn't doing it for
money a~d h~ wasn t domg It for power. as far as I can tell. so it's reprehensible, particularly
because It strikes at what we n~d more of. not less of. which is confidentiality in govern-
men~. We nee? an atmosphere m government where people will speak their minds and they
won t do that If they think it's all going down on tape.

Mr. B~I.NKLE~: Well. suppose the tape stops there and is not made public. Doesn't that
make It mto a different operation?

JODY POWELL, ABC News Commentator: The problem in government is that it is
almost sure nor to stop there. That's where you get into a breach of faith with your own
colleagues. If you record those things and you make transcripts of them. sooner or later
people s words that they thought were spoken in private are probably going to end up on the
public record. ~

~r. DONALDSON: But. Jody, let's make sure that we understand what the point is here.
t s not so ",luch [hat Wick recorded the phone calls. but that he didn't disclose to the person
he was talking to that they were being recorded.
Mr. POWELL: Exactly. exactly.

lock ~O~A~DSON: It's not clear whether he broke a law, although the state of Florida is
t~n mg mto.1t becau~ they have a.law and he made a couple of calls there. The interesting
h g to me IS all of his colleagues m one way and another have sort of denounced him. who
a.~e.had to speak about this. except the President. jim Baker the White House chief of staff.
sal I~ ~~ not ~thical. And Mr. Meese, the President's cou~selor. said the other day that it
;nou h' n t. .ethlc~1 for hi,? to do it. He wouldn't pass judgment on Wick. but he thinks it's
th et ,lcallf.1t applied to .hl",l' The President, on the other hand. said he's an honorable man.
R~:I~ n~thmg wrong ',"lth It. So I ~ink the main issue here. David. is nor so much Wick but

eagan. Why IS he defending Wick on this matter?

h
Mr.BjRINKLEY:Well. he appointed him to run the USIA and feels some responsibility for
irn, suppose.

Mr. POWELL' W 11.. . . . .thi d '. : e. It s mrerestng that this IS the first scandal if you want to call it that. m
IS a mlnIstralion that inv I . . . th

th Presid d . 0 ves someone who IS really personally close to the President. be
e Sl ent an the First Lady, and--

Mr. DONALDSON: You mean this is the President's Bert Lance'!
Mr. POWELL' It introd h .. f. uces t at personal relationship. It certainly introduces a degree 0

pain and discomfort and perhaps a lack of pure and cold judgment that - if it's a Richard
Allen or someone else - it may not.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Jody. you've been in government. Just to push this along. what is the
difference between recording a phone conversation on tape and. if you're capable of it.
taking shorthand notes on what is said? What's the difference?
Mr. POWELL: Well. I suppose this industry that we're involved in right now illustrates it
best. There is a power and impact to a person's actual words. their voice. that doesn't exist if
you're saying. "So and so said such and such." We know here that you will sometimes use a
story if indeed you can have a tape of the person actually saying it. You may not use it or you
may not give as much time to it if it's just someone saying, "Someone supposedly said," or
something like this.
Mr. DONALDSON: It's not just us. Jody. It's the people making the statements. I've had
innumerable circumstances where people will tell me something. and I'll say. "Well. fine.
let's go on camera and say it." "Oh. no. I don't want to say it on camera."

Mr. POWELL: Oh. exactly. sure.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. we had another event during the week of some interest. great
interest. Jesse Jackson. presidential candidate. went to Syria and talked Hafez Assad into
releasing Lieutenant Goodman. the Marine lieutenant who was shot down; brought him
home. What do you think of that? Is it going to help his presidential candidacy? George?
Mr. WILL: No. I'd quarrel with everything. I'd quarrel with your characterization that he
talked Assad into this. I don't think anyone talks Assad into anything.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. what do you think he did?
Mr. WILL: I think he went over and was useful to Assad. I mean, Assad is. in one way or
another. is I think responsible for the deaths of a great many Marines. He buys an enormous
amount of humanitarian image in this country by releasing one flier. Jesse Jackson comes
back and thanks Assad for not killing Goodman; says. in fact. at the White House. that
Assad-- the Syrians had a right to kill Goodman - a curious construction-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Which they do not.
Mr. WILL: -of international law. And on we go. It seems to me that when the President
said. "You can't quarrel with success." he was saying if all you care about are results in this
world. okay, he got the results this time. But if you care about due process in government and
the procedures of international relations. which a conservative. Lord knows, ought to. then
the President's statement is false and we all should quarrel with success.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. George. I think Jackson should get a lot of credit because he was
useful. as you say. to three people at least: to Goodman. who got out of house arrest and
came home: to Assad. and you are right. for Assad's selfish motives in trying to put pressure
on the United States to get out of Lebanon: but to Ronald Reagan. because the President now
has more maneuver room. As long as Goodman was a prisoner there in Syria. Reagan's
ability to move the Marines and to get out of Lebanon was somewhat hamstrung. It removes
an irritant. So I think Jackson gets some credit.
Mr. POWELL: I think there is more than a little bit of a double standard here in the
establishment condemnation of Jesse Jackson for interfering in American foreign policy by
going to Syria. He should not have done it as a general proposition. but. if conservatives
piddle around in our policy with regard to southern Africa or Central America; if liberals like
Ramsey Clark take off. less is said. If certain former high government officials dabble in
diplomacy when they're out of government not much is said about that. If. in the Middle
East. you have a situation in which a person is undercutting not our policy toward Syria but
our policy toward Israel by getting into a bidding war for more aid to Israel. more undying
fealty to Israeli foreign policy. that also seems to attract a good bit less in the way of
controversy than what Jackson did.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think the President-
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Mr. BRINKLEY: You say the establishment has been critical of Jackson. What are you
talking about?
Mr. POWELL: Well. generally-
Mr. DONALDSON: The New York Times
Mr. POWELL: The New York Times-
Mr. DONALDSON: The Washington Post

Mr. POWELL: -c-or The Washington Post editorial page. which to me embodies the estab-
lishment's thinking in this country about as well as anything else.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think the President played this about right. I really give him high
marks. He could have stopped Jackson. as Reverend Jackson pointed out. from going. But he
didn't. He just laid back and waited to see whether Jackson succeeded or not. If Ja~kson had
not succeeded. I think the President would have denounced the mission and all of his people.
When he did. the President praised the mission. As I say. he got something that was
beneficial to him. Ronald Reagan. At the same time-

Mr. BRINKLEY: He couldn't stop him from going, Sam. It would have looked terrible.
Mr. DONALDSON: What's that?

Mr. BRINKLEY: He couldn't stop him from going. And it would have looked terrible.
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. he could have, on the very grounds that George Will has elo-
quently put forward here.

Mr. POWELL: This is one of the few occasions where Jackson said. before he went. ""If I
am asked not to go I won't go. ,. Most presidents in such situations have no! had that offer to
pick up on, and they didn't pick up--

Mr. DONALDSON: I think. Reagan once again demonstrated his astuteness as a politician,
and he came out in that Rose Garden with Jackson and Goodman and everyone. and we have
a picture of Ronald Reagan surrounded by a lot of blacks as well as whites. praising a black
leader.

Mr. POWELL: I will go so far as to say he once again demonstrated his ability to say almost
anything without blushing.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. that's a politician. isn't it"

Mr. BRINKLEY: And that's a great asset to an American politician, wouldn't you say?
Many of them have thrived on that talent. George. are you-

Mr. WILL: Well. just suppose Candidate A accepts an invitation from Andropov or And~-
pov's ghost or Andropov's surrogate to go and renew the dialogue, and Democratic Candi-
date B accepts an invitation from Castro to go and renew the dialogue with Castro, and pretty
Soon you have all kinds of people who are not quite like Ramsey Clark- I mean. he after all
was trivial. But you have people who are main players in the American political process
dealing for their purposes and the purposes of our adversaries with our adversaries. It seems
to me a very dangerous process.

Mr. POWELL: I agree with you on your general principle completely. All I'm saying is that
sauce for the goose ought to be sauce for the gander.
Mr. WILL: I agree.

Mr. POWELL: If we're going to dump on people that do that. we ought to do it across the
board without regard to ideology or which country they're playing games with.

Mr. BRINKLEY: One more thing. The White House has been asking for an item veto. ~hen
the budget is- when appropriations bills are sent to the President there is a long list of
billions for this and billions for that. He's either gOI to take the entire package or none ~t all.
He can v~to all of it or sign all of it. An item veto gives him a chance to veto simply one Item.
Are you m favor of that? Is he going to get it? Jody?

Mr. POWELL: I doubt he will get it. I am in favor of it. But I think we o~ght. because it
does marginally - underline marginally - increase the power of the executive .and thereby
place accountability and responsibility where it: for the most part. oug?t to be with reg~ to
the budget. But its not going to solve the de~clt pro.blem. You re talking a?out .$160 bl~lon
of control expenses, excluding defense. You re talking about a budget th~t s going to ~_80.
And it still is a political bargaining. negotiating process. So, it's-- yes. It would be nice to
have. but it's certainly no panacea.
Mr. WILL: Forty-three governors have it. but governors' budgets don't have huge entitle-
ments built into them: that is. expenditures made by law, Governor Thornburgh of Pennsyl-
vania knocked out one dollar in eight with a line item veto in his budget last year. Ronald
Reagan, when he was governor of California, generally ,reduced the ~~liforni~ ~udget 2%
using a line item veto. If you reduce our budget :!~.you d knock a trivial $8 billion off the
deficit. So it's not going to control the deficit.

Mr. DONALDSON: I think it's a close question. but I think the President ought to have a
line item veto. The danger is that a President misuses it the way Congress misuses the other
side: that is. the President strikes one or two lines that really reflects the popular will, but
does not match his ideology, and then gets the whole bill.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. is there any chance of his getting it. in any case'? I doubt it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Not this year.

Mr. POWELL: I see no indication of it.

Mr. WILL: No. because it would increase the President's power. and this is the reason for
giving it to him. to inflict pain and instill fear. All these people are running around with deep
thoughts about AWACS and other matters. He could say. "You can vote against me on
foreign policy, but you don't get your post office:' they'd lose interest in foreign policy
instantly.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. rime's up. Thank you very much. all of you.
We'll be back with a few words about life in the Washington bureaucracy in the first week

of 1984 in a moment.
[commercial breakj

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally, life in Washington this week. Edwin Meese of the
White House had a good time on Friday. He carne out with a pile of plastic trash bags filled
with pamphlets printed by the U.S. government and given free to anyone who wants them:
1.800 of them, he said, and all of them were being killed off. eliminated, saving the
government $85 million a year in paper and printing and paying the people who write them.
One pamphlet is called, Controlling Bedbugs. So far as I know. they are the only living
creature having no Washington lobby to protect them, no office on K Street with lawyers,
WAT~ lines, electrice typewriters, thick carpets and grants from the Ford Foundation. But
t~ere IS Ralph Nader. He said this would deny useful information to the poor. who are more
likely to have bedbugs than those who live in Beverly Hills mansions where the Reaganites
came from. But there are other pamphlets: How to Control Avalanches, How to Buy a
Christmas Tree. How to Install Solar Heating in a Milking Barn - no doubt all useful to
somebody. but in the quaint folkways of Washington this must be understood, Ed Meese got
~ chance to make a little show of saving money: Ralph Nader got a chance to protest, In due
tl~e. the bureaucrats will again be printing all of these pamphlets and more, and the $85
million? Nobody will ever see it.

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

January 15, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: The thrust of Cuban. which is to say Russian. power into Central
America is a danger to the security of the United States. So said the bipartisan commission on
Central America this week. It offered suggestions on what the United States should do about
it. producing in Washington agreement and disagreement and another hard decision Wash-
ington has to make. We will ask questions about all of this. OUf guests: Henry Kissinger.
chairman of the commission; Kenneth Dam. deputy secretary of stale; Senator Christopher
Dodd. Democrat, Connecticut. Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The background from
our man John Martin. and our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and
Hooding Carter - all here on our Sunday program. -

First, today's news since the Sunday morning papers.
Eight candidates for president. all wearing smiles and shoeshines. will appear together

today for the first time in a sort of debate. For three hOUJ:iin a hall on the campus of
Dartmouth College in Hanover. New Hampshire. each will explain why he believes himself
best qualified to be president. Ted Koppel of ABC and Phil Donahue will be the ringmasters
on a three-hour television program on public broadcasting. Mondale. Askew. Hollings. Hart.
Jackson. Cranston. Glenn. McGovern - five lawyers. a homebuilder. an astronaut and a
Baptist preacher. on television for the first Sunday afternoon of the winter without football.

In Stuttgart. West Germany. an American soldier who disappeared called his wife and said
he had been kidnapped by antinuclear demonstrators. He was found this morning asleep in a
bam in a farmhouse 100 miles from his base. safe and unharmed. He is Liam Fowler. 21.
Port Orange. Florida; no sign of the kidnappers he said seized him. There are numerous
questions about all this and no answers.
. In ~ew York City China's Prime Minister Zhao saw some of the city's great sights.
including the Metropolitan Museum. where he saw a Chinese pavilion built by artisans from
his country. and ~me of the Met's vast collections of painting and sculpture. He also looked
~t t~e St~tue of Liberty and the top of the World Trade Center. New York's Mayor Koch
invited. him to lunch and said he would ask again if China would give the city a pair of pandas
and said he would serve him American-style beef stew since. in his view. Chinese food
cannot be prepared in an American kitchen . .so it's beef stew.

And a. small proble~ in San Diego: Navy airplanes flying overhead use the same radio
frequencies ~ automatic .garage doors. Householders complain their garage doors open and
close ~11the time. ~metlmes locking them in and locking them out.

We II be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: On the Kissinger Commission's report on Central America it says. among
~uch else. th~t economic aid should be conditioned on some improvement in the human
fights records In these countries. where torture and murder are common. Our Sunday regular.
John Martin. with some background on all this. finds in Central America that everyone says.
oh '.yes. he is in favor of human rights. and some have been known to say that while fingering
their guns and their blackjacks. John?

J0t:JN ~~RTIN: One of the central questions being asked here in EI Salvador this w.eek.
Da~ld. I~Just how far the Reagan administration is prepared to push the human ~g.hts
certlfi.~atlon precess .recommended by the Kissinger Commission without jeopm:tlzmg
what It see~ as Its natlonal.security interest in preventing a communist takeover in thl.spart
of the.hemlspher~. The signals on national security are clear. but not on human rights.

.[voice-over] Like much of Central America. San Salvador is starved for money. The
Klssmger. Commission estimates that the region needs $24 billion to survive the next six
years. Without It. the commissioners said. communist-backed insurgents will exploit the

misery and ultimately threaten the United States in its own backyard. Ev~n ~. the
commission said that because perhaps 30.000 civilians have been murdered m this one
country in four years. outsiders should monitor human rights conditions here and military
aid should be cut off if progress isn't made.

The idea troubled President Reagan so much he vetoed a certification law recently. and
said he might ignore such a provision. Three commission members dissented .and said
military aid should not be CUI off if it would jeopardize the government. an Idea that
pleased EI Salvador's provisional president.
ALVARO MAGANA, President of EI Salvador: This approach is more realistic. is
more understanding of our real situation. They know that we are trymg to do our best. It IS

not easy to enforce completely human rights in the middle of a war.
MARTIN [voice-over]: This week in El Salvador everybody was in favor of human
rights. even the presidential candidate of the right-wing party. Roberto D·~ubuisson. a
former police intelligence official often privately suspected. but never publicly charged.
with torture. He says he interprets the Reagan approach this way.
ROBERTO D'AUBUISSON, presidential candidate {through interpreter]: That the
policy of human rights must be respected and complied with up to the highest. but that the
security of Central America must be guaranteed and that Salvador must be saved.
MARTIN [voice-over]: There are guards outside the house of Julio Rey Prendes. a
leading Christian Democrat. who says right-wing assassins killed some 600 party mem-
bers i; a bloodbath that mostly ended about 20 months ago. Now there are mostly threats.
As for the Reagan approach on human rights:
JULIO REV PRENDES, Christian Democrat leader: Sometimesthey're seenas--
they seem to be contradictory. The position of the administration has been for a wiping
out the death squads until today. I cannot talk about tomorrow.
MARTIN [voice-over]: This man says the military is slowly clamping down on political
murders. Colonel Nicolas Carranza leads EI Salvador's dreaded Treasury Police. which
patrols rural areas to fight crime. but also is fanning a com~at, brigade to fight g.ue~lIas .
Carranza says he lectures his men every week not to torture CIVIliansor abuse their rights.
Col, NICOLAS CARRANZA, Treasury Police: There were abuses.andmaybethere
will be abuses of them. but I can assure that they don't have neither the approval nor the
order from the high command,
MARTIN: To run any death squads'?

Col. CARRANZA: No. sir.
MARTIN: To torture"

[voice-over] At week's end. President Reagan endorsed the Kissinger Commission
proposal to spend $8 billion in five years for economic recovery. calling it the J~ck.son
Plan. after the late Democratic Senator from Washington. But Mr. Reagan did not
endorse a direct link between military aid and human rights.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN [radio address]: I am also committed to preventing
Cuban- and Nicaraguan-supported guerrillas from violently overthrowing El Salva-
dor's elected government and others in the region.

MARTIN [voice-over}: But was the administration leaning too heavily on military solu-
tions?

Rep, MICHAEL BARNES, (0) Maryland {Democratic response]: The Demo-
cratic Party wants a peace plan for Central America. not a war plan.

MARTIN [voice-over]: This week Nicaraguan soldiers shot and killed an American pilot
whose helicopter strayed over the Honduran border. The United States has been training
some 6.0J0 American forces in extended exercises here that trouble the administration's
critics but reassure U.S. allies worried by a Nicaraguan buildup.
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JOHN NEGROPONTE, U.S. Ambassador to Honduras: The only real solution is
some kind of outcome which results in a reduction of the size of the Nicaraguan armed
forces and a restoration of the military equilibrium to the region. ~
MARTIN [voice-over]: In Nicaragua this week the government said the Kissinger Com-
~ission had merely endorsed existing Reagan administration policy. but the Sandinistas
did announce new details of a plan for elections next year. And in EI Salvador many
people are hoping elections in March will lead to a government of reconciliation that
ultimately draws guerrillas and their supporters back t~ the political process.

Mr. PRENDES: The government that will be able to give guarantees to the others that if
they participate in politics. if they return to their political parties and participate in
elections. they will be not killed.

MA,R~IN: The commission has strengthened the feeling here that the United States is
~gl.nmng to sense its national security at stake in Central America and that it may be
~IJltng to spend substantial amounts of money in military and economic aid to protect its
interests. bUI by sending mixed signals on human rights. the Reagan administration has
con.f~sed ~ome people here about how strongly it will act to help protect them from
political Violence.
David?

Mr. BR~NKLEY: John. thank you. Coming next. Senator Christopher Dodd. Democrat of
Connecticut. of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. who disagrees with some of the
Kissinger report, in a moment.
[commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Dodd. in Los Angeles today. Congress out of session,
Sen. CHRISTOPHER DODD, (D) Connecticut, Foreign Relations Committee:
Good mommg.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks very much for coming in. talking with us today: deliahted to haveyou, ~ ~ ~

Sen. DODD: Nice to be with you.

Mr. BRIN.KLEY: Here with me are George Will of ABC News. and Sam Donaldson. ABC
New~ White House corres,rKmdent. Senator. Ibelieve one of your objections to the re.port is
t~at It puts more emphasis than you like on military solutions and less than you like on
diplomauc. Is that right?

Sen, DODD: That's a major point.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. let me ask you then. You want negotiations, Can those tough guys
down there actually be negotiated into anything or out of ;nything?
Sen. DO~D: I believe they can. I believe at least it's worth a try, and it's clearly the military
effort that s ~en underway now for 2 \6 or three years is not working as well as we had
~h~~' Th~n: IS a process. th.eContadora process. which I think deserves far more credit than
d rnnussion study gave It. It was relegated to about a page of mention at the very. very

en of the. rejXl~. an.d didn't really even endorse it. It just said it sort of encouraged ~he
procll,ess.It s ~ historic event without recent precedent 10 have four nations of Latin Amenca
WI Ing to t k h . . . .li . s I~ t err necks out mternauonally to try and come up with some diplomatic
jXll~lcal solutions to the problems that plague those five countries in Central America.
partIcularly Nicaragua and EI Salvador. and 1~hink the administration 'has made a major error
be ~ot supporung that historic diplomatic effort. and we may find that process end and we'll
d ert WIth no other choi~e but pursuing a military solution, which worries me deeply. I'm
beep y c~nceme~ ,thatwe re going to end up with exactly what the administration fears most
y pursuing a military solution.

GEORGE WILL: S Dod . . . . h 0lik 77rt f enator d. you refer to a military solution. yet I believe somet mg
e out a every dollar recently spent in Central America by the United States has been
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not on military aid but social and economic aid. and the report just issued has page after page
- indeed. chapter after chapter - on health. education and other aid. What would the report
have had to have said to have got you to endorse it'?
Sen. DODD: First of all. George. I don't disagree with what's in chapters four and five.
Those are the economic and the human needs chapters. I think there are some very good
suggestions in there dealing with literacy corps, a teacher corps. talking about an economic
stabilization program. a Central American development organization. Some of these ideas
I've even offered as legislation. They weren't supported earlier on. But some very good
ideas. Don't misunderstand me, I....upport the notion of doing something like that in the long
run. But the report also points out. in the end of chapter four. that all of these programs are
meaningless unless there is peace in EI Salvador. It's a very good point. It should have been
mentioned at the very outset of that chapter. that you can't have trade or investment or any of
these other programs without peace. And it seems to me that until we pursue a policy of
trying to get some sort of negotiated political result. then all of these economic programs are
going 10 be virtually meaningless. What I'm suggesting to you is this. The Tle out of a dollar
is a bit misleading because a good part of that is economic support funding. Economic
support funding is not necessarily economic aid. as we all know. A lot of it is used to
purchase military hardware. We have spent over a billion dollars in military and economic
assistance in EI Salvador in the past ~I"years. and we see no light at the end of the tunnel.
We find a war continuing. human rights violations at staggering levels. and we don't have
any real prospect for peace or hope. Seems to me we ought to try a different course.
SAM DONALDSON: Senator. let's talk about human rights for a moment. The President
said he's willing to work with Congress to corne out with something which puts pressure on
Salvador to improve its human rights record but at the same time does not automatically
require a cutoff of U.S. aid if in fact its human rights record is not dramatically improved.
Can something be worked out'?
Sen. DODD: Well. I'm certainly willing to listen to what the administration would suggest.
A') you know. the certification bill which I authored two years ago was vetoed, despite the
fact that it passed unanimously in the Senate and almost unanimously in the House, So I'm
certainly willing to listen to any suggestions they might have. I just think. the worst situation is
to have the one we do now. where we have some rhetoric from the Vice President and others,
which I think was good, but we tum around and virtually say that we're going to provide
military aid no mailer what. We have the chairman of the commission, Dr. Kissinger. in
effect dissenting along with two other members. giving certainly the clear implication that the
administration does not support really putting some teeth into a certification process.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now let me just draw you our. What can be worked out? If there
is not an automatic cutoff, if there are waivers. for instance. or if there is a judgment which
everyone concedes is going to be a judgment in favor of continuing aid. no matter what. why
have it at all'?
Sen. DOCO: Well. that would be the mistake. If it'~ going to suggest that we're going to
provide aid. no matter what. then I'd be opposed to it. If it's going to suggest that we're
going to delay or cut off certain parts of the aid until there is some clear improvement in this
area. then I'd support something like that. We've got to do something here. You cannot
expect to have the continuing deterioration of human rights violations in that country and
expect to build popular support for the programs that you claim you're trying to move
forward,
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator. are you familiar with the personal character of the leaders of
Nicaragua?
Sen. DODD: I've met all of them.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well. a member of the commission - not Mr. Kissinger, one of the other
members - described them to me in a term I cannot use on television but. in any case. my
question is, with people like that. economic aid- could we have any confidence it would be
used in a decent way?
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Sen. DOCO: Well. I think you have to- ultimate confidence in individuals, of course. is
always hard: and you're dealing with a mixed personality. Some of those people I have some
confide~ce tn. I don', think they're quite as hard-line as some people in the administration
woul~ like to./abellhem. Others do worry me. bUI it seems 10 me that you've got a mixed
c?nstltuency In that country. You've gOI some very fine people in the private sector. Arch-
bIshop Oba~do y Bravo is one of the finest human beings you'll find in Central America. the
a:chblshop In Manag~~. You·.v~ got a variety of other people in the human rights com mis-
~Ions and some opposuron political people in Nicaragua. people involved with the free press
In ',hat country that all c~n be a ~aI1of a repository of aid and economic support. Just because
we ve got a few people In that directorate or pan of the junta that we don't trust doesn't mean
that we s~~uld cut off all of Nicaragua in trying to create at least the atmosphere for change in
the Sandinista government.

Mr. WILL: The argument. Senator. about EI Salvador is a bit of a chicken and egg argument.
~ome people ~ay I.fyou ~~t eco~omic growth and development then people will rally to the
ar:ny and you. II win a military victory. and others say. "Good heavens, we've been trying: to
bring p:ospen~y to Appalachia in this country for a generation, haven't really succeeded, and
no one s runrung ar~u.nd there blowing up the power stations and the dams." And they say
you ~ave to wm a military v.iclol)' before you can have anything like economic growth. Isn't
that Iarter argument persuasive?

Sen. ~OOD: Well, it would be, I suppose, George, if you could convince people that that
was going to be the outcome, But when you have a situation. as you do in EI Salvador. where
!here doesn't seem 10 be any prospect of a military victory _ and in fact. quite the contrary,
It ':V0uld appear at this hour that the insurgents are doing better than they have at any other
pomt When we ..... ~ee a sttuauon. tor Instance, where the people we trained as part of the
Salvadoran .arr;ty In 1981. where 6Oo/c of them are no longer in the military: 50Ck of the ones
we trained In 8" are no 10 in th "I" f h.":' nger m t e rtu nary: and we can't account for some ~OCk0 t e
ones we t~ame~ 10 1983. Now. I can't buy you a military victory. and if it appears unlikely
that there IS gomg to be a c1earcut victory. as there is in EI Salvador. then it seems to me ' ve
ouaht to move as rapidly as ' "e we can to some SOrt of a negotiated process-
Mr, DONALDSON: Through power-sharing? 0

Sen. DODD: -that would allow for that economic aid to become meaninzful.
Mr, DONALDSON' Through powe sh " > W ,-". r-s armg . ould you have a negotiated process.
Sen, DODD: Yeah I don't k he"It' be .' now w y people are so hung up about the word JXlwer-shanng.
t S hcome a ch~he. If you cannot defeat me and Icannot~defeat you, and we've decided that
we S ould negotiate out 0 d"" " d
ak ~ . . ur Illerences. then Ipresume there is ~oim! to be some gIve an
I e. and that IS certamly a d Ii "t" t" '. ~ ~ . . ~h . '. e m Ion 0 power-shanm!. I m not as trlQhtened of power-
s armg as the commiSSion report was. ~ ~

Mr. WILL: Is this power-shan'nu thro hi' . , ,.,
e ug e ectJons or clrcumventmg elections,

t
Selkn,bo°ODD::Wel~. I think the first thing you've 20t to do is achieve ;ome sort of a ceasetlre.
a a UI an Inlenm govemm t th - " " h. . . en at would allow for some peace and stability, take t e
suggestions the Klssmoer Comm" " "
h"-h I hOnk - e ISSlon report makes In the economic and human needs area,

w IC t I are nne and th h ". en ave an electoral process that would allow for leadership to
emerge through self-determ' t" I " t
h· ~. lOa lon, t seems to me those four steps would. I thmk. he p

ac leve the kmd of peace a d t b"l" "n s a I Ity and economIc growth in the region.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Senator. thank you very much"

Sen. DODD: Thank you"

Mr, BRINKLEY' Thank f 'Ik" " " '• . you or ta In!! With us today Comino next Henry Klssmger.tormer secretary of stat h .... ' . e' ~
Amer,"c I e. w 0 was chamnan of the bipartisan commission on Central

a, n a moment.

[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kissinger. just back from the NATO meetings in Brussels. is in New
York this morning. Thank you very much for coming in, pleased to have you with us.

HENRY KISSINGER, chairman, Natinal Bipartisan Commission on Central
America: Good to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You have heard what Senator Dodd has just said. He has a few either
major or minor disagreements with your report. What would you say in response?

Mr. KISSINGER: I don't understand the distinction that he is making between a political
outcome and a military outcome. The commission report says very clearly that we would
prefer. above all. a negotiated solution. And we indicate a number of steps thai we believe
can be taken for a negotiated solution - for example. reduction of armaments in all of the
countries. removal of foreign advisers. democratic processes in all of the countries. In other
words. to let the people of Central America determine their own fate, free of foreign
intervention. The military emphasis is not given by the United States. There are IS,OCO tons
of supplies from Cuba and the Soviet Union that enter Nicaragua each year. That's about five
times as much as all the amount of military supplies that the United States is sending into the
entire area. There are over 10JJOJ Cubans in Nicaragua of whom at least 3,CXX>are military.
There are hundreds. if not over 1.000. of Soviet. Bulzarian. East German and other Commu-
nist intelligence personnel in Nicaragua. That is the problem in the area. If the Nicaraguans
were to agree to a general disannament in the area. if the struggles in that area were reduced
to Central American proportions. then of course there wouldn't be a military necessity,
Nobody prefers a military outcome. Everybody would like to have a political solution. BUI to
juxtapose the economic, military and political issues as if one could pick and choose the ones
one prefers is to misunderstand that we're dealing: with a seamless web, I'd like to say a word
about power-sharing. The proposal that has been made about power-sharing by the insurgents
in Salvador requires the dissolution of the Salvadoran army. the dissolution of the Salvadoran
police force. the banning from participation of the electoral process of all groups that they
consider right-wing. At any rate. of the group thai gained 30Ck of the votes in the last
election. That isn't power-sharing: that is the dissolution of the existing structure. after which
all that would be left is the organization of the insurgents. and on those issues our commission
was unanimous. There was no dispute about it. But to sum up, yes, we would prefer a
negotiated solution. Yes. we would prefer to give emphasis on the economic side, and we
have a very comprehensive progmm, but we are also prepared to face the fact that without
security thai will not work. If we can achieve the security by negotiation. so much the better.
But we shouldn't set up a phony dichotomy or a phony contrast.

Mr. WilL: Mr. Kissinger. your relXlr1 contains a deep, probably obligatory. arguably useful
bow toward the issue of human rights, and almost all of the argument in Washington since the
issuing of your report has been about human rights. But is it not the logic of your report
which says that our credibility is engaged, this is fundamentally important because il is
fundamentally an East-West struggle. and Central America is vital to us. Isn't the logic of
that argument that. irrespective of human rights progress, we must continue to give military
aid?

Mr. KISSINGER: There has been a discussion about what is called the dissent that a number
of the commissioners. including myself. have made on that issue about this poin!. The way
the human rights issue is put in the debate occasionally, and as it was by Senator Dodd. it
implies that either the United States cuts off everything or it can make no progress towards
human rights. If we cut off all aid. then in the name of human rights we're bringing Oil- we
are bringing into power a group of people whose dedication to the suppression of human
rights is unparalleled in history. and that would be an absurdity. On the other hand. I don-t
accept the proposition - and my cotleages don't accept the proposition - that the United
States must either cut off everything or it can make no progress towards human rights.
Considerable progress can be made towards human rights. Even Senator Dodd pointed out
thaI there can be some selective cutoff. The speed in which deliveries are made can be
regulaled. And I would favor all pressures short of collapsing the government that we are
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defending and that we are defending in our own national interest. If we think we are
defending it as a favor to these countries. we shouldn't be there to begin with.
Mr. DONALD~ON: I'm puzzled by another thing in your report which sterns from the logic
!hat George pointed out. You say the security interest of the United Slates is vitally engaged
In EI Salvador. and you frequently have said in discussing your report thai we must not allow
Marxist-Leninists to come to power through the barrel of a gun in that country. Well. if we
must not allo~ that, then does it not follow that we must do everything. including the use of
U.S. troops. If necessary. to prevent it?

Mr. KISSINGER: Well. one can carry every argument to its extreme. sometimes to its
absurd conclusion. although this is not an absurd conclusion.
Mr. DONALDSON: Is it an absurd conclusion to say that-
Mr. KISSINGER: No, it's an extreme conclusion. I would say that before American combat
troops are engaged one has to consider not only the interest that is involved but the possibility
of success and the surrounding circumstances, The commission did not take a formal stand
on it, ~ut I think I reflect their view when I say that we do not believe - and Icertainly do
not believe - that engaging American combat troops in Salvador is the best way in which we
can ~efen~ our national interest by the use of American forces. We would again be fighting a
war m which there's a privileged sanctuary close by. in which the level of our casualties can
be regulated by our opponents and in which no clearcut outcome can therefore be achieved.
M,r. DONALDSON: On the other hand. you have not ruled out the use of force against
Nicaragua, that privileged sanctuary about which you just spoke.

Mr. KISSINGER: We have said that if vital American national interests are involved. and
the America~ n~tional security is directly threatened that it must be considered as a last
recou~~, which IS a general statement that you can make about almost any critical- about
any critical area in the world.

Mr. DONALDSON: But you didn't make it about EI Salvador. You just drew a distinction.
Mr. KISSIN~ER: On EI ~alvador it is my belief that it is an absolutely- that it is not
e~ough. that It can~ot be- If they cannot. with major American military a ssistance. cannot
;m that war. ~hen 11 ca~not be ,:,,",on.And,I al~ believe, with respect to Nicaragua. it- with
tvcorrect policy and ~Ilh the right combination of measures. including the progra~s that we

ha .e recommended, that the extreme case that we have allowed for will also not arise. But I
~heve and I think that view is shared by at least a majority of my colleagues, we should not
kl~ ourselves. [f Salvador collapses for whatever reason, even if it's their own fault. we are
gomg to have a crisis in Central America that will affect at least Panama. Costa Rica.
Ho~~~ras and Guatemala. which then will become centers for the same sort of intelligence
acnvmes that we've a,lready seen in Nicaragua. and the threat to 'all surrounding: areas so
close to our borders will measurably increase. And we should not kid ourselves about this.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kissinger. thank you very much. Thank you for coming in to talk with
us today, ~

Coming ne~t. ~enneth Dam. deput~ s:ecretary of state, number-two position in the Depart-
ment. who Will grve the Reagan administration's view. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. ~RINK~EY: Secretary. thank you very much for coming in: a pleasure to have you with
us this morning. ~

KENNETH DAM, Deputy Secretary of State: Glad to be here.

KM.r.,BRINKLEY: Let's see, what can you tell us about the administration's view of the
Issmger report? .

See '. D.AM: Well. we find that it's a very thoughtful report. There's a remarkable degree of
unanimity co . " . -- . ~ .bi . ' n~n~us m a comrmssron that was made up of people of both parties. It s a
lanfor t commission. And there are really quite diverse views coinu in, And we find in it a

p an or the approach of the United Stales in Central Americ,; that we're in very general
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agreement with.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Any of it you dislike'
Sec. DAM: No. I don't think so. There are great laundry lists of very detailed programs
recommended. We of course have to look at each one. but in general. with regard to all of the
main components in the general approach. we find it quite convincing.
Mr. WILL: Let me ask you a question we've been badgering our other guests with this
morning. and that is. a new word has entered what's left of {heEnglish language. It's called
"conditionality." And it means that aid will be conditioned on human rights progress. But is
it not the case that the administration believes that American credibility and interests are so
engaged in Central America that it cannot. no matter what happens in human rights. pull
back?
Sec. DAM: Well. I think that one can push on that kind of question to ask what might
happen at some point in the future if we really reached a situation where the vital national
security of the United States W3..'iat stake. but no progress on human rights was possible. I
don't think we're in that situation. I think we have had progress on human rights. Here we
have a plan for trying to deal with the underlying causes of the problem there. so I think we
ought to give that approach a chance,
Mr. WILL: But if you're a leader of the forces in EI Salvador that is opposed to human rights
progress. and there are people like that. I gather. in the power structure of EI Salvador.
wouldn't you say. "Listen to the way the Americans talk, they know that we're a vital
interest. They say so themselves. They can't pullout. so we need not change."
Sec. DAM: Well. it's always a problem. Everything that's said in the United States is heard
even louder in the reaions that we talk about than it's heard here. So we always have that kind
of a problem. But Ithink the Salvadoran leaders are convinced that we really mean business
about human rights. and I think they have a lot at stake too. so I think we're getting through
to them.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. what are you going to be willing to work out with Congress?
The President said he would deal with Congress on this issue. What sort of- be precise. if
you will. What are you going to offer Congress?
Sec. DAM: Well. Idon't think. first of all. we're going to offer Congress anything or they're
going to offer us anything, What we want to do is sit down and talk about it. Now. Ithink that
if you look at the report. and this is the part that everybody signs onto, what it calls for is
really three things, and I think all three of these things are things that we support.

Mr. DONALDSON: I'm talking about human rights. now.
SeC. DAM: On the human rights level. they call for periodic reports. Well. we believe in
periodic reports and we're making one tomorrow voluntarily. not required by any legislation.
on the human rights situation in EI Salvador. Secondly. that aid. military aid. should be
contingent on progress in the human rights area. We believe in that. That's what Vice
President Bush said when he went to EI Salvador. And. thirdly. they say that these require-
ments should be strictly enforced. and we believe in that. too. Now. the question is-
Mr. DONALDSON: How enforced?
Sec. DAM: Well. Ithink that it should be part of the program that's worked out jointly with
the Congress. to make it clear that this really is a need for continued progress. if military aid
is going to be forthcoming.
Mr. DONALDSON: But what teeth? No cutoff, no teeth.
Sec. DAM: Well. I think the only question is exactly how those teeth work or how many of
them they are. how rigid they are and so forth,

Mr. DONALDSON: Tell me.
Sec. DAM: I suppose I'm mixing a metaphor here.
Mr. DONALDSON: Tell me. How rigid should they be?

j
1
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Sec. DAM: Well. 1 think that the one thing that we can't really be for is an ell-or-nothing
situation. a kind of situation in which you have a report card on a test - unless you get 100
on the test you don't get anything at all.
Mr. DONALDSON: A selective cutoff'
Sec. DAM: We don't think that that is effective.
Mr. DONALDSON: A selective cutoff?
Sec. DAM: That is one possibility.
Mr. DONALDSON: Waivers in certain areas?
Sec. DAM: That is a possibility, These are things we want to discuss with th~ releva~t
congressional committees and with the Congress as a whole to reach something that s
mutually acceptable, Because I think that the Congress wants. and I know we want. some-
thing that's effective. We want results. We don't want to just feel good: we want to get
something done there.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Mr. Secretary, in a part of the world where human rights has never
been understood as we understand it here. even in peace time, even in the best of circum-
stances, is it realistic to demand that they change their ways in the middle of a war?

SeC. DAM: I think that's the toughest problem, It's tough enough in most countries of the
world to have a human rights record one can really be proud of. I think it's tougher when the
economy is being targeted, when the main infrastructure of the country is being destroyed,
and where there are constant threats of guerrilla activity to expect more progress, But it's
necessary, It's necessary because that's what, after all, one of the things that we're really f~r
there and, in any event, I think that the support here in the United States- and 1think that IS

a very general thing in the American people, Support demands that the people we support be
people who. 10 use President's terms. conduct themselves in a civilized way. We're opJXlsed
to people either on the left or the right who do not conduct themselve .. according to those
civilized standards. ~

Mr. ~ILL: The Kissinger Commission clearly defines the Nicaraguan government as. a
Marxist-Leninist dictat~)fship, Do you believe they are going to be the first such dictatorshIp
to move toward pluralism? Then I have a followup. needless to say. Go ahead.
Sec •.DAM: Well. 1- that's a very interesting question. I think that they may well have
elections. They have indicated they will. But of course-

Mr. WILL: They have elections in East Gennany.

Sec. DA,M: Exa~tly. Exactly, That's the point. and therefore that's why we talk in terms of
dem~ratlc pluralism, which after all is something they did promise to the Organization of
American States,

Mr. WILL: Now. ~et's just suppose for a minute they go back on their promise, In addition to
the M0rlf?C.Doct.n,ne there is something called the Kennedy Doctrine. and that is, aft,er th.e
Cub~n missile cnsrs he said we will not allow the further planting of Soviet satellites 10 this
hemisphere, Is not th~ Reagan administration presiding over the death of the Kenne~y
~tnne by really having no plan whatsoever. other than hoping for pluralism, to deal With
Nicaragua? ~

Sec., DAM: ~ell. what we're trying to do is to support the efforts that I think are quite strong
now ill the region by the surrounding countries. through the Contadora process. which we ?O
su~port. to bnng pressure on the Nicaraguans to uive concrete commitments that they re
gomg.t0 move in t~e direction I think we~all want. And not only with regard to democratic
pluralism - elecllo~s and so ~ot1h - but also with regard 10 a military balance and
preventmg- preventing the Soviets and the Cubans from using: Nicaragua as a surrogate.

~r. DONALDSc;>N: But I take it you're saying to George you don't believe them., As you
know. they have Just announced that they're going to have elections: they say that Will be by
a popular vote. at least for the president. and they have a formula for the National Assembly.

and they say they will invite foreign observers to come to see that the election is fair. You
don't believe them'!
Sec. DAM: It's not that I don't believe them, but as pointed out by Mr. Will. the point is that
you have elections in all Communisl countries. Now. the question is, what are they willing 10
do to allow a free press'! What are they willing to do to stop harrassing the church'! What are
they willing to do to have reconciliation with the people in the country who are not. under the
present amnesty provision. permitted to participate in the democratic life of the country"
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. let me as,,"you about the report you requested from Nicara-
gua we have on the downing of the helicopter. Have we received a response?
Sec. DAM: We have not received any kind of detailed response, no. There have been
statements by the Nicaraguans. but we have not received the response that we requested,
Mr. DONALDSON: Are we still planning some sort of retaliatory action'! I know that
military action has sort of been ruled out. has it not'?
Sec. DAM: Well, I wouldn't say that anything has been ruled OUI. but we're looking forward
to seeing what they provide. We are investigating ourselves. We find that the idea of shooting
across the boundary to kill people is really intolerable.

Mr. BRINKLEY: The commission recommends 58 billion in economic aid over live years,
Is there any political structure down there able to handle that kind of money effectively?
SeC. DAM: Well. it sounds like a 101 of money. but you're talking about a number of
countries when you're talking about economic aid. and you're not talking about all of it being
cash assistance. Some of it would be guarantees. We've got to remember that there has been
a drastic reduction in the gross national product there because of the war and because of the
international recession, S~ much of this money would go for balance-of-payments assistance
and so forth, It wouldn't all be for development projects. And therefore I think they will be
able to absorb it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Fine, Mr. Secretary. thank you very much; thanks for coming in. Enjoyed
having you, .
Coming next. our discussion here among ourselves about one thing or another, WIth

everyone ~free to say whatever he wants not likely to induce libel action. And joining us will
be commentator Hooding Carter. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. here in Washington this week we got a report listing all of the cases
in which it was said the Russians had violated treaties they have signed with us. while at the
same time we are urging them to return to the bargaining table so we can make new treaties.
It doesn't seem to make a whole lot of sense. If they don't keep treaties, why do we want to
make them" Hooding?
HOODING CARTER, PBS commentator: Well. there are two good reasons for it. The
first is that many of the violations thai are alleged weren't about treaties, They were about
things which we are informally saying we may agree to or may not agree to - SALT II. for
instance: a violation of something we won't even put to a treaty before the Senate.

Mr. BRINKLEY: It's still a treaty.
Mr. CARTER: The second-- ah. but it's no agreement.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's in the form of a treaty. All right. go ahead,
Mr. CARTER: But the second thing is that one of the problems about this whole verification
question is that we don't have adequate verification means so that there's a great deal of
supposition about what mayor may not be being violated acro~s a wide spectru.m, Among the
things that have been put aside are treaties which would. for instance. allow tor a great deal
more verification. We got to talk some more to make it possible.
Mr. DONALDSON: The irony of all this, and perhaps the embarrassment for the Presi~ent
to some extent. is that this report is being circulated on the Hill. hasn't been publicly
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released. at a time when the President is about 10 make a speech. Monday morning. beamed
to Western Europe. to hold out another olive branch toward the Soviet Union. to urge the
Soviets to come back to the bargaining table. because he wants to try to say to the Europea~s.
as he has tried so often. "I'm not really trigger-happy; I'm not really a w~onger. Suck
"' ith me. kids." On the other hand. up on the Hill. his people are circulating - ~ou sa.y
"treaties". SALT I is alleged violation. ABM treaty. alleged violation - circulating this
report saying you can't trust the Russians. I mean. il'~ a quandary.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. you have any thoughts on this?
Mr. WILL: Well. yes. If the President keeps dropping olive bran~h7s in front of the Soviet
Union he's going to be arrested for linering. In point of fact It IS .an ~BM tre~ty. t~e;,
evidently are violating. and il is the threshold test ban .treaty they are violating. ~he am~z~n,l:'
thine: is that it took so much dynamite to blast this report even out of a .consef\atl\e
Republican administration because there is such a vested .interest in the American gove~-
ment. the permanent govern~ent - by w~i.ch Imean basically the State Department - In

reducing friction in the allusion of amicability.

Mr. DONALDSON: What areyou for. George" ,
Mr. CARTER: There's more to it. Wait a minute. There:s more to it th~n .that. There ~sn~
requirement that these kinds of discrepancies and these ~md:'iof complaints: ~ltle~hese

ued out in the Standing Consultative Committee. which. IS supposed to wl.~re '.
ar~ ed There are a number of times the Soviet Union has brought cornp amts to us
things are arguec. . 'which were violations of our comrrutmerns under
and in fact. hav~au~htp~~~~:~;i~att~~rsStanding Consultative Committee, If. fo: ~Jili~~1
these treaties. eye, at ul!e eel _ violations are now made pUbh~. It IS a
re~nsl' d(he~ alleghe?hha:n~eryl r~~e to d~r.:with the need for this kind of discussion.
politica eciston w IC re treaties
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. George, what do you support" Shall we make no mo '

with the Soviets? . I

Mr. WILL: I'm in no hurry to make more treaties with the Soviet Union. No. Imean. I ve
said this many times that it seems to me that- .'

, G'" 111' t you don t think that-Mr BRINKLEY: For this reason. eorge. a b h d b t
• odd' . save and I'm somewhat a as e u

Mr WILL: Among the reasons that H 109 Jfiustto n m'ensures That's one of the reasons
• f» . h inadequate ven ca 10 .' .'

Pleased that he says we ave sue I I ' 's hard to oet the Soviet Union on
SALT I 0 of the reasons. a so, It . ~ . h dr was opjX)sed to '. ne " led'l'n such a porous manner that it's awfully ar to

, SA' ':r I '. that II was negotla .cheatmg on L.<. IS . Th - Ihemselves are so poorly drawn.
, h you Violate It. e terms . b' '

see Just ow .., I' d let's talk about the threshold an. IS
Mr CARTER: The point of venficatlon. h~w~\erhan "ola~es that nonn. If this administm-
pre~iselY the lack of ability to measure precise ~ ~si~e \~st ban treaty. which i~has ~helve?
tion. for instance. would go back.lOdhe h~~~~:ree !wing to be allowed on Soviet soil. we d
which would allow black boxes ~n w I L ~

have a lot better chance of knowmg-:- int about verification. How did we ~eter.;

M DONALDSON: Yes. but there s another ~ . . nces these teaties and conventlon~.
r. . I d' seven major IOsla . 1 ' ou

mine that we think they have v~o ate 10 and other points of verification. So .. mean. Yuh
Because of our national techOlca;fmea~:ve these instances that we have dete~IO~: ~~~~l:'
can't have it both ways, George. ;ethe point that we have some means of \en ca 10 .

our own means. then that does m . U' re so t1aQ:rantand contemptuOUSof our
. I' b the Soviet mon a "- d" d' rs that are

M WILL' No some VIOat Ions Y . f them _ such as phase -ray ra a. I
r. ". that you can take a picture 0 . h' ve foresworn in a treaty. t

will ntol'I~~:~th:~~~I~ essential to ..an ABM sysrtlemf'a~:~~I~~~:r:hen it suits their interests.
esse, ak' {J' With them. so 0 Tb
is. like most other undert lOe

S , d 180-deoree {Urnwithout losing your eqUl1 -

M BRINKLEY: Now. could you all stan a 0

. r. .., If SO I would like to suggest- d 'I
num. . . "s we can 0 I .

DSON' We're Washmgtonlan ..
Mr. DONAL .
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Right. We do it all the time.
Mr. DONALDSON: Right.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I would like to point out - remind you: I think you already know - that
Ray Kroc died. and I think his achievement in this country is worthy of a little notice. He is.
of course. the creator of the Macfjonald"s hamburger chain. which has become a kind of
symbol of America to about the same degree Coca-cola is or was. Do you have any kind
word to say about Ray Kroc"
Mr. DONALDSON: Almost to the extent that if we had taken the number of cheeseburgers
and hamburgers that he's sold - some number of billion. applied it to the national debt. we
would not have a deficit anymore.
Mr. WILL: Let me give you some figures because they're really fun. I think they've sold
about 50 billion hamburgers by now-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. (hey used to have signs out saying- that you change the number.
think-

Mr. CARTER: Got to be too big to run it anymore.
Mr. WILL: Well. let's say 50 billion. That would- that's a stack of sandwiches the size of
two Sears Towers. and if you took all the flour in the buns necessary to-.

Mr. BRINKLEY: George. you've looked this up! lts not fair.
Mr. WILL: 1 did look it up. You would cover the slopes of Vail and Aspen with 10 feet of
powdered flour. He has made more millionaires through his franchises than anyone in
America-

Mr. DONALDSON: I like the Vail and Aspen--

Mr. WILL: And he started at aae 5:! when he sat out in his little car out- he was this
traveling salesman - outside the MacDonald Brothers Restaurant in San Bernardino. Cali-
fornia. and had a stroke of genius. Second one. by the way. among his acquaintances-

Mr, DONALDSON: Well. I like exactly what you said. Ozymandias. "Those who would
see my works. look around me." Ray Krocs works. the slopes of Vail and Aspen covered
with hamburgers.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. it's capitalism in action. {crosstalk! But one thing you ought to
remember. people who complain about it. There must be somebody who likes those golden
arches because there are so many of them doing so well.

Mr. CARTER: It·s also the nationalization of capitalism: i.e .. Johnny's Log Cabin in my
hometown no longer can compete with the thousands and thousands of MacDonalds that are
all over the place~

Mr. WILL: You have a system.

Mr. CARTER: That is certainly the system that we have today.

Mr. WI~L: When MacDonalds went public in 1965. if you had bought $:!.200-wolth of
shares. If you kept it and counted splits and dividends. that would have been worth. in 1975.
10 yean; laler. $107.000,

Mr. CARTER: Did you?
Mr. WILL: No,

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. it's too late to e:et in on the Q:fOundfloor of MacDonalds. so I want
to ask you about Peter Grace. who had another co~mission report this week. this one on
what was described as waste, fraud and abuse in the fedeml government. and he says he
found an en0m-:'0us amount of il. said if we continue on our present course- I'm not sure
what year he saId. but that we will wind up paying over a trillion dollars a year just in interest
on the debt. "-

George. what's your reaction to that?
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Mr. WILL: Well, I think the report is an example of abuse. He's taken- look. obviously, the
Amtrak shouldn't stop everywhere it stops, and we ought 10 close more bases, and there are a
lot- there's a lot of legitimate waste in the government. But most of what he lit upon, for
example. the biggest single savings over the next three years, is a fundamental change in
federal pensions. That's not waste. That's policy choice. And the Grace Commission took all
their particular prejudices against a lot of policy choices and equity judgments made over the
last year and said this is waste. Now, they say we'll save $80-some million over how many
years if we put soy extender in the ground beef for school lunches. Maybe it's a good idea:
maybe it's a bad idea, but it's not waste that we have decided not to.
Mr. CARTER: There is this, though. Imean, conservatives looking at the federal budget
know that there's waste. Liberals looking at the federal budget know that there is waste. They
don', agree on what the waste is.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Nor do they agree to take any of it out.

Mr. CARTER: Well, that's the problem. But what this did do, and 1 think it's useful
periodically that it be done, is to simply say, "Folks, all these policy decisions that you're
coming up with are taking us in directions which are rather wretched excess." Double
pension benefits for military retirees over the civilan sector is a wretched excess: similarly for
civil service employees and pension as opposed to private government. So is the purchase
practices of the Pentagon. We all know that. Putting it in one place at least has the virtue-
and I don't agree with a lot of them either, George. 1think a lot of them are ridiculous. But it
has a virtue of reminding us of your famous mountains in Vail- that there are mountainous
elements of waste across the board in this government. And policy waste.
Mr. DONALDSON: It also has an element of morality, believe it or not. Let's take the
income tax system. We have argued often whether taxes should be raised or lowered, but the
point that the commission made was that there's $100 billion not being collected. We're not
talking about the underground economy, where it's not even reported. where people deal in
cash to get around from their loyal American duty, but we're talking about money they owe
that we're not collecting.

Mr. BRINKLEY: He's talking about people who have already tiled their returns. admit they
owe "x' dollars, but don't pay it.

Mr. DONALDSON: That's right. and haven't paid. That's right. and so if we collect $100
billion, that's a long way towards reducing one year's deficit like that.
Mr. CARTER: At least half the way toward eliminating-

Mr. WILL: But the President is said to have been mightily impressed by this report and to
have come in sort of waving it and slammed it on the desk. and said, "Ha! That'll shut up all
those people out there who say we need more taxes." Well. among the Grace Commission
reports is, "Let's tax benefits," Now, I'm waiting with bated bre~th any incumbent Presi-
dent or any candidate who will come out and say-
Mr. BRINKLEY: George, you will die of asphyxiation-
Mr. WILL: -say, "I want 10 come out and tax Social Security benefits,"

Mr. BRINKLEY: One more thing before we go, Today. this afternoon, we've got a three-
hour debate among eight candidates for president and, as stated, it's on the firs! Sunday
afternoon of the winter without football. I'm not sure how much of a- how good a substitute
people will find illo be. They will flO! have Ray Madden there and they will rK)( have Howard
Cosel!, and so far as I know, will not have the Goodyear blimp. Do you plan to tune it in?
Mr. CARTER: No. It's going 10 be a great media even!. beauty conlest. gang slomping on
MondaJe. If's not going to be a debate under any structured temb, It's not even going to be
structured as far as I can tell. I don't know- as a matter of fact. what is it going to be
because after rve read every bit of it, whal I mostly get from it is what?

Mr. DONALDSON: rlltell you what it's going to be. The problem with these debates is
everyone tries to play it safe, The rule of the game i!' don't lose. You may not win. but don't

say anything that will offend anyone or get anyone upset-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Don't drop anything on your fool.
Mr, DONALDSON: Not since Jimmy Carter. in t976, at the first League of Women Ole"
debate suggested that we do away with the home mortgage iruerest exemption have Iheard a
new idea expressed. Twenty-four hours tater he forgot he'd ever said it. of course. So you're
going to get positions that have been well taken, well structured and are sate.
Mr, BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Well. the fun will be to watch Jesse Jackson make them all sound like Muvak ,
because he really is--- he's a brass hand-

Mr. DONALDSON: He may be the wildman there-
Mr, WILL: -s-thatmay be the bestparty. That', riuht.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well: t~1Cmkyou very much. Ou'-rlime i~ up. We'll be bad. wuh OJ fe\Ao
words about. the comrmssron form of government. That is. what to do when eovernrrem
cannot Or will not govern. In a moment. "-
[commercial break]

Mr, BRINKLEY /comnll'/Ifarr/: Finally we oat as we haveheardtoo. llOlhe
si hi " '~ ' Y. a r commis-t~~%TI1.t .;s ~eek. We ve had s~veral in the past. on Social Security, government wase
" ml~Sle and so on. And we II have others in the future, Why'! Because a cornrrusso .
IS a convenient place to dump a nasty political bl ' n

~~~~e~~ ~:~h\~~~~mJI~:ic~:el:a~~ it
h
beca~: t:e

m
;;iii~~~ tl~~ea~:.: ~:tt~f ~:a~~

politicized, so feeble in resisting the de~~~d ovfer a generation, has C?~ to be SO tOlalty
hard decisions [to commissions] whose mems~ o~e ~roup or another. It IS happY to hand off
T? h.ave a commission do what they will n ~ on t have to IUn for re-election next tune
wishinz for re-election may be th . or 0 themselves. To a member of ConDrPC~

- e most rmportant p in hi ~-~represents it perhaps is not In a f . ~rpose III IS life. but to the people he
b h . . ew occasional special cases ' ,yt t ey re a poor substitute for a {Jove ' . ~s, commissIons may be useful.
little guts. e- rnment willing to display a little courage of its Own, a
For all of us at ABC's This W ek 'I

e ,Untl next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS ntiS WEEK WI1lf DAVID BRINKLEY

January 22, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Here in Washington, Congress comes back tomorrow and, aside from
its members' agonizing worries about being re-elected. they will be preoccupied with two
questions: one, the huge federal deficit. It now appears absolutely certain that nothing will be
done about that. And, two, the Reagan foreign policy and particularly our relations with the
Soviet Union. We'll ask today what might be done about that. Our guests: George Shultz, the
secretary of state; and Zbigniew Brzezinski, a scholar in this field and national security
adviser to President Carter. The background from our man John Martin; and our discussion
here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Jody Powell. All here on our Sunday program.

First, today's news, briefly. A strange story, even a little crazy. in today's New York
Times. A federal judge in Denver wrote an opinion in a tax case and made some critical, not
to say nasty. comments about the conduct of lawyers from the Justice Department. "Slan-
derous and unfair," the Department said, and so it went to court and asked a restraining order
to prevent a legal publishing company from printing the opinion. It got the order, and no one
remembered seeing anything like it ever.
In the Middle East it never stops. ABC's Jim Hickey has interviewed Walid Jumblart, who

is trying to overthrow Amin Gemayel, the president of Lebanon, and won't stop until
Gemayel is out, he says. Here's Jim Hickey.

JIM HICKEY [voice-over]: Any hope for a meaningful ceasefire in the fighting between
the Lebanese anny and the Druze militia near Beirut now seems remote with the Druze
demand that Lebanese President Autin Gemayel resign. Druze leader Walid Jumblatt has
m the past been highly critical of Gemayel's government. Here in Damascus today
Jumblatt, for the first time, demanded he step down.
WAUD JUMBLATT. Druze leader: He's not the man to accept any compromise. He
IS not the man to be able to achieve the national required solution.
HICKEY [voice-over]: Jumblart complained that he and other opposition leaders tried to
reach a settlement during last year's national reconciliation talks in Geneva, but that since
then there. has been only war. Two weeks ago, efforts toward a Lebanese security plan
were derailed when Jumhlatt objected to the deployment of the largely Christian Lehanese
ann~ in Muslim-held areas. He now says there can be no peace as long as Gernayel is
president.

Mr. JUMBLATT.: It is an escalation, but it is also a logical demand to avoid more killing,
more destruction m Lebanon. I don't see another way out. I hoped to see a way out, but I
don't see it.

HICKEY: Jumblatt also says the Druze shells which hit Gemayel's presidential palace in
Ba'~ yesterday w~re fired in retaliation for the shelling of Druze villages in the
mountams outside Beirut and, he says, such retaliation will continue as long as the
Lebanese army fires on his people.

Jim Hickey, ABC News, Damascus.
Mr. BRINKLEY: In East Berlin six East Germans asking for asylum in the United States
spent a second rught m the .Amencan Embassy awaiting developments. There weren't any.

In Guatem~a, an Amencan Embassy official and 10 Guatemalans died in the crash of a
Guatemalan. air force plane. Apparently it was an accident, not another crime.

In Asheville, North Carolina, a basketball game turned into a fist fight, first among the
players and then the spectators joined in, and police had to use tear gas to break it up. The
I~m-? coach complamed that the police tear-gassed more of his players than those on the
wmru~g team - a .loser's excuse not previously heard.
We II be back WIth all the rest of today's program in a moment.
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[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's cold again - the relationship between the world's two most pnwerful
countries, the United States and the Soviet Union. They walked out of the arms reduction
talks, and won't say when, if ever, they will be back. They are still buying American com, as
[of] this past week, but that seems to be about all they're buying. Secretary of State Shultz
met their foreign minister, Andrei Gromyko, in Stockholm this week. On resuming the arms
reduction talks, the Secretary said there was absolutely no movement. So what happens now?
What will we do? Before we ask our guests these and other questions, here is some back-
ground from our Sunday family member, John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: When you tty to describe what's going on between the Soviet Union
and the United States - and American foreign policy in general, I suppose - it's hard to
resist the metaphor of meteorology. And I'm not saying that, David, because it's so cold
here in Washington. We have been talking Cold War and arms freezes and East-West
thaws and chills for 38 years now, and what we saw this week seemed like a familiar
geopolitical weather pattern. The President, on the surface at least, trying to create a
warming trend, and the secretary of state going to Stockholm and finding a front of very
cold air.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN [January 16, 1984J: I propose that our governments
make a major effort to see if we can make progress in three broad problem areas.

MARTIN [voice-over]: The President said the two countries needed first to get away from
using force to settle disputes; second, to find a way to get along without vast stockpiles of
weapons; and, third-

Pres. REAGAN: To establish a better working relationship with each other, one
marked by greater cooperation and understanding. If the Soviet government wants
peace, then there will be peace.
GEORGE SHULTZ, Secretary of State [January 17, I984J: The door remains
open. We are ready for negotiation whenever the Soviet Union is prepared.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But, like so much of what happens in the Cold War, it wasn't that
simple. To Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko. in Stockholm at a security confer-
ence, the world looked far from secure. In just three years uoder Ronald Reagan, the
United States had begun re-arming and even personally denouncing Soviet leaders.

Pres. REAGAN [March 8, 1983J: Let us be aware that while they preach the
supremacy of the state, they are the focus of evil in the modem world.
[September 5, 1983J And make no mistake about it, this attack was not just against

ourselves or the Republic of Korea. This was the Soviet Union against the world and
the moral precepts which guide human relations among people everywhere.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Beyond that, the United States had begun projecting military
power. In Grenada, against a renegade, Soviet-backed dictatorship. InLebanon, against
Soviet- and Syrian-backed militias. In Central America, supporting anti-Marxist guerril-
las in one countty and helping fight Marxist guerrillas in another. And, IO months ago,
Mr. Reagan even talked of putting anti-missile weapons in space.

Pres. REAGAN [March 23, 1983J: Our only purpose, one all people share, is to
search for ways to reduce the danger of nuclear war.

MARTIN [voice-over]: And, finally, despite public protests and Soviet warnings that
putting hundreds of new missiles in Western Europe would disturb the military balance,
the United States and its allies refused to back down. Now the United States was saying it
wanted peace.

ANDREI GROMYKO, Soviet ForeIgn Minister [January 18, 1984; through
interpreter]: Having begun the installation of its missiles, Washington has rendered
negotiations pointless. Yes, it is deeds that are required and not verbal exercises,
which have been resorted to especially frequently inWashington for the last few days.
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What is required is a substantial turn in policy from the policy of militarism and
aggression to one of peace and international cooperation.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Later, Shultz and Gromyko met for five hours. The atmosphere
appeared cold, but President Reagan said the meeting "reduced tension ."

Pres. REAGAN [January 20. 1984J: By strengthening our defenses and showing the
world our willingness to negotiate, we have laid the foundation for a lasting world
peace.

MARTIN [voice-over}: Even so, there was a chill, but analyst and former senior National
Security Council member Helmut Sonnenfeldt said the Reagan policy of peace through
pressure had put the Soviets on the defensive.
HELMUT SONNENFELDT:, Ionner member, National Security Council: And I
think, all in all, that's healthy, even though at the moment it has conoibuted to a very
nasty tone in the relationship.
MARTIN: There are some who say it's the nastiest tone in the relationship since the
Cuban missile crisis.

Mr, SONNENFELDT: Well, it may be the nastiest tone since the Cuban missile crisis,
but it's not the missile crisis.
MARTIN [voice-over): Yesterday the White House said it plans to send Congress a report
of what it said were seven suspected Soviet arms control violations.
KENNETH ADELMAN, director, Anna Control & Dlsannament Agency: From
the Soviet side the lesson is that violations on their part will not be swept under the mg.

MARTIN [voice-over}: So the American policy must have seemed all too clear to Mr.
Gromyko this week - a call for peace but 00 relaxation of pressure, a tactic ~~t has
probably reduced the risk of war, but as much because the Soviets are awartmg a
successor to Yuri Andropov. That is the view of Russian-born analyst Dimitri Simes,
who, nevertheless, has nagging doubts about the Reagan rhetoric.
DIMITRI SIMES, Soviet analyst: But usually serious negotiations require compro-
mises. Compromises require good will and trust. And the Soviets at this point are
extremely suspicious of the administration, to a great extent not because of Mr. Reagan's
bite but because of Mr. Reagan's baric
MARTIN: The latest ABC NeWS-Washington Post poll shows that Mr. Reagan's bark has
frightened some Americans, too. Fifty-six percent of the people questioned said the way
he has handled foreign policy has increased the risk of war. But that's down five percent-
age points from last month. This week's speech may soften that image even more as the
campaign begins. In any event, he bas opened the door _ slightly, cautiously - for
re~ns that are seen as political. But it is open now, and it is up to the Soviet Union to
decide what to do next. David?

Mr, BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Zbigniew Brzezinski, specialist in this
field and fomnerly national security adviser to President Carter. And, coming along shortly,
the secretary of state, George Shultz. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Brzezinski, thank you very much for coming in to talk with us today.
We're delighted to have you with us.

ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI, former National Security Adviser: It's nice to he back
with you.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Here with us are George Will of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson. ABC
News White House correspondent. Are you worried about the current state of relations With
the Soviet Union? Do you think it's all that bad that we're not getting along so well?
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: I'm worried about the indications of some public hysteria on the subject,
but not about American-Soviet relationship. ] think. the relationship, in fact, is quite nonnal
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considering the fact that the United States and the Soviet Union are na~ rivals, .have ~n
and will be for a long time to come. But at the present moment the Soviets are making a bit of
a headway in pumping up artificially an atmosphere of crisis. ] think. the crisis is a hoax and
it's also a Soviet tactic, and we shouldn't succumb to that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why are they doing that?
Mr, BRZEZINSKI: They're doing it for the same reason that they tried something sintilar
some 23 years ago. ] see great many analogies between Andropov's efforts right now to scare
us and the West Europeans into adopting a posture which would decouple West European
security from America's to Kruschchev's efforts to drive us out of ~rlin in 1960. in both
cases the Soviet purpose was to detach Western Europe from the Urnted States.
GEORGE WILL: Among the people whipping this hysteria up, if that's what's going on,
are the Democratic candidates who seem to be arguing, a) that relations are terrible, b) that is
this administration's fault, and c) that therefore it is incumbent on this administration to find
new ways to tempt the Soviet Union back to various bargaining tables. How much of that do
you disagree with?
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: I disagree with a great deal of that. Ibelieve that of course, in a political
season, the Democrats are looking for openings and foreign policy is a fair game. ] ~
there are other issues in which they could concentrate their criticism. As far as the American-
Soviet relationship is concerned, it deteriorated in the course of the '70s, both under Repub-
lican and a Democratic administration, in large measure because the Soviet Union thought
we were traumatized by the Vietnamese War and therefore the Soviet Union could at the
same time pursue detente where it was convenient, and expansionism where it was possible.
It was our response to that policy, first under President Carter in the last two years of the
Carter administration, and subsequently under President Reagan that has started rebuffing the
Soviet efforts. And that is at the hean of the present Soviet frustration and irritation.

Mr. WILL: What should we do now?
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: Well, first of ail, I think we should stay on course, and that's very
important. I don't think we should accept the ootion that there's a crisis. I think. we should
point out to all concerned that we are perfectly willing to negoti.ate whe~ w~ can, but ~t.we
will not succumb and make concessions simply because the Soviets are gmnmg up the crisis.
Mr. WILL: Is staying the course, then, to continue re-arming and wait for them to come back
to the table?
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: Yes, there is one, however, one move that we could make which is in a
very important area, which would not compromise our position, and that's in arms control. ]
think. the time is becoming ripe for a shift in OUI negotiating tactics, but not for an abandon-
ment of our negotiating objectives. I believe the Reagan administration has put forward a
very ambitious arms control proposal which, if accepted by the Soviets~ would .result in
genuine stability for both sides. But it's a very complicated proposal, manifestly difficult to
negotiate because the initial concessions and adjustments would have to be made almost
entirely on the Soviet side, and it's in this area that I think we could do something new.
SAM DONALDSON: Dr. Brzezinski, you bave a reputation as a hardliner toward the
Soviet Union, and ] suggest your comments today have cenainly enhanced that reputation.
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: Well--
Mr. DONALDSON: My question- well, I'm not making an accusation-
Mr. BRINKLEY: You don't mind that, do you?
Mr. DONALDSON: -but a statement, and I want to ask you then, do you not think that we
are closer to the danger of nuclear war, as some people do?
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: No, I do not think so at ail. I do not think so at all. The rivalry is a
continuing one; the disagreements are far-reaching, but both sides are being prudent.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, was President Reagan--
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Mr. BRZEZINSKI: But I would like perhaps-
Mr. DONALDSON: Go ahead--
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: -to follow up, if I may, on the point that was raised first by George and
which is relevant to what you have asked - what do we do oow? I think instead of going for
a comprehensive and very complicated anTIS control agreement with the Soviets, we should
now go for a limited interim agreement. and Ithink the Soviets inadvertently have given us
an opening, because the Soviets, in response to Reagan's complex and comprehensive
proposal, have corne back with a proposal that we simply cut our forces down to 1,800
launchers though leaving the number of warheads wide open. The cut to 1,800 launchers
would be even a deeper cut than what we proposed under President Carter. What is unaccept-
able about the Soviet proposal is the absence of any limit on the number of warheads. I think
we should come back to the Soviets and say we cannot between now and the end of next year
negotiate a complicated, comprehensive agreement. But let's have a very simple interim
agreement. "We accept your figure of 1,800, but let's marry it to a warhead limit slightly
below our current deployments, which are about 8,000. Let's have a 7,500 warhead limit
plus your Soviet-proposed 1,800 launcher limit. And let's just have these two aggregates
With the freedom to mix." I think we could have an anTIS control agreement of this type in
five months.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, let me ask you about that. Put yourself in the place of the
~~ leadership and whether we're going to negotiate a comprehensive agreement or an
mtenm agreement, as they look toward the American election, do they thaw, do they come
bac.k.to the table. do they give President Reagan a victory from the standpoint of election
politics, or do they wait. hoping to influence the American election that way.
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: That's a fair question. I would think the Soviets would also bave to ask
themselves, do we have the leverage to determine the outcome of these elections?And if we
are beastly and refuse to deal with Reagan and if be's re-elected, won't be be tougher to deal
With ~ any ~ase? And ~refore they may be tempted to go for an interim agreement as well,
especially smce ~ Soviets p~fer to deal with an administration that they know. How do
they k.no~ w~at Will harPen If there's a change? Will the Democrats necessarily be softer
once they re m office WIth a strong Republican opposition-
Mr. DONALDSON: Was Mr. Carter softer than Mr. Reagan?
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: I think Mr. Carter was quite as tough as Mr. Reagan in the last two years
of his administration.

Mr. BRINKLEY: You advocate a simpler anns reduction proposal. Andropov some months
ago offered one that was remarkably simple, got no attention at all.
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: That's what I'm referring to.

Mr. BRINKLEY: He was- wen, no, even simpler than that. He said be would cut back to
the same number of missiles now held by Britain and France - 162.

Mr. BRZEZINSKI: But that's a different issue. David. That refers to the INF. the intermedi-
ate-range nuclear forces in Europe.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Right, but nothing came of it.

Mr. BRZEZINSKI: I'm talking about American-Soviet staregic agreement.
Mr. DONALDSON: The START talks.
Mr. ,BRZEZINSKI: I personally don't think there will be an agreement. Yeah. I personally
~on t think ~ere .will .be an agreement on the European missiles because the Soviets really
ndthe prerruum ~ this agreement. If they don't agree, they have more missiles deployed,
~ ey can fish m.muddy waters, in European politics. An agreement with us would force
urer;. t~ accept panty ~. w.ould deprive them of these fishing opportunities. What I am
. g g IS .an Arnen~an uunatrve on the strategic plane taking advantage of the Soviet open-
mg. And If the Soviets refuse, then their effort to create an atmosphere of crisis right now will

look even more ludicrous. So we can really put them on the spot.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So they don't want to agree, you're saying?
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: If they don't want to agree even to an interim agreement, which is based
in large measure on their proposal, plus a warhead limit of ebout 7,000, then I think they're
going to look even much worse, particularly in the European context where, to some extent,
the political campaign is going on, where the crisis - hoax, so to speak - may have some
political effect.
Mr. WILL: Let me change the subject about how the Soviet Union looks. You're Catholic
and you're Polish and you were accused at one point of-
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: First of all. I'm an American.
Mr. WILL: Well, I understand that. You were accused at one point of engineering the
election of the Pope. There are two books out, I know you have read one and you've
probably read both, that suggest, a) it is demonstrable that the Bulgarians working for the
Soviets engineered the attempt to assassinate the Pope and, b) that the Western world is so
eager to avoid nastiness with the Soviet Union that there is in fact a coverup of what we
know. Do you agree with that?
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: Well, I think there is demonstrable evidence that someone helped Agca
assassinate the Pope.
Mr. WILL: Any doubt who it was?
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: And the question is who, and I think the burden of proof is on those who
say the Soviets and the Bulgarians had nothing to do with it.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Brzezinski, thanks very much.
Mr. BRZEZINSKI: Nice to be with you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for coming in, enjoyed bearing your views.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, our secretary of state, George Shultz. In a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank you very much for coming in. We're delighted to
have you with us today. You heard Mr. Brzezinski a minute ago say in his opinion the
Russians didn't really want any substantial anTIS agreement. Do you agree with that?
GEORGE SHULTZ, Secretary of State: Well, it all depends on what area of discussion
you're talking about. We have pretty good discussions going on oow on the hotline. That's a
form or arms agreement. Mr. Gromyko, when I met with him in Stockholm, suggested that
we resume the discussions of the MBFR, that is, the troop level discussions-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Conventional forces.
Sec. SHULTZ: -in Vienna. Conventional forces. Resume on March 16th, and we have
examined that from our standpoint, and we've let them koow that we think that date for
resumption is agreeable. The conference we both attended in Stockholm is a kind of arms
control conference and that's going on. The conference in Geneva on chemical weapons is
taking place, and we- they've made a proposal which we don't think is a very good
proposal, but nevertheless we responded to it, and we have some further things to say. In the
field of nuclear anTIS, they have declined to set a date for resumption of the strategic anTIS
talks, and have said they have left the intermediate-range talks. So it depends on what kind of
arms control you're talking about.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So the answer then is yes and no, I gather?
Sec. SHULTZ: I think that's the answer kind of across the board. There are some positive
things; there are some negative things. It's a kind of a mixed picture.
Mr. WILL: There's a rumor going around that the Reagan administration is so eager to get
some kind of arms control agreement that it's going to retreat from a position held by other
administrations with regard to the MBFR talks; that is, an insistence on data on manpower
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deployments from the Soviet Union before manpower agreements ~ new levels ~ are
a~eed upon. ~d people say it's particularly necessary because we now have all this
evidence of .Sovle~ cheating. Manpower agreements are very hard to verify. and right now we
sa~ the S?Vl.etUruon has 220,0CX>more forces there than the Soviet Union admits. Are you
gomg to insist on data prior to a manpower agreement?

~. SHULTZ: Well, how we will conduct those negotiations, of course, will emerge in
VIenna. But I ~ould say that the key in that negotiation, as in the others, is adequate
!J1easures to .ve~fy that what is undertaken actually does take place. So I think that the most
Important thin~m all ?f these agreements is reasonably accurate verification, and that would
be a key. Obviously linked to that is the question of an ability to determine how many forces
there actually are, that is, data.

Mr. WILL: You seemed to surprise a lot of people, including those in the administration,
With your ~roJX.>salm ~t?Ckholm about a worldwide ban on chemical weapons, and a number
of people In this administration seem to feel that that's about as hard to verify as anything.
How would you begin to verify that?

Sec. SHULTZ: Well, there are certain things that you can verify and certain things that are
difficult. You can ~enfy whether or not known stockpiles of chemical weapons are abolished.
You c~ do.~ certain amount of verification of their movement around and so on, so that there
~ verification measures th~t can be taken, and insofar as chemical weapons are concerned, I
think,. number one, the re~lonal approach that the Soviet Union proposed - a Europe-free
chemical weapons zone, m effect - doesn't meet the test because chemical weapons are
easil~ moved. And, second, verification is hard and is a key. as I said before. And there is a
certain amount that can be done.

Mr. DONALDSON: The administration's theory about the INF and perhaps the START
talks all along has been that this country needed to build up its strength and needed to deploy
along the ~o~track syste~ that NATO agreed on, the Pershing and the cruise missiles. And
when we did that the Soviets would understand that they needed to deal with us seriously;
thheywo~ld reach agreements with us that were equitable. Is that still your theory and, if so,
w en Will the Soviets come back to the table?

Sec. SHULTZ: No. the theory of the alliance was different.

def DONAlDSON: I mean the Reagan administration's theory about building up our
erenses.

~RSHULTZ:.Well, there was a decision made in 1979 by the North Atlantic alliance and
alf weagan administratinn has basic~y pursued that decision. And the observation, first of

• ber that the Soviets were deploymg intermediate-range missiles aimed at Europe in great
elsev hrs and then, subsequently, intermediate-range missiles aimed at China and Japan and
~ sew ~:. And so the. alliance said, "We can't just sit here and have that happen. We have
ot~VI,ou.rsc::1vesWith an adequate deterrent capability. " And so we set out to do that, but

Iw lIe. we
th
redoing that, we should do everything we can to negotiate an acceptable, equal

eve m e East And . . ., . . so a negotration was started having that in mind. As it turned out It
wasn t possible at least it h • bee '

• I asn t n so far, to arrive at any conclusion.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Mr. Secretary_

Sec. SHULTZ: But the theorv wasn' . . . TIltheory el has ry wasn t to do somethmg 10 order to get an agreement. e
afte w~ys to be that you have to equip yourself with a deterrent capability to look

r your interests and no d bt·'· .re bl . ou It s true that If you do that you're more likely to get a
asona e agreement than If you don't.

Mr. DONAlDSON, Well I ddi
Sec S

., mu led the water by bringing in the two-track system.
• HULTZ: Okay.

Mr. DONALDSON' Le .
about re-arming Am' . t rne

H
ask. m~ question directly in terms of President Reagan's theory

Sec enca. e Said 10 his speech just the other day-
. SHULTZ: It's not a theory. It's an objective.
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Mr. DONALDSON: All right, he said the other day that we've done it. Now we are
prepared - I paraphrase, but I think. accurately. Now we are in a position and prepared to
deal with the Soviet Union from the standpoint of anns reductions. Do you feel you are, and
will the Soviets come back to the table, and if so, when?
Sec. SHULTZ: We feel we're in a much better position now than we were a few years ago.
We have confirmed and have on track all the major weapons systems that have been set out,
and there's a much better feel in the whole defense establishment, and bipartisan support for
it, even though there are a lot of arguments about the level of the budget. So that's a much
stronger position from which to talk than one in which there's a great deal of uncertainty
about our defense capabilities and will power.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, will the Soviets come back to the table and, if so, when?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, I pointed out that they are at the table-
Mr. DONALDSON: INF, sir.
Sec. SHULTZ: -along a number of fronts, and they are not at the table on the nuclear arms
talks.
Mr. WILL: Let me ask-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, may I just press for an answer, and if you care not to answer I'll
accept that, sir. Will they come back to the INF and START negotiations and, if so, wben?
Sec. SHULTZ: I don't know whether they'll come back or not.
Mr. WILL: Let me ask-
sec, SHULTZ: That's something that they have to determine. We can take care of our
position and OUf position is to be realistic about what they're doing, to be strong in our own
capabilities and to be ready to engage in a reasonable negotiation.

Mr, WILL: Let me ask-
Sec. SHULTZ: And that's what we can control.
Mr. WILL: But why do we care? The SALT process, the strategic arms pmcess, began about
15 years ago at a time when the balance, the strategic balance, was in the United States'
favor. In the intervening 15 years the Soviet Union has deployed 7,0Cl0 more modem
warheads, and there's a general agreement, particularly in your administration, that the
strategic balance has shifted against us. After 15 years of this punctuated by the documenta-
tion of the cheating, why do we care so much about arms control talks?
Sec. SHULTZ: It's a subject that we should pursue. and it's something from which we can
attain some contructive results. But I think the lesson that is brought out by the comments you
made, both the additions to their arsenal and the problems of adhering to agreements, is that
you do have to have clear and I think. relatively simple agreements. You have to have strong
measures for verification, and you can't put your ultimate dependence on anTIS control. You
have to put your ultimate dependence on your own ability to take care of yourself.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here for just a moment. We'll be back with more
questions for Secretary Shultz in a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, [ would like to ask you a question that weighs heavily on
the minds of the American people, and understandably so - the fear of nuclear war. During
the political campaign which we are already in, there will be a great deal of discussion about
the Cold War, the colder relations with the Soviet Union which will be frightening to people.
What would be your response to that? You're not running for office, I understand, but if you
were, what would you say about it?
Sec. SHULTZ: Just what President Reagan said the other day in his address. that because
we are strong we are safer. And because we are strong we're better able to try to work out
reasonable agreements with the other side. And because we are strong we are able to be
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reasonable. And all of these things add up to a situation from which I think the American
people should take some heart.

Mr. BRINKLEY: In your view the threat of nuclear war is diminished?
sec. SHULTZ: Yes. I think so. I think that deterrent strength diminishes the temptation of
somebody to use their strength against you.

Mr. WILL: Aoother way that foreign policy is entering the campaign is with regard to
Le~anon. Do you think it was a mistake in the surruner of '82 for us to encourage - (0 put it
politely - the Israelis to stop before. as some people say, "the Israelis finished the job"-
chasmg the Syrians out of Lebanon?

sec. SHULTZ: well, the situation was that you had the city of Beirut being shelled. You
~ad a treme~dous number of civilians - Lebanese - being killed. and I think that situation
~nLeb~n •.tn Beirut, cried out for help, and the United States was able to provide some help
In that sl~~on, and for that matter, Israel did stop its offensive in Lebanon. You remember
that. the ongm~ announcement of the Israelis was that they were going in, which they did
~gamst our advice - as I understand it; I was not around at the time. But they would only go
In ~ far. ~owever, they just kept right on going, and nobody knew quite where they were
gomg to wind up.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary, this weekend Walid Jurnblatt the Druze leader, said
that he will not accept Amin Gemayel as the president of Lebanon: that he must go. What
does that do to the possibility of a successful peace settlement there?
sec. SHULTZ: Wetl, he traveled to Moscow, he came back to Syria, then he made a
statement calling for the resignation of President Gemayel. Now I think you put those things
tog~~er and you ~ where he is coming from. President Gemayel was put there by the
leg~~te process m Lebanon of election through a parliament, and he is-. he represents the
l~gltImate govenunent there. And I think that the efforts that he is making, and that we would
like to see others participate in, to broaden the base of that government are an important
element in this picture.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, are we going to support Gemayel all the way down the line? Is
our allegiance to Gemayel, or is our allegiance to a process which may turn up someone else?

sec. SHULTZ: Our allegiance is to the legitimate government of Lebanon produced by a
proc~ss that's been ther:e, and we have counseled with him about the broadening of the base
of his government, which he would like to do.
Mr. DONALDSON: Wetl, is Jumhlatt-
sec. SHULTZ: And that process would make Lebanon a more governable place.
Mr. DONALDSON: Wetl, is Jumblatt speaking with Syrian acquiescence? Does this tell us
something about the Syrian intervention here?
sec. SHULTZ: Well, he spoke from Damascus after returning from Moscow. so it looks as
though those well-known influences on him are having an impact. This is their program, and
no doubt his as well.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, as you know, there is a rising, not to say feverish, chorus
of demand in Congress, elsewhere, in both parties, in fact, that it's time to take the Marines
out of Lebanon. What is your view on that?
sec. SHUL1Z: Well, there is a chorus to some extent, and certainly you can read about it in
the papers every day. It was interesting to me to see Senators Tower and Warner, who went
to the Middle East, as they said, skeptical, and they came back convinced that it was very
important for the United States to continue its resolve and to maintain its presence in Lebanon
and in the Middle East. So there may be some swing in the pendulum coming in the other
direction. Remains to be seen.
Mr. WILL: The Syrians have every reason to believe that the United States, however, won't
be hard to out-wait in this regard. What incentive-s-

sec. SHULTZ: They've said that quite a lot; in fact. Kbaddam has said to our negotiators,
he says, "The United States is short of breath; you can always wait them out." And he
remembers some of our earlier times.
Mr. WILL: Well, now, is be right? Is it part of the Reagan administration's plan to show that
we're not short of breath, and does that mean leaving them in for a long time just to show
that?
sec. SHUL1Z: It's important to show the world that we have resolve, but we also have to
pay attention primarily to our objectives there, and our objectives are to make what contribu-
tion we can, mainly through our diplomacy, but also through the presence of our forces,
along with the forces of other countries, to the emergence of a more stable and sovereign
Lebanon. That's what we're there for.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. on Friday several administration officials pointed to the
danger of a kamikaze-type attack on our forces - planes run by maybe Iranian-trained
pilots, Islamic fundamentalists, the terrorist groups. And at least one senior official suggested
we might be considering, if we see that attack just about to take place, making a pre-emptive
strike to safegaurd our forces. is that something we might do?
sec. SHUL1Z: Yes. ] think we have to be very conscious of the rise in terrorism, not only in
Lebanon but around the world, and the fact that it is increasingly evident that it has a base in a
state. It isn't some random, crazy group; it's something that's organized, systematic. People
get trained for it. And in the case of Lebanon we see increasingly these things originating in
Iran. We see them taking place, necessarily with the acquiescence of Syria. We see who this
group is. There is Syria, there is Iran, there is Libya, and there is the Soviet Union. And I
think the emergence of terror as a kind of weapon of war by states is something that we have
to be very concerned about. An example in another part of the world was the North Korean
assault on the South Korean government in a third country - in Rangoon - where they
murdered a large portion of the South Korean government.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, but in that case we asked South Korea to show some restraint
from the standpoint of any precipitant military action. If we use our forces to make a
pre-emptive strike on these terrorist bases to safeguard our forces, what will you say to
people who say that we are involving ourselves to a deeper extent in the Middle Eastern war?
sec. SHULTZ: It's not involving ourselves deeper in the Middle Eastern war to defend
ourselves and our citizens against these tactics of terrorism. These tactics are aimed at
America generally. We had the tragic murder of the president of the American University of
Beirut the other day, a person who literally has given his life to the betterment of the Middle
East. But it is going to individuals and it's going to organized governments. It involves rot
just us but others, and it's an attack on civilization.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank you very much. It's been a pleasure baving you with
us today. Thank you for coming.

sec. SHULTZ: My pleasure.
Mr. BRINKLEY: we'll be back with our unhibited-within-reason discussion here, and
joining us will be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Congress comes back tomorrow, which means. among other things,
that in Washington taxis come to be harder to get; the restaurant tables are harder to get and
so on. But beyond that, the big weight banging over their heads will be the $200 - more or
less - $2()()"hilIion deficit and what to do about it. What will they do? Jody, what do you
think?
JODY POWELL, ABC News Comtl'lei .tatoo: Nothing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: They won't do anything except talk, and there'lI be a Jot of that.



Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Well, they'll pick up the President's budget and they'll say here's the most
ferocious budget-cutter in Christendom, and he's proposing to cut exactly the grand total of
7/ IOths of one percent of discretionary spending. He's proposing to have $180-billion deficits
for the next four years, at the end of which, they project, with a remarkably straight face,
Treasury bills will be about 5.5%. Now, it's-- if you can believe that, as Alice said, you can
helieve anything.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, already, Dr. Feldstein, who of course is the naysayer, Dr.
Gloom, in the administration, says that can't be right. Their own projections on the deficit
war with their own projections from the standpoint of these ecooomic indicators and interest
rates. David Stockman, the great budget-cutter, now says in an article that in fact there are no
more big budget cuts to be made because Congress and the American people don't want il-
I think he's right - and that in fact there's no way to cut the deficit except to raise taxes. He
didn't say that specifically, but that's what he meant. I'll tell you something. Howard Baker
said at the outset of this administration's effort that Reaganomics was a riverboat gamble. He
was right, and the gamble gets paid this year. If the President is right, and he can get through
a year, he can get re-elected. But if by August or Septemher everything turns down,
Reaganomics and its author go down the drain together.

Mr, POWELL: But there's a second half to that gamble, and that is next year we are sitting
here now, we all say, "Well, the Congress is going to do nothing, the administration is going
to do nothing for this year. After the election's over we'll take care of it." That's fine if our
luck really holds. If, however, as many economists are predicting, we start to get a turndown
next year, then we're going to be in that awkward position of having to say, do we want to
increase taxes at a time when the economy is beginning to slow and turn down? It becomes
much more difficult to do; the economic consequences of doing that are indeed real, and we
could be in a real mess under those circumstances.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What would they do after the election that they might do now? They could
raise taxes, but they aren't going to raise them that much.
Mr. POWELL: Absent the threat that we get caught in a real dilemma next year, if I were
confident that the economy was going to hold up and walk along all through next year, as it
seems to be in a position to do this year, Iwouldn't worry about that too much. we do have to
deal with the politcal process, and I think after an election there's a chance that we might get
some movement in a bipartisan way to deal with some of the entitlements or we might even
get an agreement on-
Mr. DONALDSON: But we have to raise taxes. We have to raise taxes.
Mr, POWELL: Oh, no doubt ahout that.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think Stockman's right. The American people want government to
spend our money for them. Farm subsidies, one area. Fanners want them. The Reagan
administration just endorsed recently a huge subsidy bill.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The farmers want them, yes, but does the rest of the population?
Mr. DONALDSON: Doesn't matter. We all have something going for us. As Brother Dave
used to say, we have our own kick going. We have our own snout in the trough at the federal
level.
Mr. WILL: That's right. Modem conservativism is the prayerful helief that it is rime to cut
my neighbor's subsidy. But it turns out we all have six or seven subsidies, and the reinforcing
network of all these interest groups means that we-e- the government we ha:v~t~y ISnot an
accident, it wasn't imposed on us in the dead of night by the Carter administrabon-

Mr. DONALDSON: Not a Soviet scheme.
Mr. WILL: -or the Roosevelt administration. It was- it reflt7~ the cumulative de~
. Americans have made on the government for 50 years, and there It IS. We have to pay for It.
Mr. POWELL: And what we've done is we've made the cuts and the subsidies to those who

are the most powerless, the least able to resist politically. Now we are faced with dealing with
people like us.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Such as homeowners deducting interest on their mortgages, you mean?
Mr. POWELL: That is certainly one that is debateable.

Mr. WILL: Yes.
Mr, BRINKLEY: But it will never be touched.
Mr. WILL: Let us-- do say this for the President. he can say that spending over the last four
years - fiscal '82 through '85 - is $191 billion helow what it would have been had the
Carter spending path been maintained. That's not chopped liver; that's a real cut.

Mr. DONALDSON: And he can say- and also his opponents can say that the national debt
has doubled under the Reagan administration, and it took about 200 yean; to reach one level,
and in three years it's doubled.
Mr. POWELL: And tripled in its comparison with GNP.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, well, we're going to he hearing that now for months; in fact,
until November. Now, there's one I would like to bring up, and it is somewhat complicated
but nevertheless fascinating. A federal judge ruled in that the state of Washington had
discriminated against its employees, not on the basis of race; I think. primarily on the basis of
sex - gender. And he ordered the state to pay comparable wages for comparable work-
not necessarily the same job; that is, two people, say, running a computer, but two people in
a business, one doing something at one end of the building and the other doing an entirely
different job at the other end, but he said comparable-- required comparable skills. This is
going to he a big argument. Do you know any way that could he settled, any way that can he
dealt with? I don't.

Mr. WILL: It's a recipe for removing an enormous number of decisions now made by the
market and politicizing them, having some-s-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Putting them in the courts.
Mr. WILL: Courts in the end will do it; agencies, tribunals within the government, will be
making all these decisions. And comparability, as you say, it's a very different leap. It's a
quantum jump away from equal-- and we know if someone's running a lathe and someone
else is running a lathe, that's equal work-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay, fine-

Mr, WILL: -but if someone's playing shortstop for the Orioles - probably the most
important job in America, and someone is, say, a columnist - columnists come and go; they
don't particularly matter. What are we going to do-.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Less important than shortstops, I guess.

Mr. WILL: Of course. And what are you going to do? Have an enormous metaphysic of
comparability spread across society-
Mr. DONALDSON: I don't know how you do it-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, a federal judge has told us we have to do it.

Mr. DONALDSON: But the judge was trying to grapple with something that I think is real.
I~'s very easy, the same job-- a woman takes it, gets less money, you say that's discrimina-
hon-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there's no one arguing that.

Mr. DONALDSON: That's right. No one's arguing that. But when there are two compar-
able JO~s- and I don't know how you determine it, but let's not use your example; let's use
~om~thing else, a job in a factory that requires great physical strength and men usually do it; a
...job m the next room in the same factory that women can do and therefore they do do, but
somehow, in the production of the widgets these two jobs are so much equal to the prodac-
non, but the woman gets less money. Now, how do you deal with that situation?
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Mr. Will: Let the market deal with it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Lay them off?
Mr. POWELL:Well, what we're dealing with here is a fairly familiar pattern. We have a
problem, an injustice in this society. We know we have it. The state of Washington .did rot
deny that women in their definition of comparable jobs- so you know you can arnve at a
definition, they did it-
Mr. BRINKLEY:Well, that's an easy one.
Mr, POWEll: In their definition of comparable jobs, were making 20% less. Yes, it's
going to be messy. Yes, it's going to be a pain. Yes, it's going to cause some problems. ~
reason we're facing that is because we refuse to deal with it in any other way. We knew It
was there. I guarantee you if you walk in this building or anyplace in Washington, you ask
men in their own companies whether women are being paid fairly, if they're honest the
majority will tell you 00. And the courts are trying to do it because we wouldn't do it
ourselves.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, again, this is not the question of two women doing the same job or a
man doing it and a woman the same job and the man paid more. That question is no l?nger
relevant to anything; long been settled. This is something else. One of the lawyers m the
Justice-- the Reagan administration may intervene in this, by the way, and one ~f the
lawyers said, how do you evaluate the worth of a plumber versus a poet? I have no Idea.
Mr. DONALDSON: You don't. You don't. That's not what we're talking about.
Mr. POWELL: Since that's not what it's going to come to, I guarantee you.

Mr. BRINKLEY:Well, that's what it has come to.
Mr. DONALDSON: We're evaluating the work of someone in this room in the same factory
and someone in the other room in the same factory who do different jobs on the assembly
line, let us say, but in the end they have a comparable ability to help produce the product. Yet
the woman gets less.
Mr. POWEll: Let me give you another quote, if [ can, from the Justice Department that I
think illustrates the attitude of this crowd.

Mr. BRINKLEY:What are you reading?
Mr. POWEll: This is Mr. Reynolds, he says-- this is The New York Times, he says, "If
women with low-paying jobs had an equal opportunity to work but never took ~dv.an~ge~:
the opportunity. if they never sought the higher-paying jobs, where is the discnnunaliOn?
And I guarantee you nobody in his or her right mind believes that the problem of disparity m
this economy is caused by women not being willing to take higher-paying jobs when they
were offered. Imean, it's----
Mr. BRINKLEY:Well, that's a pretty dumb thing to say, isn't it? Was this one of the
lawyers?
Mr. POWEll: This is Mr. Reynolds. the attorney general- [crosstalk]
Mr,Will: Notice in Jndy's formulation the word "problem." Problem of disparity. NOl all
disparities in this world are problems. They often reflect real values, real market force.s~and
if every time you find an inequality of result in society you say there's a problem reqUlnng a
political solution, you are going to melt the transistors of our political system.
Mr, POWEll: They're generally not problems if they don't affect us.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Before we go, the Super Bowl. I want to ask each of you to pick "':'
winner and give the score, and whoever is closest will win a prize next week. and I don t
know yet what the prize is. Jndy?
Mr. POWEll: Going with my head rather than my heart, I have to say the Raiders, 31-27. [
hope that makes the Redskins just mad enough to do something about it.
Mr. BRINKLEY:This is being recorded. Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: The Raiders, 21-20.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: The Redskins, 26; Oakland Raiders, where they're going back, if the courts rule,
22. Yes.

Mr. BRINKLEY:As I say, this is being recorded. Charles Wick may not announce it, but we
do.

We'll be hack with a few words about the alleged sin and high crime of taping movies off
the television, In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY:All right, all right, all right. I'll pick the Redskins 27-20 And finallh littl " , .• y,wc
ave a. e news Just m from CBS. It is that William French Smith, the attorney general of

the United Slates, has resigned. We have called the White House and they will neither
confirm It nor deny It, but we believe it to be true. In any case that' the thismoment. . s news at

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

January 29, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: With President Reagan's announcement tonight, we enter officially
into a nine-month political campaign that may at times look like the halftime show at the
Super Bowl. Flags, parades, bands and, while some may wish they could watch it all
from the Goodyear blimp, it won't lift that many. So it's politics. Our guests: a Democratic
candidate, John Glenn; Edward J. Rollins. director of the Reagan-Bush 1984 campaign;
Peter Hart, who takes polls for the Mondale campaign; Richard Winhlin, who takes polls and
directs research for the Republicans. Some background from our man John Martin. And our
discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Tom Wicker. All here on our Sunday
program.

First, today's news, and there isn't much:
President Reagan, in a five-minute paid political program tonight at 10:55 Eastern time.

will announce his political plans. It seems generally to be assumed he will announce he will
run again. It'll be seen here on ABC.

Last night the President's former wife, Jane Wyman, won a Golden Globe award for her
acting in a television series called "Falcon Crest. ., She said, "I am too old to be happy, but
not too old to be grateful."

In Israel a member of the Shamir Cabinet resigned and charged the Cabinet was not
working right. The perception there now is that the Shamir government may not last much
longer.

And The New York Times reports this morning that Operation PUSH, which is Jesse
Jackson's organization, accepted a donation of $100,000 from the Arab League. There is no
law against it, but it may be politically troublesome. Jackson said he had not known about the
money.

We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: The Democrats in San Francisco in July, the Republicans in Dallas in
August: two politically important states. carefully chosen for whatever political advantage
their conventions may produce. There will be two nominees for president, of course, and
terrible disappointment for a dozen or more others. John Martin looks ahead at all of this and
at what's happening now. John?

JOHN MARllN: Ronald Reagan will announce a candidacy tonight that will lead to his
renomination on the floor of this arena in Dallas just 206 days from now. That's the
conventional wisdom, David, but there's also something that might be called the wisdom
of the conventions because this year both parties are holding them in states they're not at
all sure of carrying this fall.
[voice-over} For the Republicans, Texas, where Ronald Reagan won 21,7 million votes

in 1980, but now a place where Democrats expect to tap the votes of a million Hispanic-
Americans, suffering high unemployment and the feeling that Reaganomics is responsi-
ble. It's going to be a banle.
Sen. JOHN TOWER, (R) Texas, Reagan Texas Chainnan: The Mexican-Ameri-
can community is strongly committed to the family and the church and to patriotic
endeavors, and I think they can empathize with the President.
Gov. MARK WHITE, (D) Texas: But they like to seethe head of the household have a
job, and that's one of the things this president hasn't been too effective in regard to.
Sen. TOWER: I don't expect that he will get a majority of that vole, but I think he'll get
a substantial portion of it.
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Pres. RONALD REAGAN {State of the Union]: Sergeant Trujillo, you and your
fellow servicemen and -women not only saved innocent lives, you set a nation free.

MARTIN [voice-over]: So perhaps Texas and the convention and Hispanic voters were at
least in the back of the President's mind this week during his State of the Union message.

Pres. REAGAN {to Trujillo]; God bless you.
MARTIN [voice-over}: It was a grand salvo in the final moments of Ronald Reagan's
undeclared candidacy. All week he campaigned, and everywhere he had a theme for
November.

Pres. REAGAN: America is back. standing tall, looking to the '80s with courage,
confidence and hope.

Sen. PAUL LAXALT, (R) Nevada, Reagan Campaign Chainnan: It looks too
good to be true. It makes me somewhat nervous. Actually the President personally is
running higher in the polls than any sitting president since Eisenhower.
MARTIN [voice-over}: There is one problem.
Sen. LAXALT: The majority and kind of results we're seeing in the polls doesn't really
transcend and translate into electoral votes, and presidents are elected by electoral votes
and not popular votes.

MARTIN [at San Francisco Moscone Convention Center]: So, for the Democrats,
choosing their ticket here in San Francisco gives them a platfonn for launching a strong
campaign in a region where Jimmy Carter lost II of 12 states to Ronald Reagan in 1980.
California, of course, is the big battleground here with 47 electoral votes.
CHARLES MANATT, Democratic National Chainnan: We will have a battle royal
in ~~ifornia this time. Our mobilization under the state party leadership calls for an
additional million registered votes.

Sen. LAXALT: Well, if we're in trouble in California we're in trouble everywhere.
That's our backyard, and I feel comfortable about Calif~mia.

Mayor DIANE. FEINSTEIN, (D) San Francisco: If I had to say now, I thiok the
President will WIn Cahfornia right now.

M~RTlN [voice-over]; But not without a fight. At the Democratic National Comminee
thi~ ~eek, worker:s tabulated donations and computerized names and addresses for di~ct
mailings. They said they had 400,000 names. The key to victory, they said, is registenng
many more voters than in 1980.

Mr. MANA".: We hope to have over 100 million voters in the election of 1984. That
would be 13 million more than in 1980.

MAR"!"'N [voice-over]: That could be crucial. Ronald Reagan won almost 44 million
VOlesm 1980, but that was still less than 30% of all the people of voting age.
ED~ARD ROLUNS, Reagan Campaign Director: You've got to reach out and
y~u ve g,ot to ~et a blue-collar voter, which is very, very important. You've got to- I
~nk. we re trytng to make a real inroad in the Hispanic community. We've got to do well
With women voters.

WALTER MONDALE, Democratic Presidential Candidate {January 27th:
Seattle]: We can win this election and we can win it big.

M.ARTlN [voice-over]: Walter Mondale reportedly has 80 million names computerized
WIth ~hone numbers to wage his own campaign. This week, well-financed and backed by
~rgaruzed labor at many stops, his effort paid its first dividends. In Washington, he won
5 of 164 convention delegates chosen in caucus by congressional Democrats. In the
latest polls he seemed far ahead of John Glenn. In the Gallup poll, among Democrats,
~lIldale led 68 .to 24 percent for Glenn. In the ABC News-Washington Post poll, among

mocrats and mdependents leaning Democratic, MondaJe led Glenn 45 to 22 percent.
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Glenn shook up his organization this week, replacing his national chairman only a few
weeks from the first primary, and there was speculation his campaign was falling off. But
his standing was still strong against the President. In the Gallup Poll a dead heat at 45%
each and, trailing, 50 to 42 percent in the ABC-Post poll. So at week's end, leaving a
rally in Boston where he had sharply attacked Walter MondaJe, John Glenn, looking at
the polls and the press, John Glenn took off his gloves.

Sen. JOHN GLENN, Democratic Presidential Candidate: No one has voted
yet. I don't care what those polls show. This fight has just begun. It's for the people of
this country, and that's what it's all about. Thank you.

MARTIN: David?
Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, Peter Hart, who is doing polling for the
Mondale campaign, and Richard Wirthlin, who is polling for the Reagan and Bush organiza-
tion. And, coming along shortly, Senator John Glenn. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr, BRINKLEY: Mr. Hart, Mr. Wirthlin, thanks very much for coming in. We're happy to
have you with us today. Here with me with questions are George Will of ABC News and
Sam Donaldson, ABC News White House correspondent. First, I want to ask you a question
that preoccupies writers of senior theses and political science professors. The polls have got
Mondale well ahead and Glenn well behind. Do they lend to be a self-fulfilling prophecy? Do
people- stop there. What's the answer to that?
PETER HART, Mondale pollster: The answer is no, they aren't a self-fulfilling proph-
ecy. They tell us where we are at a point in time. Basically I think that Walter Mondale's
gotten off to a good start. There's a long ways to go. We're taking nothing for granted. But
we're happy with the numbers.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I don't doubt it. Mr. WirthIin?
RICHARD WIRTHUN, Director of Research, Reagan-Bush 1984: [ would agree
generally with that, David; however, especially in a primary, the frontrunner accrues some
advantages because of the polls, both in terms of organization and in terms of support, that
does give that frontrunner some margin that doesn't quite lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy but
does give him an edge-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, it does give him an edge in money-raising, doesn't it?
Mr. WIRTHUN: Absolutely, [ would think.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You agree to that, don't you?
Mr, HART: Absolutely. No doubt about it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So to that extent it's a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Mr. HART: It makes a lot of difference, especially in a system where you have a lot of
primaries early on, and the fact of the matter is the ability to be able to have the money, to be
able to spend it, makes a lot of difference.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Get the message out.
Mr. HART: Gets the message across.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Wirthlin, Ronald Reagan, your employer, seems to be a man who
generates strong feelings for and against. Is this going to be an election in which, by June. the
undecided vote is going to be fairly small? I guess we're usually campaigning to change 20%
of the voters' minds at most. Is it going to be 20 or 10 this year?
Mr. W1RTHUN: [ believe that the undecided will probably be smaller this rime than it was in
June of 1980, and one of the issues that has been raised is that this President has polarized the
electorate. In point of fact, the number of people who strongly disapprove of this President
right now is less than 20%. So, while there is some polarization in terms of change that may
not have helped some special interest, at this juncture, Ronald Reagan stands in a very good
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position to launch a campaign.
SAM DONALDSON: But isn't that historically the figure, roughly, that stronglydisapprove
of the President?
Mr.WIRTHLIN:It's been-c. it was higher for Carter, and it's been higher for this President,
a year ago. Political campaigning is, to a large extent, momentum. And I think the key point
is that beginning of the fourth year this President is as strong as he's been in any of the prior
three years.

Mr. HART: Let me just follow up on this. And basically what [would say is, you're right,
George, he does polarize the people. He has a good core going with him, about 35% of the
electorate, and this is taking the Lou Harris data, which he released last week. And he has
ahout 38% of the people who are unalterably opposed to him. And so we can talk about
strongly agree or strongly disagree, but if you take a series of measurements, there are an
awful lot of people who have chosen up sides, and I think Dick's right. We are going to have
a smaller undecided, but the real key is there are not going to be as many people that are out
there to be moved.
Mr. WILL: Are there going tobe as many people who vote? In the last three elections the
turnout's been 55, 54 percent.
Mr. HART: Right.
Mr. WILL: There are a lot more Democrats than there are Republicans. Presumably if you
run the turnout up the Democrats gain. Is the turnout going to be up this year or down?

Mr. HART: If you ask me, in 1982I said the turnout was going to be up, and indeed it was
up. I look at 1984,Ithink the turnout is going to be up. Ithink it also changes the dynamics
of the electorate.

Mr. ,?ONALOSON: Can you tell from your polling data what the big issue might be this
year. Is It going to be war and peace or will it be the economy?
~r. ~IRTHUN: I don't think it's going to be--- I think there's anoverarching issue, and that
IS the Issue of leadership. The '80 election was an election in which one type of leadership,
one type of set ?f goals and vision that had pretty well dominated American politics for two
decades .was rejected. And I think the '84 election is going to hinge on what the Reagan
lea?ership has meant to people. Do they consider that sufficient change has been made ~o
the,: benefit to deserve re-electing this President, and, furthermore, what does that leadership
project from '84 through '88.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Hart, follow up on that, but let me sharpen it just a bit ', Do
Amencan voters respond to leadership willy-nilly of where it's going as long as it's perceived
to be strong?
Mr. HART: Well, ~ guess I would tell you leadership is an important component, ~ut in
terms of the agenda Items there are really three agenda items. I think first and foremost IS the
econo~y, but that's ~rt of changing vis-a- vis foreign policy. I think in foreign policy. th~t's70mmg a l~ more unportam as far as war and peace. I mean, I think 45% at the beginrung
o the year said they had a fear that Ronald Reagan would get us into a war. At the end of the
year we now have 61% who have that same feeling. So there is a growing uncertainty.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me stop right there and just ask one question about that. If 61% of
the people say th~y fe~ Ronald Reagan might get us into war, how can 57% percent of the
people say they like his presidency, think he's doing a great job? I don't understand that.

~r. WlRTHUN: Well, Idon't measure that at all. TIle war issue is an issue that Carter used
m the latter stages of his campaign. There were about one out of every five Americans who
~ressed ,th~concern that this President, then candidate, would be likely to get us into a war.

t hasn t iocreased very much. It's still very much less than 30%.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Over the years we've seen dozens of polls including some of yours and
many others howi that the Ame-i '. th. . ' s wmg at the Amencan people have become increasingly cynical about e
political proces bo I··· .s, a ut po mcrans and about their promises. How much of it are you seeing

this year? More, less, the same, or what?
Mr. HART: My feeling is that we're really seeing less cynicism. I think that there's more of
what I would call a big-stakes election. There is the sense that, yes, we want to be able to
plan for the future, we want to be able to get on with the nation's business, to be able to get
out there. And, from my feeling. it's a lot less alienation. a lot less cynicism than we saw in
'76 or even going into '80.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why? Why? I mean, we always have big-issue elections, or so we're told.
Mr. HART: Well, I guess in part the reason is that- I would give Ronald Reagan some
credit for doing things, and Ithink that that- that that's in part what's happening. Ithink the
other thing is I believe the American people can see that we can handle things, and that's
where they want to move to.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Wirthlin, you want to respond to that?
Mr. WIRTHLlN: I think that one of the more dramatic changes in the electorate these last
two or three years has been the reversal of almost a two-decade erosion of not only cynicism
but also the confidence that Americans have had in their institutions. They have believed that
government was not effective in dealing with important problems. Now, that's changed.
More and more Americans believe that government is more responsible and responsive.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Why?
Mr. WIRTHLlN: I think that they have seen changes induced in part by this President that
they- has added to their confidence, in the way this country's governed. Inflation is being
brought under control; there is a commitment of this President to fulfill some of those
promises that he made - not all of them, but a good deal of them. This President is trusted;
this President himself exudes a degree of confidence and optimism that Ithink in and of itself
has turned that cynicism and that alienation around.
Mr. DONALDSON: Can I just break in a second? Is age a factor anymore? Does anyone
care that Ronald Reagan will be 73 on February 6th?
Mr. WIRTHLlN: We find no evidence that age is an issue. In fact. we're finding it less of a
concern today than we found in 1979.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Hart?
Mr. HART: I think it'll be used as a blind for other concerns about Mr. Reagan. I would say
one thing. You were mentioning experience. I think one thing is that Walter MondaJe is
going to match up rather well against Ronald Reagan, and as I look towards the '84 election,
two key components which Richard mentioned - experience. integrity. Both of those seem
to match up well for Walter Mondale. so I think. that as we move into the election cycle we're
in good stead.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, the average population is itself getting older. Thank you very much,
Mr. Hart. Mr. Wirthlin.
Mr. HART: Thank you.
Mr. WIRTHUN: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Enjoyed having you. Hope you come again.

Mr. HART: We will.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, Edward Rollins. who is campaign director for the Reagan-
Bush '84 organization. In a moment.

{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Rollins, thanks very much for coming in.
EDWARD ROLUNS: My pleasure, Mr. Brinkley.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Happy to have you with us today. I'll start you with an easy question.
From your standpoint. from the Reagan campaign, who is easier to beat. Glenn or Mondale?
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Mr. ROLLINS: I don't think it's a question of which one is easier to beat. We ~nk either
one of them would be a significant candidate. Our assumption is that Mondale will probably
be the nominee, and I think the President will do well against him.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, which one is easier to beat?
Mr. ROLLINS: I think. that Mondale has a little bit more of a track record to run against.
There's still some, I think, doubt about where Glenn stands on a lot of issues in the American
public. I don't think there's any doubt on where Mondate stands, and I think there's a good
contrast between he and the President. So from our perspective I think that Mondale would
be a better candidate to run against.
Mr. WILL: Ronald Reagan is widely considered a nice person, even by people wh~ detes~his
policies. Nation's at peace, we're roaring along in a recovery, yet Ronald Reagan isbeating,
in a lot of polls, Glenn or Mondale by 2%, 3%, 4%. Shouldn't he be way ahead nght now
when things are going so well?
Mr. ROLLINS: Well, I think first of all, George, the President has tremendous support by an
awful lot of Americans, and I think that the polls today are not totally indicative of his true
strength. He has come back significantly from a year ago. Today he is probably the strongest
president entering an election year since Eisenhower, and I think that probably that the
difference in his approval rating and the margin of his victory is, over either Mondale or
Glenn, is the fact that it takes an awful lot of Democrats and independents to switch over to
give the Republican incumbent the victory, and a lot of those Democrats today have not yet
made their final decision.

Mr. WILL: Or it takes a bigger turnout. Now, suppose the turnout this year is 60% rather
than 54%. Is it a lot harder to beat a Democrat when there is a 60% turnout?
Mr. ROLLINS: Well, since we haven't had a 60% turnout in a long time-s- I mean, the
formula is that we've got to get about one out of every four Democrats, and we have to get
one out of every two independents, and I think even with your factor of turnout going up w.e
still have got to get that number, My assumption is that most of the unregistered voters I~ this
country are probably those who are more apathetic and less likely to tum out, and If the
Democrats are able to get them registered and get them turned out, there's no question that
could be a significant difference in this election.
Mr. DONALDSON: What's the issue you wo")' about the most? Is it Lebanon? Is it war and
peace in general? Is it the fact the economy might turn down?
Mr. ROLLINS: I think we're very confident on the economic front. I think there's always a
conc~rn in any political manager's mind of any international event that you don't control, and
certainly the Lebanon situation causes us serious concern but I think the President has made
it ~e.ry cle~ th~t politics ends at the water's edge and ;hat he's not going to let ,domestiC
pohtJ.~s drive his foreign policy decisions. And he feels a very strong commitment to
negotiate some sort of a peace settlement there. and---
Mr. DONALDSON: But, having said that, which is the issue you worry about the most?

Mr. ROLLINS: Well, there's no question. 'The international, international.

~r. DONAlDSON: Lebanon in particular, or is it the old accusation that Ronald Reagan is
lOgger-happy, might get us into war?

Mr, ROLLINS: I don't think the trigger-happy sticks any longer. I think the American public
~as had three years to watch this man at the helm, and I think he's done a very, very effectl,ve
Job. People have watched him through some very, very trying times, and I think that they re
not as concerned about that as they are today about Lebanon.
Mr, DONALDSON: But as a political manager, do you want the Marines out of Lebanon?
And don't tell me about whether it's good or bad that we're there or whether it's good and
bad that we stay there. But as a political manager.

Mr, ROLLINS: I think all Americans want the Marines out, including the President, and the

quicker that happens the more happy-
Mr. OONALDSON: Yes, but we're here to talk politics-
Mr. ROLLINS: True.
Mr, DONALDSON: -and it's a noble profession, so go ahead and tell me.
Mr, ROLLINS: Nice of you 10 say that.
Mr, DONALDSON: As a campaign manager-
Mr, ROLLINS: Well, fi"t-
Mr. DONALDSON: -how does this issue cut with the President?
Mr, ROLLINS: First of all, the President has 10 make that decision, and I think that he will,
without regard for the political consequences. From my perspective. I stated it. I would
prefer to have the Marines out. But I still think it comes down to a leadership issue, and if the
President- there's no magic date that the Marines have got to be out. It depends on how the
President handles the international scene, and how he provides the leadership. And if he
continues to provide the kind of leadership in foreign affairs that ~e has. then I don't think it' s
quite as cutting an edge as it could be.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Me. Rollins, you're a practitioner in a very limited profession - running
political campaigns, which is not something you can do every day. This year there is not a
new element, but an old element that is now here in an exaggerated form. and that is security.
When the President was at the Capitol the other night you could hardly get in for the Secret
Service, the metal detectors, the barriers and so on. How can you campaign when-- is he
going to appear in public at all? In public. I mean, as opposed to meetings in halls and
television?
Mr. OONALDSON: Staged events.
Mr. ROLUNS: I think- I think it's a sad commentary on where we are today in the society.
The President is never going to be able to go out and go in crowds again without people
having gone through some sort of a testing device for weapons. I think you've got to have
your events somewhat limited. You probably have seen the last president being able to go to
a Super Bowl or going out to a baseball arena, or what have you. And it's just a sad
commentary. But whether the President goes out and campaigns or not, I think he has been
out an awful lot in the last three years. I think he'll continue to do that. He likes to get out
with the American public. but it becomes more and more important to have events that are
covered by mass communications, and that's how you have to take your message to the
American public.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Are we going to see no more of the famous picture of the President work
his way down the fence at an airport shaking hands, kissing babies and giving autographs?
Mr, ROLLINS: I don't think you will see that kind of a picture again. I think you'll see the
President shaking hands with the people inside of an auditorium-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Who have been checked before they came in.

Mr. WILL: The name of your committee is, I guess, the Reagan-Bush Committee?
Mr, ROLLINS: Yes, it is.
Mr, WILL: Now, granted that that tells us something, thinking again as Sam invited you to
do. just as a political manager now, the President is widely thought to have a problem with
women. Would it be easier for you if he picked a presentable woman as his running mate?
Mr. ROLLINS: It really wouldn't. The Vice President himself has, I think, has some
tremendous assets and has done an awful lot working with women's groups, and I think that
he is a very formidable addition to the ticket,
Mr. WILL: Are you telling me it wouldn't make any difference at all? I mean-
Mr. ROLLINS: I have not- in all honesty. George. any polls that we have seen, the
addition of a woman does not automatically add points to the President's total or to any of the
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Democratic candidates' totals.
Mr. WILL: So you don't think that the JXJIIsindicate a strong incentive for the Democrats to
take advantage of the gender gap?
Mr. ROLLINS: No, I really don't.
Mr. DONALDSON: Will the President debate his Democratic opponent this fall?
Mr. ROLLINS: Well, that decision has not been made, but [ certainly think there's a very
strong inclination on his part, and I certainly- from my perspective, it would be a waste of a
great talent in this President who has always done extremely well in debates not to debate.
Mr. DONALDSON:All right, assuming that he debates, [want to give you a chance to lay
to rest a rumor - and I label it as that - but a very prominent Democrat on Capitol Hill told
a group of reporters last week that he' d gotten hold of the story that if the President debated
his political opponent this fall, he would do so in a separate room, using the grounds that
security - security - wouldn't let him be in the same room with his opponent.
Mr. ROLLINS: I think that whoever the Democratic nominee is will have the same kind of
security that the President has, and so I certainly don't see that. I would see the two in a
debate forum. Ithink the difference this time is that the networks, under a new ruling by the
FCC, can stage the debates, and so Ithink it'll be more a question of the candidates and the
networks arranging for the debates as opposed to an outside organization setting the ground
rules.

Mr. B~INKLEY: Mr. RoJlins, we are obviously talking about the '84 election. Some
Repubh~ans, Senator Dole, for example, keeps talking about this. He says there are going to
be elections after '84, that the Reagan group seems intent on '84 without concern about the
state of the economy after the election and that the Republicans running next time may have
real problems. What are your thoughts on that?
Mr. .ROLLINS:Well, my thoughts are, first of all, [ think it's very important to get the
~sldent re-elected i~ 1984, and I think that any time you're in an election year it's very
difficult to resolve difficult tasks, because not only the President is up; you've got 435
mem~rs of Congress and 33 members of the Senate. And I think before you tackle some of
the things that Senator Dole would like to tackle, who is not up this year, I think you've got to
h~ve a consensus of the Congress, and I don't think that consensus is there in this political
climate.

Mr. DONALDSO~: !he.last time you were on this program you told us you were going to
spend about $26 million m the primaries. Of course, Mr. Reagan is running unopposed.
What's your figure now?

Mr. ROLLINS: Still the same.
Mr. DONALDSON: And for the general election?
Mr. ROLLINS: General, each side gets about $43million from the federal government.
Mr. DONAI:DSON: That's a lot of money to re-elect a President whom you are projecting
as a clear winner at the moment.

Mr. ROWNS: Well, first of all, the Democrats will probably spend $65million in the
pnmanes combined, doing organizational things-

Mr. DONAlDSON: Combined' But there areeight of them.
Mr. ROLUNS: Nevertheless, it still all goes towards the organization that goes together for
whoever ~nd~ up being the eventual winner, and we feel it's very, very important that we put
our organization together early. We actually get about $21 million to spend: about $4 million
of that goeS! fu drai . . . ''11. 0 n smg and $1 million to compliance. So you actually have about $21
rru Ion to spend.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Rollins, thank you very much.
Mr. ROLLINS: Thank you.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for coming in. Coming next, one of the leading Democratic
candidates. Senator John Glenn of Ohio. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Glenn, thanks very much for coming in.
Sen. JOHN GLENN, Democratic Presidential Candidate: Glad to be here, David.
Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Happy to see you again. If the polls mean what they say, the American
people are quite well enamored of President Reagan, suggesting that if the election were held
tomorrow, whether you were nominated or somebody else. he would win. What do you plan
to do about that? How do you plan to deal with that? He's a popular man.
Sen. GLENN: That's true, but there are some great issues here that I think- and we talk to
the people out there, when I'm out campaigning, and the issue of peace and war, the issue of
the economy and whether it's on a sound base for the long-term future, what kind of a future
we're setting up for our children - is it fair? do we have compassion for all those people in
our society who have trouble making it - these are all things that people respond to out
there. and they're very concerned about. And I know the President's a popular- he's an
affable, pleasant man. but I think he is vulnerable in these areas that are going to determine
the future of this country. And that's what it's all about.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, if he is so vulnerable in all those areas, why is he so popular now?
Sen. GLENN: Well, I don't think people really have-l think they're just beginning now at
the beginning of this election season to really concentrate on these things. I think when you
see a $200-billion a year deficit and you know that's holding interest rates up, one out of
every six jobs depends on export out of this country- exports are being cut because of those
deficits. And one-third of our farm produce abroad. That's been reduced by a fourth over the
last two years. All because of some of this deficit. The portent for the future, for building the
future that this nation can have of setting those goals is being hurt by these policies, and will
be hurt more as people realize what's going or..
Mr. WILL: But right now your problem isn't Ronald Reagan; it's Walter Mondale.
Sen. GLENN: Very true.
Mr. WILL: And you have been campaigning in recent days saying that you represent basic
American values and you represent the sensible center, and the invited inference is that
Walter Mondale is not sensible. not in the center and inimical to basic American values. Is
this going to be the theme that you try and catch Mondale with?
Sen. GLENN: Well, I think the first thing is that all this business about the inevitability of
this whole nomination being locked up and the assumption that certain people can, by their
endorsements, anoint or appoint the Democratic nominee, I just reject out of hand. I think
that's ridiculous. And I don't think-
Mr. BRINKLEY: The unions, you mean?
Sen. GLENN: Unions, the other organizations. I just don't think the rank and file Demo-
crats across this country or rank and file Americans are ready to see their nominees in effect
appointed by a very tiny group of people who decide that they will back a certain person. So I
just- I am out campaigning against that and saying if we can get those two-thirds of the
mainstream Democrats who are not off on the way-liberal left or way-conservative right -
whichever- if we can activate them and just get them out, then I think I'll have that
nomination. And 1- as far as the polls go, I know everyone makes a big thing out of polls,
but when you come down in the recent polls to where, say, people who are following the
political process very carefully, the people who classify themselves in that category, we
come out with almost an even split in the polls. And so I'm not that far behind, and as people
focus more and make up their minds, I'm confidenl of what will happen.
Mr. DONALDSON: This past week you replaced your campaign manager.
Sen. GLENN: Yes.

1
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r. ~: :'1haI sugg es <hat you haven', been able '0 run the campaign
" of you can • run the campaign, can you run the presidency?

Sen. GLE ,; Well. I lhmI: "hal happened this past week here is well to note, becausewhat
Ct: ve biolrd ...tcd out some of those responsibilities Bill White who has done a

tremendous ¥Jb m taking us as far as we are here, has assumed part of the responsibilities
- the fiuldtaJslllg, the _ preparation, issues preparation, things like that. We

BhI 10 II/IOIher man. Jerry Vento. who's a rea] expert at running the day-in, day-out
opo:tllIlOn and managmg whal g 00 ou, in the field. We've split those things. Thiswasno'

,<ome of the B1"'" "'vall and overthrow <hat some people termed ir to be in thepress.So I
don the Importanl thlIlg-

T. DONAlDSON: Not a revolt. Senator. but isn't it [rue you did it because you're slipping
III the polls? You dJd II because you're behind in key states.
Sen. GLENN: o. we did il because we wanted [0 have a better line-up here for how we're
goonl! 10 take care of the problems of the final stages of a campaign. To me, anyway, it's
not- you know. dlls 15 like we changed the tire on a car or something. What directionis the
car headed? Are we heading toward peace or war, are we heading to a better economy or a
worse .economy? Do we have compassion and fairness for aJl of our people?
whar kind of a future are our kids going to have?
Mr. DONALDSON: Yoo mean Mr. White was a nat tire?

~', GLENN:, Oh, no: I didn't-c- no, quite the opposite, Bill's a very fine tire. Let's say a
pmg In the engme. We ve corrected the ping in the engine. I'll put in a different term.
Mr. ,BRINKLEY: Senator, tell me where you expect to finish in Iowa, in New Hampshire
and on the southern states on March 13th.
Sen. GLENN: I haven't put a specific percentage to it, David. but we're still in Iowa---

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, I mean do you expect '0 be first, second, what?
Sen. GLENN: Ob, I wouldn't anticipate, but I don't rule out being first anywhere, of
course, .But ~e've put a lot of effort into Iowa; we're putting a lot of effort in New
Hampshire. I JUst came from there last night, and we'l! be back up there very shortly again.
The southern states, I just spent nine days going across the southern states. I can tell you this.
We've had a tremendous reception. I know every candidate is expected to say that, but I went
across those southern states, and we had two days each in Alabama. Georgia and Texas last
week, and we had a tremendous reception - big crowds, a lot of enthusiasm. We're talking
about the things that the people want to taJk about ~ about peace, war, education, the future
for their kids, whether the outlook is brighter now than it was three years ago or is it not? And
the people feel it's not, and they're going to respond to that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You think you will do well in Iowa? I'm not asking for a percentage here.
Sen. GLENN: Oh. 1 think we"l! do well in Iowa. I'm not trying to predict a percentage or
anything like thal-
Mr. BRINKLEY: No, I wouldn't ask you to because I know you won't, but you expect to do
well.
sen. GLENN: I think we'll do well in Iowa. I think we'll do well in New Hampshire, and
then comes that big day, of course, Super Tuesday, on March 13th, in which we, by the end
of that week, we'll have selected about 38% of the total delegates. So that's a very important
time.
Mr. WILL: A lot of people think that the swing vote that elected Ronald Reagan is composed
primarily of blue-collar Democrats, often ethnic, often Catholic voters ~ conservative
Democrats who were attracted to this President. Mr. Winhlin says he got 45% of those in
1980. At the depth of the '82 recession he was only down to 40% support. The state of New

Jersey's sort of an example of northern, urban, industrial. Democrats have lost it four straight
elections. Why does the Democratic Party have so much trouble holding what should be a

natural constituency?
Sen. GLENN: Well, I think because a lot of the activists in the party have been the ones
determining who the selection or the nominee would be in the past, and that- those- it
hasn't necessarily gone to those who feel they're out there in the middle of the party. Those
are the people that I'm appealing to this time. You know, Lane Kirkland of the AFL-CIO
says that 40% of his membership voted for Reagan last time, in spite of all the exhortations of
labor leadership to have them stay in the Democratic side. So it indicates that the people are
thinking for themselves. and that's what Ikeep telling them out there. If they can- nobody
needs to be directed and pulled in by the nose because they're a member of an organization
that says, "You will vote this way, " or "You're being unloyal if you don't vote this way."
That's silly. Our Americans watch programs like this, they read the newspapers, they listen
to radio, they read the magazines, and they're fully capable' of making up their own minds for
whom they wish to vote, and they're going to do that on the issues and the qualities of
leadership they see in those people.
Mr. WILL: But your key task was to demonstrate that you were more electable than Walter
Mondale, that you could bring back the conservative Democrats who are drifting away to
Reagan. The polls don't show that. How do you go about showing now that you stand a
better chance in November?
Sen, GLENN: Well, the polls- I think the poll you showed just a little while ago on your
show showed me running even with Reagan right now. And Ithink that's pretty good after all
of the State of the Union and all the different things that have gone on this past year. Ithink
that's rather remarkable that I'm still running exactly even. So I think we can be--
Mr. DONALDSON: Who would make the worst president next year, assuming it's not you
- Ronald Reagan or Walter Mondale?
Sen. GLENN: Oh, I'm a loyal Democrat and I'm going to follow the- going to vote for
whoever the Democratic nominee is. I think, because I believe we must change direction. I
don't think we can continue with the economic policy that just says we're going to mortgage
the future for our children. You know, if the President went down to the bank and said,
"Loan me $IOO,()(X) because I want a vacation, I want 10 buy a new home in Beverly Hills,"
or something, which he may need after Janury of '85, we hope, and the man said, "Okay.
here's your $100,000. Mr. President-
Mr. BRINKLEY: You can't buy a house in Beverly Hills for that price.
Sen. GLENN: Well, a down payment, David. Down payment. "Now, sign the note here on
the payback." "Oh, no!," he says. "l don't want to pay this back. Make my children pay it
back." They'll sign the note. Now, that's in effect what we're doing with our economy-
Mr, DONALDSON: So you're running on the economic issue?
Sen. GLENN: -$200 billion- I'm running very strong on that. I'm saying- I'm giving
the strong medicine. I'm saying that we not only can defer indexing or have to, but we have
to have a surtax. And it's devoted solely to deficit reduction, and we're going to go on a
pay-as-you-go system. We're going to make budget cuts wherever we can. We're going to
try and pick up some of that IRS money that gets away from us and isn't collected when it
should be. That's a tough--- that's a strong medicine-type economic policy that nobody
else-
Mr, DONALDSON: Well. now, the President has just invited-
Sen. GLENN: -has been willing to do it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Excuse me, sir. The President on Capitol Hill has just invited Capitol
Hill Democrats to join with him to come up with SIOO-billion down payment over the next
three years on cutting the deficit.
Sen. GLENN: Blesshim! It's a two-way street. Cooperate with us. I've been advocating
that ever since I've been in the Congress. Let's get more cooperation. We have a balance in
our constitutional system that says that Congress is also responsible for these things, yet we
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get igno.red at ~e other end of the avenue. I would like to be a president that tries to work out
those things With Congress. This president has not tried to do that. Now in an election year
he proposes it. I am all for it. '.

Mr. DONAlDSON: Senator, do you have a plan to get the Marines out of Beirut quickly?
Sen. GLENN.: Well, now, the quickly, [don't- define "quickly." I guess I'd have to ask
you to do. Quickly IS a term there that could be one year or 40 years or two days--
Mr. DONALDSON: Before the conventions.

~n. G~ENN: ---one or the other. weft. I won't put it to the conventions, but let me say
this. ~ think what we ha~e to do there IS get the Gemayel government to try its very best to
negonate. They are g.ettmg strong.er. ,They've been laggard in not getting the negotiations
going. I.would c?mbme our. r:tultmatlonal forces into one group. They never should have
~en split up. We ve seen ~ nsmg rhetoric between us and the Syrians that's already resulted
In co~bat - de.ad ~encans. That's. tragic. I'd like to get the U.N. troops up there,
co~bl~e them WI~ this, and a.t that point we probably can stan phasing our troops out. I
don. t like to.put. a timetable on It, though, because that just means that we then just invite the
Synans to. Sit still, wait 'til we get, out. .B~t the Gemayel government is rather key in what
they ?o .nght .now, whether they re willing to get this coalition together, get their new
constltu.tlOn, .glve othe-: people some representation in their government. If they can do that
and do It rapidly, then It 57ems to.me we have the best chance of getting out. But to just set a
date. and say beyond that time penod w.e'll get out, I-let me add one other thing. Had I been
president, we ~ver would have been In there to begin with. It was an iII-defined mission I
Said so at the time, and when you try and take 1,700 Marines versus 50,<XX> Syrians and say
t~~; are somehow, ':'y our presence there, going to guarantee the territorial integrity of all
~. ~n -. ~methl~g that hasn't happened in the whole 4O-year history of Lebanon to
,gill WI - It JUst:- It d~sn't make any sense, So it was an iII-defined mission to begin

with, and Iwas against puttmg them in there at the stan.

~~. B~INKLEY:. Senator, I have one last question which, among the candidates, you
que y are qualified to answer. Mr. Reagan said the other night he wanted to build a

manned space platform at a stated . f $8 billito doubt if ' pnce 0 I ron, but we always know those figures tend
mo ? e, I not more. You re an expert. Are you in favor of that? Is is worth that kind of

oey.

Sen. GLENN' If he can get for $8\2 billi hwould b bl . I ron, e ought to take it quick because I think it
pro a y cost more than that.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Wind up $20 or $30 [billion]?

Sen. GL~NN: Well, I have been in favor of a space station over a period of time. The
money we ve spent on the space t: ,

through the last I f dmi . program so rar, by estimates that the government has made
to one Now ev cO~f~o fia ~stra~o~, come back to us in economic benefits about seven
still is'a good i:ee'stm tt gorelthinkIS optimistic and is off, it still is 31h to one or four to one and

en . we have to-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Even when we're $200 billion in the red?
Sen GLENN' W II if i . .
yes. ilaid out i~ o:e ~;~~g:~s you that ~onomic benefit in the future we've had in the past,
we should do ' ence magazines a few months ago my program for what I think
included in it w~ ~r:c:c ov:t· the next quarter century, 25 years. And one of the things I
and I would like to ~ 't\~ IO~.~ow. the Pres.ident.did not define what size this would be,
pre-eminent- one of Ith r;;:,r e ~ed ~fore I JUstsign on for it, but if this nation loses o~
cutback of almost 30%' eb .lng~ ve disagreed most with this administration was their
That's what keeps us ~d as~cili ndamental research in the first year of this administration.
and education has bee ~ e rest of the world. And they cut back in those areas. That
been in the past d ; our e~to the future, and it will be every bit as much so as it's ever
better hope for tI:fun:: ~t th ~k i~.~ areas. People don't want to see that. They want
Mr, BRINKLEY' Se or eIT c 1 dren, and I think we can give them that.

. nator, thank. you very much.

Sen. GLENN: Thank you, David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's been a pleasure to have you.

Sen. GLENN: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with our moderately uninhibited discussion here, and
joining us will be Tom Wicker, columnist for The New York Times. In a moment.

[commercial breakJ
Mr. BRINKLEY: We asked our guests, the two pollsters, about this, and they said their
figures didn't show much one way or another. So I'd like to ask you. Is it time to have a
woman candidate for vice president in one party or the other? Tom, what do you think?
TOM WICKER, The New York Times: Well, I think when a candidate is nominated he's
got to look around and see which vice presidential possibility would help him the most-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Or, as one of them said, "hurt him the least."
Mr. WICKER: Or, as Mr. Nixon used to say, "hurt the least. ., And Ithink at that point you
just have to make a very pragmatic decision. I think we are coming to the point where,
sooner or later, and sooner rather than later, a Democratic nominee in particular is going to
think. that nominating a woman will help him. Now, I'm not sure we've reached that this
year.
Mr. DONALDSON: Laying aside the idea of equality, laying it aside, you balance the ticket
by putting on a vice presidential nominee. Well, what better way to balance the ticket than to
put the majority of Americans on the ticket - women being the majority? Iagree with you,
Tom. I don't think it'll happen this time, although it might. But it will by '88.
Mr. WICKER: Yes, and it's-c. you say the majority of Americans. It becomes, I think, a
matter of real representation sooner or later, but presidential nominees are going to think first,
does this help or hurt me in trying to get elected this time? And should. of course.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, what would it do? Would it help him or hurt him?
Mr. WICKER: That would depend so much on who the woman was, what the opposing
ticket is, what the issues are. I don't quite see it working this year.
Mr. WILL: I should think- the Republicans, a) seem to me have more of an incentive; that
is, they're the ones who presumably have the gender gap problem. Second, they have more
of the obviously qualified persons. The two senators who are women are Republicans; Jeane
Kirkpatrick and Libby Dole. both of Cabinet rank. So it seems to me there is more of ~
incentive there. It's not clear to me what the Democrats gain from this. Now, the problem IS

that a lot of the professional--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Because the Democrats figure to get their votes anyway?
Mr. WILL: That's right. Now, the feminist groups don't count, say, Jeane ~~ck as a
woman. It's not a matter of chromosomes. Being a woman is a matter of certain attltudes-
a collection of attitudes favorable to the feminist agenda. So they might say, "Well, Jeane
doesn't count. "
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, the NOW refused to endorse two women who were running for
Congress last time, didn't they?

Mr. WILL: That's true.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Yes, all right. Sam, do you have any further thoughts on this?
Mr. DONALDSON: I have no candidates to go on the ticket. I mean, you could look ~ Jane
Fonda on one end, Jeane Kirkpatrick at the other end, and then find some woman I? the
middle, I sUpJXJse. But I do think by '88 we'll have the majority of- have Amencans
represented.
Mr. WICKER: I think there's one thing to be remembered here, and that is that there remain
an awful lot of men in this country and a lot of women - as demonsttated by the vote on the
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ER0 - .who w~uld be p~toff by a w.oman for vice presidential candidacy. So if you're a
Ph~SldentI~ c~Jl(bdate you ve got to think of that. What is the net plus and minus of doing
t IS, and It might well be a net minus.

Mr. BRINKLEY: George, you're not for Jane Fonda, right?
Mr. WILL: I rule that out, that's right.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I thought it was .interesting that Jane Fooda's husband made a speech
last---:-two years ago he ~as running ill California. He made a speech to a Rotary Club about
the virtues offree enterprise, and one of the Rotarians said "I'd vote for him if!didn't know
who he was." ,

Mr. I?ONALDSON: Well, wait a moment. Jane Fonda has made a virtue of that Her
exercise program I he' aki .. mean, ssm ng a lot of money through the free enterprise system so
maybe she's not as far out as I just suggested. '
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well Ijust k dId ' kn .. .hi S f the . ' sase. on t ow. Now, another question. The President. In
IS tate 0 Uruon message asked c: I' . . . ...an a ". '. lor a me Item veto, the ability to veto a single Item in

ppropnanons bill rather than having to take or reject the entire bill There is some talk
now In the last two or three d th t h De .... . ..
tr '" . ays ate mocrats rrught give It to him seeing It as a bear
ap th'nkglVInghim the nght to veto one item at a time so as to see what he'will veto What do

you I of that? .

Mr. WICKER: Well I think th all . .hi th ..' at re y would be mortgaging the future because If they gaverm at as a poliri Id .. thi '
would .ca evice In s year, other presidents would still have that The Congress

never get It back. .
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well I think th ' talkin ...., ey re g about grvmg It to him for one year only.
Mr. DONAlDSON' It's trial bas' T .. a IS, om, JUStthrough the election, mind you.
Mr. WICKER: Well [suppose th t' ...
because even dcin th . a ~ a possibility, but I can't see Congress doing that
jealous _ d i g. at on a trial basis would set such a precedent. And Congress is so
Congress w~UI:my ~dg:ent properJ:r so - of ~ appropriations function. I don't believe
M WI ever 0 at, and parncuarly not Just as a one-shot political device.

r. LL: And I don', think the eed .
campaign theme if th ha Y n to do that to have the campaign theme. Their
is to tum to the public : ve anY,~nse at all- and I here give it to them with no charge-
spendin no'raiP and say, Ronald Reagan pledges to balance the budget by cutting
us. The;' can fa~:~e~s, Whe~ is he going to do it?" Just go down the list He won't tell
because he's ot to t or a failure of c~or; they can say there's a dark menace there
campaigo themg ~~ - has to. cut the entitlements if he's going to do this. It's a terrific

e waiting to be picked up.
Mr. BRINKLEY' W II th C
M . e, e ongress also has the power to cut the budget

r, WILL: But they're not gonna.
Mr. DONAlDSON· Wh t '• a we re seeing here--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, okay. But they could if they wanted to
Mr. WILL: That's right. .

Mr. DONAlDSON· Jimm C '
Carter was elected in· '76 dY' .aner s pollster, ~at Caddell, wrote a famous memo right after
think what we're seein ha vI~mg the new Pres~dent to emphasize form over substance, and I
at the last momenr so~ 1~7eIS exa~tl:r that. It IS the shadow boxing. The President proposes
have put it in his budg t hi ~otIatI~ns and a $100 billion. If he'd been serious, he would
It's a political ploy. ~ ~~ e hasn t, Ifhe'd been se.rious, he would have done i~ear:1ier.
veto for one year Put OChrats now respond by saymg, "We'll give you your lme Item

. uporsutup"lt' I" thedeficit; neither one is goin to hal . s a po Ihcal ploy. Neither one is going. to c~t
fool five voters. g ance the budget. And I would trust neither one ISgOing to

Mr. WICKER· I think not I think
a rather tricky' thing lik tlu. the Democrats would he much heher off, rather than doing

e t, which IS bad constitutional business to begin with-- I think

they'd be much better off to point out that that line item veto proposal is very much like the
proposal for a constitutional amendment. To force a balanced budget is just a ploy to take the
heat off of Mr. Reagan for $2<Xl-billion deficits out as far as the eye can see. He proposes to
reduce the budget by $100 billion or more for his terms over three years. Each year the deficit
is going up by $200 billion. I mean, so that- that's really a very minor-
Mr. DONALDSON: [ mean, Mr. Reagan, who has added half again the national debt during
his presidency, with great, huge unbalanced budgets, backs a constitutional amendment
which, if he is re-elected, would force him to balance the budget. That's wonderful.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, it's the same-- it was a political ploy, what? two years ago? Simply
a dodge, a hoax.

Mr. WILL: But I think the Republicans are counting, and they may he right, that the
Democrats, no matter what the numbers are, and Tom has them correct, just are not
convincing advocates of a balanced budget. I think it's Mark Shields in town says the
Democrats campaigning on a balanced budget are a little bit like Orson Welles advertising
designer jeans. Just not a plausible-
Mr. WICKER: And not only that, the Republicans have done it for years, and it's proved,
it's a proven ineffective issue in presidential campaigns.
Mr. WILL: That's right.

Mr. WICKER: They've never won an election on the balanced budget issue.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Don't the Democrats have a difficult job of running for office saying,
"Well, yes, you folks are well off, but you shouldn't be"? Isn't that a hard sell?
Mr. WILL: That's right.

Mr. DONALDSON: But as George once said on another roundtable-s- if you're going to
quote Mark Shields, I'll quote you. "If you're doing well, it doesn't really matter whether it
was supply side economics or Keynesian economics that got you there. "
Mr. WILL: That's right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You're not going to change a vote by changing economists.
Mr. DONALDSON: Now, David, but seriously, there are more and more economists, and
they may be the same people who were betting two weeks ago that Ronald Reagan wouldn't
run again, who were saying by August or September of this year we may start in a downside.
The coming recession, which everyone forecasts for '85 - except Ronald Reagan - may be
here sooner.

Mr. WICKER: Really too late, I would think. by theo.
Mr. WILL: Reagan really is tied to the economy in a very dangerous way.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you all. We'll he back with a few words, a few speculations about
what might happen if Me. Reagan tonight said he was not running again. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary]: Tonight Mr. Reagan announces his political plan~ and,
except for a few people in Washington who never believe anything unless they see It, and
maybe not even then, it is generally taken for granted he will ask for another term. But try to
imagine the scene here if he said no, said he'd had enough. First, the Democrats would be
delighted since they know he would be hard to beat. And, second, the Republicans. There
would be a scramble. The Reagan-Bush campaign organization, after some hasty contor-
tIons, would have to reprint its signs to become the Bush campaign. In addition, there is
Senator Baker, Senator Dole, Jack Kemp and others. If the whistle blew there would be
many out calling around the country, trying to raise the money. But none of them is
organized. None has hired a campaign manager. None has raised any money. None has hired
a .!Xlllster and none has entered a primary. None of them, unless he has secretly printed them
himself in his basement, even has a bumper sticker. Harold Stassen is better organized than
that. It is late. 'The first caucus and primary are only about three weeks away. No other
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Republican is anywhere near ready. So, if Mr. Reagan backed out and said he'd had enough,
done all he wanted to do and was going home, it would be the kind of ending he would never
have played in his movies.

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

February 5, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Is this country ready for self-government? Can it manage its own
finances? Well, certainly not now. This week the President's own economic advisers put out
a report saying something quite different from what he is saying. And their report was
publicly disowned. Congress was advised to throw it in the trash can. Quite a little scene.
We'll explore it all today. OUTguests were to include Martin Feldstein. chairman of the
President's economic advisers. but about ja hours ago he withdrew. apparently under White
House pressure. With us today. Senator Pete Domenici of New Mexico. Republican. chair-
man of the Senate Budget Committee; Representative James Jones of Oklahoma. Democrat.
chairman of the House Budget Committee; Felix Rohatyn. investment banker. chairman of
New York City's Municipal Assistance Corporation; the background on this crazy week from
our man John Martin; and our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and Jody
Powell. All here on our Sunday program.
First, roday's news since the Sunday morning papers. In Lebanon. President Gemayel

accepted the resignation of his entire cabinet. The plan is to install a new one representing all
the factions in Lebanon in the hope of ending the seemingly endless civil war. The prime
minister resigned along with the others. and called for canceling the withdrawal agreement
with Israel because, he said. Israel still occupies Lebanese territory. The Marines in Lebanon
came under fire again this morning. went on full aJert for a time. nobody hurt.
The space shuttle Challenger launched a satellite belonging to Western Union, and lost it in

space. It has another one aboard belonging to Indonesia. After some hesitation because of the
first failure. Indonesia has asked to have its satellite launched tomorrow morning. This
mo~ing the Challenger released a balloon for practice in moving around in space and
chasing the balloon, but the balloon. when it inflated itself from a tank. exploded.
We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.

[commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: It h~ been a sort of circus here in Washington this week. An economic
report .sent to Congress In the President's name - fine. but for the fact the report disagrees
With his econorruc .vlews and his secretary of the treasury recommending to Congress that the
report be thrown In the trash. The disagreement. of course. is about how to deal with a
federal bu~get $:!OObillion in the red. spending $200 billion the government does not have,
John M~m has some background on all this - the anger, pride. hurt feelings. mutterings in
the White House hallways. John?

JOHN.MARTIN [voice-over]: There are really four documents _ the budget and the
appendix and the special analysis and the budget in brief. Two thousand and fourteen
pages of tables and charts and plans.

[011 camera! Almost everybody in Washington has one of these now. but almost
n~body kno,",:swhat to do with them. Forgetting the numbers. what they boil down to is
thls:,the.Presldent wants to spend more this year, but can't cover expenses with what's
coming. m. He says he doesn't want to raise taxes. but that something should be done-
something now. and something after the election,

DAVID STOCKMAN, director, OMB twednesdavt: There are going to be some
tough bUII~ts to bite, Now, there is no point in lining up all of these changes or
proposals In a row so that every candidate running for office in the House and the
Senate and maybe elsewhere can pledge not to do them.

MARTI~ [voice-over]: But unless somebody cuts spending or raises taxes or both before
the election, the government will have to borrow a lot of money to pay its bills. How
much? About a fifth of the budget. That's far more than any president has ever needed to
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borrow. It is one of the most unbalanced budgets in American history.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN [October. /980: By 1983 we will have a balanced
budget. and that will bring the end to inflation and from then on we will be collecting
surpluses which we can return to the people in more tax cuts that are needed.

MARTIN [voice-over]: After he won the election the President got Congress to cut taxes
two years ago to stimulate growth. It has. but not enough. He also asked Congress to cut
some non-military spending. It did. but not enough. Partly because he also asked Con-
gress to spend a lot more on defense. It did. but possibly too much.

Sen. MARK ANDREWS, (R) North Dakota, Senate BUdget Committee: Can
you honestly say that there are no major weapons systems that can be cost effectively
halted?
Sen. PETE DOMENICI, (R) New Mexico, chairman, Budget Committee:
The 1311 real growth asked for in this budget for defense is inappropriate. We can't
afford it.
Pres. REAGAN [Tuesday, Chicago]: I have attempted to keep this issue from being
totally politicized by supporting the creation of a bipartisan working group from the
Congress, The group will work with the administration on making a downpayment on
the deficit. But one thing is certain. Raising taxes and threatening the recovery is no
answer.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But what. then. is negotiable? How seriously does the administra-
tion view the deficits'? And who speaks for it?

MARTIN FELDSTEIN, chairman, Council of Economic Advisers [Thurs-
dov]: Everything is negotiable this time. We expect there to be a trimming down in the
proposed defense outlays in this budget. We expect there to be more tax revenue than
is in this budget.

MARTIN [voice-over]: A day later a White House official warned reporters only to listen
to the President. and when Dr. Feldstein's economic report was cited to Treasury Secre-
tary Donald Regan:

DONALD REGAN, Treasury Secretary: As far as I'm concernedyou can throw
it away.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But the puzzle persists. Secretary Regan views the borrowing gap
without alarm, Budget Director Stockman views it with alarm.
Mr. STOCKMAN: We're in the same position that many companies are in when
they're on the eve of Chapter I I .
Rep. DAVID OBEY, (D) Wisconsin, Joint Economic Committee: I've never
seen a document that is being run away from by so many people who put it together in
my life.
Rep. JAMES JONES, (D) Oklahoma, chainnan, House Budget commn-
tee: And I don't think the financial markets would respond positively to this kind of a
budget as a serious attempt 10 reduce the deficits.

MARTIN [voice-over]: The markets did falter this week on reports of massive trade
deficits and the feeling, perhaps. that the cost of borrowing and business will rise cata-
strophically if government must borrow so much for itself.

DAVIDJONES, Wall Street economist {MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHolir!: Something
should be done this year before election rather than waiting until after. and the markets
are sitting on pins and needles.

ROBERT REICH, economist [voice-over]: But we don't really know. We haven't
had experience of these kinds of deficit. .
MARTIN [voice-over]: Respected liberal economist Robert Reich at Harvard says that
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even though the deficits are so big they probably will be damaging and must be trimmed.
they are helping end the recession.
Mr. REICH: It's a classic Keynesian stimulus to the economy. and so for it now. it may
not be a bad thing at all.
MARTIN [voice-over]: And just across from the White House. here at the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce. they are bullish on America. of course. and bemused that their prediction
of current high growth was more accurate than all those warning of doom.

Dr. RICHARD RAHN, chief economist, U.S. Chamber of Commerce: The
President's own chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers did not forecast the
growth t~ar we saw here at the Chamber. and I think the majority of the business
community saw.

MA~TIN /voice-over/: The Chamber predicts even higher growth this coming year. but
that IS not the conventional view here this week. and the idea of compromise is in the air.

Sen. JOSEPH BIDEN, (D) Delaware, BUdget Committee: The future is liter-
~1,lyslipp~ng from our grasp, and if we don't do something now it is over. But when
It ~ all said a~d done and we make our political judgments and moves I hope we're
gOIng to repair to back rooms and make some deals.

MARTIN: One deal suggested by a leading Democrat is to cut the deficit by twice es
much as th~ Republicans want to, but that would probably mean deep slashes in defense
and a stee~ Increase In taxes. So this week at least seven men will try to meet secretly here
at the C:apltol to see whether a deal can be made. On the guest list so far, one man from
the W?'te House .. two Democrats. one from each House, and four Republican senators.
all trymg to decide whether they can afford a downpayment on the deficit before the
election and before the country moves any closer to what some here see ali ruin and others
see as recovery.

David?

Mr. BRINKLEY:. John, than.k you. Coming next, from New York. Felix Rohatyn. invest-
'"!lent ?anker, senior partner In Lazard Freres and one of the most respected figures in the
financial community. In a moment. ~
[commercial break!

M.r.BRINKLEY: Mr. Rohatyn. thanks very much for comins in. We're pleased to have you
With us today. e

FELIX ROHATYN, investment banker: Pleasure to be here,

Mr. BRIN.KLEY: Here with me are George Will of ABC News. and Sam Donaldson. ABC
~ews White Hou.se corre?p<mdent. Mr. Rohatyn. you know the controversy we are discus-
sm~ here. What In your Judgment will happen _ would happen _ if nothing were done.
which seems a fairly likely prospect?
Mr. ROHATYN' Well I think . I'" '" hi I. • .' we re IVIng In a very high-risk environment ar t IS porn .
Th~re IS no question that the deficits have created this recovery that we're in with great
assl:tance from the Fed.eral Reserve. which eased the money supply. But we're lookingat a
~Ud~et and at a financial plan that was submitted this week which is really not a serious
ocum~nt at best. I mean. if everything happens the way it is hoped it would happen. we
would Increase our borrow' h ' 'mg over t e next lour or five years by somewhere between
three-quarters f 'II' d ' ,o a tn Ion ollars and a trillion dollars. And, since the federal government
~rrows forever ~~ause it never pays back any of its debt. it means that we're looking at an
~~reas~ slmpl~ I.n~nterest costs, potentially. of some $75- to $100 billion per annum over
th~sr~.~·l'?IS ISJust not a--- this is not an acceptable or a serious perspective. Now I said I
t IIn .t IS IS kind of a best-case scenario, and the realty troublesome thing about this financial
~~~d:~ :; t~~~kof any kind of downside contingency plan. I mean, what happens if. in the
$"")00billi ' o~ nex.t year or 18 months from now we go into a recession with $180~ or
- - I Ion deficit gOing In the door and then are looking at $300- or $350~billion deficit in a
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recession at a time when financial markets are in turmoil. when the Third World debt is a real
problem. We're going into financial outer space here. and we're going into it with a crew,
with a level of dissension among the people making this country's financial policy that is at a
level that I've never seen before.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Rohatyn. that dissension can be characterized. I guess, like this.
David Stockman says that we're in the position of a finn going into Chapter II. That is. into
bankruptcy. Yet the supporters of the President's budget, whoever they are. say that in fact if
the situation were as bad as the people say it is - people like you, for example - then the
market signals would be picking this up and the markets would be in turmoil. Why aren't
they?
Mr. ROHATYN: Well. first of all. the markets are getting very nervous. Secondly, I didn't
say that we were in a crisis right now. On the contrary. I think we're in a situation right now
where we can afford to do the things that would set this recovery on a long-term. Iow-
inflationary kind of path without running the risks that we're running. I don't know how to
predict the future, but I do know that nobody else knows how to predict the future especially.
as I said, since we're traveling a road that nobody's ever traveled before in terrns of the level
of the national debt. in terms of the international monetary system, in terms of a lot of things
th-r none of us have experienced before. I think we're in a position right now to do some
major things to make sure that this keeps up. Now. it has to involve a lot of difficult
sacrifices. and a lot of difficult and unpleasant decisions, but they're not going to be any more
pleasant next year. In fact. they're going to be less pleasant because you will have added
another $~oo billion to the national debt in the meantime.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Roharyn. even people in the administration who disagree with
much of what you have just said acknowledge that there is a problem but think that it can be
put off. And you yourself have just said that at the moment we aren't in grave danger. It's
down the road. Look down the road and give us a time. Can we wait 'til next year to really
make major decisions on the budget?
Mr. ROHATYN: Well. I think we can if we want to run the risk. You know. I live in a world
of uncertainty, but I live in a world where I have to evaluate risk. And there is a level of risk
that in business is unacceptable. and that's called betting the company. We're in a process of
betting the company because if. by any chance, something goes wrong in the next year or 18
months, then we're going to have to face a set of circumstances that is, as I said. is totally
unforeseeable and is totally unprecedented. And why run the risk when you can do the thing
now?
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. Tell us precisely what we should do. Tell us where we should
cut. Tell us how much taxes we should raise. Lay it out.
Mr. ROHATYN: Well. I think- first of all, I think that's why we have public officials that
we elect to do those things for us. But certainly the notion of $loo-billion, three-year
downpayment on what is a problem four or five times the size is an aspirin. I think that what
we ought to do is at least double that. and in a shorter period. maybe in a two-year period.
And if that means taxes. I would support taxes in the energy areas. in the gasoline areas.
much more steeply than anything we're doing. I would support a minimum corporate income
tax because I don't think you can keep corporations from-- at the low level that they're
presently at. I would support a change in [he income tax system where you have a simplified,
graduated. three-level tax like Bradley-Gephardt with a maximum of. say. ~8, 30 percent. at
which (Klint I think you can drop indexing. The only thing that's like a business in the
government is the Department of Defense, and I've never seen a business yet that can't cut its
budget lOSt without beginning to touch the reality of what the business is. And in terms of
the social entitlement programs, sacrifices are going to have to be made. and that's what
elected officials are for.
Mr, WILL: Mr. Roharyn. is there any Democrat out there who is approaching what you
would consider prudence and sense and imagination on this subject? Who's coming closest?
Mr. ROHATYN: I don't know that-I don't know that. George, and I'm not sure that we're
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net way beyond the point of Democrats and Republicans. I think for this to happen Demo-
crats and Republicans are going to have to be serious about working together and sharing the
blame and sharing the sacrifice. just as business and labor are going to have to be serious
about doing things together in the midst of an extraordinary industrial revolution. and just as
we're going to have to be serious in leading the Western world into a stabilization of the
monetary system and the world debt system. I don't think this is any more a question of any
one man. anyone ideology or anyone party. I think we're way beyond that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Roharyn. you say we're traveling a road we have never traveled
before. Think about this. This country is traveling a road that no other country has ever
traveled before. It has a huge and expensive welfare state. It has a huge and expensive debt.
It has a huge and expensive military. I don't know any country that ever had that combination
before. Do you?
Mr. ROHATYN: Nc>--

Mr. BRINKLEY: Where do you think ir might lead?
Mr. ROHATYN: But we're also the richest country in the world. We're the best-educated
country in the world. We have the country with the stablest political system. We've been
through lots of difficult things. I mean. on a very small scale, if you will. I say what
happened in New York City in 1975 when the city almost went bankrupt for exactly the same
reasons that the federal government is about to go bankrupt. And we did all kinds of things
that wer: supposedly impossible politically because we had a very strong governor. We had a
very se~ous attempt at bipartisanship. We had business-labor cooperation, and everybody
shared 10 paying the price.

Mr. DONALDSON: And you had the federal government to help bail you out.
Mr. ROHATYN: But. no. Sam. We had the federal government come in for a very little
piece at prac.ticaJly no risk which will be repaid to Ih; last cent. and that is. again, a very
1~lX'rtant point you're making is that the federal government has to playa role in all of these
thmgs. That .doesn·t mean it's a bailout role, but it has 10 cooperate. The federal government
h~s t? be a little more active a player on the scene here than simply somebody who delivers
missiles or who delivers the mail.

Mr".BRINKLEY: Mr. Roharyn. thank you very much for coming in. We have enjoyed
heanng your thoughts this morning.
Mr. ROHATYN: It was a pleasur;.

Mr. BRINKLE.Y: Coming next. Senator Pete Domenici. Republican. chairman of the Senate
Budget Committee, and Representative James Jones, Democrat. chairman of the House
Budget Committee. In a moment.
[commercia! brcuk]

Mr..BRINKLEY: Senator Domenici. Congressman Jones, thanks very much for coming in.
Delighted to have you with us today.

Rep. JAMES JONES, (0) Oklahoma, chairman, House Budget Committee:
Thank you.

Sen. PETE OOMENICI, (R) New Mexico, chairman, Senate BUdget Committee:
Thank you.

~r. BRINKLEY: I would like 10 ask you the same question I asked Mr. Rohatyn a minute
apo and see how your answe: compares. What do you think will happen if. as is probably
likely. we do absolutely nothing or next to nothing'? What do you think will happen?

S~n. DOM.E~ICI:Well. I agree with him. f think there are great risks involved, but I don't
think anythmg s going to happen 'til '85, '86 timeframe. (do believe, however, that we
ought to ~o th~ prudent thing and begin with some significant effort to reduce that deficit.
Nodw.. Iot s being said about the fact that the President isn't askinz for a huze deficit
re ucncn. Well let me su t . h h '. . co ~ , hi k' gges , Wll out t at bipartisan group gettmg together, I don t t 10

we'll get the President's budget adopted in terms of deficit reduction. I think the deficits will
be higher. not lower. It's a practical thing to get started. Iwish we could do more. but
basically I think it's a good approach, prudent approach. to get started with the President's
cuts and maybe another $30 or $40 billion over three years. and lay the foundation for a
beginning five- or six-year game plan starting next year.
Mr. BRINKLEY: But you're not absolutely certain that's going to happen?
Sen. DOMENICI: But Idon't think anyone's certain-
Rep. JONES: Let me say-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Congressman Jones. what"Il happen if we do nothing?
Rep. JONES: Well. first of all, f hope that the conventional wisdom is wrong. Conven-
tional wisdom being that nothing will happen. I think something needs to happen this year in
terms of siznificant deficit reduction. Otherwise our forecasts have been the same for the last
almost yea; and a half. and that is sometime between mid-I 984 and the end of 1985 that clash
between private borrowing demands which grow as the economy recovers, will faJl behind
and clash with federal borrowing demands. and interest rates are going to go up. There is no
way we can continue an economic recovery in a climate of high interest rates and growing
interest rates. And so, if we want to avoid another recession, it seems 10 me thai we're going
to have to act this year. and we're going to have to be serious about it.
Mr. Will: Senator-
Sen. DOMENICI: Let me say that sounds very good, but I repeat. this isn't all the Presi-
dent's problem. I would submit that the Congress would not adopt the changes that are even
in his budget this year. an election year. l think they'll make a lor of noise. but unless they get
themselves together and say let's do ·something. nothing will happen. I wish more would
happen.
Mr. WILL: Senator. you're the only Republican here this morning because the administration
did not want to send someone out to defend this budget. a budget in which the assumptions
are. some people think. not just wrong but cynical and dishonest. Now, that's fairly
serious--
Rep. JONES: The assumptions, you say?
Mr. WILL: Yes. about deficits going up and interest rates falling, for example. Given the
fact. now you are a senior Republican in the Senate, a fundamental job of an administration is
[Q present a budget for the government. This administration can't do it. Why isn't it fair for
the country to say the Republicans are not ready to govern?
Sen. DOMENICI: Well. let me suggest. I don't think this President has lacked for courage.
We've made some dramatic changes.

Mr. WILL: Is this a courageous budget?
Sen. DOMENICI: This is a realistic budget. not a courageous budget. Very realistic.
Mr. DONALDSON: You mean politically realistic, not economically realistic.
Sen. DOMENICI: You don't disassociate politics from reality in our country. You get things
done by politics and this is a politically sound budget. I want to cut the deficit more and I will
propose more. but I will be happy if we get this plus a little bit in this election year.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why isn't it fair to say, using Mr. Rohatyn's words. in one sense, that
the President is betting his re-election against the country. against the store?
Sen. DOMENICI: No. l think the President is suggesting and those who want to help him-
incidentally, I have proposed much larger deficit-reduction plans; so has Chairman Jones.
There's a lot of mouthing going on, but Congress didn't want to reduce them more. On the
one hand they want to reduce taxes a lot more. On the other hand they want to reduce defense
substantially, but nobody really came up with anything that would work. I don't think the
President is betting his re-election against economics. I think it's realistic to listen to econo-
mists. They're saying you're going to have to reduce deficits over five. six, seven years, get



on with it. And he's saying, "I challenge you, Here's SIOO billion--"
Mr. DONALDSON: Hes the President.
Sen. DOMINICI: Well-

Mr. DONALDSON: Why didn't he send up a budget rhar had all of that in it?
Sen, DOMENICI: Well, I'm suggesting (hal he is appropriately weary and leery of the
United States Congress. He's appropriately weary and leery, and he has the right at this point
in history, with inflation down and all the other good things happening, to say let's do a lillie
bit and wait and see.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Jones, pick up on that point. Why don't the Democrats say, "All
right. We're going to join the President in getting into these entitlements programs this year.
slipping the COLAs, cutting money from our various constituency groups," and say it's the
right thing to do?

Rep. JONES: Well, let me, first of all. say that as one Democrat I've done that. I've done
that for over a year now,

Mr. DONALDSON: You have. but Mr. Wright hasn't, Mr. O'Neill hasn't, Mr. Byrd
hasn't.

Rep. JONES: Well, I think Mr. Wright has put on- he has already said that we ought to
cut the deficits more than what the President recommended in his budget. We ought to double
the deficit-reduction package, Let me just say from the outset that while I may have some
disagreements with this administration's budget, and I agree with you that it's not a realistic
budget in terms of what we ought to be doing, this is- this is larger than just one political
party's problem. I think it has to be a joint effort; it has to be a bipartisan effort. But the key to
this bipartisan effort has got to be the President, Up to this point the signals we get is that the
defense reduction. or slowing the rate of growth of defense spending, and a tax program
cannot be a part of a bipartisan solution. And I think it's got to be a part. The Democrats have
to put on the table domestic programs, and the defense and the taxes have to be put on the
table if we're going to have a serious deficit reduction package.

Mr. WILL: Congressman, actually I think the President has proposed more lax increases than
spending cuts in (his budget. Not much of either, but a little bit more tax increases. One of the
ones he's .proposed is that some employer-paid health insurance programs be taxed as
compensatIon. Now, arguing here about what's realistic, will Congress do that? That's a
middle-class benefit. Will they trim it? ~

~ep. JONES: ~ell, t~is was offered last year in Congress and both political parties rejected
~t. Partly they rejected It because it was only part of the health-cost containment program and
It needs ~obe a more comprehensive health-cost containment program. What will happen this
year I thl~~ depends on what the other parts of the package are. I don't rule it out necessarily,
although It s going to have a difficult task to stay in the budget.
Mr, WILL: What's magic about 1985, by the way? I mean, we're never more than two years
away from an election that involves 435 congressmen and 33 senators.

Se~'.DOMENICI: Well. I think it's the beginning of a new presidential leon, just being
realistic. But let me suggest that in 1980 we were working in some uncharted waters. We still
are. We had interest at 21, inflation double digit. the American dollar falling off the table.
There were ':Iany peopl~ suffering from the same kind of hysteria. It wasn't deficit hysteria
then. II was Just economic malaise hysteria. So what's new? We've still got some uncharted
ground and uncharte,d water. And, basically, it's these deficits, but look '-at the good things.
Enormously .good t~mgs that have occurred. I'll give you a number. We now calculate on an
average family buying food, just to give you an example of inflation, they will spend S68 a
month l~ss on food now than in 1980, just because of deflation. Now, that's a pretty good
econcnuc change. Some of the risks that were there four years ago are gone. There are new
ones. ~ '-

Mr. DONALDSON: Can we get lOCk, as Mr. Rohatyn suggested, out oflhe defense budgel.
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the S305-billion spending authority requested? That'd be about 530 billion. Can we get that?
Sen. DOMENICI: In one year?
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes.
Sen. DOMENICI: No.
Mr. DONALDSON: What do you think"
Sen. DOMENICI: We could gel somewhere between S1~- and S18 billion, a little more than
half of what you suggest.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Jones. what about it?
Rep. JONES: That's about right, if you did what Congress in a bipartisan way agreed to last
year you'd reduce the defense budget about $16 billion from the President's request in one
year.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you think he'll stand still for that. he and Mr. Weinberger?

Rep, JONES: Well, I think, you know, we're getting all kinds of stories about the waste
and inefficient spending of the Pentagon budget. and I think the American peopl.e will say
that (hey can do with less, and I think Congress and the President ought 10 back that up.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt just a minute. We'll be back with more questions for our
two guests in a moment,
Icommercial break]
Mr, BRINKLEY: Senator Domenici and Congressman Jones, President Reagan says that
despite the deficit raising taxes now would be damaging when we are coming out of a
recession. which is generally thought. I think. But we are not always coming out. of a
recession with a huee deficit like this, and so a great many others - and I want to see If you
are included - think a tax increase now is essential. now or soon.
Rep. JONES: Let me just say, in- by itself. no, it shouldn't be done. But in conjunction
with spending reductions I think it needs to be done. If you take a look at 1982, ~ tax Increase
coupled with some spending reductions, coupled with an easing of monetary pohcy w~s what
really brought on this recovery from the deepest recession we had. And so I think tax
increases in this particular climate, coupled with spending reductions are absolutely neces-
sary if we're going to reduce the deficits and have prospects of long-term recovery.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Are you confident that Congress will keep that deal. if made? President
Reagan was talking on the radio last night. said with the TEFRA act of 1982. was it? they
saidthey'd get $3~in increased taxes fer every- increased income for every dollar of tax
increase- spending cuts. I mean. You say they didn't gel any of it.
Rep. JONES: Well. that's not exactly accurate, and that was disproven--
Mr. BRINKLEY: That's what he said.
Rep. JONES: Well. I think his speechwriters have gotten some mistakes. Senator 00":1-
enici and Senator Dole. who would have. been a party to any kind of agreement. have Said
that there was no agreement. The aareement. as far as Congress was concerned, was to cut
spending. S 1.39 for~every dollar of tax increases, and Congress ac~ie.ved 909£-<?f,that '. ~e
rest of it were economic assumptions and things the President or within the administration s
own-
Sen. DOMENICI: Well. lei me say no president under our given system of spending money
and raxinu can get an iron-clad commitment. When you reduce taxes or mise them that stays
in the structuregenerally while spending goes on, much of it. year to year, So. you can $et
some relationship of commitment. but you can't get five or [0 years of com~ml~enl. With
reference to the last budget where we raised some taxes and made some very significant cuts,
I disagree with the President. The facts are, as we have them. that 809£-of whar Congress
committed to by way of budget cuts they did. Now, what happened is other t~i~gs went u~.
But the things they agreed to cut. they cuI, which is basically what I'm descnbmg to you m
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terms of- if you're going to wait around to get a one-for-one and say it's five years. then
you're asking that the entire process of running this government be changed, and that won't
happen.
Mr. WILL: Congressman, we have to pay the interest. Let's assume you can get- you can't.
you say, but let's assume you can get I~ out of the defense budget. That's $30 billion.
Discretionary social spending is now a pretty small part of the budget, and it's been gone over
by- with a rake several times. Question: can you begin to make the kind of downpaymenr
on deficit reduction without touching, in a fairly significant way. the middle-class entitlement
programs, Social Security and Medicare. particularly?
Rep. JONES: Well. I have said all along that non-means tested entitlement programs have
to be on the table to reduce the growth in their spending, the same as military growth and
spending has to be reduced. And then that coupled with taxes has got to be the cornerstone of
a deficit reduction package.

Mr. WILL: Now, do you think the conventional wisdom is right or wrong, that you can't do
that in 1984?

Rep. JONES: Well, the conventional wisdom is that you can't do it. I don't necessarily
believe that that's the case. I've talked to groups representing senior citizens and those who
receive these pensions of entitlement programs, and if it's a shared sacrifice, if it's across the
board, if it's perceived to be fair, they may not be jumping up and down for it, but if it's put
in the context of saving this recovery for everybody, 1 think you will find that it can be done.
Sen. DOMENICI: Let me answer just briefly. 1don't think it can be done in '84. I think
fundamental change is going to have to be made in '85 for a five- or six-year period, and that
means fundamentally changing military procurement. not just little ways but dramatically;
fundamentally changing social programs, looking at means-tested; make sure you take care
of the needy and get rid of some of the others. Ithink tax reform. where it's unfair you fix it.
and ultimately you're going to have to raise that base a little. That's the only way to get to
that deficit, but you're going to have to do them all.
Mr. DONALDSON: What's to be done about Martin Feldstein? Here the President is
running for re-election saying he has built a beautiful economic house, and the chairman of
his own Council of Economic Advisers is running around saying it's on fire, it's about to burn
down unless we do something. Should the President simply ask him to leave?
sen, DOMENICI: No.
Mr, DONALDSON: Why oat?
Rep. DONES: WelL I think that's an internal matter, but every reputable economist will tell
you- will back up Dr. Feldstein, and that is that unless the deficits come down those rosy
projections from 1986 onward simply cannot exist in a climate of high deficits.

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, Mr. Jones and Senator Domenici.you both run for election. You
both have staff. If one of the major players on your staff is running around saying, "My
boss's programs are all wet, someone must fix them," how can you tolerate that?
Sen. DOMENICI: Well. let me suggest I had him before my committee for three and a half
hours. Now, you reported the day-before activities, but 1-
Mr. DONALDSON: We showed his own words. We showed his own words. I didn't report
it.
Sen. DOMENICI: Yes, but I had the whole three hours of his testimony, and let me tell you.
he is a staunch SUPporter of the President's program. He is a staunch advocate of the good
things that have been accomplished and indicates this President did them. He says you've ¥ot
to reduce deficits, but he's quick to say you can't do it with only taxes. He says you're gemg
to have to reduce everything, including defense, and says if you can get the downpayment
this year. get started. The secretary of the treasury says the same thing, so they're fighting
about the theory of how you got the deficits.
Mr, DONALDSON: He told reporters that they didn't really want this budge. in '85. They

wanted to see something a lot more, which fits with what you said. But he also said we
couldn't just grow our way out of the recession. and the President ran on something called
supply-side economics. His whole theory has been "cut the taxes, the business investment
will multiply, and we will in fact generate new revenues." so that we don't have to do any of
the things that he says and you say we have to do.
Sen. DOMENICI: Well. there's no question in my mind we're not going to grow our way
out of this. out of this deficit. The question is. what do we do to make sure that the growth
continues as strong as possible with as low inflation as possible, And. as I indicated, it's
somewhat uncharted. We'll have to do some different things than we've ever done before.
But there are a lot of good signs on the American economy-
Mr. DONALDSON: I hate to keep pressing this. but why would they tell him he couldn't
come on this broadcusr to express his views if his views were so much in line with the
President's"
Sen. DOMENICI: Frankly. I think the Secretary of the Treasury overreacted. got veryupset
about something and--
Mr, DONALDSON: You mean when he said throw out the economic report that Dr.
Feldstein--
Sen. DOMENICI: Yes. When he sot that far and said that he probably also told the White
House. "I don't like what he's saying. ,. But if you listen to what he's saying in toto, he has a
different theory of the future years and what the causes and effects are going to be, but for
now they're very close to what we ought to do, both of them.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Let me ask-
Rep. JONES: I think what we ought to be doing-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Go ahead. Mr. Jones.
Rep. JONE~: -is looking at the words of Dr. Feldstein and not regard the personality.
What we are doing. I'm afraid, is belting the company in that we don't know for sure when
this clash of personal. private borrowing and public borrowing ~s going to hit. but ,:",edo
know that capital investment is down. We do know that high Interest rates are gomg to
happen with these high deficits. We do know that without capital investment we cannot have
the kinds of sustained productivity increases. and we do know that in a climate of high
interest rates we're going to have an over-valued dollar. which hurts our exports. It seems to
me that we ought t~ exercise some political leadership. We ought to take the W?rds of Dr.
Feldstein and apply some political courage to it. And that's the best way to help this economy
in the long run.
Mr. BRINKLEY: If it turns out we have to have a tax increase- some think it already has.
What kind would you want'? What would you like? What kind of tax increase?
Sen, DOMENICI: Well. I want to make anobservation first. and then I'll answer quickly.
To me this bipartisan group that the President's asked to meet has a chanc~?f succ~~ing. but
if one side or the other goes into that trying to again take extreme political posmons. we
aren't going to get anything done. For those that say we ought to do S200-billion wort~ of
reductions, let's see if they can honestly get S 125 or $130 and are willing to go out and ,fight
for it and support it both to the electorate and in their respective bodies. So Ihope there s no
hot dogging. I hope it's real.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Now, how about a tax increase. What kind of-
Sen. DOMENICI: Well. from my standpoint at this point you can take the reform measures
that Senator Dole has suacesred-. he worked hard on these matters and he has about $30 to
535 billion in various refunn measures ~ loophole closures and the like. I would start ~ith
those for this year. lf you're looking in the outyears I think we've got to look at something
like energy. you've got to look at some broad tax that will yield a lot ofmoney. The mcome
tax is not going to be the major way to do it in the future. in my optrucn.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Jones'? We've got a little time left.
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Rep. JONES: I think. you ought to have basic tax reform in 1985.but the quickest and
easiest temporary revenue increase would be to take President Reagan's own suggestions of
last year and have a temporary surtax. That. coupled with the reforms that we've already
accomplished in the House Ways and Means Committee. would put you well on your way
with spending cuts to a serious deficit reduction.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Senator Domenici. Congressman Jones, thanks very much.
Rep. JONES: Thank you.
Mr, BRINKLEY: It's been nice having you with us today.
Sen. DOMENICI: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, our little discussion here, and joining us will be commenta.
tor Jody Powell. In a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr, BRINKLEY: I'd like to tie up the loose string on a subject we danced around with, never
really settled. Jody. you were in the White House. had there been a Feldstein there at the
time. would Mr. Carter have fired him?

JODY POWELL, ABC News commentator: I would hope so. We did on occasion take
that sort of action. and---
Mr. BRINKLEY: Not for that reason?
Mr. POWELL: For that reason.
Mr. BRINKLEY: on, you did?

Mr. POWELL: And there were- it's always hard to do. You always do it later than you
should: It ah~ays--- and by th.e ~imeyou get around 10 it. causes you more pain and suffering.
I certainly think that the administration would be better off and probably Mr. Feldstein too if
they had made that decision in December.

Mr. DONALDSON: The problem with Mr. Feldstein. he's a man of principle, and many
people feel h~'s a man who's right on economics. He persists despite warnings from Jim
Baker. the chief of staff. and others. He persists in going public with his criticisms of Ronald
Reagan's economic policy. Well, if [were Ronald Reagan I would dispense with his services
as a member of my staff right away.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. he's not a politician. Sam. He's an academic. from Harvard.
Mr, DONALDSON: Yes, but if I were Ronald Reagan I'd be the consummate politician.
I'm running for re-election: I'm kind of running for my political life, and here I have one of
my aides running around saying. "He's all wet"? No. sir. Off with your head. Feldstein.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?

Mr. WILL: Well. when he did send up the budget and said. "This really isn't what we
want." it's rather as though Melville had sent Mob." Dick to the publisher and said. "1 really
don't like the whale motif in here." I mean. that's sort of the heart of the matter. Now. there
is a problem. however. because Feldstein is required by law to speak about the economy.
Now. if the President were to fire everyone who would hesitate to come out and defend this
preposterous budget. you would solve the White House parking problem.
Mr, DONALDSON: Yes. but some of them don't speak up about it. Those people-s- and I
won't-

Mr. WILL: BUI they're not required by law. The chairrnan of the Council of Economic
Advisers is supposed 10 report-

Mr. DONALDSON: You mean they're not under oath"
Mr. POWELL: That's why the decision should have been made in December. Everybody
knows what the law is: everybody knew that. come about four or five weeks from the last
fuss. Feldstein was going to be on the Hill. He was going to be testifying and that he either

was going to be put in a position of making himself look like a fool via taking a dive. or
making the administration look very bad by saying what he believes.
Mr, WILL: There's an element of high comedy in all this. but there's also a serious part of
this. and this is a kind deep intellectual cortuprion being perpetrated by the White House. No
one. no one that I know of. and I have looked for them, will defend the propositions put
forward in there about increasing deficits but declining interest HUes. Now. it's a fairly
serious matter when a government puts forth a document that patently cynical.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. but some people defend it on the Will theory, which I agree
with. and that is. if you have money in your pocket and you have a job for the first time in a
year or so. it doesn't matter to you whether it was a Keynesian recovery or a supply-side
recovery. You defend the President.
Mr. WILL: I'm saying there are certain places at which politics must stop and submitting
fonnal documents with preposterous premises ought to be one such--
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Ronald Reagan signed his-
Mr. BRINKLEY: -which your own staff does not support.
Mr, DONALDSON: But Ronald Reaean signed his name to the budget. It's his budget. And
he was. of course. right in sending hi~ spokesmen out on Friday to ;eaftirrn the fact that it's
his budget and he sticks by it.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, several member ...of his staff-s- [crosstalk]

Mr. DONALDSON: The captain of the TiuII/IC was the last-s- didn't leave the ship either.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Before we leave the subject of money. I want to ask about a statement the
President made this past week in an interview with. I believe. The Wall Street Journal in
which he discussed people collecting welfare. some of whom have been removed. Ibelieve
he said. because he thought they were not morally eligible and others because they were not
technically eligible. Can somebody tell me what that means? What does that mean?
Mr. WILL: Well. it's a singularly infelicitous way of saying something moderately sensible,
which is that an awful lot of the means-tested entitlement cuts that the President favored were
cuts because he felt - and some others felt~ that these were people well~ significantly
above the poverty line. Honorable men and women can disagree about that. but that's what
he was trying to say. The Great Communicator. for the first time-s-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I think-

Mr. WILL: -e-messed it up, however.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I don't even think. besides the wording, that the thought is right.
George, because the law is the law. Let's take the income tax law. Some people may think
this particular loophole. that particular thing. is morally wrong. but would you argue that a
person has no right to take advantage of the law? I don't think so.
Mr, POWELL: If it didn't come as part of a pattern of these sort of~ of statements about-e-
there is also one this week about the people that sleep on grates around our city sleep. there
because they want to sleep there. There is some truth in that. too. but I would submit that
what the President is saying. what he is trying to say with that is not defensible as t~e truth.
and there's a sort of calculated know-notbinuism about these sort of comments designed to
undermine support not just for the morally eligible but for-e- ineligible. but for the people that
really do need help.
Mr. DONALDSON: The man who takes an oath to uphold the laws of the United States
does not have the rizhr to decide which law he likes and which law he doesn't like. He has the
right to express his view and he has the right to try to campaign for it 10be changed. but when
he suggests that people are not morally eligible not to receive it. he's wrong.
Mr, WILL: Well. but no. what he was saying is he wanted to change the law because he
thought people were not morally-
Mr. DONALDSON: He didn't say that. He may have meant that. but he didn't say that.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. I want to bring up something that has absolutely nothing to do
with the deficit. nothing to do with welfare. nothing. in fact. to do with Washington. In this--
isn't that a pleasure? "-
Mr. WILL: Yes,
Mr. BRINKLEY: You look forward to it?
Mr. DONALDSON: I wan', know anything about it. but go ahead.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. all right. you can make up something. In the state of New Hamp-
shire- I saw some figures this week I thought were very interesting. The s~ate of ~ew
Hampshire spends less on its state school system, the state itsel~. than any state tn,the u.mo~.
Locality, local towns. cities. townships make up some of the dlffe.re~ce. bu! the financing IS
still very low. Teachers' salaries are very low. But New Hampshire s public school system
produces the highest Scholastic Aptitude Test scores in the United States. Now, what do you
make of that?
Mr. DONALDSON: I don't know,
Mr, POWELL: That it is, indeed. possible under certain circumstances to do more with less.
The danger. however, is that we make that correlation into a general rule in which we.say t~at
less support for education is always better. The people of New Hampshire. for one. thing. live
in communities in which the parents and the people support the schools-c. we don t have that
in a lot of places. They have much less in the way of the social and cultural problems than
we'd find in many. many places around this country. And. as you say. the local ~upport .f~r
the schools actually lifts their total expenditure per capita to about 28th in the nation, so It s
not quite a-
Mr. WILL: Still. in New Hampshire. I guess. is--- only Alaska among the states toget~er
with New Hampshire. has neither a sales tax nor an income tax. So they have to have a third
ingredient. which are sort of tough parents. And I imagine that's the story for it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: But isn't that what we keep learning. that parents are important-
Mr. WILL: We had a little thing here in Maryland, where I live, and they released a report
[which] said Maryland students aren't writing as well as they should. and they blamed too
much television and too much time on the telephone. Well. again. the parents can cont":,1
both if they're parents. so there is that. However, lady has a good point here. I mean, ther: ~s
not a one.to-one correlation between dollars spent and achievement gained. Ho-:vever. It s
odd that the Reagan administration believes in the market in absolutely everythmg except
teachers. The fact of the matter is that since women have now expanded job openings all o~er
the economy, as they rightly should, we have lost a kind of captive population from which
we used to get primary and secondary school teachers.
Mr, DONALDSON: I think this does, however. support the President's view to some
extent. that of course the home environment. the education that begins at home from the
parents is important. and in New Hampshire apparently it works. lady, however .. has the
point that elsewhere in the United States. in many very much non-New Hampshire-type
atmospheres, you don't have that horne. You don't have those parents. What's the auema-
tive, then? Well. it's something other than just say, "Go back and learn at home."

Mr. POWELL: And there does in fact appear to be. even in New Hampshire. a con:el~tion
betwe:n how much is spent. including local support in various districts - the richer dlstncts,
the children tend to do better.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, in a big city the school your child goes to may be 10. 15miles away.
Mr. DONALDSON: Where did you go to school when you were that age?
Mr. BRINKLEY: I went to school in Wilmington, North Carolina.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, what was it? Money"
Mr. BRINKLEY: What was what"

Mr, DONALDSON: Well, you're here, You've made a success of your life to some extent.

We can blame that on education-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: No, I think my parents were responsible, as I believe they probably are in
this case. They push kids: they expect something of them. They demand something of them,
discipline them. Anybody care to argue that point?
Mr. POWELL: My mother was also a schoolteacher in the school where I went, and I can
guarantee you that puts an extreme amount of pressure on--

Mr. DONALDSON: You didn't cut class very often. did you?
Mr. POWELL: I won't- I wouldn't wish it on anybody.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. One more thing. The Democrats are making some noises about a
resolution to force President Reagan to withdraw the Marines from Lebanon. Would they
really dare do that? Risk the consequences. whatever they may be?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, they very carefully didn't try to make it force of law, It's a
resolution. The President could ignore it. And he said this past week he's not going to pay
any attention to it. But it does put pressure on him. another tum of the screw. He's got to get
the Marines out of there.
Mr. WILL: I don't think he has to get the Marines out of there. l don't think at this point he
should get the Marines out of there. I think the Democratic Party has, for the last 10 years or
so. dined out on urging the United States to get out of places. Now they're down to, I guess.
EI Salvador and Lebanon and Oklahoma. next thing you know.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Supposing we get out and the Syrians then promptly took over all of
Lebanon, which I gather they could if Ihey- with the Russians' help. if they wanted to.
Mr, WILL: They would say it's not our fault, although it would in some measure be.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. George, how do YOU ever measure a mistake done in foreign
policy? If once you've made a ~istake, you -then must follow it through, because to do
otherwise would be to cut and run and somehow to reduce your credibility.

Mr, WILL: I note your premise and reject it. I do not think we can say at this point that it was
a mistake to put the Marines in.
Mr. DONALDSON: Not originally under the original guidelines. but the situation changed.
Mr. POWELL: We've got a government coming apart over there. We have appeals now for
the army to defect and- which would be a very serious thing.

Mr. DONALDSON: The prime minister resigned this morning.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. thank you very much, We'll be back with a few words about a
Washmgton snowfall of paper with charts, graphs. footnotes and advice. In a moment.
lcommercilll break]

Mr, ~RINKLEY fcommell1aryj: Finally. those large white ~unds lying on desks all ~ver
~a~hmgton are piles of paper. recommendations for reducmg the no-doubt famous $_00.-
billion deficit. They're from business groups. think tanks, university eco.nomics departments,
Wall Street thinkers. and these mounds of paper have now reached a height of tw~ feet. four
Inches and rising. Those from riaht-wins sources say the answer is to cut the spending. Those
from the left want to raise taxes 'On the rich. Wonderful exercises in ideology put in a form of
charts, computer notes, footnotes, columns of figures. Right-wing charts competing with
left-Wing charts, and all of them offered with gre.u assurance. One or another of them may
a.ctuaHy have the right answer. just as one ofth'e Wall Street investment people may h~ve t~e
nght answer if we can fizure out which one it is. One element missing in all of them ISthis:
this is an election year. and members of Congress are intent first. second ~nd third on being
re-elected and unwilling to vote for anything that will antagonize the pub!lc. The Ame~can
people may not believe that re-electing a member of Congress is the most Important business
In the world, but he does, It's a fact of life in Washington, but I don't see it in any of these
charts. footnotes or graphs. If they did, if they concluded Congress will do nothing serious
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

February 12, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: With Yuri Andropov dead in Moscow, who comes next? What comes
next? Better relations with the United States. or worse, or what? All difficult questions, none
easy to answer, and some probably impossible. But we'll get the best answers available now.
Also, the Marines are coming out of Lebanon, sort of, moving out to ships lying offshore.
Well, what does all that mean? What can we expect to come of it? We'tl ask these questions,
too.

Our guests: Lawrence Eagleburger, undersecretary of state for political affairs; William G.
Hyland, a long-time specialist in Soviet affairs and about to be editor of the magazine
Foreign Affairs; and Dimitri Simes, Russian-born and -educated, another specialist in this
field. now senior associate, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Some background
from our man John Martin; and-our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and
Jody Powell. All here on our Sunday program.

Today's news: President Reagan is ending his vacation in California and coming back to
Washington. He has to deal now with whatever comes out of Moscow with the death of Yuri
Andropov and the choice of a successor, said to be set for decision tomorrow. The early
speculation is it'll be Konstantin Chernenko, described as cautious and conservative. The
Sunday Times of London quotes some conciliatory words of his similar to President Reagan's
conciliatory words on Saturday and, meanwhile. the body of Andropov lies in an absolute sea
of roses with a long line of people waiting to walk by. ABC's Walter Rodgers has a report
from Moscow.

WALTER RODGERS {voice-over]: Yuri Andropov's widow and son Igor sat faithfully
near ~is casket this Sunday. The man on the left is Mikhail Gorbachev, who has also been
mentioned as a possible Andropov successor. Thousands of Soviet citizens continue to
file past Andropov's body as this nation awaits word on who will next lead it. There are
reports this man, Konstantin Chemenko, may already have been named to the top post.
By prot~ol Chemenko ranks number two, He read Andropov's nominating speech for
the presidency, and he may well be the frontrunner. But Chernenko earlier lost to
Andropov in a power struggle. He is 72 and perceived as less than dynamic in a society
that craves strong leadership. Ultimately a younger man. a Gorvachev or a Grigory
Romano~, a ~~nner Leningrad political boss, might emerge in a later leadership contest.
The Soviet military will have enormous say in the succession. So will the KGB and a host
of other constituencies in a secretive but very complex process. Behind the Kremlin walls
the s~~cessor may already have been chosen, but the West must wait to see whether it's a
transitional caretaker or whether a new strong man has already emerged.
[on camera} No one here expects a radical change in Soviet policy. This country is run

not so much by a man as a system, and whoever emerges ~ a Chernenko, an Ustinov. a
Gorbachev, or a Romanov ~ is but a product of that system.

Walter Rodgers, ABC News, Moscow.

Mr. BRI~KLEY: Our guests today will tell us whatever they can about what's likely to come
out of th.ISchange of leadership in the Soviet Union.

In ~elfilt today there is something of a lull. By Beirut standards that's a period when
occaslon.a.J1ythere are a few minutes without gunfire.

In Haiti, a m~ boarded an American Airlines jet, pulled a gun and demanded to be flown
to New York.. Since that was where the plane was going anyway, they took him. He wants
asylum.

. Charles Stone, a director of our ABC program Nightline and occasionally of this program,
died yesterday of a hean arrack. He left a wife and seven children, including twins born just a
few months ago. He was only 4D, and we'll all miss him,
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We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: In Washington there are the usual concerns about deficits, unemployment,
interest rates, a rising flood of illegal immigrants. eight candidates for president trying to be
heard. While in the Soviet Union it was known that Yuri Andropov was sick, when suddenly
it was announced he was dead. While in Lebanon the Marines are moving out, more or less,
while it was argued both ways here in Washington. before we ask questions about all of this,
some background from John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: If you look at the 22 hours between Yuri Andropov's death and the
time it was announced, David, you can see a remarkable tum of events for American
foreign policy. It started with the Reagan administration struggling to define a redeploy-
ment in Lebanon that could bog down naval units there for many months. Some believe it
could even touch off a war. It ended with the possibility of reduced tension between the
Soviet Union and the United States, which shows how one event can overshadow an-
other, perhaps in a dangerous way.
[voice-over} The Andropov death after only 15 months in power engulfed and momen-

tarily swept away the entire debate on Lebanon. Instead it raised questions of Soviet
succession and American opportunity. Would it be in Lebanon. perhaps, a time of peril?
HENRY KISSINGER, fonner Secretary of Slate: I think actually that the opportuni-
ties are much greater than the dangers. I cannot imagine that the Politburo in the Soviet
Union, engaged as it must be in deciding between the geriatric generation and the younger
generation and between the role of the military and the role of the Communist Party, that
it will escalate a crisis.
MARTIN [voice-over}: Some saw little significance in the Andropov presidency.

SEWERYN BIALER, Columbia University: I think that Andropov will be only a
footnote in the history of the Soviet Union and in the history of American-Soviet rela-
tions.
MARTIN [voice-over}: But vast promise in his passing,
Dr. BIALER: President Reagan can in a way write the agenda of the succession leader-
ship in Moscow. He can make a speech. He can make a proposal and put it on the table.
You know. it will be on the table of the Politburo. "Here we are. Those are our
proposals. You want peace'? Fine, respond." So this is, in my opinion. a dramatic
moment.
MARTIN [voice-over}: But was it more dramatic or important than what was happening
in Lebanon? There the United States seemed engaged in offensive military operations
more deeply than ever before. Two hours after Moslem artillery and rockets hit Christian
neighborhoods in East Beirut on Thursday, American warships fired again into the hills
east of Beirut. In two days a salvo estimated at some 500 to 700 powerful shells,

Rep. EDWARD ZSCHAU, (R) Califomia {Thursday]: I see the battleships off the
coast lobbing shells into positions that are occupied by people that we're trying to
bring to the bargaining table.
GEORGE SHULTZ, Secretary 01 State: I think that the greater the degree of
stability and control that President Gemayel is able to achieve. the greater the chance
there is that he will be able to bring people into a negotiation for a broader base for his
goverrunent.

MARTIN [voice-over}: Edward Zschau is only one of 37 members of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, and a junior Republican freshman at that, but his question symbolized
the uncertainties in the Congress and the country this week about the Reagan policy. The
administration seemed to be supporting the Gemayel government in violation of the War
Powers Act against offensive operations. A leading member of Gemayel's party saw it
just that way.
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ALFRED MADI, Phalangist Party member: There' s a package that Reagan came up
with, and this package includes naval support. It also includes training in the army. But
the basic two things are redeployment, which is your issue. This is why you only see
things from this pcint of view. OUf issue is naval support.
MARTIN [voice-over]: But Congress has not authorized such support. and the admini-
stration now insists the firepower defends the Marines. But aren't they leaving'?

CASPAR WEINBERGER, Secretary 01 Defense: We are not leaving Lebanon.
The Marines are being deployed some 21~ to three miles to the west. When you have
two carrier battle groups and a battleship and 23 combinate vessels and a Marine
amphibious unit, you have not left Lebanon.

MARTIN [voice-over]: But hundreds of Americans and other foreigners were leaving.
moving to evacuation points for transport offshore. On shore there were reports of
Lebanese soldiers refusing to report for duly, Moslem militiamen regaining control of
West Beirut, and Palestinian fighters returning to homes they left 17 months ago when the
Americans first arrived to ensure their departure.
Rep. ZSCHAU: I think the Gemayel government is not long for this world. no matter
how hard we try. And when it goes, we will- you know, we'll have been on the
losers' side again.

MARTIN {voice-over}: By Friday, Congressman Zschau was tellinz foreign affairs stu-
dents in a capital seminar that while the Reagan policy will no~ work in Lebanon,
something important was in the wind in Moscow.

Rep. ZSCHAU: In the wake of Andropov's death, we're going to have a period of
d~lay while the Soviets get their act together. But we then have a period of opportu-
mty, and I hope we don't let it slide through our fingers.
Pres. RONALD REAGAN [radio address]: With a good-faith effort on both sides. I
beh~ve t~e United States and the Soviet Union could begin rising above the mistrust
and IIIwill that cloud our relations. And there's no better time to make that good-faith
effort than now.

~ARnN:So the death of a Soviet president he once called the leader of an evil empire
gives Mr. Reagan the chance to signal for peace in a way that may obscure what could be
a disastrous turn in the Middle East. For the world's most avid anticommunist to rake
~hat seems like the path of accommodation now doesn't make any sense to his critics, b~t
It does make Ronald Reagan seem even luckier than his opponents usually give him credit
for.
David?

Mr. ~RINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next. William G. Hyland and Dimitri Simes,
two highly respected specialists in Soviet affairs. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Hyland, in New York. and Mr. Simes, here in Washington, thank
yo~, both of you, ~or being wi~ us today. Happy to have you. We all know that the Soviet
U~lon has a collective leadership and so I wonder if you think the successor to Me. Andropov
might make much difference one way or the other. Mr. Hyland would you care to deal with
that first? '

~ILLIAM G..~YLAND,. Soviet affairs specialist: I think in a basic sense it does not.
au re right, It s a collective leadership, and in this situation it has been even more collective

because Andropov has been out of sight and presumably quite ill for the last six months so
that the people who are now in charge have been in charge in fact for the last six months if not
a year., ~ut, nevertheless, a change. in leadership at the top is an important time for freeing the
le~~e.rs~lp from the past, from disavowing or moving away from some of the preVIOUS
p? teres or statements. So I do think It makes some difference. and perhaps a vel)' important
difference.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: A chance now to make some change without embarrassing Mr. Andropov,
you mean?
Mr. HYLAND: 1 think. that embarrassing Andropov no longer means much. By last sum-
mer- at the middle of last summer Mr. Brezhnev had become almost a non-person. He was
not even mentioned at a major meeting of the Central Committee. So these are rather
tough-minded, practical men who will make their own decisions and they will not worry too
much about how it reflects on Andropov. though I do not expect them to disavow him in any
broad sense.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Simes')
DIMITRI SIMES, senior assoclate, Carnegie Endowment: Well, I agree that there
will be a collective leadership in Moscow, and it is quite correct, as Bill suggested. that these
people were running the Soviet Union without Mr. Andropov for a number of months.
However. Mr. Andropov's departure indeed creates new opportunities for the United States.
I don't think that whatever Me. Reagan says or does at this point would make much
difference immediately. I do not believe that whoever is going to be Soviet leader would want
to help Mr. Reagan politically during the election year. But American statements and actions
at this point can influence Soviet deliberations, and these deliberations may bring some
change in Soviet policy in 1985.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What, in your judgment. from the Soviet standpoint might Mr. Reagan
do"? Be more conciliatory?

Mr. SIMES: It is not so much a question of being more conciliatory, if by conciliatory you
mean changing American positions on major issues. I think, for instance, that U.S. position
at START talks, talks dealing with strategic nuclear systems in Geneva is outrageous that we
should be conciliatory. I'm talking about cooling down rhetoric. I am talking about greater
consistency. I am talking about greater competency from the State Department where today
we have a situation where one day Mr. Reagan delivers a conciliatory speech and two days
later secretary of state goes to Stockholm and questions legitimacy of borders in Europe.
These kinds of things are very counterproductive and have to be taken care of.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Hyland, when Andropov was named after Brezhnev died, there was
the usual spate of hopeful stories in the United States, and your voice was a sort of lone
dissent. You said, "This man has been arresting people for 18 years; he worries me." Now,
are there any of the men currently in the running, so far as we can tell, who don't worry you?
That is. is there a sufficient range of difference of political approach in the leadership there
that it makes very much difference?

Mr. HYLAND: Well, I don't think we can think of the Soviet leadership in American
political terms or, indeed, perhaps any other political terms that we are familiar with. These
men are cut from the same cloth. They've pursued roughly the same careers. There are
differences in age and background, but they would not have reached the Politburo or Secre-
tariat level if they were flaming dissidents or if they had wildly different. radical views. So I
don't think we can look for much major change in any short term. Chemenko is not going to
be greatly different, I think, than Andropov, nor would Gromyko, whom we know, or
Ustinov, or even the younger men. I think that they are a collective in the broad political
sense, and we should not expect too much from them.
Mr. WILL: Does it matter that Andropov came and I guess was the first to seem to have come
out of the military and security apparatus? Does it matter that that apparatus seems stronger
today?
Mr. HYLAND: I think it matters. and I think that is in fact worrisome. The rise of the KGB,
of the professional military, the harder-line, we should take no comfort in that, and we have
seen-- this year has been an absolute disaster for Soviet-American relations. I would suspect
that perhaps Chernenko may want to ease back, if he is the man- may want to ease back on
some of those tensions for tactical reasons. to get a breathing space.
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SAM DONALDSON: I want to ask you about two potential presidential initiatives, or
actually one, that is not going to take place, and see whether you think. the President ought to
have gone to Moscow, number one, for the funeral, and whether he should try [0 seek a
summit meeting with the new Soviet leader, whomever he may be, in the near future. for
number two. Mr. Hyland?
Mr. HYLAND: Ithink it would have been a mistake to throw the President into the kind of
situation that exists today in Moscow just for show or to make a symbolic gesture. After all,
our relations with Andropov and his regime have been terrible. The KAL airliner shoot-
down, an American congressman being killed. They walked out of the disarmament talks.
We shouldn't have any pretense that relations are good and that he should go for that reason.
On the other hand, I think it would be a good initiative for the President to press - privately,
I hope - to press for a meeting perhaps late in the spring in order to put forward, if we are
going to do something of that nature- to put forward again privately any changes we might
be contemplating in arms control or any other issues that on the agenda.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Simes'?
Mr. SIMES: Well, I agree with Bill Hyland. It would be a mistake for the President to go to
Moscow. The Soviets would not trust his motives. They would perceive it as a cynical
political maneuver. On the other hand, in addition to private diplomacy, I think it is very
important for Mr. Reagan to find a respected senior statesman in the United States who could
explain to the Soviets something about the American President - why he wants rapproche-
ment with the Soviet Union, whether he's serious, what are his motives. Because the Soviets
di~trust M~. Reagan. so profoundly that at this point even private diplomacy, Iam afraid, may
fail. And If you think about such senior statesmen, I am a little bit disappointed that the
President did not ask either Mr. Nixon or Mr. Kissinger to go to Moscow.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now, what about the.idea of a summit in the near future when, in
fact, the~ will be .nothing substantive in the way of agreements to sign, but simply a
get-acquainted meeting, something that President Reazan has said in the past he did not want
to do? e

Mr. ~IM~S: Mr. ~naldson, I don't like to engage in predictions, but I would be extremely
surpnsed If the Soviets would accommodate Mr. Reagan before the election.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you think they would see that also as a cynical political maneuver
on the President's part? .

Mr. SI~ES: The Soviets believe that Mr. Reagan is out to get them and, more importantly,
they ~heve that he is a formidable statesman who may deliver on his threats and on his
promises. They don't want to help him politically, whatever his intentions and his motives
are.

Mr. BRI~KLE.Y: The Soviet Union's foreign policy in recent years has been an almost
!otally abject faIl~~: its aggressive expansion into Afghanistan, into Africa, in other places;
Its .a~empts to divide the United States from its NATO allies _ all failures. Would you
anticipate they wiU continue in this way?

M.r. HYLAND: I think that we will probably see the beginnings of some change in Moscow
with the .advent of a different leadership. As you point out there are, on a number of accounts,
and particularly recently with the European missile debacle, the Soviet policy has reached a
dead end.. Now, they may, for domestic reasons, want to continue for a time and not to show
any particular ow:eaknessor uncertainty, but I think they have to re-examine this policy,
because It really ISan almost unmitigated failure since the invasion of Afghanistan in late '79.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Simes, what do you think about that?

M~. S.IMES: Unmitigated failure is the right way to describe it if you look at the situation
objectively. It may, however, be perceived somewhat differently in Moscow. They have
some seeds o~ accommodation in their relations with China. They still hope to be able to
create trouble In Europe. They are still looking with some anticipation at the U.S. peace and

freeze movements. So I'm not sure that they came to a conclusion that their foreign policy is
a failure. But I do believe that during rhis succession-transition period they are going to be
preoccupied with their domestic affairs. As a result, they probably are not going to be a very
formidable rival, but Iam afraid, precisely because of a lack of strong leadership on the top,
they also can be a very difficult partner.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Hyland, very shortly.could you tell us how, if you were the Soviet leader
and wanted to change directions and ease tensions. you might do it? Where?
Mr. HYLAND: I think l would concentrate on two things - one, improving relations with
China. which would have the effect of putting some pressure on the United Stales; and,
second, privately perhaps make an overture to the Europeans on the missiles talks -
something on the nature of a moratorium in which America would stop deploying its missiles
and the Soviet Union would freeze or something of that nature to revive the two-front policy
which would be some overtures in the East and some in the West, and then see how it
affected the American administration. But l think Chemenko, in order to improve his own
legitimacy. if he's the man. might be interested in a summit meeting later.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Simes. we have just a few seconds left. Would you like to respond to
that'? George" s question.
Mr. SIMES: I think that Bill Hyland is correct in suggesting that relations with the United
States is not going to be the area where the Soviets would move immediately. They would be
afraid to bum their fingers. But eventually relations with America is the first priority for the
Soviet leadership, and I am sure that Chemenko, whoever is going to be next general
secretary. will try to improve the relationship.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Hyland and Mr. Simes, thank you very much for coming in and
giving us your views today. Been a pleasure to have you.
Mr. SIMES: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Lawrence Eagleburger. undersecretary of state for political
affairs. In a moment.
[commercial break!
~r. BRINKLEY: Me. Secretary, we "re delighted to have you. Thanks very much for coming
In.
LAWRENCE EAGLEBURGER, Undersecretary of State tor Pol~ical Affairs:
Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You've heard our two guests. I'd like to ask you the same question. First,
do you expect any real difference in Soviet-American relations as a result of the change in the
Kremlin, whatever it turns out to be'?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Basically, I think, David, 00. panicularly on the assumption that
Chemenko is chosen--
Mr. BRINKLEY: That's the story~
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: And, you know, I think we have to assume on the basis of what
we have now that that's likely, although not certain. I don't think there's likely to be much
change in U.S.-Soviet relationships. I think, frankly, and it's one point that I don't think was
made adequately earlier in the program. I think myself we've seen evidence over the course
of the last year that, by and large, the Soviet decision-making process has been in neutral, at
best. We've had mixed signals from the Soviets for more than a year now, partly, I think,
because Andropov was coming into power and then became sick. I don't think for a while. at
least, that's likely to change. We're in another transition. Chernenko. if he is the man, is
going to have to take some months to solidify his power. He comes, I think, from that pan of
the governing mechanism that is pretty cautious and conservative in terms of change, and I
think by and large we're going to see a Soviet policy that is not much different from what we
have seen over the last several years-
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Mr. BRINKLEY:When you say-
sec. EAGLEBURGER: -and not very well articulated,
Mr. BRINKLEY: When you say "mixed signals," you mean conflicting signals that sug-
gested there was some confusion and disorder there?
sec. EAGLEBURGER: I couldn't say it better. I think they have been confused and
disorderly for most of 1983. I think at one point we would get one set of signals that indicated
perhaps some things could be done, and then very shortly thereafter there'd be a hard move to
the right, to the tougher answer. I think they've been confused, and I think their,leadership
has been at sixes and sevens with each other, and I suppose that's not unusual, given a new
leader and then given the illness.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, on the one hand we're told a leader is not all that important because
he's a part of a collective leadership. group. If that is the case, why couldn't they get together
and agree on what their policies are?
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, because I don't agree with the point that a leader doesn't
make any difference. I think he makes some difference. and I think in the Brezhnev era.
when Brezhnev particularly was at his height of his powers. it was clear that Brezhnev made
a difference. I think what we've seen thereafter is a much more collective leadership. but a
collective leadership that does not always agree with itself. And, as a consequence, the
signals have been mixed.

Mr. WILL: There's an obvious political incentive for an American president in an election
year to have a summit meeting. but this administration has set a fairly exacting standard. the
meaning of which I'd like you to clarify. It is that a summit, in order to be held, must have a
chance for serious substantive success. Does that mean agreements. pieces of paper, arms
control'? What does that mean, substantive?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: George, I don't think it necessarily means that, although obvi-
ously that would be one way to define it. I should say, I think, that the position hasn't
changed, and I don't think that there will be any change in the signals when the Vice
President's in Moscow for the funeral. We are clear on where we are on a summit, and it
hasn't changed. I think what- it doesn "t necessarily mean agreements, although obviously
that's one possible definition, What it does mean is that if they meet we must expect that
when they finish with that meeting that some way or another there will have been some
substantive result, the point being it is not, in our view, sensible (0 have a summit if all you
do is sit there and talk to each other.

Mr. WILL: What does the adjective "substantive" imply? Does it mean-- is a change in
atmosphere substance enough?

sec. EAGLEBURGER: No, but let me try to give you an example. and it's just pulled out
of the arr, George, but for example, it might well be that the two could meet and talk about
southern Africa and, if, in the process they were able to come to some conclusions on how
the U.S. and the Soviet Union ought to conduct themselves in the context of what's going on
in ~outhern Africa, I suppose I would call that a substantive result, though nothing might be
wntten down on a piece of paper. But talk for the sake of talk just does not seem to us to be
sensible.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, is it correct that Vice President Bush has the mandate to feel the
Soviet leadership - or leader, if there is one by Tuesday _ out on this question of the
summit?

sec. ,EAGLEBURGER: The basic answer to that question, I think. Sam, has to be no. He
IS going th~re to represent the U.S., to tell the Soviet Union that the policies that this
a~mmls~tlon has espoused for three years continue in effect. Now, I'm not saying that the
Vice President may not, in the course of conversations, talk about the possibilities of the
leaders gettmg together if it is possible to arrive at some substantive outcome.
Mr. DONALDSON: Now, you described a situation in which you expect a period of pause
as far as the Soviet ability to move forward.
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Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I'd say a continuation of an inability to move forward.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, but you said that if we have a new leader he'll have to
consolidate his power if it is a collective leadership that goes on for a period of months. You
don't think there's going to be a way for the Soviets to move forward. So my question is this:
does it make sense for the United States to offer something at this point, say, in the
deployment of missiles in Europe? "We'll stop for awhile until you can get your act together,
and then we'll go back to the conference table."
SeC. EAGLEBURGER: Speaking for myself. I think it makes no sense whatsoever. Sam,
we have for more than a year, really. coming to a culmination with the President's speech
several weeks ago we have laid out to the Soviet Union for some time a program for trying
to deal with the ~n~jor issues that exist between the United States and the Soviet Union. That
is still our program. We're ready to go back to the negotiating table on ~ and START
tomorrow morning. if that's what they want. Go stand; we are ready to move With those steps
to offer something now to the Soviet Union in addition to what we already have on the table, I
think. simply gives Moscow the wrong signal. They know what we want. They know what
we're prepared to do. and I don't know why we need to change it.
Mr. DONALDSON: But they are not in charge. apparently. to the extent that they can make
a decision to move back from their positions.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: It is an interesting fact. Sam, that people can argue that since
they're not in charge we need to make more concessions. I don't understand that argument at
all.
Mr. WILL: You may have just answered my next question. but it is this. There's a rumor in
this town that there is an open and active back channel in which we are proposing and
receiving arms control proposals-
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Not true.
Mr. WILL: Okay. Fla.ly denied.
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Not true,
Mr. WILL: Okay,
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'd like to ask you a question I asked our two guests earlier. In view of the
fact that the Soviet Union's foreign (XlIicy for several years has been a total failure from their
own standpoint - expansion into Afghanistan, Africa: trying to sep~te us from our E~-
pean allies. All failed. Do you see that they will persist in this? Or might they not see With a
new leader it's time to try something else?
SeC. EAGLEBURGER: Well. one has to hope. David. that they will see that they need to
try something else. Part of the problem. I think, is that that bureaucracy is so ponderous and.
in the absence of somebody who is clearly forcefully in charge. it is so difficult to move it off
paths that are sort of worn in the road. if you will, I think it is unlikely for son:e ~~od of
time that we will see major changes in one direction or the other. Therefore I think It IS also
terribly important that the U.S. make clear where we stand, make clear that we are prepared
to continue with negotiations and that we're trying to find solutions, but also, to come back
again to Sam's point, don't get into this panicked rushing toward offering new solutions to.
problems because they won't work.

Mr. DONALDSON: I'd like-
Mr. WILL: Well. in a century of change and flux, one of the few constants is the purpose of
the Soviet state in its foreign policy. You say at one point that the leaders have been at sixes
and sevens. What are they disagreeing about? You say. "Well, it takes awhile for them to
move out of a rut. ,. What evidence do we have that they want a change?
sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. George. again I think there's a difference between the
strategy. although even there I think the Soviets don't have much .of a strategy, and ~e
tactics. And I think a lot of the debate has been, one, whether continuing to carry out foreign
policy programs which, I think David is right. have patently not worked, whether that doesn't
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mean that there need to be some shifts and some changes, with some, I suppose, arguing that
you need to be a little bit easier in your dealings with the United States. I think consistently
when that argument has taken place in 1983 the hardliners have won the argument. But I
think there are probably some who'll say, "But we 've got to shift. We've got to deal with the
U.S. in a different way." I think those are where the arguments have been, not on the
long-term objectives, no.
Mr. DONALDSON: I"d like to-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam, let me interrupt. We'll be back with more questions for Secretary
Eagleburger in a moment. We'll get back to you, Sam.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, there was some discussion in Washington in the last day or
two about whether the President, Mr. Reagan, should go to the funeral. It was decided he
would not go. What was the thinking that went into that decision?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, here again I think and some of your earlier interviewees
talked about I think basically the answers. One, the relationship with the Soviets and with
Mr. Andropov over the course 'of the last year have not been particularly close. Two, the
Vice President represented us at the last funeral. It was appropriate this time. For the
President to go now would have implied all sorts of things in tenus of the relationship with
the Soviet Union that simply aren't true. And therefore it was thought by the President best
that he stay here.

Mr. BRINKLEY: It might also have seemed to have been politically motivated.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, obviously that's going to be an issue any time this year at
all.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Whatever he does. I guess. Sam"

Mr. DONALDSON: Clear up a little confusion on Lebanon. Is it correct that the Marines are
coming out of Lebanon, going to be put on those ships, within a month except for a couple of
hundred who have garrison duty for the embassy and ambassador's residence?
Sec. E.AGLEBURGER: Sam. I wish I could clear up your confusion. The best I can say at
this point IS that we are consulting with our MNF partners. We are consulting with the
Lebanese government. We will try to move those Marines from the shore to the ships with all
due ~nd ~eliberate speed, but as quickJy as we can, but I cannot at this point give you a
specific timeframe.

Mr. DONALDSON: There is no timetable?

~. EAGLEBURGER: I'm not saying there isn't a timetable. I'm saying we're discussing
t~IS whole que~tion with our allies and with the Lebanese, and until we finish those consulta-
nons I wouldn t want to go any further.

Mr. DONALDSON: Is part of that discussion a discussion over whether we can put together
a U.N. force? The Syrians have suggested, I believe, that perhaps they would now go for
that

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. part of the discussion is not about the question of a U.N.
, force - ~ of.this consultation. That isn't to say that the question of a U.N. force isn't
under consideration, and I notice-

Mr. DONALDSON: Is it under consideration?

Sec. EAG~EBURGER: It is under consideration. has been for months, and I notice now
that the Sy~ans are talking a.bou~perhaps a U.N. force would be possible. I have, myself, a
problem With th~t, Sam. w~lch IS that basically I think you're going to find it difficult to g~t
peoI?l~ countnes to contribute to a V.N. force until there is a situation in Lebanon that IS
stabilized. 1?ese countrie~ ~ not going to want to put people into that maelstrom to be shot
at. When things h.ave stabilized I think then you'll find that it's possible to get contributors to
a V.N. force, which doesn't go to the question about whether or not a U.N. force now might
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make sense. It's simply, I'm not sure you can put one together.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You mean the Scandinavians would not be eager to succeed us at the
Beirut airport?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I think that's probably right.
Mr. WILL: Clear up some more confusion. Last Thursday. I believe, a week before, the
President told the editors of The Wall Street Journal that the presence of our Marines in
Lebanon was important for the survival of Lebanon, V.S. credibility and the hope for peace
in the Middle East. Six days later the announcement is made that they're going to come out
and be redeployed. When was that decision made? Was it made on Sunday, on Saturday? I
mean. how close to the interview?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well, first of all. George. I said the same thing to a House Foreign
Affairs Committee hearing at about the same time. The decision, without trying to get into
the exact dates - when the President said what he said and when I said what I said -
decisions had not been made, but there's a more fundamental point here, I think, which is
that we would argue strenuously, as Cap Weinberger did earlier on your program, that we are
redeploying those Marines from the land to the ships. They are not leaving Lebanon. So that
our argument is that under any circumstances we're putting them in a different location but
they are still in Lebanon and the fleet is still there, and therefore we have not redeployed out
of Lebanon.
Mr. WILL: Well. okay, I'll quarrel with that. I mean. they're sort of-

Mr. DONALDSON: Could I quarrel with that?
Mr. WILL: Go ahead.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I thought you might.
Mr. DONALDSON: On Saturday the President said in his radio address he was not going to
cut and run in Lebanon.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: SO did I
Mr. DONALDSON: So- that's right. And your credibility has been attacked by people on
Capitol H ill. And I think one reason was that we were told - reporters at the White House
- that the decision was made in principle to remove the Marines on February 1st. Now, was
that an untruth?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Sam. you know. don't hold me to the dates. I think the February
Ist date is, in fact, quite wrong. But that. again, is not the point.
Mr. DONALDSON: Then why were we told that'? Simply to be misled into thinking that this
was an orderly process that had been gone through?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Why were you told what?
Mr. DONALDSON: That the decision in principle had been made by the President on
February 1st.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: The issue and the question of how we might redeploy was looked
at for a fairly long period of time. There's 00 argument about that at all. Decisions were made
after the President had made his statements. but I corne back to saying again, you know. you
can't hold-s- you can't redefine for us what we consider to be presence in Lebanon, and on
those ships is still presence in Lebanon. It is not cutting and running.
Mr. WILL: How far do the ships have to go from Lebanon to be not in Lebanon?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: George, I can't answer that question. They are off the shore in
Lebanon; they are where the Marines could be put back in a short period of time and where
the New Jersey and a lot of other ships can fire, as they have, and will continue doing.
Mr, DONALDSON: Why continue to fire at Syria and Syrian-occupied positions when in
fact Syria is one of the major players necessary [0 put together a government in Lebanon?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Sam. until the Syrians change the entire way in which they have
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approached the issue of Lebanon, they are going to have to be dealt with when they fire at us
or threaten our people in Beirut. We're going to fire back; we've made that dear. and I don't
know why everybody is so surprised about that.
Mr. DONALDSON: The President's-c-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I want to interrupt and put a little piece of news out here. We got a
statement just came in a minute ago from Damascus - a statement from the Syrian foreign
minister that Syria's patience is not unlimited. Does that frighten, startle or upset you in any
way?

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Well. Mr. Khaddam is noted for his statements. I guess. bUI the
basic point, I think, David, is that the Syrians have been. are now. and I suspect will continue
to be for some period of time, the basic problem with finding a solution to the tragedy of
~ebanon. and I don't much care whether his patience is close to exhausted or not. It is largely
irrelevant. They have been acting like a bull in a china closet for some weeks now, and I
don't think this changes anything.

Mr. WILL: One solution to the tragedy of Lebanon is to get rid of Lebanon; that is, granted
that the President says the Syrians-;

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: The Lebanese might not like it.

Mr. WILL: W~Il,. they might not, but the President says the Syrians are bent on territorial
conquest. .A principle of American policy, not just in the Middle East, but everywhere, has
been the integrity of existing states. Now, given the fact that Syria has an awful lot of
L~banon, that possessi?n is nine-tenths of ownership, that they claim all of Lebanon, to begin
with, for Greater Syria, are you ruling out flatly American acceptance of a partition of
Lebanon?

Sec~EAGlEBURGER: I'm not in a position to rule it in or out, George. I myself believe
that If you look.at the U.S. policy with regard to Lebanon over the course of the last months,
we ~ave made It clear t~al our objective, and certainly our desire, is a Lebanon that is free. I
can. t say that we ~ gomg to accept the partition of Lebanon. Clearly our statements and our
policy has been m ~nother direction. Now, I also have to say that, you know, there is a
certam degree to which we can control events and, obviously, there is a limit beyond which
we cannot.

Mr. WILL: Well. can we-

Sec. EA~LEBURGER: I don't know what's going to happen. I can simply say we're not
for a partition of Lebanon.

Mr. WILL: What do we have to control events besides the guns of the fleet'?
Sec· EAGLEBURGER: Basically. we have the guns of the fleet. We have. hopefully, the
ability still - although I agree with you, the chances are slimmer ~ the ability of Gemayel
to put together a broader-based government and we have- obviously the Israelis are sitting
there' they are not rei I thi • nd hi, evan to ISquestion. And one has to hope that as Mr. Assad a IS
rather mouth~ foreign minister look to the future they may recognize that Syria's longer-teon
mterests require some SOrtof accommodation.

Mr. WilL: What is ~e Israeli relevance? They've been irrelevant so far. Twenty kilometers
away from our Mannes and of no particular relevance.

~'h EAGLEBURGE,R: on, I don't think it's true that they have been irrelevant. I think

ley I.ave c1early~ I think the Syrians do not consider them irrelevant The way in which the
srae IS act and now will r I to events i . . . I I
h . eac events In Lebanon I thmk is something the Syrians c ear y
ave to take Into account.
Mr. DONALDSON' Do ' , M17th a ree "" you anticipate that President Gemayel will now abrogate the ay
abrogation~;~~!With Israel - the withdrawal agreement ~ and would we support an

Sec. EAGLEBURGER: The U,S, position with regard to the May 17th agreement is clear,
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We helped arrive at that agreement; we support that agreement. I suppose that if the Lebanese
and the Israelis themselves indicate a desire to change that agreement or in some way to deal
with it, we are not going to stand in the way of it. But, on the other hand, as far as we are
concerned, we have said it time and again, that May 17th agreement is something we're
associated with and we're net going to walk away from it.
Mr. DONALDSON: The Israelis say they don't want it abrogated. But that leaves President
Gemayel twisting in the wind, doesn't it?
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: I don't know that it leaves Presidenl Gemayel twisting in the wind
for several reasons, the first of which is, Sam, the May 17th agreement, as far as the Syrians
is concerned is, in my judgment. a phony. And if there were no May 17th agreement. Me.
Assad and Mr. Khaddam would be looking for some other excuse. Right now they're using
May 17th agreement. What we need to remember is that that May 17th agreement was an
attempt between Israel and Lebanon to arrive at a settlement, and the Syrian objection to May
17th is clearly that no Arab state ought to sign an agreement with Israel. Now, one has to ask
oneself whether that is sensible from an American point of view, and I happen to think not.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Me. Secretary, thank. you very much for coming.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Pleasure,
Mr. BRINKLEY: Enjoyed having you with us today. Some questions that I understand were
not easy, but thanks anyway.
Sec. EAGLEBURGER: Okay,
Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with a little free-form palaver here among ourselves, and
joining us will be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: We've asked all the experts. and now I'd like to ask you without in any
way implying that you are not experts: should Mr. Reagan have gone to the funeral for any
one of numerous reasons. George?
Mr. WILL: No, I don't think so. To have done so would have really catered to the American
sentimentality about the Soviet Union and about the world in general, which is that leaders
matter because differences are grounded in personal differences and meetings matter because
differences can be overcome by dialogue and communication, neither of which is, I think,
true in dealing with the Soviet state.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam"
Mr. DONALDSON: He made the right decision in not going. It would have been a gesture
without meaning, and I think it would have been a gesture that not only in the Soviet Union
would have been seen as a cynical political manipulation but in the United States. Those
advisers of his who thought that if he went to Moscow, could be seen in Moscow, that the
American voter wouldn't see through that hoax.ought to be replaced. Mr. Reagan's instincts.
and I've said it often ~ he's a terrific politician ~ were far better than that.
JODY POWELL, ABC News Commentator: I have to say if I had been sitting there in
that group of advisers I would have been one of those discredited few~
Mr. DONALDSON: Off with your head,
Mr. POWELL: ~who argued for the President to go. I mean. we are in a cynical political
stage of the relationship anyway. I mean, the signal for that was the "we've always loved
you and we still do" speech of a few weeks ago, and for a President who is trying to send a
message to the American people ~ and that's the audience for most of what's going on ~
and the chance to make a departure statement about peace, to make it an arrival statement
over there about peace, to make a coming-home statement about peace, to have wildly
inflated claims and background briefings after you have a meeting with somebody over there,
I'm afraid in my cynical political mind, that would have been too much to resist.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, as for cynical political tricks, anything he does from now until
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November 2nd, is it? What's it? Eleventh?
Mr. WILL: Sixth.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Whatever. From now to the election anything he does will be seen as
political. The way he ties his necktie will be seen as political.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, but staying home, I see that as being smart, not cynically
political. So I give him some points.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. Now, we've had a little discussion here about pulling out or
whatever it is we're doing in Lebanon. What's going to happen in Lebanon'? What do you
think, George?

Mr. WILL: You say "whatever we're doing." We're redeploying, as in the British rede-
ployed from-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, what can we do in Lebanon by lying offshore and looking at it
through binoculars?

Mr..~ILL: ~ell, I don~t think we have any leverage left. The only thing we can do is be
participants. I rn not saying we should or will be invited to be, or even have the chance to be.
But perhaps we could be great-power participants in the dismemberment of Lebanon and the
cantomzation of that land, which does have a kind of-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is that inevitable. do you think?

Mr. WILL: I'm not sure it's inevitable. I'm not sure it's good. I think it may be possible and
co~l.d be good. ~ knows? But there is a precedent. I mean, after all, the French and the
British helped dismember Czechoslovakia in '38 at Munich, so there is precedent for this.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think. the President is doing the right thing in withdrawing the Marines
from the land mass of Lebanon. I applaud him for that. But on the other hand I'm horrified
b7 the ~ay he is do~g it. He'~ do~ng it in a cowardly way, first of all. Instead ~f going on the
air, telling the ~encan public hIS reasons for changing U.S. policy, he handed out a press
release. An? his P.R. people handed out a phony false story about the decision-making
process, which put honorable men like Lawrence Eagleburger on the line when they told the
truth, and p~t them up to th~char~e that they weren't in fact leveling with the Congress.
Secondly .. this. petulant way 10 which he's hurling explosives into Syrian territory with no
~rpose m ":lnd~ ,I ~heve, because I don't think it can change the order of events in

.banon. I think. It s Just a .spasm of petulance from a man who hates to admit his policy has
failed and wants to throw In some firepower to cover it.

Mr. POWEL~: It'~certainly true that the Syrian artillery was not what brought about the
coJIapse. there In Beirut. What brought that about were a bunch of ragtag militia people with
Kalashnikovs a~ grenade .launch~rs and so forth. And I don't think you can look at Lebanon
Without expanding the honzon a little bit to look at our policy in the region as a whole. And
~~ way Lebanon, ~hat has h.appened there, debacle. call it, if you will, is very symbolic of

at h~ happened m the region as a whole over the past- over the past few years. We got
sucked mto essentially a sideshow in Lebanon, and in the meantime peace process, mori-
bund, ~n~ the- I have to confess a great deal of, where do we go from here? I don't know. I
mean, It s a---

Mr. WILL: OrweU, who is much in the news these days because it's 1984-
Mr. BRINKLEY: His big year.
Mr. WILL' His big year Once s id th tinsi .. .. V'' . SaI a tnsmcenty ISthe enemy of clear language. We saw It
In letn.am when we called bombing "protective reaction strikes." When we invaded
Camtxxha and called it an ... . .. Th ki, . incursion. at ind of language is the sign of people who
aren t sure o~what they're doing or why or whether they can defend it. And [hat's true when
you call a withdrawal a redeployment.

IM
r.BRINKLEY: All right. let me change the subject and transport us, as if by magic. to

owa and New Hampshire, where, we understand-

Mr. WILL: Factional strife.
Mr. BRINKLEY: -we understand Walter Mondale is the frontrunner. Okay. What- if
there's any rule a politician follows it is he will never predict in advance that I'm going to get
40 percent. 50, 60 - any percentage, because then ifhe doesn't make it he looks like a loser.
Since they won't do it, why don't you do it for them'! What do you think Mondale has to win
in Iowa. in New Hampshire, to remain the frontrunner? George?
Mr. WILL: Well, it's so bizarre because you have an eight-person field now, and if you
divide eight into 100, and someone do it quickly, whatever. 13, 12~

Mr. BRINKLEY: Twelve and a fraction.
Mr. WILL: Twelve and a fraction. Mondale has the disadvantage of success. That is, he was
so powerful in 1983 and now boredom or the native New Hampsbire cussedness, which is so
famous, is taking charge. To be fair to Mondale, for perhaps the last time, let us say that the
last four Democratic primaries in New Hampshire have been won by less than 10 percentage
points. So 1 think if you win you win. If be gets less than, say. 35%, we in the media are
going to baptize it a loss.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thirty-five. right?
Mr. WILL: Something like that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: I think the standard is higher in New Hampshire. [ couldn't begin tn
talk about Iowa, I don't know anything about it. But in New Hampshire I think you have to
get about 40%. Now, what's in five percentage points? Maybe not a lot, but here was a man
that all the polls showed well over 50% just a few days ago - three, four. five weeks ago--

Mr. BRINKLEY: In New Hampshire.
Mr. DONALDSON: In New Hampshire. If his margin decreases and decreases and de-
creases down to 35%, 1 think it gives great comfort to John Glenn or whoever may be
second. They can go ahead.
Mr. WILL: It matters who's second because if Jesse Jackson is second it's very clear that
Jesse Jackson, whatever his effect, is not going to be the Democratic nominee.
Mr. POWELL: I think you have to look at the margin, net at the total, and I'm reluctant to
do this too from a previous reincarnation--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yeah, but you're not running this year, so how much does he have to be
ahead--
Mr. POWELL: -it makes my heart palpitate to think about that. Oh. I don't know. I think
tO's a pretty good margin in New Hampshire. It may be a little- probably more in Iowa, but
you ought to remember that traditionally uncommitted, undecided comes in first in Iowa, so
you're really talking about dividing up amongst those eight candidates maybe 70% of the
total turnout there too. But I'm inclined- and I agree with George. Glenn has got to be
second to make it anything like a-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Jody. let me ask a question. All right, if Mondale takes George's
margin, or rather. what? 35%, and---
Mr. BRINKLEY: Yours is 40, right?
Mr. DONALDSON: -we take your margin, 10, let's say John Glenn gets 25% of the vote.
What would you write the next day?

Mr. POWELL: If it comes out 25, 35, given where Glenn is, I guess Glenn gets some sort of
a boost out of that.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right. You'd say Mondale is slipping, Glenn is gaining, and
hold everything.
Mr. POWELL: Well. you're going to have to look at more than that. though. Glenn bas a
money problem. He's had to really pour money into New England. He hasn't been able to do



what he wants to do, and there's that big Super Tuesday coming up on the 13th. It keeps him
alive for the lSrh. if nothing else.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Let's see if I've got it straight now. You say 35% in New Hampshire'?
Mr. WILL: All right. yes, sure.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, you don't have to be so reluctant about it.
Mr. WILL: No, well I think if you want a percent-
Mr. BRINKLEY: And you said 4O?

Mr. DONALDSON: Forty percent.

Mr. BRINKLEY: And you said. what. 10'70, IO points ahead of the second place?
Mr. POWELL: I think it's terrible to do this. Ten in New Hampshire: 15 in---

Mr. WILL: But what Mondale can say if he wins by 10 and change is he's done bener than
the last four winners of the New Hampshire-

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, that's true. Judy. Your former boss---
Mr. BRINKLEY: We're out of time-

Mr. DONALDSON: -did it with 28 percent.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Thank you. We'lI be back with a few words about these poor candidates
for president forced to compete with all of this week's news for attention, and not getting
much of it. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]; Finally, I think ordinary fairness requires a won! of sym-
pathy for MondaIe, Glenn, Jackson, McGovern, Han, Askew, Hollings, Cranston because.
with Andropov's funeral, demise, Lebanon, the Olympics during all this week they have had
trouble finding anybody who would listen to them. And the political buffs we know. the
people who just Cannot get enough of the stuff, may have trouble hearing MondaIe make ~ne
more promise to one more group, unable to hear Glenn say that he is a tool of the urucn
bosses and is promising far more than he could ever pay for: Cranston saying he is in favor of
peace; Askew, not in favor of abortion; Jackson in favor of a rainbow coalition: Hart in favor
of women and new ideas; and McGovern just in favor of running for president. Eight
candidates, all wearing smiles and shoeshines, out on the road carrying the sample cases and
trying to sell the line, and can't gel anybody's attention. It's kind of sad.
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

February 19, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY: With the U.S. Marines now moving oUI to ships offshore and then,
very likely. moving out altogether, what is left in Lebanon? Syrians holding Russian guns
with the Russians standing there behind them? Altogether possible, if not likely. The Leban-
ese government the U.S. has been trying to support is on the edge of collapse. So what comes
next? We'll ask today's guests: Moshe Arens, the defense minister of Israel, by satellite from
Jerusalem; and Robert McFarlane, President Reagan'S assistant for national security affairs.
Some background from our man John Martin, and our discussion here with George Will,
Sam Donaldson and Benjamin Bradlee, all here on our Sunday program.

First, today's news since the SUnday morning papers. In Lebanon, President Amin Ge-
mayel said on the radio, Lebanon is dying. As he spoke, his own anny was disintegrating.
The !-' .S: Marines continued moving out offshore to ships. and this morning the Italians in ~
multinational force also were moving out, dismantling their bases and climbing into landing
craft taking them to an Italian warship. They say a few will remain, but most of them will go
home.

Israeli bombers attacked several positions held by Syrians and anti-government forces. The
New York Times says this morning the United. States has had secret negotiations with the
Palestinian Liberation Organization, the Pill, for nine months trying to persuade it to
recognize Israel's right to exist and offering recognition of the PLO in return. It had no
success. We'll ask today's guest about that.

The ~rican political apparatus, hissing and clanking, begins turning tomorrow in Iowa,
the !Jegmrung of a long, expensive process that eventually will produce a president. The Des
MOines Register pU~lished its own poll this morning, showing Walter Mondale ahead with
44% and three candidates - Glenn, Hart and Cranston _ closely bunched for second. The
three o.f them together were given 42%. But Iowa has produced surprises in the past, could do
so again. We'll !Je here with the results tomorrow night.

In. the meantune,. ABC's senior political correspondent, Sander Vanocur, is in Iowa
lookmg around, asking questions and kicking the tires. Sandy, tell us what you found out.
What's going on?

SANDER VANOCUR: David, I don't think there are going to be any surprises tomorrow
rught. 'J.'he margm of victory for Mondale is really going to be, I think, quite eXtfaordmary,
thanks In great measure to the fact that he's had good organization here, he's had support
~m the AFL-C~O, the .National Education Association, and they do consider him to be a
neighbor, ~ he s been tn the state a lot. The surprise may be who finishes second. It cou~d
be uncom~tted. Uncommitted won in 1972; uncommitted was ahead of Jimmy Carter m
1976. Or It could be, and this may surprise you, George McGovern. McGovern has done
very well in recent televised debates.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Why? Why is that, Sandy?

VANOCUR: Weil, he's had some very good lines. At Ames, Iowa, on January Zlst. he said
to ~he fanners out there at a farm forum, "If Ronald Reagan gets re-elected sell the farm and
bUil~ a bomb shelter. " Then a week ago Saturday here in Des Moines at The Des Moines
Register debate he said to the audience, "Look, I'm not going to be president, probably;'
and ~ began. to gesture toward Mondale, and he said, "If you want to influence ~
~,andl~te and. influence the Party, then vote for me and for my policies." And then he said,
Don t throwaway your conscience." And he got very close to a standing ovation.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right.

VANOCUR: And he's just done very well.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Sandy, thank you. I'll be out there in Iowa tomorrow and I'll buy you a
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ham sandwich.

VANOCUR: Okay.

Mr. BRINKLEY: And in Sarajevo today Phil Mahre, an American, won the gold medal in
the men's slalom alpine skiing, and his brother Steve won the silver. The bronze went to
Didier Bouvier of France. ABC's coverage of the Olympics begins today at noon Eastern
time.

We'll be back with all of the rest of our program in a moment.

(commercial break)
Mr. BRINKLEY: The term "light at the end of the tunnel" has an unhappy ring for
Americans who remember Vietnam, and while there really is no comparison between that
and Lebanon, the question about the tunnel and the light was asked this week, as John Martin
reports in his background on today's topic. John?

GEORGE SHULTZ, Secretary of State: I hesitate. but I can't resist using that old
image that the light you see at the end of the tunnel may be the train coming toward
you.

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]; If humor is the best medicine, George Shultz was trying
to swallow it this week, trying here in Boston not to make the taste seem bitter.

Sec. SHULTZ: The situation in Lebanon is marked by violence. and is in no way
satisfactory and not at all what we have been trying to help bring about.

MARTIN [voice-over]: What the United States had been trying to bring about was a
Lebanese government friendly to the United States and Israel. What was happening was
that American Marines were leaving and the Syrian-backed Druse and Moslem militia
were closing in. This is what the future of Lebanon looks like oow: an Israeli zone in the
south, a Syrian zone to the north and east, and a Christian zone in East Beirut and up the
coast toward Tripoli - a jigsaw puzzle of pent-up hatreds and dashed hopes dominated
by outsiders.

AMIN GEMAYEL, President of Lebanon [Friday]: We hope that we could reach
the best relations with our neighbors and brothers. the Syrians. Everybody here in
Lebanon would like to reach this new era.

MARTIN {voice-over}: But to do it President Gemayel was trying to renounce an agree-
ment he negotiated with the United States and Israel last May, which called for Syrian
troops to withdraw as a condition of Israeli withdrawal. But this week, fighting for his
political life as his countrymen fought each other. President Gemayel tried to make the
Syrians happy by scrapping the agreement with Israel and Israel happy by offering an
eight-point plan calling for new negotiations with Israel on security and a Syrian agree-
ment to withdraw. It didn't work. The Syrians rejected it. Gemayel's opposition rejected
it. And the Israelis despaired of it.

MEIR ROSENNE, Israeli Ambassador to the U.S.: Of course, in the May 17
agreement that was abrogated due to the blackmail of Syria and of terrorist attacks, under
this treaty we were committed to withdraw as soon as the security of the northern border
is ensured. So we'll have now to make sure that the secunryis ensured. I am unable at this
stage to tell you exactly how long we are going to be there.

MARTIN {voice-over}: How long the American Marines would be there was another
question. This weekend they were beginning to transfer equipment and men to ships
offshore, but the Pentagon and the President's men were still signalling an American
military presence for an indefinite period. Too long. said one presidential candidate.

WALTERMONDALE, Democratic presidential candidate: It's been nearly 10
or 12 days since they said they're coming out. Why don't we get them out of there?
Having gotten them out, why don't we bring them home?

MARTIN [voice-over]: In the latest ABC News-Washington Post poll of 1,200 people,
59% said the Marines aren't coming out fast enough, and 58% said they should be pulled
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out of the area entirely.
Sen. CHARLES MATHIAS, (R) Maryland, Foreign Relations Committee: I
think they should come out. The decision has been made to go. As Lady Macbeth said,
"Stand not upon the order of your going, but go at once." They are at risk as long as
they're on Lebanese soil.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Is President Reagan at risk politically? Apparently not. Thirty-
eight percent of those questioned approved his handling of Lebanon, and 52% said no
American president could have done any better. The President's pollster said it really
didn't matter.

RICHARD WIRTH LIN, Reagan pollster: As far as the Lebanese situation is con-
cerned. polls. popularity. politics did not playa role at all.
MARTIN [voice-over]; Is Lebanon a foreign policy failure? Yes, say some critics, but
not the administration.

Vice Pres. GEORGE BUSH [Friday]: We're not saying it's a success, but we've
given peace a chance. It's a difficult time in that part of the world, but I don't think it's
going to be the end of the world.

WILLIAM QUANDT, Brookings Institution: I think the real question is what's left of
our b~ader MIddle East policy. And there we have a position, the President's position,
taken In September of 1982, but there's no active movement; there's no intense diplo-
macy focusing on the Palestinian question on the West Bank, on the Arab-Israeli conflict.
And perhaps in an election year we can't expect much more.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN [Friday]: The most recent outbreak of violence reaffinns
the importance of redoubling our efforts to find a peaceful solution to the fundamental
problems of the region. And we're trying to do just that.

MARTIN: The collapse of the American effort in Lebanon will make that harder. The
Isra~lis perce.ive .a wavering of American support for the May 17th agreement, the
President s~ymg It was a matter between two other governments; then the secretary of
state scurrying to reaffirm U.S. support. That permits the Israelis to say perhaps they
cannot trust the Americans at their word and to resist any possible revival of the Reagan
peace plan as. too ~ncenain. So, besides nearly 400 American dead and wounded, the
final cas?alty 10 Beuut may be the American initiative to get the Israelis to trade land for
peace With the Palestinians. David?

Mr, BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, the minister of defense in Israel, Moshe
Are~, by satelhte from Jerusalem, and Robert McFarlane, national security assistant to
President Reagan. In a moment.
(commercial breok]
Mr. B~INKLEY: Mr. Arens in Jerusalem, by satellite, thanks very much for coming in to
talk With us today. We're happy to have you with us. Here with me are George Will of ABC
News and Sam Donaldson: ~C News White House correspondent.

~r. Arens, I see the Synans 10 the last 24 hours have said there will be no deal in Lebanon
until the Israelis move out. From what I hear they may have to wait awhile. Is that right?

MO~HE ARENS, Israeli defense minister: Yes, they'll have to wait. You k ow that
they ve.~n sa~mg. that for a long time. I think over a year that's been their position. And
our posinon I think. IS also clear: We have to protect the lives and the safety of the citizens in
the no~ern part of ~srael. And in the absence of a Lebanese government that is ready to take
upon .Itself a C?rmtlltment to prevent terrorist action from Lebanese soil against Israel, the
Israeli army Will have to stay put in the south of Lebanon.

GEORGE WILL: Mr. Arens. in the northern part of Israel some rockets fen recently, which
seemed to suggest to people that no good whatever has come from the Israeli operation in
~ba~n. I have two questions: what good did come from it artd suppose the PLO comes
ack In force into Lebanon. What would then Israel do? '
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Del. Min. ARENS: Wei, as regards the rockets that have fallen near Metula. we actually
had one that fell near Metula and two that fell across the Israeli border. We've had some of
these incidents during the past year. They've been few and far between - rockets that have
not been properly directed and therefore very inaccurate, have not caused any damage, and I
think if anything this is proof that as long as the Israeli army is in its positions in southern
Lebanon that it's very difficult to carry on the kind of rocketing and shelling of the nonhero
part of Israel that had been going on prior to Israel's operation in the Lebanon.
Mr. WILL: What about the PLO, sir? What if the PLO comes back in force into Lebanon?
081. Min. ARENS: Well, the PLO is coming back in force into Lebanon. There is, by our
estimates, probably I ,£XX> PLO terrorists in West Beirut today. There are some PLO tenor-
ists fighting with the Druse in the northern part of the Shuf Mountains. We know that the
various constituent organizations of the PLO, those who support Arafat and those that have
revolted against him, are trying to move their people into Lebanon. However, we will do
everything possible, one, to keep them from coming into the area that we control.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Arens- I'm sorry-
Def. Min. ARENS: That, we hope. will he relatively easy. and were also putting a lot of
pressure on the Druse, telling them that they've got to be sure that the PLO terrorists don't
come southwards towards the Israeli lines, and we hope the Druse will be able to make that
stick.
Mr. DONALDSON: I'm sorry, I didn't mean to interrupt you, but let me now ask a question
about what the consequences, in your view, of the withdrawal of the U.S. Marines from
Beirut Does it matter whether they are there or whether they are not?
081. Min. ARENS: Well, you know, it doesn't help Amin Gemayel's government, but on
the other hand it looks in the last week or so that maybe there's nothing that can really help
him, so maybe it doesn't make much of a difference at this point.

Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. What's ahead') If Mr. Gemayel falls. if there is no central
government in Beirut, what's ahead? A de facto partition of Lebanon?
081. Min. ARENS: Well, we know that, you know, the Syrians are trying to regain the kind
of control over Lebanon that they had prior to Israel's military operation. And they would
like to place in the presidential palace in Beirut a Syrian stooge. And it may be that they will
be successful at doing that. We're still hoping against hope that the Lebanese people, the
various groups, including Shiites and Druse, will have some sense knocked into them at the
last minute, will realize that what they're doing is really against their best interests.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, if I may just press that, if a Syrian stooge, as you put it, sits in
the presidential palace in Beirut, does that mean that Israel sits in southern Lebanon?
081. Min. ARENS: As long as there is not a Lebanese government that can provide a
credible commitment that it will prevent terrorist action against Israel from southern leba-
non, Israel has no choice but to keep its army deployed in southern Lebanon.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Arens, Hafez Assad. in Syria. is foad of offering his political philo-
sophy, which is that, as he puts it, the United States is short of breath, which means we don't
have any staying power. Does this withdrawal suggest he's right?
Def- Min. ARENS: I think he and the Soviets who are, of course.backing him arecounting
on the fact that the Western world, the United States, the leader of the Western world, but
some of the other Western countries like France and Great Britain and Italy, don't have the
staying power, are not ready to commit significant resources to that kind of a conflict and that
therefore it is only a question of time before Hafez -al-Assad and the Russians behind them
win. I think they do know- I hope they know, I 'hope they realize that Israel has lots of
staying power. We're in this area to stay. It's rather difficult environmental conditions under
which we live, but we have the perseverance, we have the stamina, and we have the strength
to beat anybody that tries to attack us.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Arens. if I may. you've already told us that Israel will stay io
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southern Lebanon as long as its security interests require it. As you know, President Reagan
is insistent that the wider peace requires the land-for-peace proposal that has governed U.S.
policy be applied to the West Bank. Will you eventually give up the West Bank in return for
peace with your Arab nations?
Del. Min. ARENS: You know that what's happening in the Middle East lately and what's
happening in Lebanon lately is really not- can really not be seen as much of an encourage-
ment, but that kind of proposition, namely, that Israel can obtain peace by simply making
concessions and giving up territory and becoming more vulnerable militarily. You can see
that in the Middle East today you have a number of actors who are out to attack, to be
aggressive, to use force to obtain their needs, who really have little intention of respecting
Israel's sovereignty and independence, and I don't think that it's really very good advice to
be offered to us at the present time to make concessions and give up territory that's important
for our defense.

Mr. DONALDSON: So you're saying the Reagan peace initiative is as dead as Prime
Minister Begin thought it was when it was proposed?

Def. Min. ARENS: Well, I don't want to say that it's dead. and I'm sure that the President
has the best of intentions. But if it is his intention to get Israel to give up all of the territories
that Israel came into after the Six-Day War, if it is his intention that Israel's borders run along
the municipal boundaries of Israel's major cities. that we go back to a situation where we
have a corridor nine or eight miles wide between the sea and our eastern border. then that's
really something that I think no Israeli citizen could agree to.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Minister. Syria is nothing if not clear about its ambitions. It's said that
Lebanon is pan of Greater Syria, and it now seems to have Lebanon. It also says that Jordan
is. In 1970 the United States and Israel had to use the threat of force to save Jordan from
Sy~a. Some people think Syria is already destabilizing Jordan and is responsible for assassi-
nating the Jordanian ambassadors around the world. Do you see Jordan as next on the Syrian
list?

~f. Min. ARENS: I think it's important to recognize that the ambitions of the Syrian
dl~tator, Hafez al-Assad, are really unlimited. It's not a question of him having certain
gnevances or claims which, once satisfied, will put him to rest. A greater Syria, as you
probably know. by their definition includes not only Lebanon and Jordan. it also includes
Isr~el. An~ I think there's little doubt that if the Syrians were to score a victory or are to score
a VictOry.ill ~banon, they will not rest at that point but rather they will go on looking for
furthe~ victories. They will tum south, and turning south means turning either against Jordan
or agamst Israel,

Mr. BRI~KLEY: Mr. Minister. last May Lebanon and Israel came to an agreement with
some assistance by the United States. Do you see- Syria was not included in this agreement.
Do 'you see now that- do you see that now as a mistake, not to include Syria, not to get
Syria to agree to something specific?

Def. Min. ARENS: No. I don't think that that was a mistake for two reasons. One, there
really was no option. We knew that the Syrians were not ready to agree to that kind of
arrangement. But secondly, and maybe net less important, this was a bilateral agreement
bet:",een Israel and Lebanon. This would be like saying that a bilateral agreement between the
United States and Mexico must also have the approval of Cuba. An agreement between Israel
and Lebanon does not need the approval of Syria unless the Syrians, of course, subvert the
Lebanese government and take over Lebanon, and this seems to be taking place at the present
time.

Mr. DONALDSON: ~r.. Minister, I know it is the Israeli government position that that
ag:eem~nt must be mamtarneo and not abrogated, but in fact President Gemayel has already
said he s prepared to throw it over. How can you maintain it if the other party won 't?

Def. Min. ARENS: ':"Ie can't maintain it, and I think. that's true generally in agreeme.n~
between any two nations If one of the nations does not meet the commitments that It s

undertaken, if it abrogates unilaterally an agreement that it signed. there's nothing the other
side can do except to say that they're sorry. Now, that's a very poor precedent. It's been a
tradition amongst at least Western nations that agreements are signed to be kept and not to be
abrogated. And it's going tobe a sorry spectacle if the Lebanese abrogate this agreement.
Mr. WILL: Is, perhaps. the secret to Israeli security on the north to have a separate state, to
actually break up Lebanon and have a separate state on your border, a friendly state?
Def. Min. ARENS: I don't know that you can have a separate state. I don't know that
Lebanon is breaking up into separate states. Right now the future for a single independent
sovereign Lebanon, unfortunately. does not look very rosy.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Minister, thank you very much for coming in and giving us your
views today. We've been pleased to have you with us. Coming next. Robert McFarlane,
assistant to President Reagan for national security affairs, in a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. McFarlane. thanks very much for coming in today. happy to have you
with us. First, let me ask you abut the report we had this morning. which we have already
had on the air. Have we- has the U.S. been negotiating with the PLO in secret for some
months some time in the recent past?

ROBERT McFARLANE, national security adviser: I was very puzzled by that. David.
I have no personal knowledge of any such contact. I'm very confident that the President was
unaware of any such contacts. if they took place.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So you don't know anything about it at all"
Mr. McFARLANE: Idon't know a thing about it neither does the President, and I took time
to check with him before coming on today. So it's very much an enigma to me. I intend to
find out.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. when you find out, let us know, will you?
Mr. WILL: The outcome in Lebanon so far seems to indicate that American policy was based
on wildly optimistic assumptions about the Slaying power of the Lebanese army and about the
possibility of a political settlement among the factions. ls this a failure of the intelligence
capacities of the United States. or is it a judgment about the judgment of the people setting
policy?
Mr. McFARLANE: I think that with regard to the less than impressive performance of the
army that that reflects less the military talent in terms of fire and maneuver than it does the
political overlay which governs the cohesion of the army. If soldiers fight well but are told
not to light at all as a political matter, it doesn't reflect so much on the military, but I take
your point. The fact is that the army did not hold together. It isn't to say that it cannot, if
indeed the country politically can come together. and that's your second point. I think that
because it has in the past for a long time come together and been a prospering country that it's
reasonable to say that it can. Can it today. however, if one of its neighbors is intent upon
absorbing it as part of Syria. in this case. and everything we've tried so far seems to be up
against the fundamental intention of Syri~ to prevail.

Mr. WILL: Well, there seeins to be nothing at this point to stop Syria from prevailing, and I
think the question the American people .are probably asking is, how could we have been so
wrong about so much? What does 'that lell us about - I have to say it - the competence of
this administration? •
Mr. McFARLANE: The basis for OUf staying and trying in Lebanon is two-fold. First of all.
it was to try to avoid another war between Israel and Syria. There have been five of them in
38 years. It serves our interest to try to prevent that. But on the point of your question as to
whether or not it's really feasible to expect political cohesion in Lebanon, at the outset of our
involvement Syria's commitment publicly and at Arab conferences was that it would leave
Lebanon. And maybe it was naive to believe it. but that statement of policy on Syria's part
was not only to us but it was to other Arabs and a matter of some standing in the Arab
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community. They have simply reneged.

Mr. DONALDSON: A lot of senior officials have been talking recently on background about
the Marine withdrawal plan, but we have you here today. So I'd like to replow that ground on
the record if I may. Is it correct that the Marines will be out of the Beirut area within 30 days,
the timeclock having begun on Friday?
Mr. McFARLANE: Yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: And when they withdraw will they return?
Mr. McFARLANE: The United States has had a Marine batallion alloat in the Mediterra-
nean for 30 years, and it will remain there. It's scope and mission extend beyond Lebanon to
the entire Mediterranean, and whatever contingency might arise, and yes, they will stay.
Mr. DONALDSON: But the contingency is just that. It is oot your intention to send them
back into Lebanon under any foreseeable circumstances, is it?

Mr. McFARLANE: Sam, their mission will continue as it has to respond wherever they are
needed, and if that is Lebanon then Lebanon is where they'll go.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right.Ts the first group of Marines out this weekend?
Mr. McFARLANE: They are moving already and I'm sure there are some aboard ship by
this time .:

Mr. DONALDSON: And you don't foresee any problem in getting them out safely? They
are not in any immediate danger as they withdraw?

Mr. McFARLANE: Well, I think no one should ever say that anything you do in Lebanon is
safe. But they have taken precautions to be as safe as they can.

Mr. WILL: We've had Marines on the water in the eastern Mediterranean for awhile, but the
fleet has not been quite as large and as close to Lebanon as it now is. There have been reports
that the price of getting a U.N. force into Lebanon _ that is, the U.N. would not do this
unless the American fleet were moved. This would be at the behest of, clearly, the Soviet
Union and Syri~. Would we be willing to pay that price, allow them to dictate where our
fleet would be In order to get a U.N. force in?
Mr. McFARLANE: Absolutely not.

M~. DONALDSON: Well, yes, but isn't there a difference between saying that you're not
gomg to abrogate our freedom of navigation in international waters and the political question
?f whether the fleet might decide on presidential orders to go someplace else for a politically
Important reason?

Mr. McFARLANE: Well, it's one thing to say that if the fleet were needed for a contingency
someplace else that it would go there. Of course it would. But as a matter of restraining
freedom of the seas and the U.S. exercise of those in the Mediterranean, we're not going to
aJter that for any shan-term political outcome.

Mr. DONALDSON: But I take it that George's question _ and George can speak for
hl~s:elf - ~s.not b~ on our cutting and running from an international freedom but a
political declslo~ that 10 order to get a U.N. force in there, if part of that requires that our fleet
not be bombardmg Syrian positions standing right offshore, we might do it'?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well. I'd lead you away from that. f think that if the fleet is there to do
what It has, and that is, when Americans are at risk that it supports them and it shall continue
to do that. '

Mr. DONALDSON: Are we going to continue to bombard Syrian-occupied territory in
Lebanon?

Mr. McFARLANE: If Americans are fired upon. yes.

Mr. DONALDSON: And if our Americans are out, will we continue to bombard it in
support of the Lebanese anmy?

Mr. McFARLANE: Well, presumptively. when the Americans and the other MNF partners
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leave we'll be able to fashion some kind of reasonably stable future. I think people tend to
forget that it isn't in Syria's interest for there to continue to be fighting, civil strife, between
the factions there.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. McFarlane, I'd like to ask you about our policy from this point
onward. As you have heard, President Gemayel said this morning that Lebanon is dying,
which may be a poetic term but it seems to be somewhere near the truth. The multinational
force is pulling out, at least offshore; some are going all the way home. Syria is as belligerent
as ever. So what are we going to do? What is our policy from this point forward?
Mr. McFARLANE: From the beginning the hope in Lebanon was to avoid conflict between
Israel and Syria. In addition, it was to try to establish a stable buffer of Lebanon between
them but, more importantly, to try to reverse this trend of these five wars in the past 38 years
by making peace. And that was the point of the President's September Ist initiative. Now
you ask, what are we going to do right now? The same questions posed then are relevant
now, and we are- the President was asking the PLO, does anned struggle, or is it the best
way to establish your identity? They've had three tragic losses in 12 years, and it may dawn
on somebody that now they ought to try something else. To the Arab states: Has confronta-
tion with Israel really served your interests in the past 38 years? We don't think so. What are
we going to do? We're going to seek to engage Jordan, Egypt in renewed talks with Israel in
which Palestinian interests can be represented by the Arab states to fashion a self-governing
authority that can improve, really, the lot of the Palestinians on the West Bank. Now, let's be
clear. Has the welfare of any Palestinian improved ever through armed struggle? And it
hasn't. We think there can be a better furore and a negotiated transitional arrangement on the
West Bank is the way to do it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt for a moment. We'll be back with more questions for Mr.
McFarlane in a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. McFarlane, to pursue the same question a little further, we have in the
Middle East now a more or less new element. We have an aggressive state, Syria. with the
overt backing of the Soviet Union. It has declared that Greater Syria includes Lebanon,
Israel, Jordan, lord knows what else. So my question again is, what are we going to do about
this? I know what our objectives are - peace. How do we plan to achieve it?

Mr. McFARLANE: WeB. f think there are several pieces to that. The short answer is that the
United States must do two things. First of all, for states that are threatened, Syria's neigh-
bors, perhaps. and others. we have to do what we can in terms of our own assurances
vis-a-vis their security, and trying to equip them to be able to defend themselves reasonably
well themselves. The second thing we have to do is urge that they come forward, recognizing
this tragic history of the past 38 years and take this step. the risks, to negotiate a peaceful
transitional arrangement on the West Bank. We think there's some promise after the visit of
President Mubarak, King Hussein this past week, that we can make steps in that direction in
the coming months.
Mr. WILL: You talked about, a moment ago, about getting Jordan to negotiate with Israel,
which Israel has been trying to get Jordan to do now for 38 years, 36 years. What occurred
during that visit here that indicated Jordan was going to change a policy nearly four decades
old and deal with Israel face to face, or are you suggesting we would be an intermediary?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well, I think the United States has to playa role, and I wouldn't say yet
that on the Arab side they've made the agreements to really make it possible right oow. And
that wasn't achieved this past week. But the conviction of the imperative of doing it was very
clear. It's a matter of how.

Mr. WILL: Well; King Hussein is, some say, very cautious, and others say very scared. But
he knows that the United States backed the Shah and the Shah was overthrown. The United
States backed, at the other end of the Middle East, the government of Lebanon, and it is
falling apart. What incentive does he have after this American performance to trust his fate to
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us rather than, say. coming to terms with a Syria that is ascendant?
Mr. McFARlANE: WeU. I think you hit the central point. Mr. Will. I think there can be nc
doubt in his mind. oor can we leave any doubt, that if he steps forward the United States will
sUP,p?rt him in terms measured by his security, the security of his country and in terms of the
r-:>httcaJ outcome that it will be equitable in protecting both Jordanian interests and Israel's
interests.

Mr. WILL: Okay, oow that's-c. there's a political component of support: that is, you have to
convince him that you'U be even-handed. perhaps, although that word gets people in trouble.
But then there's a military part. Now, you can't support Jordan against the Syrian army with
1,800 Marines. Would we be ready to make a military commitment to the security, integrity
and survival of Jordan?

Mr. McFARlANE: WeU, I think that's not the kind of policy that's enunciated on Sunday
mornings. You can be very confident that the President has considered that very thoroughly.
He understands the stakes involved, the risks involved, but the importance of their being
confidence on Jordan's side and on Jsreet's-; and he's committed to going ahead.
Mr. DONALDSON: Back to what's happening in Beirut. We're withdrawing. The British
have already withdrawn. This morning the Italians began withdrawing. Why are the French
staying?

Mr. McFARLANE: Well. the French history in Lebanon goes back quite a lot farther than
our own. Ithink their relationship to each of the factions is a different one from our own and
from Italy's, and I think that they see some opportunity to be able to influence each of the
factions back toward what all of them accept has to happen, and that is a coalition govern-
ment.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, isn't that a little bit embarrassing for us to have the French tough
it out while we don't?
Mr. McFARLANE: WeU. I think people are losing sight of the premise oe which the
President started the whole review back in January, and the purpose- his purpose was. how
could We better support Lebanon. And that's the truth. Now. the components of supporting
Lebanon were to have a U.S. presence that helped them both do a better job militarily and
one which was less vulnerable both politically and militarily from our point of view. Now
the concept he came up with fit both of those requirements.
Mr. DONALDSON: That was the withdrawal concept?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well. puttingour Marines aboard ship but alsoconcurrently training the
Lebanese to do the job better against terrorists.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, do we stilI think that President Gemayel is going to survive?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well. we think that he should. The thing that people miss here. Sam--
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, that's a wish. What's your hardheaded assessment of Gemayel's
survivability?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well, my hardheaded assessment is that Syria cannot see it. ncr any
other faction see it as in their interest for there to be a turnover of both the government
individually - President Gemayel - and the framework.
Mr. DONALDSON: But Syria does see it. if any of its statements or actions are to be
believed up to this point.
Mr. McFARLANE: Well, I think you forget, too. that after the civil war in '75 Syria was
supporting the Christians at the end of that. In other words, Syria is given to establishing a
regime that it can't influence,
Mr. DONALDSON: Right.
Mr. McFARLANE: But it isn't willy-nilly against one or the other.
Mr. DONALDSON: But, Mr. McFarlane, you have not given me your assessment, as I

asked you to, of whether President Gemayel, the man, will survive as president.
Mr. McFARLANE: I think that it is likely.
Mr. DONALDSON: It is likely?
Mr. McFARLANE: Yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: He is going to remain in power? Do you just have to say that because
U.S. policy would be in complete disarray if we backed off and you said this morning - as
you say, on Sunday morning television - that you think he's going to go down?
Mr. McFARLANE: Sir, my point is not what happens or what U.S. policy toward the area
does in terms of the outcome. I think it is more, at this point, influenced by the attitude of the
factions and by Syria, and my point is not tc--. that President Gemayel will continue because
we support him. My point is that I believe that is likely because all of the factions and Syria
may well believe that all of the alternatives are worse from their point of view.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Mcf-arlane, we are pulling our Marines out and we all understand that
public opinion was heavily in favor- is heavily in favor of pulling them out. We all
understand that they were in danger where they were stationed in Beirut, and we understand
that as their mission was assigned they were not, could not be terribly effective. So we pull
out. Suppose it turns out, as it quite possibly will. that Syria takes over a great deal of
Lebanon. Is this a decision that might be looked back on in a few years as having been an
historic mistake?
Mr. McFARLANE: Well, I believe that we have learned a number of lessons from it, but [
don't think that the administration, that the President can be faulted on purpose or even upon
methodology, given what we faced at the beginning. To say that you want to avoid the sixth
war between Israel and Syria and that you're trying to separate those two forces is a sensible
purpose. It affects not only Lebanon but events throughout the Middle East. To say that you
want to put Lebanon back together politically is a sensible goal as long as there's some
promise that Syria and Israel will go along with it. At the time both said they would. For the
first year and a half- and I think this goes to your first point - the role of the Marines was a
very effective role. Stop and think. Two years ago there were 15,(()() PLO there. Now there
are about 10,OCXJ gone, and there are still too many. But that's a substantial change. Minister
Arens, I'm sure. would have said the same thing. We have a government for the first time in
40 years which has said that it's willing to govern in a way in which everybody has a fair
stake. Now, for the United States, and for the implication of your question, to say that when
a struggling democracy, the only one in the Arab world, trying doesn't deserve our help, and
when two countries which have had five wars are at gunpoint with each other and we
shouldn't try, I don't think that's a fair assertion. And we have tried. We have made
substantial gains, and but for a strategic change in Syria's attitude, we would have done quite
a lot more.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Mcf-arlane. thank you very much for coming in, enjoyed having you
with us today, hearing your views. We'll be back with our possibly discursive discussion
here, and joining us will be Benjamin Bradlee. executive editor of The Washington Post. In a
moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, officially the political season is on us now, ready or not. The Iowa
caucus is tomorrow. By tomorrow night we will know something. What- that is. some
think an unlikely state to play this role of being the first, and to some degree set the tone for
the campaign. What do you expect to see there? George?
Mr. WILL: I expect we'll see proof that the crucial war was last February, and that is the
recruiting war when Mondale went out and got the best activists, not only in Iowa and around
the country. Mondale was really very good at this. Whether or not Iowa is a fair state to start
this in is less interesting to me than whether or nor caucuses are a good way to do this because
they are complicated and get a smaller participation than a primary, and turn out a fairly
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intense, ideologically unrepresentative slice of the Democratic Party.
Mr. DONALDSON: In theorya caucus-

Mr. BRINKLE~: Let me interrupt a second. You mean people who are willing to go out in
bad w~ather- It may be on a snowy night; there's blizzard somewhere in the Midwest. It
m~y hit Iowa, I understand. People who are willing to do that are so---- are more committed,
dnven, than the ordinary voter.

Mr. WILL: Well, Glenn's people did a poll of people who have in the pas' gone out on snowy
nights for these caucuses. They found that 41 % of them opposed the President's actions in
~~nada.' whereas 65% of Democrats nationally approve of it. They found that 42%. I

teve It was, 41 or 42 percent, favor a unilateral freeze on nuclear arms deployment,
whereas nationally it's only 14%.

BENJAMIN BRADLEE, executive editor, The Washington Post: But you're
saymg- t~at's a terrible thing to say that the people who care most about government are not
representative and therefore should not have any voice or should not have a good voice.
Mr. ~ILL: Well, whether it's terrible or not it's true. The fact is that these are ideologically
pe~uhar people that come out: peculiar in the sense of not representing the mainstream of
their own party.

~r. DONALDSON: Yes, but Ben is right. You get some points for a triumph of organiza-
tion ~cau~ one of the tests of a presidential candidate- any president is how well he
organizes his campaign or his government.
Mr. WILL: I agree.

~r. ~ONALDSON: But you are right. any popular myth that these are jus' a bunch of
hink s and neighbors who get together over coffee, being concerned citizens and just sort of

t ink about It and finally decide to go for Glenn or Mondale is a myth--

:~. BR:OLEE: And you certainly don't suggest that When President Reagan did the same
mg an got a group of committed people that they were all---

Mr. WILL: No, certainlynot, no.

Mr. DONALDSON: It's number two. I mean, let's concede Iowa to Mondale.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You mean it's no' a Tupperware party.
Mr. DONALDSON: It's not a Tupperware party.

Mr. BRADLEE: And what's wrong with Iowa as a place to-;

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, nothing is wrong with Iowa.
Mr. BRADLEE: It's just as good as New Hampshire.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's a nice place.
Mr. WILL: No we're going to leam tw tho F' .
about o aruzedl bo .. .0 mgs. Irstofall,we'regoingtolearnsomethmg
hard . rg f: . I a r, WhIChIS committed now early in this process to Mondale and is trying
That'~~ ~ : Yk~~~~~r state to tum them out. But more than that, look at the turnout.

Mr. BRADLEE: What, it'll be 80 '0 100thousand people.
Mr. WILL: In '76 the R bli . .
people In 1980 it ep~edlcan primary involved about- or caucus involved about 38,(0)

. I was tnp . It was over 100.000 and Bush won it and came out saying-
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but number two is the prize.
Mr. WILL: -"1 have momentu "b . ,
Party had m, ut In ract what that indicated was that the Republican
. di d . mo~ntum. The question is, will there be enough dissatisfaction with Reagan
In reate In an mcreased turnout?
Mr. DONALDSON' Let b .. .. me go ack to the Democrats The prize is number two Who ISgoing to come m two? W II GI . th' .
doesn't and he h ,. e, enn.ls .ought to be number two in the last year, but if he

, asn t spent much tune III Iowa, I Understand, but if it's Cranston or if it's

McGovern, as Sandy Vanocur has suggested, the headlines are going to say "Mondale
Wins, " and then •'McGovern Second. " Then the political reporter will point out that doesn't
matter, but the headlines will say McGovern or Cranston second, and that will give them that
old momentum.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, that's the whole reason they all go to Iowa, to get into the newspa-
pers and get on television, they hope, with a good showing.
Mr. DONALDSON: On to New Hampshire.
Mr. BRADLEE: But. Sam, you won't- it won't be just the headlines
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh, we'll see. By headlines, that was a generic term, Ben, not just you
print fellows.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I asked one of the candidates. I said, "Why are you going to Iowa? A
small state, very few delegates even if you win them." And he said, ''I'm going because you
are going." You, meaning the news media.

Mr. BRADLEE: Well, that's why they all go everywhere. This whole thing is for us.
Mr. BRINKLEY: While we're talking about electing new people it's interesting to note--
George, you were pointing out six senior Republicans in the House are retiring this year.
None of them are really old enough for that in the normal situation. Why is that'? Why are
they leaving?

Mr. WILL: I think they're leaving for several reasons. First of all, the pay isn't very good and
the hours are long and the campaigning is arduous. You'.re willing to put up with that if you
have a chance someday to be at the wheel, to be in the majority. I think. after the first glow of
optimism, after the 1980 election it has become reasonably clear to Republicans that that
wasn't in any sense a realigning election: there's no fundamental change in the balance
between the parties, that the Democratic Party will probably dominate the House for another
generation, at least, and, furthermore, Tip O'Neill and Jim Wright are extremely partisan
leaders, and they have made the split- the numerical split on the committees even more
lopsided than it is in the House. and that has made it even harder to make even marginal
changes in legislation and therefore, I think in a sense, Tip O'Neill and Jim Wright are
responsible for costing this country the services of tremendous people like Barber Conable.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Barber Conable,for example.

Mr. DONALDSON: How tortured a reasoning tharis. You're going to blame the Speaker
and Jim Wright, the top two Democrats for the individual decisions of six Republicans who
retire?

Mr. WILL: I'm saying they have certainly contributed to it with-
Mr. BRINKLEY: By loading new conunittees, so they'll feel useless.
Mr. WILL: By loading the committees.

Mr. DONALDSON: I'll tell you what these six Republicans are going to do for the most
part. and I'll bet I'm right on four out of six. They're going to go back and they're going to
make a lot of money, for which I say Godspeed, but it's not that they're being driven from
public office into the wilds, into obscurity, into an awful life.

Mr. BRADLEE: Well, they're quitting because they are convinced that the Democratsare
going to hold onto the House. that they have no chance of presiding over these committees as
majority members.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me bring up one other thing. It is slightly awkward, butI think it needs
to be looked at. One of the candidates. Jesse Jackson, who was talk.ing to reporters the other
day- Ben, this. is in your paper, which is where I saw it. And made a rather blatant
antisemitic remark. in which he referred to New York City as Hymie Town, which, I must
say, is a term I've never heard before. Why would he say a thing like that, would you
suppose?

Mr. BRADLEE: [ think he took temporaryleave of his senses. I think that's an unforgivable
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remark, and it is--- I agree, I've never heard it before, but it's perfectly plain what it.is, ~d
it's- I don't think he was going to get many Jewish votes in the first place, but I think this
will probably cost him a whole lot of white votes.

Mr. WILL: Ben calls it unforgivable, but the interesting point about this is the double
standard being what it is, he will be largely forgiven as compared with Earl Butz?r J~ Watt.
The fact is there aren't enough black voters in New Hampshire or Iowa to give him the
standing he now has in those states. That is coming from liberal, very liberal Democrats-
Mr. DONALDSON: George, you know-

Mr. WILL: -and it will be very interesting to see how their easily lacerated sensibilities bear
up under this.

Mr. DONALDSON: It is an inexcusable remark. Now, let me just say it's an inexcusable
remark, but they al1 do it. In 1980 a candidate-

Mr. BRADLEE: I don't think they do it about Jews.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right, not about Jews, but let me just tell you in 1980 a candidate
for the presidency told a joke in front of reporters. The joke went like this: "How do you te,'!
the Polish guy at a cock fight? He's the one with the duck. How do tell the Italian one? He s
the one who bets on the duck. Well, how do you know the Mafia was there? The duck
wins." Now, that candidate's name was Ronald Reagan.
Mr. WILL: I take your point.

Mr. DONALDSON: He went on to win.

Mr. WILL: But I do think that there's something fundamentally different between telling an
ethnic joke and using a term that is simply an ethnic slur.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I don't excuse what Jesse Jackson did. I point out they all do it
and some of them get caught.

Mr. BRADLEE: No, they don't. No. they don't. They don't slur and revolt people.

Mr. BRINKLEY: An right, I have to interrupt here. I'm sorry. We'll be back with a few
words about the telephone bills we get now that look like heads of cabbages. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr: BRINKLEY [COtnlnelllaryj: Finally, a little history. In 1974a bunch of the boys in the
~tltrust department of the Justice Department were sitting around, so to speak. passing th~
tune of day, WOndering what to do, and here came the brilliant idea to file an antitrust suit
aga!nst .the telephone company. They did. They went to court demanding it be broke~ up
saying It Was a monopoly in violation of the law. It was not. It was one of the few services
left in American life that worked. It made no difference to them because they were intent on
making a big SCOre.Ten years in court, a billion in lawyers' fees, and now, 10 years later.
they have their way. The phone company has been tom apart now for a month and a hal~ ~nd
already there are complaints from business and. other users of declining service and nsmg
costs. For home users the phone bill is a confused tangle of little slips. 'The charges go up; the
service goes down. So who has benefited from all of this? Nobody I can see but the lawyers.
My opinion is that those in the antinust division should be locked in their offices, their phones
cut off. food and water passed under the door. Then maybe they would leave us alone.

I'U be in Iowa tomorrow night along with Peter Jennings to bring you the caucus results,
and we'll have a little talk about it with George and Judy Powell.

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next SUnday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

February 26, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from OUf Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Tuesday in New Hampshire: the presidential primal)'. They ought to
have a sign out front saying "Las! Chance for Gas." . 'Last Chance for Four Years" because
Democratic candidates tor President who do poorly in New Hampshire
may very well drop out. partly because they see no chance to win. and because they can't
raise any more money. the mother's milk of American politics. We'll ask about all of this
today. OUf guests: George McGovern. swamped by Nixon in 1972. out trying again: Senator
Ernest Hollings of South Carolina. who keeps saying if the Democrats nominate Walter
Mondale they will lose in November: and Bert Lance. late of the Carter administration and
now Democratic state chairman in Georgia and of the Southern Coalition. In Georgia. along
with other states. there is a huge primary on March 13th. Some background from our man
John Martin. and our discussion here with Ceoree Will. Sam Donaldson and Tom Wicker.
All here on our Sunday program. ~
First. today"s news. since the morning papers:
The last of the U.S. Marines moved out of their land base at the Beirut airport and moved

offshore to U.S. Navy ships. Almost immediately the Shiite Moslem forces moved in,
occupied the base the Marines abandoned and ran up their own tlag. The only Marines left on
shore are about 100 in downtown Beirut guarding the American Embassy. A few minutes
later the American battleship New Jersey began firing its one-ton shells at targets on shore.
They said they were retaliating for ground fire aimed at unarmed American reconnaissance
planes flying over. So. that aspect of the Marines' saga in Lebanon is over.
It's reported this morning the U.S. Information Agency. in some embarrassment. has

destroyed its no-doubt famous blacklist. the list of people it thought should not be offered
government money to make speeches in foreign countries. The Cox news service said the list
was destroyed because they were afraid more details would leak out and become public.
This morning ABC News and The Washington Post published a new poll just completed in

New Hampshire. Interesting. ABC's senior political correspondent Sander Vanocur is in
New Hampshire. Sandy. what does the new IXJIItell us?
SANDER VANOCUR: David. the new poll tells us that Walter Mondale has a strong lead.
that Gary Hart has moved ahead of John Glenn for second place. and John Glenn is in third.
That's what the poll shows us. It could be said this is the result of the showings in the Iowa
caucuses. That's true. I think also. in the case of Hart. it may be the payoff from his
organizational strength. which has been second to Mondale's in the last year.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Sandy. if Hart does well and comes second. as our poll suggests.
does he have the means to go on, the organization. the money?
VANOCUR: His people say he does. I am somewhat skeptical because I don't think that as
in times past. like McGovern came out of here second in '72. you can lie. like Moses. in the
bullrushes waiting to be annointed. I think with Super Tuesday coming up onthe 13th of
March. 6(X) delegates will be chosen. And that is strong Mondale territory: Massachusetts,
Rhode Island. Florida. Georgia. Alabama. It's possible. David. but I think it's going to take
something this side of a miracle 10 come off.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sandy. thank you. I'll see you in New Hampshire tomorrow, and I'll still
buy you the ham sandwich.
VANOCUR: Okay.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll all be in New Hampshire tomorrow night. Tuesday night. to bring
you the results whenever they're available. and including a half-hour program at II :30 p.m.
Eastern time.
We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.
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[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: The news in the Iowa caucuses last week was not so much that Mondale
won: he was expected to. The news was that John Glenn did so poorly. Counting those who
were uncommitted, he finished sixth - sixth in a field of eight. two of whom hardly ever
went to Iowa. He says now he is not wiped out, that he will do bener in New Hampshire. and
per~~~s he ~iIl because voters in New Hampshire have a habit annoying to pollsters and
politicians alike - the habit of making up their own minds regardless of what the polls and
the pundits say.
John Martin has some background on New Hampshire's voting habits. John?

WALTER MONDALE, Democratic presidential candidate 1Morulay, Des
Moines]: Tonight you have launched us toward victory.

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: Never before have Iowa and New Hampshire played so
potent a role in the pageant of American politics.

Mr. MONDALE: I am ready to win this nomination. l am ready 10 defeat Mr.
Reagan. I am ready to be President of the United States. Thank you. Thank you very
much.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Because caucus and primary come so close together. the losers in
I?wa have h.ad almost no time to recover in New Hampshire. So the two states now seem
llk~ly to deliver a one-two punch 10 Walter Mondales rivals just as they try to gain their
stnde.

Sen, JOHN GLENN, Democratic presidential candidate [Tuesday]: It's al-
most as If they believe that it's New Hampshire's duty to ratify what happened out in
Iowa.

~ARTIN [voice-over]: Once Iowa and New Hampshire were a month apart and victory
III one gave some candidates a false sense of confidence in the other. Ask George Bush.
GEORGE BUSH, Hepublican presidential candidate [January n, 19801:
Iowa has set something in motion. that a forward momentum is clearly established.
and I am absolutely convinced I will be your next president.

MARTIN [voice-over}: But like the snow that began melting unexpectedly. and the
map~e sap that began running this week earlier than ever in the north here. the national
political process has begun speeding up beyond expectation. [volunteers phoning for
Mondaie] Backed by an unprecedented effort from organized labor and the strongest
campaign organization ever assembled in this state. Wilter Mondale seems capable of
wmmng more than a third of the vote in an eight-man race. .

Sen: GARY HART, Democratic presidential candidate: I think after this
first-m-the-nauon primary that the choice- the clear choice available to the rest of the
party across the country in the other 48 states will be between Vice President Mondale
and myself.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Senator Gary Hart seems to be finishinz a stronc second and
~ould knock off Senator John Glenn. All this is based on polls and could bewrong. Even
so. Hart Faces more hurdles that seem insurmountable.' He is not organized in key states
ahead, and apparently lacks the money to organize in time for Super Tuesday when more
than 600 delegates will be chosen in 11 primaries and caucuses on the single day of March
13th: So Hary may peak here. but have nowhere to go. George McGovern. meanwhile. is
tappmg.a resldue?f good will from his past. while Jesse Jackson is fighting the perception
~f ill.will from his reported remarks about Jews. Ernest Hollings. who spent almost no
time m Iowa. spent nearly 70 days here to uncertain success. as he conceded in a debate.

Sen, ERNEST HOLLINGS, Democratic presidential candidate fWednes-
da}:J: I was told first not to get into politics. I got into it just for name recosniticn.
which I don't have right now. ~

MARTIN [voice-over]; What they are all doing. the President in the Republican primary.
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and the eight Democrats, is trying to understand a state that has often confounded
outsiders. Edmund Muskie came across the border From Maine in 1972 and wept in
frustration. Today outsiders find two New Hampshires. the rural north. with trees and
mountains and hardy individuals. and the industrial southeast. a triangle of old towns and
new technologies. This week. in a plant some candidates have visited. workers talked
about them.
BRIAN FISHER, New Hampshire worker: I think the person with the most appeal
would have to be John Glenn. He seems more of a people person.
KENDA BOLES, New Hampshire worker: Oh, yeah, everybody that goes to the
moon impresses somebody. I mean, you know. But that's not a reason to be president.
MARTIN [voice-over]: In the north, outside a small town. a retired chef said he would
vote For Ronald Reagan.
ERIC ANDERSON, retired chef: Well, I think he hasdone a very good job so far.
And if he would be a Iinle more Friendly towards Russia and not be antagonistic it'd be
great.
MARTIN [voice-over]: At a nearby school they held a mock primary - students cam-
paigning and sounding all too adult.
RONNIE MORRISON, "Reagan campaign": Ihope you make the right choice, not
with Mondale. because a good slogan for him would be "Dial-a-Promise."
CORY SMITH, "Glenn campaign": John Glenn is running for president fairly and
cleanly.
SHERMAN WASHBURN, "Jackson campaign": Like. Ronald Reagan-c. he just
sits in his office and eats jelly beans. and. like. Glenn. he flies off in space. But Jackson
likes to help people.

MARTIN [voice-over]: In the morning they voted and counted the ballots and discovered
who they liked best.
STUDENT: John Glenn wins with 17 for the Democratic-

MARTIN [voice-over}: So there you have it, the first results from New Hampshire,
nothing like the polls or the educated guesses. But who knows? New Hampshire makes
up its mind in private.
CHRISTINE LAWRENCE, New Hampshire voter: I really don't know. As I said,
I'm still kind of-
MARTIN: Glenn is interesting. Mondale is interesting?
Ms, LAWRENCE: Yes.

MARTIN: You might also vote for the President?
Ms. LAWRENCE: Yes. I might also vote for the President. So I haven't really decided
yet,
MARTIN: What the experts have decided is that the Mondale organization and its labor
allies probably can't be stopped here or beaten later. so for his opponents. unless they run
unexpectedly well. New Hampshire could be the first major primary of any significance
in 1984. and the last.
David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank you. Coming next. former Senator George McGovern. out
running again. seeming to feel pretty good about it. saying one of many reasons for voting for
him is that he's out of a job. In a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator McGovern. in Boston this morning, thank you very much For
coming in to talk with us. a pleasure to have you with us today. Here with me are George
Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC News White House correspondent.
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Senator, our new poll this morning just out shows your old campaign manager, Gary Hart,
running second in New Hampshire. Does that give you any sort of funny feeling - your
former campaign manager running ahead of you?
GEORGE McGOVERN, Democratic presidential candidate: Well, I never think
IX'lIs are right unless they show me in first place. Then I think they're very accurate. Let me
just say this, though, David. You recall in Iowa on the day before we voted the public
opinion poll in the Des Moines Register had me coming in a poor fifth, and the very next day
I ended up a strong third. So I'm hoping wetl see the same kind of confounding of the polls
on Tuesday.

Mr, BRINKLEY: All right. Tune us in and we'll tell you. George?

GEORGE WILL: Senator, I think if you aggregated the votes of what would be called the
candidates of the left - you, Alan Cranston, Jesse Jackson and Gary Hart - that wing of the
party would be very competitive with Walter Mondale right now. Do you think it's a mistake
to have so many people crowding in that end of the spectrum and dividing the vote?
Sen. McGOVERN: I don't think ids at this stage, George, and that will sort itself out very
quickly. It's my guess that by the time we get through March 13th. the so-called Super
Tuesday, which includes Massachusetts, a state that I've been especially targeting, that
people will begin to drop out. I would think that by the end of March we'd probably be down
to four candidates, and that will give the voters and the whole country an opportunity for a
little more careful evaluation of who ought to be the eventual nominee.

Mr. WILL: But Gary Hart. I suppose. might object to being included, as I just did. on that
end of the spectrum. Is Gary Hart a candidate of truly new ideas. or is he just an old
McGovemite?

Sen. McGOVERN: Well, I would say this, that the old McGovern positions still look fairly
new when you juxtapose them against what the other candidates are doing. When I came into
this r~ce last September, I didn't find anyJ:xxiy talking about a possible reduction in military
spendmg. That may be old in terms of 1972, but it takes on a new urgency at the time we're
running a $200-billion federal deficit. And that's an idea that I uniquely introduced into this
race. Everybody else has been arguing about how much the increase should be in military
sr:endmg. I think having reached some time ago the capacity to kill everybody on this earth
WIth the nuclear weapons we have right now _ in fact, we could do it with 10% of the.
nuclear, arsenal we now have - that that's enough, and we ought to cut back instead of
expanding further.

SAM I?ONALDSON: Senator. the Hart people want you out. The battle is for second. Are
you gomg to drop out after New Hampshire?

~n. McGOVERN: No. I'm not going to drop out after New Hampshire. I suppose in any
kind of a ~ontest candidates would like the others to drop out. If I had my druthers. I'd be the
onl~ candidate in the race. But that's not the way American politics works. It's a competitive
busl~ess: We let the voters make that judgment. and they'll make it soon enough. If you start
corrung In fifth, sixth, seventh or eighth. you're not going to last very long.
Mr, DONALDSON: All right, who is going to drop out? After New Hampshire, who'll be in
the race?

Sen. McGOVERN: I'm not sure anybody"H drop out after New Hampshire.
Mr, DONALDSON: Senator, you know-

Sen. McGOVERN: My guess is that it'll come after the middle of March.
M~. DONALDSON: You mean you don't think after this Tuesday night Senator Hollings
might drop out or one of the others?

Sen7 McGOV~RN: I wouldn't think so. Even in the case of Hollings and Askew, who are
runnmg lowest m these first tests, they have some southern primaries coming up on March
13th. My guess is that they'll want to stay at least to that point.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator. Senator Hart's critics say he keeps talking about new ideas but
not really offering any. Whether you agree with that or not. how do you account f?r his f~irly
strong showing in New Hampshire and his standing in the poH- in Iowa and his standings
now in the polls in New Hampshire. How did he manage that?
Sen. McGOVERN: Well. I think first of all I trained him very well in 1972. He did a
marvelous job in conducting that campaign and. seriously, that is the thing that brought him
into national prominence and gave him the skills that I think he's wo~ing brilliantly ~t the
present time. As near as I can observe. Gary is the best organized here in N~w Hamr:hlre of
any candidate with the exception of Mondale. Hes also had adequate funding for this ~ce.
although I read today that he's going into debt in order to do that. But Gary Hart IS an
intelligent, articulate candidate. He's handling himself very well. I think it's as simple as
that.
Mr. WILL: Senator. do you think that your party may have made a mistake both in terms of
prudence and unfairness, by having this compressed. ~ront-end-Ioaded ~rimary se~n. th~t
makes it very difficult for someone to start slowly, gam strength and Win the nomination?
Sen. McGOVERN: I do indeed. I think that's the biggest handicap to giving the voters the
time they need to evaluate a field that now includes eight people. It ,means an eno~ous
reward for those who started campaigning two or three years ago, tor those who raised
money in large amounts. because there's no way that a candidate can .have an eff~c~ive
presence in 10 states on the same day unless it's done by television, by radio. by advertising.
The candidates without the enormous budgets are just not going to be able to do that. Let me
just say that in Iowa. where I came in a strong third. I ran that whole campaign in Iowa on
$50.000 - not because I wanted to. but because that's all the money I had. I have no doubt
at all that if I'd have had another $IOO.(X)()to spend tor advertising and for paid organizers.
I'd have probably come in a strong second in Iowa. So it takes time to build when you come
into the race as late as I did. It would be even greater handicap for someone less k.nown than I
was at the time I announced.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator. Walter Mondale is making the President's leadership an issue
suddenly, using such phrases as "leadership by amnesia" to describe Mr. Reagan. Do you
think that's a wise tactic. or do you think that might backfire?
Sen, McGOVERN: Well, I think it's all right. I've been puzzled asto why Ronald Reagan
can consistently make major mistakes roth in his factual presentations at press conferences
and also in his policy judgments and still stand high in the polls. and I think it's bec~use o~ t.he
perception he's built that he is a strong leader, notwithstanding the fact some .of his pohcl~s
are erroneous. So if Mondale is the Democratic nominee. and I'm not conceding that. but If
he is, he's going to have to anack the leadership capabilities of the President.
Mr, DONALDSON: Yes, but should he use~
Sen. McGOVERN: How does one deal with the fact that President Reagan. against the
advice of all of the joint chiefs of staff, sent 1,500 Marines into Lebanon. 264 of which have
been killed? They've accomplished nothing. not because of the shortcomings of the Marine
Corps. but because it was an improper mission. and yet he continues to ride high in the public
opinion polls.
Mr, DONALDSON: Senator-e-
Sen. McGOVERN: I think it's because of the perception he's strong rather than because
he's right-
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, Senator-

Sen. McGOVERN: -c-and that's what Mondale and others have to attack.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. but you've just made a case for your view that he is not a strong
President in very straightforward terms. but not using such phrases as "leadership by amne-
sia." I was really asking about those kinds of pejorative phrases and attacks.
Sen. McGOVERN: Well. it's not my style. If I have any regrets looking back over my own
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career, it would be those places at which I substituted emotionalism and labels for a thought-
ful discussion of differences on the issues.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator, thank you very much. We have enjoyed having you with us
today. Thanks for coming in.

Coming next, Senator Ernest Hollings of South Carolina, who keeps saying that if Mon-
dale is nominated he will lose to Mr. Reagan in November. In a moment.
[commercial break}

'Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Hollings, thanks very much for coming in. Pleasure to have you
with us today.
ERNEST HOLLINGS, Democratic presidential candidate: Thank you for the oppor-
tunity.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me ask you this first. If former Senator Mondale is nominated, how
will the 1984 election differ from the 1980 election? You got Ronald Reagan running against
what was then the Vice President, on essentially the same issues. What will be different?
Sen. HOLLINGS: That's exactly the reason for my candidacy. We didn't rehearse this:
that's why I got into this thing two years ago because I could see-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. I'm happy to leam that.

Sen. HOLLINGS: -c--thatthis was going to be a replay of 19SO.I tried my dead-level best. I
was one of these frightened senators and, incidentally, one of the survivors in that I was
reelected in 1980. Intimates of that particular race- lost all of my friends across nor only the
northern tier but down South there, There was Stone and Stewart in Alabama, Talmadge in
Georgia. Morgan in North Carolina, and we weren't asking our good friend Fritz to come
down there and make talks for us and put us over the top. We couldn't do it even with Jimmy
Carter. But Fritz is perceived as a big spender and weak on defense. and I doubt- Jesse
Helms-

Mr. DONALDSON: Senator. let's be fair. but may I, David-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead.

Mr. DONALDSON: Jimmy Carter was running at the head of the ticket in 1980, not Fritz
Mondale.

Sen. HOLLI~GS: ~at's. right. and Fritz Mondale was running on the Jimmy Carter
record. There s very little difference. four or five things. He said he was the most powerful
and influential vice president we ever had. He's running on that claim.

Mr. DONALDSON: BUI you just tried to make the case that you lost all these people
because of Fritz Mondale in 1980.

Sen. HOLLINGS: Mondale and Carter, and there's no difference, That's right. What's
changed in four years?

M~. DONALDSON: Well, one was the President and one wasn't worth a warm pitcher of
Spit. as Cactus Jack Gamer once said.

Sen. HOLLINGS: Well. no, Fritz Mondale was way better than that. He was the better
Part. really -.of the Carter administration. but it can't sell where the front line of that battle is
gomg to ~.In .19~ Teddy White. everyone else has analyzed it about the Northeast. west
of.the MISSISSiPPI.The battle is going to be in that Sunbelt. all the way around that tier. and
Fntz can't do it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay, Then how come he's doing so well first in Iowa and now in the
polls?

Sen. ~OLLINGS: Well. now. number one in Iowa in an election. That was a labor
convention. !h~twas all right with me. They had every right to come in. but 85% of the
Democrats.dldn t show up in Iowa. It was a caucus, and they only showed up under pressure.
They had little buttons - "Five for Fritz" and that kind of thing. So you folks have carried it

as a sort of characterization of the Democratic Party. You'll see better now. here in New
Hampshire, watch it.

Mr. WILL: Well. at the risk of giving the Mondale people heart failure. let me make the
Mondale case here. It is that Ronald Reagan carried twelve states by less than Sq,. He earned
seven by less than 2ck. Twice as many people stayed home as voted for Ronald Reagan.
There are a lot more Democrats than Republicans. If the Democrats are just united, don't do
anything silly" they're going to beat the Republican in almost every election.
Sen. HOLLINGS: Well. we were united. We were united in 1980, but they are in- we
were united with the White House and with a southern president in that White House in losing
those things by II and 15 thousand votes. You're going to have to be carrying Mississippi by
I I I ,(x)() with Mondale in order to be able to beat Ronald Reagan. I can tell you that right
now. And in South Carolina it's going to be tough. I'm just talking sense: you know it and I
know it. I'm not talking down Fritz Mondale. If he's the nominee I'm going to be working
for him. Don't misunderstand. But something's got to happen here day after tomorrow,
Tuesday in New Hampshire. They're either going to have to make a leader or. like John
Martin said in the opening of this show" it's not only going to be the first primary, it's going
to be the last.
Mr. WILL: You're notoriously, not to say sort of painfully, realistic, about this process.
What conceivably can happen in New Hampshire that will keep this open through the month
of March'?
Sen. HOLLINGS: Well, I think if I came up there even with John Glenn, he's been running
second: I've bee-n in his SOIl of shadow now for the past year. For the first time they can really
see an alternative to Fritz Mondale. and in this light lm moving on up. lve been endorsed by
the Monadnock Ledger, the Manchester Journal, the Eagle-Times in Claremont - just the
Yallev News, now. in Lebanon, on yesterday. So the local people are getting in behind me.
I'm enthused. I wish I had that five weeks that we used to have before. And I'm moving up.
And if I can come in there behind. as you see now. from the polls, Fritz Mondale. Gary Hart.
and tie with Glenn. then the people down South are going to accept me. lIl have presiden-
tial-
Mr, DONALDSON: But. Senator. you know the polls show you with very little support in
New Hampshire, measurable at least-

Sen. HOLLINGS: That's why it would be dramatic, that's right.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. If in fact your expectations are not met and you come out of
there with just one. two, three or four percent. will you drop out?
Sen. HOLLINGS: No. I'm moving into Alabama and Georgia.
Mr. DONALDSON: So you will go through Superbowl Tuesday"
Sen. HOLLINGS: Yeah. We"11go through. weve got delegates there and everything else,
and we got 'em in Massachusetts. We'll be working there. It's going to be tough financially.
but I got a balanced budget right now.
Mr. DONALDSON: When you said a moment ago that if Mondale is-

Mr. BRINKLEY: You mean you personally have?
Sen. HOLLINGS: That's right.
Mr. DONALDSON: If Mondale was the nominee you"H work for him in the fall?

Sen. HOLLINGS: I worked for him in ·SO.
Mr. DONALDSON: WelL certainly. President Reagan will recall your words that if Mon-
dale is the nominee he'll lose the election. How could you be effective as a worker for him?
Sen. HOLLINGS: I won't be able to be that effective. I'd like to be more effective, but I
gona be more honest about it. That's my candidacy.

Mr. WILL: You must have a kind of grievance against this process right now in that you
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began as a dark horse and you're still pretty dark. Has the press done something wrong?
What could we do better?
Sen. HOLLINGS: I got in behind the name recognition of John Glenn. I was going to come
in as the alternative, at that particular time, to Kennedy and Mondale. and then everybody
zoomed in on Mondale and the Glenn notoriety as the astronaur and the hero - and I
understand it, but anything I said as an alternative to Mondale. Now you have [he big
spenders. and someone was saying minute ago they couldn't understand - George McGov-
ern - why Ronald Reagan's still popular? We don't present as a national party an alterna-
tive. Unless we have one who. like me, not only believes in the programs but believes in
paying for those programs, we're not going to be able [0 beat Ronald Reagan.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you think-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. speaking of-
Mr. DONALDSON: Go ahead.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Excuse me. Sam. Speaking of paying for programs, we don't hear so
much about this in the campaign speeches. Do you agree that whoever is elected in either
party in November is going to have to raise taxes?

Sen. HOLLINGS: Yes. sir, and he's going to have one heck of a time not only raising taxes
but holding the line on spending. and he's going to have to do it for more than a year, too. It's
not going to be very easy. He's going to have to affect a discipline, and that's why I've run on
t~e pl~tfonn. SO to speak, of discipline and sacrifice. They're all talking it now, but I've
glv~n I.tout- I'm the only candidate that's given a credible plan for the past three years.
whlc~ IS a budget free~. which is what's passed as politically obtainable, passed both houses
and signed by the President to get these deficits down.
Mr. WILL: You're also, I think, the only candidate who says that Ronald Reagan likes
deficits, that they're a deliberate political strategy. Do you believe that?

~n ".HOLLINGS: Oh. yeah. Definite. He knows what he's doing. He's not amnesiac. He's
intentional. He not only cuts the programs. but he likes the fact that deficits will keep us
De~ocra~s from ever ev~n discussing new programs. If we can ever get that While House
again ~e II have. a hard time sort of restoring the programs and properly fund them. But with
those high deficits for years we won't have any chance at ali to talk about new programs.

~r. DON.ALDSON: ~~~t do you. think about the Mondale tactic of using such phrases as
leadership by amnesia m attacking the leadership issue'?

Sen. H~LLlNGS: Well. I think he ought to attack the leadership issue, not by-that
name-calling because it's inaccurate. Ronald Reagan came East to dismantle the Democratic
bureaucracy on the ~ot,omac, and he.'s after doin~ it - the Energy Department. Educa[i?n
l?epartment. women s infants and children's feeding, Legal Services, Civil Rights Commis-
sion. He wants four more years for what? To continue that dismantlement. and that's what
these big spenders can~t articulate. The best they can do is wimper. "Fairness, fairness. '. and
w~ ~on t unde~tand In America what's about to happen to this country. We're going to
eliminate the middle cl~s u?der Ronald Reagan. and we're going to have nothing but class
warfare and a struggle m this country in the second term.

Mr .. D~NALDSON: SO your thesis is that Ronald Reagan is a strom? leader: he's just
leading m the wrong direction? ~

~en. H<?LLlN~~: Yes, sirree. They asked me at the campus the other day what was the one
single thing I disliked most about Ronald Reagan. [said. "He was successful." Yes, sirree.
he knows exactly what he's doing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Disliked most was what?

Sen. HOLLINGS: What I disliked most about Ronald Reagan, I said, he was successful.
Mr. DONALDSON: Is that luck?

Sen. HOLLINGS: No. sir. He's working. He knows what he's doing. He's got a good team
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in there. He's working with the Congress. He got his Reaganomics through. his AWACs
through-
Mr. DONALDSON: His Lebanon policy was successful. sir?
Sen. HOLLINGS: No. that's not successful policy, but he got what he wanted. He got Tip
O'Neill to endorse it.
Mr. DONALDSON: His budget deficit reduction policy was successful?
Sen. HOLLINGS: Yeah, I think any time you can gel Tip O'Neill to endorse what I called
at that time the Gulf of Baker resolution over on the Senate side- I said. "We goin' back to
body counts and everything else like that." Yeah, he was successful. He got 01' Tip. That's
the best proof.
Mr, DONALDSON: More successes like Lebanon, we may be destroyed. Senator.
Sen. HOLLINGS: No. his Lebanon policy wasn't successful. but that's political success
when you can get Tip O'Neill to go after that nonsense.
Mr, DONALDSON: In other words, you can fool most of the people most of the lime?

Sen. HOLLINGS: Yes. sir.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. thank you. Thank you, Senator. Thanks very much for coming in.
We've enjoyed having you.
Sen. HOLLINGS: Thanks for having me.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. looking ahead beyond New Hampshire to what is called Super
Tuesday, primaries and caucuses in nine states. including Georgia, Florida and Alabama in
the South, it is altogether possible that after New Hampshire and after Super Tuesday that
either the Democratic nomination will be all settled. or ar least narrowed down to. say. two.
three candidates - Mondale and some others. Well. Bert Lance, our next guest, is state
Democratic chairman in Georgia and involved in an informal group called the Southern
Coalition. We are going to ask him 'to look ahead two weeks. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Lance, in Atlanta, thanks very much tor coming in~

BERT LANCE, Georgia Democratic State Chairman: Good to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: -pleased to have you with us today.
Mr. LANCE: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, you are up to your neck. if not higher. in southern politics -
Georgia, Florida, Alabama. the whole area. Tell us what you expect- what we might expect
to see on March l Jth. two weeks away. Super Tuesday,
Mr, LANCE: I think we're going to have a good turnout in the South on Tuesday. March the
13th. I think that all the Democratic candidates now realize that the South is the key in 1984.
and they have to be able to win in the South in order [0 be elected president of the United
States in November.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is that all you're going to tell us?

Mr. LANCE: No. I'll tell you more as the time comes and goes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. I'd just like to hear more. Who is going to win? Can you tell us
that"!
Mr. LANCE: Well. I think as of [he moment Vice President Mondale has a significant lead
in the South. I think one of the things that has been interesting about the process this far is that
those who thought they might do well in the South did not do well in Iowa. so all of them
have to make some basic decision about whether they're going to come to the South now or
not. especially Senator Hart, perhaps Senator McGovern. [ think they both are going to have
to decide whether or not they're going to come and campaign in the South for that two-week
period.

)
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...----------------------------------------------------

Mr. WILL: Mr. Lance, I'd like to ask you to build on something that Senator Hollings was
saying and that your friend Hamilton Jordan has said before. It is this: the South is no longer
our of the mainstream. It is the mainstream. Its 26Ck of the delegates (0 the Democratic
Convention, and if you look at the electoral vote breakdown in the country. it's hard to see a
Democratic candidate winning the presidency without carrying five or six Southern states.
Mr. LANCE: 1 think that's exactly right.

Mr. WILL: Can Walter Mondale. with his strong labor support and some fringe support that
might be embarrassing ~ homosexual activists and all the rest - how is he going to do
down South?
Mr. LANCE: I think he's going to do well. r think when we first started off the basic question
about Vice President Mondale was whether or not he was electable in the South. I think he's
made a truly strong effort to overcome that perception that he was not electable in the South.
We have 154 electoral votes in the South. and I think that because of organization. because of
personal presence, because of the effort that he's made and the fact that the Democratic Party
will be united in July and August and September, that we're going to be able to win in the
South. As you know, President Reagan carried seven southern states by less than 500t of the
vote. He carried eight southern states by I82,CKX.lvotes. Reverend Jackson is going to playa
major role in the participation process through blacks and minorities coming out to vote ~n
November, and I think that we're going to have an awfully good. chance of winning m
November.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Lance, 53<:«of all black Americans live in the South. What kind of impact is
Jesse Jackson going to have on Super Tuesday, and is there going to be a substantial increase
and. if so, how substantial in black participation in November'?
Mr. LANCE: Yes. I am very hopeful that there will be a substantial increase in participation
in. November. I think that on Super Tuesday that we're going to see greater participation. I
think that-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, let me interrupt. You've got the registration figures. What do they
show now'?

Mr. LANCE: Registration figures show that we have made significant progress. We>e ~a~
over 100.(0) people register in Georgia alone, We've had sizniticant increases in Mississippr
and Alabama, and 1 think that those people are going to turn out on-e-
Mr. WILL: But, Mr. Lance, on Super Tuesday. will this come at the expense of Walter
Mondale and might it slow him down significantly'?
Mr. LANCE: George, I don't think so. I think the conventional wisdom for awhile was that it
might. b~t. I thi~k those are going to be new voters. I think this is going to be the first time
they p~lclpate 10 the process, and I think that those that are going to-e- it's rnovee from th.at
sen~ will be voting for Reverend Jackson. The people who are supportive of Mondale Will

contmue to come out and vote for him.

~r. DONALDSON: Mr. Lance, you've just heard Fritz Hollings tie Walter Mondale t.o
Jlr~my Carter. which is fair enough. Do you think that the Carter-Mondale connection IS

gomg to hurt former Vice President Mondale substantially in the South and in the nation'?

Mr..LANCE: Sam, I think it helps in the South, 1 think that President Carter is well thought
~f m the South. I think the things that he stood for are going to be thought of more highly as
time comes and goes, so I think that that's a real plus. 1 think that Vice President Mondale
has ¥otte~ all the negatives so he might as well get the positives that come from the Carter
relationship.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now, he hasn't asked Jimmy Carter to campaign for him,
although the former President has endorsed him.

Mr. LANCE: Well. he's endorsed him and I rather imagine that they'll wait and see what
deve.'ops about whether or not he needs to campaign for him or not. I guess that Vice
President Mondale feels like he's doing pretty well on his own at the present time.
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Mr. DONALDSON: In talking about the black intluence- black voters in the South to
George and to David, are you suggesting that Walter Mondale is not that popular with the
white southern conservative but in fact has strength there because of the black southern voter?
Mr. LANCE: No, I don't think I'm suggesting that at all. I think. his strength is pretty well
throughout. He has spent a lot of time in Georgia and Alabama and Florida, and you can't
fool the Georgia people and the Alabama people and the Florida people. They know that he
knows what he's talking about whenever he talks about the problems of agriculture and things
of that nature, So I think that he's done a good job, The polls would indicate that his support
is rather broadly based,

Mr. WILL: Why is John Glenn's support not broadly based anymore'? He started off a year
ago, I think, 10, in some cases 20 points ahead in the South, and now appears to be behind
almost everywhere in the South. What happened?
Mr. LANCE: Well, I think he was ahead. I think the thing that happened, if you go back and
look at the turning point with regard to the Mondale electability issue, was in the Florida
convention. whenever he made the effort to gain Florida support and not just simply tum it
over to Governor Askew, since that time he has been moving up, and he spent a lot of time in
the South. I still think Senator Glenn is in the race. I don't think it's over. I think what
happens in New Hampshire will have some determination in that. obviously, but l think
we've still got to wait and see how that turns out.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Lance. not surprisingly you're talking like a state Democratic chair-
man - nice words for everybody in the party. Okay, nne. But tell me this. I'd like to ask you
the same question I asked Senator Hollings. If Mondale is the nominee. he will run against
Reagan in November. and why would that election be any different from the election three
years ago'? Same issue-

Mr. LANCE: Well, 1 think it's a lot different-
Mr. BRINKLEY: -almost the same people. One exception,
Mr. LANCE: Well. almost the same people, but not the same circumstances. We have had
three years of leadership by the Reagan administration. and I think that there are certain
issues that we're going to be able to focus on. The fairness issue, which people in the South
understand extremely well: the economic situation as it relates to balanced budgets. which we
still have not dealt with the problem. This is President Reagan's budget that has been
presented. It's not Vice President Mondale's. It's not Tip O'Neill's. That issue is going to be
before us. The Democrats have got to do a bener job of articulating the problems related to
the budget deficit circumstances. and we have not yet done that. But I think: that we will do
that. So it's a different set of circumstances entirely than it was three years ago.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Lance, would you like to do what Confederates generally do about this time
and say it's time to get a commitment that we must have a southern vice president'? Would
that be enormously helpful. in your judgment. to Walter Mondale if he's the nominee?
Mr. LANCE: George. I don't think there's any question about that. I think that that's a
foregone conclusion that there's going to have to be somebody from the South on the ticket.
We are in the mainstream of the country. We are important from the standpoint of the
numbers. and I think that we're going to need that input from the South. We are blessed ~ith
great political leadership in the South. and I think the vice presidential nominee, assummg
that Vice President Mondale is the nominee. will come out of the South.
Mr. WILL: Does Senator Lloyd Bentsen of Texas count as a southerner?
Mr. LANCE: Oh, yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Lance. when you left Washington you resigned because of some
business deaJings and one of the issues there was the allegation that you had some overdrafts
at the Calhoun Bank. You were president of it then and you're president of it today. Do you
have any overdrafts today?
Mr. LANCE: No. and I hoped that you'd forgotten about that. Sam, but I'm sure that you
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haven't.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, a lot of people in the country remember you that way.
Mr. LANCE: Well, I hope that that's changed.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, thank you very much, Mr. Lance. Thank you for coming in. We've
enjoyed talking with you today.
Mr. LANCE: Thankyou.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, our discussion here among ourselves where the inhibitions.
if any, are self-imposed and are modest at best. And joining us will be Tom Wicker.
columnist for The New York Times. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, one more political note before we go any further, go into
anything else. Our critics. critics of the news media, as we are called - who very often are
right, I believe - say that we have turned the Iowa caucus into a circus, that Gary Hart came
second with 15Gk as opposed to Mondale's 45€Jc, roughly: that we have made him into an
active contender. and so on. and so on. Any truth in that? Tom'?
TOM WICKER, The New York Times: Yes. I think there's a great deal of it. Nothing
against Gary Hart. But Senator Hollings made the point a moment ago that that was only
15%, I believe he said, of the registered Democrats in Iowa. and at that he only got 15% of
that 15% in a state that I don't think you would say is terribly representative of the country as
a whole. Good state. a nice state. So I just don't think that that's anything like the kind of
showing that's required all of a sudden to make Gary Hart or even Fritz Mondale. really. sort
of to give it the kind of publicity that we have the last week. It becomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy. I don't doubt that Gary Hart is in second place in the polls in New Hampshire
because of the publicity that comes out of Iowa.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right, Tom, but I've never understood this idea that because we
report on what happens and people are influenced by that. that we are wrong to report on
what happens.

Mr. WICKER: No, it's because we make too much of it. Sam. The only importance of the
Iowa caucuses in the sense that we give il is because it comes first. and therefore we assign to
it undue importance. ~

Mr. DONALDSON: Tom. the candidates make too much of it perhaps. They go to Iowa
early. They put their resources there. They spend money there. They ballyhoo it there. We
report it-

Mr. WICKER: Precisely to attract us.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why do they do it?
Mr. DONALDSON: They do it to attract us, and we come and report on what they are
doing-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Chicken and egg.
Mr. WICKER: Go back and read the campaign strategy of Jimmy Carter in 1976. The Iowa
caucuses probably won the nomination for him. and he understood that if he came in first in
the Iowa caucuses the press would all of a sudden make him into a great national figure. And
we did.
Mr. DONALDSON: We didn't. We reported on what happened, though.

Mr. WICKER: Oh, I disagree.
Mr. DONALDSON: Now, they are brilliant if they use tactics which cause the press to
report on their activities, and if people in New Hampshire want to say. "Oh. I'm going to
vote for Hart now 'cause he did so well in Iowa." because Tom Wicker or Sam Donaldson
reported on it, I think that's fine. That's the political process.
Mr. WILL: I'm pretty relaxed about this. Andy Warhol said that everyone would be famous

for 15 minutes: this is Gary Hart's 15 minutes. I think the problem is that Gary Hart got
clobbered. Everybody got clobbered in Iowa, and people said here comes Gary Hart 'cause
he was clobbered less badly than anyone else.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Slightly less.
Mr. WILL: If the University of Nebraska football team played Smith College, they'd clobber
Smith College and on this style of reporting we'd say, "Smith Comes in Second." But it
wouldn't be very impressive.
Mr. WICKER: I don't even think the Mondale showing is very impressive. and once again
I'm not- nothing against him. But, I mean. 45% of 15% of the voters in a state that only
has. what is it'! nine electoral votes, I think. is not really a very impressive showing all of a
sudden to be catapulted into the inevitable alternative to President Reagan. And this seven
months before the political convention.
Mr. DONALDSON: But Iowa-c.
Mr. WICKER: Now, a lot of this you guys have already discussed. which was the frontload-
ing of the Democratic primary process-
Mr. DONALDSON: I haven't read a story in The New York Times or The Washington Post
or Jack Germond's discussion of it that hasn't pointed out exactly what you're saying - that
the 85.()(x) people who voted in Iowa were not representative of the Democratic Party as a
whole in this nation, that it was an organization-s-
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's a Republican state anyway.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right. It was an organization effort that big labor-

Mr. WICKER: Well. then why. in that case. Sam. were all the networks, all the major
newspapers - literally hundreds of correspondents and reporters - out there reporting on
this as if it did matter'?
Mr. DONALDSON: Because it does matter. It is the beginning of a political process that
makes presidents. Does that not matter'!
Mr. WICKER: It matters only because we reported that it mattered.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. if the tree falls and no one's there to report it-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Tree falls in the forest-
Mr. DONALDSON: ----does it cause a sound? So is your theory that only 10 reporters should
go 10 Iowa from now on?
Mr. WICKER: Well, there's no way to work that out because we'd be charged with
collusion if we did that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What should we do. just send you and we all sit back here and wait for you
to tell us--
Mr. WICKER: Well. I didn't go to Iowa.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. I want to bring up something else. The Constitution of the
United States says if two-thirds of the states ask.Congress to call a constitutional convention,
then it shall do so. And the stales then appoint delegates to it and they can propose amend-
ments to the Constitution on any subject under the sun. They can wipe out the Bill of Rights,
if they want to. These amendments must then be ratified by the states. Okay. We are two
short- two short of the necessary states calling on Congress for a constitutional convention
to add an amendment to the Constitution requiring a balanced budget. Okay. Two stales
short. We may get the two sometime soon. So where are we going with that? What's going 10

happen. George?
Mr. WILL: Well. there are six states scrambling, in a way, to become the next two - 32
have done it: 34 need it. There are ways that Congress could find loopholes out of calling
this. They could say these calls have been spread over nine years and they have to be more
contemporaneous than that. Or they could say that petitions for a convention have been
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worded differently and therefore you can't add them all together, and they're just soups and
nuts, However- I mean, the big question is, if you're going to have another constitutional
convention, who is going to play Ben Franklin? Who is going to be James Madison? If it's
going to be Jerry Falwell and Gloria Sreinem. we want to think twice,
Mr. BRINKLEY: You think il would be?
Mr. WILL: Al least.
Mr. DONALDSON: But if the states do issue the call I think we have no choice but to have a
constitutional convention, and all the Pandora's Box of problems that that might create,
because ultimately we've got to follow the system, I don't like the idea of people sitting down
and rewriting the Constitution in that sort of atmosphere, but then that's how the Constitution
was written in the first place"

Mr. WILL: Well, that's pan of the trouble is that when they met in Philadelphia in 1787 it
was ostensibly to make minor revisions of the Articles of Confederation, They closed the
doors, kept it secret - the 55 people who did the work - opened the doors and came out
with something entirely different.
Mr. DONALDSON: I have no doubt-s- go ahead. Tom.
Mr. WICKER: Yeah, I think you ought to remember here- David mentioned a very
important fact, They had trouble even getting the original Constitution ratified. Now, if this
putative constitutional convention passed an amendment, it still has to go to the states, and
three-quarters of the states have to ratify. And so it's not just as if 500 people could sit down
and wipe out the Bill of Rights.

Mr. WILL: But let's just focus on what they're doing; that is, the constitutional amendment
to require a balanced budget. If they passed it this year they'd destroy the economy. I think at
the Wharton School of Business they ran through their computers-
Mr. DONALDSON: That's seven years to be ratified.
Mr. WILL: Well, you have-

Mr. BRINKLEY: You're assuming-
Mr. WILL: Let's assume they ratified it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: -abided by this amendment. which they wouldn't do!

Mr. WILL: Well, that's another problem. It'll be all loophole. It'll say you must balance the
budget except in an emergency,
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there's always an emergency.
Mr. WILL: What happened- Pat Moynihan has said what we'll do, is we'll have an
arrangement with Iceland" In the 10th month of every fiscal year we'll discover we're not
going to make it So Iceland will declare war on us; we'll declare war on them. We'll fire a
shot, we'll settle it, we'll govern for the next year under the emergency, and we'll give
foreign aid to Iceland,

Mr. WICKER: Well, I don't think the problem is actually the balanced budget amendment,
because, as you say, it would be shot full of all kinds of loopholes. It's not a workable
proposition. But the problem is, would that convention, if one were ever summoned. would
it confine itself to that or would it pass other amendments, pehaps having to do with-'
Mr. BRINKLEY: What would they be? I'm sure it wouldn't confine itself-
Mr. WICKER: They could do anything; prayer in the schools, abortion, busing, perhaps.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Prayer in schools, busing, abortion'

Mr. DONALDSON: They'd try to repeal some sections of the First Amendment. our
freedom of press, I suppose"

Mr. WICKER: And those parts of the Bill of Rights that had 10 do with the rights of people
accused of crimes, and so it would be very much in jeopardy, I would think.

Mr. WILL: I'm beginning to like the idea more and more. I mean, take out the equal
protection parts-
Mr. DONALDSON: But. you see, George, you pointed out. I think, why it's a fraud for
some politicians. including Mr. Reagan at the moment. 10 use the call for a constitutional
amendment to balance the budget as a means of defending against the big deficits of the
moment. It won't go into effect. If it were passed tomorrow the states would have seven
years to ratify it. There would be a grandfather clause of some sort---;-
Mr. WICKER: Yeah, but if nothing is done were going to have these big S200-billion
deficits seven years from now.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. the thing to do is balance the budget. cut it, show the political
will to present a balanced budget and the political will on the Hi!1 to enforce it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You sound like a candidate for president.

Mr. DONALDSON: NOl I.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sounds like that's what we're hearing from all of them. Yeah, I know. but
that's what we're hearinz from all of them. They are, however. very short on details.
Balance the budget. yes, how?
Mr. DONALDSON: It's easy to balance the budget. Get into entitlements, change some of
the rules which require eligibilities, throw people off the rolls. if you will-

Mr. BRINKLEY: That's easy. you say"
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. it's as easy as sitting down and committing political harikari.
Mr. BRINKLEY: About as easy" Now. one more thing before we go; the time is sh~rt. The
lust Marine left the base in the Beirut airport this morning. So Mr. Reagan's policy has
evolved to this point. They're all moved to ships offshore and. technica.ll~ speaking. they're
totally out of Lebanon. What is that going to mean politically and what IS It going to mean III

terms of Middle East? George?
Mr. WILL: I don't think it'll mean very much politically because an engagement that wel.It
badly but went badly 10 months before an election I just don't think weighs. in the. public
mind. What it means in the Middle East is that in five years we've suffered a disaster m Iran.
and a considerable defeat in Lebanon. So at roth ends of the Middle East we have seen our
prestige severely damaged.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think it means a great deal politically. It means that in Octobe~, when
Mr. Reaaan is on the eve ofbeina reelected or not. another 200 Marines will not be killed by
a terroris~ attack in Beirut. It removes the potential political hazard [here. ~nd I think I~e plus
of getting those Marines out of there outweighs the minus of not standing tall but III fact
retreating sloppily.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. since {he Democrats have been pushing him to pull them out. they
can't make much of an issue of it. can they?
Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. yes they can. They can say the policy failed.
Mr. WICKER: They can't say the policy failed-
Mr. BRINKLEY: BUI if they withdraw they can't attack.
Mr. DONALDSON: No, they can't attack the withdrawal when they've called for it.
Mr. WICKER: They can point out that 260-odd Marines died for a policy thai failed. N~~. I
happen to agree that I don't think by next November that's going to be much.of a pohttc~1
issue" Nevertheless. I think this is something the American people ought to weigh beca~se If
there is geopolitical damage to the United States aro~nd the wo~ld, why is that? ~l's ?aslcally
because Ronald Reaaan said there would be if he did what he s now done, which IS.to pull
the troops out. AndLthe basic flaw was to have sent them there to begin with against the
advice of all his military advisers. So here is a truly failed policy and ~he~ne t.hat may have
damaged us badly. but in the true Reagan pattern. it now appears that It failed m such a way
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that he won't suffer much political damage,

Mr. BRINKLEY: I have to interrupt here. Our time is up because we're all going to New
Hampshire to commit the same terrible crimes you say we committed in Iowa.
Mr. WICKER: I'm not.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with a few words about how it might be if a President
Mondale called a meeting in his office of Senators Glenn. Hart. Cranston and Hollings. In a
moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally. looking for just a moment beyond the New Hamp-
shire primary, we see a situation that has not occurred lately. If Mondale is nominated and
elected - he's a long way from that, but if he is - there will be four sitting members of the
Senate he defeated along the way: Glenn. Hart, Cranston and Hollings. Well, suppose. as
president. Mondale called members of the Senate to his office in the White House for a
meeting, as often happens, to talk about the gross national product or something equally
fascinating. All the tour losers would sit there thinking .. 'Why am I sitting here listening to
him? This should be my office. and they should be listening to me." Try to imagine the hot,
steamy atmosphere in that office. everyone there well supplied with ego and ambition. with
the winner talking to the four losers. With all of those egos crackling, there'd be enough
static electricity to set off the White House burglar alarrn.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

March 4, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Now we have what looks like a two-man race for the Democratic
nomination for president. the two men being Walter Mondale and Senator Gary Hart. Both of
them are here with us today. Senator John Glenn and others may not agree it's a two-man
race, but in Iowa and New Hampshire he's finished far back in the pack and has yet to show
any serious strength. His next and possibly last chance is week after next. March 13th. Ifit is
a two-man race. one of the two is our first guest today. Senator Gary Hart of Colorado. He
won in New Hampshire. The other is former Vice President Walter MondaJe of Minnesota.
He won in Iowa. Some background on a more or less tumultuous campaign so far from our
man John Martin. and our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and Martin
Nolan. All here on our Sunday program.

First. today's news: in Maine, another confrontation today between Walter Mondale and
GaryH~ in.a campaign for the Democratic nomination for president that has turnedupside
down, Sidewise and upended, too. The Maine caucus. from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m. Eastern time
today. ABC's national correspondent. Barry Serafin, has a report from Portland, Maine.

BA~RY SERAFIN [voice-over]: Hart campaign volunteers took a breather last night.
So ~Id Mondale volunteers. But both camps will be hard at work again today trying to get
their supporters to the caucuses. Hart, riding a wave from his primary win in neighboring
New Hampshire. came to Maine yesterday to answer Mondale's charge that he had been
reluctant to back a nuclear freeze.

Sen. GARY HART, Democratic presidential candidate: No one is more com-
mitted to the freeze than I am.

SER":FI~ [voice-over]: Mondale. who returned to Maine last night for some last-minute
carnpaignmg. declared that he was the first candidate to back a freeze.

WALTER MONDALE, Democratic presidential candidate: Who has the best
~cord and the best chance of reducing the risk of nuclear war. and you're looking at
him?

SERAFIN [voice-over]: Both sides think it could be close. but on the eve of the caucuses
MondaJe's campaign manager was predicting a win.

ROBERT BECKEL, Mondale campaign manager: I feel a lot different today than I
felt on Monday In New Hampshire. There's just a different feeling about it. I think things
have turned in the last 14 hours.

~ER~FIN: Despite the public confidence of his aides. Mondale will still be campaigning
m Maine this afternoon as the caucuses begin. He will in fact put in some appearances at
caucuses themselves. an indication of how much he wants and needs to move back into
the winner's column here today.

Barry Serafin. ABC News. Portland. Maine.
Mr. BRINKLEY: A new Gallup poll in Newsweek just out today says President Reagan
would be.at either.Mondale or Hart. Mondale by 54 to 42 and Hart by 49 to 46. The poll also
asks. which candl~ate ~ould you like to see nominated? Mondale gets 37% and Hart 35%.
but t~ose asked ~ald their support for both of them is only moderate. So this picture is of two
candidates runmng roughly even and with the voters not overly enthralled with either of
them.

The So.v.ietUnion is ho.lding an election today. in its own way. Fifteen hundred candidates.
n<?opposition. no campaigns. no bumper stickers. no television commercials. The winners
WIll get at least 99% of the vote.

President and Mrs. Reagan are spending their 32nd wedding anniversary today together at
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the White House.
Iran accuses Iraq of using poison gas in their war; Iraq denies it.
La Paz. the capital of Bolivia, stands at an altitude of 12.000 feet, and in that thin air

people occasionally get a little lightheaded. Today somebody tried to bomb the American
Embassy in La Paz and hit the house next door by mistake.

We'll be back with Walter Mondale. GaryHart and all the rest of today's program in a
moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. will the rest of the country follow Iowa. which chose Mondale. or
New Hampshire. which chose Hart. or neither? It'll be some time. maybe weeks. months.
before we know the answer. In any case it makes the Presidential election year more
interesting. however it comes out. And for a little background on a political year intensely
interesting and even astonishing so far. here is our man John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: GaryHart won the New Hampshire Democratic primary
this past week by capturing almost every important segment of the voters - liberals.
moderates. conservatives. Catholics. Protestants. independents. Republican write-ins.
every age group between 11 and 60. and even organized labor. It was the most stunning
political upset in recent American history.

Sen. HART: I know one thing: tonight in New Hampshire we buried the label "dark
horse .':

MARTIN [voice-over]: Hart's victory forced some candidates to drop out.
Sen. ERNEST HOLLINGS, Democratic presidential candidate [Thursday}:
Nothing happened to me on the way to the White House.
Sen. ALAN CRANSTON, Democratic presidential candidate fWednesdav/: I
know the difference between reality and dreams.
REUBIN ASKEW, Democratic presidential candidate [Thursday]: This is the
last day and the last stop and the last mile of my campaign.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Hart's victory also gave John Glenn. who finished third. at least
one more chance to see if he can win a primary. But most of all it gave Waiter Mondale
what he called "a cold shower."

Mr. MONDALE [Thursday]: It is clear that this is now a very tight two-way race. It's
clear that it's not going to be over soon. that there is a long and tough campaign here
that could well take us right into the San Francisco convention.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Beyond that the Hart victory created a new combat zone in the
war for money. delegates and supporters of the candidates who have dropped out.

OLIVER HENKEL, Hart campaign chairman: The lid has literally blown off this
campaign. The numbers of volunteers that are calling all over the country is staggering.
frankly. People are walking in off the street to make $1 JXIO-dollar donations to this
campaign.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Even so. the Hart organization was reportedly half a million
dollars in debt. and the candidate found himself locked in a brutal firefight with Mondale
on the issue of Hart's claim of new ideas.

ANNOUNCER [Mondale TV commercial}: Gary Hart has a lot of new ideas. He
voted against the windfall profits tax. And now he's for a $IO-a-barrel fee on imported
oil. You will see that new idea on your fuel bill.
Sen. HART [Friday. Boston]: Apparently Mr. Mondale's position is that he wants to
continue to rely on foreign supplies of oil. and that means- that must mean ifhe cares
about defending his country or its security that he would be prepared to go to war for
that oil.
Mr. MONDALE [Saturday. Miami]: I have proposed a strong health care cost con-
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tainment bill. The polls showed that 70% of the American people wanted that bill.
Senator Gary Hart voted against us and with the hospital lobby.
Sen. HART: Sixty senators voted against the particular measure that was involved.
Forty of those 60 were Democrats. and those who voted against that mandatory
approach supported. as I did. an alternative put forward by former Senator Nelson of
Wisconsin that was a much more flexible. and therefore possibly more effective. way
of controlling health costs.

MARTIN [voice-over]: It was hard to tell whether Hart's ideas were new. Environmental
protection was a catchword of the 19705. Hart's call for educational excellence was based
o~ the 1958 Def~nse Education Act. Beyond today's party caucus in Maine. there is a
pnmary Tuesday In Vermont where Hart is believed to be strong. although the outcome is
not ~Iear. But in nine days perhaps some things will be clear. The five remaining
candidates- Jesse Jackson and George McGovern arestill in - face a showdown. On
Super Tuesday II primaries and caucuses choose 613 convention delegates. 116 of them
from Massachusetts where Hart drew more than I.(XX) students at MIT on Friday.

Sen. HART: Under a Hart administration we will not send our sons to die without
cause in Lebanon and to' serve as bodyguards for dictators in Central America.

MARTIN [voice-over}: The key battleground will be the South. Alabama has 62 dele-
g~tes at .stake. Georgia has 84, and Florida has 143. This past week Hart stumped at
airports m those three states. taunting Mondale.

Sen. HART: Well, Fritz. here Iam.
MARTIN {voice-over}: Mondale worked rallies in Maine and the South. They went to
Atlanta for a Jefferson. Jackson Day dinner. Hart gave Mondale a cold showerhead.
Mondale gave Hart a lecture on southern campaigning. The race seemed closer. and
Mondale, embattled now, seemed determined not to fall back.
~r.MOND~LE [Friday, Maine]: Whether it's education or civil rights or women's
n~hts or Social Security or Medicare or help for the handicapped, I am proud of every
bit of that.

MAijTIN: To the delight of the Reagan camp the Democratic race now seems less certain
and more bloody than only a week ago. Nobody here is counting out Walter Mondale. but
one key strategist. looking as he does at the tides of public opinion. says he believes
Mondale has reason for genuine alarm. That could be an effort to wound the Mondale
campaign at a crucial moment so it has to be taken with a measure of restraint. But whatdoe . . .s seem certal~ IS that the Reagan White House has begun to look seriously at Gary
Hart for the ~rst tune to try to figure out what the President might face this fall if the two
men run against each other. David?

Mr. BRI~KLEY: John. thank you. Coming next. Senator Gary Hart of Colorado. one of the
tw~ leadmg candidates for the Democratic nomination. who says he is not the frontrunner.
while the other one, Walter Mondale. says he is not either. In any case. Senator Gary Hart in
a moment. and then former Vice President Walter Mondale. shortly.
[commercial breakj

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Hart, thanks very much for coming in.
Sen. HART: It's my pleasure.

~~CB~INKLEY: Delighted to have you with us today. Here with me are George Will of

h
. ews, and Sm,n Donaldson, ABC News White House correspondent. Now let me get

t IS out of the way nght at th be" Yhe candi . e gmnmg. our opponents keep saying you offer yourself as
t e candidate of new Ideas. but don't give any. What's a new idea?
Sen. HART: One idea Mr Brinkl Id be .. . . . , hkf '. .. ey. wou to create individual trammg accounts lor t e
wor I orce In this country whereby they'd set aside portions of their salaries matched by their
emp oyers,.to operate as the bridge between the jobs of the past and the future. That would be
money available for reloc ti . . . . .a Ion or tratrung or retrammg: Another would be a capital Illvest-
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ment budget for this country. which we don't have, so we could keep track of how much
we're investing in our capital facilities. A third would be the reforms of the military institu-
tions which I have been proposing for some time.
GEORGE WILL: If you are nominated. the Repubicans are going to run against you as a
representative of an old idea. that is. McGovemism. You made a lot of hay recently by
challenging Walter Mondale to say where he differed from organized labor. Can you tell me.
regarding the use of force overseas. how you differ from George McGovern?
Sen. HART: Well. first of all. my roots politically go back to the John Kennedy campaign.
as many in my generation do. If I were representing George McGovern. I don't think he
would have gotten into this race. And, as you know. he's drawing some fairly sharp
distinctions between himself and myself along the lines, for example. of how we invest in
defense. I would defend this country and its legitimate interests and those of its allies
anywhere they are challenged as any mainstream Democrat or Republican president has done
since World War II.
Mr. WILL: But you have said you would not put an American soldier on the ground in the
Persian Gulf. When you were asked by Barbara Walters in a New Hampshire debate about
the response to an attack on Western Europe from the Soviet Union. you did not give what
has been the answer of American presidents for 40 years, which is that you would regard that
as an attack on the United States. Are you not sounding a lot like George McGovern?
Sen. HART: No. First and foremost. on the Persian Gulf ~ and I'll come back to Europe
- Idon't believe this country ought to be dependent on Persian Gulf oil for its economic or
national security.
Mr. WILL: Are we at the moment?
Sen. HART: Yes. we are.much too dependent.
Mr. WILL: Suppose it happens in March. 1985?
Sen. HART: Well. if we have sufficient resources to tide ourselves over, I don't think we
need to waste American lives in that region. What I've said is the Western allies and Japan.
who are dependent on that oil, should be prepared to intervene for it if their own survival is at
stake, and we can support them at sea and in the air. But Idon't think the American people
are going to support massive loss of American lives fighting for someone else's oil. which we
do not need.
Mr. WILL: How about Europe"
Sen. HART: The question in Europe was. how would I respond aspresident. or indeed all of
us, to a Soviet nuclear attack? And my response was essentially what all presidents in the past
have said, and that is, "I will not tell."
SAM DONALDSON: Walter Mondale says you stand with big oil and other money interests
against the average American. He points to the fact. among other things, that you support a
SIO-a-barrel oil import fee. Is he right?
Sen. HART: Yes and no. In fact. the oil import fee that I supported was one put forward by
the Carter-Mondale administration. Now. this may be another one of those issues where Vice
President Mondale privately opposed something that his administration was publicly support-
ing. But my recollection is that I was one of 10or 15 senators to support the Carter-Mondale
administration when the issue of an import fee came up and the rest of the party abandoned
the administration on that question. I am consistently opposed to this country's continued
reliance on Persian Gulf oil and the foreign policy implications that brings about - mainly
the unnecessary loss of American lives. I support the policy that Nixon. Ford and Carter
supported. and that is energy independence.
Mr. DONALDSON: You say you supported the fee back when Mr. Carter proposed it. Do
you support it today?
Sen. HART: Yes. I do. and in the book A New Democracy. which lays out many of the
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ideas that people say they can't find - it's been out in the public domain for a year and a half
- that fee would trigger. if imports go back up. and would escalate the higher the imports
get. All revenues from that fee would be rebated to consumers and. in the heavily reliant New
England area. more heavily rebated than other parts of the country.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. then Mr. Mondale is running ads in Maine right now today
saying that you would raise the cost of heating oil for people in Maine. He's right. isn't he?
Sen. HART: No. he'~ not. Only if imports went back up and the people of Maine were
threatened with the possibility of losing the Jives of their son in an unnecessary war in the
Persian Gulf.

Mr. DONALDSON: Do you think those ads that he's running are fair. or do you see them as
some sort of negative advertising that's not fair?

Sen. HART: Well. as you know. he several weeks ago called Senator Glenn's campaign the
politics of desperation. I think there is a very strong note of that in what Vice President
Mondale is doing now. I don't intend to run a negative campaign against him.
Mr. WILL: You're- go ahead.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead. George.

Mr. WILL: You're heading for Massachusetts. where there was an interesting case that's a
paradigm of what's going on in other cities. The Boston police and fire departments were
faced with a choice. They could either layoff people according to seniority or they could lay
them off. disregarding seniority and protecting the gains of affirmative action. the quotas.
Now. here's your chance to offend labor or support labor or do whatever. How would you do
it? Do you favor seniority in a clear conflict like that. or do you favor quotas?
Sen. HART: Well. Mr. Will. as you know. there is a difference between affirmative action
and quotas. You tended to lump them together. I very strongly support affirmative action.
that is. positive steps taken by public and private institutions in this society to overcome the
very deep divisions caused in this society by racial discrimination. Very strongly support
that. I don't think. unless it's an absolute necessity. quotas are to be required. If those
affirmative actions steps are-taken and the remedies are implemented in those institutions.
public and private. then quotas won't be necessary.

Mr. WILL: If the preservation of the achievements of court-mandated goals requires disre-
garding seniority and contracts. which would you favor? "-
Sen. HART: I favor upholding the decisions of the court.
Mr. WILL: Over seniority?

Sen. HART: Well. if it's the law of the land. of course.

Mr. DONALDSON: Tomorrow the Senate begins debate on a constitutional amendment on
school prayer. and the one that's going to be before the Senate at least first would allow. if
passed. and if the states ratify it. an organized prayer audibly said in a classroom. How will
you vote on that amendment?

Ser:'!', HART: I'll be opposed to that as I have been in the past. I think the Supreme Court's
decision was the correct one. Imposing prayers. public prayers. audible prayers on children
In our schools is a violation of the First Amendment of the Constitution and Thomas Jefferson
and others felt very strongly about that.

Mr. BRI.NKLEY: Senator. you said the other day that you expected to be first or second in
every pnmary hereafter, right?

Sen. HART: Well. I hoped. I said- I hope I used the word "hope to be." If I said
"expected"-

Mr: BRINK~EY: Well. I think you didn't, but I won't argue about it. Whatever you said.
Isn t that a mistake - setting up a goal that if you fail to reach it will make you look like a
two-week wonder or something?
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Sen. HART: Well. I feel that we are going to do very well. in the state of Maine, for
example. which is the contest today. I've spent about one-ten~h wha~ Walter Mondale. ~as
spent. as I have overall in this country. and yet the mess~ge ~hlc.h I t~lnk people are wamng
to hear about a change of leadership and a change of direction m this country between the
future and the past seems to be cutting up there. even though I don't have the support ?f
organized labor and some of the other constituency groups. I thin~ we'll. do very well ~n
Maine. I think we'll do very well in Vermont and Wyommg. and I think we IIdo very well 10

those Super Tuesday states.
Mr. WILL: Senator. something-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. we are very happy to have you here with us today. but don't you
think it's a mistake not to be in Maine? Mr. Mondale is there.
Sen. HART: Well. I was there yesterday. actually, contrary to some of the reports. not to
respond to charges. because I could have done ~hat in Washi~gton. I was there to thank the
people who have carried this campaign almost htera.lI~ on ~helr backs for weeks and months
with almost no recognition. And they've done a bnlhant Job.
Mr. WILL: It's been said. Senator. that leadership is the ability to inflict pain and get away
with it. Long-term pain or short-term pain for long-term gains. hopefully. but can you t~1Ime
what sacrifice you'~ prepared to ~k of the American people? I don't ~ean oi~companies ~r
bis business or the nch. What sacnfice are you prepared to ask of a family earrnng $30JXX).

S:n. HART: Well. first. we have talked about one of those. and that is the need to make this
country independent of foreign supplies of oil. particularly from [h~ Persian Gulf. The
Stu-a-barre! import fee or whatever it escalates up to is a fonn of sacnfice even though the
revenues are to be rebated.
Mr. WILL: But you just said that wouldn't raise anyone's-c-
Sen. HART: That will mean-- well. energy prices will go up. and hopefully that will
discourage consumption and make us able not only to make ourselves ind~~ndent ~f forei?"
supplies. but also avoid the necessity of losing lives. Another one IS I~ the industrial
modernization area, which I have outlined in great detail, the need to modernize our automo-
bile. steel and machine tools industries. the keystone industries. Workers would .be called
upon to defer wage increases until those industries are profitable or more productive.
Mr. WILL: How about taxes? We have a $200-billion deficit. No one believes. that I talk to.
that you can grow out of that deficit or get it out of domestic or military spending cuts. Is the
middle class under President Hart going to pay more taxes?
Sen. HART: Well. Mr. Will. as you well know. I was one of those who was most adamant
against the so-called Kemp-Roth approach. I predicted over and over again. inclu~ing in my
own reelection race in Colorado. that those tax cuts would lead to the very deficits that we
have today. and thats why I voted against them. one of [ 1 senators to do so. I do sU~\Xl~the
concept of tax indexation. as you know. but I think those tax cuts were totally unjustified.
given the inflationary period that we were in. and given the deficits we had then. So I have
called for the capping or close elimination. as much as possible. of that t~i:ct year of those tax
cuts. And rearrangement of the tax schedule so that we restore progressrvrry to the tax laws.
Mr. DONALDSON: How do you run against Ronald- excuse me.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me pursue that a minute. Again. you're indexing. we know. What
would you do? What's your tax policy? What would it be?
Sen. HART: The tax policy. Mr. Brinkley. would be to try to now restore the damage done
by this experiment.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You're going to raise them?

Sen. HART: No. We're restructuring the tax laws. As you know. I've proposed a very
simplified tax law that would defer taxation on income t~at is.saved or p~ucti~e1y in~ested
up to a certain limit. that would replace a lot of the Itemized deductions With a single.
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standard deduction, and restore a degree of progressivity that the Reagan administration has
lost. That will raise some revenues. but most of all it will restore fairness to the tax laws.
which has been badly eroded in the last few years.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. you still leave the deficit.
Sen. HART: Well. that's right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: That isn't going to payoff the deficit.
Sen. HART: That's right. Economic growth. putting people back to work. reducing the
unnecessary elements of the military buildup. restructuring many of the entitlements pro-
grams will reduce that deficit.
Mr. WILL: But you're not ready to say that in order to get the budget near balance. the family
earning $30JXlO a year is going to have to pay more of its income in taxes?
Sen. HART: The restructured tax program I'm talking about would. as I say. restore
progressivity in the upper middle and upper income brackets. I don't think average working
people-

Mr. WilL: Where do they start? What's the upper middle class?
Sen. HART: Well. that starts in the $3Q.-to $40.000 range.

Mr. DONALDSON: How are you going to vote on repeal of indexing. if it comes up?
Sen. HART: I will vote to defer indexing because we can't afford it. given these catastrophic
deficits.
Mr. DONALDSON: That raises taxes.

Sen. HART: Well. it does. indeed. But I think Ronald Reagan's to blame for that.
Mr.I?ONA~DSON: Okay. How do you run against Ronald Reagan if you're the nominee?
Leaving the Ideology. leaving the issues aside. how do you run against the man? Do you do it
as Walter Mondale started to do it eight days ago by saying his is the leadership of amnesia?
Sen. HART: No. his is the leadership of the past. the nostalgic past that dates back. I think.
to the I910s.

Mr. DONALDSON: You mean he's too old"

Sen. HART: His ideas are, for sure. We'll leave aside the-e-
Mr. DONALDSON: No. I said leave the issues aside. There are two men going to run. If
Y~:)ll'rethe nomi~ee they're going to attack you on the youth issue. Are you ~going to attack
him on the age Issue?

Sen. t:lART: Not necessarily. I'm going to attack his ideas as being outdated and irrelevant
to the limes of the 1980s and '90s. I think a Meridale-Reagan race would be one between the
two pasts of our party. A Hart-Reagan race will be between this country's future and its past
as represented by Ronald Reagan.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now. Walter Mondale isn't that much older than you. By the
way. how old are you?
Sen. HART: Forty-seven.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. He's 56?
Sen. HART: Something like that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. that's not much older.

Sen '. HART: ~~t, Mr. Donaldson. this issue has never been one of chronological age. It's a
question of po!ltl~al age "" where your roots are and how wedded you are to the policies of
the past that aren t working anymore. That's the question.

Mr. DONA~DS~N: But in your ~enate vote record you voted as a traditional Democrat.
There are pieces In the papers this morning trying to point out that you're a traditional
Democrat; you're not really some maverick over here. So how did you differ from that?
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Sen. HART: WelL I never painted myself as a maverick. As you know. the votes in the
Senate come up produced by the institutions. as it were. and you have to vote for them or
against them. So what I've been trying to do in the military. in the economy. in energy. in the
environment is propose new policies. That's why I'm running for president.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. is it fair to say that you're a man with new ideas who has voted
basically for the old policies?
Sen. HART: I have tried every chance I have gotten. whether on defense or any of these
other areas. to propose another alternative. That hasn't always managed to succeed.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. I'll give you 30 seconds.
Mr. WILL: You say you're a product. really. of the Kennedy campaign. John Kennedy's. He
said in his inaugural that we would go anywhere. pay any price. bear any burden to assure the
survival of freedom around the world. Do you support that part of the Kennedy legacy?
Sen. HART: To the degree that involves not only military-c- the use of military force but
also creative diplomatic and political initiatives. That's what's been lost in the last ::!O years.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Hart. thank you. Thanks very much for coming in.

Sen. HART: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's been a pleasure to have you with us today. Coming next. the~ I
should say here. by the way. we had-- to decide who would go first today we flipped a coin.
and Mr. Mondale won. which meant he came second. I don't know how much of an
advantage it is. but there it is. Though he is coming next. the other frontrunner. who says he
is not a frontrunner. former Vice President Walter Mondale. In a moment.

Icommercial breakj
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Mondale. in Portland. Maine. today. where you have some business
to do. thank you very much for coming in and being with us.

Mr. MONDALE: Thank you. David. It's a pleasure to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Pleasure to have you with us. Now. since New Hampshire we have all
seen and heard 100. maybe. explanations. analyses. discourses. speeches. editorials on what
happened when. I think, frankly. we all expected you to win. I would like to have your
analysis. What happened?
Mr. MONDALE: Well. I lost bad. That's what happened.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. I know. but why"
Mr. MONDALE: And you can give different explanations. I think basically what I needed to
do in New Hampshire and what I'm doing now is to start the debate over who would make
the best president between myself and Senator Hart. I did not do that in New Hampshire, and
I think the results showed. We are now starting that debate. We're seeing that I'm the one
with the strong position on arms control. with a lifetime effective commitment. the strongest
proponent of the freeze. and someone with rhe experience and the background that offers
some hope that we can reduce this madness. That's one issue. Another issue is the issue of
fairness in American society. I stand strongly for the public interest. I've got the courage to
stand up against the oil lobby and the rest and. finally. who is going to have the experience to
be able to be a skilled and effective leader from the very beginning. I think as this issue~
these issues are debated I'm going to gain strength. and I sense that'S starting now.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Mondale. one of the criticisms you have of Senator Hart is that he supports
the build-down proposal. that you might destory two weapons for every modernized weapon
deployed. Is it your criticism that this would allow for modernization. and are you against
therefore all modernization under a freeze?
Mr. MONDALE: I favor a mutual and verifiable freeze. which calls for negotiations between
the United States and the Soviet Union to agree that we will. on a mutual basis. prohibit the
testing. production and the deployment of new weapons. But it must be agreed upon. The

1
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vice of the build-down is that, first of all. it collides dramatically against the freeze principle
because its very being contemplates the production and deployment of new weapons. and in
fact I think it's main purpose was to justify the deployment of the MX missile. which is the
most dangerous. destabilizing weapon ever deployed in our whole weapons arsenal. And for
that reason I have always opposed the build-down. Senator Hart supports the build-down.
and it took him nearly a year to support the freeze. And on the issue of anTIS control I am the
one with the record and the commitment. His position is one that shows that he will be weak
Of even limp on this issue.

Mr. WILL: With regard to verification. are you prepared to demand on-site verification?
Mr. MONDALE: On any agreement whatever. verification is absolutely essential. Were it.
f?r ex~mple, in c~e~ical ~d biological warfare, in all likelihood you couldn't have verifica-
tion Without on-site inspection. It must be essential. In other words. Idon't think we should
enter into any agreements with the Soviet Union based on trust.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Mondale.

Mr. M~NDALE: It must be based on a hard-headed ability to verify exactly what the Soviets
are doing. .

Mr. DONAL~S~N: Mr. Mondale. Senator Hart. as you heard. says yes. he supports a
$1O-a~barrel 011 Import fee. but it was a fee that the Carter-Mondale administration first
proposed. How do you respond?

~r. MO~DALE: Well. first of all. this is his proposal. it's not mine. and it wasn't ours. He
~s propo.smg what may be the worst idea in this campaign, a $IO-a-barrel fee on the
1~p?rtatJon o~ foreign oil. It will add 1% to the inflation of our country. It will put a half a
million. Amencans out of work. It will make goods produced in the United States more
expensive than any other goods in the world at a time when our trade situation is an absolute
~isaster. It is unfair because it hits people of middle and moderate income the hardest. and
It- th~re are far be~er ways of reducing our vulnerability to foreign oil than that. And that is
th~ filling of strat.eglc petroleum reserves. We can do that for a modest proportion of the cost.
It. IS true that dunng the oil crisis in the late '70s. when we had a disastrous situation that we
did propose a $41h fee-

Mr. DONALDSON: "We" meaning Carter-Mondale?
Mr. MONDALE: That's correct.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right.

Mr. MONDALE: ~t that time under different circumstances we did everything we could, in
the course of shapmg that. to make certain that middle- and moderate-income Americans
~ere .not disadvantag.ed: ~ow t~at's entirely different. Yeah. we're in an entirely different
situation. now ~nd this IS Just. In almost every single respect- the final thing it does. of
course. IS that I~ would be a tremendous boon to the profits of the oil and gas corporations
because domestically produced oil and gas would go up right along with foreign oil and gas.
And all of these profits would appear overnight in the hands of the major companies. and it
would be the average American who'd pay for it. This is a-

Mr. D,?NA~DSON: Okay. you've made that case here and you are making it in advertise-
ments III Mame-

Mr. MONDALE: That's correct.

Mr. DO~A~DSON: -and Senator Hart says that that kind of negative advertising shows
that you re Just desperate.

Mr. MONDAL~: On. no. Wha~ we're doing now is starting the great debate over who would
be t~e best. president of the United States to lead us into the future. This is not an issue of
who s looking at the future. lts a question of what kind of future do we want? Do we want a
future headed by a president who really believes in arms control and knows how to get it
done. who really believes in standing up for that average American family? There's no--

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Mr. Mondale. may [just interrupt- may I just interrupt. sir. and
say that-
Mr. MONDALE: [ thought you would. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why didn't you start- why didn't you start that great debate against
Senator Hart a week ago. two weeks ago?
Mr. MONDALE: I should have done that. When Senator-
Mr. DONALDSON: Isn't it desperate for you to do it now? Isn't it an indication that you-

Mr. MONDALE: No'. no. It's essential.
Mr. DONALDSON: ~that you know you're behind?
Mr. MONDALE: Oh. no. What happened was that Senator Hart won a spectacular victory in
New Hampshire. but nobody knew where he stood on these issues. For example. I saw one
poll showing that the voters of New Hampshire voted for Gary Hart because he thought he
was the best on arms control. That's not true at all. I failed to make that issue. Now I'm going
to make it.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Mondale. you have spoken this morning. as Mr. Hart has and as Mr. Reagan
does constantly. about your concern for the welfare of the average American family. Let me
ask you the same question I ask everybody. Are you prepared to say that under President
Mondale the average American family. one with an income between $30- and $4D.(O) a
year. is going to have to make some sacrifices. going to have to do something they'd rather
not do?
Mr. MONDALE: The fact of it is that under Mr. Reagan that is exactly the family that's
made all the sacrifices. And I would like to lighten the burden on them a little bit. and I think
that's what a president is for. They are the ones who lost their jobs. They are the ones who
had the big burdens placed on them in terms of tax increases. They are the ones who. when
they retire. find their Social Security and their Medicare assaulted. They are the people who
have not had a friend. President Reagan is not their friend. and I am. and I'm proud of it.
Mr. WILL: You are saying. therefore. that you can solve the problems of Social Security and
Medicare and the deficits and all of this by lightening the burdern of government on the
middle class of this country?
Mr. MONDALE: We can do it by being fair. That's what I'm saying. Let me tell you what I
would do on the essential restoration of revenues. There's no question about it. The first thing
I would do is cap the 1983 tax cut for Americans making more than $IOO.(X)()a year.

Mr. WILL: How much revenue will that raise. sir?
Mr. MONDALE: That- well, let me finish my whole plan. because I've got a plan that will
raise about $60 billion. Secondly. I would defer indexing. Thirdly. I would put a 100/0
minimum tax on corporations: there are some 9O.(X)()now not paying any taxes at all. Next. I
would put in place a strong program to enforce collection of taxes from the underground
economy. and the total of that is $60 billion.
Mr. WILL: When you say you would defer indexing. aren't you saying there that the only
people you will not be taxing with that measure are the rich?
Mr. MONDALE: The difference- the difference is that I refonn indexing at the same time,
unlike Senator Hart. so that people at about $30J)(X) a year would not be affected by
indexing. The total effect of this is to raise $60 billion. but not to ask that moderate- and
middle-income American. who has had no help at all from this administration. to again carry
even more the burden. Under the Reagan tax plan. if you make $100,()JO a year. you got
$60.()(X) in tax relief. If you made $30.000 a year or less your taxes actually went up. when
you consider all taxes. Those are the very people that lost student loans and other kinds of
help. Real estate and sales taxes went up. What we need is a president who will stand up for
that average American. This is not just rhetotic with me. I beleive it. And mat's part of our
future. a fair America, a safe world. a competitive America. And I would do it.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Mandate. as you know. many political observers are saying one of
your problems is that you are not getting across your message as well as Gary Hart is .getting
across his. They point to television appearances and say you come across as dull and lifeless.
and he comes across as vibrant. Is there any truth to that?
Mr. MONDALE: None at all. Let me say- I think one of the things that's happened here is
perhaps foolishly for too long I did not return the fire that Senator Hart and others aimed at
me.
Mr. DONALDSON: Too cautious?
Mr. MONDAlE: Well, no. I wanted to bring this party together so we could beat Ronald
Reagan. which I thought was the main idea. When Senator Glenn attacked me. I answered
and I defeated Senator Glenn. maybe. When Senator Hart attacked me I decided not to
answer. For example, he said I am the candidate of new- he's the candidate of new ide";S.
of the future. and I am the candidate of the past. That's baloney. And everybody knows It.
It's the question of what kind of future? Do we want a president who will control anTIS or
someone who is weak and late and uncertain.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. but I asked you. Mr. Mondale-

Mr. MONDALE: Now. that's- the reason I'm saying that is it's going to get interesting
now. And you'll enjoy me, Sam. on TV now.
Mr. DONALDSON: I always enjoy you. sir. but Imean by that you believe you're going to
be more vibrant. more persuasive. People are going to look at you and say. "By gosh. what's
happened to Fritz Mondale? He's electric?"
Mr. MONDALE: We're in a fight now. It's a scrap. The issues are being joined. The
American people are now asking. "Who is this Gary Hart? Where does he stand on anTIS
control. on these issues of fairness?" And as that debate goes on they're going to see I'm the
one that would be the best president. to build a safe future.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. does it upset you to know that Mr. Rollins. who is President
Reagan's campaign manager. thinks Gary Hart would be the tougher candidate to beat in the
fall?
Mr. MONDALE: Now. why do you suppose he's saying that? Do you suppose he's trying to
pick a candidate for us, trying to help us?

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. he's responding to questions. Why do you think he's saying it?
Mr, MONDALE: Yeah. I know he's-- in other words. he's trying to help the Democrats. I
will be the strongest candidate because I know what the American people want. They want a
president who knows what he's doing. with the experience and the background. They want a
president totally committed and not uncertain on anns control. They want a friend in that
White House. They want this environment protected. And I'm the person to do it. I'll beat
Ronald Reagan.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Mondale. if you and Gary Hart have to fight it out all the way from
here to the California primary in June. and perhaps even beyond that to the convention itself.
the Republicans will have several months of sitting on the sidelines. taking notes on what you
say about each other. taking care to use it in the campaign and get a free ride. right?
Mr. MONDALE: Well. in one sense you're correct. but in another sense. when we debate
the issues. as long as it's on the issues and not personalities. in a sense we build public trust in
us. This is the most open primary perhaps in America's history. and I think the public
appreciates that we're not trying to protect ourselves. that we're listening. that we're learn-
ing. that we're responding to what Americans are asking for. I am a much better public
leader today than I was two years ago because I've been all over this country. in the homes
of- and talking to thousands and thousands of Americans. I'm close to the American people
because of this process. The President is increasingly remote from the things that Americans
really care about. and I'm confident that I can beat him.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Mondale. thank you very much. Our time has run out. We thank you
for coming in. We have enjoyed having you today.
Mr. MONDALE: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, our little discussion here, perhaps meandering and discur-
sive. but more or less uninhibited. And joining us will be Martin Nolan. editorial page editor
of The Boston Globe. In a moment.
{commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's always fun to talk about the various sins. crimes. heinous felonies
attributed to television - and to the printed press. Marty - including. for example. our use
of exit polls. "ours" meaning all of us. So I think an interesting question is. should we do
exit polls? That is, when people come out after voting. should we stop them with a clipboard
and say how did you vote and why and so on? If we do that. assemble the statistics. then how
should we use them? Marty? Yours is the printed press.

MARTIN NOLAN, The Boston Globe: I think the question is less how than when. I do
think giving the results while the voting is still going on is- makes me queasy. I'm all for the
First Amendment for the networks and for electronic journalism. Idon't think it's very good
journalism. to begin with. It's an arbitrary intrustion into the process. I mean. did woodstove
owners vote for Gary Hart. or did Frye Boot wearers vote for Fritz Mondale? But I think that
it monkeys around with the other~

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. those are some new categories we might use next time.
Mr. NOLAN: Well. that's what I'm saying. Ithink that the best category- who saw whose
television commercials would have been a good category. But I think it's not like a three-
aJann fire or a court trial. This is what democracy is all about. which is the consent of the
governed. and Idon't like to monkey around with it while it's going on. I think if they wait
until the polls have closed that's fine.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I would put them right on the air. I'd put on the air any
information we can get about the process. Because we intrude in the process in that we bring
information to people. and that's our job. Let me tell you what happened in New Hampshire.
One-thirty in the afternoon the first ABC exit poll internally was distributed. and I knew that
Gary Hart had won--

Mr. BRINKLEY: This was on Tuesday.

Mr. DONALDSON: I knew that Gary Hart had won I:30 in the afternoon. All of the people
at ABC knew it. All of the politicians in Washington knew it. All of the people who have
anything to do with- the only people who didn't know it were the people that I'm supposed
to serve out in the public. They didn't know it. And why. Marty? This information isn't good
enough for them?

Mr. NOLAN: What they knew was opinions. Sam. They did not know facts. That is still
opinion. What you could have seen on Nighrline 20 minutes before the people of Dixville
Notch went to the polls was a poll showing 30-30 and the trend going one way.
Mr. DONALDSON: That was opinion. Marty. That was opinion. Marty.
Mr. NOLAN: Well. that's all right. but it's not calling it-
Mr. DONALDSON: In other words. you can put opinion on the air before the polls open but
not afterwards?

Mr. NOLAN: ---calling it by what's going on.

Mr. WILL: I don't understand the distinction between a fact and an opinion. An opinion is a
fact. and they were reporting the fact of certain opinions. However. I don't understand either
Sam's view that this is a service to people. I mean. why is it a disservice to wait four or five
hours? I know television lives by the instantaneous. but wait four or five hours. Who cares?
Before we blame all this on television. the worst intrusion of this sort into the political
process was committed by the President of the United States. Jimmy Carter. who chose in
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controversy about them. What do you think. George?
Mr. WILL: Well, you used an interesting phrase and a correct one: "something like prayer."
I'm against voluntary prayer in public schools. because it can't be voluntary and it can't be
prayer. By the time you homogenize the sentiment - and it would be no more than a kind of
attitudinizing - to make it satisfactory for the Buddhist children and the Muslim children
and the Jewish children and the Baptists and the Catholics, who have their own differences.
you're going to get something that's very thin gruel indeed. And voluntary! Now. of course
we're saying that a IO-year-old can get up and leave the room. David. but it seems to me that
that's asking rather a lot of Hl-year-olds. There's peer pressure in this country. After all. we
~ave the a~ults running around trying to get the Jordache Look. or what have you. and the
Idea that third-graders are going to be asked to show a kind of independence of spirit that we
don't expect of their parents is implausible.

Mr. DONALDSON: I'm against organized prayers in the schools for George's reasons and
more.

Mr '. B':'INKLEY: Organized. meaning what? Saying. "You kids all come into room- the
auditorium at ~ o'clock-c."

Mr. ~ONALDSON: And the main amendment that's being proposed is for an audible.
organized prayer and then that someone - the amendment doesn't specify how; that's going
to have to tx: worked out - writes it and delivers it. And that's what I think the Supreme
Court proscnbed. because let me tell you something. You go to school to learn. There are
churches and synagogues to go to to pray. You can pray in your home. I'm not against
prayer. But the public school. supported by all of us through tax dollars. is not the place to eo
and have an organized prayer. ~
Mr. BRINKLEY: Marty?

M
R
r. N~L.~N: Do you k~ow th~t this is the tOOth anniversary of "Rum. Romanism and
ebellion ? It was the big election issue in 1884.

Mr. DONALDSON: Blaine?

Mr..NOLAN: Right. He lost on this issue. 1 think the American people are pretty savvy about
k::,:n~s who m:e a lin.le too pious. I think election returns show that. and I think President
intogthe IS becodmlOl

gla little too piOUS for many people's tastes. and [think he's running this
groun a Itt e too much.

Mr. DONALDSON: BUI. Marty. you know Why he's doing it.

;~ ~:I~~L;:~~c:~n~:~ilre~~~~saI0~i~~tes~eq~~~ati~~ from, a m~mber of- a spokes-
mdividual student's thinking or meditating " ~h' h [fid'd I don t object to prayer or any
M . IC n very generous. don't you?

r. WILL: Well. I think the ACLU db' '. ,
why they object to even a moment of s~~c~ ~ect.. [ think It S ~ur thought police. and that's
tional frame of mind. But a congressman ut i~ause some C?J1dmlgh~ have an unconstitu-
saying. "As long as there are math tests ~hi1d;~~i~e~I~~~ns ~~:'~,I~ the paper today as

Mr. NOLAN: The ACLU never goes the whole w Thev' I .
Christmas time. Why don't they just mak Chri ay .. ey re a ways tI'?'mg to ban creches at
ACLU . e stmas a regular working day? I hIS preny- Why not just do the whole bit? . mean. t e

~rr' wDOILNL~LIDSON:Well. now. gentlemen. it's easy to campaign against the ACLU.
• , t sure IS.

Mr. DONALDSON: It's not the issue. You have s k he i .
present company is excepted. But did ou know po en on t e ISsue. I a,:, not a~cusmg-
volubly and SO audibly. Y. Marty. why Mr. Reagan IS backing this so

Mr. WILL: His deep piety.

Mr. DONALDSON: Because he want til' .
ISSue it has. Abortion is just too controv~rs~a~ IthhlS ~ohnservatlve b~e. and this is the best

. a oug e speaks to It. He thinks if he could
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1980 to concede while polis were still open in some states-
Mr. BRINKLEY: In the West-
Mr. WILL: Thereby causing some Democrats to stay home and arguably costing the Demo-
crats some officeholders.
Mr. NOLAN: He did it himself. You know. some day some network executive is dying to do
what Harry Truman did - hold up the headline that says "Dewey Defeats Truman." You
know. it's easy to call an election that's 10 points difference. What if it's a close one? What
are the exit polls going to tell us then? Wouldn't it be nice to wait for a close election as an
old-fashion-
Mr. DONALDSON: The Boston Globe runs polls constantly-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, if it's that close, Marty. they wouldn't call 'em.

Mr. DONALDSON: -and prints them.
Mr. NOLAN: We do.

Mr. DONALDSON: Why is that a service to your readers?
Mr, NOLAN: A good question'. I'm not so sure it is.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. I'm not so sure it's a service. George, in the sense that I'm
going to argue that we must do this, but if we do it and have the information. I think we are
obligated to put it on the air.
Mr, WILL: But obligation implies an imperative. positive moral duty. Now. it's one thing to
answer every journalistic question with the slogan "the public's right to know." but there is a
point at which the public has a right to a certain silence. Not a cathedal-like silence or-

Mr. NOLAN: Benign neglect. George.
Mr. WILL: Well. a benign neglect of hectoring them during what is one of the very few
deliberative moments in a democracy. which is election day.
Mr. DONALDSON: Who is this-
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. let me interrupt a second, The only thing we have to offer the
public is a promise that we will bring them information as honestly and accurately as we can
and as quickly as we can. So when we begin to compromise that and say. "Well. we'll tell
you what you think you ought to know when we think you ought to know it. .. Idon't want to
be in that position.
Mr. WILL: Well. it's difficult because instead of relying on a dogma one has to think and
make judgments. I'm just saying here's a case where the dogma isn't satisfactory.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. even when you think and make judgments it's still not easy. George.

Mr. WILL: I'm not saying- indeed. I'm saying that the easy. the intellectually lethargic way
to do it is to just say "public's right to know." speed at all times and just shovel it out. I'm
saying that that does not necessarily serve the public good.
Mr. NOLAN: The network officials. before Congressman Wirth's subcommittee. were very.
very cautious about this. They weren't quite as vigorous in their defense as you are.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Sam is not a network official.
Mr. DONALDSON: Network officials. rightfully so. must protect the interests of this
network and this news department. and Iwould expect them to be cautious in trying to see
what the Hill is going to do. the possibility of legislation. and trying to protect our ability to
disseminate information without intrusion of government in a way that I think it ought not to
be there. But as David has pointed out. that's not my job. My job is to report.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Let me bring up something else. In the Senate - it's tomorrow. isn't it?
_ they bring up two proposed constitutional amendments to allow. in one way or another.
prayer or something similar to prayer in the public schools. which previously has been
outlawed by the Supreme Court. Whether or not it will pass I don't know. but there's a great



get a win on this one in the Senate. then he could demonstrate his credentials 10 his
conservative base once again. If's politics. not prayer.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. I have a quick question. Time is short. We asked our two
candidates on the indexing of taxes - meaning raising the tax brackets to match inflation so
you don't get pushed into higher brackets. George. are you for it or against it?
Mr. WILL: I'm for it. I am so rabid about deficits. however. Iwould be amenable to delaying
it. But it is a principle of good government.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: I'm against the indexing as it is presently the law of the land. We need
to raise revenue. We need more taxes to do that in order to reduce the deficits. This holds
down revenue arbitrarily. and I think it's wrong.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Marty?
Mr. NOLAN: If we're going to have a soak-the-rich program. let's do it through a tax that
taxes consumption and not investment.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. fine. thank you. We'll be back with a few questions about
whether this is or is not a good year to run for president. or a bad one. In a moment.
{commercial breakj

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally. the circumstances do demand a kind word for those
running for president. because those who chose to run this year could hardly have chosen
worse. Not because Mr. Reagan is so strong. though he may be. but because it is difficult to
make the traditional Democratic case when there is no money to spend. First. the traditional
Democratic case has already been made. irrevocably. a generation ago - to use federal
money to help people with medical care. pensions. welfare. entitlements of various kinds.
and then every four years to promise to raise these benefits. which is all very nice. That has
been the Democratic case for years. and there is no turning back from it. But how does a
candidate promise anything like that when there is no money to pay and everyone knows it'?
Everyone has heard. perhaps to excess. about the deficit and the rising debt and the interest.
Well. they can cut military spending but nor that much. They can raise taxes and probably
will. but not that much. So if there is a good answer to this. it is not visible. So they can turn
to other issues - dealing with the Russians. pulling out of Central America and others that
don't cost anything. But that's about it. It is impossible to promise much more when
.everyone knows they can't pay for it. So for the Democratic candidates it is not a vintage
year.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you .
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

March 11, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Next Tuesday. Man:h 13th. is our biggest primary day so far. They
call it Super Tuesday. Some of the candidates. the losers. may have another name for it.
maybe Tenible Tuesday or some other name not suitable for a family television program.
Four primaries in big states plus five caucuses and. for the first time this year. states more
representative of the total American population in terms of income. race. general social
structure. and so it should tell us more about the Gary Hart phenomenon. ls it real? Will it
last? And. perhaps the hardest question of all: why?
OUf guests: Senator John Glenn of Ohio - little success in the primaries so far. hoping on

Tuesday to do better. live from Atlanta: the Reverend Mr. Jesse Jackson. now running in his
home country. the South. live from Atlanta: Patrick Caddell. campaign adviser to Gary Hart.
here in Washington: and Robert Strauss. former chairman of the Democratic National
Committee. active in Democratic Party politics. ran one presidential campaign himself. and
knows every Democratic official above the rank of assistant water commissioner. The
background. from our man John Martin. And our discussion here with George Will. Sam
Don.aldson and Hodding Carter. All here on our Sunday program.
FII'St. today's news since the Sunday morning papers. and there's very little of it: The

complete returns now in from Wyoming's caucus show Gary Hart's victory was 60% to 36
for Mondale. Mondale people say they thought they had done better than they expected.
while Hart's campaign manager said he expected his man to sew it up on Super Tuesday.
In London yesterday terrorists thought to be Libyans set off five bombs and injured :!3

people. This morning a car bomb went off in Manchester outside a house occupied by.
Libyans.
In the Massachusetts lottery there is a prize of $18 million. Seven people had the right

number. and each will get S:!.6OCUXXl.
Now. before we talk to our guests today about the astonishing political developments of

the last two weeks. here's some background on the presidential primary season so far. how
we got to where we are - wherever that is - from our man John Martin. John?
JO~N MARTIN: There is a commercial they run on television in the snowy North.
Dav,ld. Perhaps you·.ve seen it. It says. "When you need it bad. come to Florida." Well..
that s what the candidates have been doing all week because on Tuesday they all need It
bad. In Florida. in Georgia. in Alabama. but especially here where there are so many
convention delegates at stake and so little time left to round them up.

WALTER MONDALE, Democratic presidential candidate: That's why I
wanted to be with you today. because I really need your help. every one of you.
Sen. GARY HART, Democratic presidential candidate: I'm here tonight to
ask for your help.

M~':'TlN [voice-over]: For two weeks Gary Hart has been surging ahead in the public
oprmon polls. and Walter Mondale has been falling back.
M~RTHA SACHS, voter: Well. r was thinking of Mondale. but I've changed my
mmd.

ROSE STEVENS, voter: I think Mondale is too much of an old-time politician. I like
the young. fresh new politician.

MA:RTlN[voice-over}: It started with voting victories in small states _ New Hampshire.
Maine and Vermont, Yesterday the wyoming caucuses. a campaign soaring on the
cove~. of magazines ~ five of them put Hart there this past week ~ and the electrons of
television. Mondale laughs about this. but not his supporters.

MAURICE FERRE, Mayor of Miami: I don't know who the national media talks
to. but I've go~a s~rong feeling that the only people they talk to is amongst themselves.
because I don t think they're talking to the people. And they're going to have-

MARTIN [voice-over}: The spotlight has also shifted away from formerastronaut John

J

Glenn. the candidate many political experts once believed would win the nomination.
Sen. JOHN GLENN, Democratic presidential candidate: What we've been
stressing in these last few days is we just hope that with all this grounds well that
appeared to be running for Mr. Hart that people don't rush to judgment.

MARTIN [voice-over]; But Glenn's campaign has so far failed to take off. even in
Alabama where he spent most of the week. He is also reportedly running out of money.
But he keeps trying. So does Jesse Jackson.

SPEAKER: This will open the doors of the city. It opens our hearts.
MARTIN [voice-over]: And even though his strength among white voters barely shows in
the JX>lIs.his strength among blacks does show. and it seems likely to draw votes away
from Walter Mondale.

Rev. JESSE JACKSON, Democratic presidential candidate: Let Mondale
have his share. Let Hart get his share. Let Glenn gel his share. Let me get my share.
and we will win this race on Tuesday. Let everybody get their share.

MARTIN [voice-over l : Two days before Democratic voters choose more than 500dele-
gates from nine states and overseas. here is how some of the shares seem to add up. In the
latest ABC News-Washington Post poll completed Friday. in Florida Hart led Mondale 41
to 33 percent: Glenn and Jackson's shares were 8%. In Alabama. however. Walter
Mondale was leading by 10 percentage points, 38 to 28 percent for Hart. Jackson ~eld a
sliaht lead over Glenn. but 10% of the likely voters had not decided. The outcome IS also
far from certain in Georgia. In a local poll. MondaJe led Hart by a modest margin. but
many voters haven't made up their minds. One factor the~ COUld.be. a former ~?uth~m
president from Georgia. Yesterday Mondale flew to Plains to 'plcmc and politic With

Jimmy Carter. Hart met his share of celebrities the night before m ~ew York. where he
went to raise money. This week Hart won endorsements by ex-candl~ate Sena.tor Erne.st
Hollings of South Carolina and Senator Christopher Dodd of Connecticut. But It was stili
a fight. MondaJe stressed his compassion over Hart's coolness.

Mr. MONDALE: Look for somebody who hurts when you hurt. Look for that person.
and then elect him. If you'll tight for me on March l Jth. "II fight for you as president
of the United States.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Hart stressed the dangers of the future.
Sen. HART: We are literally mortgaging our children's future by those deficits. We
can only control them and reduce them by cutting back on the Reagan military
buildup.

MARTIN [voice-over}: Hart also hammered away at Mondale's labor support. which
Mondale flaunted at some places where he campaigned. In Chicago the head of the
AA...~CIO paraphrased a popular TV commercial to ridicule Hart.

LANE KIRKLAND, president, AFL-eIO: That's a very nice bun. whcrc's the
beef"?

MARTIN [voice-over]: Through it all the campaign raged on television. candidate against
candidate. message against message.
RAY STROTHER, Hart media adviser: We're advertising hope. and I think what this
election's about is hope.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Some voters weren't convinced by Hart.
VOTER: I don't know too much about him. but I know enough about Mondale to vote
for him and to get others to vote for him.
MARTIN: On Tuesday. with so many delegates at stake. the voters could confound us
again and save John Glenn's candidacy. What seems more likely. however. is that theywill force either Gary Hart or Walter MondaJe into the leading position after a larger and
more diverse part of America has had its chance to speak.
David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next. Senator John Glenn. campaigning in the
South roday and speaking today from Atlanta. In a moment.
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{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Glenn. in Atlanta. thanks very much for coming in.
Sen. GLENN: Glad to be here. Thank you much. David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Glad to have you with us this morning. Here with me are George Will of
ABC News. and Sam Donaldson. ABC News White House correspondent. '
Senator. first let me ask you. are you. along with all the rest of us. astonished at the Hart

phenomenon?
Sen. GLENN: Oh. I am. but you know. it's taken advantage of some of the things. David.
that I think I've been talking about for the last year - that we didn't need the old politics of
going back to the old organizational heads and depending on them to bring all of their people
in to vote. We could do better than that. And I started talking about that a year or so ago. that
I think we needed a new approach in our foreign policy that was not going right. We needed a
new approach for the economy that was not going right. But. you know. I don't break it
down into a generational gap. I think that we move ahead in this country as we move ahead
for all o~ our people. whether they're young or middle-aged or old. and that's the way I've
been trymg to address these problems.
GEORGE WILL: Senator Glenn. last fall Walter Mondale sort of picked a fight with you.
and he said. "You're not a real Democrat." He said. "I. Walter Mondale. am a traditional
Democrat." Now. Gary Hart appears to be making hay by saying. "I'm not a traditional
Democrat. Walter Mondale is." Who are the Democrats? What does the Democratic Party
want?

Se~~GL~NN: Oh. the Democratic Party is a big tent. George. and it covers a lot of different
political VIews. and that's what we're spelling out here. And I think for anyone person-I
don't c~ who it is - to take upon themselves to put forward a litmus test for the rest of us as
to what kind of Democrats we're going to be was a presumption I don't think anyone should
make. r grew up in a Democratic household. a Democratic father and mother. I worked in the
Dem?Cratic Party. been elected twice in Ohio by overwhelming majorities. I think I've
certainly won my spurs as a Democrat. and [ don't take kindly to those who question that.
Mr. WILL: Well. it's a big tent. but some Scoop Jackson Democrats say. "Look. these
Democrats have run around all fall and all spring telling our adversaries abroad where they
would withdraw from and where they wouldn't send troops." They haven't heard a Scoop
Jackson Democrat represented. Is that wing of the party dead?
Se~. GLENN: No. I don't think it is. and I've been careful not to spell out exactly where
you d do what because I don't think you want to tell the Soviets that. But I can tell you one
area. I would not have gone into Lebanon on such an ill-defined mission as we had there. and
I sai,d so at that tin:~. I had 23 years' background in the Marine Corps. and if there's one t~ing:
th~t ~ taught me. It s where to use force and where not to use force. And such an iJl-detined
mls~lon as ,the territorial integrity of Lebanon was ridiculous. I think it's in this area of
foreign policy and defense policy where my experience and background, the things I h~ve
said. at least to me ~ake far more sense than anything: that the others have said. The guttmg:
of our defense, which Walter Mondale would basically do. and Gary Hart has suggesled
cutba~ks In defense on the F-18. the F-15. the Nimitz carrier. which is far more cost-
effective. cut back on the Hellfire missile- well. several different missile systems without
which we would not have the proper security for this country. Now. it's in that area where we
do have some very. very serious differences. and I've been spelling those out.
SA~ DONALDSON: Senator. unfortunately many of the voters don't seem to be looking at
the Issues so rr,auchas looking at the new politics versus the old. Let me ask you about one of
the atm~sphencs that Senator Hart is using very effectively. apparently. He jabs the air. he
says he s .a legacy of Jack Kennedy. To many voters he looks like Jack Kennedy. To
someone like you. who had some association with the Kennedys. does that rankle?
Sen. ~LENN: Let me say this about that. Well. I think it's up to you to make your own
comparisons as to how much he's trying to imitate Jack Kennedv. I knew Jack Kennedy
personally. worked wit~ hi~, We knew some of programs he wanted. He wanted to set goals
for the future. took pnde 10 academic excellence that's aoinu to build this nation into the
future- ~ ~

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. but you don't look like him. Senator
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sen. GLENN: -c-rookpride in research-
Mr. DONALDSON: [ mean. you don't have his hair-
Sen. GLENN: That's for sure. Sam. That's for sure. BUIdo you have to look like someone'.'
Is that the problem? You don't transfer one person from 20 years to another set of problems
20 years later. even if they are look-alikes. I think that's preposterous. So I just reject that at
the outset. I don't think you can do that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. what about this- you're trying to make some hay with the fact
that Senator Hart joined the Naval Reserve when he was 41 by apparently pulling a few
strings.
Sen. GLENN: Well. I thought that when we- you know. I don't know why he did that. If
he wanted it on his biography I guess that's all right to do that. He pulled strings. He go~ a
waiver. He was overage. as I understand it. served about 10 days. To me getting a commis-
sion in the armed service means you want to serve and you want to go serve and you want to
be part of that. Now. Gary has said that he did this because of a concern for the In~ian
Ocean. He said for several different reasons. as I get. In fact. I think it should be c1anfied
because the accounts I have read- there have been several different accounts he's given as to
why he did that. why the age. why the name. all of these different things.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. why are you bringing this up? Are you trying 10 say he's
dishonest'!
Sen. GLENN: No. I'm not saying he's dishonest. but-
Mr. DONALDSON: Then why bring it up'
Sen. GLENN: W(!II. you brought it up. I didn't bring it up this morning.
Mr. DONALDSON: No. but I brought it up because in a speech just two days ago you
hammered home this very point.
Sen. GLENN: No. I put forward some things that I thought where we differed in defense
policy. and that came in as one of them. as (0 why he would come out. That was one of the
issues of a long series of things where we disagreed with some of our foreign policy
differences. and it came up in connection with his statements that were very vague about the
Persian Gulf. He was asked in some previous interviews. Sam. whether we should defend the
Persian Gulf. He first said we should negotiate. and then he said. "WeIL we should leave it
up to our allies." but was non-committal completely as to what he would do. And. I have
taken very specific stands on everything to do with foreign policy, whether it's the Mideast.
the Persian Gulf. the importance of that area. I was the one that fought on the Senate floor
against pulling out half our carrier task forces there. Three of our presidents have stood for
keeping that energy jugular of the free world open. r think it's in this area of foreign policy
and defense where f stand head and shoulders above the others. and where I have had that
kind of experience. And I think the people across the South here do not want to see a party
come forward again as a party of big spenders, weak on defense and promising everything to
everybody. And I think- I just hope they don't rush to judgments on this groundswelJ that
seems to be running on whatever it's running on. I hope that this groundsweJl- that people
think about this before they vote. Think about who has the best program that's been put
forward on the economy so their kids will have jobs in the future. Think about education and
about research. I have worked in those areas. And about business around this world that's
going to provide the jobs, I've been a businessman around this world. and I started four small
businesses here. So I've had the experience. and I have every bit as much vision for the
future and hope for the future ~ which I've been talking about for the last year.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator. before our time runs out I want to ask you briefly about Super
Tuesday. If you do not do as well as you hope. what would you do next?
Sen. GLENN: Well. let's put it the other way. Sam [sic]. I'm an optimist about the people
across the South, I don't think that because people up there in upper New England happened
to vote a certain way that the people down here are going to say. "My goodness. I better drop
in lock-step and do the same thing." I'm looking at this optimistically. As my message has
sorten out across the South. I think we"ll do better than expected. and I like to think. are
Walter Mondale and Gary Hart going to have to drop out after Super Tuesday'!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator. thank you.
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Sen. GLENN: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks very much for coming in and talking with us today. Coming: next.
also from Atlanta. the Reverend Mr. Jesse Jackson. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Jackson. in Atlanta. thank you very much for coming in.
Rev. JACKSON: Good morning.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Happy to have you with us today.
Rev. JACKSON: Great.

Mr. BRINKLEY: lei me ask you this first. A week or a couple of weeks ago. when it was
assumed that MondaJe was the frontrunner. you said - and r think I'm quoting you
accurately - "Mondale will need my help.' Or whether it's Mondale or somebody else.
what would you expect in return for your help? Talking about November. I assume,
Rev. JACKSON: The most critical area has to be with the enforcement of the Voting Rights
Act of 1%5. That voting act has essentially been sabotaged. Eighteen years after the Voting
Rights Act ICit of the elected officials are black. At this rate it will take us 198 years to
achieve parity. Let's look at Georgia just quickly: 159 counties, zero blacks: Supreme Court:
all white: the appeals court: all white: 10 congressmen, zero blacks: ~~ majority counties,
zero black. That's because the Voting Rights Act of '65 has nor been enforced. Things like
second primaries and inaccessible registrars and dual reaistration must be dealt away with
Any Democrat that will not support the ending of second primaries and dual registration.
gerrymandering and annexation does not deserve the black and the locked-out vote for 1984
Mr, .wILL: Mr. Jackson. when George Wallace used to be running he used to say, "I'm
runmng because there isn't a dime's worth ofditference berween the other guys." Now, the
ABC polling indicates that the black votes you are getting in southern states are corning
larg.e~yat !he expense of Walter Mondale. If you should injure Mondale and perhaps grve ,3
decisive victory to Gary Hart, are you saying it doesn't matter because there isn't a dime s
worth of difference between those two?

Rev. JACKS~N: No, the fact is Mondales getting votes at my expense. He's picking: fruit
from trees he did not plant. He did not eam the black vote and has not inherited the black
vote. I stood here and helped to get the Public Accommodations Bill passed. What he was
advocating I was acting about. He did not march to get the Voting Rights Act in '65. In 'SI.
when Reagan threatened the bill he did not march to get voting ~rights extended. So to that
extent I've earned the black vote and I'm getting more -=-- I'm ge~ttinQ.a substantial share of it.
On the ol.her hand, Ihe~'s an amazing similarity between Mo~dale and Hart. separated more
b~ rhetoric than by reality. For example, they talk about how much Reagan wants to ~Ise t~e
military budget. He says 5%: Han. 3%: Mondale. 4%. Difference between Je and a nickel IS
not very much. Neithe~ will support parity _ 9O'lc parity _ for the small fanner. The small
farmer needs 90% panty. not 100% charity. Neither will share that ticket with a woman 10
1984:.They've taken that position. Neither will really fight to enforce the Voting Rights Act.
So, In a real ~ense, we need more than a new president we need a new direction. Hart
represents a kind of fad for the future and in some sense Mondale a relic of the past. but
neither at this point represents a fundamentally new direction.
Mr. WILL: But it sounds as though you're saying that there isn't a dime's worth of difference
between Hart. Mondale and Reagan.

Rev. JA~KSON: Well. at one level you must say that Hart and Mondale are both decent
men. I think they ~~ve a higher sense of social consciousness than Reagan, but for example,
you look at the military budget. they are going in the same direction. I think that Hart and
Mondale. for example. would not cut away breakfast programs and lunch programs. as
Reagan has done. They would n~t cut back on food stamps or small farmers and the tJ?Or.
They would have. a greater commitment to education. I don't think that they would cut ald.to
":mencan education and increase aid to EI Salvador. So in some areas there are substantial
differences. ~en you look at the Voting Rights Act and their behavior. look at the military
bu?get ~nd the.lr behavior it's substantially the same. For Hart to talk about new ideas. I.f
he s going to Incre~se the milirary budget he's going to increase Ihat deficit. That defiCit
Increase I$-- there IS no money to in fact have in fact money for new ideas. We can cut the

military budget by at least ~Ogc without cutting our defense at all.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Jackson. if they're so unsatisfactory, are you leaving open the possibility.
perhaps. of giving a third alternative in the fall campaign?
Rev, JACKSON: At this point we're more concerned about expanding the options of our
party. We want to make the Democratic Party to be w~at it ought t~ be. We're not threaten-
ing the party. We represent therapy for the party. We ve brought 10 more new vo~ers than
anybody else has. The old wineskins. however. must make room for the ne",: Wln~. and
we're going to be the conscience of this party. Somebody must focus on the misery index.
and under Reagan there are five million more people in poverty. J5 million now. and by the
end of this year there '11be 41 million people in poverty. Our party must hammer away at the
misery index for the poor and the danger index for everybody.
Mr. DONALDSON: Reverend Jackson, you started attacking Gary Hart this past week
particularly, saying thathe is not a man of great c~mpassi(.m, an~ attacking his cred~ntials as
someone who really cares and feels about the main constituencies of the Democratic Party.
Why have you done that?
Rev. JACKSON: That's not quite accurate. I did not attack his credentials. I accept Gary
reallv as a friend and as an honorable man. I did make some distinction between where Gary
Hart-is and a Mondale and their proximity and Jesse Jackson, who represents fundamentally
new directions. I mean, l did not advocate getting Goodman out of Syria. I went to get him.
That was action. My position on South Africa is quite different than a Mondale and a Hart.
There we must have a formula: If there is going to be enfranchisement. there should be
investment. Disenfranchisement. disinvestment. The positions there are quite different. I
think the Middle East that we must reconcile the warring factions and talk to all of them. and
act and change things. There are differences there in our basic positions.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay, whats going to happen after Tuesday? Is there any chance
you're got ng to drop out'?
Rev. JACKSON: Oh. no. We're going to intensify-
Mr. DONALDSON: But you're going to be knocked out. aren't you'! You've lost your
matching funds already. How can you finance a campaign'?
Rev. JACKSON: Well. we've never had matching funds for a great crusade for social
justice. Our campaign is on the incline.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well. you did have matching funds. Reverend Jackson.
Rev, JACKSON: Well. but the fact of the matter is that's not consequential to us. really.
Mr. DONALDSON: Money isn't required?
Rev. JACKSON: It really is nor that important to us. For example. we got 6%of the vote in
New Hampshire. That was impressive to me because the campaign that could not a~ord one
newspaper ad or one TV ad we beat McGovern, we beat Cranston, we beat Hollings and
Cranston and Askew. And to me that was not like Mondale moving from one towards four.
That was moving from nowhere up towards four. Our campaign is moving up.
Mr. DONALDSON: But that's the past. Don't tell me what you did last week. What are you
going to do next week? Are you going to have the finances to go on?
Rev. JACKSON: Well. we know what did happen last week. We moved up. I mean. last
week, you know, we got the state Democratic committee of South Carolina to endorse my
campaign? That's moving up. I'm running ahead of Glenn in Alabama. And for me that's
moving up.
Mr. DONALDSON: Are you going to win in Alabama'! Are you going to win Alabama?
Rev. JACKSON: We certainly expect to win Alabama. We're in the thick of that race. and
we're zoine to run on to see what the end is going to be. because for us winning is new
voters.Wi~ning is reviving the progressive wing of 'Our Democratic Party. Winning for us is
being the conscience of this party. Winning for us is putting the Third World on the
frontbumer of the American agenda. No matter who wins. the element that we arouse will
never again be written off by Democrats and taken for granted by Republicans. We must be
respected. and for us that's winning.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Jackson, thank you very much for coming: in.
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Rev. JACKSON: Thankyou very much.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We enjoyed having you with us today.
Rev. JACKSON: Yes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Patrick Caddell. campaign adviser to Senator Gary Hart. In
a moment.

(commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Caddell. thanks very much for coming in.
PATRICKCADDELl, Hart campaign advisor: Thankyou.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Glad to have you with us today.
Mr. CADDELL: Glad to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, before we ask you any questions l want to show you and show our
audience a short piece of tape of your appearance here on this program 15 months ago. on
December 5th. 1982. You were asked then to look forward to the 1984 campaign. look
forward to now. and to say how you thought it would go and 10 make a scenario. as the
question was put. and this was. your answer.

Mr. CADDELL [December 5. 1981/: Since 1968 in each party. when the out-party has
been trying to choose a nominee, the voters in that party have searched for someone other
than a member of the establishment or centrist part of the party. And in 1972 for the
Democrats it was George McGovern. In 1976 it was someone who was different in
another way, Jimmy Carter. And the Republicans the same in 1980. So if you looked at
that history you would make the case that we are probably going to have a candidate, if
that trend held up. who is really only a speck on the horizon at the moment. If you go to
the question of a new candidate or someone who's unknown. they do have one advan-
tage, that they get to start in small states. Iowa and New Hampshire are fairly small.
They're organizable. You have only about 100.000 Democrats, even though that was a
large turnout in '80. who participated in the Iowa caucus. There are only 130JXX)
Democrats who are registered in New Hampshire. It's the kind of state where someone
w:h~ is unknown can take a minimal amount of resources and spend a lot of time and take
hIS Ideas there and perhaps win a plurality of voters. not a majority necessarily. in a big
field, but a plurality that allows him to get projected and move forward.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Pat. that was you in 1982. That's pretty good. A speck on a horizon
has now become a huge cloud. ~

Mr. CADDELL: Well. I may retire after that. We could run some of the other tapes that
aren't so prophetic.

Mr, BRINKLEY: All right. well. we always try to be nice to you here. Since you were so
good 15 months ago telling what was going to happen now today. tell us what's going to
happen Tuesday. What is your projection?

Mr, CADDELL: Well, it was a lot easier to predict 15 months ago the sort of trend where
you could get a candidate- ~

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. if you're really good we'll play it back next time you come.
Mr. CADDELL:.r can see this is going to be an endless game going on. I think that what will
happen Tuesday IS that Senator Hart will probably win several primaries.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Which ones?

Mr. CADDELL: I think Massachusetts. l think he has a decent shot at Florida. And I think
he's been moving in Alabama and in Georgia. but I'm not sure there is enough time to
overtake that Mondale lead. aiven the small base of recognition Senator Hart started with.
Mr, WILL: Mr. Caddell. the Gallup poll came out this week that showed Gary Hart beating
Ronald Reagan by something like nine points. Now. Gary Hart. I suppose. three weeks ago
had a name recognition in the country of. what. IOo/c?
Mr. CADDELL: Less than that.

M~..WllL: Less th~n that Now, if you can believe these polls. thai means that about 60
million Americans In the last three weeks found out who he was and decided they wanted
him to be leader of the free world. What is going on in the public mind? ls there a public
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mind? Is this just anybody-bur-Mondale. anybody-bur-Reagan?
Mr, CADDELL: No. I think that there's something: more substantial there. I think there's
been a- I've never- in 197~ or '76. when I was in~olved in the campaigns. I've never seen
an explosion for a candidacy that matches that for Senator Hart this year. and I think it's
because people had been yearning for something I think that many people. many observers
and press-
Mr, WilL: What is it'.'
Mr. CADDELL: -well. I think-
Mr. WILL: Yearning is pretty powerful. I mean. the country's sort of fat. sassy and at peace.
Mr. CADDELL: I think if you go beyond that. if you go beyond- and I kept arguing this all
fall. If you went beyond the name recognition polls and asked people what they were looking
for. there is a deep apprehension about what the future is really going to be like. and a great
desire to kind of move on toward it. And it's been very. very stong in the Democratic Party.
and it was there to be found and I think that's being seen.
Mr. WilL: But. Mr. Caddell. Tom Dewey was nearly laughed out of American politics
because he gave a speech in which he said. "The future lies ahead. ,. That is almost the text
of the Carter- of the Hart campaign so far.
Mr. CADDELL: Well. I disagree with that. and I think that if you goback-c- I think that part
of the problem that Senator Hart's having. and we all have. is we have put so much tension
on these horse-race aspects that for months he has been articulating a whole series of these
issues and new ideas of his. and people saying. "Where are the new ideas," and he's been
giving speeches about them. But the focus wasn't there. It was on a two-man race. And I
think if you look back at that you'll see that his argument about where we ought to go in the
future is probably a more powerful idea than simply a statement.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Caddell. in 1977. ali an adviser 10then-President Carter. you wrote
a famous memo to the President looking toward the '80 re-election campaign in which you
said. "You've got to emphasize style over substance." You believed it then. Isn't that what
you've done now with Gary Hart'?
Mr, CADDELL: Well. Sam. I've been- for years Fve been wanting to correct you on that
point.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. I have a copy of the memo.
Mr. CADDELL: Well. so do I. I had a parenthetical comment in there which I said that
sometimes people try to substitute substance for style and vice versa. The point I was making
was that in order to lead you had to send signals. I was not arguing- in fact. most of that
memo was about dealing with substance. I think what we're having here. what Senator Hart
has been doing. has been pushing a very strong message in the sense of a large definition of
where does the party go? And behind that has been a Jot of new ideas and issues that he has
been pushing not just this year but all the way back since he started running in politics in
1973.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. there's a second part of my question. and it really comes 10you.
It's no secret that you looked around for a candidate to back this time. You went to Joe Biden
to see if he was interested in running for the presidency just a few months ago. and to others.
How did you come to Gary Hart? Was it not. ali some suggest. simply an opportunistic device
on your part?
Mr. CADDELL: Well. as I said-
Mr. DONALDSON: -part of the game this year?
Mr, CADDELL: No. I think that that will probably be not the worst charge that will be made
this year about me, but no. I went around in 1983. I talked to a 101of young Democrats who
have been arguing the kinds of ideas and concerns that I've had in the party who were
interested in running for president. I spent a good amount of time in 198] talking with Gary
Hart-

Mr, DONALDSON: SO it didn't really matter to you which horse you got on')
Mr, CADDELL: Yes. it did. No. Sam. the point of the rnarter is I've been saying - as I said
on this program before. and as I've said in speeches. in writing before. I think the party had
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to make a fundamental shift in movement. and it clearly was going to come out of that
younger generation. Senator Hart has probably been the most intelligent and innovative
speaker in the party on that subject of moving the party toward those future issues. And how
we ~ot t~gether. ~d so forth is not surprising. We go back many years. He brought me into
presidential politics.

Mr •.o~NA~DSON: One final thing for you to speak. to. and that is the charge that you really
don t Ilk.eFntz Mondale. the two of you never got along. After you wrote that malaise speech
for Presld~nt Cane: Mondale said that that was all screwy and funny, and you have really
entered this campaign to some extent because you want to show Fritz Mondale that you're
going to defeat him.
Mr. CAt?DELL: Well. no. Sam. I don't think anyone person can do that. and I don't think a
revenge IS a good motive if it's true. Fritz Mondale and I have had our differences about
subst~ce. We actually have gotten along personally very well. We did in 1980 during the
campal~n. We even discussed the question of 1984. So it wasn't that. I just have a different
perception. and I have argued it even out in the wilderness. of where I think the party ought
to go. And I have felt very forcefully about that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Caddell. you've been involved in a number of political campaigns.
YC!uhave run a very substantial polling operation. and so on that basis I would like to ask you
this. You say you find in the American people a yearning. For what?
Mr. CADDELL: Well. I think that what people are looking for-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Peace and freedom. yes. but-
Mr. CADDELL: Well. I mean beyond 'ha.-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Everybody offers that. What-
Mr. CADDELL: That's obvious. But beyond that I think what people are looking for is some
direction on how do we capture the future. If you look at some of the surveys we've been
doing, even though people are very optimistic in the short term about where the country is. if
you ask them about the long term. we're finding substantial numbers of people who believe
that the future is slipping away. their ability to control it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why'
Mr. CADDELL: I'm not even really sure of that. David. I mean. I've only been able to get at
it in a cursory way. I think it's a sense of both the changes that have been propelling and also
the kind of general drift. particularly economic, over the last 15 years in the country. There is
a sense among many voters. particularly in the baby-boom generation. which is the most
powerful moving force now in American politics in terms of numbers, a sense that they're
not sure that their futures will be as good as they were in the past and a real desire to sort of
want to shape those. And beyond that I can't give real definition. We're seeing an explosion
right now. We spent so much time on politics. one of the things that has not happened in the
last week or two is a real focus on. what is this phenomena? What is this reaction that seems
to have been ignited by Senator Hart's candidacy all of a sudden? It clearly must have been
there. that none of us really. including myself. really understood the true parameters of. and
it's really significant for the political movement. I think we should spend some lime all trying
to ascertain what that is.
Mr. BRINKLEY: If you find out. let us know. will you? Thank you very much, Mr.
Caddell. Thanks for being with us today.
Mr. CADDELL: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Robert Strauss, vastly experienced in Democratic Party
politics. whom we will ask to put all of this into his perspective. In a moment.

{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Ambassador Strauss. thanks very much for coming in.
ROBERT STRAUSS, former chairman, Democratic National Committee: Thanks
for having me.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I think we think of you as one of the more experienced. skillful politicia.ns
in this country and so we'd like to have your views on all of this. But first let me ask you this.
Have you heard the talk going around in the last few days that some of the party leaders are

desperately looking for some other person 10 come in and stop Hart?
Mr. STRAUSS: Well. you always-
Mr. BRINKLEY: All I said was, have you heard the talk'!
Mr. STRAUSS: Yes. 1 have heard talk like that. but you always hear that kind of talk when
you get in this kind of campaign. and stop movements just don't work. Start movements
sometimes do.
Mr. DONALDSON: Who are you going to start?
Mr. STRAUSS: Well. I'm not going to start anyone.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. you mean. you've just heard the talk, you haven't said anything"
Mr. STRAUSS: I was answering the question. He asked if I'd heard it and' said I had heard
it and then I. in those instances. I have said that movements to stop someone just don't work.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. when people come to you for advice on this do you suggest 10
them. "Don't try 10 do anything." or do you say. "Let's start someone?"
Mr. STRAUSS: I have- oh. I guess really neither. I discourage trying to stop anyone. I
encourage people to stay in the process as it works its way through. And we'll nominate a
candidate and we will. once we nominate a candidate. we will unite around that candidate on
a common agenda. That's my judgment.
Mr. WILL: In 1976 Ronald Reagan didn't start coming back against Gerald Ford until the
North Carolina primary. chased him all the way to Kansas City and almost got a dead heat at
the convention. In 1980 Ted Kennedy didn't start coming back against Carter until the New
York primary. made a fight of it all the way to the convention. Can you envision. given the
kind of primaries and caucuses we now have. a brokered convention this year'!
Mr. STRAUSS: I think it's possible because I think that the candidates will-Ilhink we'll
go all the way 10 the convention before we select a candidate. George. People forget just how
difficult it is to get Silk of those delegates. It sounds easy and it sounds like Hart now is
winning them all. earlier that Mondale was going to win them all. But gelling 5['1(" is a
terribly difficult thing: to do with candidates staying in. with uncommitted people. And when
that happens there's a chance that neither of the candidates and none of the two or three that
are left in will be able to put it together. Unhappily. if you want to look for that kind of
scenario, the way it's structured this year it's too late for anyone to get in the primaries. I
think there's another week, maybe. to file in California and that would be it. So it would be
someone who hadn't participated. and that's not very good either. I hope that of these
candidates we'll be able to select one.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you. in looking at this process. what do you think has happened that
caused this Hart boom? Was it an anti-Mondale vote. anyone-bur-Mondale? Is it truly a
new-idea vote?
Mr. STRAUSS: Oh. I think it's really neither of those things. I think for one thing that
people were looking- we always look for an alternative to whatever is there. and when it
appeared that Mondale was going to run away with il- people all want the process to
continue. I think you may see some of that take place this coming Tuesday. They don't want
it to end. And the press also was looking. for someone. an alternative. for the process to
continue.
Mr. DONALDSON: Are you sure?
Mr. STRAUSS: And wait a minute. now. I think that it got caught upc- I think they all
caught up in something big. and I think Gary Hart has very skillfully exploited. and I use the
word "exploit" in the best sense- and Pat Caddell has been a great help to him in doing.
that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me just ask about the press.
Mr. STRAUSS: But this could stabilize.
Mr. DONALDSON: l think most of us in the press completely missed it. I think most of us
in the press thought it was going to be Mondale and even after Iowa didn't see Gary Hart
coming.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I would say all of us. Sam.
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Mr. ~TRA~SS:.I would say all of us in the press and in politics generally. Sam. missed it. I
certainly missed rt.

Mr. DONALDSON: So we didn't- the press didn't eer caushr up in pushing this Hart
boom. '"

~r.,STR~USS: No. but once it got- once it-I don't- I'm not saying: the press pushed
~t. I m saymg that Hart, by maybe 800 to I.(XX)votes. led whoever ran third _ I forget who
It was: George McGovern - in Iowa. That's about all. A thousand votes' difference 'In Iowa
made the difference there.

Mr".WI~L: Never mind who pushed it. is it healthy? Now. do we want to go through a
noml~a.tmg proc~ss. Mr. Strauss. where you can have. again. if the polls are to be believed.
60 million Amencan~ changlOg. what passes for their minds at this point? Now. would it be
better to have a cooling off penod? Is this going too fast?
~r. STRAUSS: Of course it would be better. It would be better if we had an altogether
different kind of process. but we can't chanze that now. And I think a cooling off will
probably take place. There's a good chance that this will stabilize a bit in the South. and if it
does (su~pect th~t Gary Hart will win his share. that Fritz Mondale will win his share. maybe
91enn :",111 surpnse some people. But it will continue on to Illinois and then into the major
~~dustnal states. And I think that's healthy. Let me just follow up on one point. You know.
n s really crazy, when you stop and think. if you want to keep it in reasonable perspective.
people tend to lose their benchmarks of what they see out there. A few weeks ago we saw
Mondale 10 to on~ o~er Hart, and running strong against President Reagan. Ten days later
you .see Hart dominating Mondale. and now all of a sudden you see Hart running ahead of
President Reagan m the polls. You can't have ~5 and 30 million shifts like that that are very
sound when they take place overnight. -

Mr".DONALDS~N: Well. is this bloodletting that's going on healthy for the party aginst
President Reagan 10 the fall. or unhealthy?

Mr. STRAUSS: Oh. I thi.nk it depe~ds on how it plays out. I think that the bloodletting, for
example. t~at t~e Republicans had 10 1976. when Reagan was runnina aaainsr Ford and
charging him ';V1t~ destroying the nation with $6O-billion deficits was reponsible in a large
measure ..He didn t ~nock ou.t Ford for the presidency. but he enabled Jimmy Carter to do so
later. So It can hurt 10 those Instances. In other cases you see- we had in '60. I remember.
~hen Kennedy and Johnson had a vi~ious race. they united and we pulled it off. It is my
Judgment that when we choose a candidate. whoever it is. that we'll unite around a common
agenda and that we'll be able to do that. There's not that much difference between what
they're sa~ing, and we don't have these ideological and emotional splits that we've had in our
party and In the Republican Party.

Mr. DON~LDSON: These charges against Hart about his name change. his aee. his Naval
Reserve thing. are those good? Is that the way to run a campaign? ~ ~
M.r.STRAU~S: Well. I think they're to be expected. and if you have a vulnerability there it
w~1Ibe exploited to an extent. But that really isn't- the question is. and what the people of
this country-.you ask~d the qu~stion of Pat Caddell. what are people yearning for'? I'll tell
you what I t~mk they re yearnmg for. Sam. I don't think they're yeaming- they don't
know- ~hey re not yeernmg past. future, present. They're yearning for something- they
are yearning for leadership to build a national consensus. to solve these terrible problems they
feel today - the problem of what kind of a national defense this nation needs-
Mr. DONALDSON: You sound like the Mondale supporter that you are.
Mr. STRAUSS: No. what it is- I am a Mondale supporter. but that's not what I'm- I'm
not making ~ case for anyone. But they want problems solved. They want a whole new tax
code that raises revenues properly. That's what they're yearning for.
Mr. W~LL: If you could go back to October. would you tell your friend Lane Kirkland and
your fnend Walter Mondale that they'd better not kiss in public? That they should foreeo that
pleasure? -

Mr. ~TRAUSS: Oh. I don't think it was that. I think maybe they made some mistakes in the
way It was handled, but no. that's their business. They seem to be- I'd stay out of it like I
just did, and that's what I would do.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Strauss, thank you.
Mr. STRAUSS: Thanks a lot for having me. David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for coming in. a pleasure to have you with us. as always. Coming
next. our little discussion here in which anyone can say anything he likes within the rules-
ABC's rules of decency, and joining us will be commentator Hedding Carter. In a moment.
[commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. before we get into any presumably weightier matters. I have a small
social note I would like to bring up here. and it is that two well-known Americans have
birthdays today. One is Lawrence Welk. who is 81, and the other is Sam Donaldson. who is
50. And you can't even play an accordion. as far as I know.
Mr. DONALDSON: A one and a two and a three. Well. I'd rather be 50 than not.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. Now, one of the more interesting Supreme Court decisions we
have had recently was this past week in reference to the town of Pawtucket. Rhode Island.
which at Christmas allowed a Christian--- a group of Christian and Christmas symbols - a
creche and other things - to be displayed on the courthouse lawn. The Court. after much
agonizing about this over the years and much prodding from the ACLU, the American Civil
Liberties Union. finally came around and by five to four said this is okay. What do we think
about that? George. I know you have views on this subject.
Mr. WILL: Well. the Court flinched from its own silly test that it's elaborated over the years
and said. "Oh. come on now. The Constitution says you shall not establish religion. a
state-sponsored church. and putting this creche in with Santa's sleigh and Santa's house and
teddy bears and clowns and all the rest doesn't constitute establishment of religion." Still.
they wrote a very narrow case, and when the ACLU finds, as it will labor overnight to do. a
creche that is not surrounded by candy canes and stands on its own. we'll have another court
test. And the Court will go on dividing its time between complaining about its workload and
deciding trivial cases such as this.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think the majority was wrong and the minority was right. Justice
Brennan wrote a decision that was far more powerful than anything I could say, saying it was
an impermissable intrusion by government into religious areas. that it was the establishment
of reliaion in a sense. In a small sense, but where does it start? The majority held, for
instance. as George knows. that Christmas in this sense was just a historic event. It had
really- it was the minor part that was the religious aspect. And that since the Court had
already found that it was constitutional to have Christmas Day off and that it was not an
intrusion. that they could go an extend it to the nativity scene. But that's sort of turning logic
on its ear. The birth of Christ is the founding event in the Christian religion or it's nothing.
It's not a historical event.
HOODING CARTER, PBS commentator: It's also. they tell me. central to the season of
Christmas. and I've never seen precisely why that was an intrusion upon those who might not
be Christian. to be reminded what the season was. I think the Court's ruling doesn't disturb
me very much. I don't think. it advances very much, probably for the reasons ~eorge has
outlined, that the decision itself was so vague. What the Court very carefully did not do.
which is important and in fact every one of the justices very carefully did do. was to reaffirm
their rulings of the past having to do with impermissable extension of religion into the public
arena. And here I think is the most important thing. We have not breached that wall. There
may be a Iinle mousehole in it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. but this Court. in several instances. is drawing back from, call it a
wall of separation or whatever metaphor you want to use. and if you look down the road and
if these decisions keep going in this direction. then what is the Court going to say? Prayer in
the schools maybe is next. The Court has stood firm on that. But we all-
Mr. CARTER: It did in this decision.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right.
Mr. CARTER: Vel)' carefully.
Mr. DONALDSON: Where you have a constitutional movement in that direction. The Court
pays attention to election day. it said.
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Mr. WILL: We're up to our ears in religion in this town these days anyway. I mean
everybody-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. let me on that point let me point outthat Tip O'Neill. Speaker of the
House. suggested the other day that we build a chapel at Camp David so President Reagan on
Sunday mornings can go to church. Tip is disturbed because when he is in Washington he
does not go to church. My question is, in the case of the President. as of anyone else. who's
business is it whether he goes to church or not?
Mr. DONALDSON: It's no one's business. but~ and anyone can pray in private. David. I
mean. that's fine. But for the President to pray in private and never go to church and then go
to the pulpit near election day and try to tell the rest of us where we should pray in public and
how we should conduct ourselves in a religious sense is just a little hypocritical.
Mr. CARTER: It is an old-fashioned good word.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why? Because he is not a student in a public school?
Mr. DONALDSON: WelL no. But. I mean. if you've got the convictions and you want to
express them,. that's one thing. But the President only expresses these convictions when it
comes to runnmg for office apparently. When he was not in office he didn't go to church. He
didn't express these convictions like this.
~r ..C~RTER: I'm with the President. I think it's time to bring religion back into our public
msntunons. and the White House is a good place to start and this President's a good one to
start it since he's the one who talks about it so much. I mean. I think that obviously is Tip
O'Neill's ~int. A president who has not been to an organized religious service since June of
last year gomg around the country lecturing the rest of us on how we need to have God in
public places is a president who is either forgetful or hypocritical.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I think-
Mr. CARTER: -or a very good politician.
M~".BRINK~EY: Now. wait a minute. You worked for Jimmy Carter. the most overtly
religious president we have had in quite a long time.
Mr. CARTER: Who went to church. And who went to church.
Mr. BRINKLEY: He didn't go every Sunday. did he?
Mr. CARTER: He went as regularly as any president in my memory.
M~. ~ONAL~S~N: Well. I want to correct you. The President has been-to an organized
~hglous service since last June. at the DMZ. in front of all the cameras. demilitarized zone
10 Korea. He attended a Sunday morning worship service.
Mr. CARTER: I'm sorry. I meant here in town.
Mr, DONALDSON: Okay.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. Well. Tip O'Neill- should we build a chapel for him? I think it
should be his own choice. don't you?
Mr. WILL: Yes.
Mr. DON~LDSON: Well. the President-c- let me just say one more thing. The President
had something the other day to say that I think is quite reasonable. He said. "I don't know
ho~ often the Democrats go to church." Well. we're going to research that. too. and we're
gomg !o find .out ho,; often TiJ:lO'Neill goes to church and all the rest of them that complain
about It. I think that s very fair to look at their records.
Mr. CARTER: This is an absurd conversation.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. it is. but that's Washington.
Mr. ~RINKLEY: Are you going to apply a test of hypocrisy to everybody in political life in
Washington?
Mr. DONALDSON: Absolutely.
Mr. BRINKLEY: If so I'd love to see the results .
.Mr. DONALDSON: We're all going to go down the drain.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Maybe I wouldn't love to see the results.

One more thing before we wind this up. There is a bill in the Senate. put in by Senator
Moynihan of New York. to move the American Embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusa-
lem and formally. officially recognize Jerusalem as [he capital of Israel. Good deal of
controversy about it. George. are you in favor of that?
Mr. WILL: Absolutely. It's not a question of recognizing it. If you went out at Connecticut
and K [Street] and asked passersby to name the capital of Delaware - which is Dover. by
the way ~ and Vermont - which is. what? Montpelier - and Israel. a lot more people
would know Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. regardless of what the United States Congress
or State Department says about it than would know Delaware or Vermont. Clearly. if Cosra
Rica. which is I think about the only nation that still has the gumption to stand up to Arab
pressure. can have its embassy in Jerusalem. the United States. in its standing-tall phase. can
afford to put its embassy in Jerusalem. thereby signalling that Jerusalem is the united capital
of Israel and so shall remain.
Mr. CARTER: But that is a policy statement which has not been determined either by this
administration or by anybody else in this country or by any administration in the past. It is a
very long leap between saying that may be what it is to saying that is what it is. We have
never yet acknowledged that that is the capital of the united Israel.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Hedding, the Camp David accords specifically said that the fate
of Jerusalem is the subject of negotiation. And. secondly. what an awful signal to send now
in the Mideast. where our policy officially is trying to get Israel to be reasonable on [he West
Bank and to defer some of the settlements building because that also should be the process of
a negotiation. to say. "AII right. your capital is Jerusalem. We move our embassy:' and
then say to the Arab world. "But we are going to continue [0 fight for the Camp David
accords process of negotiation."
Mr. WILL: Well. it's a terrific signal to send because it says the United States knows its
friends. it knows reality. it knows the truth. and the truth is that Jerusalem is the capital of
Israel.
Mr. CARTER: The truth is that-
Mr. DONALDSON: Since when. George"
Mr. WILL: Well. approximately over 2.000 years. or since 1949. Take your pick.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. time is up. Thank you. Thank you. We'll be back with a few
words about the Democratic Party's rules for choosing delegates. a mathematical formula.
suggesting that some of the delegates will have to be quite small. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally. lest it all become too serious and we forget the
country will go on. whoever wins. the Democratic Party loves [0 write rules. And in trying to
be fair to all it has written rules so complex those it is trying to be fair to can't understand
them. For example, for their convention in San Francisco they want delegates with all groups
equally represented on a tight mathematical basis. The "allocation factor," they call it. Well.
fine. Here I am indebted to The Wall Street Journal for these computations. since a paper like
that must know more about math than I do. So. Alabama. Alabama's allocation figure comes
down to the number of .OI57~475. I think that means a one-millionth, five-hundred-seventy-
two thousandth, four-hundred-seventy-fifth of a delegate. Well. where can they find dele-
gates that small? An Alabama baby one hour old is bigger than that. As I say. nobody
understands these rules. I certainly don't. But I do know if they can find delegates that size
they can hold their national convention not in an auditorium but in a cigar box.
For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

March 18, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Today, politics, and then something else for a change. First we'll have
the more-or-Iess final results coming in during the night from all the five Saturday caucuses
- Michigan, Arkansas, Mississippi, Kentucky, South Carolina. And oil companies being
bought and sold like Cabbage Patch dolls, but at prices in the billions. Billions! Business
page news. but we all buy gasoline and oil, and what will this do to us?
OUf guests: T. Boone Pickens, chairman of Mesa Petroleum, allover the lot trying to buy

oil companies and brandishing millions and making millions; from Dallas, Senator J. Bennett
Johnston of Louisiana, who has put in a bill to put a hold on all of this to see what it's all
3OOUt; and Commissioner Michael Pertschuk of the Federal Trade Commission. who says he
knows what it's all about. what it'll do to us at the gas pump. and doesn't like it. hates the
whole idea. The background from our man John Martin. and our discussion here with George
Win, Sam Donaldson and Mary Anne Dolan. All here on our Sunday program.
FI.rst. the almost-final results from the four presidential primary caucuses yesterday. in-

eluding returns that came in during the night. In two states. South Carolina and Mississippi,
nobody really won since half or more of the voters chose to send delegates to the Democratic
convention committed to nobody. In Mississippi. they voted 30% for uncommitted delegates.
30% for Mondale, 27% for Jackson, and 13% for Hart. And in South Carolina, 53% chose
not to vote for any candidate and chose uncommitted delegates instead. After that. Jackson
was the winner, more or less, with 25%; Hart. 13%; and Mondale. 9%. In Arkansas.
Mondale won with 37%; Jackson, second with 33%; Hart. third with 25%. And in Michigan.
where there was a substantial turnout of union members. and where Hart said it was all
s~cked against him from the beginning, Mondale won with 50% of the vote; Hart. second
With 35%;. Jackson. third with 15%. The fifth caucus was in Kentucky. where only a very
few counties took part and it didn't tell very much.
So the Hart wave they have been talking about may have crested. but it still remained a

close race overall, and on Saturday there were no lopsided overwhelming victories for
anybody.
James Wooten is in Mississippi. Jim, how do you read the results in the Southern states?

JAMES WOOTEN: Well, David, if you look now at all across the South, we've had six
contests - three primaries and three caucuses, and on the surface it seems that Fritz Mondale
has done very well. He's won three of them - the primaries in Georgia and Alabama, and
yesterday the caucus rn Arkansas. But something has cropped up down here in the South that
we h~ve not yet seen before. and that's that substantial bloc of uncommitted voters that you
mentioned before. Now, the explanations for this are varied: some of them may have been
for John Glenn or Ernest Hollings; some of them may have been strategically placed by the
Gary Hart folks. But I think basically what you're seeing down here is a group of people who
chose n?t to ~hooseyet, who believe that this contest is going to be very protracted. that the
convention will be contested, and in San Francisco in July they want to have a major role.
Mr, BRINKLEY: What about the black vote?

WOOTEN: Well, it turned out down here David as everyone expected it to because ofJ J ks ,. "esse ac o~ s presence 10 the race and because of very energetic voter registration. Now.
that soun~s I~e good news for the Democrats. but there was something strange about this as
well that rsn t partlcularl~ good news for Fritz Mondale. In those heavy black precincts ~e
black vote went. pTee!0~nantly for Jesse Jackson as presumed. but it did not split With
~:~ale. When tt spilt It split between Jackson and uncommitted. That's sort of strange. We

expect that: The other thing that I would point out to you that you can chew on for the
rest of.the week IS that Gary Hart didn't even surface in the black precincts.
David?

Mr, BRINKLEY: All right, we'll chew on that. Thank you. ABC's Sander Vanocur is in
~lcagd ~as JUst gone there from Michigan. Sandy, in Michigan Mondale got half the vote;
art an ackson took the other half. What does that tell you?
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SANDER VANOCUR: Well. it tells me that Hart is still a very strong candidate. but it also
tells me that finally organized labor will probably get some credit. It did do very well for
Mondale, the UAW is the best union. in terms of political movement. of any union in the
country. You know. David, the albatross of labor support's been hung around Fritz Mon-
dale's neck, but labor won for him in Iowa; labor won for him in Alabama; and labor has
delivered for Mondale in Michigan. So the question is not how badly labor has done for
Mondale, but where would Mondale be today if he didn't have labor support.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So it's not so much an albatross?
VANOCUR: I don't think so. And I think as we move into Illinois. and I think. that's up for
grabs. and then beyond that into Pennsylvania and New York.. then you're going to see what
kind of a role labor is really going to play in this contest.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sandy, thank you very much.
Other news, Iran charged that Iraq. in their war against each other. is using poison gas and

bacterial weapons. Iraq denies it. There is some evidence that poison gas has been used. but
since the fighting front is inaccessible to outsiders it is difficult to find the truth.
We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.

[commercial break)
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, why are the big oil companies fighting to buy each other? Well, one
reason we hear is that they are not so much eager to buy oil companies as they want to buy
their petroleum reserves - proved reserves in the ground - because it is cheaper to buy
proved reserves than it is to spend the money drilling and hoping to find new ones. Well. they
deny that. In any case. what will all of this mean to those of us - all of us - who buy oil
and gasoline? Before we ask our guests these questions. here is some background from our
man John Martin. John?
JOHN MARTIN: There are no drilling rigs here. David. not even a gas station on this
stretch of Wall Street. But in the last two years this is where the oil industry has
discovered vast new reserves. Four of the biggest oil companies in the world have joined
in the two biggest corporate mergers in history. delighting stockholders. but alarming
critics who fear higher prices and lower supplies of oil.

{voice-over] This is the age of merger in America. Nine of the 10 biggest mergers in
corporate history have taken place just since Ronald Reagan took office. and eight of them
involved big oil companies. Just since the new year. Getty Oil bought for $10.1 billion by
Texaco; Superior Oil bought for $5.7 billion by Mobil; and Gulf Oil, the target of a
takeover by Texas oilman Boone Pickens, bought for $13.2 billion by Standard Oil of
California. When Pickens' bid for Gulf was topped by Standard. he lost the fight but won
the war. The Pickens group's 13.2% share of Gulf stock was now worth some $760
million more than it had paid seven months earlier when Gulf was selling for barely $38 a
share.
Sen, J, BENNETT JOHNSTON, (D) louisiana [Thursday]: The story's going
around that somebody called you up on the telephone and said. "Socal has just offered
$80." and you said. "Shucks! Lost another one!" Is that right?
T, BOONE PICKENS, chainnan, Mesa Petroleum Company: That is not
right.
Sen. JOHNSTON: Well, it makes a good story.
Mr. PICKENS: That was in Business Week, and I've never used "shucks" in my
life.

MARTIN {voice-over}: Senator Bennett Johnston and his colleagues were amused. but
some of them were also a1anned enough to want a six-month moratorium on the Gulf and
Superior takeovers to study the effects. Even though the Justice Department and the
Federal Trade Commission have raised no objections. Commissioner Michael Pertsehuck
says mergers of this sort curtail exploration.
MICHAEL PERTSCHUK, commissioner, Federal Trade Commission: When
Mesa Petroleum announced that it was halving its budget. its capital budget for explora-
tion and development of oil in order to finance its acquisition of other companies. that's a
clear indication that one of the tradeoffs when you're engaging in this wave of acquisi-
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tions is that the job of oil company. the basic function of the oil company - to go out and
find oil in the ground - is subverted in the pursuit of paper entrepreneurship on Wall
Street.

EDWIN ROlliSCHILD, Citizen/Labor Energy Coalition: What's happened is 'he
administration has taken the enforcement cop off the beat and put him in the driver's seat
of the getaway car, escorting these companies out into merger heaven.
MARTlN {voice-over}: But the business community isn't so sure it has gone to heaven. A
corporate takeover can be friendly or hostile, and the shakeout of jobs and careers takes its
toll. Why is it happening now, especially in oil? Citibank's Lief Olson says it is because
stock prices for some of the most lucrative companies are too low for bidders to resist.
UEF OLSON, Cttibank: Well. on the whole the stock market is valuing an existing
company's plant and all of its real estate and everything at way below its replacement
cost. So that you have, in effect, a vacuum created here that there is a compelling drive to
go into, and that is what is behind these mergers. And to try to argue that it shouldn't
happen is a little bit like suggesting the Mississippi River should flow north instead of
south.

MARTIN [voice-over}: What worries some in Congress. however. is that the tide of
mergers is picking up speed.

$en. WARREN RUDMAN, (R) New Hampshire: We are not seeing slow. delib-
erate, thoughtful acquisitions. We're seeing a madhouse. What we're seeing here are
a few people in this country - a very few people - who have a great deal of money
and access to more who are essentially starting to play monopoly with real money.

MARllN [voice-over}: And what irritates veterans of the antitrust battles is that some of
the real money has come from favored treatment by Congress.

Sen. HOWARD METZENBAUM, (D) Ohio: "Preserve the oil depletion." 'hey
said~ "an~ we w!lI.have more money for exploration." So Congress did. "Preserve
the intangible drilhng deduction and we will have more money for drilling." So
Congress did. So where is all the money going? The money is going to finance
takeovers, not exploration and production.

!'MOlllY MURIS, FTC Bureau 01 Competition: It's very hard to tell any business.
You e~ga9~ I.n so m~ch. research and development" or "You engage in so much

exploration. I Just don t think we have that ability in the government to be able to do that
better than the people in the oil industry do it.

JOHN UCHTBLAU, Petroleum Industry Research Foundation: This is no' just
playing .the stock market. This is not just gamesmanship between companies. There is an
underlymg structural reason.

~~RllN [voice-over}: The reasons, say petroleum experts. are declining reserv~s and
nsmg costs for exploration to find new reserves. Since the world thirst for 011 has
slacken~ they say prices are not high enough to permit even some of the giant oil
compant~s to search for new fields efficiently. Thus. the attraction of buying another
company s reserves for less than the cost of finding more in the field.

GEORGE KELLER, chalnnan, Standanl Oil 01 California: The merger will
bnng .tog~ther the exploration and producing resources of our two companies in a new
combination that we believe will be greater than the sum of its parts.

MARTIN: Standard ofCalifornia and Gulf have warned that delaying their merger could
create legal and financial chaos ..Congress is. not on the verge of passing a moratorium.
but opposmon to what some cnncs are calling merger mania has begun to trouble the
President, He announced this week~nd .that he would probably veto any attempt to delay
the [w<:'latest and largest mergers m history from going forward as planned.

David?

Cor BRINKLEY: John. thank you. Coming next. Michael Pertschuk of the Federal Trade
°ak~sslon, who IS opposed to all these mergers and who says the Reagan administration is

m 109 no real effort to enforce the antitrust laws. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Pertschuk, thank you very much for coming in. It's a pleasure to have
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you with us today.
MICHAEL PERTSCHUK: It's a leasure to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me areGeorge Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC
News White House correspondent. Mr. Pertschuk. you're opposed to these oil company
mergers. If the test is - and perhaps it is the test - the effects it'll have on people like us
who buy gasoline and oil. what's wrong with them?
Comm. PERTSCHUK: Well. I'm not necessarily opposed to all the oil mergers. I think
each one has to be looked at on its own. But what we have is a situation in which we've had a
cascading of huge oil mergers, mergers that never would have been considered five years
ago. Several of them have serious anticompetitive problems. and even the Federal Trade
Commission found that they had anticompetitive problems. And so there's a risk to the actual
prices we pay for gas and oil supplies as a result of decline of competition. But there's
another set of concerns. and they really relate to energy policy concerns - some real
questions as to whether the costs of these acquisitions are going to result in a lessened
exploration for oil and more dependence upon the Middle East.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, on your first point. The oil industry is very diverse. There are 25 or
30 substantial oil companies competing. So what are the anricompetitive implications of this?
Comm. PERTSCHUK: Well. the fact is that they don't all operate in the world. There are
regional markets; there are product markets. The Commission found, for example, in the
Texaco-Getty merger that there was a real risk. Getty was an independent supplier of oil to
independent refiners and gasoline stations. Once it was swallowed up by Texaco there was a
real risk that those independent suppliers. who are the cost competitors, the price competitors
in that market, would no longer exist to discipline price in that market. So you've got to look
regionally. you've got to look at products. You can't just think of the whole-world market.
It's much more complex than that.
GEORGE WILL: A lot of different things seem to be swept into the category of antitrust
now. For example, you have said that more productive uses for this capital could be found.
Comm. PERTSCHUK: But I specifically said those were not antitrust concerns.
Mr. WILL: But why should the government be involved in making this kind of assessment?
Isn't the market pretty good at deciding where capital will be used best?
Comrn. PERTSCHUK: It can be. but of course the market is already involved. [ mean. the
fact of the matter is that these mergers are taking place in large part because there' s a federal
subsidy for the mergers. the subsidy in the form of the interest tax deduction. Fifty percent of
the interest that these companies will be paying to acquire their competitors will come from
their deduction- the deduction from their taxes.
Mr. WILL: But Mr. Pickens, from whom we'll be hearing momentarily. says that a lot of
these companies are undervalued. and that's what's happening. People are buying them.
Comm. PERTSCHUK: Well. it makes perfectly good sense for Mr. Pickens and others to
invest in these companies. They'll make money out of it. But there's a real question as to
whether it meets what. at least up until three or four years ago, was called a national energy
policy. I mean, we have some real concerns about the danger of some new random shock
from the Middle East, and we've been talking for 10years. and as Senator Johnston has said.
we went through a whole series of legislative battles to give the oil companies new incentives
to go out and search for new oil supplies.
Mr. WILL: But most people who know this business say there's one and only one infallible
incentive for drilling. and that's the high price of oil. And that it's-c- the prospects now are
not there for remunerative exploration at the current price and that. not the shortage of
capital. is why they're not drilling.
Comm. PERTSCHUK: Except look at the record. Mesa Petroleum - that's Pickens' firm
- had a substantial budget allocated for capital investment. That means going out and
exploring and developing. TIley halved that budget - halved that budget - when- in order
to finance the takeover. The same thing was true of Cities Service. which was acquired last
year. It cut its capital investment budget by 63%.
Mr. WILL: But instead of exploring for oil they found another use for their capital because
the return on that capital was better here. I mean. isn't that how you want the system to work?
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Don't you want money to flow in the more efficient direction?
Comm. PERTSCHUK: In a perfect market, of course. But this isn't a perfect market. The
fact is it's subsidized. Robert Samuelson, who is a conservative economist. this week pointed
out the ways in which the taxpayer subsidizes these mergers. It's not a perfect market.
SAM DONALDSON: All right, what do we do about it? Senator Bennett Johnston and
others have a bill on Capitol Hill which would delay the mergers for at least six months. Are
you in favor of that?
comm, PERTSCHUK:Yes, [am. And the fact of the matter is that no one really pretends
that the marriage of these huge companies is going to create productive efficiencies. The
Commission staff itself found that the only purpose. and we all agree, is that the purpose in
these mergers was for one company to acquire underpriced oil reserves from another, not to
enhance the efficiency or the effectiveness or the search for oil. Now. there are a number of
questions that are raised by these mergers, some of them unanswered. There is evidence that
the result of these mergers means lessened exploration. That is, not the market determining it
but funds being diverted from the long-term interests of oil companies into the short-term
interests of the marketplace. Now, if you suspend this for six months you can get some
answers to those questions. You can also look at some solutions. One of the solutions that's
being considered seriously is to remove the tax. subsidy for these kinds of mergers. to change
the tax laws.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now if you suspend it for six months some of the people involved
claim that chaos would result in the industry. The chairman of Gulf would say that the merger
with Socal would perhaps fall apart, to the great detriment of all the stockholders. What about
that argument?

Comm. PERTSCHUK: Well. if the oil reserves and the assets of these companies are
really as valuable as the price paid for them, they will still be valuable in six months. And. of
c.ourse. most of the people who own these shares now are speculators and arbitrageurs. The
little-c- the women-- the widows and orphans about whom we are concerned often in these
matters have been bought out long ago by the speculators.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why not just leave this to the antitrust division of the Justice Depart-
ment? That is the classic way that we have established to take care of the merger situation.
Comm. PERTSCHUK: Well, the fact of the matter is the Federal Trade Commission.
which I serve~ mostly i~ a minority capacity, is not enforcing the antitrust laws vel)' well. It
took. a court m the Midwest to stop the Mobil-Marathon merger. and in the case of the
Texaco-Getty merger the Commission did find there were anticompetitive problems. but then
it developed a-
Mr. DONALDSON: You were the only member to vote against that.
Comm. PERTSCHUK: Yes, I was. That's right. But [ wasn't the only member-
Mr. DONAL~ON: SOdid it occur to you that perhaps you are wrong and the rest of your
colleagues are nght?

Comm. PERTSCHUK: N.o. it occurred to me that we've got an ideological commitment at
the Federal Tra~e Commission and the Reagan administration against the aggressive enforce-
ment of the antitrust laws. and that's what occurred to me.
Mr. ~LL: Speaking of ideology, what's a speculator? I thought- I mean. that's an investor
looking for a profit, isn't it?

Comm, PERTSCHUK: Yes, that's fine. I don't have any problem with speculators. but a
specula~or takes nsks: H~ makes money by risks and he understands risks. The fact of the
matter IS. wh~n Mobil tned to buy Marathon, Congress almost enacted legislation --:- the
House passed I.t- to bar those mergers. Any speculator who invested in this. in Gulf. 10 the
hopes of profiting from this race knew that he bore the risk of antitrust action by the Federal
Trade Commission - I don't think. it's as great a risk as he ought to bear _ and also the risk
of Congress moving. That wasn't a surprise.

Mr. DON~LI?SON:What's the answer to David's first question? What happens to the
consumers pnce at the pump if these mergers go through?

Comm. PERTSCHUK: Well. [ think you've got to look merger by merger. and Mobil-

Marathon would have raised the price in the Midwest. Texaco-Gerry. it seems to me. would
have raised the price-- were a real risk of raising the price both in California and in the
Northeast.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Pertschuk. thank you vel)' much. Thanks for coming in. I enjoyed
hearing your views. Coming next, Senator J. Bennett Johnston of Louisiana. who is trying to
get through a bill to put a hold on all these oil company mergers. in a moment.
(commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Johnston. thank. you vel)' much for coming in. Nice to have you
with us today. Now. I would like to descend from these dizzying heights of complexity ~
ask you a couple of fairly simple questions. Most of us - 99.99% of us - do not own 011
companies. Most of us are not billionaires. So when we drive into a gas station to buy 15
gallons. what do we care who owns the company?
Sen. J. BENNETT JOHNSTON: We don't.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Why should we?
Sen. JOHNSTON: Well, we want the best price. We want the biggest supply. The main
thing, the main- my main concern is with supply. You cannot add $29 bilion to the debt ~f
oil companies and have them have enough money left over to explore and to go find the oil
that all of us need for our automobiles. That's the whole thing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Too much money into buying other companies and not enough going into
exploration. Is that it?
Sen. JOHNSTON: Precisely.
Mr, BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Well. let me dispute David's premise. I think we all own oil companies because
we all have- most Americans are in pension funds and pension funds buy stock. including
oil company stock, and these mergers take place and often the value of the stock goes up and
the stockholders benefit. Why sbouldn't we all be pleased about this? .
Sen. JOHNSTON: Well, we should not be pleased because when you take these compa-
nies. burden them with debt. the cash flow must first go to service that debt and. secondly. to
explore. And more than that. the American taxpayer is subsidizing the bigness of these
companies.
Mr. WILL: But that money. Senator. doesn't evaporate; it goes somewhere in the economy.
It goes from one holder to another.
Sen. JOHNSTON: Well, I know what it does. It goes out of oil companies and goes into
something else, which may be anything from buying a boat-
Mr. WILL: Even bank loans?
Sen. JOHNSTON: Well, even to bank loans. In other words, when you take $780 million
and pay it to Boone Pickens' investment group in pure profit I'm sure that so~ of that will
find its way back into the stock market. maybe to buy a boat. maybe to take a tnp. do a lot of
things-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well. he's going to be here in a minute. Would you like me to ask him
what he's going to do with his money? I mean. would that be of interest to you?
Sen, JOHNSTON: Well-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I think he may hear us now.
Mr, DONALDSON: But your bill would delay for at least six months the mergers.
Sen. JOHNSTON: That's right. My bill doesn't say no. It says let's wait; let's find out
where this money really is going.
Mr. DONALDSON: But what about the argument. during that six months complete chaos
exists? James Lee testified in your committee that Gulf stockholders would lose tremendously
because. he says. the Socal offer of $80 a share might fail, and T. Boone Pickens' offer of
$65 a share then might succeed. He says that would be catastrophic.
Sen. JOHNSTON: Well, what he also said was that Gulfdidn't look for a white knight. i.e.
Socal. They didn't go out looking for them until they were the subject of the predatory-
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what he calls the predatory advance by Pickens. What he says is that it was in the national
interest for Gulf to operate as it was operating. They were big enough, he says. They were
operating in the national interest. They were doing their stockholders- the right thing for
their stockholders. It was only because-
Mr. DONALDSON: But apparently they were inept enough so as not to be able to prevent a
takeover.

sen. JOHNSTON: Well. if that's ineptitude. yes. they could not prevent that. but we can in
the Congress. And what he say..-
Mr. DONALDSON: But why should you step in? [f a management as large as Gulfs c~'t
succeed in preventing a predatory takeover, as you describe it, why should Congress save It?
sen. JOHNSTON: Because. as James Lee, the head of Gulf said, in testimony, it is not in
the national interest for us to subsidize and to make easy these predatory takeovers.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why? Why? As long as David's consumer at the pump isn't adversely
affected, who cares what group of oilmen or financiers get what price for what stock?
sen. JOHNSTON: Well, I can tell you there are two concerns. First of all, as long as his
conswner at the pump gets enough supply, sure. But he does not. We have seen with two
takeovers--
Mr, DONALDSON: Can you demonstrate that?
sen. JOHNSTON: Cities Service, their exploration budget was down 63%. Mr. Pickens'
exploration budget with Mesa was down 75% after the takeover. Now, that's a pretty good
start.

Mr. WILL: Now, sUPJXJseyou study for six months and the conclusion you come to i~ that
there's going to be no increase in exploration if you stop all these mergers. Is that the ~mgle
criteria by which you say, "Well, all right, let them send their money where they think It can
be most efficiently used"?

sen. JOHNSTON: No. I would think the first thing the Congress ought to look at is
whether we should subsidize these mergers. When you borrow $29 billion-
Mr, BRINKLEY: You mean for interest deductions?
sen. JOHNSTON: For interest deductions. The top rate is 46%, so about 46% of this
interest is subsidized by the federal taxpayer. Now, you borrow $29 billion and have the
taxpayer pay for that, that's a lot of school lunches: that's a lot of highways: that's a lot of
things that the federal government needs.

Mr. WILL: But the federal government doesn't tax. the interest we pay on mortgage.
sen, JOHNSTON: That's hecause-

Mr. WILL: It subsidizes all kinds of borrowing. Now. what you're saying then is that the
government ought to get into making political decisions about economic uses of interest and
capital?

sen. JOHNSTON: Oh, ahsolutely.
Mr, WILL: Okay.
sen, JOHNSTON: We do that every day. We've got a deficit that's $180 to $200 billion.
We'~ going to have to tax all Americans or take away their benefits in order to reduce th~t
deficit, Now, why should we be subsidizing $29 billion worth of loans in order to make 011
companies bigger when, instead of finding more oil, they're going to be finding less oil?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, if this interest deduction were removed, would you then be satisfied'!
Sen, JOHNSTON: Perhaps. .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Is that the consideration you're worried about?
sen. JOHNSTON: Perhaps really what I'm saying is that we don't know enough about
these mergers. This is a fundamental restructuring of the oil business. You've got. right now,
$2~ billion pending. It is not too much to say that you've got another $50 to $100 bi,'lion
W3ltlI~gto happen next week, next month, sometime within the next year. and if we don tact
we will have lost the chance to act on it.

Mr. DONALDSON: Isn't this all futile? I mean. over the weekend the administration let it
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be known the President will veto your bill if Congress approves it?
Sen. JOHNSTON: He didn't say that. They speculated that he would. I rather douht that
the President would veto if we passed it. [think he'd rather it go away as an issue: !~ink ~t
would be a fundamental embarrassment to the administration to be seen as subsidizing oil
takeovers with taxpayers' money. When the taxpayers find out that they're paying for these
combinations, for this bigness, [ think they're going to be outraged, and I think they ought to
be outraged. At a time of economic difficulty, when we're cutting. back all these bU,dge~, and
you haven't seen anything yet We may have a down payment this year, but there s going to
be a tremendous cutting of budgets, tremendous new taxes next year. It's very clear-s-
Mr. DONALDSON: Why shouldn't we he outraged-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Senator- excuse me, Sam. The oil companies aren't doing any-
thing that everyone else doesn't do. though. granted. on a much larger scale--
sen. JOHNSTON: Oh. yes they are.
Mr. BRINKLEY: [ mean. if you buy yourself a set of golf clubs on credit. pay interest. the
taxpayers, as you say, pay half of it.
sen. JOHNSTON: Well. hut the oil companies are doing it in a fundamentally different
way. It becomes different in quality because it's a mania. Because it happens ~~ just 0ru:e.
not occasionally. but it's happening allover the field. Do you know the $29 billion they re
borrowing right now represents. according to the Federal Reserve Board, 13% of the t~
amount of credit available for all of us to borrow? You can't take 13% of the total Credit
available in this nation and not run up interest rates for homebuyers and car buyers and-
Mr. WILL: But it's not disappearing. I mean. the money stays in ~ ec~nomy an? .it's being
put to those uses because people whose job it is to make econormc rational decisions have
decided that that's useful.
sen, JOHNSTON: Well, but you take it out of oil exploration-s-
Mr. WILL: No! No, hut they- [ mean, what if they said. "If you won't let us buy that, we'll
let it sit there. we'll buy T-bills, we'll do anything because it doesn't pay right now to explore
for oil"? .

sen, JOHNSTON: Well, it's like MOOil when they said, "We're going to buy Mont-
gomery Ward. " It didn't disappear but it sure went out of oil ctJ:i1.Jing.A~ 75% of Mesa'.s
budget certainly went out of oil drilling. Sixty-three percent of Cities Service went out of 011
drilling. That's what's happening.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator, thank you very much.
sen, JOHNSTON: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll watch your bill with some interest. Thanks for coming in. Coming
next, T. Boone Pickens, the chairman of Mesa Petroleum, speaking from Dallas, Texas. H.e
has organized the takeover. or the attempted takeover of an oil company or two. and If
allowed to. probably will organize more. In a moment.
[commercial break)
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Pickens, welcome. Happy to have you with us this morning. Thanks
for coming in.
T. BOONE PICKENS: Thank you. I'm glad to he here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now, let me ask you this first. Isn't all of this just a clever way to make
lots of money, millions. without producing an additional spoonful of oil?
Mr, PICKENS: Well, I like to feel like I come from the position of the free enterprise system
and the stockholder's interest. And here we saw vastly undervalued assets. Gulf Oil was
evaluated at $114 appraised value. The stock was selling at $35 when we came in and bought
our first share of stock. And here we have Socal offering Gulf $80 a share. And when [ hear
remarks along the lines that some of the older stockholders - widows and orphans. I think it
was - are not in the stock now, we don't believe that. We believe over 75% of the long-time
holders are in Gulf stock. So there has been some movement out of it. but not to the extent
that we've been- that has been described here today.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. none of this produces any oil. right? Any new oil?
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Mr. PICKENS: Well. if does not, 00. There is 00 way that it produces additional oil. but
let's go back to the industry just briefly. That in third week of December. 1981. there were
4.531 rigs running in the United Stales. And in April of 1983 there were 1.807 rigs. And
today we have about 2.250 rigs running. So we've got about half the rigs running today that
we did at the high-water mark in late 1981. What's the reason for it? Very simply, the
prospects are not there. There is plenty of cash. There is plenty of funding for drilling of
reasonable prospects with reasonable expectation of finding costs. But the prospects are just
not there for us. So it's not a-- you're not going to take any funds away from exploration.
There's plenty of dollars for exploration.

Mr. WILL: Mr. Pickens. I gather then that what you're saying is thai: Senator Johnson's just
wrong when he says that this money is coming, in his words, out of drilling?
Mr. PICKENS: I think- yes, I would have to believe George Keller, the CEO for Socal, in
his testimony on Thursday before the Judiciary Committee in Washington. Keller said at (hat
time that they would not reduce the combined exploration budgets of Socal and Gulf. And so
Ihave no reason to believe that Keller would sit right there in front of that committee and say
that they were going to maintain the same budgets and then go out and reduce them. But we
have a fallback position here. Let's just say that in the event that oil prices did drop and
interest rates did go up and Socal did believe that it was best for them to rechannel cash flow
back into the amortization of their debt. If that did happen, I can assure you that the
independent oil explorer in the United States who drills about 80% of the wells anyway
would be delighted to fill that vacuum that Socal might not want to drill those prospects.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Pickens, we have a keen ear for political language here in Washington. and
you're using the language of politics. it seems in some of your statements. You're saying. in
a populist way, that you are leading a rebellion of shareholders against mismanaged compa-
nies. Give me an example of how the companies are mismanaged.
Mr. PICKENS: Well, I have not said that Gulf Oil was mismanaged. I do feel in our system,
the free enterprise system. what'll happen is that the assets will flow to the stronger mana-
gers. And Isee here exactly that situation, that I'm not for big oil for bigness. That doesn't
have anything to do with it. I'm for efficiency, and Ibelieve that you'll have a more efficient
operation if Socal acquires Gulf, even though---- you know, we had a plan that we wanted ttJ.e
Gulf management to consider. They did not consider it. but this is the best plan for their
stockholders. And there are 300,000 stockholders at Gulf Oil. and this is extremely important
to those people.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, Mr. Pickens, are you saying that the Socal offer has succeeded
and that you've failed, you have no chance of taking over Gulf. or in fact are you waiting in
the wings, if Mr. Johnston's bill goes through and there's a six-month moratorium and Socal
withdraws SO that you can come back in there?
Mr. PICKENS: Well, our offer is still open, but also remember that Socal's is substantially
above our offer, at $80.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why didn't you bid $80?

Mr, PICKENS: We felt like that $65 was just about the size of our pocketbook.
Mr. DONALDSON: In other words, it's not the price. You began by telling us you thought
it was undervalued. It was $114 a share value?
Mr. PICKENS: Yes. we believe the appraised value was $114 a share. Now. remember this
company's an-time high for their stock was reached in 198.1. which was $53 a share. So we
were offering more than the all-time high for the stock. So It was not really a cheap offer that
we made.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why can't you go get some more money? You say your pocketbook
has a certain size to it. Why can't you convince people on Wall Street to lend you some more
money?
Mr. PICKENS: Well. there's been a little confusion about where this money comes fro~.
Ourmoney actually came from the borrowing on the <:tSsetsof Mesa Petroleum. and so we re
in a position where this was the extent of our financmg.
Mr. DONALDSON: In other words, you can't pyramid any more?
Mr. PICKENS: Well, when you say pyramid, I don't particularly- I don't like that word
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for this transaction. It was borrowed against hard assets at Mesa Petroleum.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, tell me this. What- to an ordinary person buying gasoline at the
pump. what difference does any of this make? Any?
Mr. PICKENS: Not at all. because the price of oil is away from the United States and i.n
OPEC canel. So $29 oil. and we import about 50% of our oil in the United States today, .thls
has nothing to do with the price at the pump. with one exception. !h~remig~t be S?me mmor
efficiency gained here by the combination of these two co~parues 1':1 certam regions of the
United States. But Ican see no consumer loss at allan this transaction.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. as you describe the situation. Mr. Pickens. there arc: fewe~ and
fewer rigs, oil wells. in operation. It has become increasingly difficult and mc"?asmgly
expensive to find new sources of oil. So where does that leave us. gradually runnmg out,
these companies gradually going out of business for lack of oil to sell?
Mr. PICKENS: [don't think so. I think that eventually you'll see the industry reach a certain
level of rig activity and it's all based on finding costs and what the economic v!abil~tyof these
prospects are that they're drilling. So it's, you know. there's TlOd~bt about It. Smce for 15
years OUf country has been depleting reserves of oil .and not replacing th~m. So we hav~ ~o
look to other sources of energy or believe that we Will always be able to Import crude Oil In
the quantities that we want it to be imported.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Pickens. Mr. Pickens. you have been honest almost to a fault
today in talking about the reasons why you wanted ~o take ove~ Gulf Oil.. It was ~ good
business deal. not a question of exploring for new 011 or producing new 011 ?r savmg ~he
person at the pump any money. Why isn't it fair just to say that you're a bandit. that you re
just a raider?
Mr. PICKENS: Well. I think that's very unfair because here we went out and. invested a
billion dollars. and I don't think a bandit or a raider. you don't see them gomg around
investing a billion dollars in something that they believe is undervalued. And on.ce ~e made
that investment all we asked the Gulf management to do was to reduce their Size from
number five to number eight in the size of oil companies in the United Stat;s. and to share
one quarter of the cash flow with the stockholders of the company. ~t s all the stock-
holders. 300.()()) stockholders at Gulf Oil. That's all we asked for. We didn t.ask t? ?oon the
board. We didn't want to run their company. We did. not want to ~is~pt their a~tJvlty. They
had plenty of cash flow to take care of their exploraW:)n: So we didn t- I do~ t ~ us as a
raider or a bandit. I see us as people that have been willing to make a substantial 1Ov.estment
in an undervalued asset. And remember here. at $80 a share. (he Gulf stockholders will make
about $6lh billion out of this transaction. And the portion that Mesa Petroleum m~~ out.of
it is about $500 million. which---- I see that as nothing more than a reasonable and tn hne with
a real estate commission. So here we haven't run in and grabbed a large stack of cash and run
off with it. .
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, if $500 million isn't a large sack of cash, what is?
Mr. PICKENS: Well, $500 million is a 101of money, but I said we didn't run in and grab it
and run off with it. We came in and put a billion dollars into the deal. And then.we went ?ut
and upgrade Gulf Oil's market value. So all the stockholders participated. I!this transaction
is allowed to go through - and it would be sad if it di~n'~ - ~UIS?Cal Will dump exactly
$13.2 billion right into the U.S. economy, and I ~i~ t':tis IS terribly Important. plus the fact
we- the federal government picks up over $2 billion m taxes here. .
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Pickens. I have to interrupt. We have enjoyed hearing your views.
Thanks very much for coming in and talking with us today.
Mr. PICKENS: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. our little discussion. here among ourselves of '7'hate.ver
comes up. And joining us will be Mary Anne Dolan. edttor of the Los Angeles Examiner, 10 a
moment.
[commercial break]
Mr BRINKLEY' A rather disturbing event during the past week was the trial in Massachu-
setts of a number ·of men accused of raping a woman on a pool table in.a bar whi~e the others
stood by and cheered. Two. I believe. have been convicted. Other verdicts haven t come yet.



And it was on television, which I probably should have said first, more or less coast to coast.
I don't know how many television broadcasting stations carried it, but it was available coast
to.c~t. Now, what S?rt of precedent is that, and, Mary Anne, let me ask you this. What
nught It do to ~o.men m gen:eral who are victims of this kind of crime? Would they wish to
appear on television, you think, testifying about the details of it?
MARY ANNE DOLAN, editor, Los Angeles Herald Examu-: Well, we already
know absolutely that they are not willing. One of the biggest problems with the reporting of
rape cases - which are largely, we know, not reported - is because of the fear that the
woman has of going on trial herself. The phrase that experts in rape treatment centers use is
the "second rape" of the woman. And I think. this case in New Bedford was a pretty good
ex~ple ?f that. Already in Massachusetts in the last week there are reports of several
plaintiffs m rape cases who have bowed out of going into court. I think it's hard enough
without television, but I think this is a case where good judgment should reign. and I'm all
for the Massachusetts legislation that's been proposed for banning television coverage of rape
trials.

Mr. DONALDSON: I'm against that, Mary Anne, it's a hard case because it is a rape case
for the sensitive reasons that you have just described. But the larger issue is, should court
cases be available to television coverage just as they're available to coverage by your
newspaper?
Ms. DOLAN: Of course they should, Sam,and the answer to that is-
Mr, DONALDSON: You carried accounts of the rape case in your newspaper.
Ms. DOLAN: I do not run the name of any rape victim unless I'm specifically asked to. I
think it was outrageous that the Providence Journal have identified this woman. So there are
special cases. I don't think. to always put it in that broad context is the right thing to do.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, there may be some special cases, but I haven't found it-
Ms. DOLAN: And rnpe is one of them.
Mr. DONALDSON: -but I haven't found any yet. If we excuse this crime and the criminal
prosecution of suspects in this crime from public view and say, "That's all right, to make. if
not a Star Chamber. at least some sequestered little thing out of it." why doesn't each one of
us decide what other crimes we think are too sensitive. Child molestation--
Mr. WILL: I'll decide.
Ms. DOLAN: George'li tell us.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead. Decide, George, what is it?
Mr, WILL: I don't think cameras-c. cameras have no business in any courtroom at any time
for any purpose. The adversary system that we have in prosecuting trials. which makes arape
case particularly difficult because it's an inherent part of a lawyer's duty for the defense 10 an
adversary system to undermine the credibility of the witnesses on the other side. which
means, in part, attacking the victim, it's built into the adversary system. But the adversary
system--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, let me interrupt. A lawyer in this case- I only saw a little of it. The
defense lawyer in this case was bullying this woman.
Mr. WILL: Well, it is up to the judge to set limits to that. I don't know wm:ther ~ set proper
limits to that or not, but it is the duty of the defendant's lawyer [0 fight like a t1ge.rfor the
person who's paying his fee. That's just bu~lt in!o the adve~ system. And I bellev~ that
the presence of cameras in any courtroom bnngs m a larger audience, and the larger audience
changes the entire atmosphere.
Ms. DOLAN: Why shouldn't it be up to a judge [0 decide the appropriateness in a given
case?
Mr. DONALDSON: You know. because-
Mr. WILL: I don't want to make the decorum of the American judicial system dependent on
the whim and discretion of individual judges.
Mr, DONALDSON: I just think the argument that we're arguing is kind of anapple. and an
orange. If we were arguing whether there should be any news coverage of a rape tnal- I
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may have a position - but it would be a different argument. What we're arguing is whether
television. the medium of television. should be permitted to be present. Now. there are
people in the courtroom who are spectators. They have not been kept out. So if Ihappen to
stand in line and get into the courtroom just as a disinterested spectator. that's all right.
Mr. WILL: But, Sam. this--
Mr. DONALDSON: But if I own a television set I may not watch because somehow that
would be offensive to either justice-
Mr. WILL: Sam-
Mr. DONALDSON: -c-or the sensitivity of the people involved. and I don't buy it.
Mr, WILL: This same argument came up over televising the Senate. and they said. "Well we
have galleries already anyway." Well, the point is when the gallery goes from 100 to 10--
Mr. DONALDSON: They will televise the Senate eventually. George.
Mr, WILL: Well, I hope not. When it goes from 200 to 20 million the difference of scale is a
difference of kind.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why? It's a difference of class. it seems to me. If you can afford to ~
there then you have a right to watch. But if you're just some poor schmoe out ~re m
Omaha. then you ought not to watch because somehow again it would be offensive to
someone.
Mr. WILL: Sam. we've seen what happens when they tum the television lights on in
committee hearings. The demagogue comes out in certain senators, and it's not brought out
when you just have people sitting in the hearing rooms.
Ms. DOLAN: It's the same old question of the difference between a free press and a
responsible press.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, there's a similar question this week on somewhat the same subject.
A man in Texas was executed for murder. He - that is. the man about to be executed-
said. "When they give it to me, Iwant it to be seen on television." And I believe. was it the
state attorney general who also wanted it on television?
Mr. WILL: This was an injection.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Right. And it was not on. but suppose his view had carried.Should it he?
Should we execute people, electrocute them, whatever we may do?
Mr. WILL: No. I think. not. I mean, the people who favor it are taking ~helogic of deterrence
to a step farther than Ithink. necessary. They're saying if you really believe m deterrence;, p~t
something particularly horrible and put it on television. The logic of that would be. don t kill
them by injection; draw and quarter them; cut their heads off.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is this an aesthetic judgment. George?
Mr. WILL: It is in part an aesthetic judgment I don't thi~ iliat'.s i!Televant: I ~i.nk we have
enough coarsening forces in the United States without putting this m people s living rooms.
Mr. DONALDSON: I agree with George on this one. A trial is something that should he
open to the public because it is the public's right and duty to ~ that the c!1nunal ~rocess or
the process goes according to the constitutional guarantees. It IS the c~k, If you Will. BUIan
execution of a convicted criminal, I agree with George. is not something ~at as a sho~. we
need to put on television. It is not something that will be deterred by being on television.
They used to put the heads on spears above the gates of the village.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Pikes.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. they used to put them on crosses for people to see.They usedto
draw and quarter them in public.
Ms. DOLAN: Still we're the society of-
Mr, DONALDSON: And murderkept on. and robberykept on. and people kept stealing
bread.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Last wold on that?
Ms. DOLAN: Well. I agree with George on his point: I disagree with Sam. All trials arenot
equal.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, one other thing I would like to bring up before we go. We had
several primaries Saturday. The results were- in two states people voted not fo~ any
candidate but for uncommitted delegates. which meant, I presume,. that they weren t e?~
thralled with any of them. Mondale won in Michigan. the big umon ~tate. an.d won In

Arkansas. What does all this mean? Does it mean that people are not terribly excited about
any of the candidates we have this year? What would you guess? Mary?
Ms. DOLAN: I think the uncommitteds are interesting at this point. but I think it's more a
sign of the opening up of the race and a real intrigue, an intelligent listening to what the
candidates are saying, particularly to Gary Hart. [ think he's still looking very strong.
Mr. DONALDSON: A lot of people don't want to vote for Mondale who, four weeks ago.
were thought to have no other choice. And so now the choice was, first. Gary Hart. and I
agree with you, the choice now is uncommitted. In the end. though. I think- you know. the
Reagan people say they're delighted to see the Democrats fight like this. I don't think they
really should be because in the end whichever candidate emerges as the nominee IS going to
be stronger for having fought like this.
Ms. DOLAN: It's true.
Mr. WILL: I agree, and it could be that the really interesting part of this will begin after the
last primary in June when the uncommitted delegates begin to get lots of mail and telephone
calls, and Walter Mondale says, "Can I mow your lawn?" and Han'lI come by and offer to
change the storm windows. And they're really going to [bel courted until the-
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's very nice if you're a delegate.
Mr. WILL: That's right.

Mr. BRINKLEY: So we might wind up with a brokered convention with little f~t guys in
derby hats and nickel cigars hiding somewhere under the stage choosing the norrunee.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think it'll be over by then. hut it's interesting-
Ms. DOLAN: [ hope so!
Mr. DONALDSON: Is Hart's boom collapsing? Has the press now turned on Hart to the
extent that all of the warts are suddenly exposed-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, you're asking all these questions. What are the answers?
Mr. DONALDSON: I think it's collapsing to a large extent. but I'm not saying he's out. If
Hart can hang on now during this period of very critical re-examination and discovery of who
IS Mr. Hartpence and how old is he and all of that. he could in fact be the nominee. But that
first great cycle of Wonder Woman-type image is COllapsing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Does any of that bother you _ the name and the age and all of that' Does
it really matter that much?

~r. DONAlDSON: No. but it doesn't matter whether the man can govern except in :w'hat
his record has been for concealing facts, however small, in the past and for changing things.
however small. in the past. What will he change when he becomes president?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Does that bother you. George'
M~. WILL: If that's all there is then that bothers you. That is. if it's evidence that he is S?
driven by inner demons of ambition that he'll change anything- but I don't think that's a fair
JUdgment.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mary Anne. does it bother you? You get the last word.
Ms. DOLAN: Not yet. No. not yet.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. thank you very much. Thank you all. We'll be back with a few
words about a loser who looked good losing. In a moment.
[commercial breakj

Mr.. BRINKLEY [col1lnlenJaryj: Finally, a word about Senator John Glenn. From the
beginning, when it was thought by almost all of us that he would be one of the strongest. If
not the strongest candidates, until the end of his campaign, when he won no primaries. was a
class act. He took his losses, one after another, went into debt. No whining. No attempt to
blame others. Not even the news media, which is the easy way out these days. Through It all

raI tion Is that he was unable to deliver anyhe remained good natured .. The gene percep on 1 . bori I res nse he said one
interesting ideas in a persuasive way. Some ~ven ~a1IC::Wru: ~:g:,~y ~ puts people to
day that his son. a doctor. was an anes~eslologIst, ound . Sal t' kind word about his
sleep. Like father. like son. ,. And as he withdrew he f ume 0h handic to go out and
wife, Annie, who with courage and hard ~ork °huve~~ = well as ~uman being.
speak for him. He didn't do well as a candidate, t
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

March 25, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinklev. Now. from our Wash-
ingron headquarters. here's David Brinkley. .
DAVID BRINKLEY: A rape trial in Massachusetts broadcast on live television with people
watching as if it were an 'c-rated soap opera. Well. beyond the sordid details there are two
substantial questions here. One. will women now be even more reluctant. after they h;JVC

been assaulted. [0 report it to the police and take the risk of having to tell it all on television.
And. two. particularly in a trial like this. should television even be in the courtroom'!
Our cuesrs. Judith Lindahl. defense attorney in the trial: Robert Kane. assistant district

unomey. the prosecutor: Susan Brownmifler. author of a hook on this subject culled Against
Our Will: and Arthur J. England, Jr.. former chief justice of the Florida Supreme Court when
it first allowed television in courtrooms. The backsruund on all this from our man John
Martin. and our discussion here with Georue Will. -Sam Donaldson and Tom Wicker. All
here on our Sunday program. -
First. todays news since the Sunday morning rapers. The results. as final as we will have

until tomorrow night. from two political caucuses held yesterday in Kansas ami ran of them
in Virginia. In Kansas. with IOOlfc of the returns in. Mondale won. hut it was close. He got
-I.rf. Hart was second with -l-JCf. Seven percent voted for uncommitted delegates: Jesse
Jackson got Yf. In Virginia. only about half of the caucuses were held yesterday. and the
rest will be held tomorrow.
In EI Salvador an election in progress today. Great hopes are attached to the outcome since

it may affect how the U.S. Congress votes on aid 10 Salvador in the future. Here'" a repon
from ABCs Anne Garrels in San Salvador.

ANNE GARRELS /l"Oice-OI'er/: Most people staned aniving at dawn to heat the linc~.
Alfonse Emamles set out as earlY as yesterdav worried there wouldn't he enou!..!htrans-
portation today. Because the guerrillas are in his hometown he hall to tmvel 12~miles to
the nearest vOling station. There was incredible confusion alxlut where to vote. Nobody.
including the police .... eemed to understand the new ,ystem, which assigns people to
specific hallot boxes. And these were brought in long after the voting was supro ...ed to
have started. When the doors finallv opened, Alfonso was told he'd come to the wrnn~
place. Manv OIhers were also turned awav, This woman mana!:'cd to cast her ballot. he~
finger dipped in the indelihle ink 10 prevent douhle voting. tho~~h this time it looks like
people will he lucky if they get 10 vote just once. The frontrunners in a field of eight are
Rohen O'Aubuisson and his far-right Republican Nationalist Alliance. known as
ARENA. and Jose Napoleon Duarte. with his Christian Democrats. Salvadomns predict
trouhle if either wins.
D·Auhuisson. whom Duarte calls a nazi fascist. is reponed to be head of the death

squads. He' s pledged to undo many of the refomls achieved in recent years, and many in
the military now worry that if D'Aubuisson wins El Salvador willln<;e U.S. military aid.
Mr. Duarte is hy no means loved by the military. hut should he win Salvadoran politicians
do not foresee problems with the anned forces, at least. to stan with. Instead. there I:ould
be a violent reaction from the right. especially if Duarte opens his promised national
dialo!!ue with the !:'uerrillas.

[on camera/ But neither of these candidates is expected to win the necessary rnujority
in loday's voting, and these Salvadomns will rrobably have to he hack here again in a
monrh or so for Ihe runoff.
Anne Garrels. ABC News. Santa Tecla, El Salvador.

Mr. BRINKLEY: During: the night the left-wing rebels in Salvador hlew ur a power statiun
and this mnmini! two thirds of the countrY is without electricitv
Today', Nell'~York Times ~uotes Ismeli 'Defense Minister Moshe Arens as savin~ the U.S.

Secretary of Defense Casrar Weinherger is in need of rsychoanaly<;is. Arens denies he said
if.
In Ghana a group of rebels tried to ovenhrow that Wesl African cnuntrv'<; military

government. and the Ghana mdio says they failed and 10 of them were killed."
In Lehanon the Frem:h. the last 10 go. hegan rulling their tronps out today.

We'll he hack with all the rest of todays program in a moment.
/ commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: It appears that most. perhaps nine out of 10. rapes are never reported to the
police because the victims feel. rightly or wrongly. that the police will he suspicious and
unsympathetic. because they fear publicity and because they fear a trial and being harrussed
and abused bv defense artomevx. Well. there is some rea...on behind all these fears and now.
as more state-s ueree to allow 'television cameras in courtrooms. the fears are increased
Before we question todays guests about allthis. here's come background from our man

John Martin. John?
JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: It was a shocking report. In this bar in New Bedford.
Massachusetts. on this pool table. us patrons cheered. a group of men raped a woman.
Last month six men went on trial for the crime and slowly the complexion of the case
began to change. Dozens of reporters and camera crews showed up. News organizations
got permission to broadcast the trial. The Cable News Network started televising much of
it to its subscribers around the country.
Dr. DONALD BLACK, Harvard Criminal Justice Center: It was a verv unusual
kind of news coveraee. I think of it as a kind of news frenzy that occured. 'a kind of
information frenzy. ~ -

JUDGE: Could we have your full name. please?
MARTIN [voice-over]: The victim was never shown, hut her name was broadcast and
later published. ABC News has no written policy on this. but does nut normally name
rape victims and did not in this case. Reporters repeatedly called the defendants Portu-
guese immigrants. They are, but the victim. the chief prosecutor. perhars half the jurors
and nOCI,- of the townspeople have similar roots. Many felt deeply offended hy the
assnciation. What offended others were grarhir dest'rirtions of a forced sexual ussault.

VICTIM: After the first one had Qorten off. he came around and ~mhhed mv shoulders
and then the second one l..'amearound. _.
ATTORNEY: What did the second man do. if anything?
VICTIM: He came around and got on top of me.
ATTORNEY: Well. what did he do on tor of you?
VICTIM: He had intercourse with me.

MARTIN {mice-orerj: And defense attorneys, attacking the victim's character.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Isn't it fair to sav that whenever vou don't want somethin!:'
to enme up you just say. "I don't remember"? Isn't that t-rue? -
VICTIM: That is not true.

MARTIN {l'Oice-OI'erj: Slowly doubts emerged about what happened that night. Were
there many cheering patrons or few? Had the victim resisted the encounter or invited ir?
JOHN CORDEIRO, defendant: She was laughing. She was enjoying herself.
MARTIN /mice-ol'er/: The victim contradicted some of her earlier statements.

DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Even if you're willin!:' to take monev froM welfare, vou
don't just willy~nilly give the card out to other ;omen to achieve welfare_ do y()u"?
PROSECUTOR: Objection, Your Honor.

MARTIN /mice-m'erJ: The defense showed ,he was on welfare, lived with a man she
wasn't married to. probably had more to drink that night thull she admitted, and acted
flirtatiously. But something else emerged. In the end. after days of testimony. the jury
decided she had been raped - forced to have intercour;e against her will hy more than
one person.

JUDGE: How do you find the defendant. ~uilty or nOI guilty'.'
JUROR: Guilty.
JUDGE: Guilty of what'.'
JUROR: Aggravated rape.

•
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MARTIN [voice-over]: Eight days ago a jury convicted two defendants of aggravated,
meaning gang, rape. This past week a second jury convicted two more defendants on the
same charge and acquitted two others. That night about J.(X)() Portuguese immigrants
marched in support of the six men. Friday. more than 8JXX> people marched near the
courthouse .
JOSEPH VINA: Ithink the real issue is whether or not the guilty verdict of aggravated
rape was just as it was presented in all cases.
MARTIN: In your opinion was it just'?
Mr. VINA: I don't think so.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Many women. including these feminists, were pleased hy the
verdicts but troubled by the trials.
SUSAN LAVENTURE, NOW: The circus atmosphere surrounding the New Bedford
rape trial and the sensationalized and often intrusive news coverage will have the chilling
effecr of deterring other rape victims from pressing charges.
MARTIN [voice-over]: There are questions. Were journalists justified in mentioning the
defendants' ethnic roots or reporting the victim's name? At the Providence Iournat-
Bulletin, which broke a long-standing rule, an editor defended the decision.
JAMES WYMAN, editor, Providence Journal-Bulletin: There was such wide-
spread use of the name in the radio and televised broadcasts that it didn't make atl that
much sense to try 10 pretend that we were protecting the woman at that point.
MARTIN [voice-over]: In Atlanta the Cable News Network said it telecast explicit
testimony because of wide public interest.
LARRY laMOTTE, executive producer, CNN: One reason we presented the trial
was we felt there was an interest in that trial on the part of the public. and we think [he
higher ratings reflect that indeed there was an interest.
PAUL ROTHSTEIN,professor, Georgetown Law School: This IS a case of enor-
mous national significance from the standpoint of our moral tiber as a nation - the idea
that people can stand around- we've had trouble with this before - stand around and
watch a heinous crime like a rape being committed and do nothing. And if that- and if
we are a people capable of doing that. the nation ought to know about it so that measures
can be taken.

MARTIN [voice-over]: In Massachusetts now it is a crime no! to report a felony. but
women fear revealing their own rapes. Perhaps one in 10 are reported, say scholars. Will
coverage of (his case raise or lower that tiuure? Will it mean harsher sentences for the
defendants with so many millions convinced of their euilt? Nobodv can safelv forecast.

{Oil camera! So now that the two juries have spoken. tomorrow morning the judge
expects to convene a hearinu in this courtroom to decide what sentences he'll impose. He
could release them on probation or imprison them for as long as life in prison. which
actually means about 15 years. So (his community will be waiting to hear what the
penalty will be for an assault so outrageous that. even though it happened in a "mall city,
It has forced an entire nation to pay attention.
David? .

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank vuu. Contine next. live from Boston, Judith Lindahl. the
defense attorney, and Robert Kane. the prosecutor in the Massachusetts rape trial. In a
moment.
(commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Ms. Lindahl. Mr. Kane. thank vou verv much for cominu in to talk with
us today ~hout. a subject admittedly difficult. Th'ank you for coming. He-re with me are
George WIll ot ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC News White House correspondent.
Here's a question for either of vou or both of VOLI. After all of this-----vou both did your duty
as you saw it. After all of this will women be 'less willinu to report rapes to the police or will
they be more inclined to keep it to themselves'! -

JUDITH LINDAHL, defense attorney: I'm not a sociologist. hut I speak as a lawyer
when I say that I would think it would be highly unusual for another rape trial to receive the
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attention this one did. This one received the attention it did because of the horrifying nature of
the initial report. a report which. in the event, was shown to be grossly exaggerated. Indeed.
the critical element. that bit of cheering. it's questionable whether the jury believed if. So it's
not at all clear that another trial would receive the scrutiny that this one did.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kane. what is your thought on that?
ROBERT KANE, assistant district attorney: I think the message is a clear one. that if a
woman comes forward with a rape complaint that the ordeal that she will face in a courtroom
is a mighty one that can be ravaging and devastating to her. And I think that other women
who saw this show on television. who in the future might be rape victims, are going to be
severely impacted by what they saw and are going to be very reluctant to bring forward rape
complaints that can expose their private lives to this kind of ordeal.
Mr. WILL: I'd like to ask both of you. first Mr. Kane. I euess. about whether or not we need
new restraints on the idea of germane inquiry into this~ Rape seems to be the only crime
where the victim is herself on trial, and the kind of vivisection of victims is what was
particularly startling to people watching this. Do you believe that. aside ~rom impeaching
credibilitv and perhaps showing consent- these may be necessary, BUI In our adversary
..yxtem. can we limit the sweep of questioning now that you submit the victim to'?
Mr. KANE: Yes, and Ithink the protections lay in the law as it is now settled by our courts,
and those protections lay in having closed hearings on such questions a..welfare fraud and
other behavior patterns of the victim. And to find out in a closed hearing apart from the press
whether there's unv relevancv and materiality to those lines of inquiry. And (think we have
to say that there is 'a tendency, once welfare fraud or welfare status is broug~t out. for. a jury
not simply to be listening to what (he woman says. but to be listening in their own minds to
what the woman is.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Kane. if I could interrupt. you would close this to the press but not to the
jurors, or both?
Mr. KANE: I would close them to both and have a private hearing where a judge can make a
determination on materiality and to weigh that materiality against the prejudice that can he
eenerared bv such issues as welfare fraud. ( think it's certainlv understandable that some
People tend 'to look at the lifestyle of (he victim rather than what 'the victim says happened to
her on a particular evening.
Mr. WILL: Ms. Lindahl. you have it as, Iguess, your duty as defense attorney to do all that
vou can within the sort of Marcus of Queensburv rules of a courtroom on behalf of your
client. Do you think- are you comfortable with 'the latitude you enjoyed in this trial'!
Ms. LINDAHL: Absolutely. And I do bridle at the suggestion that Mr. Kane made that
women eo through an ordeal. You undersell a jurY if you think that jurors aren't capable of
iud!!in~ on the e\~idence. They certainly are. The issues that were brought up - and it's been
·irrespOnsibly reported that. for instance. the attorneys asked her about sex with her boyf~end.
It's simply not the case, It isn't pennissable under the rape shield stat~te. and no ~me.dld ask
her such a question, I think that this woman wa;s vulnerable [0 the kind of exarmnanon and
anger showed by. for instance. attorney Waxler because her credibility was in question,
because she had lied. And that was clearly demonstrated by anyone who followed the
evidence.
SAM DONALDSON: Ms. Lindahl. your client was convicted, and as I understand the
testimony, there was no testimony that he actually participated in intercourse with the woman
but wasa bystander who egged on the people who were convicted of that portion of the
crime. Do vou think that there needs to be some further delineation of the law when it comes
to bystanders. their participation or their willingness to prevent a crime that's being held in
their view?

Ms. LINDAHL: Well. first allow me to just suggest that there was direct evidence from a
co-defendant that Victor Raposo had attempted or accomplished an act of oral intercourse.
It's impossible to look behind the verdict. but there was no testimony that he was one of the
bystanders and cheering. I think our law is sufficient. I think a properly charged jury returns
verdicts on well-defined crimes. I don't believe that we legislate moral fiber. nor wilt we
change human behavior or ameliorate human frailty by passing: laws. I think that crime
pre-exists the criminal justice system. We are a reaction to it to prevent private vengeance.
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But tinkering with the laws and even tinkering with sentences won't change underlying
human behavior.

Mr. DONALDSON:Mr. Kane. what abour your answer to the basic question of the rights
or. rather, the duties of bystanders and. in this particular instance. the bystanders in Big
Dan's that night?

Mr. KANE: Well. I think that you can judge from the nature of a questi?n th~t was
propounded by the jury early on in its deliberations, that it was mightily wrestling WIththe
guilt of the bystanders and was trying to look at the question of whether or not they couldn 't
be found guilty of a lesser included offense, And I think that that is a statement [hat the~ were.
deeply concerned with the behavior here. and I think we have to be because that kind 01
behavior spurns and generates mob conduct. And I think that that is what happened here 'at
Big Dan's that evening. It's mob conduct. and it is connected to bystanders who would be
encouraging others to commit those crimes for a long period of time.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. as a non-lawyer it seems to me that the laws generally were written
to de~1wi~h the ordinary run of crimes - purse-snatching and that sort of thing _ whereas
rape IS unique. In a crime in which the victim has been physically and intimately assaulted.
should it be treated the same way as stealing hubcaps in terms of courtroom procedures?
Mr. KANE: No. it shouldn't be. Rape must be disconnected from the concept that it"s sex.
It's violence. And there is a mighty price that a complainant pays, and I think that we have to
~ concerned with that in our criminal justice system in ensuring and encouraging that rape
VIctims do come forward. And if special procedures are necessary. they must be enacted. In
the state of Massachusetts we have enacted rape shield legislation to protect and preserve the
right of a rape victim to come forward. ~

Mr. BRINKLEY: Ms. Lindahl. what do you think about that"
Ms, LINDAHL: There is obviously an element of violence in rape, and it can be said to be
violence. But let us start out with one thing, that the presumption of innocence. which is the
heart an~ s~ul of our individual political freedom. underlies every criminal [rial. And the
ass~mptlon IS - and it's part of the new mythology of rape _ that no woman has ever
c!a1m~d rape whe,n no rape occurred. That's simply not the truth, humanly: it's not the truth
historically And In our attempts to protect those who are truly victims. we'd better take c~re
~hat we don't victimize not only men accused but all of us. if we give up the confrontall,o.n
inherent In a trial. A truth-telling woman can not effectively be cross-examined or humili-
ated. This woman was vulnerable because she declined to tell the truth.
Mr. WI~~~ Ms. Lin~ahl. you said in your closing statement at the trial. "Women have ~~~
responslblllf?' ~Y t~elr words and behavior to say no." Doesn't that standard suggest that It s
up to the VIctim In some sense to prove that she was nOf ambil:!uous. and why should
ambiguity he part of the defense here',) ~

~s.~INDAHL: I decline to adopt that characterization. The entire closing: argument to the
JUry dId not depend on or did not. at least from Victor Raposo's point of view. say that t~ere
was no consent at any lime. It- she did-- I think YOU have to ~ive me the question ugam.
Mr. WI.L~,:Well. it. was what you meant preciseiy by when ~ou said. "women have the
responslbl!lry by their words and behavior to say no."

Ms. LINDAHL:. If you ~tart out with the initial report of punching, kicking. beating and
perpetual screammg, that s no enough for anyone. and you certainly don't need to be beaten
up to say no. B~t underlying her actual testimony _ and the jury did struggle with it ~ was a
s~ggestlon that It had not occurred that way. And then it is possible for there to be ambiguous
slgn~ls for t.hose young men. If you adopt a story whole-heartedly there's no ambiguity .at all.
But [f she mdeed was there for three hours. if she indeed had eight or nine drinks m her
system. she could very well have been drunk and her hehavior might have been ambiguous.
If she says no it is clearly no. L

Mr. BRINKLEY: Ms. Lindahl and Mr. Kane. thank vou very much for coming in and giving
us your answers to these difficult questions. - -
Mr. KANE: Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for being with us, Coming ne.xt. Susan Brownmiller. author tlt' a
book about this called Against Our Will. In a momenr.
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[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Ms. Brownmiller. in New York. thank you very much for corning in to
talk with us today. A pleasure to have you with us.
SUSAN BROWNMILLER, author: Thank you for inviting me
Mr. BRINKLEY: It is evident from vour book that you have done a great deal of work on
this subject. perhaps more than anyone - more research and more thought. And on thai
oasis ref us first what you think about the trial in Massachusetts.
Ms, BROWNMILLER: I do not feel that it was a mistake to have it televised on a cable
network. r understand that historically the time was right in America 10 take one case and.to
examine it thoroughly. and the Big Dans gang rape on [he pool table case became a mor~hty
play. a public morality play for [he nation. much the way the tel~vis~d Watergate hean~gs
also instructed a nation in a process of government and in corruption m government I think
this case served to enlighten a nation as to what actually happens in a rape and what actually
happens in a courtroom.
Mr. BRINKLEY: A national catharsis, you think"?
Ms. BROWNMILLER: I do think so. ves. because we write books. we picker. we change
laws. I think this was the first time that an entire country could follow a case if they wished. a
case in which there were multiple offenders. which usually means that there is no specific
individual pathology, as there might be with a single rapist or a re~at rapist or a career
rapist. These seem (0 be fairly ordinary young men in a bar under the influence of .al~hohol.
also under the influence of what I would think to he very faulty notions of masculinity. and
something happened. There was a group dynamic that happened that was appalling,. and I
think that's what captured the interest. first. of the national press and then of the nanon.
Mr. WILL: Ms. BmwnmilJer. basically what happened in [his trial was the woman said what
she had to xav and was believed. The two men who were acquitted were so. not because of
what she said so much as a construction of the law concerning bystanders. Now. this is
obviously, I suppose. a conclusion thai women's groups particuludv ~ere ~ager to see. Do
vou think that this represents some change. some advancement of social attitudes. or would
this have happened ~O years ago?
Ms. BROWNMILLER: Mr. Will. ~Ovears ace a case like this would never have reached
the police station. If it had it might not have been believed by the police, it wo~ld proh~bly
never have uotren to court. Group rapes such as [his one are not unknown 111 Amencan
historv. And- ".....hen I was erowtnc up and when I wax at college ~Oyears ago. fraternity gang
rapes 'were not unknown. LThey never would get rcrorted. It took 15years ?f concerted e~ort
hv the women's movement to politicize the crime of ra~. to get to a POlOtwhere a natIon
ctlldd be incensed that something like this could happen.
Mr. DONALDSON: Ms. Brownmiller. is it proper to anack the credibility of a woman who
says she's heen raped on the witness stand. anempting to show [hat in fact she'" a loose
Wtllllan and that she participated up to the moment where she decided she wanted to say no'?
Ms. BROWNMILLER: Mr. Donaldson. traditionally in this country there have been two
defenses to a r..tpe case on the part of not only the rapist but their lawyers: ~ne ,is misidenti~-
cation. "I didn't do it.·· or "My client didn't do it: some other guy dId It.' The o.ther IS
consent. "She was askin!:! for it.·· "She wa" provocative." "Her history. her reputatIon for
chasti tv is such that this woman could not be raped against her will." Those were the classic
defense lawver stratel:!ies and_ unfortunately. that's what we saw in this case. That was the
defense strate!!Y that ~'as used in the Big Oa-n's case. There are other defense strategies which
could have heen used. and I think which would have been more honorable defenses that did
not speak to the issue of consent. where you have to damage the victim's repu~ation in .order
to prove that she is the kind of woman who would have consented to have se,'<In a pubhc bar
on a pool table.
Mr. DONALDSON: But whv is it dishonorable to attempt to prove that there was consent if
in fact the parties involved tJelieved the women Jid consent?
Ms. BROWNMILLER: Rape i, one of those strange crime", Mr, Donaldson. in which the
offenders rardv ever reco~nize their own l:!uilt. Now. I think that this has something to do
with their thinking aoout ~e'(. their thinking aoout their role as men. their thinking ahout a
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group process where. if one of them were [0 -,av. "Hev. don't do this. Hev. euvc. we
shouldn't be doing it." would that person be accused of being a chicken"! . _.
Mr. DONALDSON: May r just press this one question more 'hou!!h? Arc vou sueecsttnc {O

us that a woman who says she has been raped ought to he believed-on that score ;'ithout unv
anac~ on her credibility'? And other defenses ~ a...you ...av. misidentification. or one ...yOU
hadn ! spelled out but you said were more honorable" - 'ihould he the onlv ones open to the
accused. .

Ms. BROWNMILLER: No. I'm just saying that in murder case" we see a varierv of
defen~es used by the lawyers. For instance. the famous Twinkie defen ...e of Dan White in"San
FranCISCO with Moscone and Harvey Milk. where the defense lawver-, tried to show that the
fellO\~ had ~en eating a lot of junk food so hi!'.judgment was impaired. You could sav in a
case like t.hls t~at these fellows had been drinking a 101 of alcohol in the bar: their judgment
had been impaired. You could say perhaps they had been exposed to pomot!raphic li[erature
~here rape IS celeb~ated anJ. as a matter of facL three months hefore th~ Big Dan'" rare
case.. ~ltst!e: magazme haJ done. an eight-page spread on gang rape on a pool table in a bar. I
don t know If these fellows saw It or no!. but there are many wav" vou could use to miti!!are.
tl:?~la~e the offense understandable for a jurv beyond or inste;:ld of trvin!! to attack the
VIctIm" pas[ reputation. In this case she did not have to prove verv much 're,,;,,[ance because
then: were at lea.st four rapists and two who watched. a total of "h people plus a hartender
:nd another guy m the bar who w,as asleep" appan::ntly. Tha[ is the force. Thai i" the proof of
,orce. So she ~~S not have to resIst very s[renuously because the sheer number" of men were
so overwhelmmg that you could see that this could he a crime auainst her will and "he could
not be able to do anvthin!! about it. -

~r.WILL: Ms. B~wlll~iller: I'd like to pursue the point you jusr touched on. which I
suppose would be called locatIng cause of the crime in the slxial atmosphere somehow. [n
recent yea.rs.. these last two years. there's been a 'ili!.!htdeclin~ in the number of rape cases.
but the stnkmg fact is thai smce 1970 throu!.!h 197~~there·...neen a doubling in rer0rted rape
cases. Now. that- ~ ~

Ms. BROWNMlllER: 1970 '0 "82:r.WilL: '82, Sorry. No~ ..thut may represent simrly a fact that reporting procedure" are
in~~~t~r~e treat':lle.~1of, vlc.lIm.sis better so they"re more willing to rerof!. out it.al.".omay
. . . and thiS ISwha.t I~1tk~you to address yourself [0 _ thJt there ISLJuantltullvelya
~~:~a~a~v- a ~ubstantlal mcrease in ,se:'l:ually-related.vi~)lence: Is that true .and. if ~o.
h'l . ~owe It somehow to -I mean. thISdoes comclde. thl" l~-vcar-ren()d _ With
t e e~altzatlon of pornography'! .

~~. ~ROWNMIL~ER:I would really prefer to believe, Mr. Will. that what \ve are s~eing
IS Increased reportmo of ra~ and '"I 'h . "• '=' . t·~· un I e women :--movement be!.!an to talk about it. a
;?I~a~ who was r~ped did not have validation of her own victimization. and that is whv I
m t at the publiCity that this rape Case has gotten is u:ood and will help and encourUt!e

more women to h' ~ . ~ -
d, . r:epon [ e cnme. Because the onlv valIdation there really is. is if you t!et YOur
ay In Caun and If YO . bel" d ." "- ~ "l [hink that th' " ~ U!"e leve. ,.And If[here are convictions. And that's what happen~d.,
h ,e IIlcrease III the statistics of reponed rapes have more to do with the new bellet
t, at yes. IIldeed. a .woman can be raped against her will. and the traditional defense lawwr·s
strategy always said that it was impossible. you see. .
Mr, BRINKLEY' Ms Brownm"11 'h k ' " "", . .... I er. an' you very much. Thank vou for comin!.! m. !.!IVIll!.!us your Views on thiS Co . A h J - . - ~,~Fl'd ' . , mmg nexT. n ur . England. Jr.. fomler chief justice of the
on a supreme court. who advocated allowing television coveru!.!e of trials. In a mom~nt.

(commercia! break I -

Mr. BRINKLEY: Judoe Enol d 'h" k """h . '=' '=' an. an you very much for conlin" In to talk WIth us. Glad ttlave you with us today. " '='

ARTHUR J. ENGLAND, Jr., fonner Florida Chief Justice: Thank vou ror jnvj,in" Ole"

Mr. BRINKLEY' Now [ II h" Y ".r I ,. . . e me tiS. ou were one of the earlv. if nOIIhe earliest. advocatea te eVISlonCOVerageof court . I Wh " "could au h ~. , roo.m tna s. en you took that flO"ition. did you anliclpate-
y ave anrlclpated the kmd of spectacle we've had in Massachuselts?

J, UdgehENr!3~ND: Absolu[ely. But I have [0 say [hat I was not nne of the early advocate:--.
was c Ie JusTIceof the Flnn"da " 'h " "". supreme COUllat t e tnne a petition was hroughl to u....askll1g
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that the courtrooms he opened to television cameras. The court ran an experimental year to
find our if that was sound and. with all [he input that we could develop over that period and
afterward". we deremuncd that this was a proces ...which was valuable for the public. It was
educational. It was important to the judicial system for people to understand it for the first
time in a Way they had not been able to. And I \\IUS there. hut Ican't sav Iwas the advocate,
But the answer isves. verv clearlv. Evervbodv on the court understood that [he media alwavs
would cover the sensational. the -prominen[ trials. We'd had that experience in Florida wi-th
the Candace Messler and other ...ensational defendant criminal trials where that was occur-
rence that look place with ...ketch artists. with news reporting. with ballroom tracing of the
people back and forth around the streets. the cameras jostling In find each other. Part of the
benefits that have accrued and which we anticipated was that there would be a display of the
judicial svsrem in irs reality rather than in [he scerninclv comic character in which the media
was restricted because they couldn't get in where the public was supposed to be.
Mr. BRINKLEY: WelL lei me put the question another way. It is fair to a woman who
makes rhis kind of complaint to be subjecled to this kind of public spectacle?
Judge ENGLAND: Well. the public spectacle. frankly. is the trial. The LJueslionis broader
than cameras. It literJlly has nothing [0 do with television because your television coverage.
vour electronic coverJ~e is nothin!.! but an extension of [he courtroom. You start with the
rremi!'.c - and we started with the premise- the Constitution starts wi[h the premise [hat
this i" a public trial. For lots of reasons we 've made that and built it into l)UrConsti[ution. a
Wi.lyin which [he criminal defendant system is going to \l,.·orkand the prosecution is going to
have tn operate. If you take that premise and if you then move to the next indisputable
rremise no one has challenged {hat the media has a right to be there as [he aml of the public.
the written media - [he sketch aIli"ts - then the next Ljuestion. really [he only ljue...tion you
have with television is. is there a ljualirative difference'! Does somelhing change because a
...ingle. h'\ed. electronic device is in the (:ounroom anJ exrandin~ the coverage of [he
courtroom'? Actually. the Massachusetts trial is an inleresting place to lest Ihis thesis because
here is a small town in Massachusetts. Had this trial laken place 200 years ago. the same
notoriety would have penneateJ that community. The Ljuestion. does it matter whether here
in Miami or in K~okuk people were able to see the judicial sy...tem operating in Massachu-
sens. and our answer ro thaI. when we had the ljuestion imposed as a constitutional and a
rhilosophical mailer was. we thought there was overall henetit to the citizen" of the United
Slates understanding the judicial system in irs reality. whether that"<, displayed in [he court-
room by people cuming in or [hrough Ihis extension electronically.
Mr. WILL: Judge. lei me suggest why some people might argue thai there is a Ljualitarive
change when you have such a LJuantative change in the size of the audience that"" hrou~ht
ahout hy television. Consider. for example. the case of someone who is rU! on trial and
aCLJuined. I" it nor the case that acquitted-- that b. the jury say" we cannot lind guilt beyond
a reasonable douht. that that person is apl to be very -;everety fainted in his or her life by the
experience of having this e ...posed nOI to 200 people in the courtroom and nol to black and
while print in rhe newspaper. bur on television. D(~sn't that change the an.juitted defendanl's
life?
Judge ENGLAND: My answer would be. and rm now going (0 sound like an advocate for
our rules for open cameras because I guess Ido believe in it. is no. [hat is nOIa Ljualilative
difference. The problem comes in that kind of a ca'\C. I really helieve. prior to {he trial. The
exposure. the TV coverage. the elecrronic and the rrint meJia coverage is massive at the lime
of the chari!e, and that's reallv why you !!.ctthe later efrect of not beint! ahle to overcome the
trial with the verdict of innocence".· ~ ~

Mr. WILL: Is such pre-trial ruhlicity necessary'! The Brilish seem to have a perfectly
satisfactory system of jus[ice with -;evere limits on pre-[rial puhlicity.
Judge ENGLAND: I would be delighted to put thai que<;rion (o the ll1~dia. hut I'm a tinn
heliever that rhe judicial system should nol be telling the media what their role is in conveying
infonnation. And if 1- if you accept that premise - and I suspect you do- you"d go along
with me that we don"t have any control over thaI. jusl as we don· have any control and "h()uld
not ha\'e any cOnlrol in the judicial system over \...·hat coverage of a rrial. which trial or what
p<mions. the media ch{X)se 10 broadcast in a JO-minu[e segmen[ or gavel-to-gavel covel.l~e.
a...we've had in Miami and almos[ had in Massuchu'iett<;. of maior puhlic en:nr~. We'vl: had
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three or four ,!!ajor gavel-to-gavel trials or display" of the judicial svstem in Florida. which
we ~e?"~ believe. based on informal surveys. nonscientific. have enhanced the Florida
public" Image.of what it is like to he in a criminal proceeding. what our judicial svsrern does
and how well It does it. ~.

M~. DON~LDSO~:.Well. at the risk of asking you to be repetitive. another two points
f<;uo;ed agamsr television coverage of the courtroom. One. that it somehow turns it into a
crrcus. however the oppone~t'i of that define circu ... And. number two. that somehow people
w~o are p~rt of the .I~al. office .....of the court. begin to play to the cameras. This arzument is
raised agamst television coverage of the U.S. Senate, for instance. And in fact lawvers. I
suppose the argument goes. in~~e~d of s!mply addressing the court and the jury. 'would
someh{~w try to address the television audience for personal eain. Would vou address those
two pointe" ~ .

~udge ~N~LAND;Yes. Ihe. laHer- neither has any validity. And I believe the participants
In the trial m Massachusetts JUSI concluded said that it had no effect on them. The United
State~ Surr~~e Court, of course. has said there is no inherent. no automatic prejudice. to a
televised criminal proceeding. The answer is that what really happens in real life i's that in the
courtroom. (he atto.meys. the bailiff. the witnesses. the jurors and the judge have far more to
do and more to think about than worry about where they're beine seen. In instants or in
moments. at the ~OSt. the .norion of the camera being there dio;aprears and their attention
concentrates back in where It belongs in the COUr1flX)m.Trial attomevs have enoueh on their
mi~d th~t they cannot grandstand. And, by the way. where there is one display in Miami of a
major trial. the attorney came off rather as a buffoon. He was. He was askinc the wronz kinds
of questions. he didn't seem to be prepared. If had norhinu (0 do with the r;ledia. The-media
was displaying him as he really is and as many people in the communitv believed him to he
before he went into that trial. .

Mr. ~ONALDSON:Again. for the purpose of eliciting your view on this. critics also say
that In some sense television may distor1 the trial. and I'm now talkin!! abour Ihe internal
mechanism of the trial. not the rublic view of ir. and somehow work ;.H!;ins!a fair verdict.
Judge ENGLAND: The leadin!.! advocate of that i~ the dean of the co~mrnunications school
at the University of Pennsvlvani;. He and I have had discussions ahclU!thi". The answer i...
there is no evidence of thai. and the mechanisms bv which Ihe courts in the Uniled St~tes-
our ~ourt initia~ly and others have followed - ha\le protected against that is to re~Llire the
media to come IOtOour courtr<X)OlS.the American svstem courtrooms. on our tenns. There is
the argument thaI. isn't it going to be like presidential politics or congres.<;innal attitudes.
which have changed because of the political process and the media cornin!.! to!.!ether'.'The
answer is there's absolutely no evidence of that because they. the media. m~st c~)Jn('in. just
as the written media has alwavs had to come in. under the rules of the court. And there can he
no deviant behavior. The camera is stationary. and at any point the trial judge controls that
pnxess and can say. as to this witness or as to this part of the trial. "We are putting a cap on
the lens of the television camera and it cannot he shown to the puhlic'" ju"t a..;in Massachu-
sens. as I understand it. there was no display. not one Jisplay. of the victim nf this tenihle
event there. and no public exposure of her because. either hy consenr or because the judge
ordered it. or (he state law required it. the media was pmhihited from electronically transmi!-
ting her image.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Judi!e En!.!land. thank vou verv much for cornin!! in. !!ivin!.!us your views
on this question. - ~ ., - - - .

JUdge ENGLAND: Thank vou very much.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Comin!.! next. our free-form and rossiblv discursive di'icussion here. and
joining: us will be Torn Wicker. columnist for The Nell' Yf;rk Times. In a moment.
rcommercial breakI
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. a principal topic of conversation in Washington this week. whether
it should have been or not. was Ed Meese. the White House counselor whom the President
has appointed to be attorney general of the United States. Members of Congress ~ave rai.sed
questions about his financial dealings. And, in fact. ....everal have 'iuggestcd that hiS nom1Oa-
tion be withdrawn. Sam. you're at the White House everv dav. First this. nothing illegal has
so far been charged against Meese. has it'? . .

Mr. DONALDSON: That's right. No one has charged an illegality. Now. if it turns out that
he willfully failed to record that $15.<XX) loan on his reporting form. that is a violation of the
law. But the case hasn't gOI that far. David. the quesions about Meese drive to these loans,
this special favoritism that. on the surface, it appears he may have gorten and the government
jobs that six or seven people connected with these loans and apparent special favoritism
wound up with. Never mind that they weren't very important jobs in some instances. And I
think that the White House believes he's in very serious trouble.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: I think we're in danger of committing. not just in this case. but in a lot of
subsequent confirmation cases. a grave injustice if we say the final question - and this
positive question is - is there a perception of moral unfitness. moral turpitude? Because the
final question has to be, is the perception just. and in this case it seems to me manifestly
unjust. Ed Meese is, like about 80 million other Americans. pretty sloppy about his finances.
I mean. there are probably 80 million unbalanced checkbooks in America as we talk now. He
has done some things that were foolish and careless. None of that. it seems to me. reaches to
the question of his ~filness to serve in that office.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's the type of attorney general you want?
Mr. WILL: You bet.
TOM WICKER, The New York Times: I disagree entire Iv-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Tom. do you agree with that"
Mr. WICKER: -because this is not a question of unbalanced checkbooks. I don't think
there are 80 million Americans who have forgotten S 15.0C() loans, particularly when it was
lost in the stock market or there was a loss on that money in the stock market. I don't want [0

accuse him here of doing that willfully, but I'm saying: if .'I different from an unbalanced
checkbook. And I think particularly with the office of attorney general perception is impor-
tant here. Conflict of interest. for example. is the appeamnce of confliel as well as the
conflict itself. And I Ihink in the highest legal officer of the nation you do want an appeamnce
and a perception of virtue, of integrity. And I just raise the question now whether. with all
rha!"s heen disclosed. if nothim.! else. whether Mr. Meese could ever ~ive that kind of
perception to the public. which i do think is important. -
Mr. WILL: Well, I think if you look carefully. and it sort of makes you wince to do so. if you
look carefully at Ed Meese's finances. one Ihin\! vou see is someone who for most of his
adult life has·been relatively indifferent to makin; inonev. and Ed Meese could be making a
lot more money than he is' in the government. ~ .
Mr. WICKER: I'm sure.
Mr. WILL: And he i!ot himself into an awful tan!!le because. in a sense. it"s very hard.
frankly. 10 live bicoa~tallv. serving the government-of California and the government of the
United States. And what wornes me is that we're going to get to a point in Ihis country where
you're going to find rhat the only people !hat can pass muster are going to be either !he very
rich or assistant professors. and I don't want to be governed by this.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, but there"s something more. George. and that is thai Mr. Meese
has accepted favors from people who later wound up on the federal payroll. He ~id it's.a,1I
very innocent and he bridles at the sU!!2estion Ihat Ihere was anvthin!! that a, band c. But It s
happened six or seven times. ~~ . -

Mr. WILL: Old Reagan friends get jobs when Reagan wins election.
Mr. WICKER: There's also a question here-
Mr. DONALDSON: But they don't lend Ronald Reagan money. Or if they did I want to
know about it.
Mr. WICKER: There's a question here of a sworn slatement as to whether or not he received
that material from the Carter campaign. and on the face of it the documents !hat have been
produced in the Senate would sw.!~est that he had. I think this whole matter is one in which
the perception does count. Is thrs~a man of integrity or not'? Not other ~uestions thai you
raised.
Mr. BRINKLEY: One more lJuestion on this point before we go on to something else.

10- ~II-
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Should the nomination be withdrawn. Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: I think from the standpoint of the President's political hide it ought to
be withdrawn and. if you say. well. that's unfair to Mr. Meese. the greater good in this sense.
from the standpoint of the President seems to me to be overriding. Why should Ronald
Reagan take the fall in the fall because the Democrats say it's the sleeze administration and
here are several examples. beginning with Ed Meese. because Ed Meese can't remember his
loans?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. if it's not withdrawn it certainlv will be dragged on. The Democrats
are having a wonderful time with it. .~-

Mr. DONALDSON: Oh. yes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It'll certainly be dragged on up to an including November the ..irh or 5th or
whatever election day is this year.

Mr. DONALDSON: If Mr. Meese likes the President as much as I think he does, he oueht to
go in there and say, "Mr. President. l'm beinz unfairly used, but you should withdra~ my
nomination." ~ .

Mr. WILL: There's a serious downside to that because Mr. Meese is so identified with the
Presiden~. so woven into the tapestry of Reaganism that if he's withdrawn there's a kind of
confessoin here. and I think that there's a larger public good. even in the President's political
health, to be fought out on the grounds that perceptions cannot be manufactured and then
become conclusive.

Mr., WICKER: Well. the perception hasn't been manufactured here. That's the point I'm
trying to make to you. that the perception is not a manufacturing of the press in this particular
case.

Mr, WILL: Well. let's see. What I'm saying is let's pursue this-
Mr. WICKER: No. George. I'm not talking about how it comes out. I mean, if Mr. Meese is
proved ~ot.to have ~o~e anything that violates the law, I'm still saying that the perception of
the public IS that this IS not the kind of man with that record who ouzht to be in the highest
legal position in the country. ~ ~

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well. the next big primary in this country is New York a week from
Tuesdar and followed by another big one in Pennsylvania. The two of them may very well.
we don t knew. m~y very well se«le- pretty much sertle the Democratic nominee. Well. in
the camp~lgnmg 10 New York the big question has come to be, should the American
Embassy. m Israel be moved from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem? Now. that seems to he the main
thrust of It. the charge that Garv Hart has changed has mind about it. that Mondale-has never
been very clear about it. which Han says, and so on. Is it all that important to bcein with.
George? -

Mr, WILL:.Well: I~m laughing because I'm the original hardliner on the embassy question.
Fo.r years I ve said It.o~ght to be located in East Jerusalem to make the point that the city is
~n1fied forever. And I.tISmarvel~us to watch the dialectic of an American campaign prOOuce.
m t~o perfectly sensl~le men thiS reflex to pander as they hit the New York primary. And
th~y 1.1forget about thiS as soon as they leave New York. New York. David. is a state more
uOlonlzed. more elderly, more urbanized than most states, and it's a srate tailor-made. really.
for Walter Mondale. They shouldn't have to worrv about the embassy in Jerusalem.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam" . .

Mr, DO~ALDSON: It is nor a yuestion of whether Gary Hart has chanl!ed his mind. We all
have a nght to do that. It's the way in which he tried'to advance thi; JX>sitionat the last
morne.Of~nd then. when the .record disclosed that he had just two weeks previously sent out a
letter. saymg that he was not In favor of what he then said to the Jewish voters of New York he
was 10 favor. he tried to explain it.

M~. BRI.NKLEY: No. he said he was in favor of mavin!! onlv after consultation with
nelghbonng: states or something like that. ~ .

~r, DONALDSO~: W~l.l. his po~ition is stated in his lener and previously by Gary Ha.11
as the ~amp l?avld posItion. that It ought to be the subject of ne~otiations. But he then said
to a JeWish audience In New York. "That letter was seTHout without my knowledge. I take

responsibility but not the blame." And where have we heard that before?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Torn"
Mr, WICKER: Well. I think cumulatively Gary Hart is beginning to have some problems nut
just on the issue of the embassy. but after the flap about whether he had or had not withdrawn
the ad in the Illinois primary and the charge that he couldn't even gel an ad offthe air. the flap
about whether this is or is not a reversal of position. the fact that he denied having:"aid that he
would withdraw federal projects from states in order to force them to pass the ERA. And then
it turned out that he had. I think that cumulativelv is beuinninu to be a real problem for him.
particularly when Momlale is charging that he'sinexperienced and not yet ready for office
That charge hegins to he substantiated by the accumulation of these "mall-
Mr. DONALDSON: A 10' of his new ideas-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Isn't it true that these -
Mr, DONALDSON: A lot of his new ideas arc turning out to he new to Gary Han as well as
everyone else.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. there's no such thing as a new idea. anyway.
Mr, WILL: Here's a new one. Could 1-
Mr. BRINKLEY: What is is"
8Mr. WILL: Morton Kundrackeof The Nell' Rermhlh' was travelingwith the Han cum-
palgn-

Mr. BRINKLEY: You got a new idea?Well. let's hear it.
Mr, WILL: Well. listen to it. He said in an interview aboard his campaign plane Hart said. "I
don't know if this is public information. hut in the basement of his Presidential palace
Somoza in Nicarueua kept caces with panthers inside. After dinner. for the entertainment of
his guests. he wo~ld go downstairs and have a political opponent thrown in there with the
panthers." Now. that's a pretty bizarre thing to believe. particularly because no nne. not
even the Sandinivas. think it's true.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Everyone has denied it. even his enemies.
Mr. WILL: Thats right.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Apparently he was-c.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well. Somoza did some pretty rotten things. Ifhe didn't thmw people
to paruherx. he killed them in other ways.
Mr. WILL: Now, wait a minute. Wait a minute. If i~ importanr , and this i" why I like our
political process. untidy as democracy and messy as life itself. because it gives lots of people
a chance to "ay things that cause people to sit holt upright and say what kind of people believe
this sort of thing?
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well. on that note we'lI have to leave it. Thank vou all. We'lf be hack
with a few words ahout this vear"~ voters. who want "omethin!! frorn the i!ovemment and
those who don't. In a mnmenr. ~ ~
/commacia! hreak}
Mr. BRINKLEY /commelltan-/: Finallv, whoever wins in New York and Pennsylvania and
whoever ultimatelv wins the' Democratic nomination. it has neen ins[ructive· to see the
changes in the An-ierican electorJte. Exit polls. of COUI--.e. have caused some complaint. but
they do produce valuable infonnation on what is happening in American society. valuable
now and to historians in the future. And what thev have shown so far. that Garv Hart's
unexpected victories have come very largely fmm The votes of people in their 30s "and 405
with more than avemge education and more rhan average income. They have come 10 be
called YUPs - young urban professionals - and what their voting seems to show is that
they're tired of traditional party JX>litics:gathering votes by appealing to one group and rhen
another. income redistribution. more programs. more benefits, high taxes. and now huge
deficits. While the delict has taken an enormous leap lately. If has been growing steadily for
-l.~years. We have not yet even paid for World War II. We've paid the interest. and we're
stIli paying. WelL all of this seems to divide Americans into two groups - those who want
something from government and those who want nothing and expect nothing. Each group is



quite large. and this year's voting suggests that some kind of confrontation between [hem ties
in our future.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

April 1, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Six weeks ago almost everyone who paid any attention thought the
Democratic nomination for president would be settled by now, and almost everyone was
wrong. including us. It's far from settled, and a degree of heat and anger is creeping into the
campaign among candidates who, understandably. are getting to be a little tired and irritable.
Two big primaries, New York next Tuesday and Pennsylvania a week later, will tell us who
can win in the big Eastern states the Democrats have to carry to win in November. Today, a
look at New York and the prospects. Our guests: Senator Gary Han. who has been running
behind Walter Mondale in New York; the governor of New York. Mario Cuomo. who has
endorsed Mondale and who's doing all he can to help him win: the background from John
Martin, and our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and Jody Powell. All here
on our Sunday program.
First. tcday's news since the Sunday morning papers. Some results from yesterday's

presidential caucuses, first in Kentucky. Governor Martha Lane Collins wanted an uncom-
mitted slate. and she got 36% of the vote. MondaJe was second with 31. Jackson third with
18, and next [0 nothing for Han. In the Virgin Islands. Mondale won with 51%. Jackson
second with 37. Hart. 1%. ABC News and The Washington Post have been polling in New
York before the Tuesday primary, and here is our latest figure. Mondale. 41% of the vote:
Hart, 28; Jackson. 21; undecided. 10.
In. San Salva?or, three days ago a right-wing death squad threatened ro kill election

officials responsible for the confusion in last Sunday's voting. Last night. Rafael Hasbun. a
newspaper columnist and a former member of the election council. was shot dead as he
walked into his office.
We'll be back 'with all the rest of today's program in a moment.

{commercial break!
Mr. BRINf.<LEY:New York has the most union members of any state in the country .. the
largest Jewish community in the country. one of the largest black communities. hisparucs.
and everything else ..Everything. A diverse and sophisticated electorate. Downstate ~mo--
c~ts; upstate Repubhcans: New York has it all. If either party can win the presidency without
wmrung Nev.: York. it'll be a small political miracle. Before we discuss all this with roday's
guests, here IS some background on New York. politics from our man John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: New York City is the biggest battleground, as you know. David. in t~e
biggest showdown so far In the race for the Democratic nomination. It's a City that s
al~ays loved a g~ fight, and this year it's gotten more than it expected. Some of what's
gomg on here strikes people as downright nasty.

WALTER MONDALE, Democratic presidential candidate {CBS debate.
~arch 28. 19841: Why do you run those ads that suggest that I'm out trying to kill
kids when you know better?
Sen. GARY HART, Democratic presidential candidate: Why have you ques-
tioned my comr~lltment to arms control and civil rights when you know that I have Just
as much commitment to both of those as you do?

MARTIN [voice-over]: The exchanges have grown so bitter that even a veteran political
streetfighter from Queens who supports Gary Hart thinks it's gone too far.
Rep. JAMES SCHEUER, (D) New York: I wish they could call a hiatus on ,he
personal cnhcl~m. I don~t think i~'s attractive. I don't. frankly. think it does eith~~ofthern
any good. I think the third candidate looked the best. He looked like the conCiliator. the
leader, the statesman.

Rev. JESSE JACKSON, Democratic presidential candidate: The fact is. the
l7~n .~hy. they. ~ ha~ing this kind of kinship struggle is that t.here. are. such
similarities In policies. It s a matter they're both going in the same direction. Just a
little slower. That's all it is.
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MARTIN [voice-over]: But at the revved up speed of this campaign, subtle differences
become semantic blockbusters. A Hart idea to raise revenues at a time of staggering
deficits becomes a grab for the wallet.

Mr. MONDALE {commercial}: He supported an additional tax increase of up to $6OJ
a year on the middle class. I don't think it's right, and I know it's not fair.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Mondale's idea to tie a pullback from Central America with
concessions by the Sandinistas becomes a callous roll of the dice.

ANNOUNCER {Hart commercial]: -our sons as bargaining chips. Will we never
leam? Gary Hart. New, courageous leadership.

MARTiN [voice-over]; Two men scrapping and scrambling for advantage on almost
every and any issue.

Mr. MONDALE: His record on housing is bad.
Sen. HART: Walter MondaJe said nothing about Lebanon for a year and a half.

MARTIN [voice-over]: If there's a frenzy about all this it is because New York is
import3J'!t. It will send 285 delegates to the convention - more than any state outside
California. If Walter Mondale wins big here. he begins to pull away the number of
delegates pledged or leaning his way. The latest ABC News estimate shows 777 in that
category against 447 who favor Gary Hart. If Hart wins big, he begins to catch up in
delegates. Jesse Jackson has only 79 delegates. but each one he adds gives him that much
more voice at the convention. And if Jesse Jackson does well here. he strengthens his
claim for attention to the issues and people he says have been left out of the campaign.

Rev. JACKSON: We must challenge Hart and Mondale to join me and cut the
military budget and use that money- use that money to build our schools and build
our houses and build our hospitals. Let's stop killing abroad and start healing at home.
Let's go another way.

PERCY SUTTON, Jackson campaign: All I can tell you and be sure of is there'll be
a very I~e turnout on election day here and, of those persons coming from the minority
commuruty who vote. Jesse Jackson will carry 80% or more.
MAR~N [voice-over]; Much of that support might have gone to Mondale, but it seems
more likely, say experts. to tum out in record numbers for Jackson. If so. it will dilute the
impact of Mondale' s expected support from the Jewish community. which often makes
up a third of all the primary voters. Still. Mondale has the endorsement of New York's
poPul.ar Jewish mayor, Ed Koch. He has the help of union leaders in the most unionized
state In the country. and staff and organizational effort of Governor Mario Cuomo, one of
Mondale's earliest supporters.
sen. HART: I'm the underdog in New York, and we're coming from behind and
against the political establishment.

MARTIN {voice-over}: Hart has tried to make a virtue of his outsider role and tried. as he
has in other states, to tap the younger professional class and steer the discussion back to
his vision of what the country faces.
Sen. HART: I think there has been an effort to create a debate over minor issues of
the past to avoid debating the major issues of the future.
Mr. MONDALE: We're citing the record, and I don't think that's improper at all.
That's what democracy is all about- to let the public know who they should vote for.
VOLUNTEER {street registration table]: You must register before you can vote.
Register here to vote in November.

MAR'!'lN {vou:e-overJ: Who will they VOlefor? Nobody is sure. especially remembering
last-minute s~lngs. of support in several earlier primaries. If anybody should know how
New York City might vote. however. it would of course be Hizzoner.
EDWARD KOCH, mayor of New York (D): I believe that this election will be decided
ac~ally .on ~uesday. April 3rd. One or the other. in my judgment, is going to win big. I
believe It Will be Mondale. But no one can call it with certainty at this time.
MARTIN: So if the political professionals are right. at least two things seem likely to
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happen on election day here in New York. A lot of people will make up their minds on the
way to the polls, and a vital factor for Gary Hart and Walter Mondale may well tum out to
be the turnout for Jesse Jackson. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Coming next, the governor of New York, Mario Cuomo,
a Democrat, Mondale supporter, who has a hand ~ maybe a little more than a hand - in
running his campaign. In a moment.
{commercia! break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor Cuomo, thanks very much for coming in. Delighted to have you
wi~ us today. Here with us are George Will of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson, ABC News
White House correspondent. Governor, you are involved in the New York campaign, for the
pnmary on Tuesday. This has been something less than the most admirable campaign I have
ever seen. How do you feel about it?
Gov. MARIO CUOMO, (D) New York: I was hoping from the beginning that we'd be able
to ~pen~ more h~ talking about the issues. I think Mondale's strength in New York state is
at Its highest point as ~ou elaborate the issues. For example, if the people of Buffalo and
upstate New Yorl:: realize that Mondale was for trade-adjustment assistance for those dis-
placed :,",orl::ersand Hart was against it, that would mean something. If the people in New
York City were threatened by Saturday night specials, who are getting wasted every weekend
by Saturday night specials, knew that Mondale was for the law that would have ended that,
and Hart felt the other way, that would have made a difference. If we understood the issues in
New Yorl:: state, Mondale would be way, way ahead at this point now. And that's not
happened. I'm not sure I can blame Mondale or Hart. It's a short, frenetic campaign. It's
~nly two wee~s. People would rather focus on mistakes and gaffs and errors and what gets
mteTJ?reted as insults. I'm not happy with the campaign, but I'm not sure I can blame the
candidates.

SAM DONALDSON: Governor, if I may persue that, I think a lot of people blame Mondale
because Mr. Mondale and his campaign aides make no secret of the fact that after the shock
of New Hampshire they decided to go after Gary Hart. They decided 10 get tough. They
decided to att.ack hi~'LAnd they say rather with a pleased tone of voice that they have been
succes~ful with their attack. So why shouldn't we blame Mr. Mondate for taking this
campaign down into the gutter?

GoV. CUOMO: Well, because that's not happened. I don't know about states before New
York ~r states after: I can tell you what's happened in New York. That's not happened. We
ha~en t been attacking Senator Hart that way. I know because I've been involved, even to the
point of v:'0oong With some of the commercials. If you look at the commercials this week-
end, ~y re all ve9' substantive. Mine, for example, was one that I worked on myself. It
doe~J.lt even ~ntIon Gary Hart. Talks about Mondale's consistency, his experience, his
posmon on the I.SSUes,on nuclear freeze, on acid rain, on all the things that mean something
to us: Pat Moynihan has made commercials, so has Ed Koch, Carol Bellamy. And they're all
positive, affinJ?3tr,:,e commercials underscoring Mondale's strength. That's the way we've
run the campaign m New York.

GEORGE WILL: Governor, during tbe last debate Jesse Jackson in effect rolled his eyes
heavenward and said there isn't a dime's worth of difference between these two guys. Now,
~ me ge~ you as a Mon~e supponer to express it. On domestic policy you said basically
ondale IS conc~med With, and the upscale young Hart voter is not concerned with, those

who are left behind. Is that your charge, that Gary Hart is callous?
Gov. <;:UOMO: No, you said two things: that he's not as concerned with those left behind,
and he s callous. And I think they're different things. I think if you read his hook it's very
~ntereshng, .Senator Hart. Senator Hart wrote a book that some people could call intelligent.
.t says nothing of the poor, nothing of those left behind, nothing of those portions of the old
Irnrm~t East ---: my part of the country - where you're leaving behind Lackawanna Steel
him r m his pursuit of some new kind of economy. I think that's a major difference between
. and Walt~r Mondale. I think Walter Mondale has a philosophy, one he's comfortable

WIth,. one that s p~etable, and one, incidentally, tbat gathers 10 itself and includes all the
cC!nsh~ncles you re gomg to need to beat President Reagan. I think. Walter Mondale will
~n ':TI~st Reagan much more ~ily than Senator Hart because he will keep the unions and

w eep the Women and he will keep the blacks and the hispanics, and he will keep the
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disadvantaged. That's because his philosophy speaks to them. I don't think Senator Hart's
does as clearly yet. It may someday.
Mr. WILL: But the polls indicate that upwards of 40% of those who now say they're for Gary
Han, when asked their second choice, say Ronald Reagan. That is. if Mondale is nominated,
they go to Ronald Reagan.
Gov. CUOMO: I have a suspicion, George, and I know nothing about the polls except that
you can win against them because I did. But I'll tell you this. If you're suggesting to me that
people are measuring Hart against Mondale and saying, "I prefer Hart because he's like
Reagan," will eventually in a Reagan-Hart race say, "I prefer Hart over Reagan too," I say
no. As between Hart and Mondale, they say, "I like this guy. He reminds me of Reagan."
As between Reagan and Hart. they're going to go to Reagan.
Mr. DONALDSON: Governor, the other day you said that Mr. Mondale's Central America
policy as he enunciated it hurt him in New Yorl::but that was his policy and he was stuck with
it. Subsequently he clarified it to some extent. What do you see to be Walter Mondale's
position on the withdrawal of U.S. forces from Central America?
GoV. CUOMO: Sam. I must not have made myself clear. I said- I thought I said unless he
clarifies his position he's going to be hun in New York, and he went and he clarified it. What
I said was his iteration of it on that one occasion hun him because it was unclear. People were
unsure that he was saying he would pull or not pull. His position is not terribly different than
Senator Hart's.
Mr. DONALDSON: Whal do you think it is?
Gov. CUOMO: Basically that, yes, we should get out of there. We should leave some
residue of technical assistance, but we should get out and we should seek, as far as possible,
to allow these people to arrive at their own destinies. As far as EI Salvador ~ and I'm
obviously not going to- you shouldn't commit the candidate to my epitome of his position
as far as EJ Salvador-
Mr. DONALDSON: I'm not, that's why- but I asked you what do you think it is.
Gov. CUOMO: As far as El Salvador is concerned. you should--- you should offer assist-
ance but only conditioned on certain reforms and land reforms, etc. I think the important
thing for the voters in New York state is there is not a whole lot of difference between Senator
Han and Walter Mondale on the issue. There were difficulties in articulation that created
misperceptions. but in the end I think. they're basically the same position.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Mr. Mondale thinks there's a lot of difference. He said that
Senator Hart learned the wrong lesson from Vietnam; that is. that we shouldn't use U.S.
force in the world to satisfy policy aims. Now, do you think. that's Senator Hart's position-s-
Gov. CUOMO: I think that is-c.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you think that's Mr. Mondale's?
Gov. CUOMO: I think that's a larger question. I think. what Vice President Mondale is
saying is he has a general impression from Senator Hart that he is giving the impression -
whether you're talking about the Persian Gulf or Central America or any part of this world-
that he would withdraw absolutely and seek to shield this country from difficulty by with-
drawing from all obligation. even to our allies in the Persian Gulf. And Walter Mondale is
saying that sounds good. it sounds safe. but it's not. It's really a more dangerous policy. But
that goes beyond Central America.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor. in the New York campaign there's been a great deal of clamour
about moving or not moving the American Embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem,
and a number of leaders of Jewish groups have said they find this embarrassing, that they feel
it's pandering of a very unattractive sort. What do you think about it?
Gov. CUOMO: I think, you know. if it had happened, David. that at the outset of this
campaign you were to take your schedule and assign a certain portion of rime. and say we're
going to spend 27% talking about Jerusalem. that's cynical, because it's not worth that to the
Jewish community or the whole community. It didn't happen that way. Hart got caught in an
ambivalence, or worse. depending on your point of view. Mondale seized on it Hart felt he
had to reply. and it becomes then an issue that you've gotten your teeth into and you can't let
go of. It is not- it's an importanl issue. and people should understand where both candidates
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come out on moving the capital. It is significant, it seems to me. because it expresses this
certain lack of formation and configuration in Senator Hart's philosophy. What it really
reminds us of is that he's very bright, but he does appear to be a little more ad hoc than the
vice president and still in a process of kind of formulation. And for that reason I think it has a
significance that goes beyond the precise issue.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you find it somewhat unworthy. all of this time-
Gov. CUOMO: It's worthy as a symptom of a-- I said earlier that I like Walter Mondale's
chances because he has a philosophy that is clear. well-formed. He's assured - very
important. especially in foreign policy. And one gets the impression from Senator Hart. by
his own statements, that he is seeking always new ideas. A lovely notion. We should all be
seeking new ideas. But you get the feeling he hasn't found them yet.
Mr. DONALDSON: Who is going to win?
Gov. CUOMO: Walter Mondale.
Mr. DONALDSON: How much?
Gov. CUOMO: Five or better in New York stale.

Mr. WILL: A few months ago you said, at the outset of this campaign, that you Democrats
need to figure out what Jesse Jackson wants for Jesse Jackson in 1984 and where he wants to
be in 1988. Have you figured that out?

~v. CUOMO: Not yet, but I'm getting more and more the feeling he wants to be president
In 1984. Of course, he's doing quite well. And, you know, that's a kind of mixed situation.
From Walter Mondale's point of view the votes that Jesse Jackson gets would be dominantly
taken out of Walter Mondale's column. I think it's fair to say-
Mr. WILL: Would Walter Mondale- Walter Mondale would have it won now without
Jackson in the race?

Gov. CUOMO: Oh, I don't know the numbers the way you gentlemen do. but I think
eyerywhe~ but New Hampshire he would have won. It probably wouldn't have made a
dlff~rence In New J:lampshire. but there's no question that. yes. it would be a different race, I
don t,W~t to be rrusunderstood. I said from the beginning despite that I think it's good th~t
Jesse s In the race for a lot of reasons. I think it's very good that the world sees that In this
country you can ~ a black and make a very. very good race, and if you had a little money,
who knows? I thm~ that's ~ important signal. For my selfish point of view as a ~mocrat
these are Democratic votes In November, very important ones. and could make the difference
In the race against President Reagan.

Mr. WILL: But when he goes to the convention and people say he'll exercise his leverage.
what c~ he ask that the Democratic Party has not already given to black people in the way ofa COmmitment?

Gov. C~OMO: Another clearer, firmer commitment on the social issues, a renewal of the
human nghts agenda, and the difference will be-

Mr. ~ILL: You're not saying Walter Mondale's deficient in these regards or Gary Hart isdeficienr/

~v. CUOMO: No, but the thing that comes out of it is, George. you now have a monitor
f ith an el<X(ue~ce.and a strength you never had before. because he's going to be around for
our years reminding you of that agenda,

Mr. BRINKLEY: Governor. thank you very much.
GoV. CUOMO: Thank you for having me.
Mr. BRINKLEY· Thanks ' .. W' . . C . gI' . lor commg m. e enjoyed having you WIth us today. onun
next~ ive from New York. Senator Gary Han. He, according to last week's Gallup poll. is
ru~~ng a dead heat across the country with Walter MondaJe. That. again, is a national poll
an It mayor may not apply precisely to New York.. In a moment.
[commercint break]

Mr. ~RINKLEY: Senator Hart in New York. we're delighted to have you with us thismommg. '

Sen. GARY HART: Thank you. Mr. Brinkley.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you for coming in.
Sen. HART: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'd like to first ask you the question I just asked Governor Cuomo about
the business of moving the Israeli-- the American Embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem. and a number of Jewish leaders in New York have said they find this to be
pandering and very unattractive, What are your thoughts about it?
Sen. HART: Well. I think too much time is often spent on issues that are not cenrral to the
question of who should lead this country. But people in politics and those who comment on
politics ask our views on various questions, and if they can find a difference. or if one
candidate will charge another one with waffling or shifting. then that becomes and is kept
alive as a political issue, I, frankly. think we are both committed to our alliance with Isra~1
and as presidents we would maintain that alliance. There are differences over arms sales In

the past, but I thought it was important, and still do. to state a IO-year record of strong
commitment to that alliance in this country's interest
Mr. WILL: Senator Hart. one line that you have used with great effect. I gather. in New York
and elsewhere is this, You say that in Central America our troops now serve as bodyguards to
dictators. Could you name for me the dictatorships where our troops are the bodyguards of
the dictators in CentraJ America?
Sen. HART: Well. actually. Mr. Will. the line that I use in my speeches is that we must not
send our sons to die without cause in Lebanon or to serve as bodyguards for dictators in
Central America.
Mr. WILL: You've been quoted as saying that that's now happening. Is that an improper
quotation?

Sen. HART: I have believed that a country that cannot protect its own citizens or eliminate
the two or three dozen people responsible for death squads in EI Salvador does not deserve
our continued military assistance until they deal with that issue and prosecute those responsi-
ble. Second. the recently deposed General Alvarez in Honduras was considered less than
committed to democratic principles and ideals in that country. And I rhink we have to
guarantee that what happens in Vietnam and other parts of the world does not happen i~ t~at
area - that we militarize our foreign policy and end up, as we are in EI Salvador. providing
the guns for the rebels and increasing their numbers by our very presence.
Mr. WILL: As a question of sort of empirical, predictive fact. suppose we ended all aid to EI
Salvador. what do you think would happen in the next six months?
Sen. HART: Oh, I think what would happen, Mr. Will. by the time the pipeline ran dry of
the guns and ammunition that are already in it , you'd see those responsible. the identifi~ble
people that the Reagan administration has their names would end up probably in Miami or
somewhere else. They'd be out of the country very fast because I think the power structure in
that country does not want to see itself overthrown.
Mr. DONALDSON: Does it matter whether EI Salvador goes Marxist?
Sen. HART: Yes, it does. but I don't think to the degree that we ought to be willing to
sacrifice tens of thousands of American lives to prevent it. I think we can in fact prevent it by
other means. which we are not now doing-
Mr. DONALDSON: How?
Sen. HART: Neither President Reagan nor, apparently. Vice President Mondale support-
Mr. DONALDSON: How?

Sen. HART: c-or have emphasized-- that is. having a lot of Americans there, but just
without uniforms on. Doctors and nurses, teachers. experts in water and sanitation systems
- a collective effort with the Contadora nations not only to demilitarize the region but to also
elevate the standard of living on the pan of those people.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. how do these doctors and nurses move around if leftist guerrillas
are shooting at them?

Sen. HART: Oh. I've moved around in EI Salvador and other Americans have as well. in
villages where there was a tremendous poverty, average annual per capita income of a few
hundred dollars a year, And all they saw were American military support and American
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And I'll explain why. There is a strong feeling that we must broaden the base of this party,
that to rerun the 1980 election involving Carrer-Mondale on one side and Reagan on the other
is to almost guarantee our defeat. The reason why is that people are increasingly concerned or
outraged by an unlimited nuclear arms race. The economic recovery is selective and benefits
only a certain segment of this society - a handful of people relatively. The trickling down
hasn't helped the nine million structurally unemployed. of whom there are more today than
when Ronald Reagan took office. We have quadrupled or quintupled the national debt. and
that is a mortgage against the future of this nation and future generations. And we have a
declining trade deficit when added to the nationaJ debt amounts to about $300 billion a year.
All that's happening in 1984 is that we're stealing the future to pay for an election-year
recovery, and I think the American people are sensitive enough to know that.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Senator. if I may intenupt briefly, we'll be back with more questions for
Senator Han in a moment.
[commercial breakj

Mr. BRINKLEY: We're back with Senator Gary Hart, live from New York. George. you
had a question?

Mr. WILL: Senator. yes. in the normal hyperbole of a campaign we hear lots about how
wick~d the incumbent is. Let me ask you this. Has Ronald Reagan done anything at all right?
That IS. IS the country better off in any particular because of anything this president's done?
~n. H~RT:Oh, certainly inflation is lower. and there is some slight increase-s- or some
~ncrease In employment rates. not over particularly what they were before he took office. but
In the depths of the Reagan recession of '81 and '82. and there is some increased investment
in plant, but unfortunately too much in acquisition. mergers and conglomerations. I think the
question isn't. what have the successes been, but at what price? All of us have known all
along how to b~ng inflation down. and that was to put people out of work. cause bankrupt-
cies and farm failures. and that was the simplest medicine that could be applied. The quesnon
really ~as that ~o previous president. including Republican presidents. were willing to pay
~hat pnce. and rightly so. It is an inhumane and destructive policy. Inflation is down. Real
inreresr rates are still unacceptably high, of course, and I don't think-c- but fundamentally
wha~ this president has not done is address the real foundation problems of this economy -
rebuilding the infrastructure, industrial modernization of our manufacturing base. and a
program or policy of guaranteeing American leadership in technology and recapturing that
leadership in trade. ~

Mr. WILL: Senator. if I hear you right you're saying the President's success was inhumane
and destructive, so let me ask you another question. The President has cut back and slowed
the rate of gro.wth of other domestic social programs. Is there any social program enacted by
the Democratically controlled Congress over the last 10 years that you think deserve (0 be
cut?

Sen. HART: Sure. and I documented that a long time before Ronald Reagan. Many of us
elected in the ~9~0s from the Democratic party ~ere beginning to bring pressure to bear on
~ur own party In 76. '77 and '78 to bring down what were then considered to be. by people
like yourself, unacceptably high levels of deficit spending. in the $15-, $30- and $4O-billions
:ange. Now, those programs included some of the public employment aspects ofCETA. they
Included some of the aspects of public housing that were not working ~ although many of
~he federally sponsored housing programs worked very well until they were cut. They
Includ~d focusl.ng t~e national resources more carefully on education programs, targeted at
education deficiencies They were very, very selective cuts that did not put three million poor
chJldre~ off the ~chool lunch programs, did not deny heating assistance to the elderly, did not
cut SOCialSeeunty benefits upon which the Vast majority of the elderly people in this country
are dependent. But they were-c. they were much more humane and much more selective.
M~. ~NALPSO~: Senator, .was the Unit.ed States right to help bailout Argentina. ~hich
said It couldn t pay interest on Its debt, and In effect then bailout some of our banks this past
weekend?

~n, HA~: I beli~ve this.country's policy on the international debt ought to be to cooperate
Wlt~ the legitimate Internauonal lending collectives and institutions. with other industrialized
natIOns to make sure that economies which do have a chance, once we get out of the
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advisers down there and very little assistance that was elevating their standard of living.
Mr. DONALDSON: If I may. George. Is it your position then. Senator. that we can send
civilians to EI Salvador: they can move through these villages helping the poor people of EI
Salvador with impunity, without being attacked by the leftists and would therefore save the
country from a Marx tst takeover?
Sen. HART: No. Me. Donaldson. We provided a billion dollars of military assistance to that
country in the last 36 months. and what we've managed to do is increase the number of
guerrilla rebels by about a factor of four-s-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Senator, your attack on the record-- your attack on the record is
very, very clear. but I'd like you to answer my question.
Sen. HART: I'm answering it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Is it your position that if we send civilians down there they can move
through the countryside in the small villages and not be attacked by the leftists?
Sen. HART: Mr. Donaldson. Iwas attempting to answer your question when you inter-
rupted me. That is that we have provided enormous amount of military assistance [0 the
Salvadoran army. and that army ought to be able to protect not only its own civilians and
citizens and workers. but also our own. And I think if we were to be seen as the country that
wanted to help people in the villages and not just ann people who are repressive. then Ithink
we'd see a lot more protection from the people in that country for our own helpers.
Mr. WILL: Senator Hart. can you name an instance anywhere at any time in history where
there was a war of this longevity and bitterness raging that was ended by nurses. doctors and
clean water and not by military victory on one side or the other?
Sen. HART: Well. I suspect I could given some time to think it over. But I.would ask you
the other question. as I have Vice President Mondale. and that is. what did we prove In
Vietnam by sending and spending 50.()()) American lives and hundreds of thousands of
casualties and $350 billions of military assistance and investment except to see thai country
fall into the hands of the North Vietnamese to begin with. or to end with? I think the re~1
question is. what does militarization of a foreign policy in the Third World get us, and In
Lebanon. in Vietnam, and I think up 10 date in Central America. very little.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator, was it a good campaign tactic to say th~r if Me. M~:md~le.'s
policies. which you equate with President Reagan's are followed. Amencan boys WIll,dIe In
these foreign places?
Sen. HART: I don't know that it- it wasn't said as a tactic. Mr. Donaldson. It was said as a
very deeply felt belief. not only on my own part. but an awful lot of people .in this country-
I would suspect a majority of the people in this country. who do not believe a permanent
military presence in Central America or the position taken by Me. Mondale that he wo~ld
only negotiate the removal of our military forces with the Sandinistas is a policy. th~fs going
to get this country very far or protect our own national interest or national secunry Interests.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, some people see it. of course. as a very shrill attack on Mr.
Mondale that has backfired. But you don't.
Sen. HART: No. r don't think so. It isn't an attack. It's a difference of policy. If we can't
debate the difference of foreign policy in the light of Vietnam and wh~t this country ~ught to
be doing throughout the Third World as part of a presidential campaign. then I don t kno~
what it's about. [ think. that's what a presidentiaJ campaign Is.about. Govemo: Cuomo said
that Mr. Mondale had clarified his position on that. On issues like the embassy In Jerusalem [
am guilty of waffling.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Hart. about four years ago President - he was then Ronald
Reagan - made quite a show by using the term, are you t:>eneroff than y~u were f~r years
ago? This past week the Gallup poll asked the same question. of the Amenc~ public. and. a
great majority of them said, "Yes. we are better off." Assuming you're nominated. how will
you deal with that?
Sen. HART: Well. there's a very interesting thing going on in this nomi~ation race. I think
increasingly people see that I have a much, much .better chance o~defeating Ronald Re~gan
because I can, in fact. detract not only the constituency groups In our own party. w~lch I
have very strong identification with, but aJso independent voters and mooerate Republicans.

l
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international recession, to expand and flourish and help lead their regions, do nor collapse.
That is ~ in.OUf interest. Idon't think we have that kind of commitment to private lenders
from this nation or anywhere else who may have made a very unwise loans.
Mr. DONAlDSON: Well, is your answer then no, the United States was not right?
sen. HART: Well, only to the degree it kept the Argentinian economy afloat for the sake of
keeping the country stable and helping the economy of the region. If the principal purpose of
doing that was to help out a handful of American banks. I don't think that was the proper
purpose.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. judging the purpose from where you sit, was it right? Was it not
right? Could you answer yes or no?
Sen. HART: No, the predominant reason was that it was right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay, it was right. in other words, to do what the Reagan administra-
tion did?
sen. HART: In this case, but not under every case.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay, fine. Now, let me ask you whether you're going to win in New
York or not.
sen. HART: Well, I certainly hope to do well here. I came in the underdog and still am. The
party establishment, the political establishment is for Vice President Mondale, the labor
leadership. But this state has a very strong record of supporting-c. of voting independently of
the political establishment and supporting underdog candidates. We have not had the oppor-
tunity to make our case here the way Vice President Mondale has over the years; I'm not as
well known. But we have closed the gap significantly, and at the very least I'll run a strong
second.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Senator, let me ask you for a second to look at your opponent and give me
your judgment on this. Our exit polling and other figures and our computer figures show that
older folks, those who are poorer, those who are less educated. vote for Mondale. Why. in
your judgment, is that true?
sen. HART: Well, that is predominantly true. or has been so far. I think there is a sense that
he will protect the past. But there are. I think, increasing majorities of voters in all the states
in our party and the country that believe we cannot go back to the past. that to secure the
basic traditional values of our party and the rights and interests of the elderly. particularly. we
must do what Franklin Roosevelt, John Kennedy and other transition leaders have done. and
that is offer a new set of proposals, which I have done. I don't think Vice President Mond~e
has done that. He has indicated to the voters that we'll go back to recapture some Democratic
past. But that is merely a rerun of the 1980 election, and we lost tha~ already ..What we need
to do is offer a new alternative to Ronald Reagan and to that past which does m fact. because
of a growing economy, insure the rights and interests of our constituent supporters.
Mr. WILL: Senator Hart, would a Hart administration be more aggressive than the Reagan
administration has been in using busing to achieve integration?
sen. HART: Well. it would certainly be much more aggressive in protecting the civil rights
of our citizens-
Mr. WILL: How about busing, though?
Sen. HART: Well, I'm going to get to that. In terms of the kind~ of appoin~e~s we make to
the Civil Rights Commission, the Equal Employment Opportull:'tr <;omffilssl~n and those
who have the obligation, the statutory obligati<?n to ~3!fY.out the c~vIl rights of this country ..It
would also urge upon this narion an aggressive .clvil n~~ts pohcy that bro~e down rac~a1
barriers that still exist and offered real opportumty , politically and eco~nucally: to racial
minorities and to women, for that matter. If, in fact. courts ordered busmg to achIeve. wh~t
the Supreme Court has determined to be a constitutional right of .~ual .opporturuty m
education, then of course that has the support of myself and my administration.
Mr. WILL: You're saying that you will enforce the law as the courts dictate it-c-
Sen. HART: And that's exactly what the Supreme Court said.
Mr. WILL: Yes, now, do you think, however. making a political and social judgment. that
busing is a g<XXIinstrument to use to achieve integration?

Sen. HART: As one of several tools to achieve equality of education the Supreme Court has
said yes. it is. But that's together with magnet schools and a variety of other opportunities
th~t bre~ down discriminatory barriers and elevate the quality of education for every child in
this society. regardless of race. That has to be our social goal. Mr. Will. It's not the method
tha~ counts: it's the goal. And that goal has been abandoned by the Ronald Reagan adminis-
tration.
Mr. DONALDSON: Senator. if you lose in New York. what does it do to your campaign? A
lot of people feel that if Mr. Mondale can win New York and win it rather decisively he now
then begins to break away.
Sen. HART: Well. Mr. Donaldson. I'm not of~ I have awhole lot of campaign managers
~nd counselors and supporters who are gO<XJat commenting on the tactics of politics. I think
10 s?me respects we've already won here. We came into this state a week ago 12or 18 points
behind. We have closed that gap. I'll run. at the very least, a very close second. 1don't think
the margin will be what Governor Cuomo has suggested. And if it's not. then I think. in some
respects that's a defeat for Vice President Mondale. given all the political establishment
support he has had here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Hart. thank you very much for coming in today~
Sen. HART: Thank you. Mr. Brinkley.
Mr. BRINKLEY: -talking with us. Been a pleasure to have you with us.
Sen. HART: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, our feverish little discussion here. uninhibited up to a point,
anyway. And joining us will be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: With a presidential campaign going on. relatively little of any great
importance is happening in Washington at this moment. And so to an extent the town has
been preoccupied this week with the question of Ed Meese's cufflinks. It appears that the
South Korean government gave him a pair of cufflinks. I believe they were jade. Some-
where. somebody. I don't know who. estimated them to be worth $300-odd. The limit on
what a government official can accept is. what is it? $140. Jody?
JODY POWELL: $140. yes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So there's been a lot of talk about his cufflinks. Is this really anything of
any consequence. George?
Mr. WILL: What we are witnessing. David. is the trivialization in the name of ethics of the
idea of ethics. Walter Mondale makes a Faustian bargain with the teachers union; that's not
an ethical question. Ronald Reagan makes a Faustian bargain with the Teamsters in 1980;
that's not ethics. An ethical question this week was. did the wife of the treasury secretary go
to Saks or somewhere in the Treasury Department's limousine?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Or even woolworrhs.
Mr. WILL: Have you stopped chauffeuring your wife. is the ethical question in Washington.
It's an extraordinary degradation of the idea of what's important in public life.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I think. George. the question ought to be posed this way. What
we are seeing is another example of the way Ed Meese's mind works. Now, cufflinks. no
one's excited about cufflinks. But look what happened. A number of top government officials
got cufflinks. Jim Baker. the chief of staff, immediately turned it in; no question. He wasn't
going to wear them either. Michael Deaver. the deputy chief of staff, immediately turned
them in. Ed Meese forgot. Or Ed Meese didn't turn them in. not because he wanted to wear
them, not because he wanted to commit a felony or a crime. Of course not. But apparently he
forgets. He forgets loans to put down, he forgets cufflinks. And I'll make the case that if you
w~t an attorney general who forgets all these things. go ahead. but I'd be very. very
fnghtened.
Mr. POWELL: Well, the cufflinks themselves don't seem to me to amount to a hill of beans.
I'd add one caveat there. I do think it is good-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. you were in the White House. Did you ever get any cufflinks or~
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Mr. POWELL: I didn't ever get any cufflinks, but I think the limit was as low as $100 in
those days, and we went through the same process. I hope I don't have anything left over
from those clays that's worth more than $100. But I do think it's a good rule. I don't think
people that serve the country in decision-making, policy-making, advisory positions ought to
be allowed to accept all sorts of expensive presents from foreign governments or from others
who might be interested in the decisions they make. But correlated with something that
George said, I do think, for example, and to quote Mr. Reagan before he became President,
that people in this country do resent it when they see people in high places getting special
privileges. And I don't think the average American thinks it's a great idea to pay tax money
to chauffeur around the wives; the families of public officials to take them shopping. It ain't
the biggest issue in the world, but it ought not to be done, and I think Mr. Regan, despite
what he says, ought to pay back for that stuff.
Mr, WILL: It just does seem-s-
Mr. BRINKLEY: He says he won't. It's not illegal, immoral or unethical. George?
Mr. WILL: It's become now a major campaign theme. The Democrats are running an ad on
television about the sleaze factor, and there's a long list of people who have been accused--
that's the word. If you see The New Republic they have 45 Reagan people accused of this or
that. Let the record show Jesse Jackson's been accused of anti-Semitism, Gary Han had been
accused of lying about his age, Walter Mondale's been accused by his fellow candidates of
improper lobbying when out of public life, and I think all three of these are probably silly, but
let the record show that three out of three, which is 100% of the Democratic candidates, have
been accused of wrong-doing. Can't we get on--
Mr. DONALDSON: Accusations are not convictions, George. I agree with you on that. But
it's the political judgment of where there's smoke, is there some fire? And every person who
votes in this country can make that judgment without reference to a grand jury or a court of
law. In the case of Ed Meese- I want to return to that. Ed Meese's friends make the
following case for him. They say he's a decent man, an honorable man, an honest man, who
is a hard worker. But, they say, he forgets things and they say he's kind of sloppy ~ and it's
notorious in the White House. You give him a position paper. it disappears into his briefcase,
it's never seen again. And he doesn't administer things very well. But he's decent, honorable
and honest. Well, fine. I would concede all that without any reference to any other facts. bu~
the man that they defend is not the man you want to be attorney general of the United States.
Excuse me, but I think we want someone there who could also efficiently do the job.
Mr. WILL: Okay, if this then becomes an issue of. is Ed Meese efficient. does he have a
bottomless briefcase. he is going to be the next attorney general.
Mr. POWELL: Well, I'm not sure that it's just a question of memory. If he were generally
forgetful and he forgot things that were to his detriment as well as things that were to his
benefit, then you might have a case for that. His failure of recollection seems to be quite
selective in this process, and he seems to remember to write down things or to do things or to
admit to things or to have seen things which cause no problem. And it seems only to be those
memos that might cause him a problem, that might be embarrassing to him or his boss that
might be inconsistent with something that's said before. Those are the things that he forgets,
and I think. there is a more serious question here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I don't know quite what this proves, but on the business of giving them--
turning in gifts from foreign governments or gifts from anywhere, turning them over to the
U.S. government, I know a person who was required to do that, quite a subtantial collection
of gifts, which are put in some kind of government warehouse. I don't know where it is-
you may know. Somewhere in town. The last I heard, a third to a half of them have been
stolen. As I say, I don't quite know what that proves-
Mr. POWELL: Well, at least somebody's getting some use out of them. Normally when you
tum those things in nobody ever sees them again.
Mr. BRINKLEY: No, they keep turning up in pawnshops. So anyway, we got this week
from President Reagan the word that formally and officially and finally we are withdrawing
from the multinational force in Lebanon, so to speak, our military adventure in Lebanon is
over, and what are we to make of it? Was it a terrible failure? Should it have been done in the
first place? What do we make of it? Jody?
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Mr, POWELL: Well, I think the initial purpose for sending those troops over there. which
was basically, at least it was so presented. as to provide some protection, some stability there
as the PLO withdrew. It was in the aftermath of the attacks on the refugee camps and so forth
by other Lebanese. I think that was in fact a worthwhile venture. What happened to us is
what quite often does in these matters, is that the original rationale fades away and we slide
into another rationale, which was never, I think, very clearly understood by the administra-
tion. And if it was understood by them they certainly didn't do a very good job of explaining
it to the rest of us. That's where we got ourselves in a crack.
Mr, DONALDSON: And I'm prepared to give the President some credit for finally getting
out. You're right. He slid into something that he didn't conceive of in the beginning. He tried
to defend it with words, which may come back to haunt him. He said at one point that the
Soviet Union might in fact extend its influence there if we didn't stay, and I don't think that's
going to happen. But, in any event, he got out before another 164 Americans were killed in
Lebanon. The way he got out, of course. last Friday was to drop a little lener in the mailbox
and a linle press release in the press room after everyone had gone home and say, "Tve
decided to end our commitment to the multinational force."
Mr. BRINKLEY: Common practice in Washington, if there's something you wish to say end
do not want- you want the minimum attention paid to it. you put it out late Friday
afternoon. That's been going on forever. George? is that right? You did it.
Mr, POWELL: I can't imagine-
Mr, DONALDSON: You did it repeatedly.
Mr, BRINKLEY: You did it all the time.
Mr. WILL: If anyone has doubts that Ronald Reagan has the magical powers of Merlin he
should just listen. Ronald Reagan has presided over one of the worst uses of American power
since the Bay of Pigs, and Sam Donaldson just praised him for the way he liquidated this
calamity. Reagan has this extraordinary ability to have a ceiling cave in on him and there's
not a fleck of plaster in his hair. I don't know how he does it.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, I didn't praise him when he was in that calamity-
Mr, WILL: Don't get embarrrassed. That's all right.
Mr, DONALDSON: I'm not embarrassed. I'm saying this about this President. unlike
Lyndon Johnson, for instance. who drove 100,000. 200,000. 525,CXXlAmerican troops into
Vietnam. This President finally gets the message it's time to tiptoe out of this bar with guns
blazing. Get out.
Mr. WILL: Maybe that's the wrong message. You know, someone said to Jeane Kirkpatrick
the other day, they said, "Doesn't the Lebanese involvement and debacle prove that ~orce
doesn't accomplish anything?" She said, "No, the Syrians used force and accomphshed
their will."
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right, because it was their sphere of influence, and it was not
ours.

Mr, WILL: Who says? Who says?
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, if you want to go anyplace in the world--
Mr. WILL: I didn't say-
Mr, DONALDSON: Why don't we retake Afghanistan for the people there?
Mr, WILL: All I asked was who, besides Donaldson. has baptized Lebanon Syria's sphere of
influence?
Mr, DONALDSON: I wish we had Ariel Sharon here with a map of the Middle East, and he
could show us whose country is next to Lebanon and whose country is 10,(0) miles away.
Mr. WILL: Then that does it?
Mr. DONALDSON: Sometimes it does it, George. Didn't in Vietnam.
Mr. POWELL: Without arguing about spheres of influence, I would raise the question about
whe~her the light on the Damascus Road, if you will, would have s~wn do~n ~n the
President he would have come to this conclusion that you congratulated him for, If this had
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not been an election year.

Mr. DONALDSON: It might not have, but that's why we have elections sometimes, to hold
their feet to the fire, Jody.
Mr. POWELL: Point well taken.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, we have a couple of minutes left and I want to talk about football
teams slipping away in the middle of the night and moving to other cities. as in the case this
week of the Baltimore Colts, who left Baltimore and in fact did leave, moving vans and so
on, in the middle of the night, and go to Indianapolis, the city is suing. The Raiders were in
Oakland, California, and moved to Los Angeles. The city is suing. Is there any prospect for
the city's winning, forcing them to come back? Does anyone guess? I don't know.
Mr. WILL: I'm absolutely certain as one can be in these matters that the city of Oakland will
win its eminent domain suit, will condemn as intangible but real property the Oakland
franchise and cause it to be returned. Indianapolis. David. has a $77-million new domed
stadium, shiny seats and no teams. So they had to go out and buy one. There's enormous
money in this. Tampa made $70 million off the Superbowl. So as long as there's an
enormous sellers' market for teams, you're going to have this bidding, and cities are going to
protect themselves by saying that there's important recreational and economic loss to our city
and they can seize the property.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam. Jody? Time's almost up.

Mr. DONALDSON: George has persuaded me the law is as he states it. but I don't know
that that's right. It's private property. and I think there's a case to be made there.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Jody?
Mr. POWELL: I have such a basic distaste for what's happening to professional sports. I
hope George is right. It's become the province of unrestrained greed, and I almost don't care
what happens to any of 'em.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. thanks very much. We'll be back with a few words about
borrowing money and paying, or not paying. the interest. In a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary}: Finally, here in Washington the local establishment often is
bewildered to find that the rest of the country thinks Washington is slightly ridiculous. In fact,
it should not be bewildering at all. Look at Ed Meese. The Senate doesn't want to confirm
him as attorney general and he's hanging and twisting in the wind because. for one reason. he
had a bank. loan and the bank didn't make him pay the interest. Well. what was his crime?
Not paying the interest or not telling the rest of us where to find a bank like that? And while
the Senate is hassling Meese for not paying interest. Argentina owes the banks. including
ours, forty-three billion. six hundred million dollars ($43.600.IXXl,IXXl.OO).It not only can't
pay the loans, it can't pay the interest. So the U.S. and other countries have now agreed to
lend Argentina another $500 million so it can pay its interest. Well, they say there are good
reasons for this, but Meese may find it hard to understand. Well. here's an idea ~ not a good
one, but there aren't many good ones around. If they don't want Meese to be attorney
general, why don't they offer him to Argentina for its finance minister?

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

April 8, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley. -
DAVID BRINKLEY: Star Wars some call it. saying it's dangerous. impractical.and even
foolish. Another view is that it could begin the end of the nuclear missile as a weapon and
help prevent nuclear war in the meantime. The de?at~ is about ~ propo:al from.President .
Reagan that we develop a way to destroy enemy missiles soon after they re laun.ched. I~ng
before they reach this country and so renderthem useless. Experts have .drawn up 10 battalion
front on both sides. And today we will hear some differi,ng opinions. OUf guests. t~e
secretary of defense. Caspar Weinberger: Dr. Carl Sag~n. director of Cornell University s
Laboratory for Planetary Studies - he has been active In the U.S. ~pace program: and Dr.
Robert Jastrow. founder of NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies. The background on
the argument about a complex and possibly historic technology from.our man John Martin.
and our discussion here with George Will. Sam Donaldson and Hedding Carter, All here on
our Sunday program. '
First. the news since the Sunday morning papers. This morning. a first - one of many

since about everything they do is a first - for the space program. The plan was for a repair
job, a sort of house call in space. but there were problems. Here's ABC's Lynn Sherr in
Houston. Lynn?
LYNN SHERR: David. the problem is that it simply didn't work. Everything about today"s
events worked except actually grabbing onto the satellite. Astronaut George "Pinky"
Nelson. 33 years old, put on his jet backpack. flew over to the satellite. tried to dock with it:
something happened. Apparently what happened is that when he tried to dock with it he
imparted so much motion to the satellite itself that it got out of hand,

{voice-over] He couldn't grab onto it. and he had to abandon his attempt. We're going 10
take a look and see how it actually looked. This is Pinky Nelson leaving the cargo bay.
Everything was going just beautifully at this point. This is, by the way. a little over two
hours- about an hour or so ago. What you see in the background is the sun coming up over
the earth. Now. there he is going nice and slowly. just as he's meant to, It took him around
10 or 15 minutes to actually reach that crippled satellite. and at this point everybody was very
happy: Pinky was saying it's a wonderful flying machine. There he is on the left-hand side of
your screen approaching the Solar Max satellite, Those are the huge, rectangular solar panels
of Solar Max. And Pinky's mission was to get over to the satellite: to match its rotation rate
- which was supposed to have been about one spin every six minutes: to duck inside. as you
see him doing right now. And apparently he did make what they call a soft duck - he did
approach it - but he was not able to make what they call a hard duck. actually grab on to it
SO he could stabilize it, and that apparently is because by moving up to it he imparted a lot
more motion to it and sort of gave it a mind of its own. and they had not counted on that.
Incidently, that satellite was essentially dead in the water. It had no power at that point. Pinky
was giving it aJl- everything that he had is what the satellite was doing.

{on camera] So when they couldn't do it. he backed off. he tried to stabilize it by grabbing
onto one of the solar panels. That didn't work. He went back to the cargo bay. Pinky Nelson
is in no danger: the astronauts are in no danger. They then tried to grab the statellite with the
ann. They couldn't do that. either: I believe they might try that again. But at the moment
there are no more plans for him to fly out and try to grab it. at least until tomorrow. or at least
that's what we've been told here at NASA. Obviously we will keep you up to date on
everything that happens on this mission.
David?

Mr, BRINKLEY: Lynn. thank you. Keep us informed. if you will.
The returns are in from the Wisconsin caucus of Saturday. and they are slightly curious.

Last Tuesday. in a non-binding beauty contest. about 6OCUXX>people voted and gave their
choices. And Gary Hart won with 46% to Mondale"s 42. Then. on Saturday Democratic
leaders and activists met in caucuses. ignored the public vote. and gave Mondale 5-l'K to.
Hart's :!9: Jackson. 15. And that gives Mondale 46 more delegates and Hart 25. Mondale. of
course, said he was delighted. Hart said this morning: ~
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Sen. GARY HART, Democratic presidential candidate: I think it is testimony to
the difference between an open primary and a caucus system which clearly favors some-
one who has the support of the political establishment.

Mr, BRINKLEY: He also said he wondered if this kind of system truly was fair. Counting
Wisconsin. here now is ABC News' estimate of the three candidates' delegate strength,
Mondale well ahead with 964, close to half of what he needs to be nominated: Hart. second
with 550: Jackson. third with 145: and there are 465 who are still undecided.
ln Moscow this morning the deputy chief of defense says their shooting down of the

Korean airliner with the loss of 269 civilian lives shows that his forces are ready to defend
their country. The truth. of course. is that the Korean plane was in Russian airspace quite a
long time before they even knew it.
We'll be back with all the rest of todays program and Secretary of Defense Caspar

Weinberger in a moment.
/ commercial break!
Mr, BRINKLEY: At first glance it seems a pleasing prospect to make it impossible or more
difficult for any enemy country.to attack the United States with nuclear missiles. to remove a
nagging fear that lies deep in all of us, a fear that never goes away. But. a) can it be.done?
and. b) what would happen once we started work on it? Would potential enemy countnes feel
that effectively they were being disarmed and. if so. what would they do? Before we question
our guests about all this. here is some background from our man John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: For nearly a generation the United States and the Soviet Union have
relied on their ability to destroy each other with nuclear weapons as a way of protecting
themselves from such destruction. Both sides have used the technology of space flight.
the ballistic missile. as a means of delivering these nuclear weapons. But now. as you
know. David. the United Stales wants to see if it can shield itself from the terror of living
under this sword. and to do that it is looking back into space.

[voice-over] Just this past week the Soviet Union sent more cosmonauts into space. but
just suppose. for example, that this was actually a Soviet nuclear missile aimed at the
United States. At present this might trigger a counterattack when American military units
recognized the threat and received orders to tire. But suppose instead that a vast and
powerful system of satellite sensors and computers and weapons had already analyzed this
mission. calculated its threat and. bouncing a beam of energy off a mirror in space.
destroyed it only a few minutes after launch. Or suppose that American weapons were
waiting in space to shoot down escaping Soviet missiles or warheads as they begin to tum
toward their targets. Or that a third system of ground weapons would sense and fire bursts
of energy or missiles to knock down any remaining warheads or missiles. This is how a
private defense study foundation called High Frontier envisions a space defense of the
future. It parallels a vast military research effort suggested a year ago by the President.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN [March 23. /983[: What if free people could live secure
in the knowledge that their security did not rest upon [he threat of instant U.S.
retaliation to deter a Soviet attack. that we could intercept and destroy strategic
ballistic missiles before they reached our own soil or that of our allies,
CASPAR WEINBERGER, Secretary of Defense [NBC[: A lot of people have
made the point that it can't be done. We think that it can be done. but it will require a
substantial effort.

MARTIN [voice-over}: Last fall the President received two technical studies reportedly
endorsina the research needed to decide whether it is possible to build such a system. A
week from today this Air Force general takes office as director of strategic defense under
Secretary Weinberger. Can such a sophisticated system be created?

Lt. Gen. JAMES ABRAHAMSON, Strategic Defense Director-designate:
And if you see the shuttle fly, each time there is ample visible evidence of those
miracles. But those are not the only ones. They are also in the weapons systems and in
the people that are behind that technology.

MARTIN [voice-over]: The President is also calling for anti-satellite weapons research.
In January the Air Force test-tired a missile from an F-15 fighter that it says could be used
to knock out a satellite. In all. the President want .. [0 spend about S:!4 billion in five years
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to explore a technological frontier.
Dr. GEORGE KEYWORTH, Presidential Science Advisor: What we are talking
about now is. essentially. making ballistic missiles obsolete. and therefore forcing each
nation's dependence to some other alternative more stable. less potentially genocidal
weapon.

MA~:nN [voice-over]: But there is opposition On a number of fronts. A congressional
coalition. almost all Democrats. led by this man.
Rep. GEORGEBROWN, (D) California: What we see in this Star Wars proposal is
the start of an arms race which would be very expensive. which wouldn't work. even if it
were deployed. which would be destabilizing. and actually would lessen OUf military
security.
MARTIN [voice-over]: The Union of Concerned Scientists this week stazed a teleconfer-
ence for 2.000 supporters in 12 cities to debate the feasibility of space ~weapons.
Dr. RICHARD GARWIN: The real problem is that it takes only one nuclear weapon to
destroy a whole city. The Soviets already have almost IOJXXJ strategic nuclear weapons.
those that would reach the United States. And tOOof them or ~ooor them would totally
destroy the United States as a functioning society.
NARRATOR {Union a/Concerned Scientists videotape]: The technical assessment
of these weapons is very bleak.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Beyond the feasibility questions. critics say the project itself
would destabilize the CUrrent balance of terror. even rbouzh the Soviets alreadv have a
modest missile defense of their own. ~ .

Dr. CARL SAGAN, astronomer: lf they were to believe that we could put in.
e.ventuall~. a very efficient system. then that would provide them with a powerful ince~-
nve to strike first. before the system is in place. It undermines the whole idea of strategic
deterrence.

~res '. REAGAN/Wednesdayj: With regard to the space weapons. this is a situation
In which the Soviet Union is ahead of us and already has and has in place such a
weapon.

M~RTIN [voice-over]: This week the President continued his refusal to commit the
United States to a ban on anti-satellite weapons. This has reportedly created unease
an:~ng NATO defense ministers. despite assurances from Secretary Weinberger. the
rntmsrers also reportedly fear that Europe will not be covered by. such a shield. and that
arms control efforts'.are being downgraded by the United States:

,[0.'1 cameraj The Id~a of using space to deter war terrifies many people on both sides of
thl~ Issue. but. Church~1Ionce said that safety is the sturdy child of terror. So what the
U~ned.States ISgrapplmg with in this debate now is whether by reaching into space it can
shield ~tself from one form of terror without replacin!? it with another. .

David? ~

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank you. Comins next. Dr Carl Sagan an astronomer who
~as worked in the U.S. space program. andDr Robert Jastrow.~now at Dartmouth. who
IS,the founder of NASA·s Institute for Space Studies. Their opinions are somewhat
different. In a moment.
[commercial breakj

Mr. BRINKL~Y:. Dr. Sagan in New York and Dr. Jastrow in Boston. thank you vel)'8uCh for C.ommgm and talking with us. Pleasure to have you with us. Here with me are
d eorge Will of ~BC, News. and Sam Donaldson. ABC News White House correspon-
. ednt. I Would like first to address the same question to each of you. In your best
JU gment- the system we are discussing. of COurse is one that we hope. if it weredeveloped w Id d t . . . . . .. . au es roy enemy rmssues long before they reached this countrv. In Its
Simplest terms. Dr. Sagan. in your judgment. ~would it work? .

~~~~ SAGAN, Co~nell University astronomer: If we·re talking about a syst~m of
d ~ that the PreSident and the secretary of def-ense were describino. somethmg toren er lOCO' "1' .::, . dthis is the ":,I~g mlssl. es Impotent and obsolete. the answer is almosl certamly no. an

0pIOIon of Virtually every competent expert on the liubject in the Department of
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Defense. If we're talking: about knocking: out a few or even low tens of percents of
incoming missiles. then that's another sial)'. But the re...idual amount. the amount that
trickles through. is enough to totally destroy the United States. So it"o.;ofxomewhat
questionable validity and utility.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Dr. Jastrow. will it work'.'
ROBERT JASTROW, founder, Goddard Institute: Well. yes. First nf all. the
Fletcher study team. which is the group of defense experts. said they're optimistic and the
ballistic missile defense system can be made to work. So I would disagree with Carl on
that. Now. if it only works to 50~ or 75lJr levels. just imagine what it would do to Soviet
planning if they knew that we could knock out a half or three-quarters of their missiles.
They wouldn't know which ones were going to be knocked out beforehand. They
couldn't possibly plan an attack on the United States: that would discourage them from
planning such an attack and protect our cities and our people. And that's what if" all
about.
GEORGE WILL: Dr. Sagan. isn't deterrence already based on an extraordinary series of
uncertainties? We've never tried to fire in aneer a ballistic missile. Communication with
submarines at sea in times of war is unknown. Wouldn't this defensive system. by adding
a new layer of uncertainty- after all. you may say it wouldn't work. but the Soviet Union
couldn't count on that. Wouldn't that induce them to yet another layer of caution in a
crisis?
Dr. SAGAN: The obvious response of the Soviet Union is simply to build still more
ballistic missiles and still more nuclear warheads beyond the [0,000 or so that each side
already has. You see. there are a range of other responses they can have. This is an
example of what's been called "the fallacy of the last move" - the idea that as long as
we do something then we're in great shape. There are dozens of simple countermeasures
that the Soviets could do to countervene this. from rotating the missiles as they launch to
having short bum time on the missiles so that x-rays and particle-beam weapons in space
would "imply be absorbed by the atmosphere. to space mines which could dog the
footsteps of any defensive system in orbit that the United States has. And these defensive
systems are much cheaper than the space wars technology that we're talking about. That
is. Soviet countermeasures will always be less expensive than the ballistic missile defense
system that is being talked about now. which. by the way. in its full-blown form that will
do the low kind of protection of the United States. would cost hundreds of billions of
dollars. perhaps one trillion dollars.
Mr. WilL: Dr. Jastrow. given that Dr. Sagan is right. certainly to the extent that any
move we take will have some kind of Soviet countermove. what is your defense-s- that is.
why are the aruicipatable Soviet countermoves in our interest'!
Dr. JASTROW: First of all. it's a matter of cost. The Soviets can always build more
missiles. that's true. but a very careful study by a Los Alamos team indicates that it would
cost them at least twice as much as it costs us for the defense. And. having spent $500
hill ion in the last 15 years on their present arsenal of destructive weapons. they couldn't
possibly spend another trillion dollars in the next few years to counter our proposed
defense system. or even in the next decade. Second. these ideas that the Union of
Concerned Scientists. Carl and his colleagues have dreamed up for protecting- for
countermeasures don't stand up to inspection. For example. putting a shiny coating on a
missile to reflect the laser beams. you can't possibly keep a missile shiny after it's
launched and towards the rear of the skin where the gases of the rocket fume have made it
dirty. And sometimes it's said that you could spin them or put in an ablative covering on.
But if you sent a pulse beam against them that doesn't stand up. The whole point to the
Presidems proposal is for the scientists to get to work. figure out how to do it. offer our
results to the Soviet Union. if they can't figure it out themselves. and layaway these
missiles once and for all.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now. Dr. Jastrow. what if vou're riaht" What if it would
work? The Soviets certainly could see that and see thai you and the President were right.
Why shouldn·t they get in under the wire and hil us fif';l'.'
Dr. JASTROW: Because it will take years for us 10 develop the methods for doing this.
and thev-



them to protect weapons, as you say?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well. the country embarked on that. as you know. and we buill
about a billion dollars worth at Grand Forks. North Dakota, and gave it up because it was
considered either not sufficiently effective or too provocative, as somebody says.
Mr. WILL: Aren't you saying, when you emphasize the Soviet defensive measures. are
you saying that the Soviet Union has embarked on a war-winning strategy. that they
believe in fighting and winning a nuclear war?
Sec. WEINBERGER: They do. They do believe in a war-winning strategy. They are
embarked on it. All of their doctrine. all of their writings. the offensive nature of their
weapons, the volume and number of their weapons, their civil defense preparations.
everything that they're doing - the hardening of their targets - all indicates that they
think clearly that a nuclear war can be fought and won. and we do not. We have always
said that a nuclear war cannot be won and therefore must not be fought.
Mr. DONALDSON: David asks what about its working? What is workina? Knocking
down every one of the enemy missiles? ~ ~-
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well, ultimately f course that's the goal. Nobody knows whether
you can achieve that or not. but it amuses me to hear Dr. ~Sagan speak with such total
certainty that this thing cannot work. I'm reminded very much ~fthe man who used to be
president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology , one of our foremost scientists. Dr.
Vannevar Bush, and he said a few years ago the idea that you could launch a missile in
one continent and hit a target 4,500 miles away is too absurd even to contemplate. And
yet that is done today. Someone else said, in connection with trvinz to reach the moon,
why waste your time and money? And it's been done. . ~
Mr, DON~LDSON: All right. so you haven't been so dogmatic. You haven't said
absolutely It'll work. You say that's the goal. What if a few missiles get through? How
many Americans die? :

Sec, WEINBERGER: Well, I don't know how many die, but the important point is not
to h3:ve to have any at all, and you have deterrence as your means of trying to stop that.
and .If you have strategic defense that's another means of trying to stop it. But if the
Soviets ~et str~tegic defense and we don't. it would be very much like the world in which
the Sovlets- Just a moment - in which the Soviets had a nuclear weapon and we did
not. You can't allow the Soviet Union with its offensive capabilities and with its offensive
stf3:tegy to proceed on a path like this with any safety at all, without our at least trying to
~o It. !hat's half the reason to do it. The other half is it's a very noble objective in and of
Itself If we can succeed in it. And nobody knows if we can. but we think we can.
Mr. DONALDSON: Is it nobility? I mean. the President said the Vietnam War was a
noble enterprise, Leaving the nobility aside-
Sec, WEINBERGER: The nobility comes in removing the threat of these weapons from
the face of the earth and working on weapons to destroy weapons, not people.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why not do it through arms control. Mr. Secretary?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well, because you have a very good example of why not. do it
throu~h arms control. You have chemical warfare treaties which the Soviets have Signed
and VIolated. Y?U have an ABM treaty which was based on the idea that neither side
":ould do anything about their defense, and here the Soviets have been working along
vigorously trymg to develop this kind of a defense. So if you're willing to trust the fate of
th~ ":orld a.nd the United States and everyone else to your hopes that maybe the Soviets
this ,tIme w~1Ibehave and keep a treaty. frankly, I'm not. And the responsibilities I have
don t permit me to do so.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. you said-

~~, WEINBERGER: Now, this isn't to say we shouldn't try to eer arms reduction. It
rsn t to say we shouldn't try to get a verifiable agreement and [ ;ould-
Mr, DONALDSON: But you ~d you can't tro;t the So~iets. ;
Sef? WEINBERGER: No. nor with the verification measures we've 'had before. I'm
talking about better verification measures. measures that allow us into the Soviet Union to
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see if they're keeping their treaties.
Mr, DONALDSON: On-ground inspection?
Sec. WEINBERGER: On-ground inspection. absolutely.
Mr. DONALDSON: So until we get that. sir. we can't have a treaty'?
Sec, WEINBERGER: I don't think you can have a treaty that's any worthwhile- that
has any worthwhile character to it if it isn't verifiable. And we have always said, "You
can come in and look at our territory," and they have always said, "We won't let you
anywhere near ours." Yes, sir.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Weil. let me interrupt for a moment. We'll be back with more ques-
lions for Secretary Weinberger in a moment.
{commercial break!
Mr, BRINKLEY: Me. Secretary. you said what you thought the situation might be if the
Soviet Union developed a system of defense against missiles and we did not. Suppose for
a moment that we developed it and they stole it. as we might assume they will. as they
stole the atomic bomb. for example, through Klaus Fuchs and others. Suppose we both
wound up with it. Where would we be then?
Sec, WEINBERGER: Better off. Much better off and. as a matter of fact. the President
said it wouldn't even be necessary for them to steal it.
Mr, BRINKLEY: He'd give it to them.
Sec, WEINBERGER: He would offer it to them because. if both sides had a firm.
reliable defense against these kinds of missiles. then you would indeed have a situation in
which it would be very clear that further investment in missiles of thai kind. with any
reliance on them, indeed any use for them would disappear. And that would make-s- it
wouldn't end war. but it would certainly be a vastly better world if we could free
ourselves of this terror that has literally hung over us all these years.
Mr, WILL: We've been talking primarily this morning about the laser weapons that
would come in from outer space, a beam of energy, and destroy an ICBM early in its
launch.
Sec. WEINBERGER: There are all kinds of ways.
Mr. Will: That's right. There's another way to do it. and that is with anti-ballistic
missiles on the ground in the United States around our own retaliatory capacity. Now,
obviously. any fi~1{edweapon such as a Minuteman silo can be saturated by the multiplica-
tion of incoming Soviet warheads. But is it not cheaper in a time of budget deficits to
respond to the multiplication of their warheads by deploying ABMs, and why aren't we
doing it from an economic point of view'!
SeC. WEINBERGER: Well, we aren't doing it because of the treaty, and we aren't
doing it also, George, because the ABM ground-based system that we have now is not
really sufficiently effective. It is about 50lk effective, and that's one of the reasons that
we're working on this one. We want to get something that is far better than that.
Mr, WILL: But 50<'« effective is pretty good. and there is a-
SeC. WEINBERGER: It certainly is good in strategic planning purposes, and you're
right. We did have the option, even underthat treaty. 10 deploy one system. which we did
not do.
Mr, WILL: But you don't like the treaty. and there's a--
Sec. WEINBERGER: I don't like the theory of the treaty.
Mr. WILL: Okay. but the-
Sec, WEINBERGER: -the idea that if everybody gives up defense. somehow- and
becomes completely vulnerable. somehow you're completely safe. That's the theory.
Mr, WILL: But history is full of precedents for nations saying that the treaty we agreed to
no longer serves our interests and we're just not- we now renounce the treaty. BUIwhy
doesn't the administration do that?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well. for a number of reasons. We don't have this system yet.
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There are no advantages to doing that at this rime. The treurv itself is available for
revision. and either side can request-c. .
Mr. WilL: The other side. you say. isn't obeying it anyway.
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well. what they're not-e- that's the trouble with a lot of these
treaties. You need a couple of law firms to decide. but the problem-c. the theory behind
the treaty was that you gave up defense except for this one system. The Soviets are not.
perhaps. violating the letter of the treaty. bUI they're violating the spirit of it because
they're investing very large sums and a huge effort in trying to develop a kind of defense
that isn't authorized by the treaty. And presumably they would either ask for a revision of
the treaty or they would simply deploy it-
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary-
Sec. WEINBERGER: -and we can't alford to let (hem do that without OUf kind of
research too.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. I want to change the subject. Is the Pentagon
drawing up contingency plans to put U.S. combat troops in Central America?
Sec. WEINBERGER: No. they are not. and I'm glad you asked it because that's
another of those stories that appears and is anributed to an administration source who is
usually some man you catch in the hall who gives you the answer that you want. There is
no plan of that kind. nor is there any necessity for it.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. there's no necessity for it. Don't you-
Sec. WEINBERGER: Nor is there any plan of that kind.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. Don 't you have contingency plans for almost everything'?
SeC. WEINBERGER: No. you don't have contingency plans for almost everything.
You plan forthe kinds of things that you may have to do and for the things that are a part
of the strategy of the United States and our strategic priorities and objectives. and this is
not one of them.

Mr. D~NALDSON: There is no plan. no strategy. no thought of putting: U.S. combat
troops In Central America?
Sec. WEINBERGER: Thai is correct. There is none.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. next question. Is the United Stales minim! the harbors of
Nicaragua? ~

Sec. WEINBERGER: The United States is not minim! the harbors of Nicaraeua.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. the CIA is pan of the United States. '
~c. W~INBER~ER: Well, I'm not talking about anything that the CIA is doing or nOI
doing. I m following the basic policy that is adopted by the government. by the State
Department. by the CI~, by the Defense Department. and not making any kinds of
comments about any things of that sort. But from the declinina to make anv comment.
you shouldn'r draw any conclusions whatever. - .

Mr. ~ONA~DSON: Well, you have us then. don't you? You won't comment on it. you
won t ~eny It. but then you admonish us that by nOI denying it we should draw no
conclusions. ~

Sec. WEINBERGER: That's correct. That's exactly correct.
Mr. WILL: This week we had an unusually bitter controversy between the President and
Congress a~ a ~hole. but particularly Tip O'Neill, about the responsibility for the f~ilu~
of U.S. policy In Lebanon. Can you tell me, as someone who Leather wasn't enthustasnc
about the deployment ?f forces there anyway, how precisely ~e existence of the War
Powers Actor the continuation of debate contributed 10 the failure of thai policy? A lot of
people say It was doomed anyway.

Sec., WEI~BERGER: ~ell. you've got to--- I don't start with your assumption that
~ere s a failure of that policy. You've,got to ask what it was we were trying to do,.a~d

hat we tned to do was, 10 common with three other nations _ France and Great Britam
a~d .ltaly - to put together a peacekeeping force comparable to the one that is in the
Sinal, and has been there now for two or three years. to maintain a situation in which the

then united Lebanese government could have regained its strength and its ability to keep
foreign forces out of its country. That particular problem- that particular goal did not
work. And so the peacekeeping force became nOIonly irrelevant but in a very dangerous
and an exposed position. The reason it didn't work was that. first of all. the countries with
foreign forces in Lebanon wouldn't agree to take them out and. secondly. the government
of Lebanon became split into a very large number of factions, most of whom perceived
the peacekeeping forces as pan of their enemy. And so there wasn't any failure of policy
in Lebanon. There was a recognition that because conditions had changed that drastically
outside of our control, it wasn't in any sense prudent or wise to keep a very few men in
against thousands and thousands of people who were shooting at them and engaging in
terrorist activities.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Secretary, I'm becoming even more confused than usual because the
premise of the President's charge about congressional meddling is thai it contributed nOI
to a success but to a failure.
Sec. WEINBERGER: Well. the premise of the President's charge is simply that not
specifically or only in connection with Lebanon, but that in general in the last perhaps to
years Congress has taken more and more of the constitutional authority of the president to
be the commander in chief of the armed forces and to run the foreign policy of the nation.
and has taken it unto itself to sort of gel into this on a kind of a day-to-day monitoring
basis by a system of cornmirtees that makes it very difficult to maintain any kind of a
coherent foreign policy that other countries will recognize as one that is based upon
American strength. That's essentially what he's talking about - not specifically in
connection with anyone episode or not.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, thank you. Thanks very much for coming in. Enjoyed
having you with us today.
Sec. WEINBERGER: Thank you. sir.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. our discussion here in which each participant chooses his
own inhibitions. if any. And joining us will be commentator Hooding Carter. In a
moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Here in Washington this week we had a nasty little fight - there's no
other way to describe it - with the President complaining that Congress was inteferring
with his conduct of foreign policy, implying that Congress was to blame for what
happened in Lebanon. the loss of the Marines. Tip O'Neill. the speaker of the House.
responding in terribly blunt language. There was a fair arnount of blood on the carpel.
Who was right about this? Hedding?
HOODING CARTER, PBS commentator: I remember back during the Carter admin-
istration somcthinc like 48 senators went down to Panama to individually negotiate the
Panama Canal treaty. It's not a new complaint from presidents. It's a familiar one n<;>wfor
several. The fact of the matter is, whatever Congress may think it's trying: to do With the
president. they don't actually. finally. impede this one or the last one or the one before
that. This Congress talks a lot about stopping' him. It stops him on nothing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What about the Reagan complaint that the Lebanese. for example.
reading the papers and hearing the radio about what is being said in Congress. knew that
we were not going: to stay there and really do anything?
Mr. CARTER: They were really busily reading those papers while th<;>sebig guns and
battleships were pounding away on their coasts. They were really reading the paper-
Mr. BRINKLEY: No. before that.
Mr. CARTER: Well, the fact is [hat if they read the papers overthe last few years they'd
know that while Consress blows a lot. Conzress does not finally. in a showdown. back
down the president. '- -
Mr. WILL: In a speech this week to the Trilateral Commission Secretary Sh~ltz sai~ th~t
there is now a view in Conaress and elsewhere that the aim of Amencan foreign policy IS
to restrain United States action. I think there is some of that. However. this administration
is to me singularly unconvincing when it complains about the War Powers Act. because



the War Powers Act. if it is a constitutional infringment. is open to constitutional attack.
and they should have rushed to the Supreme Court to do it. And r can hardly wait 'til that
happens.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Hooding is right. There's been no restraint of [his President
by this Congress. They gave him an IS-month- what amounrs to a blank check in
Lebanon. At the end the President was forced to remove the Marines because on the
ground it was untenable. Is he trying to tell us that if Congress had still supported keeping
the Marines there he would have put more people in. more combat troops'? Of course not.
It's a scapegoat. I won't embrace some of the language that O'Neill used. I won't say it
was despicable of this-
Mr. BRINKLEY: This is a family television program. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right. But it is true that he's trying to make Congress in an
election year a scapegoat. I don't thnk it'll wash.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Anybody think it'll wash? George?
Mr. CARTER: l think that the people know that there was a failed policy in Lebanon. I
think, however. that people do know that finally you can't have 400-and-something
secretaries of state. which is always a problem. Then. when they get through thinking
that. though. they say. but wait. this Presidenr has actually been able to do what he wants
to do.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. but finally you can have ~40 million presidents in the sense
that a policy has to have the backing of the people of the United States through our
respresentatives on Capitol Hill. if you will. as well as through the administration that is
elected. And the problem this President and past presidents have had is simply that they
go forward with these adventures when they don't have the people's backing. Then they
complain because the people don't back it. I see that kind of chicken and egg thing as also
being a fallacious argument.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, beginning next January we will either have four more years of
the same President or four more years of a new president. I don't care to make any
predictions. Any of you? And. in the midst of the Democratic primary. which has been
singularly unsatisfying. I would say. regardless of your party, because no one has really
said anything worth listening to, there is a good deal of talk. I am sure we have all heard.
that at the Democratic convention in San Francisco in July some third person. presumably
some glamorous figure-
Mr. DONALDSON: Lochinvar from out of the West.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. yes. he may even be wearing a suit of arrnor, I don't know.
Mr. CARTER: Or the Eas!.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Carrying a flag or something. There'll be a blast of trumpets and
here'll be a third or fourth. a new previously unsuspected candidate to step forward and be
nominated by acclimation.
Mr. DONALDSON: Nonsense.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Anybody think that there's any chance whatsoever of that happening?
Mr. DONALDSON: I think it's nonsense. Under the rules. of course. it could happen.
The delegates are not bound legally on the first ballot to vote for anyone. But to say that
someone who hasn't gone through the process. who hasn't paid his or her dues. who
hasn't gone through New Hampshire and Iowa and all of the other primaries will suddenly
be anointed by the Democratic Party I think is silly. Who is available? Who is available?
Mr. WILL: Well. there's a Lochinvar out of Albany. New York, named Mario Cuomo.
who sat last week where Hooding is sitting. ft is the case that Wendell Wilkie did happen.
r was still a glint in my father's eye, but I'm told it happened. It is very difficult. however.
for me to imagine, particularly after Wisconsin. how Walter Mondale could fail to arrive
at the convention with a majority of the delegates. I think Hart now has to win something
like 70'fr of the delegates from here on in a three-person race. which would be very
difficult. Furthermore. I believe that [he Jackson bloc of delegates is going to melt like ice
in a hot San Francisco sun once people say, "Look. you got to go back home and live

with the party and you're really for Mondale anyway." So r think there's more strength
there than meets the eye. However. surely Hart and Mondale would be agreed on one
thing, and that is that they suffered. and one of them's going to get it.
Mr. CARTER: Well. who's suffering. frankly-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is it a payoff for suffering to be nominated for President?
Mr. DONALDSON: No. but you paid your dues and therefore you get to go home with
the groceries.
Mr. CARTER: But the Democratic electorate-
Mr. DONALDSON: If I may mix all that-

Mr. CARTER: But the Democratic electorate. who's suffering. frankly. and while we all
agree. and I agree with you, that there probably won't be a choice of some unknown at
the convention. the fact is the convention's going to be full of a lot of people who are
pretty sick at their heart about what their choices are amone the three who are running
right' now. and- ~ ~

Mr. WILL: Well. why-
Mr. CARTER: And wait-
Mr. DONALDSON: Maybe another one-

Mr. CARTER: Now. wait. There are a number of possibilities-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. trot 'hem out here.
Mr. CARTER: You name them as well as I can.
.Mr. DONALDSON: Teddy Kennedy?

Mr. CARTER: No. He's not going to be it. But there are those who were approached and
bac~ed away before because they didn't want to 1!0 through this who would in fact be
available and mi~ht in fact be turned to except for your major point. that the people who
have slugged their way through these trenches are not-
Mr. DONALDSON: And they didn't have the guts to get down--

~r. CA.RTER: Please, may we now ~and you. this nomi~ation. but oh. my friends- my
fnends m San FranCISCo. they are gomg to WIsh they could hand it to somebody else.
Mr. BR:I~KLEY: Even if that happened they wouldn't be handing it. They would simply
be admitting they could not win it themselves. and so therefore .some-c-

Mr. DONALDSON:. Yes. but I deny 'his talk. Or. I don't agree with the talk that the
Democratic norrunee ISdO??"led to defeat this fall. As a matter of fact. I think it's going to
be a clo~ race whether It s Hart or Mondale or Mr. X. if you will. And I think ~the
Democratic ncrmnee has a shot of knocking off Ronald Reagan very easily.
Mr. CARTER: If it were a question o~ Ronald Reagan. who. after aIL stands no higher
than t~e average for the last eight presidents and is no more popular nor did he (Jet th
landslide we all said he got. ';:- e

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. why did you say they'd be heartsick then?

~r;hCA~TER: ~ow, wait. wait a minut.e. Because it is not that Reagan is a colossus. It
IS at t ose w ? are n?w currently his major possible opponents are bus rnakinz
~ems~lves pygmies, that. s why. And the problem is that when vou come agai~t that th~
le~~·~can people are gomg to say not that "I love Reagan more," but ':"'1 love them

Mr. ~RINKLEY: All rig~t. I want to bring up something else. A re rter for The:~s~'~r~~;~:p7:r::tedAM~h~JOt~Olemanhw~t~ a story about Jesse. Jacksor:for which he
~ .... n 10 e story e said what he was quonna Jackson as sa ina
~~~i~~1~:~~t~~ words, ,.~ ~rivate conversanon.': I d?n't qUi~ekn~w what th~t m~an~
do ask abo t Wh e. not hhavml~been there. but I would like to false a question that people

u . at are t e ru es when the four of us are t lki . .
WaShington and elsewhere'? If it's a pres f . ~ m~ to. say. p~b~lc figures in
public consumption. If it's a privar ss ~o~ erence It ~ quite clear, It S Intended for
the rule'! What do we use on the . e codn.versalJonmaybe In somebody s house. what is

, air an m newspapers and what do we nor use'! What is
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the rule? Sam?
Mr, DONALDSON: Difficult question. That's why I'm going to duck it to the extent of
saying that I think reporters ought not to become social friends. or try to. of the politicians
they cover. That's an easy thing to say. The President hasn't invited me for cocktails
recently. Bur the second cut is when you have people who are less than the candidate or
less than the president or less than the secretary and you're in a bar-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. now where do you draw this line?
Mr. DONALDSON: -with the press secretary after the campaign bus has come to--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam. you have been out after hours. after work. with the press
secretary from the White House-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I've been out with Mr. Hoddina Carter in 1976 in New York
with a bunch of people at the Americana Hotel after Jimmy Carter accepted the nomina-
tion. We all conducted ourselves so poorly that if a transcript. let alone a videotape. of
that was available we'd be ruined.
Mr. CARTER: But. wait. Let's be very clear about Milton--
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. now, review the question.
Mr. CARTER: -but let's be clear about Milton-- I mean. let's be clear about this
incidence anyway. Coleman was talking to a candidate in which they were talking on
background. whatever it may be. He didn't write the story-
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well. all he says is "private conversation.'
Mr. CARTER: He didn't write the story. He didn't go out and write it. As a matter of
fact. it was days. if not weeks. afterwards that it appeared in somebody else's story with a
bleed from Coleman into that particular phrase. We all know when we talk to reporters in
that kind of way that. one way or another. what we're saying - I'm now putting on my
public official hat - is going to see the light of day. Now, it may only be in the closed
circle of people in Washington. but we know it's going to get to wherever it goes next.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: I dispute Sam's premise. which is that journalists. to maintain their integrity
somehow, should avoid having friends in the political system. I think that makes for
worse. not better. journalism because there's a certain lack of sympathy, empathy and
understanding of the motives of the flesh and blood human beings. That means, if you're
going to have these contacts- and I suppose scores of times during the year- David. l
know you do, I do. I suppose you do - we hear things at a dinner table from people that
we write about that would make fascinating writing. but we understand it is not the
gentlemanly thing to do. And at the end of the day there's no substitute. even in
Washington, for goodness sakes, for a gentlemanly code. unwritten. requiring judgment
at all times, nevertheless. that calls upon you to say there is a restraint here.
Mr. DONALDSON: But why should we-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I'm sorry. but on that note of mid-Victorian gentility. George. we"H
wind it up. We will be back and take you down to Houston and find out what has been
happening in the space shuttle and its attempt to repair a satellite. in a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Today the space shuttle is flying around over our heads and. indeed.
under our feet. And one of the jobs set for it was to maneuver itself close to a satellite that
has been in orbit for. I think. four years and has failed to work - mechanical difficulties.
And it was to pull it aboard. fix it and put it back in orbit. There was a problem when it
was tried. Lynn Sherr. ABC in Houston. has a report on what happened. Lynn?
SHERR: Well. David. that space walk is over. The astronauts are back inside. and there
will be no more attempts today to capture that satellite known as Solar Max. In fact.
Challenger has just done a small rocket bum to manuever itself away from the satellite.
keep it separate so it doesn't bump into Solar Max overnight. In addition. ground
controllers have turned on the attitude control system that is on Solar Max in order to try
to slow down the motion that astronaut Pinky Nelson inadvertently gave to the satellite
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when he was up there.
[voice-over] Now. the picture you're looking at. this was about two hours ago. You see

the big solar panels. and Pinky Nelson at this point is trying to attach himself. He's vel)'
close in to the satellite. Apparently what happened. it's kind of like trying to push another
car when you're in your car. If you bump into it too hard it gets away from you. and that
is much worse in space. We are still no! clear whether there was a mechanical failure of
the docking mechanism or whether it was simply that Pinky came into it too hard and
pushed it away. [on camera} But in any event. he made it impossible to latch onto. A
little bit later they did try to grab it with the big remote ann. That didn't work. They will
try aga!n tomorrow with the arm. but as of now. no more attempts with the human being.

David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you. Lynn. Our man Sam Donaldson will be on about the
dinner hour with the news and bring you up to date on the space shuttle. As for all of us
here. all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

April 15, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY: President Reagan's angriest. most serious fight with Congress over this
country's intervention in Central America. the planting of mines off the coast of Nicaragua.
an act many consider illegal. Nicaragua's filing of a complaint under internationallaw. [~e
Reagan administration's saying the World Coun has no jurisdiction. And bitter arguments In

~ashing.ton about all of this and more. Our guests. United Nation'S Ambassador Je~ne
Kirkpatrick: Henry Kissinger. chairman of the bipartisan commission on Central Amenc,a:
Senator Patrick Leahy. Democrat of Vermont. member of the Senate Intelligence Commit-
tee. A variety of opinions. pro and can, and the background on a difficult and po;;sibly
dangerous American policy in Central America from our man John Martin. And our dISCUS-
sion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson. and Jody Powell. all here on our Sunday
program.
First. the news since the Sunday morning papers. Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan of

~ew Yo~. angry at what he calls a breach of trust by the CIA. announces he will resign as
vice-chairman of the Senate Committee on Intelligence. Had the committee been told about
the mlnm~ of Nicaragua's harbor, he says, it would have refused to approve it. But. he says.
the committee was not adequately briefed and was the victim of a breach of trust. Here IS
Senator Moynihan with ABC's John Martin in today's background report on the boiling
dispute about U.S. policy in Central America. John? .

J0t:lN MARTIN: Five weeks ago, David. in a room sealed off on the fourth floor of the
C~PltOI. the director of Central Intelligence mentioned a plan to mine the harbors of
NIcaragua. It was one sentence. 27 words. in two hours of words to a select group ?f
senators. But this week. like an explosive. that senrence blew up under Ronald Reagan s
Cent.ral American policy. The House refused to fund it. Both houses called on the
President to stop the mining as a violation of international law. in the words of Sena~or
BaITYGoldwater. And this morning Senator Patrick Moynihan says he is resigning J:S Vice
chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee as a protest of what he calls a violation of
trust.

Sen. DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN, (D) New York: Senator Goldwater made his judgment
as clear as words co~ld do. and four or five days after that they still reject his judgme~I, so
they now have my Judgment in the only way I can make it. which is to say. I resign.
MAR:nN [voice-over]: "They" are CIA Director William Casey. who insisted .in this
bulletin to employees this week that he had notified Consress on the mining as required by
law. And U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick. who called the mining legal and justified.

JEANE KIRKPATRICK, U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. [Thursdn.v/: The evi-
dence that Nicaragua is involved in promoting anned insurgency in EJ. Sal~ado.r IS
truly beyond dIspute: To J?rotray Nicaragua as a victim in the current situation IS a
complete Orwellian mversron of what is actually happening.

MARTIN {voice-over/: It was a week of Orwellian inversions. The Washington Post ~nd
Nic. New York Times reported that for months CIA recruits and vessels had been mmmg
C~cara~uan waters. SUddenly: Nicaragua prepared to sue the United States at .th~ ~o~l~
. urt m The Hague. The United States declared it would not accept the court s jurisdicnon.

MIGUEL .D'ESCOTO, Nicaraguan Foreign Minister: This is a clear manifesta-
tion of guilt,

MAR!lN {v~~ce-over/: In the novel /984 Orwell wrote of words twisted to mean the
?I:slte. Critics ~aid it sounded Orwellian to say the United States supports the :ole of
I by. temporanly avoldmg the rule of the World Court The American Society of
n~e!,,"atlO~alLaw ":ent on record opposing: the decision. b~t a leading scholar said the
mmmg was legally Justified.

JOHN NORTON MOORE, University of Virginia: When there is a armed anack in
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violation of the United Nations Charter and the GAS system. then there is a right of
defense. And the United States is entitled to respond in ways that are either overt or
covert.
MARTIN {voice-overt: Last night two American attorneys representing Nicaragua left
for The Hague to ask for an order restraining the United States. Tomorrow they will meet
with the court's president.
PAUL REICHLER, Nicaraguan legal representative: The administration knows
there is no legal justification for its unlawful covert acti.on against. the government of
Nicaragua. including its mining of the ports. What the United States IS trymg to do IS act
as prosecutor. judge and literally. executioner.
MARTIN [voice-over]: In its complaint to the court, Nicaragua says hundreds of civilians
have been killed or wounded by rebels trained. equipped and sent into battle by the CIA.
Until now Congress has financed those operations. but this week the House recessed for
Easter without approving more funds. Friday the President said he'll bypass Congr,ess
temporarily to get money from emergency funds. The Senate and House. mea~whlle.
voted overwhelmingly against the mining. Forty-two Republicans deserted the President.
Sen. EDWARD KENNEDY, (D) Massachusetts: Clearly it was illegal. Clearly it
was immoral. and clearly ineffective. I say give diplomacy a chance and give peace a
chance. give negotiations a chance. And that. Ithink. is what was being said on the floor
of the United States Senate this week.
MARTIN [voice-over}: But another senator who sits on the Intelligence Committee
denounced the dispute on notification and the VOle.
Sen. MALCOLM WALLOP, (R) Wyoming: The committee has been fully informed
on all the activities. including that one. and to claim otherwise is disingenuous. It is totally
immoral to promise people support, have them put their lives on the line. and then walk
away and say the heat is too much in our kitchen. We can't do that.
MARTlN [voice-over]: BUI Senator Moynihan insisted that if he had been told of the
mining by CIA recruits in direct acnon-,
Sen. MOYNIHAN: We would have said no. you cannot do that. We tried so hard to
insist that what we did was things that could be defensible under law. in particular under
the charter of the Organization of American States. I'm telling you. Iresign. I mean. they
did not brief us.
MARTIN: Some administration officials are predicting that when Congress returns in
about 10 days from its Easter recess it will vote to resume funding of coven ope~tions
against the Sandinistas. But that's just about the time the World Court may be trytng to
decide whether to listen to Nicaragua's complaint. and also just about the lime t~at
Senator Moynihan's resignation takes effect. So. after a week of revolt here on CaP.ltol
Hill. perhaps even George Orwell wouldn't try to predict what will happen next. DaVId?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank you. Before we question our guests about Central American
policy. here is a little other news. Frank Regier. who is a professor of engineering at the
American University of Beirut. who was kidnapped from his home two months ago. has been
released. and apparently he is unharmed.
In yesterday's Democratic caucus in Arizona Gary Hart won. Hart got 44%- of the vole:

Monda/e. 409C: Jackson. 15%. As a result. Hart picked up 17 delegates to Mondale's 15. and
Jackson aor one.
And there was a second caucus in South Carolina: Jackson. the winner. He got 17

delegates. 14 uncommitted. seven for Hart. six for Mondale.
fn~Topeka. Kansas. a new and perhaps promising way to choose delegates by cutting a

deck of cards. Supporters of Hart and Mondale were unable to agree. and 10 make a deal on
one delegate. they agreed to cut the cards to decide who won it. Han's supporters won a
deleaate. with a jack of dubs.
We'lI be back with interviews with Henry Kissinger. Senator Leahy and Ambassador

Jeane Kirkpatrick and all the rest of laday's program in II moment.
/commercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kissinger. thank you very much for coming: in. a pleasure 10 have you
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with us this morning.
HENRY KISSINGER, chairman, National Bipartisan Commission on Central
America: Pleasure to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here with me are George Will of ABC News. and Sam Donaldson. ABC
News White House correspondent. Mr. Kissinger. as chairman of the bipartisan commission
you were all over Central America, talked to everybody. What do you think about the current
difficulty. the mining? Begin with that. What do you think of that?
Mr. KISSINGER: Well. I think the whole debate is really getting to be off the point. The
fundamental question that has to be decided is whether the United States can afford Central
America to go communist and to be organized on the Cuban model, which is what Nicaragua
is attempting to do and which is one of the issues in Salvador. That's the fundamental
question. Then we can debate whether the means are appropriate to the objective. whether
covert or overt operations should be used and to what extent Americans should be involved.
But it seems to me the only issues that get discussed are the last issues. and not the
fundamental one. And Ibasically sympathize with the administration. though Ihave nothing
to do with the making of policy and don't even- I'm not even kept informed. I say that only
to make clear that I support the administration as a private citizen. not as an official.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. specifically on the mining. This is being discussed this week.
There's a great turmoil in Congress. People are resigning and so on.
Mr. KISSINGER: The basic-s- it seems to me the basic problem posed by Nicaragua is that
it is building up military forces that are absolutely unprecedented in Central America -
larger than all the forces of all the rest of Central America put together, that there are 8.000
Cubans. 3.000 of whom are military; at least I,(X)O Bulgarian, Libyan, PLO, East German.
Russian intelligence experts. If this goes on over an indefinite period of time. the weight of
Nicaragua on surrounding countries will become overwhelming. When we were in Costa
Rica. which is democratic. unarmed. the leaders there were terrified of the Nicaragua of
today. Now. we have to find. either by negotiation or by other methods. a means of stopping
the influx of these arms. and. if necessary. of our arms into Central America, and return
Central America to Central American dimensions. And in this sense. since negotiations don't
seem to get anywhere. I sympathize with the mining. though Idon't know any of the details
about it.
GEORGE WILL: You say the debate is off the point. Doesn't the kind of debate we're now
having make a point, and is it not the following? Your commission unanimously says.
"Central America is vital. it is under siege. and we need $8 billion in aid.

Mr. KISSINGER: Right.
Mr. WILL: We're having a tremendous argument over nickel-and-dime approaches - $32
million today and a few million tomorrow. There's a hue and cry in the cou:ntry a~ut the use
of small mines in the harbors. Doesn't this indicate that the United States Simply ISnot ready
to do anything effective to contain what you describe as Nicaragua's key role in subverting
the region?
Mr. KISSINGER: Well. I frankly think the administration has made a mistake in not putting
before the American public the dimensions of the problem and to permit the .d.ebate to
degenerate into $50-million increments. But that's not as crucial as some of the cntl~s. who
give the impression that it makes no difference if Central America becomes c.ommumst. And
we should put~ I think the public should be told the full dimensions of.what IS .needed. ~hat
we said in the bipartisan commission is that there is an argument for doing nothing. there san
argument for doing enough: there's no argument for doing too little. And the present process
produces much too little. . 'J

Mr. WILL: Is this a recipe then for protracted failure ~ the policy we're now followmg
Mr. KISSINGER: I believe that at the present level of effort. produced in large partby our
domestic divisions, it is a recipe for failure. and Ibelieve that failure will cost u~ mO~I~
money and risk more in terms of the danger of war than to try to come to a conclusion a U

it.
SAM 'DONALDSON: Well. if the end is to keep Central America from going communist,
then we're arguing over the means. aren't we?
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Mr. KISSINGER: That's right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Are any means out of bounds? Are all means fair?
Mr. KISSINGER: Obviously not. but-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. .then why not argue over the mining? You say that's a side issue.
and you seem to suggest thiS-
Mr. ~ISSINGER: :Well.. because I frankly don'T see that the effort to cut off the influx of
arms mro that area IS an imperrnissable means.
Mr, DONALDSON: SO mining would be all right'?
Mr. KISSINGER: I haven't gone into all the d;lails.
Mr. DONALDSON: BUI we're asking your opinion.
Mr. KISSINGER: My opinion is yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. did you know about it before you signed the report?
Mr. KISSINGER: No.
Mr. DONALDSON: Did the administration or anyone else inform you of it?
Mr. KISSINGER: No. I was not told about it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Because in the report you specifically talk about not usina American
c~mbat troops. for instance. in EI Salvador. but you do not make the same statement about
NIcaragua.

Mr. KISSI~GE~: What we say in m.e report is ~hat.American forces should be used only in
overwhelming-c- If the Amencan national secunty ISoverwhelmingly threatened. This is, I
think. al~ost the exact language ~f ~he report. I believe. and I know key members. even
~mocr~tlc memtx:rs of. th~ C?mmlSSlon also believe. that if Central America collapses. our
vital ?at1o~al ~cu':lty WIll tn time be threatened. at least at the Panama Canal. and that then
there s a hlg~ likelihood that we"Il have to use American forces. We did not recommend it in
the present CIrcumstances, and Istill believe that it's manageable without American forces in
present circumstances.
Mr. ~ILL: But h~ w~o says "a" must say ·'b.:·.as they say, and you're saying that. given
the fact t.hat our vital mterests are engaged, and given the fact that the tide is running against
us. that In order to prevent the fulfillment of that tide we have to be prepared to use U S
ground forces'! - ..

Mr. KISSINGER: I think we are far from this point. Let us first~
Mr. WILL: Two years?
Mr. ~ISSINGER: .~o. I think the present process. in which the administration is putting
forward sort of a.mm.lmum program that the Congress then cuts into a third. in which every
step t?f the way IS blighted by the fear of what will happen if there is a huge debate is so
re~tat1ve an~ creates S:O man~ do~bts in everybody's mind that in two years or less 'we're
going to arnve at prec~s~ly this IX'IO.t where we will have to decide whether the only way~
":hethe~ we can save It IS by ~me~can forces. Ican't make a judgment on that now. The
danger IS. very real that that POI~twill be rea~~ed. I. think we can avoid this point if we make
up o~r mmd!o do enough. I believe the administration should be less timid and put before the
pub! ICwhat IS necessary.
~r. ~ONA~DSO~: Well. may J go back to the means? Critics say. of course. that we're in
vlolatlo~ of mtemattonallaw. that the mining of harbors is an act of war, and. furthermore,
by refusing t<:tallow .the World Court of Justice to have any jurisdiction we're just thumbing
our noses at international law.
Mr. KISSINGER: ~ell. Ambassador Kirkpatrick. who is on this program later. made a
speech las! week.wh~ch I found rathe,c.convincing on the legal aspects. And I'm no expert on
the legal SIde. I lind !t sort ~f hYI?OCnllcaland a little sickening in a world in which countries
have been OVemln. m Wh.1ChNicaragua is the headquarters for the guerrilla movement in
Salvador. that suddenly Nicaragua should invoke the rule of law. Whether we should have
gone to the supreme~ to the. international court and saying thai we'd not accept the judgment
but we wanted to p~t our case. whether that would have been a better tactic, one can argue.
But that suddenly. 10 years where there are daily incidents of violence. terrorism. that then
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the countries that reject the international court of justice -r-r- namely. the communist countries
~ should be able to drag us into the international court of justice and we get accused of
violating Jaw shows a kind of confusion and that I find rather appalling and also hypocrisy.
Mr. DONALDSON: You're really saying that the end justifies the means here.
Mr. KISSINGER: I'm nor saying- well. some ends justify some means.
Mr. DONALDSON: Does the end of keeping Central America from going communist
justify any means---
Mr. KISSINGER: Not any. No. not any means. We're talking about these means-
Mr. DONALDSON: Mining.
Mr. KISSINGER: -s-jusrifying these means. The mining as I know it. and I don't know
enough about it. From what I have read and what I understand it. it justifies it. yes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you. Mr. Kissinger. Thank you very much for coming in. It's been
a pleasure to have you with us today.

Coming next, Senator Patrick Leahy of Vermont. a critic of the Reagan policies in Central
America, And. shortly, Jeane Kirkpatrick. U.S. ambassador to the United Nations. In a
moment.
{commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator Leahy. thank you very much for coming in.
Sen. PATRICK LEAHY, (D) Vermont; Senate Select Committee on Intelligence:
Thank you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Glad 10 have you with us today.
Sen. LEAHY: Glad to be here.

Mr. ~RINKL~Y: You. I believe. are opposed to the Reagan policies generally in Central
Amenca. Specifically on the current events. the mining and so on. the Rio Treaty- tell me
your. response to this. The Rio Treaty says an attack on any country in the Americas is
considered to be an attack on all. Doesn't that justify the U.S. doing what it is doing?
~n: LEAHY: It doesn't justify the U.S. to get itself into a situation where it doesn't look
h~e It knows ,,:hat ~t's doing. And it certainly doesn't justify us to claim thai somehow
Nicaragua IS an Imml~ent threat 10 the United States. Certainly, if. as the President suggested
In his State .of.the .UllIon speech a year ago. Nicaragua was allowing Soviet missile Sltes-
offensive missile Sites, or defensive missile sites. for that mailer _ come into Nicaragua. we
would have the opportunity. in fact. the right to co in and remove them. That's not what
we~re talking abo~t. ~nd to try to somehow work a mining policy into being a defensive
policy because of imnunent attack or something on United States. it makes no sense at all.
Mr ';WI~L: Are you saying that our security. then. is not really directly engaged until there is
an tmmment attack on the territory of the United States?
Sen. LEAHY: Of course nnt.

Mr. ~ILL: So. given that the House Intelligence Committee. affirmed later by the S~nate
Intelligence Committee. says that Nicaragua is the key to support for the rebels 111 El
Salvador. does that not engage United States security? ,
Sen .. LE~HY: Well. that's not exactly what the inrelliaencecomrnitrees have said. and it
certainly IS not what the Senate Intelligence Committ~e has been told. The question of
s~pport for th~ rebels in EI Salva,dor. support coming from Nicaragua. is well documen.ted. I
have no question a~ut that. We ve heard discussions that somehow our actions are gom!! to
stop ou~ ann~ corrung into EI Salvador. So far the administration has been hard-pressed 10
find a single instance where this kind of action has stopped arms coming into EI Salvador.
Mr. WILL: This is what Senator Moynihan in his capacity as chairman said-
Sen. LEAHY: Vice chairman.

Mr. WIL~: Vice chairman What the House Intelligence Committee stated last May is <;till
tru~: the InSl,.lrgen~yin El Salvador depends for its ~Iifeblood _ arms. etc. _ upon outside
aS~lstance from Nicaragua and Cuba. Now. given that that's the case. is not the use of small
nnnes a proportionate and reasonable response?

Sen. LEAHY: Where do the small mines do anything to stop the arms? The question is. and
the intelligence committees have stated very much - in both the Boland Amendment and the
Senate Inteliizence Committee - the covert activity was limited. as the administration told
us it would be. to the interdicting arms from Nicaragua. Now. that's the statements made on
the Hill: it's almost done with a wink and a shrug, as everybody says going out of the
committee rooms. "Well, you know. this is going to put pressure on the government, may
well topple the government." and so on. If thats the purpose. say so. If the purpose of the
mining is to interdict arms. then it's been a colossal failure. It has not interdicted any arms. If
the purpose of the covert activiry-c-
Mr. WILL: Are you sure?
Sen. LEAHY: -is to interdict arms-c.
Mr. WILL: I mean. how do you know?
Sen. LEAHY: -you have to go by what the intelligence people themselves tell us. and you
have to go by what the administration. which would look for any example of interdiction to
justify their program. and come up over and over again and say. "No. we don't have any."
Mr. DONALDSON: If the mining of Nicaraguan harbors is justified from any standpoint of
U.S. security or otherwise. why not have the U.S. Navy do it'!
Sen. LEAHY: Well. I happen to agree with that. The Washington Post today. a former CIA
expert says thai why don't we make it over? The problem that we have here. and what it boils
down to is this. is that we have tried to substitute a covert activity for a foreign policy. There
is no time in our history that a long-range covert activity is ever successfully substituted for a
foreign policy. And it's not successfully substituting for one now. That's been the mistake.
That's why there's no consensus of opinion. And. quite frankly. the administration has not
made any effort to get a consensus of opinion on the Hill.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. Senator. l want to try something on you and you can argue with
it if you will. and that is that the Senate was informed. as the House was informed. the
committees were informed. No one did anything about it. No one raised a hue and cry until
somehow publicly the information got out. and there was a feeling that maybe the American
public was a little excited. Then people resign from committees and people give lots of
speeches. That's hypocritical. isn't it?
Sen. LEAHY: You raise an interesting point. Sam. and 1- you sound like kind of are-run
of one of my speeches on the floor. although you do it so much better. of course. The thing is
this. Some were informed. Certainly I was informed about the mining. and that's why [
co-sponsored-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. was Senator Moynihan in the room with you?
Sen. LEAHY: No. this was in a separate briefing. I had missed some briefings because I was
in Vermont on a family matter that required me to be {here. came back and got further
briefings. I asked specific questions about the mining that was going on. l felt that l was
adequately briefed. and they were forthcoming and told me the minmgs were going on. I
voted against covert action. partly because of that. I joined an amendment for on the floor-
Mr. DONALDSON: I'm not really asking about your record, I'm asking about the point.
Sen. LEAHY: No. no. but- I understand. but the point is this. In discussions of our
amendment on the floor a week ago. a week and a half ago. there was discussion, certainly.
among senators. at least privately about the mining. And it turns out now a number of
senators didn't know it. But there were senators who voted one way the week before and a
different way the following week. who knew about the mining in both instances. and I think
were influenced solely by the public opinion. And I think that's wrong. That's a lousy job of
legislative action.
Mr. WILL: In the Newsweek of- that was on the newsrands on March 12th there's a map
and it shows where mines are going off. Now. wasn't there a kind of sense that the U.S ..
which is supporting the contras. was supporting that'!
Sen. LEAHY: Yes.
Mr. DONALDSON: Should we do everything necessary. as Dr. Kissinger suggests. to
prevent communism from spreading to Central America?



Sen. LEAHY: Well. I think Dr. Kissinger-
Mr. DONALDSON: Everything?
,Sen. LEAHY: Well. Dr. Kissinger made a point that there's a mistake in doing: too lirtle.
You either do enough or you don't do anything. Basically-
Mr. BRINKLEY: So what's enough?
Sen. LEAHY: Well. that's--- you know. I tend to agree with the basic premise of what he
says until you say what's enough. l mean. are we going to nuke them. build a new canal at
the same time? Or are we going to actually go in there and make an effective policy? We are
not doing enough in effective policy. We are not looking: at the- we are not looking at the
fact that there is no real military solution short of sending in American troops.
Mr. DONALDSON: Would you favor that if necessary? If necessary?
Sen. LEAHY: Well. you'd have to define what is necessary.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. to prevent communism from spreading to EI Salvador. to Gua-
temala, to Honduras.
Sen. LEAHY: If that is not the situation we are in, that is not the situation we are in. if we
are in danger to the United States, certainly we send in the troops. But that is not what's
going on here now. There is a mindset of many people in the administration that the only
thing. that's going to work is a military solution. and they're wrong. What that does is rules
out diplomatic efforts. economic efforts. the Contadora group. all the things that really have a
chance of working. ~

Mr. WILL: Are you against sending aid to the Afghanistan freedom fighters. either the
United States or other nations. and if so. why is that different than supporting the freedom
fighters against the Sandinista government in Nicaragua?
Sen. LEAHY: Well. I'm somewhat constrained on that because whatever aid would eo to
the Afghan freedom fighters would go through [he Senate Intellieence Committee- ~
Mr. WILL: Well. just as-; '

Sen, LEAHY: -and it's not a rnarter that I can discuss.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. again. in the newspapers-c.
Mr. WILL:. But are you a.s a matter of principle? Is it acceptable behavior for us to support
them. and If so, why IS It not? Hypothetical question. Why is it not acceptable for us to
support-

Sen. ~EA~Y: Unfort~nately it's not a hypothetical question. and to answer it I would have
to go mto highly classified maners. which l have just- I'm not going to do.
Mr .. DONALDSON: But. Senator. in the newspapers. the newsmagazines. it says we're
sending af1!ls to the Afghan freedom fighters. So it's been published. You've been told
~~e~hmg 10 secret. Only the American people don', really know the facts. That's terrific.
ISO tIt?

Sen ". LEA~Y: I think that that's been the big problem in our whole policy in Central
Amenca. quite frankly.

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, on that note. Senator Leahy. thank you very much.
Sen. LEAHY: Thank you.

Mr. B~INKLEY: Thanks for coming in. We enjoyed having you with us today.
Corning next, the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations. Jeane Kirkpatrick. in a mo-

memo
(commercial break]

Mr. BRIN~LEY: Ambassador Kirkpatrick. thanks very much for coming in: pleasure to
have you With.us today. l have a ques.tion that is more politics and sociology than military
~trdtegy. and I.m not sure I understand It altogether. If you can explain it I'd be happy to hear
tt. For. a lo~g nme we have been sending money. arms. trainers to Central America. Then we
p~t nunes m the water. and there's a tremendous uproar. Why is that? What is the great
difference?

JEANE KIRKPATRICK, U.S. Ambassador to the U.N.: That's an interesting question.
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I think. r take it that the two aspects to it. as I understand it. though I don't think that there's a
final answer 10 that question. but I take it that mines. first of all. were beginning to really
damage the Nicaraguan economy in the kind of way that Nicaragua's been damaging EI
Salvador's economy for three years-- was beginning. though, to do [hem some harm. And.
second. that mines constituted a terrible irritation at best 10 third. fourth. fifth countries who
were seeking to land and depart in those Nicaraguan ports. And so the countries whose ships
were affected by the mines protested. And Ihope it doesn't just mean that we're still putting
more value on property. frankly. than we are on human lives and countries.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Your first response suggests that there is objection to a policy in Central
America only if it works. that the mines work.
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: (think part of the outcry. actually. is fmm- a very significant part
of the outcry is from people who have consistently opposed any action by the United States or
anyone else which brings pressure and seeks to bring pressure to bear on the government of
Nicaragua. and with the view. of course. to persuading them to change their policies and
cease the destabilization of their neighbors. I think that's true. I think a lot of the outcry is
from just those people who have never wanted to do anything that was threatening to
Nicaragua no matter how threatening Nicaragua is to her neighbors.
Mr.WilL: If I understand the administration's policy with regard to the international court of
justice. known as the World Court. and I'm not sure Ido understand it or that it's understand-
able at this point. it is that we do not accept their jurisdiction with regard to events in Central
America. but that we are going to go to them and argue for their judgment why we do not
accept their judgment. Is this a fair statement of what the policy is?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Ithink so. That's the way I understand it. too. Itake it- Ithink the
case is very strong. let me say. J would point out that in the whole history of the international
court of justice since 1945 there has never been. ever. an instance in which the court has tried
[0 decide whether a given policy constituted an act of aggression or a threat to international
peace and security. That's never been done by the court. So it's very reasonable to argue that
they have no jurisdiction there. The reason that they- it's never been done is that the United
Nations Charter vests that function in the Security Council. where there is, by the way. a
veto. of course. by all the major powers.
Mr. WILL: So are you saying that the proper place for this to occur is in the Security
Council?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Of course. I'm saying that the charter of the United Nations clearly
puts questions of aggression and threats to international peace and security in the Security
Council. not in the international court of justice.
Mr. WILL: Why haven't the Nicaraguans gone there. to the U.N.?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: They "ave.
Mr. WILL: Yes, but why are they going to the court additionally?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Well. ( think that the Nicaraguans. frankly, are engaged in major
propaganda exercise. And. by the way. they're very successful at it. They first of all go to the
Security Council for international propaganda. They always go to the Security Council when
there's a debate on Central American policy and a vote coming up in the U.S. Congress.
They usually go to the Security Council also when there's an important decision coming up in
the Conradora process. where they claim that they support the Contadora process. but in fact
they try to evade it. lust two weeks ago. for example. when they came to the Security
Council. they cut the meeting of the working group. the Contadora process in Panama at the
same time they were trying to move the discussion from a working group setting where you
could make concrete progress to an international forum where they could get a great deal of
publicity and propaganda.
Mr. DONALDSON: Ms. Kirkpatrick. is it your understanding the mining has ceased'?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: I don't know. Frankly, I really don't know anything about the
mining.
Mr. DONALDSON: You were not informed originally?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: You know. I am a member of the government and it is the policy of
the government not to comment on any questions of U.S. intelligence operations. I am
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obviously bound by that policy. I will simply tell you I don't know anything abour the
mmmg.
Mr. DONALDSON: And you don't know whether they would be resumed. then. since you
don't know whether it's been stopped?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: I don't know anything about the mining.
Mr. DONALDSON: Was the mining legal?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Ithink so. That Ithink Iknow scmethina about. And that- let me
ha~ten to say I.'m not a lawyer and I'm not an international lawyer. r did. however. spend
quite a I?t of time consulting with some very distinguished authorities in international law.
and I thmk- yes, I think it's legal. I think it's legal because Nicaragua's engaged in a
pr~ess of .armed aggression against her neighbors and that they have the right under the
United Nations Secunty Council and chaner-
Mr. DONALDSON: We were doing it. They weren't doing it.
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: No. but they were engaged in an armed arrack. persistent, consis-
tent armed attacks against their neighbors--
Mr. DONALDSON: But not against the United States.
Amb. KIRKP.ATRICK: No, but their neighbors have the right to call upon others for help.
as a matter- Just as, in fact. the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States had the riaht to
ask their neighbors for help. e

Mr. DONALDSON: Would we take the same view-
:=.-b. KIRKPATRICK: So do the small countries in Central America have the right ~oask

Mr. DONALDSON: Would we take the same view-
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: -c-for help.
Mr. DONALDSON: -if Nicaragua asked for Cuban help and Soviet help against us?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Well. they have. as a matter of fact. They asked-
Mr. DONALDSON: So we think it's fair-
Am~. KIRKPATRICK: -for Soviet mine-sweepers. and of course they get Soviet help all
the nme.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here if I may. We'll be back with more questions for
Ambassador Kirkpatrick in a moment.
[commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY: Ambassador, perhaps one reason there is so much uproar about this in
Congress and elsewhere is what we commonly call. rightly or wrongly. the Vietnam syn-
drome and th~t people are afraid of. again. committing our armed forces in some remote
place for ambiguous purposes. What set of circumstances might warrant using the American
armed forces in Central America?

Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Well, I suppose if we finally concluded that our own vital national
interests were in dire jeopardy in an imminent kind of way. But I would like to say that I
don't think that situation exists. and I don't think that there is any serious discussion of the
use of U.S. armed forces in Central America. That's exactly the situation we're trying to
avoid. And we think that if we take prudent measures to help others defend themselves it will
not now or ever be necessary to use U.S. armed forces in that region. That's exactly what we
want to avoid.

Mr. BRINKLEY: And if we don't take prudent measures you think the armed forces might
have to go there?

Amb, KIRKPATRICK: I believe that if we don't take prudent measures to help the countries
in the region defend themselves that we will be confronted before very long with a really
major threat to the U.S. national security, really major threat. And that it's fairly imminent
furthermore. and that it's different than anything we've encountered in our lives because this
is on our borders. The biggest difference between Vietnam and Centred America is the Pacific
Ocean. Because this is on our borders. Central America and the Caribbean are on our

borders. we can't walk away from it.
Mr, BRINKLEY: You say imminent. What. a year? Two years?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Three years. four years. five years. The relarively- the foreseeable
future.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. who's going to threaten the United States? Nicaraguan army?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Unfortunately r don't- the problem for us is the use of a country
- take Cuba - as a base for the projection of Soviet military power-
Mr. DONALDSON: Then the Soviet army?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: -off our borders. The Soviets already have installations in Cuba
which enable them to keep nuclear submarines and nuclear-weapon-bearing submarines off
our shore-
Mr. DONALDSON: Should we go take them out. those installations-
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: -and planes. Pandonme'
Mr, DONALDSON: Do we take them OUI militarily?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: No. I don't think so. and I don't think anybody is proposing that.
But there comes a certain point at which such dangers would constitute a really. you know. a
real threat to us.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. George mentioned earJier-
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: A real threat.
Mr, DONALDSON: -in this broadcast the installation of nuclear missiles again. But
scalinz back from that. how many divisions of troops - and whose troops? - would have to
be on ~our border before you think that the threat exists that requires the use of U.S. combat
forces?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: May I say that I think that the biggest d~nger to us in the ~o~seeab~e
future is not combat divisions of somebody on our border. It IS, m fact. nuclear missiles. It s
chemical weapons, which are another really important threat looming on the horizon----
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you have any evidence that the Soviets might use chemical warfare
in Central America?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Well. we know that the Soviets are using chemical warfare in
Southeast Asia. They're using chemical warfare against the Hmong people. against the
Afghan people. They deny that. of course.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's a pattern of conduct. but that's not evidence of the prospective
use in Central America. is it?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Well. no. but I mean we didn't know that they would use them
against the Hmong people until they started using them against the Hmong people.
Mr. DONALDSON: Could I ask just one more and then I'll defer? What do you think about
Senator Movnihan's resianaticn as vice chairman of the Intelligence Committee on the
grounds thai he was not notified about the mining?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Well. that's obviously his right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. it's his right. Do you think it was wise?
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Ifs-
Mr. DONALDSON: Justified"
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: You know. I couldn't say. I think it's a way of avoiding a lot of the
toughest questions. and the toughest problems. And. you know. you don't have to take-
Mr. DONALDSON: Is it posturing"
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: -responsibility-
Mr. DONALDSON: Is it posturing"
Amb, KIRKPATRICK: I think those are Senator Moynihan's decisions.
Mr, WILL: Shortly before the United Stales was expelled from Le~anon a Syria.n o~cial said
the United States is short of breath. Now. suppose you're a leader In Managua. m Nicaragua.
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or of a democratic country in Central America and you watch what's aoina on in the United
St~t~s - tremendous ro-ing and fro-ing about a few mines in the h~~rs and about $3~
million. Wouldn't you conclude thatthe United States is short of breath and not in this for the
long haul?

Amb. KIRKPATRICK: You might. That's certainly wharLibya's Colonel Qaddafi con-
cluded, too, ~d sa~d In his speech of March :::!ndand since then. He concluded just that-
that we weren t senous. that we were not even-s- that we were not serious about protecting
ourselves-- ~

Mr. WILL: What should the President do to show that we're serious?

d
Amb.KIRKPATRICK: What he is doing, I think. I think. for example, his speech yester-
ay-

Mr. WILL: But he's asking for $32 million.
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Pardon me?
Mr. WILL: He's asking for $32 million.

Amb. KIRK~ATRICK: Well. 'he President didn't ask for $3" million. The President asked
for $?' or $9_ mil.hon nght now.l}1~ Congress keep cutting those- you know, refusing and
refusing and refusI~g. and the administration eventually ends up compromising for sums that.
gUlt~ frankly. I think are much too small and the President thinks are too small. but the
Presl~ent does not have sole powers of decision. I think the President has to make clear to the
Amencan people what's at stake in Central America.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Ambassador Kirkpatrick, thank you. Thanks very much for coming in.
Pleasure to have you with us.
Amb. KIRKPATRICK: Thank you. .

Mr. BRINKL~V:: .We'll be back with our unstructured, free-form conversation among
ourselves. and joimng us will be commentator Jody Powell. in a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. Tom<:>rrow.April 16th. like it or not, is the deadline for filing
your tax return for 1983 and handing over the money. if you haven't already paid it And a
great deal of m~ney has come in. but we still have a huge deficit and therefore there is
constant talk - It's more than talk it' f f . ' ...
code. And there are various jd . I S nd. - 0 . some kind of upward revision m our tax
. . I eas af?~n . rangmg from moderately complex to totally
belmpenetrable.Geo~ge. I~you were wnnng the tax bill. what would you write? What's the
st way to deal With this problem?

~r.~ILL: Well. this is a country that consumes too much and saves scandalously little and
t ~~ ore we ought t~ tax th~t whic~ we do too much of. which is consumption. to ~ake
s~ ~nfs ~od~ attractive relative to It. You cannot begin to close the budget deficit with
OIC e -an - I~e measures. A $5-~r-b~1 tax.on imported oil. by the time it works its way
throhugdhthehwmddfallprofits tax.. bnngs m $12 billion. A 5/k surcharge David which is what
we a at teen of th V' W . ~ . .iu h . e Ietnm:n ar period on personal income. all personal income, not
lb'"t. t e ynch. tha,t the Democratic candidates bravely talk about. that would raise you $21
I Ion. ou can t get there from here.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well doesn't thi . h .k . ' ISconsumption t at you find so unattracnve keep people at
wor - buying cars. washing machines and so on?
Mr. WILL: There's no such thingas t ith ....thi . a ax wit out some economic disincentive effects, but as
no mg. It seems to me. compared to $:XK)-billion deficits.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Go ahead. Sam. Jody?
JODY POWELL: That seems to me-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Jody,write 'he tax bill. right now.

Mr. POWELL: I don't know if I could writ; the tax. bill. I'll tell you what my-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why not?
Mr. POWELL: Because former . . ..
We talk in ze I h'l h' press sec~tar:es and colummsts never do thmgs !Ike thar.L ...·,=.-,"= "O<~;:~.. ""~ ""'~,• ..,,,._,,

it. yes. it's fine to say we consume too much. The problem is. however. that over the past
four years what we've seen is a determination on the part of the President. and the Congress.
Imight say. to take away from those who have the least and give to those who have more.
There was a fine quote. Iwish I could attribute it to the proper person. that said the economic
policy of this administration is based on the assumption that those who are JXXlrdon't work
hard enough because they have too much money; those that are rich don't work hard enough
because they don't have enough money. Well. we are moving to correct that. Over the past
four years. basically. those who make less than 575.000 have gotten a tax increase. Those
who make more have gorten a tax decrease. The cuts in spending have had the same effect
and, mark my words. when we get through with all this talk about tax reform and simplifica-
tion and so forth, we're going to add to the burden at the bottom and decrease it at the top.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. you're just providing more evidence to support your former
boss's thesis. Mr. Carter. that the tax system is a disgrace to the human race. Now, I agree.
Mr. POWELL: It is, however. a more intractable disgrace than either he or I imagine.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. but I'll tell you what the first step is. Execute it. Sentence it to
execution. Destroy the current tax system. Abolish it and start from ground zero. [crosstalk]
Hear me out. though. I'm saying destroy the home interest deduction for home mortgages. all
interest deduction. all allowances, such as depletion allowances still left: destroy all the
special interest things that are now features of the code and hang on it like barnacles. Start
over. go to a consumption tax. perhaps. Go to a flat-rate income tax with some deference for
the poor so they don't start out paying on their first $1,000 [4%. and don't have the
exemptions and the deductions that we have in the code today.
Mr. WILL: Jimmy Carter. I remember once, staggered to the 'podium with this hemeating
pile of documents, and he said, "This is the tax code. and ain't it a disgrace?" meaning
complexity is bad.
Mr. DONALDSON: St. Louis it was.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The tax code is a good deal longer than that. George.
Mr. WILL: And it's going to get longer.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's about 50 feet long.
Mr. WILL: In the first place, every line in that code is an incentive or disincentive expressing
equity judgments or other judgments. and it's a social program. And it has a client group in
the country there to defend it. Furthermore. this- recently the Senate Finance Committee,
talking of simplifications. put out a tax bill - this is a bill. mind you. a law of the United
States. It's 1.300 pages long. I'll give you one item in there. It says you will now be able to
give jewelry, watches and other matters - trinkets. baubles - of up to $4,800 that will not
be taxed as compensation as a kind of award to workers. Something tells me the watch,
jewelry and bauble industry has been heard from.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. okay. Speak to my point. though. Why no' just abolish all of
those industry incentives and all those deductions and start fresh?
Mr. WILL: Well. the day lobsters can fly we'll do that. but there arepolitical constraints
that- I mean. because you arepicking six fights with every American if you take on the tax
code.
Mr. POWELL: That's fine if you're in a working group, but if-
Mr. BRINKLEY: If you did what Sam is saying - eliminate all these deductions, take a flat
tax off the top. flat more or less. off the top. generally speaking, most people would pay less
and certainly have a good deal less trouble in doing it.
Mr. DONALDSON: If you lowered the rates, which. of course. is-
Mr. BRINKLEY: So, why do we have to have lobsters fly?
Mr. DONALDSON: -what you always propose. And if you lowered the rates. which of
course is always the quid-pro-quo for elminating deductions-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. if you've got to give up all these deductions they'd have to lower the
rates.
Mr. POWELL: But how are you going to stand up. any politician. president. senator. you
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name it. before the American people and say. "Look. It is altogether true that interest rates
are high; it is altogether true that most young Americans can't afford to buy a home. but 10
make sure that. in the interest of simplicity and logic and all that. we're going to eliminate
your home mortgage interest deduction."
Mr. DONALDSON: But what's the purpose of the tax code? It is 10 raise revenue.
Mr. POWELL: No.
Mr. WILL: No.
Mr. POWELL: No. no. no.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It was. That's how it started. Sam. with. what was it? The 15th Amend-
ment or 13th? Which was it? The constitutional amendment. The idea was to raise money.
Congress soon ?iscove~d and reveled in the fact that they could use the tax code to
manipulate public bebavior. and that's what has led to these 50-feet tax codes.
Mr. DONALDSON: We use taxes. theoretically. if you will. then. to raise money. We've
got to run the government.
Mr. WILL: No.
Mr. BRINKLEY: No.
Mr. WILL: We use texes-,

Mr. BRINKLEY: We use it to manipulate people's behavior.
M.r. WI~L: It is a complicated web of social programs to encourage people to do lots of
things. like buy houses.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right-s-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, then how would we get- how would we have revenue to run the
government if we don't tax somehow?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, we're going to tax. We're going: to tax.

Mr. POW~LL: Surely. the purpose is to raise money. but we understand that the raising of
money by Itself has an Impact and so we try to adjust that impact in line with whatever social
theory we have.

~r. DONALDSON: AII.you're saying is it's going to be difficult. Of course it's going to be
difficult .. But I want to give Ronald Reagan a little credit. Last week he was invited by the
homebuilders and. t~e realt.ors so say that, he would never under any circumstances support a
repeal of the provision for interest deduction for home mortsaaes He refused to do it because
there's a commission running right now - for whatever i~'s"'ooing to be worth _ that will
~fXl~after the election. and to tie its hands now by saying of c~urse it has a free hand except
In this area or this area would be really just pandering to the political instinct.
Mr. PO~ELL: And if so you're giving him a major political issue. he will say that he will
never do It. I guarantee you.

Mr. BRINKLEY: You're giving the President a little gold star for his posture. right?
Mr: DONALDSON: Well, I'm giving him a little gold star for not doing the cheap thing,
which was to say, "Okay, I promise you that ."

Mr. B:RINKLEY.: A gol~ star. Okay. fine. Well. we're talking about money. which very
often .IS the case 10 W~hmgton: a ctty obsessed with money. It is. in fact. the whole thing
here IS a mone~-.handl1Og machine - take it in, decide what to do with it. send it out. We
also have a political campaign in progress. and Mr. Mondale. for example. is going to run
s.ho,rtof money because there is a limit on how much he can spend. George. should there be
limits or should people be free to spend whatever they want?

M~. ~llL:There ce.rtainly sh?~ld not be limits because what you're doing is you are setting
a h~l~ on the quantl~ of. pohtlc~l. spe~ch penni ned in this country. Money is a necessary
condition of ~om~umcatmg: political. H:Jeas.!he Frito-Lay Company. I believe. just an-
nounced ~hey .re gcmg to spe~d $~5 million to mtroduce in an advertising: campaign a thicker
potato chip ~~IS spnng: That IS more money than the candidates are allowed to spend in the
pre-convention campaign. And that seems to me silly. We need more political speech. not
less.

Mr. BRINKLEY: lady?
Mr. POWELL: I would be more sympathetic to George's point of view if indeed I agreed
that we suffer from a serious lack of political speech in this country. I think the same sort of
general theory applies to the business of trying to figure some way to limit expenditures and
contributions as to the tax code. We look at a situation in our political process or in our
economic system. We say we don't like the way it's working. the way it's impacting on our
process. and we try to change it or constrain it or limit it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: So what we do is make it more complex.
Mr. POWELL: Oh. of course we do.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Every lime.
Mr. POWELL: And there is no way to deal with the problem without complicating it.
Mr. DONALDSON: The limiting here. of course, is trying to define some equity so that
people can run for public office on more or less the same footing when it comes to the terrible
expenses that our own business. television, has just helped put into the scale. I am for limits
of some sort. and to say that there are leaks in this dike doesn't mean to me that we
shouldn't-
Mr. WILL: How about limits on how much ABC can spend to cover news?
Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll have to do that another time. George. Thank you all. We'll be back
with a few words about how our politics hereafter. will be nice, clean, straight. decent and
honest because they've all signed a piece of paper saying so. In a moment.
{commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally. years ago. after a few modest little scandals.
President Harry Truman was asked if Washington officials should not sign a code of ethics.
He said no. He said the Ten Commandments and the Sermon on the Mount were all the code
of ethics anybody needed. He signed nothing, and he never needed to. But still to this day the
Washington establishment has an occasional fit of morality and feels a need to put it all on
paper and sign it. It must be because we have so many lawyers who tend to think nothing can
be believed unless it is on paper and signed. So. presumably, if you wish to show your wife
that you do love her, the right way is to put it on paper. sign it. have it notorized and hand it
to her. Not flowers and linle notes. but a notarized document with the stamps and seals on it.
Well. in this spirit, the chairmen of the Republican and Democratic national comminees
gathered in some solemnity on Friday and signed a paper. a political code of ethic~. The
paper says their campaigns will not resort to personal vilification. character defamation or
appeals to prejudice. Appeals to prejudice! Is is not true that in congressional districts having
a majority of people of one ethnic. racial or religious background tend to elect congressmen
having the same background? Now, is that prejudice for or prejudice against? If so. which is
sinful? This week's new code of ethics does not deal with this question. and none of them
ever will. Harry Truman was right.

For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

April 22, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. NIH\'. from our Wash-
ing-Ion headquarters. heres David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Terrorism. The bomb in the airport. in the public market. in the ...chool
bus. in the United States Capitol. in 10) other places in recent years and more sn lutelv.
including this past week. It is nnw J dangerous element in international affairs. and exrremelv
difficult 10 deal with. particulartv when it is the work not of frenzied individuals hut Ill'
uovernmentv. as now it often is. If it threatens freedom of movement and other freedoms. as
;t does. what CUll we do about it" OUf uuests: Alexander Haiu. former -ecretarv of state:
Moshe Arens. the defense minister of Israel: Harold Saunders. r;lrmerlv axsisrant -ecretarv of
state for Near Eastern and 50Ulh Axiun affairs: "OIllC buckuround on thi:-. new amillnsenlin~
way of lllakin.;; political points from our man Juhn M:.lrt-in. and our discus, inn here with
George Will. Sam Donaldson. and Martin Nolan. All here on our Sunday program

First. the news since till' Sunday morning paperv. In Central America. The Nell' }iJrk
Times reports. the CIA ~i\('" money and other help ro the uuti-Sandinista torce-: hut only if
thev do what the CIA ":.I\"S. If thev don't. the v ,JrI: toldthe aid will he withheld. and several
tim~s it has been withheld. Some' other ne\\-s on a report from ABC", John Quinones.

JOHN aUNINONES [voice-over]: The jungle ... of southeastern Nicaragua. This i..
where rebel leader Eden Pasrora and his Democratic Revolutionarv Alliance are tiuhtinu
In n\,crthfi)\\' the ~o\'eml11ent of Nic.lra!.!ua. Accordin!.! til infnnna·tion obtained b\"~ABC
\fews. Pastor:.l·" ~uenillas are now under the flltal cnnlrnl and direction of the CIA. This
man is a pilot whn !lies missions for the renels in Cost:.l Rica. "Our people are hired.
trained and .;upervised hy Americans.'· he said. "all of them stationed in EI Salvador.··
The pilot'> nperate from isnlateu land in.',!strips in northern Costa Rica. An ABC crew took
piclUres of this plane a:-;it landed on a canle ranch owned hy a weahhy American. Its pilot
and Nic;Jra~uan passen~el'> told us they deliver food. :.lnn~ and other supplies TO the
rehds. Lnc;J1 residents ,,;IV thai reo,"Ol]v there ha\e heen ;1 series of rnvsteriou~ ni'.!ht
!lights in the area,·' - ~

ROGER DAVIS, farmer: All of the people th:.lt live in lhi .. vill;Jge. wI.' ,~o out and "e:Jrch
!()r it and see if ifs .',!oing to ..top here. and it ne,'('r ..;tops. No lights. You never know
where it goes or \\-'here it comes from.

QUINONES f~·oice-o'."erl: L;lS! month this DC-3 crashed in the mountains ne:.lrhy.
Among tho:-.e rerortedly killed. an American. Sourres ..ay the plane \\"<'IS "·:.lrrying tons of
ammunition.

{Oil cameral Otlici;]l!y the CIA and the government ilfCosta Rica continue to deny ;my
direct U.S. inmtvemenr Wilh the rebels. The guenillas will only S:.Jythat lheir~upport and
funding come from sever..ll chariwhle :Jnd sympathetic llrganizations. Jnhn Quinones.
ABC Ne,ws. San Jose. CllSW Rica.

Mr. BRINKLEY !'.'oiCl'-w>af: 00 Easter Sunday m\lming: in Rome. Pope John Paul II spoke
In ahnut a third of;] million people jammed into St. Peter's Square. saying. there are growin~
extremes of wealth and poverty between one l'ouotry and :lI1other. and he spoke of the
tr..lgedy of ()llr time. that countries say they want pe<.lce while cI)flstnntly arming for war. For
the tirst time ever. people in the back of the huge lTnwd could see the fM1J1t' on a ~iant
televi:-.ion ..;creen set up in fmnt of SI. Peter's Basilic;],

While. on Easter in Jerusalem. tilled with thou"ands of Christian worshipper.;. there were
sunrise <.;ervkes in the churches. one in En!.!lish here at the Sconish church. and :.l Greek
Orthodo'( procession throll~h the streets to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. the tr.lditinnal
"ire of the hurial and the resuITel'tion.

{Oil clIIneraf Nothing new !lxlay in the confrontalion between the British and the Lihyans
pn the shooting out of the window" of the Lihyan Emha""y in London. They're still negotial-
1Il!.!.
~We·1I he hack with fonner Secrelarv of State Ale'(ander Hui!.! ~lIld our other !.!ues(s and all

(h~ rest of foday's pro.;;ral1l in a 1ll\1Il1ent. - '

It'(Jllllllc/"('iall>rellkf Mr. BRINKLEY:



T~m)rism ?,n ~t~~'ace is ~n act of wea~ness. an attempt by an individual Of a group to achieve
\Vl~h terron.sf acts what It cannot '.lC~leVe by legal means. And if innocent people. includine
children. die ~s u result. too bad. since terrorists tend to be unbalanced to beein with :'.Illd
enough to believe that the~r causes are so just they <Ire worth taking innocent li\~e.... And iu-t
this week we Jeam~d Pres,ldem Reagan has told "I"" East European countries that the" cannot
hope for gO?d relations wl!h the United State -, if they continue to support the Palesti~ian ,1I1d
'?ther teITOnSI groups. Be,tore we ask our guests about all of thi .... hcres some h'..rckuround
from OUf man John Martin. John".' '

J0t:lN MA~!IN; The last nine days have convinced much of the covernmcnt here,
David. that It s on th~ r;g~1 track trying to devise a policy of ...triking back at rcrrori-au.
Son~e people worry this Will draw America awav from respect for law and diplomacv. hut
tha\'~i~.~~(:.~PUlar notion ~c:lUse hon,lbs are ·goin~ off .md peopl~ are dyi~lg. -.

[ / In London. somebody hred a machllle !!un out n Window 01 the LlhY<l1l
Embassv al protesto . At H h A' ~ . .., _ '. rs. eat row IflXlll a bomb wenl nft. In 5an 5nl\'adllr. tive Illen
mu.r?ered a secunty official t:rom the American Emh<..lssy. In Israel. four men hijJcked ;1
bus .Jnd demanded rel~ase ot Paiestlllian pri.'>oners. Troops directed bv Defense 'Mini",ter
M?~~e Arens stornled !~e bus 10 rescue the pas"engers. Five people ~1ied. In SlJUthweq
Atnca .. ~omebody ser ott a homb that killed two American dilliomats. Their bodie" l'iJme
home thiS pust week 'd d·d h. '. . an so I t e terror. Somehlxiv homhed lhe officers club al the
Washlllllton Navy Yord ' ' US· , '. '=' ..'" protestl1lg: ,. actions 111 Centr;,tl America. where the CIA h;,ts
reported Iv set off Its own c·'1 b·' d I· 'd . . . .

" ' .'. '. 1'1.} n s;,tn al Illllle ... In an undeclared war a!.!alnst NICU<.I!.!U'l.
whICh n says IS wa"IIl" <Inund 'I d . E .,. bl 5' -'.' .'='" '='" . ec are war ;,tg;,tmst I Salvador. The cycle seems unore;,tk-
~ e. ? doe ...the Impression that the world has heen driftin!.! t'<.tr;JW;,tVfrom the rule", pf
I,~te~atlonallaw. One early provocation for the United States WilS the t<lkin~ nf Alllel;-
l;,tnS as hostage. When they came home frolll fran. Ron<.lld Re<.l~;,tnmade a-vow.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN IJ .. .'I '. , WI/wr:'- /98//. Lei temmsts he <.lWiJreth<.lt when the
rua-es .of IOte.mal.lonal heha\'lor are violaled. our polin' will he one of ..;wift JIKI
enectlve retflbutlon. .

MARTIN /mice-o"er/· Thi... th' - . ,. 'd 'd d ", mon . 11l J secret natIonal ...c('untv directive. the Pre";lden{
.en e to t<lke the.offen"'ive. He has Jpparenilv ordered ~6' office ... and J!2encies tll
su!!!!est W<lVSto 'itnk > '.,' - • • '-. .,~~ .. e Jt terronsrs betore thev ..;tnke Jnd to ...tanc repn"ll ['lIds It the
terronsls Cannot be stopped S" .. .::- - • ," . . , - ,el:ret:lrY of Slale Genr!!e Shultz told the TrilJteral Cnm-
miSSIOn p<lsslve de tense ' b· hi' ~how it sh "ld k .. ..;p~o a y won t work. <lnd the country must now ask when and

. ou ta e prevcllllve or pre-emptive action <l!.!<linsttem)rist !,!f(1UpS,
NEIL LIVINGSTONE t . ""k ' erronsm analyst: We ('<In carr\-" the W;jr to the terrorish ..We
l.ln rna e the hunters the h dAd . 'conce d ,c, h' unte - n somenne \\:ho IS "rendin!! ;,t !.!re<.ltJeal pf tnne.

me tllJ\lut t elr Own se ·UI1·' '.. . h ' ~ ~ .'. . I: Y IS ~nlll!.! to <l\'e to ex .......nd t<.lrmore resnurce..; tllr Ihcll
own protection. ~ - . I'~ .

MARTIN I"o;ce-o"er/- A ·1 L··ritv Call 'j II: . llJ ~Sl Ivmgstone. associated wilh the privale Americ<lll Secu-
on'e of 15n~:(,cl't'S 111 a book tor. the ove.rthrow of Liby:J's Colonel Muamm<.lr Q;,tddati. a"

- m s or a new Amenc"n pol,' H Q d I·· . dth"n '0 t- " ... I:Y· csays a luhtratn.,,;,e<llllp ...un P:JV";IlH1re
" -+ erronst !.!fOUps lhar 't' h W . . . "1 .'

8n·"I'n h h~ . ~lpefi..le 111 t c est. 1Ilcludlll~ hl'i own. a!!ent", 10 Greal
. w ere t ey <lltuck e I . ~ ~ ,President B h' - d XI e opponents. Look1l1~ <.Itthe ,hnll(\lut In Lnnl!ol1. V](e

. us seeme to lean towurc! action
Vice Pres. GEORGE BUSH IT! .,. . . .''here h. , . //tnday/. ThiS QaJJatl and hiS heha\"lnr I" ..;uch th<l'

a ... e:ot 10 be an :J\....ll,1 I)t ,'h h .~ ( 0 ! {lug t ~Iven to what can he dnne.
MARTIN /mice-o"er/' Bur Pdanne th . .': ent:Jgon con ...ultant Edv,/arJ Lutlwak savs Alllcric:l 1l1Ll"t

'=' e wav It stath Jnd nm' it· . ~.' I . . _. '11fail."' ... s "'11C(I:l Ull1t.... nr ,uch counlertcrrori",t mlSSllll1S WI

EDWARD LUTTWAK milit '
tions as a deviant t' 't' .1' ary a':l~lyst: We h<.lve heen re~;,trd1ll~ collll1l;,tndo llpera·

ornlO Int ItUrv actlvlly d d' . . . ..:h .
but rather individual oddb<lll' -,.. , . an we on t assign 10 them pronmang oillcer:s
past colonel. And Ihen we .... de',I.ltlb. tOIl~h guys. you know. who will ne\"t~r 1ll:J~e IT
MARTIN' try to use them as commandos and then. ",omehow. they tad.

./~'olce-m'er/· Lurtwak and 'h .is "till the oct 1 b . (1 Cf'i worry !h;,tt lhe Delta Force that failed In Ir;111
me. lit another:.I1lalvQ Wl . ,L._ h h U . . h .lerrorisl targels - ( mes anl1ut ow I e nHcl! Slates will c oo",e 1t"
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ROBERT KUPPERMAN, Georgetown University: I think that this country could
tum very vigilante very quickly. whether it'..; done domestically or abroad. I think the big
problem is being selective. ( think the big prohlcm is trying very hard to have some
reasonable oversight over what the U.S, does.
MARTIN [voice-over]: One of the overseers. Daniel Patrick Moynihan. is quilling as
vice chairman and leavinu the Senate Intelliuence Committee at the end of the veer. In a
recent speech. he ...ugge~teJ that America seem", In have abandoned the notion that
international relations should he governed by law. and that partly as a consequence.
terrorism is now a common weapon used by <orne governments.

[Oil mmem/ The United States has apparently decided now that to light tern)!' it must
"trike terror on it... own. This is the new reality of international politics. and very few
people are counseling restraint. So. with its new national "ecllrity dircl.,tive. ils risin~ u",e
Df covert aClion and irs evident suspicion of the United N<.Itions and the World Coun. the
United Stales seems tn he movin!.! ;,tnd hein!.! drawn into increasin!.! use of force r;,tther than
respecr for international Jaw, D;\'id'? - -

Mr. BRINKLEY: John, thank VIlli. Comin!.! ne",!. hy .;;alellite. the defense Inini ...ter of l'irael.
Mnshe Arens. in :J momenl. . -

f commercia! hrel/k/
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Arens. thank you very much for comin~ in to talk with us tnduy.

MOSHE ARENS, Israeli Defense Minister: Helin, D"id
Mr. BRINKLEY: How ;.)re YOll'~ PIC;,tSlIfe tn have you wilh liS.

Def. Min_ ARENS: Ok,y.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Here wilh me are Ge()f!.!e Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC
News White House correspondent. Mr. Minister. in rhe U.S_ Secrewry nf State Shultz.
:.lJllong others. has been s<.lying th;,tt pas ...ive defense'i ag;,tinst temlriStll are nol good enough.
that we have to do hetter. th:J1 we have 10 wke Sl\me ...on l~f <lg:~ressive or positi\'e means to
'itop it. Vou :Jre alre;,tdy doing thaI. aren'l you'.'

Def. Min. ARENS: Yes. we <.Ire, We have no ;,:hoi('e,

Mr. BRINKLEY: What do you sugge'it the ll.S. mighl do"! You've had more e.,<perience
with thi", than any other country.
Def. Min. ARENS: Well. I think the tirst thin!.!. is ro reco!.!nize the lemhle dan~er thaI
terrol;",m poses for the enlire civilized world and [{; remove the-cloak of legitimacy Ih~1 some
\If the telTorisl organizations hJ\-e surrounded themselves with. Here you h<lve. fllr e.utllple.
the PLO. a "ielf-decJ;,tred terrorist organization. which in mueh of the world. including "Ollle
of the Wc..;tem world. has offices. h;,ts immunity that is generally given to diplomatic
legation", and is <.Ibleto operate in wh:Jt is seemingly legitimate fashion while srriking at lhe
very he:l!1 nf the countries in which these legations are loculed. Now. we h<lve st<lte-~upp<lr-
ted temlrislll. Iran. Irolq. Syria. Libya. It is no secrer rh<ll these cnuntries lise [heir embas~ie ....
use JipolTli.ltic pouches. lise diploillalic Pi.lS~ports in order to carry oW terrorisl aCh. The
Westem world puts up wilh th<lL and :JS long :J'" if does what happened in London just this
pa ...t week is likely 10 happen in cvery one of the cupitals of the We<;tem world .

GEORGE WILL: Mr. Arens. whenever this topk <:Gmes up the name of Qadd<.lli wmes up.
and people ...ay. as George Bush rentatively did yesrerd<lY. 'Something must he done."
What. realistically. can be done. particularly by a nation such as ours. with which you're
very familiar. wirh this tremendous open society and squeamishnes ... atxmt covert a;.:tivity·,'

Def. Min. ARENS: Well. you know I hl)ld no brief for Qaddnli. far from it. But he i" just
one of the four dictators in rhe :Jrea - the olhers are A"sad in Syria. S<ldd<lln Hu"..;ein in 1r.1lj.
Khomeini in Iran - who are using the p<lraphemalia of Ihe ";llvereignty nf lheir counlries -
their diplomatic posts throughour the world - in order to "pread terrori"ln.

Mr. WILL; But whar should we do-- !\orry.
Def. Min. ARENS; And I would suy- i.lnd I would 'i<.lyth<.lt{he til'S1 'itep that needs to he
£:lken is that. in order for them 10 have the privilege~ of diplomatic relations. they must give a
pledge that they will not engagc. rhat they will nOI allow their legalion to engage. in {emlfi",t
acti\·ity. I think it will he a littk difficult to ~et;,t pledge fmm any (lne \~fthese four countries.
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SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Arens. in the recent incident in the Gaza. in which terrorists
captured a bus and your security forces stopped them. the srorv persists that one of the
terrorists was led away but later killed by security forces. What are the filets?

Def. Min. ARENS: Well. I've heard these ulleeurions. and rnv euess is thai they're 1\0{

coming from people who are friends of Israel. and I hope thai thev"re nor corning from
people who are trying to support terror. .
Mr. DONALDSON: You deny it then"

Del. Min. ARENS: Pardon'?

Mr. DONALDSON: You deny it. sir? It is not-e-
Oef. Min. ARENS: I have no reason to eive unv credence to these alleeations. We are at the
presen.1 time running: a check on the entire operation. a~ we ahvays do when we have such
operaflo~s. from the beginning to the end. When we will have completed that check, we will
know.wlth IOOCk certainty just exactly what happened in everyone of the phases of the
operanon.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, you have said that terrorists who come to Israel should nor expect
to get away alive. What is the policy'! Do you capture terrorists or do you kill them"

Def. Min. ARENS: We have captured manv terrorists. We have also killed terrorists. When
w7 capture: a terrorist alive the next step is jail and going on trial. What I have ,aid is that we
will nO[ gIve safe condUCI to terrorists who will cuke hosla!.lC', to leave Israel with these
hostages, or to leave Israel on the conditions thatlhey put forth~ when they hold the hoslat:es.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Minister. a story we have he:.ln.J here _ I can'l produce the uncll-n:ents, but I believe ~t is true:- is Ihat Ihe late President Sadut of Egypt was eager (() go i.nll)
L.lbya and knock off Qaddah and his government. and thot President Carter SlOpped hlln.
First, do you know aboul thaI. and, second, do VOLI wish it had heen done')

~f. Min. ARENS: Well. I really can', i.lftiml that to vou. Di.lvid. I know that the relation-
shIps between Sadat and Qaddati were never very !!ood.· As a maner llf fact, the relationships
a! the pr:esent time between Egypi and Libya are not very g()(xl. JUSI a few week..; af!{) it
l~oked h~e they \.vere on [he point of warfare. Qaddali <lnd Lihva, like some nf the other
dl~cutors.1n Ihe MIddle East. uses terror a!!ainst inJividu:lls, is readv tn u..;e hi" arnw a~aillst
~elghbonng co~nt~es: .he's done that against ehaJ, And I suppose "lhat all of us wO~lld be.a
.=-rear deal happier If LIbya was run by a democraticallv elected !!OVernmellt that hellt'veJ 111

som,e of the thmgs that we in the Western world heliev'e in. But that'..; not the cast' in Libya.
that s not the case in Syria. iI's not the case in Iraq nor the case in Imn. Unfortunately.

Mr. ~ILL: Minist~r Arens. let's ,".orne bad to the ljuestion of pre-emptive measures to deter
te~nsm, It wasn t exactly terronsm that IsrJcI reacted a!.!ainst. hut when vou homhed Ihe
IraqI reactor that .was a clear act of pre-emption. Can vou !.live our viewers s(;me iuea of whaf
w~uJd be a candidate for a pre-emptive tar!!et attack' in \;rder to "trike temlrisls before they
stnke? -

~f. Min. ARE.NS: Well. I don't know that that would be very wise, but leI me talk J link'
bl~ ilbou,t the. stnke aJ::ainst the Iraqi nuclear rei.lctor. fmC]. in n;y opinion. is one of the fnllr
crazy stares m the Middle East. Iraq. Imn, Syria ilnd Libv<.l. And they're crazY in the way
they u~e terror: we've talked about that. Thev are l'fazy also in the \vav that they use their
army, .In the way they are ready to use force 'with total disr~'.!a~d for the le!.!itimJcv of ()[her
c~untnes, for,t~e v31ue of hum~n ~ite. Now, put an atom bOmb in the haTi'ds of a- state I.ike
t~at:l whether It s SaddJnl Huss~m In Ira4: God forbid, tomom)w Qaddali in Lihya. ThJI ,..,J
dan.=-er not only to lsrnel: that IS a danger to the entire worlJ.

~r. WIL~: Well. Minister Arens, they have in their hands poison !.!JSanu seem to he l1sin~
It. We eVIdently know something about where it's kept. indeed, pe~haps where if..; made {If
assembled Would that be , d·d t' .. . can I :He or a pre-ernptn'e anack'?

~~. Mm. ARE~S: Well. if you pardon me. I don't want to talk about pre-emptive att.Kks
h e r~ not planm.ng any pre-emptive anacks at the present time. But I will need to tell you
~ Jt t ,~ use of po~s~n gas by the Iraqis, first of all. raises the question of what theY mi~ht have
d7~e I the Israeli air force ha? not destroyed their nuclear reactor, and of course it rai,e~ th.e
k· dCu~y, the problem~ aSSOCiated with the possihilitv of the proliferalion of [he lise 01 thIS
tn 0 weaponry, which has been gone from this world, I believe, sinl..'e Wnrld War J.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Arens. thank vou verv much for comins in todav. It's been a pleasure
havinu vou with us, hearinz vour views .. Cominu next. H~arold H~ Saunders, fonnerlv
uxsisram secretary of state fo~ Nem Eastern and S()~th Asian affairs. In a moment. .

I commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Saunders. thank you very much for corning in.

HAROLD SAUNDERS, former assistant secretary of state: Good to be with YOU

Mr. BRINKLEY: Glad to have vou with us rodav. Now, vou heard Defense Minister Arens a
minute auo tellinu. to some extent. what the Israelis do to head off terrorists before they
commit (heir terror, while Israel. of course. feels itself beset. and is beset. feels itself
endangered by close neighbors. and is endangered, whereas in the U.S. our situation is
somewhat different. We keep talkinu about pre-emptive measures against terrorism: u i I
don't know what they are and. bl I don't know if the American people would support them if
we did it. What do you think?

Sec. SAUNDERS: I think the first point to be made in this field i..; that there i."ino one
measure that is soinu 10 In the trick. It's ucross-rhe-bourd collection of legal efforts. interna-
tiona! lecal eft·orts. ;nd it rnav at the end of the day include the kind of pre-emption thai one
would n~)f normally describe 'as legal. But I think the pre-emptivc strike, the covert uctioll is
justiliable only when it comes <ISu last resort. after full energies, JS much ener~y ~as gone
into the legal remedies and legal pre-emption us has gllnC 1Ilto the covert pre-emptIon.

Mr. BRINKLEY: But \vhat kind llf Ie!.!al remedv rni!.!ht there he that i.lnyone could hope
would work'.' _. -

SeC. SAUNDERS: Well. fix instance, a decaJe 4l!.!Owe were worried 4lbout hijackin~ of
ain.TJft. and thmu!.lh 4.1 varietv of intem41tional measures in the intemationai civil aircraft tield
:.Jnd ,Ktinns taken ~hy ~ovemillents againsl hij41cking. that is not i.lScommon a phenomenon
todav uS it was_ We are. and Minister Arens mentioned this, we face now a situation where
~ov~mmenl<; are increasingly using the tmppings of Ihe diplomatic intercourse ~ ~mhassy
pouches, P4lSS!XlrtS and ";0 on - for this kind of acti\·ity. Well. that's another candIdate for
immediate remedial action JIllOll!! !!ovemmenlS. Thev are, ufter ull. embassies of govem-
ments. It's not that fhilt is a 4uidZ Ii-.'<., There is not a ~luick nx. We're talkin~ 3bnuttuming
thi, phemHllenon Jround over a decade', time. I think, not about an answer that will solve the
problem tomom)W, although, in any ~iven day a government like the British IllLly have ,111
embassy to cope with in their c:.Jpital.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Can vou ima!!ine anv le!.!al means [hn! would work with Muamll1ar
Qaddali in Libva',) . ~ . ~

Sec. SAUNDERS: I think that Ihe le!.!al measure" we're talking about are nOl necessarily
measures with which Qaddali woulJ coopemte. They are measures of quarantine. It seenll"d
to me over a decade's time - and I've participated in discussions where we've talked anout
doin!! somethin~ about Qadd41ti, and it comes down to the f<lCIthai it's very difficult to do
somethill!! direct. but you can 4uarantine people like this if the intemationul community is
willin!! I(;!..!O aloll!!. That in itself is difficult to do het'Juse even aillhe African nalions aren't
willing to pmticip~te in quarJntining a contaginus neighhor

Mr. WILL: Let me otter a ProlXlsition for you to comment nn, and that is Ihat temlrism is
spreading hecallse tem)rism works, It is cost--etfe ..'tive. Take th.e ca~ ,of Le.banOl~. T~e
Unired States left Lehanon, in no small measure, because public opmlon shifted In thiS
countrv, in no small measure, because the truck bomb [hat killed ~~ I people- one tru4.:k
bomb helped move the United States OUI of Lehanon. If the United State~ h<ld no particular
response to that. other Ihan withdr..1wing. is that not i.llremendnus victory for temlrism JnJ i.ln
incentive for more'.'
Sec. SAUNDERS: I think. George, I would ;jr~ue the reverse proposition, that terrorism
doesn't reallv work verY well. and it wasn't the truck-bombing of the Marine he<ldquarters
that ~ot Ihe Marines ou-t of Lebanon, It was that we didn't have a policy when we put the
Marines in there. ;md bet'i.luse we didn't have i.l policy for having them there, notxxly could
explain what they were supposed to be doing there. Then. when they were <lnacked, there
was no lX>sitive l'onte.xt in \\lhich In put that anuck, and puhlic opinion. congressional opinion
here turned against the act and ljuestioneu, "Why are Ihe Marines [here anyway'!" And ,ince
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there wasn "r an answer. the Marines were pulled out. But posit a different kind of situation in
Lebanon. Let's just say that the military presence of the United States had been able [0 make
a visible. active contribution to stabilizing Lebanon. We would have taken ~50 casualties and
gone on the next day to the next operation with a constructive purpose. and we would have
taken the casualties. I think. We wouldn't have had to pull them out. But it was the failure of
policy. not the terrorist act. much as. obviously. we all hate to cope with those terrorist Jets.

Mr. DONALDSON: The President is said to have <inned the Directive # IJR. which in a
broad sense would allow pre-emptive strikes against terrorists. as well as reprisal raids
against terrorism that has succeeded. How would that work" Auainxt whom would we launch
a pre-emptive strike: -

Sec. SAUNDERS: Well. Sam, I think we've been doinu this for a lone time, The rirst
defense against terrorism. and the Israelis are masters at this-. and in some cases we have 1101

bcc»-.
Mr. DONALDSON: You say that we've been doing it"! Name an example.

Sec. SAUNDERS:,Let .me finish the point. The first act of pre-emption is to understand
what your adversary IS going to do. In other words. the intellicence. the counter-iruellieence
operation. And I think a lot of acts by the PLO. for instance, '"against Israelis and our people
have been headed off before they ever eor started. A'i a m:.ltler of fact. the Libv:m ... \\-ere
headed off in Egypt when they targeted the assassinntion of our :lmb;Jssador there in the
1970s. Because of intelligence we knew whut they were phmnin),! to Jo. :Jnd we 'itopped if

Mr. BRINKLEY: What did we threaten them with. bv the wav·.'

Sec. SAUNDERS: We didn't threaten them wilh ~nvthin!.!~ The\!- we unraveled the
?peration. a~d stopped it ilt every move. So-------but that''i the fir~t ;Jet. What I'm re<llly saying
IS that a (X)hcy that puts pre-emption up front is wronr: bec;Juse it isn't relvin'.! nn all the,e
other things. That's my problem. It may be against !.!(~ inrelli!.!enl.'e and S(~on- that VllU will
go and do somethi~g to the training ground 0; to the- particu!<Jr hit slju:Jd or whatever. That""
an act of pre-emption. and that's just good law enforcement.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, hut that is. if we understand it. is nnt preciselv what the dehate
has centered on no\~ tha~ the news of the signing of this partiL'ldar memorundum has leaked
out. It .would ;.Iut~onze. III some form. a pre-emptive militMy strike, as it would aUThorize in
some ~onn a. repnsal. ~ow .. can you think of any examples. either that have occurred nr thai
yo~ think might be logical In the future - as a last resort. if vou will. where U.S. milit'-l!;"
actlon would be used against terrorism? .

Sec. SAUN~ER~: First of all. I'm not defending the President's rolicies. which ,IS ytlU
know, e~peclally m the Middle Ease I don't timl it easy to defend. Generallv I think
pre-emptlon by itself does not work. It has to be handled in the wnte,<t of ,00;le l:Jrgcr
purpose. I would submit that the Israelis, illthou!.!h Minister Arens didn't sa.,.. this. have
followed a ro!icy o.f pre-emptive strikes aguinst PLO oases in Lebanon for Tmm.' than a
decade, And It baSically hasn't stopped PLO terrorism, Oecuuse it doesn'l L'ome in Ihe
conte~t of.a larger approach. Again [wanr to hit the notion th,lt pre-emption has its pl:Jce. If
yo~r mtelhgenee has turned. u~ the fact that there's a hit squad out there. obviously ynll·re
gOI~g to go a~e~ that und hu ~t as early as JX)ssihle, and thut'<; pre-emption, But a general
(X)hc

k
y of retaliation, pre-emption and somethin!.! with nnlhin!.! else behind it. isn't !.!()in~ to

wor . ~,- -

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Saunders. thank YOU very much

Sec. SAUNDERS: Thunk vou verv m~ch' .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks fo·r comin·!.! in. C~ming ne.x.1. the fomler secretary of st<lte. Alex.,
ander Haig. in a moment. -

/commercial break!

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. thanks verv much forcomin!.! in: pleasure to hJve you with
us today. - ~

ALEXANDE~ HAIG, former Secretary of State: Ifs nice to he here on Eilster Day.

:~~ B~IN~LEY: Now .. on the subject of temlrism. in Washington. for e.x.ample. :Jnd in
r p aces. we have bUilt walls and barriers and 311 kinds of mewl detectors Jnd this and
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that. and Lord knows what kind ofprorective device we might sec nc xt -1.0. cards. maybe.
something like that. How can we protect ourselves against a ~rn\\'ing terrorism and remuin n
democratic country with all of our constitutional protections"

Sec. HAIG: Well. I think in essence we can and should attempt to do what we do within the
nile of law. There are. of course. the intelligence operations that must he conducted. There
are the passive defenses. and this involves not unlv national passive defenses. hut the millions
of dollars that American corporations are spending today. Then it involves the pre-emptive
"reps that we're talking about. That should involve diplomatic uctivitv to outlaw states that
support terrorism. and to insure concerted action among free nations against violators of
accepted rules oflaw. We haven't done as well a." we should in this area. David. You recail l
raised international terrorism three years ago u... [he ereare« violator of human rights--

Mr. BRINKLEY: I do remember.

Sec. HAIG: -<lgain"t a deal of considerable skepticism at the time. We tried at the Ottawa.
the first economic summit. to get our Western powers to work in :.Jmore concerted wav to
isolate an outlaw. those who support inremarional terrorism. Very little ha, been done. and
much more must he done.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. vou talk of outlaw nations. You have to consider Libva certainlv one
of the leaders in this doubtful category. Qaddaf is pretty much outlawed aireadv. in some
sense: hasn't done much good.

Sec. HAIG: Well. yes he i,. hut nOI to the degree I think he "hould nc.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What would you dn to him'~

SeC. HAIG: I think isolate him u... a natinn-Slate. close hi" ernhas ...v. denY to him all (If the
a..;sets which are necess;.lrv for intemiltional commerce <lnd trade until he 'commits hirmelL
and in practice sh(lwS himself COlllll1ined. to eliminating this sc(ltlrge. But the recent events in
Lebanon huve strengtheneJ intemalion:J1 temHi'im. That's why I think it'" important that the
President Illakt: u stmn~ declaratory policy _ Now. in prJctice. :Jlld this has come lip wilh your
~Jr1ier guests. what you declare as your policy is one gcner.llcodc th:.J! you follow and are
perceived In be following. But in practice (me IIlUSt a"ses" n~ry. very carefully hefnre ,my
rre-elllptiw measures might he luken. \Vh'lt the conscljuences \\l1uld oc.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. c(wld Iwlk :Jbout the decl<Jratit1ll (If 1lI)licy'.1This directive lhat i"
"upposed to have heen signed has not been acknowleged t)ll the record hy the White House.
5(1 we h:l\'e pnlicy <;talerncnts ht.'-ginning with [h~ President ill:">1<l few Jay" uflCr taking tltlke.
when he said Thut acts of temllislll would be punished ..;wiftly. He repeatedly has ..;aid that
[)ver 3' ~yeaI:'. When \'ie were in Lehanon he seemed to promi'e. at one roint. retalia'ion fllr
the tx)llloin!! of the Marines. We didn', t<-lke<ll1V. The I,,'lIJTellt"ecretary of state has said on
two or three occasion,;; that we will do pre-emptive ,trike,. and just the other day "aid that
defensive mcasures weren', gO(ld enough. 1 he:.Jr a lnt of talk. hut I don·' p:Jrtil-ubrly "Cl' <tny
'actilln, Do you '!
Sec. HAIG: Well. I don't <-Itthe momenl. and rill nllt "un.:: that I would fC'cnmllli:t1d that
there be ;JIlV".'

Mr, DONALDSON: Well. CUll you lulk it to de<lth. then'?

Sec. HAIG: No. of course not. But I tin think if" important thai the United Slates, u... u
le:Jtlt:r of the free world. as the pmponent of rule of la\\'. sh{)uld Ill<lke it very. very clear that
it is rrepared to take rather Jramatic action in the even! that the cirnnnstance" .iustify it. Btl!
alwuys you cannot l<ly OUl a law which you live hy rigidly. despite the co,ts ,lOti the vulue
judgments that have to be made_

Mr. DONALDSON: But may I have just one more try·.1They have n1<ltIeit clear. :JSyou'JY·
I1ver 3': years, hut hJ\'e t<.lken no ;Jction. Is that really l:lear?

Sec. HAIG: It's nOI dear vet, I would like to see a maim offensive hv the Pre'iident in the
intemational community to· elicit. as [ mentioned earlier. finn. uni!leJ action by l:ivilized
stat!;;":stn deal more effectivelv with the terrorist sl.'our~e. And \vhat Lebanon h<ls done is
fomled <Jverv. ven' eerie ne\~· coalition of temlnst fon.:~es- Lihva. Syria. and. despile the
contradictions. Ir<Jn, \vhere you have u new pllol of individuui" wh"o see salvation a ... a
consequence of their own dC<-Ithin a temlrist <lCI.Nnw. hehind Ihut i...the \('ry tine hand of the
Soviet L1nion. NOT in every ca'ie. but clearly the Sllvict Union. ()\'cr thc yea". ha ..."upr0rted.
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funded and trained those who are dedicated to terrorist acts.

Mr. WILL: But you seem to be saying that what we should do is gel a structure of ruricnal
incentives for fundamentally irrational people like Quddati and Khomeini. What do they care
about landing: rights for their airplanes or international capital or all the rest"?

Sec. HAIG: Basically. they don't. George. But we've seen in Qaddaf an ability to verge
seemingly in a mindless way From one set of alignments and policies to another. We do have
to apply this kind of pressure. And. beyond that. you have to do what I call contingency
planning. We have done it. And. in that area as well as the declaratory policy. put the world
on notice that that contingency planning could be rather dramatic where the evidence and the
circumstances indicate thai this is the best course to take.

Mr. WILL: Well. we had an embassy bombed in Beirut. About nine months later or ...o \....c
have ~41 Marines killed with a bomb in Beirut. Nothing happen". What ...ignal ha-, (he
Reagan administration sent to terrorists?

Sec. HAIG: Well. I. as vou know. and I've written about it atlenuth. evervthinu that we did
in Lebanon I felt was buijton a specious foundation of logic. verybad. Frl;m di..l~'nne. And I
would never have put the Murines in under the l'ircumqances we rut them in.

Mr. WILL: But they're there.

Sec. HAIG: Once they were there. I wouldn't h:.lw t:lken them nut in Ihe l'in.:umslance ...\\c
took them aut. -

Mr. WILL: But suppo!\e it had been Secreti..ll)' of Stale H:lig und he had more access 10 the
President Ihan he describes in his new book, i..lnd suppose the bomh had ~one oft' nn the
Marines_ What would you have said it W::JS imporunt for the United Stales to In·.'

SeC. HAIG: Well. not having: had the full facts al that lime, I think my reaction would haw
been somewhat more vi!!orous. We_ after aiL had the fnrl'es there to do it. Wc h:ld ;J

battleship that could have reacted vel)'. very rapidly. And, even though temlrists are irra-
tional. they're not totally devoid of self-interest. cither.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. SecretarY, we've been talkin!!:l!!.cxxI deal :lhout Muamllli..lr Qaddi..ltl in
Libya. whose embassy - though he doesn't l'all it :ln~emhas!\y - in London this week-
apDarently somebOOy. some of his people. somehody in the embassy tired nut of the window.
wounded a number of people, killed <I policeman_ because of diplomatic immuniry the Blitish
can't do very much about it. Pursuing thai point. pursuing Qaddati. we hJve :.IIIhe<lrd aboLlI
Sadafs offer or ea2emess to 20 into Libva and knock him off. ;.lIld we wouldn't!el him do it.
Would you care to add anything to that'.'

Sec. HAIG: Well. I think- I knew S<ldat well :lnd discussed this question with him at gre:..tt
length. It is true that he recounted the alJe!!ation that VOLI mentioned eartier in the show, But.
again. I think if the United States is a proPonent of ruk of law, <ljudgment that would ':C:llly
involve the use of force and an act of war can only he :lppro<.lched with the gre:..ttest ot l'are
and caution. And in that particul:lr in!\tance. I would lltlt h<l\'c rdt that lhat kind Ill' a
condonemem was in order.
Mr. WILL: What are we getting out of the respect fnr the nile llf law as you're u"ing ie' I...thi~
a !lame at which one nm play?
~. HAIG: Well. as Jeane Kirkpatril'k says. ifs not a "uieiJe p:.tct. and it must not he. But
basically the greatest protector for our future in an in.temali.onal situation w~ere "tahility is ",<l
critical is to be proponents of rule of law and not h<lhttu:.ll VIO[;)tO[S. It doe.sn t me~tn th:.lt there
cannot and must not be exceptions under the right Ill" self-defense. the Untted N:ltll)ns Ch:.lrter
and the history of nation-states from the outset.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. SeL'felary. thank you. Thanks very much for wming in.

See. HAIG: Thank you. David.
Mr BRINKLEY: We'll be back with our discussion here. uninhihited within the usual
bo~nds of a family television program. and joining LISwill he Martin Nolan. eJitorial page
editor of The Boston Glohe. In a moment.

{commercial-hre(/kj
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. the politicians are out criss-I..'rossing the country. kcerin~ an ear. or
if possihle. two ears. to the grmmd. :lod one thins \w he:lr from them is that people are

terribly concerned about Central America. our involvement there. And the question is always
some version of. "Is this going to be another Vietnam?" If you were running for office.
Murty. what would you S<lYto them'.'

MARTIN NOLAN, The Boston Globe: If I were runninu for office I would ask the
American government to have u clear policy. which it does not 11:.1"e.Let ....have <Inoven war
if an overt war is necessary. In order to help democracy in EI Salvador we're tryinp to
destabilize Nicaragua. It doesn't rnuke sense to me because the arms that are flowinu into EI
Salvador are our own urrns that are sold or left behind by the government troops.- and the
rebels pick them up. ltx been going: on this way for a long time.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mavbe you're riuht in your either'or. hut I don't think therce anv
public sentiment that amounts to unvrhine for an overt war in Central America. and one of the
main reasons is I don't think the administr:l[ion ha..; made the case that EI Salvadors future i..;
vitally important to the United States's security. our actual -,ecuritv.

Mr. NOLAN: I wish they would, S<ltTI.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. if they could. But I suppose they would ir Ihey could. SI) I think
whal \ve're going to have here is jUS!:l conlinued 'aakmate down there and a l'nntinued lad:
of support at home for whi..ltever policy they have.

Mr. WILL: If "iomeone ~aid tn me. "Is this !.!oint.' to he :lnolher Vielnam?" I'd sav. "It
<llreJdy is Jnother Vietnam." in the sense th:lt-Victn:.lll1 \Va..;a prolrJl'teJ failure, an e,pen-
"ive. l'Ostly tJilure, and we are right on tr:ll'k for another one l)f thme. Insufficient aiJ-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Why. George'? Why l'an't we do :lnything rig hi :lnymore?

Mr. WILL: Well. we e:ln. if \ve l'an summon the politic:l1 \...'ill. But politil'al will requires Ihat
the le:lders tend oCl·asionallv. Sam's :.Ibsolutelv ri!.!hl. No nne in the eountrv i"i e:l!.!er for a
war. No one wants a war in- pbces they can't hnd-on Ihe map particularly ~ Italy~ Fr:lncc.
Germany: those are things in the Second World WJr people Undef'iIOod. These countrie'i they
don', under.;;tand. Nevertheles!\. if the President means wh:ll he ...avs, then he has tl' "av wh:lt
he me:lJlS tn 00 :..thout it. He ha." nn( done th;.lt yet . .

Mr. NOLAN: And I wish he would.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. what <;hould the President S<ly')For e'(ample. wh:lt would huppen in
Centr<ll Americ~t if we did nothing. if we ju~t pullcd nut tomorrow?

Mr. WILL: He would sav. I think. th:lt "You have to he read\', Americans. for a rrolifera-
tion of communist regiriles. i..tnd you h:lve to he gambling Ihat will he Tito regimes, not
Castro regimes. And I'm not willing." he would have to S:lY. "tl) take th<lt gi..lmhle.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I don't think it's neceS":lrv thai we assume th:lt evervthin!! will
~o ({lInmunist in Centml America. You ";;IYif we pu(1 out. r Ihink most Amenl'ans a'fe for
l:ontinuin),! economic ;.lid :.Ind some milit<l!-y :lid in the \\'<lYof 'iurrlies to govemmenb who
wanl to defend Ihemselves. What we're worried ahoul. I ...uppo..;e. is ..;ending Ameril:an
troops to n!.!ht. :lnd !.!ettin2 involved in:.l wav in whil'h we're doin~ - well. thc Asian hov!\.
nothing - ~Cen!ral Amenl':ln hoys' work o'uf';eh'e..;, - .

Mr. WILL: But the ratio of ecnnlll1lil' :lid to miliwry :lid i<;. in my juJgment. mud t<Xlhigh.
because the militi..lrv :..tid is insuthcient tn ..;top thc guerrill;.l'i rmm \\'a~ing a Wi..lrthat they're
waging primnrily against the economy. They're blowinf! up dams <lnd ptw,'er station:... :lnl!
conununic:.ltions f:.lcilities.

Mr. NOLAN: What the CIA i~ doing is hoth-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Plus thc I~ll't a lot nfthe economic aid winds up in pri\'i..lte h:lnk :.ICCOUnhin
Switzerland-

Mr. WILL: Yes.
Mr. NOLAN: The erA is doing things that aft" hoth use Ie..;..;and di ...~r,ll:eruL We hi..lve
states-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Such a,'
Mr. NOLAN: Mining the h:lmors. How does th:lt ....t"p the !low nf anns into EI S:Jh·:ldnr".' It
dIJesn·t. bec<.lllse the !low of anns in El S:.Ikador are our pwn anllS. Ifs "tate-..;ponsored
terrorism. and I think we ..;hould not do that.
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Mr. WILL: Ithink it inconveniences Nicaragua. Ithink they're howling because it hurts. and
it gives them an incentive not to annoy us.

Mr. NOLAN: What a disgraceful way to conduct a foreign policy-

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I think the ClA has just blown it as far as any rational policy
down there. Whether it's disgraceful or not. irs been counterproductive. and it has helped
solidify the anti-administration feeling in this country from the standpoint of whatever the
Presidents doinz there. There is a move afoot. as you know. a bipartisan one on the Hill. to
ask Mr. Reaganto remove William Casey. I don'tsuppose he will do it. but I think it would
be a good thing for the COUniTY if he did.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. on that note, Sam. I'd like to change the subject and bring up the
fact that the Chrysler automobile people reported this week the largest quarterly profits in
their entire history. which I think goes back to 1910. '20. somewhere in there. While at the
same rime we have a quota on Japanese cars. foreign cars. mainly Japanese. shippe.d into.this
countrv. One result of that has been that American cars' prices have risen subsrannallv since
they're protected, 10 a degree. against Japanese competition. What do we make ofthat" Whal
should we do aboJt it? George'.)
Mr. WILL: I'd continue the quotas. We're allowing in. in 19S ..L I.S million hranes\.' cars.
That's a lot compared to the trickle that is allowed into Europe. The Europeans have g.one tl:r
protectionism in a big: way, divening: the tlooO of r:ars here, Now. I know that the hgure .1"
out _ the Wharton School and olhers have rut il out - thaI Americ:.m l'onsumers have pmtJ
somethin!! like S5 billion more for their automobiles as a resuh (If this. But lhey would have
been paving. not as car-huyers hUI as taxpayers. in unemploymenr compensati(lIl and all ~he
other rigors of a depressed industry if we had nor taken, I think. creutive_ constructive
protectionism.
Mr. NOLAN: I'm all for helping: out Detroit. George. hut Idon-t think we lleetJ to U\l quil,e "0
much for Grosse Pointe, which is what we're doing: with these enonnous. what was it. ')1.-1-
million salary drawn by one of our aUlomakers·.)

Mr. WILL: ( understand. I undersland. okav. hut let'" just not say Detroit. There are 1:'i.000
parts in a full-size American car. They make Ihe lightbulbs in ~ew Hampshire a~d the radios
in Alabama and the paint trim in Minneapolis and the n1gs 10 Dullnn. ~eorglu .. ~ou pull
people back to work all over America when yOll sell cars. So Ihl" i....~l natIonal cnSlS. nnt a
re2iona lone.M;. DONALDSON: Well. I'm all for the aulO industry dedaring victory. They've done if.
They've'pulled themselves up by their own lx1Olstraps: ift~ey w:mt.to think thar. !hey hJ\'e
!!iven lar!!e salary bonuses and stol'k options tn all of theIr executIves, Now let s tJke the
quotas off. Now let's let them compete wirh the Japunese a.urornllh!l.es and Ihe G~m1~n
automobiles and the Swedish automobiles. Surely they can do It. And II they "tart !,.'ertlll!,.'III
trouble. then lefs let them go broke.
Mr. NOLAN: And the Japanese don't make cheap l,:urs anymore. Thev don'l export Iheir

cheap cars.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. they make them: they Jon"c ship them.

Mr. NOLAN: We don't gel them anymore. All we get is the hi!,.'h-priced upscale.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. that's because of the quola. Since they can only ship a limited
number. they ship only e:'<pensive cars.
Mr. DONALDSON: I agree that American workel"" are -.:apahle \If pnx::l~lcin!,.'!,.'llI.~311tn~1~n-
hiles. and I think they can do it. At this point let's lec Ihem compet~. Let s let the unpnrts In.
And the American c'onsumer will benefit. v.'h~ther he'" :t worker In an :llltomohde plant or

someplace else.
Mr. WILL: Let"s have free trade wilh free trader;.

Mr. DONALDSON: President Reagan's for free trade.

Mr. WILL: Th.!", righl. but thOl-
Mr. BRINKLEY: The J.panese are nnl.
Mr. WILL: -is not a gmne at which one call play.

Mr. NOLAN: The Japanese _are so polite thai they're hard to deal with. They're always polite
and we always come hack lrom a bargaining session with the short end.

Mr. WILL.: You. remember John Connally saying. in 19RO. thai we ought to make them ....it on
the.docks In their Toyotas watching their Sonvs eating their «ranees. And there is a sense in
which I think Walter Mondale is. a) correct. and bt if he can tinJ the' vocabularv for it. can
ha~'e a s.trong econ?mic nationalist appeal. When he <ays heIlmarch subsidv i·or'iuhsidv.
he s say!ng th~t h~ IS not going to play by one set of rules while the world plavs hv another.
and I think he s right. . .

Mr. DONALDSON: But a strong economic narionlisr appeal I think hurts LIS Js well as it
hurt~ the Japanese. Now. they may suffer 10 some extent. that", 111.l\.'.We suffer equally. So I
don t see that that makes any sense .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. George. you talk about free trade. Free rtude used to involve. 'iUV.
General Motors against British Leland and Toyota. this and that. It is now the U.S, ucainsr
Japan. the U.S. against other countries. ~

~r. WILL: Or the United States Steel Company aeainst the British covermnent. British Steel
IS not a sled company: il'" a jons program. . - ~

Mr. BRINKLEY: Right

Mr. WILL: There are the"e sleell'Ollljl:.lnies all (m~r the wllrld \\'ith e.xcess capJcitv "eerino,.:
people at work. . ~

Mr. BRIf':'KLEY: The Absk.a pipeline. for example. Dne of the big:;!esl ~teel purchases in
modem hl~tory. the Abska pipeline is buill with Japanese sleel. They put il Olll for hids: nOI
o~e Arne.flca.n steel maker even bid, even Iried 10 get the work. Well. let me bring: lip another
thlllg: which IS under discussion in Washin!!!On and elsewhere at the moment Jesse Jackson.
cJml!uale for p[.-esident. S;Jys his price for ~upporting Mond"lle or Hart. if that's how it tums
out. :s support tor an end to the "econd primaries in. wh<.1tis it. 11states. Which means Ihat in
the hr'il primary. if nnhody gets :'iCY'i- the v have it runoft- amon!.! the two top candidates.
Jhuckson say" th<.1tis discriminatorv, raciallv·discriminarorv. He wa~11sit stopped. Whm about
t ai"? '.

~r.WILL: Well. there are two tests. at leus!. of whether it's raciJlIv discriminalOfv. DnL' is.
IS .it r:lL'ially motivated? B) doc·s it hilve an etfel't that impacts undlliv on one nice'.' And <.111
etlec.ts les~ real~y \von't do to e:-.tablish thai it is illegal. Jackson's Point is a black pel"\\lI1

n1.nlll~g \\Ims with _Wt,f the tirst runoff. all but one white person is OLitand the white person
wms III the second time around. But a 101 of Southerners sav that'" nOI how il will work.
\,Vhat yo.u·ll. get. is white e':'<tremisls. perhaps. winning. or, Heuven forfend. [hey "ay, Repub-
Iica.ns.wllln1l1g III the South because Ihe runoff prim<.1ry lends l\) force people to arpeul for a
m:lJonty and hence he a moderalin!.! influence.

Mr. NOLAN: I don't think we'd h~ave if. If there were a 'itmn!.! Repuhlican Partv in the"e
~t<.ltes. thi" w.o~ldn'l be the pmblem. A runoff primary is nece"s;r;.· in a Ime-rarty ·'\tate. We
"hould have It III Massachusetts. pmbahlv

Mr., BRINKLEY: You don't have it in Mass;Jchusen'i. You can !.!e!elected there Wilh ~O(t,-.
can t you? ~

~r. NOLAN: Exactly. We have si:,< lrish~Americall white males runnin!.! for Senator
fsongas' seat in the Democratic til..'ket. Now. iI's not automiJtit' that a Democ;dt wins. hUI a
Republil..'an hasn't won up there for a Ion!! time. Perhaps we should have it. BLit Wvche
Fow.ler. who's one of the smarter. bri!.!hter eOIl!!ressmen from Geor!!ia. savs that i( VOll

aholish this. the Repuhlican Party would revitaliie overnight. <lnd l11;Jybe it s-hoLild. .

~r: DONALDSON: It·s a hard case because it'" clear that v.·hat happens now is thai the
;~ hltes dror out .. l'lmgregate aro~~d nne .candidate . .and he alwa~s heats Ihe bl<lck ca[~didate in

e South. But It seems to me It yOU dId awav with the runoft, then there wouldn I he that
many white candidates to begin w·ith. The coaiiliol1 would fonn before the tirst primarv. antJ
the black candidate in those districts prohahly would he beaten a!,.'ain the same way,'

~r. BRINKLEY: Is the inevituble resull of this chanL'e. if made. to enCOUfa!.!e white" In \"Iltt'
tor while candid,Hes and hlarks lilr black candidate;. antJ if so. isn't IhJI had ncws·.'

Mr. NOLAN: I think thi" \\''-IS shown in the Caliti)mia ~uhem:ltori'-ll electilln There was ..1 lot

~ I~-
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of whites turned out.

Mr. WILL: Jackson's position is a curious nne because he is now s<lying that the civil ri!-,hts
cause is incompatible with majority rule.

Mr. DONALDSON: But getting at your question. Idon't think ifs the primary that does it.
think we've seen thai whites tend to vote tor whites and blacks tend I(}-

Mr. BRINKLEY: But in a runoff?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. whether there's a runoff or whether there's nor I mean. we've
got to go deeper than the rule of the primaries in this country to try to change \\ hC1(s
happening in our elections.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Jackson's going: to raise this point at a convention in July. and the
Democrats have to respond somehow. Han says he's for Jackson's position. Mondale i" <till
straddling. Many, l'1l give you the last word.

Mr. NOLAN: Well. I think Mondale will choke it down and sav somerhinu that will appease
Jesse, I think. . -

Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. Thank you. We'll be hack with a few words about the politi-
cians' television commercials, which are uetrinu to he a little bore ...orne. and a ...uucestion for
some new ones. In a moment. ~ ~ . -

{commercia! break]

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally. now there's a little lull in the political campaign
and the candidates have time to consider the fact that their television commercials we "ve seen
many times have become a little boresome. And it·" time for some new ones. The old one"
tried to frighten us. like the famous red telephone ringing. as if <J war had started. while ~1Il

announcer. paid union rates. was saying something: like we needed a sure. tested. steady
hand ro answer that phone. Well. anybody can answer a phone. The question is. whur does
he do after he answers it. and that question was nor answered. Then there's rhe one with the
picture of a burning fuse. like those on firecrackers. And <In announcer says. "Remember
Vietnam? Will we ever learn?" Well. learn what? That it was two orher Democrat ....
Kennedy and Johnson. who got us into Vietnam? We already knew that. How about a new
announcer. one with a voice like warm maple syrup pouring out of a pitcher. who "uy'"
something li~e this: "This candidate is the kind of man you would buy a used car from. nne
you would like to have living: next door to you. when. if you were sick. he'd bring: (}\'~ry
lemon pie. who promises if elected he would keep the White House clean and not "rill
~nythin.g on the rugs. If he borrows money. he will pay the interest. if the banks insist. And.
If he gives people government jobs. it will be for all the usual. familiar. shabby. tawdry
political reasons. not because thev lent him monev." Now. commerciu!s like that we could
believe. '.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

April 29, 1984 .
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: The United States and China. a strange relationship between two of the
world's biggest countries - friendly but guarded: cordial. but with serious points of friction
they usually but not always choose to ignore. Two vastly different cultures and histories. one
extremely ancient. the other. by comparison. new and raw. This week. for the first time.
President Reagan has seen all of this and tried to deal with it - smoothly. for the most part.
but with. a few rough spots. What might come out of all of it?

OUf guests: the secretary of state. George Shultz. traveling with the President by satellite
from Beijing: Winston Lord. president of the Council on Foreign Relations. who. during the
Nixon administration. went with Henry Kissinger to re-open American relations with China
and in fact went ahead of it; A. Doak Barnett. professor of Chinese studies at Johns Hopkins
University. Our man John Martin. in China. with a background report. and our discussion
here with George Will. James Wooten and Tom Wicker. All here on our Sunday program.

First. today's news since the Sunday morning papers. The Chinese Foreign Ministry said
this morning the United States is still selling too many arms to Taiwan. and this is still the
main obstacle to improved relations with the U.S. And it demanded what it called an urgent
solution. Shortly. in our interview with Secretary of State Shultz. who is in China. we will
ask about this. President Reagan. in the meantime. was being a tourist and visiting Xian. the
ancient Chinese capital where. ~OOyears before Christ. an emporer had an army done up in
sculpture to guard his tomb. ABC's Sam Donaldson. traveling with the President. has a
report from China.

SAM DONALDSON (voice-over J: President Reagan flew into the Chinese interior at
Xian today for a sightseer's look at something old and something new. with none of it
real. The Reagans drove to the tomb of the Emperor Qin Shi Huang. first of the Xian
emperors. to see his phantom army of terracotta soldiers. When Xi'an died in ~ 10 B.C ..
some 6.000 clay soldiers, footmen. horsemen. chariotmen were buried with him to
defend him in the next world. This amazing array was only discovered by accident in
1974. The Chinese have been restoring the warriors since. The Reagans took it all in.
poking. paning. pointing and looking. while an army of photographers recorded the event
for this world. UjXJn leaving. the Reagans stopped off at what looked like a typical village
market exemplifying the new spirit of free-market incentives in China. But in fact it had
been set up by the Chinese just for them. complete with villagers playing the parts of
buyers and sellers. It might have represented the real thing. but it wasn't. Still. the
President was impressed.
REPORTER: Mr. President. what does [his tell you about capitalism in China?
Pres. RONALD REAGAN: It·s flourishing.
DONALDSON: To show their support. the Reagans bought some trinkets for their
Christmas tree while a crew from the Republican National Committee filmed it all.

(on cameral And so the President has seen an old fake army and a new fake market.
Neither may do anything to improve Sino-American relations. but the pictures of both
may show up in Mr. Reagan's re-election campaign. Sam Donaldson. ABC News.
Xi'an. China.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Other news. This morning's Washington Post reports from Tripoli. Libya.
that it's military leader. Colonel Muammar Qaddafi. is in trouble at home because of his
erratic behavior and his creating of chaos at home and abroad - the shooting in London and
the breaking of diplomatic relations with Britain. for example. Libyan officials are quoted as
saying: they expect something to happen. though it is not clear what.

We'll be back with our interview with Secretary Shultz and our other guests and all the rest
of roday's program in a moment.
(commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: For our background report today John Martin is in China. where. with its



more pragmatic political leadership. there are new policies that a few years ago would have
sent people to jail. such as allowing entrepreneurs to sell goods and services and keep the
money. They sell farm products; they fix bicycles. television sets and so on. Not unlike
privately owned, retail business in the West. And the Chinese people speak openly and
bitterly about the abuses they suffered during the Cultural Revolution - mathematics profes-
sors exiled to dig farm ditches and so on. For that country these are substantial changes. and
makes us all wonder what they will do next. Here's John Martin. John?
JOHN MARTIN: In some ways, David. Chairman Mao's thoughts and images are as
strong as ever in China. There are still plenty of banners exhorting the people to work
hard. But this is Beijing University, where the Cultural Revolution got its start. and w~ile
there's still plenty of doctrinaire analysis here. there is also a new spirit of reformation
that says something about the China Ronald Reagan is visiting. [voice-over] This class i~
capit~list political systems was taught while Chairman Mao was still alive, but no~ It
descnbes the American ejections. for example, without the Communist condemnation
you might expect. Why did Ronald Reagan come to China? Partly to campaign for
re-election in America. That's the lesson some of these students draw from the Presi-
dent's visit.

GONG HAN ZHOU, student [through intepreter]: Most importantly it has to do with
this year's American election. This will contribute to his campaign.
MARTIN [voice-over]: That doesn't mean the Chinese don't care about the visit. They
lined the sidewalks when Mr. Reagan arrived in Beijing, more of them, by one esti~ate.
than turned out when Richard Nixon arrived in 1972. China was still in the gnp of
~ostility. then. ~d now it is in the early stages of what could be a remarkable transforma-
tion. It IS adapting Some ideas of private initiative you might expect to hear from Ronald
Reagan while trying to retain the ideals of communism _ to share wealth and end
distinctions based on class. This billboard proclaims a market for consumer goods. but
this one says, "Long live Marxism. Leninism and Maoist thought."
~o modernize itself under Marx, China is trying incentives. Peasants are already

beginning to p~sper by producing more. At this private market in Beijing. mer~hants. are
~~mg and selling dry goods to buyers. The government is looking for similar mcentrves
ID industry. It also wants to modernize science and technology and the armed forc~s.
which a.re expe~ted to restore military rank. In a speech here. Mr. Reagan could not resist
compansons With free enterprise.

~. REA.GA'N [Friday]; We're not surprised to see the fresh breezes of incentives
and mnovanon sweeping positive changes across China.

MARTIN [voice-over]: That is what Chinese television viewers heard. but they did not
hear this, because it was censored.

Pres. R~GAN: We've always believed deeply that incentives are key and that free
people build free markets that ignite dynamic development for everyone.

MARnN [voice-over]: So China is not a free country, and the government apparently
does not feel comfortable having its incentives compared with those of capitalism. It IS
a'S? no~comfortable with American foreign policy. On many points the Chinese stressed
their differences. They oppose U.S. policy in Central America. the Middle East. ~n
nU~lear.arms control. And also now seem less interested in joining the United State.s m
unification tal~s between North and South Korea. And they especially oppose American
sUPJ?Ortfor Taiwan. which the United States spends hundreds of millions of dollars a year
annmg.

Z~EN~ WEN, student {through interpreter]: Reagan has to understand that because
T31wat,tIS part of China he cannot sell weapons to Taiwan. This is an infringement of our
sovereignty .

M~A11N [voice-over]: One American scholar says the President should heed the com-
plaints.

A. DOAK BARNETT, Johns Hopkins University· There is no question in my mind
that the United States has to take steps to reduce th~ level of arms sales to Taiwan
somewhat more than it has done so far. So far what it has done is almost totally cosmetic.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Even so. despite the unexpected censorship and the expected
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differences. Mr. Reagan has confirmed to the Chinese that America wants to have
friendly relations. ~
WANG HONG Y1NG,student: I think he represents the American people. and the
American people want peace over the world.
SHEN MING MING, Beljlng University: Some American people say that Reagan is a
nice guy, and I think so.
MARTlN {voice-over]: If they met, Ronald Reagan might thing Shen Ming Ming is a
nice guy. He is 30, a Marxist professor who quotes Art Buchwald in lectures largely free
of anti-capitalist ideology. He says he knows he could not have taught so objectively even
five years ago. and especially during the most chaotic days of the Cultural Revolution.

{interviewing! Do you ever fear that things might change again?
Prof. MlNG: Maybe. It might be a little change. but I don't think it can go back to the
Cultural Revolution.
MARTIN: Many Chinese believe they have come too far to go back. Some critics hope
Ronald Reagan has now come far enough to show similar tolerance for the Soviet Union.
Whatever happens. Mr. Reagan heads home on Tuesday. probably the most ardent
anticommunist President America has ever had, leaving here not as a ally. but a friend of
the biggest communist country in the world.
David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank you. Secretary of State Shultz. by satellite from Beijing,
coming along shortly. And, coming next. A. Doak Barnett. professor of Chinese studies at
Johns Hopkins University, and Winston Lord, who. with Henry Kissinger. went into China
and helped start the process of reconciliation that led to President Reagan's visit this week. ln
a moment.
[commercial break/
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Lord. in New York. and Professor Barnen here in Washington. thanks
very much for coming in today. We're delighted to have you with us. Here with me is
George Will of ABC News. Sam Donaldson. as we've seen. is in China. First. let me ask the
two of you question number one, perhaps not the most important one. Mr. Reagan made a
speech in China in which he, by indirection. said some critical things about the Soviet Union.
And when his speech was broadcast. the Chinese edited those portions out. What do you
think of that? Why do you suppose they did it? Professor Barnett?
A. DOAK BARNETT: I was a little bit surprised. very frankly, that he made those state-
ments in his speech because it's been clear for at least two years that the Chinese have been
moving towards a somewhat different policy towards the Soviet Union, and also trying- an
attempt to normalize relations with the Soviet Union. l would describe their present policy as
an attempt to have a limited detente with the Soviet Union. So I think. it was really predictable
that if the President said any things in Peking that were interpreted to be anti-Soviet that the
Chinese would disassociate themselves from it somehow. and they did it by deleting it from
the TV version of his speech.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Lord?
WINSTON LORD, Council on foreign Relations: I'd have some slight disagreements
with Professor Barnen. I think. first of all. the President should state our view of the world
and the Soviet Union. which is what he did. and I regret the fact that the Chinese deleted it. I
think the White House has handled this correctly. complaining about the deletions without
magnifying the incident. But I don't think we should get too much hung up on this particular
incident. even though it's somewhat unfortunate. I think we should step back and remember
that four American presidents. three of them strongly anticommunist, have seen this opening
as being in our interest. And I think overall this visit is going very well indeed.
Prof. BARNETT: May I add something here? I certainly agree that the ?resident should say
what he thinks: however, I think he should say it in the United States. I think when you're a
president abroad you probably should take into account what the likely reaction is going to
be. I also agree with Win that this is going to be just a footnote in the history of this trip. It's
not very important. I think on balance the trip has been successful.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Lord, when you and Secretary Kissinger went to China it sort of
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symbolized the- not the eclipse. but the decline of ideology in our foreign policy and the
emergence of a balance of power theory. Can you tell me where the power is in China? Their
'":!1y seems less than impressive in the conflicts it's had with the Vietnamese. The economy
ShU seems to be a Third World economy. Is China a power that we can use in a balance
effectively?

Mr. LOAD: First of all, I think our relationship should be broader than that. It should have
the economic dimensions. It should look to them to restrain some of their allies. such as
N0!1h Kore~, from having war break out on that peninsula. But they're a power by virtue of
their potential for ~e future and by virtue of their geography. They sit on the Soviet Union's
border, and they tre down a quarter of the Soviet Union's power. So in that sense an
Important country to deal with, and I think it's in our interest to do so.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Barnett, do you anticipate China becoming something like Japan in the
foreseeable future? Where is it now? Is it Japan in 1950. Japan in 1960?
Prof. B~RNETT: No, it really isn't, in per capita terms. China has a very large economy. If
you take Its gross GNP it's quite sizeable, but in per capita terms it's very poor. I think even
If ~er present.development plans succeed. China may be, at the end of century, close to what.
let s say, Taiwan ~d some of the smaller areas around the Chinese periphery have been
recently. So, no. China has- the dimensions of the problems that China faces in population
~s?urces and so on are such that it. in my view, is not on its way to being a Japan of 1.1
billion people.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Why not. Professor? They have the manpower. Why couldn't they be
another sort of workshop for the world?

Prof. BARNETT: Well. you know. their present plans call for a quadrupling of the GNP by
the end of .the centu~. I doubt if they will quite make that. They may come close. But if they
do ~at, with the estimates of the population being about 1.1 billion at the end of the century.
their .GNP Per capita will be about $I,OClO U.S. or equivalent. The size of population. as I
say, In relation to resources creates a unique set of problems for this country.
:~.LORI?: I agree .with that, but I would also argue that their trends now are very positive. I
. 10k they re loosening up the economy. They're not going to be strictly capitalist. It's in our
~nterest m Japan and Europe to help them both for o~r concrete trade and investment
~nte~sts, ~d because I think a stable China will be less subject to outside incursions by the
oV,letU~lon or anywhere else. They're going to have to succeed by their own efforts: we

can t. do It ~o~them. We can help them, and Japan and Europe can help them. They will
certainly fail if we don't help them.

~. BA~NETT: I would like to endorse that, because Ithink the most important element
n ~ur policy toward China for some years ahead should be an attempt to be of what
asslst~ce we. can. to t~e Ch.inese in their development program. f think we will have a
st~t~glc relat~onsh~pWith Chm~. ?ut it will not primarily be a military one. It will be a tacit
po IIlcal. relatl~nshlp of srrategtc Importance. And I think the emphasis should be in our
economic relations.

~r.~O~D: Well; I agree with that. and it shouldn't be overly strategic. but Ido think we
s fth c I !he Chines~ to account for some of their rhetoric in terms of attacking us on some
~ :.se ~lllrd World Issues. They have some common interests with us. They can't expect
e . mencan people and the Congress to support this relationship over the longer term if il

~nsPrelsts.0dnIY?feconomics. So I'd like to see a little bit more political content. and I'm glad
e Sl ent IS rarsmg SOmeof these issues.

Mrd·~LL: ~r. Lord, among the political content that could be involved but is clearly not
an IS consprcu lv absent.J .little m k ous y ~. sent, .ISa concern about human rights. There are all these pictures of
C ar ~ts and smiling children and shiny little pandas. but no talk about human rights.
~ you tebl us, o~ a scale of one to 10, one being a free society and 10 being a totalitarian

socrety, w ere China stands?

~~ORD:.~~a·s at about ei.ght o~ nine, moving up. But we shouldn't exaggerate it. [)eng
tu . Ingait~ s coll~~gues, IS trying a massive experiment on the economic front. over-
ThroIn? It eMao policies He's covering his political and cultural flanks while he does that.

ere sonyso much he can d t . . • . dbur h ·11· 0 a one nme. I think we should encourage what s being one,
ave no I usrons that they're going to be a democracy. It's going to take time.
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Prof. BARNETT: I would describe the trend in China as moving from a totalitarian regime
that intruded in every aspect of people's life to a looser authoritarian regime in which the
regime is now prepared, at least. to allow certain areas of private life to be free of govern-
ment intervention. However. I totally agree China is not. in the foreseeable future. going to
move towards a pluralistic democratic system in the Western sense.
Mr. LORD: There is one positive change in recent years. A few years ago. during the
Cultural Revolution, you couldn't even remain silent. You had to positively engage in
political campaigns and express your love of Mao and so on. Today there's no dissent
allowed. but at least the Chinese people are allowed to keep quiet and not have to engage in
this. And that's at least a modest step forward. And Imust say. almost every Chinese that I
know through my family connections - my wife is Chinese. and so on - would say that
they are very enthusiastic about what is being done on the economic front. And they hope
Deng lives 100 years.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. on the immediate problem between the U.S. and China. which we
had some news about today. as you may have heard. That is. of course. Taiwan and the
American sale of anTIS to Taiwan. It's a running complaint. The Chinese have never stopped
complaining about it, and perhaps never will until the sale of arms is stopped. What should
we do about that?
Mr. LORD: Well. I think the President has resumed the course of three previous presidents
of different ideological persuasion, and I think he's well postured. On the one hand. he is not
abandoning his friends on Taiwan. Their economic prosperity is greater than ever. Their
security is assured by 100 miles of ocean and the fact the Chinese don't have the capabilities
- and they know that they would risk confrontation with us if they undertook that. On the
other hand. we should be sensitive to Chinese concerns in this. and I think the President
should, as he has. reaffirmed the undertakings on Taiwan. including the limits in arms sales
that he has indicated he would do before. about a year and a half ago.
Prof. BARNETT: I agree with that. I think Taiwan will continue to be a real problem in our
relationship. It will have ups and downs. At times the Chinese will press; at times they will
lay it aside. But it will not go away. I think that no one has a solution in the foreseeable
future. It's one of those problems internationally that there is no simple solution. Over the
long run one can hope that it'll become less of an issue if and when there are some kinds of
direct contacts and some degree of accommodation between China and Taiwan. And I think,
although the U.S. posture is correct. that we shouldn't push anybody in that direction. that
we should leave it to the Chinese themselves. That's what we should hope for in the long run.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Professor Barnett and Mr. Lord. thank you very much. Thanks for coming
in and giving us your views today.
Coming next. by satellite from Beijing, China. Secretary of State George Shultz. In a

moment.
{commercial break!
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, in Beijing. welcome. Thanks very much for coming to talk
to us today. Happy to have you with us.
GEORGE SHULTZ, secretary of _: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam Donaldson. as we are about to see. is there with you in Beijing. Sam.
good. morning.
Mr. DONALDSON: Good morning. David.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. give us briefly what your thoughts on the trip so far-
yours and the President's.
Sec. SHULTZ: The trip has been worthwhile in almost every respect you can think of. We
have had extensive discussions with key Chinese leaders. and covered lots of international
issues. lots of issues involving our two countries. We've straightened some things out. We've
found some areas where we disagree and have worked on them some more. But I think on the
whole it's been a very constructive and worthwhile set of discussions. and so that has built to
a worthwhile and good trip.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. one of our guests a minute ago said. and probably he's right. that
this will only be a footnote. but at the moment it is of interest here. and I wondered if you
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would give us your thoughts on the cutting of the President's speech when it was broadcast in
China.

Sec. SHULTZ: Well, we were sony that there were any parts of the President's speech cut.
but at the same lime there were some who said. "Well. he should never have said those
things that they might cut." On the other hand. I know the President feels. and I certainly
feel, that the President should say what he thinks whether he's here or in Washington or
wherever he is. And he said these things in a very thoughtful way.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary-
Sec. SHULTZ: And I think that's entirely appropriate.
Mr. DONALDSON: On that point, were you surprised that the Chinese did cut portions of
the speech, or did you think that we had a deal with them to run it in its entirety?
Sec'.SHULTZ: No, I didn't think we had any deal to run it in its entirety. and it didn't
surpnse me that they cut some parts of it.

M~. ~ALDSON: As far as the relationship goes with the Soviet Union. they don 'I like
this tnp, and yet, o~ the other hand. China is making very clear that it is not in our pocket
when It comes to being anti-Soviet. Where do you think they stand. and where do you want
them to stand?

~. SH~LTZ: 'Yell, they are a large, independent. important country and so are we. And
we re not 10-- neither country is in each other's pocket. But we look at issues around the
world. a,nd on many of them - most of them - we see things in very much the s~e way.
And we n: able :0 work together. or at least conduct our policies in a parallel fashion as a
resu,lt of dlscuss~ons. There are others where we don't see things the same way. But I think
that ~ the. way 10 which we try to behave with countries with whom we have a good
relationship, as we do with the People's Republic of China.
Mr. WI~L: Mr. Secret.ary, when they censored the President's speech they censored about
20% of It. and ~ere did seem to be a pattern to the substance they were taking out. They
~m most ~nsltIv~ to the President's remarks that might embarrass them in their relations
with. the SOVIetUnion. Wh~t do you infer from that? Specifically. do you infer that they are
moving toward a.det~nte ~Ith the Soviet Union. and if that occurs. what then happens to the
usefulness of China m this balance of power triangle?

Sec. SHULTZ: Well, the question of a detente is a--- that's a broad and kind of squishy
word. I would say. they are seeking to have a reasonable relationship with the Soviet Union
and ro reduce tenslon~ between the two countries. At the same time, they have said publicly
on a numbe~ of occasions that there are key obstacles to any true improved relationship. the
obstacles being the masses of Soviet troops on their border. including the SS-lOs that are
depl.oy~d against them. t~e Soviet sponsorship of Vietnam's efforts in Kampuchea. and the
Sov~et mvesion and continuing military action in Afghanistan. And there seems to be little
motion on any of those.

Mr -.WlLL~ Mr. Secretary. is it in our interest for those tensions to be reduced? Thai is. is it
not. In our interest for SS-20s to be pointed at China and for all those divisions to be on the
Chinese border because, were they not there, they would be perhaps moved east to the
European theater.

~. SI:IULTZ: I think it's in our interest to see tensions reduced around the world. Certainly
I .the. VIetnamese got out .of Kampuchea and Kampuchea could be a country non-aligned.
with Its Own government: If the Soviet Union got out of Afghanistan and government of the
~fghan peop~e ~ame there, that ~ould be preferable. And we certainly h;ve no wish to see
t e 55-20 missiles p?mted .at China. pointed at Japan. and the masses of armed forces on
these borders. There s nothing to be gained for us in that.

M~ ~NALDSON: Mr. Secretary, the Soviets have started a new offensive in Afghanistan.
an I~ the last two or three days there are reports that many people have been killed. Is there
anything we can do about that?

~. SHULTZ: Well. our view about the Soviet action in Afghanistan is a very clear one.
ere very much opposed to it. And so we state that. And to the extent we're able 10 help.

we can help.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. although irs never been confirmed. there are reports that we are
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actually aiding the freedom fighters. so called. in Afghanistan with anns and munitions.
Could that perhaps be stepped up?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well. I'm not going to comment on that program. but certainly. to the extent
that irs possible to encourage the freedom fighters. they deserve help.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Secretary, can you tell us how the subject of human rights has been involved
in the talks in China?
Sec. SHULTZ: We haven't had any major discussion of their internal governmental opera-
tions other than the comments made by the Chinese themselves describing the responsibility
system. as they call it. in agriculture and their efforts to move that into urban areas, all of
which has a good familiar ring to us in rerms of incentives and enterprise and things of that
kind.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you see any change in their human rights approaches. Mr. Secretary?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well. [don't know what you mean by human rights approaches. There are
matters that we'd like to see some action on. and one or two of these have been mentioned
privately. The excesses of the Cultural Revolution. we hope. and they seem to hope. are
behind them. But I don't know what you have in mind. And the idea that we should go
around the world-
BRINKLEY: Are they going to do better'
Sec. SHULTZ: -and preach at everybody all the time. I don't quite buy it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. how do you rate the society as a repressive. totalitarian. police-
state-type society?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well. I think it's an authoritarian type of society. That's its nature right now.
It's a Marxist state.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. today you and the President drove through the countryside near
Xi'an. You saw peasants being held back. but they appeared to be in good health. [mean. as
you drove through the countryside. what did you think to yourself! That you're looking at a
police state or that you're looking at agrarian reformers. or what?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well. we drove through these long streets, as you did. and there were
people- I don't know how many million people must have been standing on the streets
watching the President go by. and they seemed to be pleasant and relaxed. as best you could
judge it. But I think it's a great mistake to ride by a group of people and draw some
conclusion about whether or not they're happy.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Let me interrupt here just for a moment. We'lI be back with more
questions for Secretary Shultz in a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary. the Chinese foreign minister this morning. as you know,
put out a statement saying that the United States is still selling too many arms to Taiwan. and
that this is a serious impediment to improved relations between our two countries. How
would you respond to that?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well. he told me that. and I told him that we had an agreement that we
signed with them dealing with this issue. and that we would abide by that agreement. as we
would expect them to. We also will abide. as we expect them to. the Shanghai communique
and the normalization communique. And each of these three documents does deal. in one
way or another, with our relationship with Taiwan. We have a commercial. friendly. person-
to-person relationship to Taiwan. and we don't have any intention of turning our back on
that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary. do we sell anns to Taiwan because we still believe that
the People's Republic of China will attempt to take that island by force?
Sec. SHULTZ: We sell defensive anTIS to Taiwan. Our view is that since both the Chinese
on- in Taiwan and the People's Republic of China take the view that there is one China. and
that is our view. that it is up to them to resolve their differences. And our concern is only that
they resolve them by peaceful means.
Mr. DONALDSON: But do you think realistically it's in the cams that the mainland will
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attempt by force of arms to reclaim the island?
Sec. SHULTZ: I don't think that seems to be in the cards right now, but one way to be sure
that that's so is to have the Taiwanese be properly armed.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary, I would like your view. if!may. on an idea I have heard
here. And it is that we maintain our friendship with Taiwan, maintain our commercial
relations and so on, but urge them to buy their arms somewhere else. What do you think of
that? Some other country. France or so.
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, of course, they're free to buy their arms wherever they want. from our
standpoint, we have made an agreement with the People's Republic of China about arms
sales, and we will honor that agreement. Now. we don't control what everybody else in the
world does; we can only speak about ourselves. And we've worked on this very hard. and
that agreement will be honored by the United States.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Secretary, how worried, if at all. have the Chinese leaders seemed to you to
be about the possibility of armed conflict with the Soviet Union, and does that worry perhaps
grow as China grows, as it becomes a more threatening presence on the Soviet border?
Sec. SHULTZ: Well, they are concerned about that presence. about the 5S-20s. about the
Soviet .activity in Afghanistan and Kampuchea and elsewhere around the world. And at the
same tI~e, I find the Chinese quite self-confident and very much concerned about their own
econonuc development and their modernization program, as they call it. And what it seems
to me they.seek is as much stability and peace in their environment as they can manage so
that they will be able to develop their own resources and have their standards of living rise.
And Imust say that sounds like a very sensible policy to me.
Mr. WI~: Mr. Secretary, I'd like to recur for just a minute to the censorship of the President
~f the Uruted Stat~s. In response to that the President said something that is, at least to me,
Inscrutable. H~ said, wh~n asked about this by the journalists, he said, "Well, you boys do it
to me all the time back In the United States. " Can you explain that?
~. ~ULTZ: Well,I suppose if he- well, I don't know how much of his speech was
carned In the United States?
Mr. WlU: Well, is it not different-

~. SHULTZ: Speeches are cut wherever they're played. But I don't think. that's really the
JXJIOt.The President c~e here and he has made one major speech; he'll make another one
tomorrow In Shanghai. He has given a TV interview and given several toasts. And the
co.verage?f the President's statements and his trip in the Chinese television and the Chinese
pnnt media has been very, very heavy. In fact, I think it's unprecedented to get that amount
of coverage. Now, they haven't- they did cut certain portions of his speech, and we
regretted that, but that's their right to do that as a sovereign state, and so there we are.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Secretary, there is a report that Muammar Qaddafi might be in
trouble internally In Libya. Do you know anything about that?
Sec. SHULlZ: No.

Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. Nothing to add on Qaddafi's fate?
Sec. SHULlZ: Nothing to add. but if it's true. why. that's fine.
Mr".DONAL~: Let's go back to the Chinese, then. They raised issues with the
Pre,sldent an~ With you over Central America. TIley said they didn't like our policy there, that
we re meddling there, and they don't like our tactics. What did you say to them?
Sec. SHULlZ: Well. I don't think you're quoting them accurately.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I'm quoting. actually. from the Chinese briefing of Western
JO~,!!alIS~, where they claim they said to the President and you that they didn't like the
numng 0 the harbors and other tactics that we used down there.
SecPre'd

SHULlZ: Well. they mentioned the mining of the harbors On the other hand. thegM~th . '. .
f ital ~ ~caslon, as did I, to pomt out the importance of Central America to us as

~ area~ ~ .slgmfi.cance to the United States, and the fact that we are simply not prepared
~ see. e ~vlet. Union and the Cubans using Nicaragua-c. expand their bases in Central

Arne~ca. en: IS a clear security interest involved. Furthermore the countries of Central
menca are trymg to mak th I· . 'e ernse ves Into democracies and countries where they can have a

standard of living that's rising and widely shared. And we support that. and we pointed that
out to the Chinese, just as I'm pointing it out to you.
Mr. DONALDSON: And what did they say to you back? Did they say. "That's fine.
You've convinced us"?
Sec. SHULTZ: No. They made some points. and we made our points and we went on to
other subjects. We had a tremendous number of subjects to cover. and one of the things that's
always interesting to me in OUT meetings with the Chinese is that we never seem to have
enough time to go over the things that we want to talk about together. And we do make
headway in sharing views and creating a better understanding each way of our points of view.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George. you were-
Mr. WILL: Well, Mr. Secretary. looking down the road. say. 20 or 30 years, would you
expect China to be a formidable economic power on the scale. say. of Japan, or is this a
Third World economy today and apt to remain so for a long time?
Sec. SHULlZ: I think we'll see the Chinese economy develop strongly. When you say on
the order of Japan, of course Japan is the largest free-world country, and if it's- if the yen
were valued at anything like most people think. it should be valued. when you value the
Japanese economy according to that. its size would rival that of the Soviet Union. In other
words, the number-two-sized economy in the world. So it's a very high base of comparison.
But I think we'll see the Chinese economy develop strongly. The Chinese are very capable
people. intelligent people. energetic people. They are experimenting and gradually finding
better and better ways to manage their economic development. So I look for a very strong
and powerful movement in the Chinese economy.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Secretary-
Sec. SHULTZ: And wht-
BRINKLEY: -thank you very much for coming in today to talk with us. We've enjoyed
having you. hearing your views. Thanks again.

We'll be back with our discussion here. as free and open as anyone cares for it to be. and
joining us will be James Wooten, of ABC News, and Tom Wicker. columnist for The New
York Times. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. after about two years, more than two years, now. of speeches.
handshaking, chicken and peas. bumper stickers. slogans, television commercials and so on.
we are now well on our way toward choosing a new president or retaining the one we have.
however it turns out. So it may be worth. for a moment. seeing where we stand. Has
Mondale got it wrapped up? The Texas primary is Saturday. and there's a series of primaries
on May Srh. Tuesday. If it isn't settled now, that may settle it. What do you think, Tom?
TOM WICKER, The New York Times: Yes. I would think certainly, if Mr. Mondale wins
heavily in those primaries it would pretty well settle it. This whole series of primaries should
have taught us all not to make too large assumptions about primary voting. But I think
Mondale is very close now to having a position where, if he doesn't go into the convention
with a majority. he can get it on the first ballot.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: Oh, I would expect that too. I think Mr. Hart's campaign manager this week said
that they really can't afford to lose either in Texas or Ohio. And here you're seeing just how
thinly stretched the Hart campaign is. I think he's really run a gallant and imaginative
campaign so far. but he's really being ground down by the sheer weight of numbers. The
Mondale campaign was so well organized that it had big shock absorbers and could take a
terrific pasting, as it did in New Hampshire. and come back.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Jim?
JAMES WOOTEN: I think it's pretty much downhill for Mondale from here on. Ican't see
Senator Hart really-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Pretty much downhill. meaning that he's on his way to winning.
Mr. WOOTEN: Yes, that's precisely what Imean. Ican't see Senator Hart making the kinds
of inroads that are necessary for him to make in order to continue raising a challenge in either
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Texas or Ohio.

Mr. WICKER: Well, J think it's worth one cautionary note here, though, and ~at is that.the
polls continue to suggest that Hart might be, or pro~bly. is, a stronge.r candidate against
Reagan than Walter MondaJe is. So if Hart shou~d finish with a strong kick - let us say he
wins in California on June the 5th - then J think that reopens the game to some extent,
because it's going to raise the question of MondaJe 's electability. An? wit~ so,many nonc?m-
mitted, at least theoretically noncommitted delegates at the conven~lon, It might be possible
there for clever politics to tum the thing around, in that rather unhkely event.
Mr. WILL: But doesn't Senator Hart at some point have to make a calibration, and that is. if
he'd like to be vice president, there's a limit to how hard he can continue ,to ch3SC?Walter
Mondale, because then he gets to be called a spoiler and a divisive factor In all this.
Mr. WICKER: You can't be called a spoiler if you can carry California. I mean, that's pretty
solid.

..... BRINKLEY: What do you mean by that, George? He should let Mondale have it so he
can be chosen as vice president?

Mr. WlU: I think this is the case, correct me if I'm wrong. that when Reagan and Bush were
the final two competitors in 1980, they were onstage in a debate in Texas. And Bush had, on
a three-by-five card, some pretty hard-hitting attacks on Ronald Reagan _ old. Reagan
statements that were indiscreet, and, Lord knows, he's made enough of those over his c~r
- and he was about to use them and he put it back in his pocket. And he said, "I really don t
think I'm going to win this, and I don't want to injure the candidate .w~'re apt to have:"
That's a statesmanlike decision, and he wound up. perhaps not coincidentally. as vice
president.

Mr. BRINKLEY: How about the question Hart has raised about MondaJe's money? Is that
going to be a factor in Mondale' s--
Mr. WILL: Wen, Mondale as a senator helped write all these laws enforcing what they then
tool to be political hygiene on the country-
Mr. BRINKLEY: He and Teddy Kennedy wrote them.

Mr, WlU: All those guys did it, and now he has, if not broken them, he's sure bent them in
a sort of pretzel-like way, taking- saying, "All right. we have limits on how much we can
spend, but we'll have these independent - so-called _ delegate commine~s that can spe,~d
money on my behalf without bumping up against the limits or counting agamsr my totals.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's legal.

Mr. WILL: Well, it is legal, but these are the same people who say Ed Meese may not have
broken the law, but the perception--- and it's all kind of sleazy and the spirit of the laws: ~
all this stuff, Since sleazy and unfair are the two favorite Democratic words when desc~bmg
the Reagan administration, it doesn't strengthen their case when Hart has to say, essentially,
but this is a sleazy and unfair campaign that Mondale's running.
Mr. BAtNKLEY: Let me ask you. Was it sleazy, what Mondale has done?
Mr. WILL: Well, I have so little sympathy for the silly laws he helped to write, that I'm.not
very indignant when he does these little twists and turns to get around them. But I certainly
think that the spirit of that law has been broken by him.

Mr. WOOTEN: Well, it doesn't strike me as all that significantly different from what the
Reagan administration did in the interregnum between the election and the inauguration wh~n
they spent millions of dollars of privately donated money with no accounting and no ,Pubhc
certification of where the money came from and what it was used for. My view on this IS that.
YOll know, Walter MondaJe is not to be congratulated for having done what he's done, but
neither is the Congress to be congratulated for allowing-

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, the financial mOrality in American politics is a rather recent discov.ery.

Mr. WICKER: That's right.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Until, when did they pass this FEe law? Six. eight ye.,,; ago?
Mr. WICKER: After the '72 campaign.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Right. Until then you could do anything you wanted financially.
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Mr. WICKER: Well. I think bending the laws. as qeorge ~u,ts it. quite accuratelx, is sle~y.
no matter who does it. But it certainly is, as you pomt .~ut, It .s not very unusual III Amencan
politics. And there's one political. not moral but political difference bet~een the Mondale
roblem here and the Ed Meese problem, and that is that Mondale. on~e his han? ~as called,
cut it off quickly. thereby. one assumes, cutting whatever losses are In~olved In It. N?w. I
think, as I've said here before. that the, Preside~t woul~ be v~ry.well ad~lsed to do that In the
Meese matter. Now. politically speaking. I think that 5 a Significant difference.
Mr, BRINKLEY: Let me bring up another question. Let. us say. jUs~ for discussion,_ that
Mondale is the nominee. and he. according to the polls, IS not a ter:nbly stn::'ng candidate
against Mr. Reagan. He needs hell:" He needs a vice presiden.t ~ho ~1I1 help him. N?rmally
you choose a vice president who Will not hurt you. A,tbest. This time .. if the polls ar; right. he
needs help. He will need help. Whom should he pick? Should he pick a woman.
Mr. WICKER: Well, I think it would be wrong politically for Mondale t~ choose a wom~
as his vice presidential candidate becaus~ for two basic reasons. On~ IS that Mo":dale IS
already so heavily charged, and suffe,:" I think. from the charge that h~ IS only re.achmg out
for constituent groups anyway and trying to put together a sort of a pastiche .of vam:>us votes.
And that would be reinforced if he did this. And. secondly, I don't really behev~. Wlt~ all due
regard to the many excellent women politicians in the.Dem~ratic Party, I don t.believe that
there is one who in this particular case would help this particular nominee. f think he much
more nearly has two problems. One is if the Hart campaign goes far enough .to be a real
challenge to Mondale. then it may well be he'll want to try to put Hart on the ticket to hold
the Han supporters. If not-
Mr. BRINKLEY: The Mondale-Hart ticket. right?

Mr. WICKER: If the Han campaign doesn't go that far. isn't that serious: then I thi~k his
next priority should be to put someone on the ticket who would help hold a high propornon of
the Southern states.

Mr. WOOTEN: Well, I concur with you. The idea that you suggest that it would be wrong
for Walter Mondale to have a woman on his ticket. I think-
Mr. WICKER: Wrong politically. I think.
Mr. WOOTEN: Yes. I was going to add that, but I just think that the mail ought to go to The
New York Times. you know. and not to ABC. I'd like to suggest that Walter Mondale would
do himself very well with a man like, say. the mayor of San Antonio. Henry Cisneros. I
throw that in.

Mr, WILL: Right state, wrong man, I think. Mondale will get to San Francisco and have a l?t
of problems to solve. He can do the traditional thing. and what we know about Mondale IS
he's a traditional. cautious politician and that he's apt to say, "Let's find a big state that I
need help in and find someone who might help me." And most people would think thatTexas-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Texas and Lloyd Bentsen.

Mr. WilL: Texas and Lloyd Bentsen. However. maybe he'll say. '"I'm behind. As a football
team gets way behind it has to throw the long bomb, and I need something spectacular 10
change the perception of me, to make me more interesting." And then you're going to hear
names such as Lee lacocca, You solve the name identification problem. He's been on
television more than Walter Mondale has for the last few years.

Mr, BRINKLEY: Well. if he could make money for the government as he's made it forChrysler- "

Mr. WILL: Well. that's it. I mean, he'd say, "There'll be no more $95 screwdrivers in thePentagon when I get there. "

Mr. BRINKLEY: Which leads us- four members of the Senate this week put out a proposal
that ~e freeze the federal budget. simply freeze it as a way of beginning to deal with the
deficit. Do you see any promise in that?

Mr. WICKER: Well. I don't know the details of that proposal. but I wrote earlier that the
freeze Proposed by.Senat~r Ernest Hollings when he was a presidential candidate. I thought
was the most practicable Idea I had heard of for reducing the deficit.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Jim, we're short of time. What do you think?

Mr. WOOTEN: I don't think it'll amount to anything because we have- not as long as we
have a president and a series of presidents who campaign vigorously for a balanced budget
and then don't follow through.
Mr. BRINKLEY: George, quickly?
Mr. WILL: It seems to me that against it is that it refuses to make serious choices. For it.maybe only by-

Mr. BRINKLEY: That's why they like it; they don't have to make choices.
Mr. WILL: Democracy may mean offending everybody all at once. In that sense. it's a good
democratic proposal,

Mr. BRINKLEY: Okay. Thank you very much. We'll be back with a few words of advice
for the Soviet Union, advice that was unasked and certainly unwelcome. In a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary}: Finally, there's an old anecdote about a Russian worker
reading Pravda and finding an article in it praising cabbage and saying it was full of iron.
easy to cook. so on. and everyone should eat more cabbage. Well. he read that and said.
"Aha, the wheat crop has failed again." Well, it's no joke. On this past Friday. two days
ago. Pravda reported the Soviet government had invested huge sums _ $48 billion a year-
trying to increase food production, and it's turned out to be a total failure. Well. it is not often
that a problem so serious has such a clear and obvious solution. The solution. known to
everyone in the world, is simple. Let the fanners grow their crops, sell them and keep the
money. Give them an incentive. That would solve the problem the Russians have had since
1917 and have never solved and. at this rate, never will. Of course, 'it would not be
ideologically pure. But is it a choice between ideological purity and empty stomachs or a
little private enterprise and enough to eat? But freeing the Russian farmers would cost the
Kremlin leaders a degree of control. and if the farmers were set free. who would be next?
Once that gate is open it's hard to close. Where would it stop? So they'll never do it. Too
risky. They'd rather eat cabbage.

For all of us at ABC's This week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

March 6, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters. here's David BrinkJey.
DAVID BRINKLEY: In Detroit, the automobile executives have paid themselves huge
bonuses, in the millions, because their industry is making huge profits. This has set off an
outcry and cfiomplaints, including these. These bonuses will only cause the United Automo-
bile Workers Union to demand still higher pay for workers already highly paid. bringing
more inflation; that Detroit's profits are high, but only because the U.S. government has kept
quota on Japanese imports. with the result the Japanese raised their car prices and so did
Detroit. Now there are government threats to remove the quotas and to let the Japanese take
as much of the American market as they can get. A new controversy affecting everyone who
buys cars.
Our guests: Philip Caldwell, chairman of the Ford Motor Company: Owen Bieber, presi-

dent of the United Automobile Workers Union; William Brock, the U.S. trade representa-
tive. The background from our man John Martin, and our discussion here with George Will.
Sam Donaldson and Mary Anne Dolan ~ all here on our Sunday program,
First, the news since the Sunday morning papers. This morning's figures show that Walter

Mondale won the Texas caucuses held on Saturday. Mondale got 50%; Hart, 29; Jackson,
14. That puts Mondale a long step closer to a first-ballot nomination at the Democratic
convention.
Louisiana held a primary. It tried to cancel until the courts ordered it held. It was widely

boycotted. Only 20% of the people voted. Jesse Jackson won with 43%; Gary Hart was
second with 25; Mondale, third with 22. That was Jackson's second primary victory. The
first was in the District of Columbia.
And, in EI Salvador they're having an election today with the left-wing rebels trying to

upset It. They have bombed power stations and knocked out electricity over most of the
~ountry ~d bombed the headquarters of Jose Napoleon Duane. who was thought to be the
likely wmner today. Here is ABC's Latin American bureau chief. Ann Garrels, in EI
Salvador.

ANN GARRELS [voice-over]: It was a good sign. The polls seemed to be opening on
schedule. There's still a little confusion about just where to vote. but nothing like the
chao~ that mark~ the fi~t round. Security is tight, though no one in the capital seems
worned the guemllas Will attack here. What concerns this woman is the possibility of
fraud. To prevent double-voting, each person is checked against a registry, then fingers
are marked with an indelible solution. All this to choose the man who will be president for
the next five years. On the one extreme is Roberto D'Aubuisson and his far-right Arena
Party. D'Aubuisson has been linked to the death squads. On the other side is Jose
Napoleon Duarte, a moderate Christian Democrat, the man generally expected to capture
today's elections. U.S. officials are already planning to invite him to Washington. confi-
dent he will be able to attract continued congressional support. But death squads still exist
here, and there are fears that a Duarte victory could well set off increased violence from
the right, making it even more difficult for him to achieve what both he and Congress
want - an end to the terror and an end to the war. For the first time in 50 years, the
Salvadoran anned forces will not decide who the winner is in advance, but their support
or lack of it will certainly determine if he can govern. The country's defense minister has
already promised the military will uphold the Constitution.

[on camera] And while the new president is going to face a lot of opposition, some say
insuperable problems, U.S. officials are confident that if Duarte wins, he will not be
overthrown in a military coup, if only because U.S. aid would be cut off. Ann Garrells,
ABC News, San Salvador.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Pope John Paul II is in Seoul. Korea, today. where a young man stepped
out of a crowd and fired at him with a toy pistol. He was not hurt.
We'l! be back with the U.S. trade representative, the head of the Automobile Workers

Union and the chairman of the Ford Motor Company and all the rest of today's program in a
moment.
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[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: When was the last time you saw a television commercial trying to sell cars
by offering rebates? Well, it's been awhile. They are selling cars. domestic and imported.
about as fast as they can make them. and so not only are there no rebates, it is even hard now
to get a little discount off the inflated sticker price. The automobile business is booming. so
are its prices. and so are the executives' year-end bonuses. And a lot of this is because there's
a limit on how many cars the Japanese can send here. This may change. Here's some
background from our man John Martin. John?

JOHN MARTIN: If you shop the new car lots or the showrooms. David, you're in for a
shock. It's called sticker shock. The price of an average new car is now ~IO.500. That's a
lot of money. Many Americans can't get along without their cars. and neither can people
in much of the industrialized world. In fact, there's even a song about all this.

SINGER: "Cars are cars allover the world/similarly made. similarly sold; in a
. motorcade abandoned when they're old."
MARTIN [voice-over]: Abandoned when they're old, but not as quickly anymore. Prices
and upkeep are so high now that Americans are keeping their cars longer than at any time
since 1950. Cars are cars all over the world, but the world is changing. The Japanese now
sell a fifth of all the new cars in America. They do it even though they were forced by the
United States to limit their shipments, beginning in 1981. It was called a voluntary
restraint agreement. It wasn't. Detroit was reeling from the competition and the recession.
But that's changing now.

LEE IACOCCA, chairman, Chrysler Corporation [May 2, 1984[: We made
more money in the first three months of 1984 than any full year in Chrysler's history.
So the cost-cutting, the productivity improvements and, most important. the inno-
vative products are starting to payoff.
MARTIN [voice-over]: So are the layoffs. And one more thing, protection. It added
perhaps ~I.OOOto ~1.900 to what consumers pay for imported cars. The quotas forced
the Japanese to ship their more expensive models to make up for the thousands of
cheaper ones they could no longer send. The chief American trade representative says
it's time to change that.
WILLIAM BROCK, U.S. Trade Representative [May 2, 1984J: I do nOIbelieve
quotas on Japanese cars should be extended. that's right. I'm not sure that the quotas
haven't created a false sense of security. It is false. Next year we're going to have
competition. and I think we better be prepared for it.

MARTIN [voice-over]: So far the White House has not endorsed Mr. Brock's position.
so it is not clear what Ronald Reagan wants to do. For the Japanese auto industry.
however. represented here in Washington by lobbyist Robert McElwaine. the time has
come for relief.
ROBERT McELWAINE, American International Auto Dealers Association:
What the Japanese would like to do is to have a free market where they can come and sell
their product in open competition, which would be the best thing for the American
consumer as well.
Sen. DONALD RIEGLE, (0) Michigan: If that happens. I think you'll see the
Japanese market share in the United States of car sales go from 21%. where it is now.
probably up to 40%. And that would put at least another million people out of work in this
country.
Mr. McELWAINE: The Japanese government is going to prevent any sudden surge in
Japanese imports. and that there would be no great increase in Japanese market share. If
the quota is ended it would create 100.1)0) more American jobs.
Sen. RIEGLE: Look, they want our jobs and they want our money, and they're taking
both, and we're not doing anything about it.
MARTIN [voice-over]: But Donald Riegle is. He's asked Congress to order foreign
companies to spend up to 90% of their costs on American labor. pans. even advertising.
Foreign car dealers are fighting his domestic content bill. but it passed the House last
year. The Senate holds hearings on it this month. ls it needed? The big automakers are
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giving bonuses of $314 million to 13,000 managers and executives. Ford is paying '!.>7.3
million in bonuses, salary and options to Chairman Philip Caldwe~1:.Chrysler .. $2.6
million over three years to Chairman Iacocca: General Motors, $1.5 million to Chairman
Roger Smith.
OWEN BIEBER, president, United Auto Workers {May 2, I984J: They're
unreal, they're obscene, as far as I'm concerned. An effort should have been made to
reduce car prices and to give some of that money back to the consumer.
PHILIP CALDWELL, chainnan, Ford Motor Company {May 4, 1984J: The
company's bonus plan has been in effect for 29 years, and has ?cen approved by t~e
stockholders. So the bonuses for 1983 were not a sudden raid on the company s
treasury. The bonus plan pays off only when there are profits.

DOREENBROWN,Consumers lor World Trade: They. according to what they are
saying. are on the one hand making tremendous profits. and on the other hand, [hey sa~.
still very vulnerable and are unable to compete without continued protection. Now. If
that's the case, then I don't think you need the incentive to top management.
AUTO WORKER: They should be giving it to us instead of the damned executives.
because we the ones doing the work.
MARTIN [voice-over}: The workers are also the ones about to negotiate new contracts to
regain some of what they gave back when the companies were in trouble.
MS. BROWN: If they're going to insist on higher and higher wages. already being the
highest-paid workers, it's going to make it more and more difficult for the industry to
compete.

MARTIN: There are conflicting estimates of how many jobs are at stake with or witho~t
the voluntary quotas. Nobody is sure. but this Commerce Department report does esn-
mate that, if the domestic content bill is passed. there should be a net gain of jobs in the
United States of about 6.500. Still, there's an ominous final note in this report. It says that
if Congress passes the domestic content bill. retaliation by foreign countries could cost the
jobs of 132.<XXlAmericans who work in industries that sell their products overseas.
David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank you. Coming along shortly. the chairman of the Ford Motor
Company, the president of the United Automobile Workers Union and. coming next.
William Brock, the United States trade representative. who said this week he thought the
quota on Japanese imports should be removed. In a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRIN~LEY: Ambassador Brock. thank you very much for coming in. Delighted to
have you With us today. Here with me are George Will of ABC News, and Sam Donaldson,
~BC News White House correspondent. Mr. Brock, if we took the quota off Japanese
Imports, what would be the result? Wouldn't it cause unemployment in this country?
WILLIAM BROCK: Well. if you look at the fact that this recovery has brought unem-
ployrnent in that industry down from 17lh% to about 5%, the unemployment that's occurrmg
IS occurnng because the industry is modernizing, robotizing , putting in automated eqUlp~
ment. .That w.IIIhappen with or without international competition. So I think it may make us
healthier. I think It may force us to think about what we're doing and to force us to compete.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you think the automobile union would agree with that? About that?
Amb. BROCK: No, ~ut there's always security in protection and insecurity in having to
face the fact that we live 10 a global, competitive world. The rest of this country has to
compete. and if one industry doesn't compete and asks the government for protection. then
the ~s.t of us have to pay for that. So the question is. is it fair for all of us to be required to
subsidize this industry?

GEORGE WILL: But wouldn't there be a cost also if you had x-hundred thousand more
Japanese automobiles coming into the country and that many more people on unemployment
and all the lost tax revenues and all the rest. There's a cost to free trade. as you define It.
A~b. BROCK: Sure. and then if you take that argument to its ultimate stupidity. you end up
With no employment at all because we don't export. You lose all of your growth, and you
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have no prospect of competing.
Mr. WILL: Well, any argument taken to extremes becomes extreme and. s~pid. but so~e
people say that free trade's like Christianity. An awful lot more ~ople praise It than prac~lce
it. The European nations shut out the Japanese flood of cars and divert the flood to the United
States. Why should the United States, say the UAW, why should the United States be the
recipient of this flood?
Amb. BROCK: Because we don't want to be like Europe. George. They have a stagnant
economy. It is inflexible. They can't grow. Their unemployment's gone up: In the .last ~O
years we've created 20 million jobs in this country while they've been losing net JObs In
Europe. Don't ask us to follow that path. It doesn~t ~ake sense. '!be American consumer
deservers a fair shot at buying a product wherever It IS. The Amencan manufacturer has to
have competition to be healthy. It's a good sign. It's a good system. It works.
SAM DONALDSON: I'd like to get straight exactly what you said and what the ~dmini-
stration position is on the Japanese voluntary restraint. Is it correct that you said they
wouldn't be extended next March when they come up, and the next day the Vice President
said, "No. that's not the policy. No decision has been made."
Amb. BROCK: Well, as I said, whatever the Vice President says is all right with me. No.1
said at the outset that I was expressing a very personal view. We've had no meeting on this
subject to make any final decision or make any recommendation to the President. But I was
saying that I can't. in my mind, justify requiring the average citizen in t~is country. who is
making $10 or !:12 an hour, to subsidize the managers and workers of an industry where the
wages are twice that.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, would you expect the President to take a position on this before
the election?
Amb. BROCK: That's possible. I guess. The quotas don't come off until the first of April.
next year. So we have a lot of time. And when I .e~pressed this vi~w, it got a good deal of
attention. I don't think it requires us to make a decision. We can wall and see how the system
works.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now the argument is in the public domain. so to speak. Do you
think it would be fairer to the voters of this country if Mr. Reagan would in fact tell us all
what he intends to do before the election?
Amb. BROCK: Oh. I think it's fair to let the President make a judgment on the circum-
stance as it is required to be made at the time when we make the decision.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. wait a moment. Then why did you make a judgment on the
matter before the time that was required to make it?
Amb. BROCK: Because it seems to me that I have an obligation to say when I think the
circumstance is changed. And it really has. Fundamentally this country has recovered-
Mr. DONALDSON: But he doesn't have that obligation? Is that what you're saying to us?
Amb. BROCK: No. It's my job to be the spokesman on trade and to at least lay down a
predicate for a decision. It is not my job to make the final choice. I'':n not el.ect~: he is. But !t
does seem to me I've got an obligation. when we've got a change In the srtuanon. to spell It
out and to let people know where we stand. And when you have these bonuses and you have
this wage negotiation coming up. it does seem to me that we have a fair question. f?o w,e
have a right, on the part of government, to intervene and require every consumer m th.ls
country to pay !400 to SI .(XX)more per car to maintain a subsidy for this industry when, In
fact. they've got record profits and booming sales and very low rates of unemployment.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, what triggered your remark. I gather. was the bonuses paid to the
executives of the automobile companies. Are you opposed to bonuses in good years when
they're making money?
Amb. BROCK: No. I don't think we have a right to criticize anybody for whatever they do.
You heard me say if you want to get paid !:25 an hour or $5 million. it doesn't- that's not
the issue. The issue is. do you have a right. when you're making substantially more than
anybody else. or the average in this country, to come to government and say. "Give me
protection and give me an additional subsidy so that I can continue that situation, where I can
continue to make more than anybody else does."
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Mr. WILL: But you have used the highly charged word that:'to the--uncritical ear. sounds like
:::criticisrh.tYpu}\(e~usedJthe·wor(Lgreed. You said'Itts ..greed in connection with the executive
.:..bon~sl,i\1'oiJ!Nesaid the workers are paid 60% more than the average worker in the UAW is
'{sic]. ¥:ou'lve,said that they have 45 days of paid holidays. 'MOnday and Fridays off during
-hunting season; I'm.nor.sure that that's a contractual right or not. Are you saying that there's
a moral failure in the industry?
{-Amb. BROCK:'Nl'o, Pm not at all. And I don't think I used the word greed. I think I said
that if .you want to have-high rates of absenteeism. you still have get-to compete. You can't
j make ~'P'-25an -hour.and. only .produce ,~f!O:..worth'of product in that hour. and then come to
government/and say. "Protect mefrorn competition," whether it's internal or domestic [sic],
We have 'anti-monopoly laws-for internal protection against that kind of abuse, but we don't
h.ave laws that prohibit government from intervening externally. Arid we're constantly be-
_~~eged by, people ..that cpJ11ein and say. "welt. we wapt special privileges, but we want
g~yemmentitoJ~uarantee these privileges by intervening, by protecting us." And r don'[
,~h.L~that r ~thlC~ly,hflv~ the.right to ask the peopleof my stare. Tennessee. who make a lot
fess than this, to pay that subsidy .. 1 just don't.
"'r..-: ~ILl: .~I':~'s go back to Sam's line of questioning about politics. You're the fanner
ch~~ of t};te:Republican Party. You know ~w,.the system works. The modem state
:x1stsd!l ~osWall m~~ure. ~o.F';"Otec,tpeople from, change. That's what we're using laws for
;all V1e_tl1l,"\tt·,;p.09,;;ld.R~a~~~~d a conversion on the Chrysler-loan issue in the middle of the
19~Q5.campaI~.: Is there ~y reason to.believe that this President is going to tum around
between now and the election and say that people have to start living with the rigors of the
world?
," ?' 'I,' f 'J' c.".' '''' ,
~mb. BROCK: Remember. George. that we've given this industry time. We gave them.
ti_~t. !.hreeyears of protection They asked for more: we gave them an additional year. We've
IhaClf?ur ~ears ~o.w ?f restraints .on Japanese automobiles. If we're nOI going to compete.
~henare w~gomg~to be able to? Ho\\! long' IS this going to continue? How long are you going
tctforce the Amencan' people to pay higher prices to protect an industry that's got record
pnces, record bonuses and is asking for record wages?

Mr.~~~~D~9~:Lei's l,?bk'.aheatl:U the restralrtts'come off. what is your guess as to the
lshare10f the Amencan marl(et the Japanese will have? I
_A~~. B!\<>,?~:I_,really ~~.n·tt~q~)'ve ~een est~!TIates,runni~g from 15 to 40 percent
they re at _5 now or ?,3. I ~1J;1K _th.a!, tl}ti~ly IS dependent on our mdustry. our workers. and
wh~~er or not they want fo'dJ'rHpete, 1thmk we CaIreal anytxxfy's IU'nchin this country. We
·.do I~'lnr-eveJ.)'othernr.; !J'I' u~b -IV' 11 !'.!',

Mr. DONALDSON: But it doesn't inatter In yoof VIeW. if it's 409t of the market i[
~wpuld!1't"matter?" a( ;);~. ~'''''', •. ,

Amb., BROCK:I gU'&'sit'filaners; but ldhaners to~tlre'industry. They're the ones that have
to:dec'QyJO-qompe~, We ean't make-a qecision fortnern ..They"ve' got to make that decision.
Mr. B/lINIl:LEY: Mr. ,srock>. thank youe,Thanks very much for coming.
Amb. BROCK:'Tharili~oll:""~
'Mr BRINkLFr: .&t'.. < ... "'.'. "' ."
U :t ~dA40lt ":l,.:;-,,\~?YHdhe~g Yl.?urVI~'o/.s.Coming next; Owen Bieber. president of the
)11 e ,U,lo~?QUei qr)~PfSlJni9n.~n a m,9ment. "~'

{comm.ercial;bT:eak]t5 'ltj. ~.,.,.£ ~f'."... J' "' rl

M,r·h·BRIN~LEY': Mr. j~i~~r, 'tha~J~ou very'~rh1~hf~tcomin~ 'in'. Pleasure to have you
wit us today, ' "T ." • I' [,fV' j °1

OWEN BIEBER: It's hice bei"ng here
"I'""B' J(' '.. '" .u~wR~ LE·Y:Now, Ie! me ~.isk you Question A', All your members. members of the
roths' \ ow ~bout these bIg .bon~ses: They kno",,:,a~ut the automobile companies' huge
p ·11' h' ,How are they resp;ondmg? I thmk 1know how they're responding How much more
WI t ey want? ' '

.Mmr.Bdl~ffiBERI~'rrell, obyiQ!Js1yIt~;'~ni~g to m~e nUTt~k ~t the collective bargainimz tableore I cu t In Se t be' &. ,1=;1, y~ • ~
anno' "'b ~ P em, [aIOr,Several reasons --,. tl:1e~autoexecutive bonuses as well as the

uncement y Ambassa or BroCk. It's' goi.n!}lQ.-JTl.e~that we haye to work much harder

on job security, and obviously the appetite of the auto worker. The man and woman on the
assembly line, seeing the executive bonuses, are going to feel - and Ithink rightfully so -
that they have a right to also have a part of the profits of the companies,
Mr. BRINKLEY: One of the automobile executives, in fact several of them. have been
saying that the next negotiation with you or with yOUTunion will be critical in the sense that
it'll determine the whole future of labor relations in the automobile industry,
Mr. BIEBER: I think that's-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you think that's true? I mean. we always say that. but this time is it-
Mr. BIEBER: Well. I think it's true to some extent. r would point out that I think the
relationship. the input of the workers. has been increased since 1982. We worked hard on
that in the '82 negotiations, I think a lot of headway has been made, I am concerned about
some of the attitudes that Ithink represent some change on the part of management recently. r
think: that can have a minus effect.
Mr. WILL: I've lived in Washington for J 1 years and hence have a twisted mind. so let me
give you a twisted question here. Is it possible that because the collective bargaining will
begin in the middle of a presidential campaign that Ambassador Brock and the administration
have raised the question of the voluntary quotas from Japan in an attempt to discipline both
you and the companies to get through this without a strike. and do you think you will get
through this without a strike?
Mr. BIEBER: Well. of course Ican't answer for Ambassador Brock as to why he made the
announcement. You just had him on the program. First of all, from the standpoint of
collective bargaining. r think: the ambassador made a bad mistake in making this announ-
cement at this point. Certainly. if you're going to the collective bargaining table. you don't
wire ahead of time what you're willing to give up.
Mr. WILL: You're referring to his bargaining with Japan?
Mr. BIEBER: Yes. sir. And I think at this point Iwas very happy to hear the Vice President
say that this did not reflect the current attitude of the administration, of the President Ithink
the American people have a right to know what [he President's position is before the election
in November,
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. what about the main argument that he makes. though. and that is
that the automobile industry. including your members, ought to be able to compete? And in a
marketplace, if you can't compete. you ought to lose. Why should you have government
protection if you can't compete?
Mr. BIEBER: Well. first of all. you have to have fair rules to compete by. And let's lake a
look right off the bat at the unreasonable relationship between the dollar and the yen, which
gives the Japanese auto a 25% advantage in the American market. You hear a great deal
about the landed differential between a Japanese car and an American car. Let me point out
that if you take a ~,(),OOOJapanese car and you take into consideration the 25% undervaluation
of the yen. you add that to that Japanese price. that's ~1.500 which really wipes out that
so-called landed differential. The American auto industry and the American auto worker are
able to compete and have done a good job at it, but we can't compete against unreasonable
rules. And the yen valuation. the whole taxing system is an unfair set of rules we have to
operate under.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Bieber, Ithink I'm correct in saying that the history of the rise of
sales of Japanese automobiles does not come about because of a price differential. It comes
about because the American consumer has thought they were better.
Mr. BIEBER: Well, it came about because we had an oil and gas crisis here in this country.
a vast escalation in the cost of gasoline and a shortage. And we did not really have an
American small car to compete with the Japanese. If you go back to 1974-75 and you look at
the West Coast of the United States. it was flooded with Japanese imports. Came the crunch
of gasoline and the price. we had really no car to compete. And then the Japanese began to
come into that market.
Mr. DONALDSON: But, you're right-
Mr. BIEBER: But let me point out-
Mr. DONALDSON: But you're right. sir. You're giving us reasons why you didn't
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compe~e, and the question is. if you don't compete. why should you have government
protection?

Mr. BIEBER: Well, ~he J:'Ointis ;,e can compe~e if the rules of the game are fair. But the
ru~es of the game aren t fair. Idon t want to connnue VRA forever, but I think the important
thmg-
Mr. DONALDSON: That's the Japanese quotas.
Mr. BIEBER: That's the Japanese quota. yes. But the important thing that has to be done- I
want to see the Japanese auto companies come to our shores make investments here build
plants, take over existing ~tructures. build automobiles here, provide jobs for American
workers, pay taxes to American communities. just as our companies do in reverse. And that's
the message that I. delivered last week when I was in Japan to the prime minister. That's the
m~ssag~ that I delivered to the auto companies. And bring them here and let us compete on a
fair basis, ~d I have no fear of competmon under those- that type of situation. But not the
unlevel playing field that we're playing on today.

Mr~WILL: You're taking 1978 in some of your speeches as a benchmark, the last year in
which you had full employment. Today, after a year of recovery. there are a quarter million
few~~ employed UAW members. ~n 1978 there were 13 million-plus U.S. cars and trucks
~Id, In 1983, a year of recovery, mne million-plus, a four-million difference. Are you saying
t at we shoul~ ~ave protection until 1978 levels are restored? Do you really expect us to get
back to 13-mIlhon-unit years?

Mr. ~IE~ER: I think that's very possible. I am saying that we have to have the voluntary
restraint In effect until such time that the Japanese auto companies make investments in this
co~ntIy ~d produce cars here. If we leave that go. as the ambassador is suggesting now,
we re gomg t~ create 200,(0) additional job loss here. It's not going to be long months from
~ow. Immediately after the announcement the head of Subaru of America a very small
Importer, says, ':Y~s, drop the VRA and we'll have several hundred thousand cars to come
th th~se shores Within the next few months." You have to take that into consideration. And in
the g;:res that I heard the ambassador give about the unemployment in the auto industry
ose akgures are totally inaccurate. The unemployment figure has not dropped to 5.5%. Ifr~9:xx; a ':;Ok at the number of pe?ple less in the auto industry today. which is roughly
, , an. then you be to that the Job loss that falls in line with those auto jobs and you

indme up With lower than 18% fewer people employed in the auto industry an'd related
10 usrry today as opposed to 1978.
Mr. BRINKLEY· Mr B' be thankbargaini t hi ". . te r. you very much. We'll watch what happens at the

mng a e With great interest, as I'm sure you and your members will.
Mr. BIEBER: Well. 1"11be interested. too. in what happens
Mr. BRINKLEY· Thanks f . C . . .Motor C . I or commg. onung next, Philip Caldwell. chairman of the Ford

ompany. n a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr
th
·BRlodNKLEY:Mr. Caldwell. thank you very much for coming in H h uWI us t ay. . appy to ave yo

PHIUP CALDWELL: Glad to be here.
Mr. BRINKLEY· First I t kh'l . I. • e me as you. The bonuses are paid to you and the other automo-~~~~~r~~~ec~lve~ and tbe:e have been bad reactions. a) from the government. in the
whom we've' 'us~ ard' w om you ve.Just he~:.from the UAW. in the person of Mr. Bieber.

J e . Do you think the nmmg was bad to announce this?
Mr. CALDWELL: I think we ought to understand why bonuses are paid.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, first tell me-
Mr. CALDWELL: The base-

Mr. BRINKLEY: -do you think the timing was bad?
Mr. CALDWELL· Well I d • thi ..take the facts and th ' no, on t nk the timing was bad because I think you have to
years in our com e g;:ne the ~ay the cards are d~alt to you. The facts simply are that for 19
make profits un~':"~ur elexecutives ~ave bee.n paid on an incentive bonus plan. If you don't

p an you don t get prod a bonus. And we haven't been paid a bonus

.I
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since 1979 because we didn't make a profit since 1979. Now, we would have had no bonus to
pay at all, you know. if there had been no profits eamed, and then we wouldn't have been
here talking about this subject. But the second thing that I think we have to take into account,
Ford Motor Company and the other auto companies are quite large manufacturing opera-
tions. They're worldwide. Ours is. Perhaps 50% of our volume is overseas. They're very
complicated. We have to have the very best talent. And if you don't compete for the talent.
you don't get it. And that was sort of what was happening to us. In 1981. for example, we
lost 28 of our executives to Nissan. We lost seven of our executives to Toyota. five to
Subaru. They-
Mr. BRINKLEY: They paid them more?
Mr. CALDWELL: They paid more. And we didn't eam a bonus. We couldn't pay a bonus.
We couldn't compete. And if we end up with a mediocre management, and get mediocre
results. that won't be good for anyone because there won't be any jobs for anyone. You can't
compete in this league with mediocrity.
Mr. WILL: I think what bothers Americans is this. If Michael Jackson makes ~25 million
selling records this year people say, . 'Well, that's fine because Michael is selling himself."
What bothers them about the automobile industry is that it's you people seem to control your
compensation in a way that Michael Jackson doesn't. He has to go into the market and
compete. In what sense do you- didn't you just vote yourself a raise?
Mr. CALDWELL: No. definitely not. George. The rules of the game are all laid down in the
plan as approved by the stockholders. It's a formula. and if you don't put anything into the
pot, you don't get anything out of the pot. And there is- not one of us decides what our
bonus is. It's administered by a group of a committee of outside directors totally .
Mr. WILL: You used the word incentive. A lot of Americans say. "I have to go out and lay
bricks or make hamburgers, and I'm expected to do a good joh for the going rate. I'm not
expected to wait for an incentive to do a good job. " Does the automobile executive in this
country need an extra incentive to do a good job? I mean, don't your sort of animal spirits and
competitiveness suffice?
Mr. CALDWELL: Well, the whole theory of the United States has been the entrepreneur and
payoff for those who win. I mean, when you go to the SuperBowl and one team wins and one
team loses, the team that wins gets paid off, the team that loses doesn't get paid so much.
And I think it would be fair. really, to take a look at what's actually happened. In the case of
the auto industry it's been a tremendous turnaround. it really has, in every sense of the word.
and those who say that the time has not been used wisely don't look at the facts. For example.
we've come up with a whole new line of cars, our small car ~ head to head ~ the Escort.
head to head with the Japanese, best-selling car in this country. Maner of fact. the best-
selling small car in the world. On the quality side. people have criticized our industry for
having poor quality. and with some reasonable purpose for saying that. But they're not
looking at the facts today. Our cars are 55% better than they were. Our productivity is up.
And here I'd like to make a special point. Because, with all of the work. that everybody has
done in the whole industry in the Escort-sized car, we improved our productivity by .!'400 a
unit, and we lost it all because of the yen-dollar relationship, which wiped out !-500 a unit.
Mr. DONALDSON: Now, Me. Caldwell, you've patted yourself and your colleagues on the
back and say you deserve the bonus. But isn't it a fact that you wouldn't have profits if it
hadn't been for this restraint that the Japanese have shown, if on a voluntary basis, just one
step ahead of U.S. government action. Two years ago when you were on this broadcast Ford
was on the ropes. And there were some people who wondered whether you were going to
survive. So aren't you really giving yourself a bonus because the United States government.
in negotiations with Japan. bailed you out?
Mr, CALDWELL: Well, not at all. Let's rake a look at the facts. You're quite right. During
the last two years, and for the whole period 1980 and 1981, 1982, our company lost .!-3.3
billion. But let me tell you what we were doing during that period of time~
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. why shouldn't you have paid some of the stockholders. as the
man in charge, when you lost that money?
Mr. CALDWELL: No, please wait. Sam. During that period of time. because we believed in
what we were doing. we spent $10 billion in our company alone for new products and new
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machinery and equipment, and in addition we spent seven more billion dollars for R&D for
the future. V!e put 517 billion on the line at the same time we were losing 3.3. That's pretty
gutsy ,stuff In any league, and you say our company was on the ropes. Well, we really
weren t on the ropes, b~twe had to get ourselves in a position where we would pay a profit-
make a profit, and we ve got to payoff our debts. you know? Sometimes I wonder if the
government does. bUI-
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay, may I just-
Mr. CALDWELL: -but we do.

Mr. DONA~DS<?~: :--carry this forward? Then you make the case that it was your
entrepreneunal SPl~t, It was Ford's vision, it was turning around that really has put the
comp~y where It IS today. If that is your case, then how can you argue that the voluntary
restraints for the Japanese should be maintained?

Mr. CALD~ELL:I think the PC?ble~ with the voluntary restraints or any other restraints on
th~ m~et ISthat they we~ put In With the expectation that the private sector would do the
things It should do - get Its product right, its quality right, its productivity right-
Mr. DONALDSON: And you say that's done now?
Mr. CALDWELL: No, not done. Much has been done. And the other side of the coin is that
there were some thi~gs that th~ government has a responsibility to do, and only government
can do. And Mr. Ble~r m~ntloned that. For example, the yen-dollar relationship, which is
the key ~ne here. Dunng this same period of time when we got ~400 out of every Escort car,
we .Iost ..,500 because of the ;:en-dollar relationship. That's a problem for government. and
until gove.rnment does ~ome~ng about that one, until government gets the tax situation on a
level playing field, you re going to have not only in our industry but every other industry-
Mr. DONALDSON: By the way-
Mr. CALDWELL: -<:alls for various kinds of protection.

M~. ~NA~~S~N: Do you t!llnk the President has an obligation to say before the elections
w at s postnon ISon extending the voluntary restraints for the Japanese?
Mr. CALDWELL: [ think that's a highly political question, but it strikes me that good
negouanon would say don't play your cards until you're ready to make a deal. And playing
your ~~s 'I months before the deal is to be made is not what I would call high-class
negotiation.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr.. Caldwell, let me ask you a question of immediate practicality. What
c~ YO~lsay- what willyou say, you and the other companies, to an assembly-line worker
; 0 ~~ say, as ~ certainly will, "The executives get all these millions and they say I can't
ave an hour • or a dollar or, whatever it is they're after. What do you say to him?
bee. CA~DWELL: One thing I think you should appreciate we have discussed these matters
?5~am;e~n our .company we lay it all out on the table. In Jan'umy, I personally met with about
~d ~the~ ~or members of the Ford U~W structure, including Mr. Bieber, Mr. Yokich
there would bee~ld themwhar the profit Situation was going to be. I personally told them
our board h ,nuses l,JaId.At that time we didn't know how much they would be because
we' . adn t yet decided that. And we have always put all of our cards on the table, and
willre g~mg to continue to do precisely that. I have a lot of confidence in the feeling of good
barg:in c~~fon se~se. The ~lace for us to talk about our negotiation issues is at the
permit g to e ~ In the family. not on a television show on Sunday morning if you'll

~O~It, .

Mr. BRINKLEY' Well h' .back Thank . , w en you re ready to do It, let us know and we'll ask you to come
, you very much for coming in today.

Mr, CALDWELL: Thankyou. I enjoyed it.
Mr. BRINKLEY' It' be I
about one thin ~r 50th en a p easure to. ~a~e you. v:'e'li be back with our discussion here
Los Angeles H~ 'tlld~~--~:or both, and jouung us Will be Mary Anne Dolan, editor of The

r: J:.AUTruner. In a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY' The . b'II'
it will attempt to'd rels~.1 mCo".gress~at. i.fit's passed-when and ifit's passed-

o some mg about Illegal mumgration into this country. primarily from

Mexico. called the Simpson-Mazzoli Bill. Among other things. it would make it illegal for
an employer to hire a person who was in this country illegally. Is that-right?
Mr. WILL: Yes.
Mr. BRINKLEY: [ guess so.
Mr. WILL: Penalize them.
Mr, BRINKLEY: It was supposed to come up for a vote. The California congressional
delegation and Walter Mondale asked the speaker of the House. Tip O'Neil. to hold off the
vote until after the California primary, because they want hispanic votes in southern
California. What is that? A cheap political trick. or what is it? Mary Anne?
MARY ANNE DOLAN, editor, The Los Angeles Herald-Examiner: You know.
David, for the last year. even in this circle we've been talking about this bill. There are
immigration bills after immigration bills, and I think what it is is what something we have
said before, which is just this nation's failure to get ahold of-a very large problem. Yes. this is
political. but the whole ballgame of dealing with massive numbers of people crossing our
borders is something that either we don't want to deal with - which in this case seems to be
true - or we just can't. for some reason.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We haven't got the guts to.
Ms. DOLAN: And I think more of that than just "Put it off, put it off," because we don't
feel we have the right answer yet. And Simpson-Mazzoli, for many good reasons, doesn't
appear to be.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but in this case I think it's a moderately priced political trick.
Clearly this was put off so that the California delegation-
Mr. BRINKLEY: A medium price politically.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah medium, moderate-c- what's in a word? It was put off so the
California delegation. which basically opposes the bill, wouldn't have to vote on it. Mondale.
of course. has his oar in on this too, for obvious reasons. I agree with Mary Anne, though.
we've got to come to grips with it. and this bill looks like it's one way that we can do it. The
speaker says this is the last time he'll grant a delay. Well. let's see.
Mr. WILL: It's the last time he'll grant a delay. bUI there are 80 amendments proposed
already-
Ms. DOLAN: Exactly.
Mr. WILL: -and they will gin up as many amendments as necessary to get past the election.
Ms, DOLAN: Last time there were ~OO.
Mr. WILL: At which point we'll be into 1985, which is the year before an election year. This
is a classic case of gridlock in our system.c-. the skill. given our various constitutional
arrangements. that American groups have for blocking measures, for bringing the govern-
ment to a halt. And it's particularly sad with regard to this because Congressman Mazzoliand
Senator Simpson did a marvelous job in crafting this.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Is the country- our political system capable of dealing with an issue as
difficult and inflamatory. politically inflammatory. as this? Capable of it?
Mr. WILL: Well. we may have reached a tip-off- tip-over point where the groups that think.
they are representing the best interests of recent immigrants or illegal immigrants now have
reached that point where they are now just another blocking unit in the system.
Ms. DOLAN: And also you have another administration with its eye off the ball paying
attention to so many other countries in Latin America and paying- very little attention to
Mexico. which is key to this entire problem.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think it's ironic that one of the arguments the administration uses for
more aid to Central America is the argument of people that would flood our borders if in fact
that area goes communist. And they say a million, million and a half. maybe mo~, people
would come marching across the border. And of course. more people come marching across
the border every year from Mexico now without the threat of communism behind them.
Mr. WILL: Yes, but the Mariel boat lift that really transformed. and not for the best. southern
Florida, involved. what? 1::!5,OOOpeople. That could be a slow day on the Texas border-
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Ms. DOLAN: Very.
Mr. WILL: -if things get unstable in Mexico.

Mr. DONALDSON: Of course, I will say, David. that we sort of brought this on ourselves.
For years and years the cheap labor from Mexico was something that the farmers in Texas-
Mr. BRINKLEY: We brought them in to pick fruit and vegetables.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's right. They loved it. They loved it. And they fought any
measure on the part of this government to try to curtail it, because it was the beneficial thing
in the market. Now it's come home to roost. sort of, and now the effort to stem it just shows
that in the past we should have taken this problem in the early '50s and killed it there.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, on the political aspect of this, Walter Mondale in the Texas caucuses
yesterday won, and got, I think, 80 or 90 percent of the hispanic vote. Does that mean he has
gOI the nomination sewed up, George?
Mr. WilL: Yes. How's that for a short answer?
Mr. BRINKLEY: That's about as short as it can get.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam, do you think he does?

Mr. DONALDSON: I agree he'll be the nominee. This idea that Mr. X. Someone will come
to the fore, even though the rules certainly allow it, I think is nonsense. If you don't go
through the fire you don't have a chance [0 get cooked.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I can't even remember the last time anything like that happened at a
convention - some outsider came in at the last minute-c.

Mr. DONALDSON: Everyone cites Wendell Wilkie in 1940, but things are so much
different now. Everything has changed. You have to go through the process. Mondale has.
When this thing started Ididn't think Mondale would make it because Ididn't think he had
that fire in the belly, whatever it is. But adversity in New Hampshire and then in the South
certainly demonstrated that he could pick himself up.

Ms. DOLAN: I think another interesting thing happened. Not only is he clearly the candidat~
now for the party, but I think what happened in Texas showed that he may have a little ~It
more flexibility in who he chooses as his running mate. He did very well among hispanics In
a state which, heretofore, the conventional wisdom said had to be carried by the vice
presidential candidate, the person most often spoken about being Lloyd Bentsen. He did well
in Texas, he did well among hispanics. He may now be able to afford a female on the ticket.
or someone other than Lloyd Bentsen. .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Tip O'Neill has favored us with his opinion on that subject, too, you
know. What was it, Thursday, I think, he said his candidate for vice president was Geraldine
Ferraro, who is a congresswoman from New York, from the Bronx..
Mr. WILL: She's actually Queens. David. It's been-
Ms. DOLAN: Queens.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Queens.

Mr. WILL: The Ninth District of Queens, and many people think it's where the film footage
was shot that opens the Archie Bunker show, "All in the Family. "
Mr. BRINKLEY: I think it was.

Mr. WILL: It probably was. She is a 48, former prosecutor. When she first successfully ran
for. Congress, her slogan was, "At last, a tough Democrat." She represents
Italian-Americang , .who are a group that vote, I think, disproportionately Republican, con-
sldenng other ethnic groups, so she has a lot to be said for her.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, the traditional thing to do. of cou"". is that Mondale choose
Hart, the person who he beat in the primaries. But [ think. in this case MondaJe doesn't really
have to do that, because I think. a lot of votes for Hart were votes for anyone but MondaJe at a
particular stage in the process rather than votes that are pledged to Hart from the standpoint of
the allegiance of the voter. And so I think MondaJe's free to choose a woman, but I don'tthink he will.·

Ms. DOLAN: NO{ only that, Hart has now come out quite strongly, quoted in The
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Washington Post this morning, he just doesn't want to be number two. He is .determined to g.~
in there and continue to challenge the rules of the party. And to ~ the outsider .who, even I
he has been rejected, even more resentfully, I think. is going to go :n there and stir up a figh~
Mr, BRINKLEY: Well, he's going to challenge S?me?f Mondale s delegates on the groun
that some of Mondale's money was, as he sees It. tainted.
Ms. DOLAN: And go for the uncommitted.
Mr, BRINKLEY: So what happens? The Democrat loses in the fall and he gets blamed for
it? .
Mr WILL· Well you could get blamed either way. if you're offe~ and" tum It.down.
, , , .. hi h "m not Interes-Certainly he's saying now what everyone says at this potnt - w IC IS, ki the

ted" But as someone said the vice presidential nomination is like the last coo e on ,
. ',. but it' tth e d of the party Someonesplate. Everyone says they won ~ tak.~ It, ut It s gone ~ e n ledve hard to

going to take it. Hart may have In mind John Kennedy to 1956, :-",hostrugg t h r
get on the ticket and later said. "I'm just as glad I wasn't on the .tIcketbecauseJ' abea~~I~~
would have been blamed in some way for bringing down Adl3.1Stevenso~ ~ of the last
saying, "Look, Mondale is not going to win anyway, and I don't want to
voyage of the Titanic. '. th
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but George. the other part of that corollary from 19;:';S at
Kennedy was smart enough not to cause a ruckus at the conve~tlOn. I~e v.:~hith~1e's :0:
man And my hunch is that Hart will do the same thing, Mary nne. on be il r to the

. . . . dred d I t hart and tty to a SIX>Ieto go mto that convention seven or eight hun e ega es s . d th platform
extent that he acts like Teddy Kennedy acted in [980. and goes runnmg aroun he
with the President of the United States chasing him trying to get a picture toget er.

. . ndMs. DOLAN: I don't think Gary Hart has behaved yet the way that those of us sittmg amu
in Washington have predetermined that he would. I'm not as sure as you are, Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I'm not predetermining the way he'll behave any more than you
were a moment age-e-
Ms. DOLAN: Or predicted. Excuse me.
Mr. DONALDSON: But I do predict that he'll behave rather nicely for his own future. ,

1 .. bo t MondaJe 5Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Hart will complain. as he has been cor:-PlaJ~.mg'~e v~idity of his
finances and then leap to some further conclusions from that, JOC u mg id if that

. .. h happens to the vice presr ency.delegates and so on. If that gets mto a blg- w a.tev~r '11 be on television and then
gets into a big fight on the convention floor, which If course WI ,

the Democratic ticket loses, will they blame Hart for that?
. h . not aJways fatal. A lot ofMr, WILL: Sure they will. But ~ing blamed m t ese waY\I~I . Gerald Ford in '76

people in the Republican Party ~aId Ron~d Reag~. ~~t.bY;e e~~~n~ampaign, cost Ford
and then by not campaigning With sufficient ardor 10 7 10 g. . four ears later.
that election. Didn't hurt Reagan noticeably when he sought the nommanon ~ .

. al wisd oing that It's going toMr DONALDSON" There seems to be some convention WI .om g 1 lection I
' • , ink I think 'I'S going to be a c ose e .be a runaway for Ronald Reag~. I don t uu so. thi I . t But it's not going to be

think the President may prevail. It's hard to tell at. IS IX>m.
something where Mr. Reagan wins by another landslide. . ,

, . t sting a race If there s aMs, DOLAN: I would say now that it's going to be a at more In ere
woman on the Democratic ticket.
Mr BRINKLEY· You think the country's ready? .
" .. J k 's the reaJly conungMs. DOLAN: I do, David. I think wh~l.we're seeing m the ~h~~:cef~l maybe they can

together of people who have not partlclpat~ m o~:~~e~ame thing would happen if there
have a share of the power to change somethmg. I tIe
Was a female on the Democratic ticket. . . th

·11 '-Look our whole pomt IS at weMr. WilL: But is there some danger women WI . say. .. boI""
, . t be ng used agaIn as a sym .want to be taken seriously and here we re JUs I ,

Ms, DOLAN: Not yet. That's step number two.
Mr. WILL: Okay.
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Mr, DONALDSON: But [think Mondale's so cautious that he probably won't do it. I think
you're right, Mary Anne. A lot of people will suggest to him that he ought to do it. and he'll
seriously consider it. But I think in the end he'll try to play it safe.
Mr, BRINKLEY: All right, have to interrupt. Sorry. Thank you very much. Mary Anne.
We'll be back with a few words about Democratic Party leaders saying, if you can believe
this, that they don't want any messy fights at their convention in July. How will we know
they're Democrats? In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary}: Finally, this past week there were meetings among the big
mules of the Democratic Party, the national chairman, the former Democratic chairman, the
candidates - the big mules. And they were trying, they said, to settle the party's disagree-
ments now to avoid messy fights at their convention in San Francisco. Avoid messy fights?
The Democrats? What kind of convention would they have without messy fights about who
gets nominated, what the platform says, who gets to speak on television, to mill in the aisles,
ignore the speakers, drink, eat, wear funny hats, eat, drink, smoke? If they don't do all of
that, how will they spend their time? Listening to organ music and reading the collected
speeches of Walter Mondale? I have a word of advice to the party leaders, and it is, tum back
from this before it is too late. Stick to the party's long habit of having messy fights about how
to soak the rich and how much to give to the poor, how many new bureaucracies to set up,
how many new and unenforceable laws can be put on the books, how to spend the money,
what sins and crimes they can find to blame on the Republicans. Messy fights, all of them.
and all entertaining. Without them people might tune into television of their convention, find
it so orderly and peaceful, they will think they're looking at the Republicans.
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

May 13, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our
Washington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINK~EY: While the Soviet Union has withdrawn from the Olympics in Los
An~e1es and their satellite countries are following one by one. it is not just the Olympics.
The~r anger.an~ hostility go beyond that. Canceling the visits of Russian groups to the U.S .. a
SOVI~tofficial In Washington refusing to sit in the same room with American officials. and
refusing everywhere even to be polite. Well. what is this all about? What do they hope 10
achieve? The defeat of President Reagan or what do they want? We'll ask these questions of
toda(s. guests: William G. Hyland. editor of Foreign Affairs and a highly respected Soviet
specl.ahst: Vse:vold Kukushkin. a Russian sports commentator from Moscow by satellite:
Momque Berlioux. director of the International Olympic Committee. by satellite from
Geneva, SWitzerland: the background from Barrie Dunsmore _ John Martin is on vacation:
and our discussion here with George Will, Sam Donaldson and Jody Powell. All here on our
Sunday program. ~
. First the news since the Sunday morning papers: in (he Western mountains there are the
biggest snowpacks on record. and usually in the spring they melt slowly. But now the
weather I~unusually warm. in the 80s. And all that snow is pouring down the mountainsides
and flooding the land. Here is Tom Schell in Salt Lake City.
TO~ SCHE~l[voice.ov~rJ: As Mother's Day dawned over Utah, volunteers were
working frantically. to repair leaks that occurred during the night in manmade channels
that have been built to divert and contain flood waters coming from the near-record
snowpack ,in the. mountains, Eleven thousand feet up in the Wasatch Mountains that
snowpack IS !TIeltmgrapidly as temperatures pushed near 90 degrees. And the fear is that
the runoff Will be greater than the temporary canals are designed to hold. The call ~as
gone ,out f?r more volunteers to help with the sandbagging operation in Salt Lake City.
Despite rrunor breaches, flood control officials remain optimistic.
TERRY HOLZWORTH, flood control director: Last year the flooding surprisedus
somewhat. ~tgotworse than we expected. quicker than we expected. Now the way I like
to characterize It IS last year the floods were in charge of us. and this year we're in charge.
~CHE~l[voice-over]: In central Utah. minor floodina has occurred in several areas.
inundating farm land and washing out some roads and culverts. With a weather forecast
of continued hot weather for the next four days. there will be more serious flooding and
added to that IS the threat of mudslides. Tom Schell. ABC News. Salt Lake City.

M~.~IRINKLEY: ~uw~t said this morning one of its oil tankers was tired on and hit by a
mlSSIe from an unidentified airplane.
I In Lebanon. with the new government. it did seem for a time the shoonnz might stop after
a I these years. But this morning there was a rocket attack on an Isrdeli army patrol in
~uth~m Lebanon and it's said severaJ soldiers were wounded. And. in Beirut. there was
'h ootllng

gduring the night. Moslem·Christian hostility. apparently. And it is said that more
t an people were killed,
S In Barcelona, Spain. th~ p~si~ent of the International Olympic Committee. Jua~ Antonio
amaranch. s~d the .Russl~s withdrawal from the Olympics was unjustified. but It was the

pnce t,o be paid for mternational tensions.
We II be back with questions about this and all the rest of todav's program in a moment.

[commercial break} . ~

~r. BRINKLEY: It is commonly said now, perhaps rightly. that American-Soviet relations
ave ne~er been as bad. as unfriendly as they are no-w Well why'> Not because it is a
communist st t W . . .
German and ~ e. e get along. reasonabl.y well with China. Yugoslavia. Hungary. East
, ,ThY ur~rous others With no particular friction and without exchanges of snubs andmsu ts e Russ . . hdra ~ .
And h~re is AB~~s .Wlt .wal from the Los Angeles Olympics raises the question anew.
ho thi "I s dIplomatic correspondent Barrie Dunsmore with some backQround onw IS a came about. Barrie? ~
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BARRIE DUNSMORE: David. those wonderful days of detente. when Henry Kissinger
and Anatoly Dobrynin could settle the world's problems over a champagne lunch. are no
longer with us. Ronald Reagan's remarks about the Russians and their evil empire haven't
helped. but the most recent problems began before Ronald Reagan.
[voice-over] The era of detente officially came to an end in the final week of 1979. In a

move which shocked the Carter administration. the Soviet Union sent 100.000 troops into
Afghanistan. had its president executed and installed a puppet regime.

Pres. JIMMY CARTER [December, /979}: This action of the Soviets has made a
more dramatic change in my own opinion of what the Soviets' ultimate goals are than
anything they've done in the previous time I've been in office.

DUNSMORE [voice-over]: The invasion of Afghanistan had many consequences.
including. of course. the American-sponsored boycott of the 1980 summer Olympics in
Moscow. The Soviets had high hopes for their games. They wanted them to be seen as a
crowning achievement of their political system. Instead. under prodding by the United
States. 54 countries and probably more than half of the world's best athletes stayed home.
The Moscow games were ruined. For many Olympic officials and experts on the Soviet
Union. the Soviet decision this week to boycott Los Angeles is plain and simple revenge.

PETER UEBERROTH, president, Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Com-
mittee [Tuesday]: It appears that we're paying the price for 1980. You cannot have
an event where there's an attempt to damage it. as was done in 1980. and assume that
all of that is forgotten.

WILLIAM G. HYLAND, editor, Foreign Affairs: If theadministration believed that
the Russians were coming. I think. that was naive. Ithink there' s been a good chance since
1980 that the Russians would not come.
DUNSMORE [voice-over]: The Soviets themselves. of course. offer other reasons.

COMMENTATOR, Soviet TV [voice of translator}: .with total connivance of
U.S. authorities, extremist organizations have sharply stepped up their activity.
aiming to create unbearable conditions for Soviet athletes.
DEMONSTRATOR: Soviets out. our!' Soviets OUT!.

DUNSMORE [voice-over]: The Soviets were evidently genuinely concerned about the
various Baltic emigre groups who were planning to stage demonstrations and to
encourage Soviet athletes to defect. In fact. some analysts believe fear of defections was
an important reason for the Soviet decision.
DIMITRI SIMES, Soviet specialist: So Icouldn't imagine senior officials in the Soviet
Olympic Committee just dying from fear how there would be defections and how they
would be considered responsible by the KGB. by the Soviet authorities.
DUNSMORE [voice-over]: The Reagan administration strongly denies it failed to live
up to its obligations as host. It says it couldn't muzzle the emigres. but that it offered
countless public and private assurances to the Soviets about security. The president of the
International Olympic Committee. Juan Samaranch. says a letter he received from
President Reagan should satisfy Soviet security concerns. He and other Olympic officials
are still trying to persuade Moscow to change its mind. Likewise. presidential candidate
Jesse Jackson has seized the issue and is making some highly publicized attempts to get
the Russians to reverse their decision. The Soviets are enjoying the attention. And by
sending their basketball team to France this weekend to participate in Olympic elirrn-
nation competition. they seem to be leaving the door ever so slightly open. However.
most analysts do not believe the Russians will change their decision because they don't
think security for the games are the real issues.
Mr. HYLAND: If we had provided the second armored division for security in Los
Angeles the Russians would not come. This was a high- level political decision.
Mr. SIMES: They wanted to send a rather dramatic message to prove that the relationship
is absolutely terrible. that the danger is around the corner.
DUNSMORE [voice-over]: Certainly there arc few. if any. positive aspects in the
current state of U.S.·Soviet relations. The Soviet downin~ of the Korean airliner last
September effectively ended any tentative steps toward~improvement. As the U.S
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proceded with the deployment of medium-range missiles in Western Europe. the Soviets
walked out of both the intermediate-range missile talks and the strategic nuclear negotia-
tions. In the months since. the Soviets have vowed not to resume negotiations on nuclear
missiles until the U.S. stops deploying and removes its new missiles from Europe,
Actually. the U.S. suspects Moscow is really waiting to see who wins the presidential
election while hoping against hope that it won't be Ronald Reagan.
LAWRENCE EAGLEBURGER, fonner Under Secretary of State: I think they
mean it when they say they won't do anything to help re-elect Ronald Reagan. although
every step they take and have taken for the last six months. in my view. helps re-elect
Ronald Reagan. But I think they will not do anything that looks like they're coming
toward us or moving toward us. at least through the election.
.DUNSMORE [voice-over]: Things have deteriorated so much that even the talks to
improve the Washington-Moscow hotline. on which there are no basic disagreements.
ended without an agreement last month. apparently only because the Soviets didn't want
to be seen signing an agreement - any agreement _ with agents of Ronald Reagan. So.
without doubt. relations are bad. but are they dangerous?
Mr. EAGLEBURGER: There is always the danger of some accident taking place
somewhere, in the Third World or some other part of the- you know. in the Middle East
or something. and that this leads then to a confrontation that neither side intends.
M.r.SI"'!ES:What if we would have to manage a confrontation? If we cannot manage
th~s.foohsh conflict over Olympic Games. what is going to happen in the case of a real
crisis?

Dl:JNSMORE:Given the recent history of the Olympics, many officials now ~eel that
neither the U. S. nor the Soviet Union will ever again be named to host an Olympics. The
homes ~~ the superpowers just don't lend themselves to events that pretend at least to be
non-pouocel. However. the Soviet Union's decision to boycott Los Angeles may be t~e
least of our worries. A total absence of dialogue on critical issues such as arms control IS

rather more Important. And, for the moment. the only game the U.S. and the Soviets
seem to want to play is one called mud-slinzinz. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: Barrie. thank you. Coming'- next. Vsevold Kukushkin. a sports com-
mentator in the Soviet Union. by satellite fro~ Moscow. In a moment.
[commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kukushkin. in Moscow. thank you very much for coming in to talk
with us today.

VSEVOLD KUKUSHKIN, Soviet sports commentator: You're welcome.
Mr. BRIN.KLEY: Here with me are GeorgeWill of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC
Ne~s Wh~te Ho~se correspondent. Mr. Kukushkin. let me ask you first. your champion
S~v~et Union weightlifre-, Mr. Anatoly Pisarenko. I see quoted as saying that he IS not
wl!.hng to Come to Los Angeles to the Olympics. Now. he. I think. is about ~50 pounds of
solid bone and muscle. Is he really afraid to come to Los Angeles?
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: Actually let's speak about the situation which is Los Angeles. He wants
to compete with other sportsmen from any part of the world. And so far as I know. he is in
good shape becaus~ he can achieve very good results. The problem is that the situation in Los
Angeles IS not SUitable for the real competition because if you want to make a good
performance you need not only good arena and not only good weights to lift on. but xou also
need the good crowd and you must be concentrated on the weights. on the competition and
not on those .who are Sitting in the arena. Because I have seen a lot of good sportsmen from
many count~es and asked. "What do you feel when you start your nm or you start yo~r
perfo~ance. Do you mention the crowd?" And they said no. never. But when you have In

your mm~ that some!x:ldy is sitting in the crowd and he is not watching competition but hewants to lOS It . • . .
. . U you. It s another feeling. And you cannot be concentrated on the compeUflOn.

And It nuns your performance. And that's why Mr. Pisarenko don't want to go.
GEORGE WI.LL: Mr. Kukushkin. then are you saying that in order for the Soviet Union to
co~petf n~:)!only in Los Angeles but anywhere in the world. the host country must screen for
po mea Views the audience for the sporting event? Are you saying that you cannot come to
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the United States unless and until the United States government makes sure no one in the
audience is hostile to the Soviet Union and will express that hostility?
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: You see. it's rather difficult [0 say about American government because
the question of government is another level. But we have a lot of information from the United
States. from your newspapers. from radio and from TV. announcing that there are a lot of
people who do not want us to come to Olympics to compete. And [hey are ready to make
many things against our sportsmen. That's why our national committee - national Ol~mpic
committee - decided not to participate, and I have to stress this word. not to participate.
because we do not use the word boycott. as was mentioned before.
SAM DONALDSON: Mr. Kukushkin. is that decision final. or might your government
change its mind?
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: You see, our government will not influence our national Olympic
committee because it's a sports relation. And our governmental organization sports corn-
mittee. they have special relations with the United States. and so far as [know. our relations
in sports areas will continue and. for example. now the American volleyball team is in the
Soviet Union and they perform pretty well. And a lot of people are coming, and they
applause after every good shot at the volleyball arena because
Mr. DONALDSON: Now, Mr. Kukushkin. I think a lot of people in the United States don't
believe [hat your government has so little influence over your committee. but out of
deference to you I'll simply put the question another way. Do you think your committee will
change its mind?
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: You see. our national Olympic committee consists around 160 people,
and it's natural- it's not a big problem to get them together-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now, if you don't know whether they'H change their mind. that's
all right with me, but tell me yes, no or .. I don't know."
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: At this moment I can tell you that there are no reasons for them to
change their minds.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Kukushkin. again could you just specifically suggest some of the things the
United States organizers of the Olympics might have done that would have changed the
decision of your Olympic committee? What would they have had to have done to make Los
Angeles not be, in the words of the Soviet announcement. "unbearable"?
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: They had to start six years ago when they had been given the privilege to
host Olympics. and it was quite a lot of time to prepare everything in the proper way. starting
with good relations with all the necessary preparations with international atmosphere. So are
you sure that if you missed six years you can do a lot of things in one month?
Mr. WILL: So you seem to be saying that it's really- the fault is in the international
atmosphere. So then you seem to be saying that this really is tied to foreign policy and
geopolitical considerations. not safety of athletes and all the rest.
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: You see. it's not only safety of athletes. Narurally we are afraid for
safety. Maybe afraid is not a good word, But we think about the safety. And the problem is
that if you open Olympic Charter. you'll see that the first paragraph is that Olympics must
support the world and to establish good, friendly relations between youth from all the planet.
And it's very important for us. because we Russians, we are thinking this way - that
Olympics is a great festival for youth. and I would like to remind you thai it was 1932 in Los
Angeles, it was the first time a single Olympic village got around IJXX)sportsmen from
many countries-
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Kukushkin-
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: And now you have two Olympic villages, even three.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Kukushkin. on that point. there's been some talk the Soviet Union
might organize its own Olympics this year. Is there any chance of that?
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: You see, we do not use two words. We do not use the word bovcon. and
we do nOI use also the word alternative Olympics, You see. naturally there are a-lot of big
competitions before Olympics and after Olympics. It's popular the world allover, it's general
practice-s-
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Mr. DONALDSON: Is the answer to my question 00. you are not going to have alternative
games?
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: No. No. No. Definitely not.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Kukushkin. thank you very much.
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: You're welcome.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you for coming and talking with us today by satellite from
Moscow.
Mr. KUKUSHKIN: Thank you. Good bye.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, by satellite from Geneva. Switzerland. Monique Berlioux.
who is director of the International Olympic Committee. In a moment.
{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Madame Berlioux. in Geneva. Switzerland. thank you very much for
corning in. We're happy to have you with us today.
MONIOUE BERLIOUX, director, Intemational Olympic Committee: Good
morning.

Mr. BRINKLEY: You had to travel some little distance to get there. I understand. We have
just.heard.from Mr. Kukushkin. whom you may know: he's a sports commenta~or in the
Soviet Union. whose point. if I understood him correctly. was that the Russian withdrawal
was a result of international tensions. of problems between his country and ours. The
implication ~ing that there will never be any Olympics including all countries until we're all
reasonably fnendly. Does that seem sensible to you?
Ms. BERLIOUX: Well, it's an evidence that if you have international tensions in the world
they reflect on the Olympic Garnes. unfortunately. We are trying to avoid this type of
te~sion. but if~ v~ry difficult. But I heard also that they found that they had some problems
WIth the organization of the games. if what I heard was very clear.
Mr. W~LL: Madame Berlioux, he said really that the United States had failed for six years to
plan this properly. Now, your organization hass. I'm sure. been monitoring very carefully the
American plans for the games . .Do you think these were inadequate. and do you think that
there is justification in the complaint that the Soviet athletes would have been unsafe?
Ms. BER~IOUX: Well. I think as the- first of all. the organizing committee of Los
Angeles with. Peter Ueberroth has done everything they could. But it is also evident that .a
pnv~te orgamzatton can do less than a government in a country. And during those six years It
IS evident also ~at. we had problems and we had to push to obtain some issues. We were. for
example. ~d this IS what Mr. Kukushkin said, we were rather disappointed not to have only
one Olympic village. but we agreed to it. And there were members of the Soviet Union who
are members of the executive board who agreed to it as well because they were present.
Mr. DONALDSON: You are going to have a meeting in the next few days to make an
attempt to tum. the Soviet Union around. Mr. Kukushkin said no. in his opinion. the~ would
nC!tchange their decision. Is there any hope. and can vou point to it. as to why you think you
might be successful? ..

Ms. BERlIC?UX: Well. until the last minute and until the 28th of July. the opening of the
games, we will '!Y everything in our power to have not only the Soviet Olympic team but ~so
the other countnes who have not officially announced that they would withdraw. but which
we know from the press. And I think the president of the IOC. Mr. Sarnaranch. will make
ev.ery eff0T!-'He has asked. if he could meet with the highest authorities in USSR so t~a~he
might obt~n from the natl?nal Olympic committee that they come back to their decision.
And we will do what we did four years ago with the United States _ try to influence them
and make them understand that the games are for athletes and for sport. because all the time
we forget to speak about the athletes who are the victims and about sport. Because this is the
key of the matter.

Mr"'DONALDSON: Well. if most of this is politics _ as many people believe _ part of
that IS the propaganda value of a move like this. Now. which way do you think it will tum?
Ms. BERLIOUX: [ think it is-----I'm sorry to interrupt. but I think it is counterproductive.

and I think the boycott four years ago was counterproductive for your country. for your
athletes. and it might be counterproductive this time for the other party.
Mr. WILL: You say that this is- that you're concerned about the athletes and you want to
get politics out of the Olympics. but it was the International Olympics Committee went along
with the abrupt last-minute expulsion of Taiwan from the Montreal games in 1976: it has
gone along with the expulsion on political grounds of the athletes from South Africa. Doesn't
your own committee-
Ms. BERLIOUX: No, no. no. no. ncr-
Mr. WILL: -have a share of blame here?
Ms. BERLIOUX: No. no. Excuse me to interrupt again. Regarding South Africa. South
Africa was expelled in [970 because there was discrimination in South Africa. and this is one
of our rules. that there should be no discrimination in sport whatsoever. and the blacks could
play with the whites and so forth.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. if you use rules like that. wouldn't you say that in the Soviet
Union there is political murder and should they not be excluded? Can't you say that a number
of countries have problems internally that you could decide should exclude them from the
games?
Ms. BERLIOUX: I think there are problems in every country.
Mr. DONAlDSO~: Well. then why not say if South Africa must be excluded because they
discriminate internally. the Soviets must be excluded-
Ms. BERLIOUX: Because they discriminate-
Mr. DONALDSON: -because they murder their own citizens?
Ms. BERLIOUX: No. no. no. They discriminate in their law. It's a law of the country to
divide the white and the black. and the colored people- it's not the same problem. It's not a
law in any country to murder citizens.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Madame Berlioux. what do you see is the future for the Olympics now that
they have been politicized. granting that the United States started it four years ago when we
refused to go to Moscow. What do you see happening in the future?
Ms. BERLIOUX: I think the games have been always. unfortunately. subject to politics.
right from the beginning. I'm afraid. And I think we are trying very hard to avoid politics. but
we don't always succeed. It's not a reason why the games should be abolished.
Mr. WILL: The 1988 games are scheduled to be in South Korea. The Soviet Union does not
have. I believe. diplomatic relations with South Korea. Do you expect the Soviet Union to
compete there?
Ms. BERLIOUX: Well. in four years it's another maner. I think we have to look at the
problems one by one. And. first of all. try to solve the one we are facing with a very small
time limit.
Mr. WILL: Is one of the lessons from all this that perhaps the Olympics should not be given
to a host country that is a superpower?
Ms. BERLIOUX: Maybe. Maybe it's a lesson. You know. we learn each time something.
and probably the IOC will reconsider that matter after Los Angeles.
Mr. BRINKLEY: On that. how about having an Olympics set up in Switzerland. a neutral
country. where you are this morning. and having them there every four years'?
Ms. BERLIOUX: Well. [ think it's a- you know that Greece offered---
Mr. BRINKLEY: And Greece. Greece also.
Ms. BERLIOUX: -a territory four years ago. at the time of the boycott. But it's vel)'
strange. But it was rejected by all the people of the Olympic movement. The national
Olympic committees objected because they think the games should go around the world and
change. The international federation thought it was not very practical. Therefore the roc
denied this to the Greek people. As far as Switzerland. I don't think Switzerland has anytime
proposed such a thing. even for winter games.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let's go back to the possibility. however slim. that the Soviets might
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Mr. WILL: If this is all an attempt to influence the American electorate. who's advising them
on this? Does Dobrynin tell them this? And are they well served by this attempt. if it is such
an attempt. to intervene in the American democratic process?
Mr. HYLAND: I'm not so sure it's an attempt to intervene directly in our own electoral
process as it is to impress public opinion. especially in Europe. where missile decisions are
s~i11to be made, to impress upon them that tensions are very high and are going to remain
high unless the United States changes its policies.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do you think there's any possibility the Soviets will reverse their
course and actually come to Los Angeles?
Mr. HYLAND: I see no possibility of that at all.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. let's look at some of the things that have been happening in
the last fe~ m~:mthsfrom the U.S. standpoint. President Reagan has attempted to portray the
relationship with the Soviet Union - while bad in certain major areas: arms control being an
obYl(~uSone -:- as one in which contacts continue. I've heard him give speech after speech
POinting not Just to the hotline discussions but to other areas where he says the relationship
has gone forward. Do you think the Soviets wanted to do this to make the point that he's
wrong?

~r. HYLAND: I think they do want to make the point that there is no chance for an
unprovemenr ..and appearing at the Olympics would have undercut that campaign. Receiving
an e!IDssary like Brent Scowcroft. exchanging friendly letters between Chemenko and the
Presl?ent - all. of tha~ would have undercut the major thrust of the campaign. which is
there s a freeze In relations until America changes its policy.
Mr. ~ONALDSON: Well, now. how do you think this will cut in the United States in [he
election? The ~sident .has been very desirous of portraying himself as someone who can
m~e progress In reducing East-West tensions. who can under certain conditions get the
SOVIets back to the arms control table.

Mr. HYL~ND: I think that there will be a backlash against the Soviet Union for boycotting
the ~lympI:s. Sports are very popular in this country; there's no clear justification for the
Soviets pullmg o~t. The President, I imagine. will be able to point to a number of initiatives
where he has tned to bong the Soviets back to the arms control negotiations by new
proposals. a speech he made in January. despite the Korean Air Line incident. sending letters
to Chemenko and so forth. so I'm not so sure that the Soviets will gain much in the United
States from this. ~

~r: BRINKLEY: Well, Mr. Hyland, there would seem to be no great future for the Soviet
m,on or for anyone else in casting us as an outlaw nation with whom no one can do

business. We have an election in November. and we will either have Mr. Reagan or
somebody else. forfour years. What should the next president do to turn this situation? We're
not gomg to grve In on everything. What should we do?

Mr. HYLAND: Absolutely.My belief is that the Soviet Union itself will probably rum
toward a more concitiatory policy sometime after the election. perhaps in the spring of next
~e~ when ~hey se~ how the election h~ gone, what the issues were. what the response was
In t e public and III Europe and III China and so forth. that they will then open the door to
rhar r improvement in relations. because I think it's in their long-term interest to do so. At
t at pomr the new president, whoever is elected. I think should be ready with a solid.
concrete program and have some general idea of what he wants to do with the Russians.
Mr. BRI~KLEY: Like what? A new disarmament agreement or arms reduction agreement
or somethmg? ~ ~

M~.H.YLAND: I think a new disarmament proposal that would include star wars as well as
o ive for systems. Putting all of the nuclear weapons on the table would be an impressive
thatv or.a new presl~ent or for a re-elected president. and it would appeal to the vel)' interest
t at wornes the RUSSiansmost; that is. the competition in outer space.
Mr. WhILLM

:Mr. Hyland. Mr. Andropov was out of view and terribly ill for a number of
mont s r Chernenko j id h dh '. . IS SaJ to ave emphysema so severe that he can barely rea
~~e~ ~'h~~ report I~ that when King Juan Carlos of Spain was there this week Chernenko

o e up physically by two bodyguards. Given the infirmities of the old men who run
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be persuaded to change their minds. What could President Reagan do. if anything. to help in
that process?
Ms. BERLIOUX: I'm not- I cannot advise the president of your country, but I think he has
done already something. because he wrote a letter guaranteeing the security of the athletes. r
don't know if he could take- I think there is still a direct line between Moscow and
Washington. I don't know if he could make a personal approach and if this would be well
received-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. now. if the President of the United States-
Ms. BERLIOUX: -because you are two parties.
Mr. DONALDSON: Excuse me. If the President of the United States makes a personal
approach which is public - and it would be made public one way or the other - and is
rebuffed. would this not be a terrible thing and he couldn't take a chance and do that. could
he?
Ms. BERLIOUX: Well. J don't think he could take a chance, but I think the people who act
to do something good cannot be blamed. in my opinion. This is why. for example. President
Samaranch is trying. He might be rebuffed as well. I don't think he will. but he might. But
anyway he takes a chance.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Madame Berlioux, thank you very much. Thank you for coming in today
to talk with us. It's been a pleasure to have you with us.
Ms. BERLIOUX: Thank you and I hope that we all meet in Los Angeles.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thankyou. Coming next. from New York. William G. Hyland. editor of
Foreign Affairs magazine. and a highly respected specialist in Soviet affairs. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Hyland. in New York. thank you very much for coming in. We're
happy to have you with us today.
WILLIAM G. HYLAND: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We have some specific questions, but first I'd like to ask you for your
general assessment of the reasons for the Russian withdrawal and what you think it means.
Mr. HYLAND: Well. I think it goes back four years. that they've been waiting for an
opportunity to even the score, Had relations been better they might have passed this by. but
since relations are quite bad. and with no chance of major improvement. Ithink they decided
their own campaign against the Reagan administration would be best served by boycotting
the Olympics. They must have thought that if their athletes appeared in Los Angeles the signs
of friendship and the publicity surrounding that event would undercut their political campaign
in Europe and elsewhere to convince people that there's no possibility of doing business with
the Reagan administration.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Do they want to defeat President Reagan? Is this a part ofa campaign to do
that?
Mr. HYLAND: I think: they would like to defeat President Reagan. and this is part of a
campaign, RealisticaJly the Russians that I've talked to suggest that they don't believe this
will happen. But nevertheless there are certain other objectives served by such a campaign.
including what happens after the election.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Hyland. the Soviet Union frequently does things in bunches. For example.
right after the Soviet troops entered Afghanistan they sent Andrei Sakharov and his wife into
internal exile in Gorky. Now. in the- just the span of just a few days. they have canceled
their participation in the Olympics. they have canceled the visit of a very high-level official to
China. dumbfounding the Chinese. I gather. and they have stepped up the pressure on both
Sakharov and his wife. Taken together- well. first. do you think these should be taken
together. and taken together. what do they mean?
Mr. HYLAND: I'm a little doubtful that we should lump all of those specific events together,
but there are some other events - the boycotting of a signature of an exchange agreement in
Washington a few days ago and issues like that - that I think are part of this major
campaign. I think they didn't want to send Arkhipov to Peking because they anticipated more
trouble along the Chinese-Vietnamese border.
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the Soviet Union. is it possible for the United States to have a vigorous interaction with that
country. and is it possible for them to flexibly respond to changes in American policy?
~r. HYLAND: Well. I think that's a good point. The Soviet leadership is in a unique period
where they've had two changes of leadership in less than two years. It may well be that they
cannot respond until their own leadership is consolidated and they have a better idea of who is
on top. who is in second place. and so forth. So I don't think that this is a particularly good
moment for the United States to take any more initiatives. The previous initiatives that were
taken after- at the time of Andropov's funeral and afterwards. I think. were worthwhile.
Bur it's clear the Soviet Union is dug into a position and it's not likely to change.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Hyland. if President Reagan is re-e1ected. where would be the
incentive. given his history of great suspicion of the Soviet system. given his historic
opposition to every arms control treaty we've ever negotiated with the Soviet Union. where
would be the incentive then for him to make the overtures and sort of come forward. as you
suggested earlier. toward Moscow?

Mr. HYLAND: Well. I think there are two possibilities. One is that presidents begin to think
of their position in history as they enter their second and last term. and they also. I think.
have to take into account how the election itself has been played. And I euess in this election
relations with the Soviet Union - arms control. who can best deal with ~e Soviet leaders-
will all be issues in the debate and in the campaign. and that may shape the president-elect's
future.
Mr. DONALDSON: But you talk about who can best deal with [he Soviet Union. Except in
a confrontational sense and being very strong about it the President has not been able to
successfully deal with the Soviet Union from the standpoint of this array of issues that you
discussed earlier. Why should he do so after the election?
Mr. HYLAND: I think because he will be re-elected. The Soviets will themselves have
settled their leadership problem to the extent that they can and have to face a possible four
years. They themselves, I believe. cannot withstand four years of continued tensions and
very high pressures.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Hyland. thank you very much for coming in today.
Mr. HYLAND: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's been, as always. a pleasure to have you with us. Coming next. our
discussion here of whatever comes up and whatever anyone cares to say about it. And joining
us will be commentator lady Powell. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: One further point about the Olympics and then I would like very much. as
I'm sure you would. to go on to something else. But. lady. I wanted to ask you, your former
boss started this business of saying we're not going to the Olympics because we're angry at
them and so on. And the Russians. we think. are retaliating. at least in part retaliating. Do
you see that now as a mistake?
JODY POWELL: No. I really don't, and I think we have to remind ourselves that there are
some things in this world that are more important than running and jumping and swimming
with the Russians and the East Germans. and what the Russians are up to at the moment. I
think. is cutting off their nose to spite their faces. It has been negative for them all across the
world. for the most part. In Western Europe. which is their primary propaganda target. the
reaction has been almost uniformly negative toward their behavior. across the political
spectrum. So if they want to cut off their noses to spite their faces. there's no reason why we
should worry too much about it or why we should beg them to quit whacking away.
Mr. DONALDSON: Why doesn't 'hat phrase apply in 1980. though. to what Mr. Carter
did? He did it because the Soviets invaded Afghanistan. They're still in Afghanistan. It
wasn't effective in getting them out of Afghanistan.
Mr. POWELL: I don't think anybody thought that not going to the Olympics - either we or
the 53 other nations who joined us--
Mr. DONALDSON: Then what was the purpose?
Mr. POWELL: -that this would get them out of Afghanistan-- but we certainly could not

morally afford to be over there being used by the Soviet Union as propaganda ~oolst? j~~tify.
in their own words. "the foreign policy and the correctness thereof of the Soviet Union at a
time when they were invading a defenseless neighbor - or what they thought was defen~-
less at the time. and in a campaign that has grown increasingly brutal and inhumane With
every passing day.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. all right. Interest rates are up. The federal government this past
week sold some bonds. 3D-year bonds. at an interest rate of 13-point-something - what was
it? Do you remember?
Mr. WilL: Thirteen-point-two or something like that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thirteen-point-something. Which means that for. 30 y~ars ..whatever hap-
pens. they're going to have to be paying interest at the rate of 30%[slcj. It s going .to cost us a
fortune! The Federal Reserve Board. probably wrongly. is being blamed for all this. George.
do you have any thoughts on this subject?
Mr. WILL: Well. the West Wing of the White House believes that the on~ t~at. to the
re-election of the President. the big one that they can see. would be an up-tick 10 interest
rates. and a lot of Democrats agree. When you talk to them. how does Mondale or Hart or
whomever beat Ronald Reagan. they say. "Well. first. interest rates go to 1.5%.~d choke off
the housing market and anxieties deepen everywhere about everything. When the
economy's ~notgoing well. people hear problems everywhere - in E.' Salvador and the rest.
What seems to me tremendously obtuse is. a) the belief that maurnaumg the Fed~ral Reserve
Board will get the Federal Reserve Board to control interest rates. and b) to believe th~t the
Federal Reserve Board can control interest rates as finely as the White House seems to think.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. they do to some extent. The problem I think here is a disparity
between the reality of what's going on and the political rhetoric. this rh.etoric at:out supply-
side economic recovery. This is just another example of why the rhe~onc doesn t match the
reality. This is a Keynesian recovery fueled by huge government deficits. and fueled also. t~
President would like. by a relaxed money supply from the Federal Rese~e Bo~ to ~elp ~IS
re-election. Paul Volcker is not going to do it. at least so far. and so w~ re ge~lng this daily
drumbeat of complaint from the secretary of Treasury and from the President himself through
his staff about how the Fed is perhaps going to choke off the recovery and send us mto
another recession.
Mr. POWELL: Well. there's little doubt t-hatrelaxation in the money supply a year or ~ ag.o
is one of the major factors in the recovery. There's a substantial amount of hypocrisy In this
thing. Mr. Volcker has been waming-
Mr. BRINKLEY: I can't believe you're saying that. Judy.
Mr. POWELl: I seldom make such charges. but in this extreme case-s-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. how about the Hart-Mondale view that if interest rate~ go up the
housing: market is choked off. they have a chance to beat Reagan. It sounds f31rly-
Mr. DONALDSON: Machiavellian.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What do you think? It's a rather realistic hope. wouldn't you say. if that
happens?
Mr. WILL: It's a real worry. but let's not sacrifice absolutely eve.rything immediately to
politics in this country. Look. these are conservatives who are attacking the Fe~e.ra1Reser:ve
now. If ccnservativism has meant anything at all over the years 10 this country. It s the belief
that you should fight inflation to conserve the currency as a co~server o~ values. ~ow .. we
have a conservative White House collaborating 10 a carnpargn to bong populism mto
monetary policy: that is. that the Federal Reserve B,oard - the ~e.eper of the value 0: ~:
currency. in many ways _ should be more responsive to the political branches of go e
ment. If that's conservanvisrn. count me out.
Mr. DONALDSON: Conservatives want to get re-electd.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What they mean is. "The Federal Reserve should help me get re-elected."
Mr. DONALDSON: Exactly. and this conservative administration has a problem ~finterest
rates go up because you're right. David. If interest rates go up this ~ummer to the ro.mt where
the housing industry starts getting choked off. consumer spending for automobiles starts
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getting curtailed. then the thing that most economists have thought wouldn't happen - that
is. that the recession won't come 'til '85 - may tum around. and it may come toward the
end of '84.
Mr. POWELL: Well, let's say. though, that every administration hopes the Fed will. if not
assist. at least not be too big of a problem. The difficulty here for the White House is that their
efforts may have exactly the opposite effect of what they intend. And we saw a little bit of
that this week in which it was the attack on the Fed which drove interest rates up and put the
bond market into flutters. Much worse than what the Fed was actually doing.
Mr. WILL: Yeah. I think some people in the White House feel they've overdone it. and now
they're going to go back to attacking Congress. But they attacked the Fed in the first place
because attacking Congress is so implausible. In the last fiscal year Congress spent the
piddling amount of $5 billion more than the President requested. The President himself. in
sending up the latest budget, called for domestic spending cuts of the grand total of O.7tiT. so
it's very hard for a president who is not casting vetoes of appropriations bills to tum around
and attack Congress as the big spender.
Mr. POWELL: Well. just this week. if you want to look at the real bad news this week. it
was not the Soviets pulling out of the Olympics. lt was the Senate. at the behest of the
administration. voting down a budget plan which would have cut the deficit by about half by
1989. They did that at the behest of the administration. and that's exactly the sort of thing that
Volcker has been saying for years. "If you won't bite the bullet and do this sort of stuff.
inevitably we're going to have to put the squeeze on ...
Mr. DONALDSON: And once again Martin Feldstein. the out-going Cassandra of this
administration, just the other day set himself in opposition to what Secretary Regan had been
saying. saying. "No. the Fed's policy is just about right. and we should not ask them 10 relax
the money supply." He's leaving. of course.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Feldstein has resigned now.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. He's going back to Harvard. He was going back in September in
any case. He's leaving in July. maybe a month early.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The White House has wanted to get rid of him for months.
Mr. POWELL: I don't know why they didn't offer him an ambassadorship somewhere that's
far away.
Mr. WILL: Well. they regard Harvard as a foreign country.
Mr. POWELL: Well, that's-
Mr. WILL: He's going back there.
Mr. BRINKLEY: He's going back to Harvard. saving his tenure. Well. other no-doubt-great
events here this week was the vote in Congress on the aid package for EI Salvador. which
passed by, what. four votes. I think.
Mr. DONALDSON: There was one vote where there was a two-vote swing.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Right. So what was that about? Are they afraid of Salvador going down
the tubes before November and of their being blamed for it?
Mr. WILL: It's partly it. It is also the fact that the question got posed with the full might of
the White House and the full power of television. and the President was. saying. really ... A.re
you ready to gamble that if El Sa~vador. falls it alo?e will faJ.1.an? that I.fyo~ ,~et co~mu~lst
regimes they will not be Castro-ire regimes: they II ~ d~lle !I~O regimes? I don t think
that even those who have grave doubts about the President s policies are quite ready to wager
so much on that.
Mr. DONALDSON: George. you're wrong. That wasn't the question posed in the
Broomfield-Murtha amendment. Everyone wanted to vote more aid for EI Salvador. The
question was. do you tie this aid to some basic reforms in human rights and the eli.mination of
the death squads and other things that we think would help lead to a democracy In that area.
or do you not? The President said no. And he won.
Mr. WILL: Wait. What do you mean. "lead to democracy"? They keep having elections
down there. They have more elections than we have.

Mr. DONALDSON: George. yes. and we helped elect Duarte. It's now kind of on the
record that our CIA pumped money Into the political parties and the labor unions. a la Chile.
to help elect Duarte. That was not a free and open election from the standpoint of no outside
interference.
Mr, WILL: Neither was the Italian election of 1948.
Mr. DONALDSON: Jesse Helms was right on this one.
Mr. WILL: We have used our power in the past to support those forces considered friendly 10
democracy. What's the maner with it?
Mr. DONALDSON: That's fine. but then why sanctimoniously do we tum around and say.
but when the other side does it that is one of the great heinous crimes-c.
Mr. WILL: When the other side does what? When the other Side intervenes to promote
democracy?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, no-
Mr, WILL: Name once-
Mr. DONALDSON: -when the other side intervenes in the attempt to promote another
"-ism ."

Mr. POWELL: Let's make at least a small distinction between buying votes. if that's the
word- the term you want to use. and buying bullets. On the whole. even though you might
object to buying votes. it's a step forward.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What do you mean. who's buying whose votes'?
~r. POWELL: Well. I say if you want to place that most unflattering characterization on <:mr
Involvement in elections and with people around the world if you want to call that buying
votes.

~r. DONALDSON: Wait. Jesse Helms is placing it. I mean. you know Jesse. He's not the
biggest flaming liberal in the world.
Mr. POWELL: And if we'd been involved on the side of his folks down there I suspect
you'd have heard not one word. I rind myself in agreement with George.
Mr. BRINKLEY: That's the way this town works. isn't it?
Mr. DONALDSON: I agree with Jesse Helms. and I want everyone to notice it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The political campaign. There's one big primary week left - California
and some other states. It seems to me that toward the end, as they move toward the
convention in July it's getting rather nasty. What does that foretell for the election'? Any
thoughts?

Mr. WILL: The party that nominates the loser of the California primary is in tr,ouble. and it
looks very much right now as though the loser of the California pnmary Will be W~lter
Mondaie and that he will stili be the nominee. But Gary Han has chosen, a) n?t to go quietly
mto the night. and he has chosen to attack not just Walter Mondale for attacking him and to
say that he's dishonest and going to destroy himself. but to attack fundamentally the record of
the Democratic Party for the last 15 or 20 years. And in this sense the party has a deep
self-doubt now in public.
Mr. POWELL: I'm not so sure I follow with the California analogy. As a matter of fact. I
don't think with Mr. Reagan coming from there makes it possible anyway .. It is going to
PI?lo~g the fight. as a matter of fact. Whether it goes all the way to the convention. though. I
think IS stil I an open question.
Mr. DONALDSON: I don't think there's anything: wmng with the mud-slinging. I'm not for
mud-slinging. but l think it's traditional in every campaign for people to call each other
names and distort their records and try to make some points.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We've forgonen how to run a political campaign without it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. let's remember that in this one GaryHart started out on Waller
Mondale for six weeks early on. We didn't complain about that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All riaht. on that note I have to interrupt. The time is up. Thank you all
very much. We'll be b~ck with a few words about Tip O'Neill. speaker of the House.
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functioning as a television director and causing complaints from his actors. In a moment.

[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary]: Finally, "This production brought [0 you by Tip O'Neill,
producer and director," the doings of the House of Representatives as shown on cable
television. But the cameras are controlled by the House leadership. which means the speaker.
Tip O'Neill of Massachusetts. not by the television networks. Because O'Neill didn't want
the cameras aiming around the chamber and showing the members working crossword
puzzles, yawning or even faJling asleep. he said the cameras had to show the member who
was speaking and nothing else. Well, okay. Now the politics. Lately. late in the day. the
Republicans have been accusing the Democrats of various sins and crimes. and O'Neill was
irritated. So he sent new orders to the TV cameras. During these Republican speeches, pan
around the chamber to show that nobody was listening. that in fact most of the members had
left the room. Well, they did, showing Republicans talking to an empty chamber. They were
furious. They said it was a cheap political trick. Well. cheap or not. why did they care? Their
speeches were intended for the audiences at home. not in the House chamber. If O'Neill
really wanted to pull a political trick, cheap or otherwise. he'd have put in a laugh track. and
when the Republicans make a point. bring up the laughter and the guffaws. Or he could
drown them out with commercials and saying he was helping reduce the deficit. All of us in
Washington have seen worse.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

May 20,1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters. for the vacationing David Brinkley. here is Sam Donaldson.
SAM DONALDSON: The topsy-turvy race for the Democratic nomination for president is
entering the last two weeks of primary campaigning. Walter Mondale appears to have the
arithmetic on his side. By July he could well have enough pledged and leaning delegates to
make him the Democratic candidate on the first ballot. But Gary Hart says that won 't happen.
and Jesse Jackson could use his delegates to tum the San Francisco gathering into the first
multi-ballot national convention since 1952. OUf guests today - Walter Mondale. here in
our Washington studio: and fonnercandidate George McGovern. who may end up in the role
of peacemaker. The background report. which includes an interview with Gary Hart. by our
man Jo~n Martin. And our free-for-all discussion with George Will. Sander Vanocur and
Tom Wicker. all here on our Sunday program. .
~e Persian Gulf is awash with threats of military action this morning in the wake of th~

Iraqi. attac.k on a cargo ship which sank yesterday. The Washington Post says the Saudi
Arab~an arr force ~ould soon go into battle against Iranian warplanes, a development the
Saudis may have signaled at a special meeting of the Arab League in Tunis this weekend.
Mike Lee has the latest from the Gulf.

~IKE~EE(v,?ice-over]: With Gulf oil exports threatened by recent air raids upon
mtemational Ships, Saudi Arabia issued its strongest denunciation yet of Iran. At the
2 [~nation Arab League conference in Tunis. North Africa. Saudi foreign minister. Prin~e
Faisai. referred to what he called .. flagrant and dangerous" aggression by Iranian Jet
fighters. The Saudi foreign minister called on the Arab League to implement its n:'~tual
defense a~reem~nt. but the Saudi leader stopped short of suggesting an Arab Tl1!ht<,U)'
c~nf~ntatl~n with Iran and also made a point of not openly endorsing recent Iraqi ra-,~s
within Iranian waters. Yet the threats and counterthreats continued today with an Iraqi-
controlled newspaper predicting even more missile attacks against ships headed for Iran.
And ~ Iranian n~,:",sI?al;lerimplied it would only take a few days for Iranian jets to destroy
Saudi and Kuwaiti all Installations.
{on camera] The six pro-Western moderate Arab states here in the Gulf are facing a

Cat~h 22 situati~n, They fear an Iranian victory in the Gulf war, yet are facing in eff~ct
I~Jan blackmail. Stop supporting Iraq or face the possibility of even more reprisal ral~s
against their own tankers and oil-loading facilities. Or. worse yet. attacks upon th~ big
international supertankers that keep the oil moving out of here and the economy alive.

Mike Lee, ABC News, Dubai. in the Gulf. -

Mr, DONALDSON: Israeli warplanes bombed guerrilla bases in Lebanon's Bekaa Valley
Just two and a half miles from the Syrian border this morning, The raid came only two hours
after ambushers a~cked an Israeli patrol in the Lebanese port city of Sidon.
In Moscow, Soviet Defense Minister Dimitri Ustinov rattled his sabers today. or. more

exactly: his submarines. Ustinov said the Soviets have increased the number of their
sU.b:annes ~ff the U.S: coast and could deliver a nuclear strike on many American targets
Wit m 10 mmutes. Ustinov's warning came in an interview with the Soviet news agencyTass.

,Then th~re 's this story from Tokyo about a goat which has set a new record for survival
WIth an 3!!lficJaI heart. The goat died today after living 345 days with the man made heart.
ThU: prevrous record for survival with an artificial heart was -")97days held by a sheep at the
mversrty of Utah. -
We'll be b k . h W .. ac Wit alter Mondale and George McGovern and the rest of our program 10Just a moment.

lcommercial break]

~r. ~N~LDSON: As he has been frequently this year, Walter Mondale is again co~si-
S~~e ~ae trontrun~e~ for the Democratic presidential nomination by rhe political. punditS.
dele y he prohlbl~lve frontrunner, on the basis of the delegate arithmetic. With 1.967

gates needed to WIn, Mondale now hali 1.574 when both finn and leaning delegates are

-:!-

counted. Gary Hart has 954, adding the same combination, and Jesse Jackson's total is 292.
with 52 others going to other candidates. In our ABC estimate, there are only 549 more
delegates' to be won. Mondale certainly has the numbers advantage. But Gary Hart says
there's more than arithmetic to be considered ar this stage. and. as our man John Martin
reports, Hart still professes confidence that he will be the nominee. John?

JOHN MARTIN {voice-over]: Even though he is trailing Walter Mondale in the latest
California poll. as he campaigned here in Santa Barbara, Senator Hart insisted in an
interview that he will soon draw much closer to the nomination, despite the latest ABC
News estimate that he is more than 600 delegates behind the former vice president.
{interviewing} How are you going to close rhat gap if he takes half the delegates out of

California?
Sen, GARY HART, Democratic presidential candidate: Well, I don't think he
will. I think we will get a majority of the delegates here and possibly a very large
majority. What I think could happen here is that we will do well enough in the state in
enough congressional districts in this state alone, together with the delegates we pick up in
New Jersey, will contribute to the narrowing of that gap.
MARTIN {voice-over]: Senator Hart also seemed to rule out an alliance for now with
Jesse Jackson to overtake Mr. Mondale.
Sen. HART: It's possible. but I don't think it's probable, and it's certainly not necessary.
I certainly hope to pick up a share of the Jackson delegates at the appropriate time, but
I'm nor very good at making deals.
MARTlN {voice-over]: And the senator also seemed undaunted by the possibility that
Mr. Mondale might lose more primaries but still win enough delegates to be nominated.
Sen. HART: lwas counted out in January: I was counted out in April. And here we are.

WALTER MONDALE, Democratic presidential candidate: This primary is as
close as it possibly could be.

MARTlN {voice-over]: Especially close in this district - the 44th congressional district
of California. a slice of San Diego that is 31% blue collar. 28% hispanic, 16% black and
[0% Asian. It is one of a dozen or more battlegrounds up and down the state where party
professionals say either man could win and must.
JOHN EMERSON, Hart State Chairman: Mondale has an edge, but we think we can
overcome that edge with our superior field organization and with the essential message
and theme of the Hart candidacy.
MICKEY KANTOR, Mondale State Chairman: lr's a place where you would expect
Gary Hart would have to do well if he's going to carry California. It's a place where
we're fighting bard for, because if we can win in the 44th. we can win this state.
MARTlN [voice-over]: Yesterday Senator Hart roured San Diego Bay in sighr of the 44th
district and talked of foreign policy and military reform. The campaign is actually just
getting started here, so there aren't many signs or stickers, and no TV ads yet, but some
voters have decided.
ROGER ANAYA, yater: Hart.
MARTIN: Why do you think Hart?
Mr. ANAYA: Well. I don't particularly like Mondale and I dan', think Jackson has a
chance. So I'm not going to throw a vote away.
RUDY LAMUG, yater: I'm a Republican.
MARTlN: So you're going to vote for-
Mr. LAMUG: President Reagan.
VOTER: Hart.
MARTlN {voice-over]: Few workers mentioned Mondale this day. but he has the best-
known delegate slate here and the endorsement of the local Democratic conaressmen.
This week a'-team of ABC News political analysts surveyed all 45 California districts and
report Mondale leading in 16 districts, with 67 delegates. Hart in I:! districts with 5:!
delegates. and Jesse Jackson in four districts with :!9 delegares.
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MARIA VALLE, voter: Jackson. yeah. He's creating a whole movement around him.
and it's going to go further than just an election. He wants to start it up from the ground
up, and I think. it's really on the ball and it's moving.
MARTIN [voice-over]: But Mondale is not conceding the black vote to Jackson. especi-
ally among laboring people.
VOLUNTEER: Be sure to vote for Walter Mondale delegates on the ballot.

MARTIN [voice-over]: This carpenter's union phone bank is searching Jackson districts
in south Los Angeles for Mondale votes amonz 78.(X)() union members who are
registered Democrats. Yesterday Jackson struck back. claiming rules Mondale helped
draft gave him delegates Jackson says he deserves.
JESSE JACKSON, Democratic presidential candidate: I have already given
him the advantage of age and money and position. I want my delegates!

MARTIN [voice-over]; Mondale strategists insist they are fighting for every delegate
because after the coming five final primaries with 486 delegates at stake. he will be on the
verge of a first-ballot victory. But Hart's strategists believe they can deny Mondale the
nomination because they think California is going for Gary Hart.
M~. EMERSON: It's a future-oriented, young, energetic. entrepreneurial state, and I
think the message of the Hart candidacy is going to appeal to Californians.
Mr, KANTOR: I mean, you've got everything out here, and so to say that this is Gary
Hart's state when it's so diverse and so big and urban - the largest urban state - is silly,
because that's where Fritz Mondale has done his best.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Still, after so many ups and downs this year. neither Mondale nor
his state chairman wants to appear overconfident.
Mr. KANTOR: If there's anything you don't want with you in 1984, there are two things.
Conventional wisdom and momentum. -

MARTIN: The conventional wisdom, of course. is that Walter Mondale will do well
enough on the final Tuesday to keep his lead in delegates and that. while Gary Hart has
momentum as he moves into the final primaries. especially here in the West. he must
somehow close the gap or face the prospect of Walter Mondale going over the top. Sam?

Mr".DONALDSON: Thank you. John. weu be talking with Walter Mondale shortly. but
coming up next, George McGovern. former senator. former presidential candidate. perhaps a
future peacemaker in the Democratic Party. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. DON~LDSON: Senator McGovern, thank you for coming in today. Here with me are
George Will of ABC News. and Sander Vanocur. ABC senior political correspondent.
Senator McGovern, are we headed for a brokered convention, or do you think someone-
say. Walter Mondale, will have it wrapped up by the first ballot?
GEORGEMcGOVERN, former Democratic presidential candidate: [ don't know
whether he II have It wrapped up by the first ballot, but (think the nominee will be one of the
two .men that are ~orning .do~n to the wire, probably Waiter Mondale. although Hart is
making a strong finish. I think It'S very unlikely that the convention is going to tum to anyone
other than one of those two men. ~

~r. ~NAL.QSO~: Well. if it is Walter Meridale.given the very strong heal of this
~paJgn and the bitter charges on both sides, are we then going to see a Democratic parry

divided. or can you get back together?

Sen. ~cGOVERN: We can get back together. II's true. there have been a lot of things said
~at I Wish had. not been s~d. ~thought at ~hevery beginning of this year we should av~id thai
hereve~ possible, I don t object to candidates talking about their differences on the Issues,

but t.he kind of personal attacks we've seen over the last few weeks, I think are damaging. but
not irreparable Nothing has been said that would prevent Gary Hart and Walter Mondale
from jonung hands on that dais in San Francisco next July. And I think they"ll do that.
incr W~LL: You've been an academic, so you know the axiom that academic politics is
ncreasmgly bitter as the stakes get smaller and the differences narrow. We've seen Walter
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Mondale say of Gary Hart that he's a callow, peculiar opportunist. and Hart says of Mondale
that hes an unelectable tool of private interests and a launderer of campaign funds. Isn't this
uncommonly bitter, and does it reflect real differences on the issues, or simply burning
ambition?
Sen. McGOVERN: Incidentally, I don't think either of those charges are true. on either
side. I think that either Walter Mondale or Gary Hart represent the kind of character and the
kind of person that the Democratic Party ought to be able to support. The key point is the one
you made at the outset of your question - that there are not fundamental differences between
them. It is like some of these academic fights that I used to witness when I was a college
professor. The issues between the two candidates are not all that great. They generally agree
on Central America. on the arms race. on most aspects of the economy. They have pretty
much the same budget priorities. There is nothing like the civil rights divisions that we had in
the '50s that just tore the Democratic Party in half. or the Vietnam issue that I had to contend
with in '1'2. where you had the hawks on one side and the doves on the other. That being the
case, [ fully expect at some point to see Walter MondaIe and Gary Hart get together. I think
this is going to happen.
Mr. WILL: Do you have a sense of triumph in the sense that Goldwater lost big in '64, but
soon Goldwarerisrn sort of became the Republican Party mainstream. Do you think today,
eight. I~ years after your race in ·7~. that this is a McGovemite party? Have you won the
Democratic Party?
Sen. McGOVERN: Well. let me say. George. that I never did think that I was out of the
mainstream. I thought back in '7~ I was in the mainstream. All of my life as an active
Democrat I've supported the nominee of our party. even when it was someone that I didn't
100% endorse. I expected people to do that when I was a candidate in '72. I think what has
happened is that in 1983 and '84 people have seen a more accurate picture of me. I don't
think I've changed all that much, but I do think. the standards that I set in ·7~. the rules that I
ran on. some of the ideas that I brought forward are generally accepted by most Democrats.
Just about everybody now recognizes the war in Vietnam, for example, was a big mistake.
SANDER VANOCUR: Senator, on the night of May j Ist. in Brentwood. California, the
three candidates are going to go to a dinner and raise S 150.000 to wipe out your campaign
debt.
Sen. McGOVERN: [ hope.
Mr. VANOCUR: Which. in that neighborhood, can be accomplished before the quiche
curdles. Afterward you've invited them to meet with you to iron out these differences. You
say they are not substantial. but Gary Hart intends to press on those 587 delegates. which he
says were fraudulently elected through PAC money for Mondale: Jesse Jackson is saying he's
not getting his fair share of delegates. he wants to abolish the run-offs in the Southern
primaries. Those are substantial differences you're going to have to deal with on that night.
Sen. McGOVERN: Well. I guess what you're saying. we're going to have an interesting
party on May 31st. This is not a structured meeting at all. I have invited these three
candidates to come and help me retire a campaign debt. All three of them have graciously'
agreed to do it. I wrote them a letter on the Znd of May saying wouldn't this be a good time
for a little informal discussion to see if we could clear up some of the differences and heal
some of the wounds. There hasn't been any written agreement from anyone of the three to do
that. but I'm hopeful that meeting there under conditions where all three of them have
something in common, namely. getting rid of the McGovern debt. that perhaps that'll lead to
some other common ground.
Mr. VANOCUR: Senator. blessed is the peacemaker. but you have a funny kind of a role.
You're not a candidate anymore. yet you have written to the state chairman in Massachusetts,
Chester Atkins, saying you want your delegates that are going to be added on June 9th and
10th on the basis of what you won in the March primary. Have you got any other motive in
mind than just getting what is your fair share?
Sen. McGOVERN: Not at all. I won those delegates. I won some 21 delegates in
Massachusetts. and two in Iowa, and I think that those people that are entitled to go to the
convention as McGovern delegates. It may very well be that at some point prior to the
convention itIllook like a prudent thing simply to say. "Follow your conscience." They can
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do that anyway. Under the rules they're not committed to anybody.
Mr. WILL: Let's stay for a minute with the question of the delegate selection, You really
started the reforming period on the rules in the Democratic Party, both in terms of.democra~-
izinz the selection of delegates and. at the same time, the reform of the financing of this
process. Are you satisfied that within the law the Mondale independent delegate, com~itte~s
were truly independent and that this represents-c. the Mondale method of financing his
campaign represents not only compliance with the letter but the spirit of the law? In short.
does Gary Hart have a case?
Sen. McGOVERN: Well. I haven't looked into that too carefully. It's a very complicated
matter. I don't think that Walter Mondale did anything dishonest. I think those comm!ttees
were formed as a way of getting money into the campaign 10 stay in technical compliance
with the law. But in any event. [his will all come out in due course-
Mr. WILL: Isn't it a way of evading the ceiling?

Sen. McGOVERN: It was a way of permitting delegates to get funding. 10 help. campaign
for the candidate they supported. Now, it may very well be the party has to look mto thl~ to
determine whether it was in fact a violation of the spirit of the law. I don't see any technical
violation of the law.

Mr. WILL: So you're saying Gary Hart does not have a case?
Sen. McGOVERN:Well. I'm not saying he doesn't have a case. It ought to be looked int~.
My own judgment is that there's no really fundamental matter here. The big issues before this
country don't really center on a few hundred thousand dollars thai were raised to s~ppon
perfectly legitimate delegates that have a right to support Walter Mondale and ~a~e a right to
go to that convention. I think the basic problem on these PACs, if I can say It, IS that they
have enormously increased the power of corporate money in politics. You would expect me
to say that. as a Democrat, I suppose-
Mr. WILL: Union money equally-

Sen. McGOVERN: But I think the- I think the union money is a fraction of the money
we're going to see in 1984 raised by these corporate PACs. Walter Mondale right now ISvery
short on campaign funds: so is Gary Han. That won't be true on the other side. These Reagan
people are not going to be hungry for money.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me ask you-

Sen. McGOVERN: They're not going to have to worry about technicalities or indirect
routes. They'll just have to get enough wheelbarrows to shove the money around.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me ask you a quick final question about the ticket. A recent p?1l
showed that Mr. Mondale was trailing about six points nationally President Reagan, but with
Hart on the ticket in the second spot they were runnins even. Is that the ticket? Mondale-Hart? 0

Sen. McGOVERN: That's the ticket I would like to see. I think that if in fact this binemess
an.d animosity is deep as some people believe it is. the quickest way to heal that in the public
mind ~nd actually is to put these two men on the ticket together. I'd love to see a Mondale-
Hart ticket. and I think it's doable.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, thank you very much. Senator McGovern, for being with us
today. We'll as.k that question of our next guests because coming up next we'll ~ave ~alte~
Mondale, commg down to the wire the clear frontrunner for the Dernocranc presiden
nomination. In a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr. DONALDSON: Fonner Vice President Mondale. welcome to our broadest.
WALTERMONDALE, Democratic presidential candidate: Thank you. Sam.
Mr. DO~ALDSON: Well. what about it? Are you- I know you think you're going to be
the ncrrunee. A~ you going to have enough delegates before the convention, let's say, after
the June final.pnmanes, to say that you've got it?

rice Pres. MONDALE: Yes. I think I will. I believe that I"m going to carry both Ne~
ersey and Ca!lfomJa. I thmk I m gomg to do very well in the other June 5th pnmanes. And

believe I' II have the delegates [ need by the time the convention convenes.
Mr. DONALDSON: One of your strongest supporters. Governor Cuomo of New York. said
the other day that if you didn't carry New Jersey you might not be the nominee. Do you
subscribe fo that?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: I'm gong to carry New Jersey. It really feels good. I've been
campaigning through there and I feel good about it.
Mr. DONALDSON: So if you don't. what about what Governor Cuomo said?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: Well. you know. I've been campaigning in New Jersey, and I
think what I want to--- what I'm saying and where I want to lake this country is getting a very
good response. and [ believe I'm going to carry it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. I give up. George"
Mr. WILL: George McGovern--
Vice Pres. MONDALE: Good for you.
Mr. WILL: George McGovern just did you the favor of picking your. running mate. He wants
Gary Han. Campaigning in New Jersey on, I believe, Friday. you s~ld. ' ..Goo help us If Gary
Hart becomes president. -- Does that mean you would not risk purnng him a heartbeat away
from the presidency?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: No. What I - let me give you the context in which I made that
comment. Gary Hart talked about leadership in the Superfund toxic was~e dispute ~d
questioned mine. which I think has been pretty good. And I pointed out .Iha~m the adoption
of the Superfund legislation. in the committee on wh!ch he served: .he dido t attend a single
hearing. he didn't participate for a moment in marking up or wntmg the.law. and he was
absent when the bill passed. And I said if that is what he means by leadership, God help us. I
wasn't talking about the broader picture.
Mr. WILL: Would he make a good president?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: I would make a much better one.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. what about the central question? Are you considering putting
him on the ticket? Would you put Gary Hart on your ticket?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: I think it's presumptuous to pick a vice president right now. I've
got to get nominated. I will pick the best possible running mate. I'm not including or
excluding anyone, but I haven't gotten into that-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. lei me ask the question a different way. Are the divisions
between you, either on the issues - and Senator McGovern points out they aren'~ too gre~t.
or in the question of bitterness in the primary campaign so deep that you couldn t run WIth
Gary Hart?

Vice Pres. MONDALE: As a theoretical matter. no. In other words. I think there are
substantial differences between us. In arms control I'm a strong believer in the freeze: ~e's
been all over the map on that. I think on the question of fairness for that average Amencan
family and worker-
Mr. DONALDSON: How about the bitterness?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: well. I don't want [0 gloss over what I think are some real
differences. But I do not think once this convention convenes and once everybody'~ had a
couple of good nights' sleep thai differences are nOIresolvable and that we'll bring this party
together.
Mr. VANOCUR: Mr. Mondale. in the Dallas debare. you, Gary Hart. Jesse Jackson all
stood foursquare in favor of bilingualism.
Vice Pres. MONDALE: Right.
Mr. VANOCUR: As I understand the educational system started by Horace Mann in this
country, it was to enfold a lot of immigrants, teach them a common language. And as th~
strength of a society like ours is built upon a commo~ langua¥e and a sou~d currency- aren I
all three of you being a bit cavalier. even though you re looking fo.r.votes ~n~.~ wllh large
hisp-anic rx>pulations, in just saying blanketly. "We shall have bilingualism .
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Vice Pres. MONDAlE: No. I was a strong supporter and leader for bilingual education
when [ was a senator from Minnesota. It had no political implications in my state at all. but I
believed in it then and I believe in it now for the very reason that your question implies.
Proper bilingual education permits a student to learn the English language faster. If I were
speaking-c. I don't know if you speak Spanish. but if I were speaking to you in Spanish right
now and you didn't speak. you wouldn't know what l was talking about. A proper bilingual
instructor and instruction will take a child ~ for example. conversant only in Spanish ~ and
teach that child English on the first day. andthey learn English faster. That will lead uv to a
nation in which everybody speaks English faster than tbe absence of it.
Mr. VANOCUR: But the common criticism i~ that there's a tendency aruonc teachers to just
teach the Spanish--- ,- .

Vice Pres. MONDALE: That's right.
Mr. VANOCUR: -c-which is going to condemn these children ro not havinu jobs. to be "tuck
in the rut that they were born-into. And I don't get the sense thai any Ll(YOU~
Vice Pres. MONDALE: Yeah. that's - n,>-
Mr. VANOCUR: -c-see the gray side of this argument.
Vice Pres. MONDAlE: No. As a matter of fact, I've spent a lot of my life in education and
dealt with bilingual education for vears. There is a common belief that the idea behind
bilingual education is to resist learning the English luneuaee. That argument is 18{)('c
VvTO~g~ 180 de¥rees wrong. The fact oeit is the purpose of bilingual education is to make it
possible for a child who come s into a classroom speaking only Spanish. or an Asian language
or Eskimo. whatever it is. more quickly the English language ~ how 10 read and write in
English and so on. Now. there is a problem with bilingual education in that we need 10
lllstruct- a better job of teaching instructors. training more instructors 10 do it properly.
Mr. DONALDSON: Let me bring vou back to the char~es and counlercharges. You have sel
asid~ now some 5400.000 to repay money from PAC\ that went to separale committee ..
w~o ve Supported you. Senator Hart says that's not nearly enough. He says that perhaps
tWice that amount or more is tainted money, and you ought to pay it all bad.
Vice Pres. MONDAlE: Let's see this for what it is. In the over 100 vea[\,' hi."tory ()f
Democratic conventions. every time a candidate r.ets far enou!;!hbehind. thev trv to figure Ollt
some reason .why they should be ahead. That's ~\Vhat's going on right now. These aulono-
mo~~ com!"!uttees are authorized by the Federal Election Commission. they are. legal.
PolitIcal action committee money is legal. I happen to object to political action money. "0 a"
soon as I found out PAC money was being used I asked it to be returned.
Mr. DONALDSON: As soon as you found out"?

Vice Pres. MONDAlE: That's ri2ht. I wrote a strong letter. and I said I want those PAC
funds termin~ted and they were. Now I want to repay that money 10 make ilclear that I am
totally commllted to that principle. and I am.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. but the senator says 5400,000 isn't enough. Whv not SROOJXXl?
Can you tell us this morning that 5400.000 is the amount'! ~

V~ce Pres. MONDAlE: The 400~ think it's a reasonable amount. Four hundred thousand
~III repay all the PAC money: it'll repay a lot of the rest. Ifthere's more needed. we will do
n. But that's not why Gary Hart's making this point. This is a minor point. We've gone dear
beyond w,hat the law has required to make my commitment tn pmper election campaigning
clear. He s thrown a long bomb hoping it'll work. and ifs nOI r.oin!! to work.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. You say minor. but of course he says~you:ve been unethical. that
all of these delegates-- that that money helped elect Ihem, they're tainted.
Vice. Pres. MONDALE: Read the Federal Election Commissi~n rules. They authorize Ihe
cn:alion of t.hese committees, There's no-- but I wanted 10 make clear that in 'no sense was I
gOl~gto abide by anything but the highest slandards in this campaign. and thar's why I'm
paymg the money back. ~

'."r.~I~l:One of the developing themes of the Dernocmtic attack on the Reagan adrnini-
stratlO.n IS the so-called sleaze factor. the chan!c that they're insensitive to niceties. They may
be st~ctly legal but nOI sufficiently moral. In anwin!!, as you have. thai Ihese committees
were Independent of your campaign. totally indePendent. are you cuuin~ comers on the truth
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there'.' r mean. it's been shown that there was a dear interaction between your main carnpaien
and these committees.
Vice Pres. MONDAlE: Because I want to clarify this issue lvc gone clear beyond
anything rhats necessary, and I do that 10 demonstrate what l think is the responsibility of a
president. not just to deal technically with the law. but to deal with the ethical posture and
claritv the American people must expect from the position which. as Roosevelt once said. is
pre-eminently a position of moralleadership. And for that reason rill returning PAC money
I don't have to do that. I am rerrniuatinz these committees. I don't have to do that. I am
includina all the money eiven to these autonomous committees as though it were given ttl I11C
~ although that wasn't the case ~ to make dear that I personally take the responsibility of
establishing an ethical. nor just a legal. but an ethical ..tandard for which I take personal
responsihility. I think rhats what expected of a president.
Mr. DONALDSON: Mr. Mondale , we're uoinu (0 take a break now. but weH be hack with
more questions for you in just it moment. ~ -
/commercial break]
Mr. DONALDSON: We'll resume our interview now with Walter Mondale. Sandy. you had
a question.
Mr. VANOCUR: Mr. Mondale. we referred before with Georze McGovcrn to reform in the
Democratic Party. which many people think has almost put the Democratic Party into a
comatose state, You are uoinu to eer demands. if vou are the nominee. from Senator Han-
and I think he's very seriou'S about those 5H7 delegates: I think he'll come up with the
credentials hearings at the end of June here in Washington. Jesse Jucksons gt1ing to want
certain things in the platform: he' s going: to want an end to the run-off: he' s going tu want
more than he's e:ening in tenns of his dele2ate~ now. H\lw can Walter Mondale, if he'~ tht:
nominee. r.ive in to demands ~ legitimale or otherwi-;e ~ lhal "orne how "ugge"t that you
arc still a candidale of special interests and not a leader of thi.. party".'
Vice Pres. MONDAlE: First Llfall. I want to make one side point. and then 1"11get to your
question. The Democratic Party has a right 10 be proud of itself thi", ye<lr. There ha\'e heen
lllore people participating in these primaries anu caucuses hy far thun ever hefore in
American history, We've had more debate rangin~ over more issues Ihan ever hefore. Each
of us as candidates have been able 10 stand-- <lodhave been willing to "tand up and lake
queslions and answer questions and speak to the issues that face our nation. And. for all of
Ihe noise and the ruckus. when we're done we're going to have a much stronger candidate.
party. platform and. a much greater appeal to the American people than if we hadn't done
fhat. So I'm proud of it. Now, what we o;eenow i~a situation in which I have ~en able to get
far down the road in a rJnge of contests to the point that rm very close to having tht: number
of delegate" I need for nomination. And il is prediclahle when that happens that the people
who are hehind try to cook up some deal. some theory. ~ome taw that would gi\'e them the
delegates that they didn't win-----
Mr. VANOCUR: As you would do"
Vice Pres. MONDAlE: Sure. But I mean we all know what's going on. For example Gary
Hart saying. ,,( know I lost New York. but I'd rather have the delegates anyway. I know I
lost Illinois. [ know I lost Texas, bUI give me the delegates." It's not going to sell.
Mr. VANOCUR: And Reverend Jackson"
Vice Pres. MONDAlE: That's a different i..~ue. and rd like to take a minute to explain
what I think the question is there, The Hunt COlllmissi'on met for nearly a year under (he
chaimlanship of a superb governor with a broad cross-section of the Democratic Pany 10
shape niles that would govern the contest in 1984. Those rules were adopted almost
unanimouslv hy leaders. many of whom are in the Hart camp and the Jackson camp as we"
J'i my own." And one of the principles of the rules was that we ought 10 have a process which
would pennil someone to win. so thai when we gOI to the convention we woulu have a
unitied convention that reassured the American people and would allow us to finally end this
inteoninable contest and get on with the main hout between our nominee and the Repuhlil..'an,
Mr. Reagan. Now. that'~~the principle behind tht~ rules. Ir is valid. I think ir".. a re.\pcctahle
po'iition. More than thaI. I think it's crucial to l)tlf election. So I think these rule" are gonJ
rules. honomble rules-
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Mr. VANOCUR: But what are you going to do? You haven't answered the question.
Vice Pres. MONDALE: I'm going to live by the rules. That's what I'm trying to say.
What's wrong with that.
Mr. VANOCUR: When Gary Hart attacks you, you answer. You don't seem to answer with
the same vociferousness when Jesse Jackson artacks you. Why is that?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: No, I just said I'm going to live by the same rules, and l think
they're valid. I think they're honorable and I agree with them. We've had two or three major
debates with Mr.Jackson. One was about the location of the embassy in Jerusalem: a second
one was about Mr. Farrakhan. and I condemned that openly and hard. The other day Mr.
Jackson said that if we moved the embassy to Jerusalem h's World War III, and I said that's
an outlandish, ridiculous claim. Where we have a dispute, I debate. But on these rules. those
rules are valid. They were honorably agreed to. I'll tell you what it's like. It's like playing a
football game and, at the end of the third quarter, somebody being 11 [0 nothing ahead, and
then someone says, "Well, I know I'm behind, but I got more first downs, so let me win."
You can't change the rules that way.
Mr. WILL: Okay, but a courtesy we extend every candidate on this show is we allow them to
refute the charge that they won't offend anybody by letting them offend someone. Will you
say something offensive to Jesse Jackson regarding run-off primaries, for example?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: I was the first one to say I didn't agree, that I thought-
Mr. WILL: You're against- you're in favor of retaining run-off primaries?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: I am against-c- I will be against any run-off primary that .is
discriminatory, but I do not believe that many of them are in fact. Just look what happened In
Texas the other day. We had three candidates for the Senate who ended up almost dead even.
Mr. DONALDSON: Not one of whom was black.
Vice Pres. MONDALE: That's right. But that's the point.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's Jackson's point.
Vice Pres, MONDALE: Yeah. But the point is that there's a legitimate reason. for
example, in this case in Texas for a run-off. and that's all I'm saying. To say that they're all
discriminatory does not- does not- that's not the case.
Mr. DONALDSON: In the short time remaining. let me take you back to a national interest
that's in focus this weekend particularly - the Persian Gulf. Now, you've talked about it
Senato,r Hart's talked about it. But I'd like you to speak not in generalities of a position, but
tell us If you were president this weekend and ships were being sunk there whether you would
try to engage U.S. airpower. if the Saudi Arabians and others requested it. to protect that
shipping against Iranian or Iraqi attacks?
Vice Pres, MONDALE: At this moment it's too soon. but we need to have contingency
pl~s working with our allies and the others dependent upon the region, because the
navigability, freedom of that shipping lane. is absolutely crucial to the world.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, six ships have been attacked: one has been sunk. II's too
soon. At what point isn't it too soon?

Vice Pres. MONDALE: I don't think. that anything is gained by defining exactly what you
would do down the road. I think what counts right now is to work with our allies to press bot.h
Iran a!1d Iraq t~ stop. That's the best way to proceed. To get the Arab nations to use their
clout In the region: after all. the Saudis are bankrolling the Iraqis to stop this, and-
Mr, DONALDSON: Well. that's precisely what President Reagan is doing.
Vice Pres. MONDALE: Some of that they are doing, but keep that up. In other words. the
last thing we ought to do right now is to entertain the notion of a massive Amencan force
movin.g i.nthere to keep those sea lanes open. We ought to make it clear that we insist on that.
but this IS a time for very delicate diplomatic and other arrangements.
Mr. WILL: If we determine, however, that it's in our national interest to keep the shipping
lanes open, why should we wait for an invitation from the nations in the region? Why would
it be wrong for us to unilaterally to put an air cover over that region? ~
Vice Pres. MONDALE: Because there is long-term diplomatic relationships with every-
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body in the region that's more important. If we can get- if we can get this handled
diplomatically we can avoid the use of force in the region. and r think the region will be far
more stable.
Mr. WILL: But there are lots of governments--
Vice Pres. MONDALE: If we get involved in there in the way- needlessly. the Soviets
will undoubtedly use that as an excuse to ratchet up their presence in the region. I think if we
can handle it this other way it's far superior.
Mr. DONALDSON: The Soviet defense minister said this morning that they've got more
submarines off the U.S. coast to strike.
Vice Pres. MONDALE: That's right. American targets within 10 minutes.
Mr. DONALDSON: Does that scare you'
Vice Pres. MONDALE: No, I predicted that in the breakdown. As a matter of fact. for
about 18 months the Soviets have been hinting at moving more submarines closer to the
shore.

Mr. DONALDSON: What would you do about it if you were president?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: First thing we need to do is to try to get some negotiations going. It
reduces this ever-rising level of tensions and get some understanding between the parties in
terms of arms control.
Mr. WILL: But aren't the submarines off our coast because we went ahead with the Carter-
Mondale deployment of the 5S ~ the missiles to counter the SS-:~OS?That's the reason the
Soviet Union gives.
Vice Pres. MONDALE: Which is why the Nitze-K vitsinsky agreement of '81 should have
been implemented, because I think that would have prevented-
Mr. WILL: The Soviet Union rejected the -
Mr. VANOCUR: The walk you walked in the woods?
Vice Pres. MONDALE: No, no. Our administration was the first to reject it. and we failed
to repropose it.

Mr. DONALDSON: All right. thank you very much. former Vice P~sident Mondale. for
being with us today. We've enjoyed having you. Coming next, our uninhibited, few-holds-
barred discussion, and joining us for that will be New York Times columnist Tom Wicker.
[commercial break]

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. gentlemen the MX is certainly the cat of weapon systems. It has
nine lives at least. This last 'Week it barely stayed alive in the House. The president. as you
know. wanted 40 more missiles to be built: he'd be willing to settle for 30: he had to settle for
15. Was it a victory for Mr. Reagan or a defeat? George?
Mr. WILL: Well. it was a most peculiar decision because the House said, "You can have
some money to build these 15." Remember, Carter requested 200. ~ believe, originally.
We're now down to IS, and the House says you can have the money If. by next ApnJ. the
Soviet Union has not come back to the table. That means they have placed the weapon
system endorsed by four presidents in the hands- the deployment decision in the hands of
the Soviet Union.
TOM WICKER, The New York Times: Yes, it is a clear example, I think. of Congres-
~man Aspin's dictum that if you give a congressman a chance to vote on '?D.thsides of an
Issue he'll do it every time, because in effect I don't remember many declsl~ms wher:e s?
ma~y congressmen who clearly didn't believe in what they were doing, and said they didn t
believe in what they were doing. did it anyway.
Mr. VANOCUR: I think there's a reason for that. One. I think the Democratic Party knows
that it's put itself on the wrong side of the issue of the use of force in terms of nati~nal
securirv Secondly. I think it's also a warning to Ronald Reagan. If ~e has ¥ot a we~ POint.
It IS on his record on foreign policy. Despite the affronts of the Soviet Union. despite what
they're doing to Sakharov right now. polls show that Americans are not quite pleased that
he's doing enough to achieve some kind of rapprochement with the Soviet Union.
Mr. WICKER: Many congressmen may have figured it that way. but [don't really think so.
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think the MX goes- because the MX doesn't really have anything to do w.ith the questio~ of
using force for national security. Now. this situation in the Persian GUI~raises that questIo~.
Lebanon raised that question. But everybody knows that you're not going to use the MX In

the Persian Gulf. or you're not going to use the MX to support the Marines in Lebanon. So r
think it's well pointed- George says four presidents have supported that missile. but they
all-

Mr. VANOCUR: It's the symbolism-- it's the symbolism now.
Mr. WICKER: -assumed that you could find an invulnerable basing mode for it. You can't
find now.

Mr. WILL: One of the Reagan administration's major errors was not coming in. embracing
the Carter racetrack system for deploying it, saying. "It's terrible and it's going to offend you
in Utah and Nevada"- [crosstalk] -c-and said. "We don't like it. but they did it," and they
would have escaped the blame. Now- I mean. the whole point of an MX was our ground-
based deterrent is vulnerable. Now we have an MX system and we have no invulnerable way
of basing it. Perhaps in the modern age you can't have an invulnerable land-based deterrent.
Mr. WICKER: You can't.

Mr. WILL: No one in Congress believes this is the best possible way to spend _ how many
billion are we up to on this, Tom?
Mr. WICKER: Well. it'd be $1.8 in the House-

Mr. DONALDSON: But Sandy said, and I think he's right. It's symbolic. Yes, the MX
won't do what it was originally set out to do. It will not be invulnerable. The modernization
of that third leg of the triad will not be complete with the MX. and yet congressmen think
they have to vote for it because they don't want their constituents to say he's soft on
communism, and that's just silly.

Mr. yANOCUR: Ronald Reagan has this going for him, and all the polls that the Democrat~c
candidates have taken show it. That even people who disagree with him admire him that he IS
a man of consistency. and the Democrats. who are backed up on this one because of
Grenada, I think are voting this in a symbolic way.

Mr: WILL: Statesmanship often involves gritting your teeth and holding your nose and
vonng for something that is far from a perfect option. but it's the only one you've got. And in
the end people are saying, if we're going to have real arms control agreements. we can't be
~n to b:e unilaterally restricting ourselves. and this Congress didn't want to be the first with
this President to defeat any president on a major weapons system.

Mr. WICKER: And while you're right about the use of force, l think. I don't believe there's
any great consensus in this country, much less a great majority. for the MX.
Mr. VANOCUR: Oh. no, absolutely not. Quite the opposite. It's the idea that the
Democrats. somehow. are not clear about the use of force in terms of the national interest.
Mr. ~CKER: We~l: that's a vague idea. perhaps. on the minds of a lot of people. but no
more Important politically than the same kind of idea that Rcaean is too quick to throw
nuclear weapons around. e

Mr. VANOCUR: That's right.

Mr. DONALDSON: Okay, let me ask you the question from the Kremlin standpoint. Of
course, the Senate. has to be heard from and a conference committee, so the Aspin amend-
ment may not Survive in its present form. But let us assume that in fact 15 more MX missiles
are ~uthotized,. the. money held up. and if the Soviets come back to the bargaining table by
Apnl lst, ~hen It will not be spent. And if they don't, then we'll go ahead. What do you think
the Kremlin w?ul.d do? They have the power now, under that hypothesis, of deciding whether
to build the missiles or not. Do they Want us to build them or not?
Mr. VANOCUR: Sam, how can we know what's going on in the Kremlin? (think there is abattle-- -

Mr. DONALDSON: We can't. bur our purpose here on Sunday morning is to take a guess.
Mr. ,WlCi.<EA:Well. I ~ink it's ridiculous to suggest that they're going to come b~C~-
they :e ~omg to shape their whole policy in order to prevent the United States from bUlldmg15 ffilSSlles.

Mr. WILL: Bur. Tom. they can come back to the table and just sit there and stonewall. The
difference between the Soviet Union at the table or comatose is marginal.
Mr. WICKER: President Reagan has to certify under that House decision-c. he has to certify
they are bargaining in good faith. So they can't just make a show of it.
Mr. VANOCUR: In terms of whatever struggle is going on now within the ruling circles of
the Soviet Union. it'll be an internal dynamic and internal imperative which will send them or
not send them back to the bargaining table.
Mr, DONALDSON: Okay. let's move along to a hotter issue, at least from the standpoint of
the polemics involved, and that was what happened in the last 10 days or so on the floor of
the House. As you know, Tip O'Neill decided to order that the cameras be allowed to pan an
empty chamberto show that the Republicans late in the afternoon. who were just castigating
and Whipping the Democrats unmercifully. were talking to an empty House. The Repu~li-
cans. of course, were doing it for that television audience on cable out there. And at one point
the argument got so heated that Tip said something about it was the lowest thing he'd ever
seen in 32 years. and the House had to call him officially out of order. What's going to
happen in this

Mr. VANOCUR: Not the lowest thing he's seen-- the lowest thing he's heard. He's seen a
lot.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, with television he's done both. Is this just kind of a little fracas. a
little family dispute in the House of Representatives. George'?
Mr. WILL: Well. not quite. I think the Republicans were using the floor of the House as a
television set. That's what you're going to get if you put television cameras in legislative
chambers, where they don't belong, I keep insisting. Furthermore. building a record is a
perfecry normal thing to do. in the Senate as well as in the House. I don't know what
percentage of the time, would you guess. they are even 10 senators on the floor when the
Senate's in session. Not very often. But what this really represents is. a) a widening
ideological gulf that's reflected in a lot of ways between the two parties right now. and. I
have to say. Tip O'Neill started this. He started it in January. 1981. when the committee
assignments and the ratio of Democrats to Republicans was set. and he didn't play by the
rules. He gave the Democrats much more than their proportion in the overall House would
allow on each committee - on a crucial committee certainly.

Mr. WICKER: This goes beyond the House. What is interesting about it to me is that it
shows the ex.~ent to which our politics in this. country are now a television politics because
thes~ Repub"c~ mem~rs of the. House. unlike members of the House throughout history,
they r~ not playing for In,fluence. In the House. or to get the majority in the House or to win
~?tes 10 the House. ~ey re playmg ~o the nanonal pU~li~ on television. They're trying to-e-
It s a means of speaking to the public rather than achieving anything legislatively.
Mr, VANOCUR: Tom, you're ~bsolutely ~ght, but they're also sending a signal to Ronald
Reagan, We look for a sleeper In Dallas, right? Uh-uh. These people in the House who are
rarsmg the hackles of not o,:,ly TiP. O'N~ill but Minority Leader Michel are also going to be
o~ sever.:'1 rmporranr committees. including platform. and they're going to be very tough on
this administration In Dallas at the end of August

~r. DONAL~SON:But. you know, Tom. it....iS.not just that they're appealing to the public
In s~pport ofissues and posuions and the Republican Party. Newt Gingrich. for instance _ I
don t have hIS e~act .words "". in one of the speeches that set the Speaker off accused the
Democrats of being In bed With the communists, doing the bidding of the Kremlin Andapparently the serious-c. .... .
Mr. VANOCUR: The parry of treason.

Mr. DONALDSON: The party of treason. Without notifying -{crosstalk]
Mr. VANCUR: He didn't say that. No. That was Tip's reaction.

Mr, DONALDSON: But without notifying the members that he was 20in2 to deliver a
personal attack on them and they could be on the floor to answer it ........

Mr: W~CKE~: Well. that's my point. that throughout history legislative-c. members of
leglslatlve boches have played a particular game to enhance their influence and ability to get
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bills passed and goodies for the homefolks in the House and the Senate. They're not ~oing
this. They're looking beyond the House and taking advantage of television for national
purposes rather than legislative purposes.

Mr. DONALDSON: Okay, let me move to one more subject. the sUbjec~of Richard.Nixon.
his rehabilitation. Mr. Nixon is invited now even by newspaper editors. hISold ene~·l1Ies.~d
they cheer him and applaud him. Lots of money is paid for television rights to i!1tervl~wswith
him. not the first explanation of Watergate, which might be a news story, but JU~~Nixon. H.e
is sought after for his comments on public affairs. Is Mr. Nixon being rehabilitated? Is It
forgive and forget? Tom?

Mr. WICKER: Oh. I don't think it's forgive and forget. There are too many people who will
never either forget or forgive. But I do think that it's a recognition that aside ~m t.heevents
that led to his downfall and resignation from the presidency that Mr. Nlx~n IS ~ very
experienced and intelligent public figure. possibly the most important president In thepostwar period-

Mr. DONALDSON: But. Tom-

Mr. WICKER: -and that he has much to say on the issues about which he knowssomething.

Mr. DONALDSON: But to use that old macabre saying. isn't that like saying, ,. Aside from
that, Mrs. Lincoln, how did you enjoy the play?"
Mr. WICKER: That's exactly what it's like.

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. what do you mean, then. "aside from what happened in
Watergate"? Isn't that an overriding public event of Mr. Nixon's presidency?
Mr. WICKER: That's over. I mean, Mr. Nixon was forced to resign.
Mr. WILL: No, J believe what he's doing now is objectionable also. I think he has a plan [0

discredit for his own benefit in history every president who comes after him. When JImmy
Caner is president and widely perceived as weak he writes a book _ he. Nixon ~ called The
Real War saying we must be tough. Reagan comes in and he now writes a book called .The
Real Peace in which he's the Don Kendall. let's trade with the Russians, let's resuscI~ate
detente. And he's got New York intellectuals. a bunch of them, saying, "Well. Nixon ~ a
genocidal burglar maniac, but even he's better than Ronald Reagan." Now his agent .isgOI~g
aroun~ New York flogging a book called No More Vietnams. Now. if that isn't tracking With
the wind, I don't know what it is.

Mr, VA~UR: George is absolutely right. Here is this figure who has been i.nthe fo~front
of the ~atIonaJ consciousness of this country longer than any political ~gure In our. history.
and he S done exactly what George has said, and he's appealing to the liberal establishment.
th~ p.ublishing groups in New York, to say, "I am different." He is not different. He IS
building monuments to himself while he still has the ability to do it.
Mr. WILL: On the wreckage of other people.
Mr. WICKER: 1 see in this discussion here one more baseball bat hitting liberals over the
head. I. thought we were talking about Mr. Nixon here. And the fact of the matter is,)ust as
you pointed ~:)Ut.Me. Nixon was for many, many decades a major figure in Am~rican life. He
was, as I said, and I repeat it, he was possibly the most important president In the ~lWar
years '. He has some~ing to say tl! the public. He's saying it. and it is not New X0rk I~berals.
of which I am certainly one-- It is not New York liberals who are condemmng him and
suggesting that he's got conspiratorial ideas. It's George Will and Sander Vanocur.

Mr. ~N~S~~: ~kay, thank you, Tom. J would suggest that Me. Nixon has a long w~y
~o go In his rehablhtatlon, though. Thank you, gentlemen. I'll be back with a final word 10Just a moment.
{Commercial break]

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I'll be taking the rest of the day off _ it's beautiful in
Washmgton thl~ Sunday - because there is no World News Tonight Sunday toda~ smce
~BC Sports will ?nng you the final qualifying trials for the Indianapolis 500. That 5 at 6
o clock Easte,m Time, 5 o'clock Central. Later tonight. Tom Jarriel will have a complete
look at today s top stories On the Weekend Report.

David Brinkley will be back next week. I'm Sam IJ<:>naldson.For all of us here at ABC's
This Week with David Brinkley, thank you for watching and good day.

•
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ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley, Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: The oil tanker war in the Persian Gulf and the threat to oil supplies for
countries from West Europe to Japan, and the statement by the U.S. months ago that if it ever
became necessary, it would act to keep the Gulf open and the oil moving. It could be
dangerous. Our guests: Ambassador Riyadh al-Qaysi of Iraq. at the United Nations; Richard
Helms, former U.S. ambassador to Iran; James Schlesinger, former director of the CIA,:and
Senator Jim McClure of Idaho, chairman of the Energy and Natural Resources Committee.
The background on a messy situation from John Martin, and our discussion here with George
Will, Sam Donaldson and Hooding Carter - all here on our Sunday program.
First. today's news since the Sunday morning papers. Reports in Europe in several places

are that Iran is massing 500,()(X)troops on the border of Iraq for what it calls the final assault.
And the reports are the assault will start this week. We'll ask today's guests about that.
In Washington there are reports the Reagan administration is ready to offer tanker air::raft.

refueling planes, KC-135s to Saudi Arabia to help it defend its shipping against attack m the
Persian Gulf.
Britain arrested four men thought to be members of a hit squad, a murder squad, working

for the Ayatollah Khomeini and ordered them out of the country.
In Egypt. a woman candidate in their parliamentary elections today was assassinated. She

was running for a seat in the center-left Socialist Labor Party.
We'll be' back with the Iraqi ambassador to the United Nations and our other guests and all

the rest of today's program in a moment.
{commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY: One theory is that Iran and lraq are shooting at each other and shooting at
oil tankers in the Persian Gulf because neither is able to win its war against the other. and
they hope this somehow will bring in other countries and then, somehow, end their war. IC~a
finely spun theory, perhaps hard to believe, but we'll try today to find out what the truth IS.
whatever it is. First, the background on all this from our man John Martin. John?
JOHN MARTlN: For 44 months, David, two countries have been tearing at each other.in
a brutal war that neither side seems able to win and nobody seems able to stop. Now. with
an escalation of fighting in the Persian Gulf and a debate here at the United Nations. both
Iran and Iraq seem to be signalling for help in a way that seems more desperate than ever.
and perhaps more dangerous for an important supply of oil for the world '.

{vOlce-overr This past week two Iranian fighter bombers attacked this 2?oc»-ton
~~er far outside what had been a recognized war zone. It was the second Iraman attack
In SIX days off the Saudi Arabian coast.

Shelk AHMED ZAKI YAMANI, Saudi 011 Minister [Tuesday]: If we see,an
Iranian plane approaching OUf territory or trying to attack one of the tankers loading
from OUf ports or leaving our pons. we will de-fend them.

MARTIN {voice-over}: Iraq claimed it attacked eight ships in one day inside the war
zone. around Iran's vital oil terminal on Kharg Island. In all. the Iraqis say th~Yhave
damaged more !han ~Oships in 3lh years of war at the north end of the Gulf, ~13Im~ at
cllttl,ng off Iranian 011 revenue used to fight the war. But at the United Nations. SiX of
Iraq s Arab neighbors condemned Iran.

CHEDU KUBI, League of Arab States [through interpreter]: Therefore those
a~ts for whic~ Iran bears culpability constitute an act of aggression against the so~er-
.ergnty, secunty and integrity of the territorial waters of Saudi Arabia and KUWIDt.

SAID RAJAJE KHORASSANI, iraniBll Ambasslldor to the U.N.: Why is it that
all of a sudden there is such a move in the international body just because of these tWO
or three all~ged attacks by Iran and such a deep silence toward daily anack~ Of Iraq
against foreign vessels? Who brought the escalation of the conflict to the Persian Gulf
first, and why'
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MARllN {voice-over}: In fact. Iraq started the war by invading Iran. but in Washington
an Iraqi minister said Iran provoked the invasion by trying to assassinate leaders in
Baghdad and that Iraqi air strikes were limited to a declared zone of war.
NIZAR HAMDOON, Iraqi minister: We think it's fair for lraq- it's the right of Iraq
to strike the Iranian oil shipments until the Iranians accept the right of Iraq to use the Gulf.
Some more pressure should be put on Iran. on Khomeini himself, I mean. as a regime.
MARllN: What kind of pressure?
Min. HAMDOON: All kinds of pressure. The military pressure is now in the hand of the
Iraqis.
WILLIAM QUANDT, Brookings Institution: The Iraqis are really trying to force the
internationalization of the conflict. They want the United States and others to intervene to
settle the war. and one way of doing that is to frighten the United States precisely by
provoking Iran into attacking Saudi Arabia. Now. so far Iran hasn't played the game.
MARTIN [voice-over]: Nor has the United States, although the administration reportedly
plans to ship 200 anti-aircraft weapons to Saudi Arabia. A proposal to send 1.000 more is
facing stiff resistance in Congress. As for American troops-

Pres. RONALD REAGAN [Tuesday]: We have kept in touch and are keeping in
touch with the Gulf states and with our own allies. but we have not volunteered to
intervene. nor have we been asked to intervene. If they ask us for help. we have-
obviously we have thought in terms of what we might do.

MARTIN {voice-over}: But the President insisted the chance of sending U.S. troops was
very slight. So was the likely effect on gasoline prices at home. since less than 5% of
American oil now comes from the Gulf. Already Saudi oil is shifting to this pipeline to the
Red Sea. a safer haven for ships. But some specialists say that if the United States had to
shift some of its oil to Western Europe or Japan in a crisis. uncontrolled gas prices could
reach $2.38 a gallon. A bill by Idaho Republican Senator James McClure to permit price
controls was vetoed by President Reagan two years ago. So far the biggest impact has
been on the people in the Gulf, says an editor just back from Kuwait and Bahrain.
DAVID MIZRAHI, Editor Mideast Report: I sense that there is more flight of capital
from the area into Europe and mostly the United States. Business is going on. but very
cautiously. People are very cautious. They are afraid of the Iranians.
MARTIN {voice-over}: But the Iranians may be growing tired of war. Although Ayatol-
lah Khomeini remains a charismatic figure in the Gulf. one scholar suspects there is
internal dissension.
Dr. CHRISl1NE HELMS, Brookings Institution: I think we've now gotten to a point
in Iran where the costs of the war economically and militarily are becoming quite high.
and I certainly think there must be some pragmatic clergy who feel that the continuation
of the war is detrimental to their ability to maintain their hold on the government.
MARTIN: This coming week the United States will reportedly announce plans to help
strengthen Saudi Arabia's defenses. and the United Nations will resume debate on a
resolution aimed at stopping attacks in the Gulf. For now the world remains uneasy and
uncertain about how to contain such a volatile mix of religious and ethnic forces in a
violent pan of the world. David?

Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank. you. Coming next. in an interview done this morning, the
Iraqi ambassador to the United Nations. Riyadh a1-Qaysi. ln a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Ambassador, thank you for coming in today. We're happy to have
you with us. Here with me are George Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC News
White House correspondent. Mr. Ambassador. we have reports in the last few hours that
enormous numbers - they say 5OO,<XXlor so - Iranian troops are massing for an attack on
you. Do you have any further information about that?
RIYADH AL-QAYSI, Iraqi Ambassador to the U.N.: I don't have any information about
that for the time being.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. does this frighten you. upset you?
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Amb. AL-QAYSI: Doesn't at all. As you know, as well as the whole wo~d, .they hav.e- the
Iranians have failed since July. 1982. from achieving their ominous objectives agamst my
country.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. their population is much bigger than yours. How long can you hold
out against this kind of thing?
Amb. AL-QAYSI: We can hold out for as long as we could. and we are determined to hold
out, and we are determined to defend our country because we think we stand for a good
cause, and that is to defend the national survival of our society and the welfare of our people.
GEORGE WILL: Mr. Amabassador. this is beginning to look to some people like World
War I, where the defense prevailed and you did have a war of attriti~n. and people are saymg
that Iraq has begun attacking international shipping in order to bnng the UDlt~d Stat~s or
others in to put pressure on Iran. What would you have the United States or the international
community do in order to get Iran to come to some settlement?
Amb. AL-QAYSI: Well, I'm glad that you have raised this particular .qu~stio~. bec~use I
think there are some facts which are often missed in the public media In this particular
country, and I think the general public of the United States is entitled to know t~em. ~ne ~f
the facts is that Iraq has suffered at the beginning of the war from the des~~tlon o~ Its ~II
installations by the Iranian forces in the Gulf. The Iranians destroyed our 011installations 10

October. November, 1980. Now. that's one. Second. Iraq stands within its rights under
international law to declare a war zone in the sea within limited parameters decl~ to the
whole world in order to exercise its belligerent right under international law agamst Iran.
That's second. Third. Iraq did not strike at shipping early in the war. It has resorted to. those
means - that's to say of attacking shipping _ going _ mark these words ~ gomg to
Iranian ports and coming out from Iranian pons within the war zone in order to bring press~re
upon Iran to have it terminate the war in accordance with the resolutions of the Security
Council. In other words. what we are doing is. first. not to attack indiscriminately: second. ~o
attack only those ships that try to go to Iranian ports and come out from Iranian iJl?ItS within
the parameters of the war zone in order to provide the Iranians with funds which wo~ld
enable them to continue the war. Third. Iraq has accepted all the resolutions of the Security
Counci.1 and all other international organizations to putting an end to the war. So when Iraq
stan~ In the use ~fthese measures to bring pressure upon Iran to put an end to the war ..the
Iranians are resorting to attacking neutral shipping in order to continue the war. So there I.S a
marked difference between the attitude of the Iraqi government and the attitude of the Iranian
government. Now, and hence you cannot equalize the Iraqi actions with those of Iran.
SAM DONALDSON: Nevertheless. Mr. Ambassador. your attacks on shipping aro~nd
KJ:iarg.Island ~d the Iranian ports there has provoked a confrontation in the Gulf that mlgh~
bnng In the United States and perhaps even the Soviet Union. What are the chances that th
superpowers will get engaged in the Gulf War?

Amb. A~-QAYSI: This is a speculative question. As you know. our official p?sition is that
the sec!Jnty o~ t~e area pertains to the people and the people of the area are qUl.teca~able~1
defending then Interests. Now, the Gulf countries are saying this. We are saying this. A
this IS Why I say it's a speculative question and I would not engage in speculations about how
and when other or superpowers would interfere in the area.
Mr. DONAL~N: Well. perhaps you can lay to rest the story that's been circ~lating. for
weeks. and that ISthat Iraq is receiving or will receive 5S-2 I missiles from the Soviet Union.
Can you tell us that's not going to happen?

Amb. AL-QAYSI: Well, I mean. you must have heard about the statement of my presi~enlt.
that Iraq would be in possession of weapons which would enable it to strike more effective Y
at the [raman targets, and I think. this is within our right of self-defense.
Mr. DONALD~: ~o in other words it could very well happen? Just. if you would. tell us
whether you WIll receive SS-2Is from the Soviet Union or not.

Am~. A~~YSI: We~1.I am not in possession of official information to.tell you about .tha\
AgaJ.n, thIS IS a Speculahon on my part if I engage in doing so. All I know ISthat my presl~en
made the statement that Iraq will be in possession of weapons which would teach the Iramansa lesson.
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Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Mr. Ambassador. this also is somewhat speculative. but I would
like to hear your views on it. The Ayatollah Khomeini threatens to close the Persian Gulf.
President Reagan in the past has said he will see that it is kept open. Where do you see that
leading?
Amb. AL-QAYSI: Well. let me tell you something about the psyche of Khomeini as far as I
am able to understand. Now. you would know that- or definitely you know that last summer
and fall the international community in the United Nations worked for getting a resolution
from Security Council in favor of freedom of navigation, and eventually that particular
process led to the adoption of Resolution 540. wh.ich proclaim~d the pri~ciple of freedom of
navigation within the framework of a comprehensive ceasefire m th~ reglOn.of the Gulf. Jr.aq
accepted that resolution because the resolution was i~ favor of the mternat~on~ community
interests because the resolution proclaimed the exercise of freedom of navigation by all the
little states in the area. Iran rejected that resolution. mounted a large offensive against my
country in the south in order to cut off the south from the Gulf. Now. what they are saying
now, that is to say. on the 25th of this month. they circulated a letter to the effect that. and
they said that. "The security of the Gulf is indivisible. Either security for all or security ~o~
none .' , Now. that shows you that when you bring pressure to bear upon the Khomeini
regime. they see sense. They feel that they cannot go on with t~e continuatio~ of the. war
because not only national interests and regional interests are Involved but international
community interests. And they are now contradicting themselves. So. having said this. what
Khomeini says can very well be taken within this context - and mark my .words :-
Khomeini is not a clergy. he's a politician. When he feels that he is strong, he continues With
his ominous schemes. When he feels that he is weak. he senlcs. And this is why we've been
saying all along to the international community that the international community has t~ act in
concert and not to provide Khomeini with the means to continue the war and destabfize the
area and sow havoc and sow havoc through the rejection of the standard means for interna-
tional conduct. not only in our area. but the world at large.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Ambassador. this is. however, a war that Iraq began. It is a war that Iran
says can only end by the overthrow of the war criminals. as he describes your government in
Iraq. On what basis do you see this war ending?
Amb. AL-QAYSI: First of all. when you say "this war Iraq began." now. why don't you
and I agree. as we have put it officially before the Security Council on numerous occasions.
that this particular question of who began the war should be ~nled by arbitration. So. i.n
order not to have you say that Iraq began this war. or the Iranians say that Iraq began this
war. and we say no. Iran began that war. Why don't we settle this question by arbitration?
And this has been our position all along. Now. that's the first point. The second point is.
now. how would I see that this war comes to an end? This war comes to an end when
everybody. and in particular the major powers. become interested in seeing this war come to
an end. And when [ say become interested. become really and effectively interested to end
this war by acting in concert on the basis of the resolutions of the Security Council. which--
for which they have voted in favor unanimously on four occasions.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Ambassador. thank you very much.
Amb. AL-QAYSl: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thanks for coming and talking with us today.
Amb. AL-QAYSl: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next. Senator Jim McClure of Idaho. who is chairman of the
Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. and some questions about how the
shooting in the Persian Gulf might affect our supplies of oil. In a moment.
[commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator McClure. thank you very much for coming in. glad to have you
with us today. First. let me ask you. I asked the Iraqi ambassador. and he said he didn't know
anything about it. which I thought was slightly stran.ge. The reports we have ~rorn allover
Europe this morning about 500.000 more or less lraman troops a1>?utto plunge. In and attack
Iraq in what they say will be the final assault. Can you add anythmg to what little we know
about that?
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Sen. JAMES McCLURE, (Rl Idaho, chainnan, Energy and Natural Resources
Committee: Well, I think it's accurate to say that there's a great mass of humanity. I think
to say 500,()(X) is an exaggeration, and to call them troops is an exaggeration. But there is a
mass of humanity both in the central front and the southern, which is typical of the buildups
of the past where they bring in massive numbers of people that will move forward at the time
of the attack. This one may be a little bit different and it may be more professionally backed
and much less reliance upon the 11-, 12- and l3-year-olds that they have used in the past as
their shock troops in the front lines.
Mr. BRINKLEY: When you say it's doubtful they should be called troops. You mean some
of them actually are children?
Sen. McCLURE: Yes, definitely so.
Mr. DONALDSON: One of the things now seems to be that as it dries out the thought is that
these Iranian troops can cross the land but tanks that Iraq would need to counter them won't
be able to maneuver. Is that correct?
Sen. McCLURE: Yes, and Ithink that timing question is very acute right now. The Iraqis
flooded that area when the water- during the wet season when it was appropriate to do that.
but it can't last all summer. and there is a critical period of time when foot soldiers can move
more readily than armor can on that kind of wet terrain.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, if the Iranians should begin to win that war. that is. move on
Baghdad, actually dispose of the Iraqi army, should anyone. including the United States. go
to Iraq's aid? .

Sen. McCLURE:Well, first, I don't think that's going to happen. In the past the Iraqis have
used. their armor '.'ery effectively in defensive positions. They haven't shown the ~apablhry.of
mO~I.ngforward III the offense, but they have shown the ability to use armor III defen~lve
positions, fixed positions, pretty largely, and they have also, as the world knows, used poison
gas, and I'm afraid that we should anticipate that they would again against that kind of mass
human wave of offense. With respect to whether or not. if they should collapse, somebody
els~ should come. to their aid, I think we would have to look very. very carefully at any such
aCh?~ on both Sides. I think it would be a very. very threatening event, threatening the
stability of the modem Arab regimes throughout the Gulf. and I think it would be a very. very
severe threat to the security of our country as well as all of Europe and Japan.
Mr-.w,lLL: Let's leave aside the geopolitics for a minute and deal with this. This is t.h~
beglI1!1lI1gof the s~mmer driving season. Why should the average American care abo~t this.
That IS, ~e get a tmy portion of our oil from the area. The Europeans get a lot of theirs. but
they don t seem to be as concerned about this or as ready to act as we are.
Sen. McCLURE: You know, George, that's one thing that I hope we can--
Mr, BRINKLEY: And the Japanese, too.

Sen. M~LURE:-get some kind of a perspective. is that oil is a commodity that can move
ve~ easily to ~y market. It doesn't matter where you have a contract. Let's assume that
you ve got a million barrels of Indonesian oil aboard a tanker movine towards the U.S. pons.
and by diverting it to Rotterdam they can get another $5 a barrel: that's $5 million. You don't
have to be an Idaho fanner to know that that's not bad business. So, as a matter of fact.
where we are g.etting it now. where they're getting it now has almost nothing to do with what
would happen In the event of a crisis. But let's don't overstate that crisis. either. We have a
lot m~re means of response ~ow than we had a few years ago. It's a serious question. It can
over time threaten the secunty of this country. It could. under some conceivable-
Mr. BRINKLEY: How?How?
Sen. McCLURE: -r-circurnstances require us to react.
Mr. BRINKLEY: How could it affect our security, Senator?
~. M~LURE: If the oil supplies coming from the Persian Gulf were denied for a long
period of time beyond OUf immediate and temporary capacity to respond.
:;. WILL: Whic~ is what? ~bout four months, the world supply?
'1': McCLURE. Well. easily four months. We have now this past week. gone past 400
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producing areas of the world. So we could get by very nicely for perhaps four. six months.
some would say as much as a year.
Mr. WILL: Well. what happens to those two countries if they stop selling this stuff for six
months?
Sen. McCLURE: Well, it'd be an absolute disaster with respect to the- again. not the
long-term question. The short-term question they can take care of very well. They have
currency reserves. They can run on for severaJ months. The question is. what happens if it
persists for a year or a year and a half? And many people say. "Oh. that can't happen. "
Well, I think we have to be a little concerned about whether it can happen.
Mr. DONALDSON: The reports are that President Reagan has decided to sell Stinger
missiles to Saudi Arabia so the Saudis can protect shipping. at least near their coasts. against
air attack. And he's decided to do this without reference to Congress. Is that all right?
Sen. McCLURE: Well. there certainly is an emergency there at the present time. The
consideration of how you defend the Saudis against Iranian attacks. if Iran should decide to
attack. is a very serious one. Well. most people don't realize what a narrow body of water
that Gulf is. A jet taking off from--- a U.S. jet that was sold to the Shah during the years that
he was in power taking off from an airstrip in Iran can be over Saudi targets in six to eight
minutes. When they take off, you don't know whether they're going up the Gulf or down the
Gulf or at a tanker in the Gulf or going against the Saudi targets. So the defensive weapon
seems to me to make a great deal of sense in terms of making it possible for them to defend
their oil installations in their harbors against attack.
Mr. DONALDSON: So the President would sell the Stingers without reference to Congress.
at least not immediately, and send KC-135 tankers. as I understand it. Will that be enough?
Sen. McCLURE: I think. the President has the authority to do that. I'm not certain that he
should do it without consultation. I'm sure that the long-term policy of the United States is
well based upon consultation.
Mr. BRINKLEY: But in case Iraq is defeated you think the U.S. should seriously consider
involving itself somehow?
Sen. McCLURE: I think we'd have to consider it. I'm not at ail certain-s- ready- I'm
just- I'm not ready to say that we ought to involve ourselves directly. But Iam sure that the
British and the French. the Europeans would be very much concerned. and they would be
moving towards some kind of a protection of their interests as well.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator. thank you.
Sen. McCLURE: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Thank you very much for coming. Pleasure to have you with us. Coming
next. James Schlesinger. former director of the CIA and former secretary of defense: Richard
Helms. former ambassador to Iran and former director of the CIA. In a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Schlesinger. Mr. Helms. thanks very much for coming in; pleasure to
have you with us today. I'd like first to ask you the same question we 've asked everyone else
about this massing of Iranian troops we heard about this morning. I wondered if you could
add anything to what we know about it. Mr. Schlesinger?
JAMES SCHLESINGER, fonner CIA director: I think that the massing of the troops is
not really much in the way of news. These buildups occur regularly; this one has been
reported some time. Indeed, the news has been the slowness on this occasion ~nwhich th.e
Iranians have moved against Iraq after making these threats for an extended penod and their
turning to attacks on the tankers. which suggests that they think they may have exhausted
their possibilities for overrunning Iraq. It merely suggests that.
RICHARD HELMS, fonner U.S. Ambassador to Iran: If they're going to attack it
seems to me that in the next two or three weeks would be the time to do it. for religious
reasons. The holy month of Ramadan starts on May the 31st. Now. in history the Prophet
Mohammed had his first great military victory in the battle of Badrah in 624 A.D .. so that the
holy month is alleged to be the magicaJ time in which to attack the infidel. even though he
happens to be a lot of Muslims on the other side.
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Mr. WILL: Mr. Helms. the conventional wisdom has been that Khomeini has the population
base and the fanaticism to continue this indefinitely, but we just heard the ambassador from
Iraq say that far from being a religious fanatic, he is deep down inside a politician who knows
how to make a deal and cut his losses. Is that your assessment of the man? Is this a war that
can end with a conventional deal?
Amb, HELMS: I don't think so. because I think that Ayatollah Khomeini has a blood feud
with President Sadam Hussein of Iraq. I really believe this. He sees that he, Khorneini. got
the Shah; he got Jimmy Carter, and he has every intention of getting President Saddam
Hussein, and he wants his head on a platter. and Idon't think he intends to stop the war until
he gets it.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Khomeini was hiding out in Iraq and was kicked out. wasn't he?
Amb. HELMS: That's right. It's one of the reasons-
BRINKLEY: He's still furious.

Amb. HEL.MS:-he's mad at Saddam. He's also mad at him for attacking his coumry.
Mr. WILL: Mr. Schlesinger, you've said in several interviews recently that the United States
must think now about what it ought to do should the Iranians break through the Iraqi lines.
bec~u:se that would be unacceptable, you say, to have an Iranian victory. What should we be
deciding to do?

Sec".SCH~E~ING~R: Well, in the first place. commenting on Khomeini. he is a man who
h~ bided.his n~e patiently over 20 years. He has great tenacity. He is nor going to give up. I
thi~ that your Judgment was correct and that the ambassador was being quite diplomatic.
With respect to the issue in Iraq, we have got to face the question now what kind of outcome
we w<;mldprefer. and if we decide that overrunning of Iraq and the collapse of the govern-
ment is unacceptable to us. then we should act now. Otherwise. we should go along-
Mr. WILL: Doing what?

Sec. SCHLESI~ER: Under the circumstances we would have to ensure that the Iraqis are
not overcome. which means to inflict a blow on Iran.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, now, what does that mean? You say "inflict a blow on Iran."
Who does it? Do the Saudis do it? Does the United States of America do it? Do the
Europeans do it? Mr. Helms?

Amb. HELMS: I would have thought that the way to deal with this whole situation was to-e-
contrary to George's .view that the Saudis can't do anything. I think this is a situation that they
can handle. The Iranians have about 20 F-4 Phantom fighters. The Saudis are alleged to have
about 60 F-15 planes. Now. with F-15s, the highest performance combat plane we've got.
backed up by Awacs that tells the pilots exactly the direction. the height and the speed with
whlc~ other planes .are coming toward them. the Saudi pilots ought to be able to deal with
that SItuation. And if they can't deal with it. they can't deal with anyt.ting.
Mr. WILL: It's a question-

Mr, DONALDSON: Can they deal with it without the long-range tanks. fuel tanks?
Amb. HELMS: Well, this is a question of whetherwe would provide the tankers to refuel
them. If to attack Iran--

Mr, BRINKLEY: We're talking about doing that. aren't we?
Mr. DONALDSON: We're sending the KC-135s.

Amb. HELMS: We are talking about doing it, and I would think that probably the chances
possiblv would. After all, the United States doesn't want to get involved in this war if it
POS~I Y can, ~d what do we gain by Shooting down anybody's aircraft. be they Arab or
Iranian? We simply anger more people.

Mr.I?QNALDSC!N: Well. we keep the shipping open. Dr. Schlesinger. answer your own
quesnon. Who strikes Iran?

Sec. ~HLESlNGE~: Well. wait. I want to distinguish between the question that was just
~swere an~ the question that Mr. Will asked. The question of how to deal with Iranian air~ ~cl(Si1think that. the administration has acted prudently and that Ambassador Helms is
g t. t the Saudis, let the Gulf Arabs take the first blow. Mr. Will asked a different
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question. He asked the question, if Iran is going to ovenun Iraq. what actions should the
United States consider? And that is a much more serious development, because the interdic-
tion of oil tanker traffic in the Gulf is beyond the capacity of Iran. and therefore we will be
receiving enough oil. But the fall of the Saddam Hussein regime has great political signifi-
cance in the Gulf.
Mr. DONALDSON: But at the end of your answer to Mr. Will you used such words as.
,. and a blow should be struck against Iran." So my question is, who strikes that blow if it
comes to pass that it looks like Saddarn Hussein is going to fall?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: Now, be careful what you say here. because what we are thinking
about is the United States considering in advance the consequences of the fall of Saddam
Hussein and deciding whether or not that is tolerable. If it decides that it is intolerable. then
the blow that would have to be struck would be by the United States.
Mr. DONALDSON: We would strike the blow-
Sec. SCHLESINGER: Correct.
Mr, DONALDSON: -if we decide that Iraq cannot be lost-
Sec, SCHLESINGER: Correct.
Mr. DONALDSON: -to the Ayatollah Khomeini? Now. would that action make the
American public back that?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: I am quite doubtful of that. and I think that the American adminis-
tration would be reluctant to move in that direction. Some months ago we talked in terms of
tilting towards Iraq. Subsequently we criticized Iraq for the use of poison gas. Now we are
pretty much running up the middle of the road with regard to this war.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. we heard the President, some time ago- several months. I think-
say that he would guarantee the Gulf be kept open and that oil shipments continue to move. It
appears that there is some likelihood now that he may be called on to keep that promise or to
do something. Are we in position to keep a promise like that. militarily and otherwise?
Amb. HELMS: If we were to take this job on militarily. it means that you have to have
in-flight oil. We've got an enormously expensive and difficult air cover to fly. and why
should we do it if we can get the Saudis and fix them up to do it themselves?
Mr. WILL: But that is the question of Saudi political will. When we've provided them the
finest assets the American arsenal can invent and sell. is there any reason to believe, on the
basis of, say, the last 15 years of our dealings with the Saudis. that they want to help?
Amb, HELMS: Well. let's test it. let's find out.
Mr. WILL: Okay. But it is of vital interest of the United States. so if they don't. are we not
committed then, since we've defined it as a vital interest. to do it ourselves?
Amb. HELMS: But let's not walk into it until we have to.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I want to hear Dr. Schlesinger's answer to this question.
Sec. SCHLESINGER: We are testing the Saudis right now. and I think that there is some
doubt whether or not they will match up to the test. But we're in the process of doing so. Mr.
Brinkley-
Mr. BRINKLEY: What about keeping the Gulf open?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: The answer to that is we are not in a position to do so with high
confidence because we lack a base structure in the region. We have carriers that are outside
the Gulf. The reach of those carriers at the moment is inadequate. It is plausible but very
risky to send a carrier into the Gulf if we do not have an adequate base structure. Then we
would have to indulge in action-
Mr. BRINKLEY: The Navy doesn't want to take a carrier into the Gulf. does it?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: Understandably not.
Mr. WILL: Well, what do you think the United States should ask for. ask the Saudis to give
us landing bases in Saudi Arabia? And you know the political climate of the town. What
would Congress be apt to start saying?
Sec. SCHLESINGER: I think that we should now and in the past have pressed the Saudis
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Mr. WILL: January Zlst, 1984. news story: "Federal agents came to a middle school here
today" - this is in Ingemar, Pennsylvania - "and carried away a stack of Carter adminis-
tration documents that an eighth-grader had brought to class for a social studies project. A
teacher said that he saw the word "classified" on the documents and that some canied dates
near that of the pre-election debate between Ronald Reagan. "My father was at the hotel
where Caner was staying," said the student. "It was notebooks and some papers. The maid
came in and put the papers on my father's desk and left. He went over and saw what they
were-

Mr. CARTER: That has as much to do with the issue as the fact that State Department
documents are out at Lorton.
Mr. WILL: Let's arrest them.
Mr. CARTER: That's a great joke, and it has nothing to do with theft.
Mr. DONALDSON: I think it's important and I think we ought to get to the bottom of it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. it's Memorial Day.-; what?
Mr. DONALDSON: I think it's important and I think we ought to getto the bottomof it. If
there's nothing wrong here, let's find out how they got there and then we'H decide it.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right.
Mr. WILL: At no matter what cost.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes, no matter what cost.
Mr. CARTER: The cost of the law, which allows for a special counsel.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I would like to ask about something slightly more serious. I regard it as
slightly more serious. It's Memorial Day weekend, and the American people- this is pure
speculation. I can't say what the American people think.. But there is some evidence that they
are beginning to change their minds about the Vietnam War. taking it more seriously.
perhaps deciding to some degree that it was not as bad as we thought it was at the time. that it
was a war that should have been fought. Do you believe that to be true. and if so. why?
George?

Mr. WILL: I do believe it's true. in part because of the boat people. in part because of the
mounting evidence of concentration camps in united Vietnam. in part because several domi-
nos fell. as the theory said they would - Cambodia and Laos. But also. the control of the
past is one way you control the future. You control the interpretation of the past. and it's quite
clear that keeping alive the idea that Vietnam was evidence of American paranoia. incipient
fascism. etcetera, etcetera. is part of an on-going political agenda in this country, and that's
why the President was practicing serious politics when he went up to Capitol Hill and said.
"This was a hero from a man who fought. as I have said before. in a noble cause ...
Mr. BRINKLEY: That was the unknown from the Vietnam War which was rerurned to
Washington?
Mr. WILL: ThaI's right.

Mr. DONALDSON: That's mixing two things, George. I think it would be a very terrible
and dangerous precedent if we should decide that the Vietnam War was the right thing to
have done and try to repeat it, and try to mix the honor for the dead, the brave people who
fought, the families of the people who died and are missing - and they should receive
honor, because they gave everything, as they should have when they were ordered to by our
government. and I honor them. But to mix that with the political judgment that the war was
right is wrong. The war was wrong, the cause was not right: we didn't win it. and we should
never fight that type: of war again.

Mr. WILL: We should never fight that type of war that way again. The Christmas bombing of
'72 came six Christmases too late.

Mr. CARTER: As was indicated seven years beforehand. they knew the bombing was
irrelevant at the time they began the bombing in '65.
Mr. WILL: Who knew it?

~r. CA~R: !be Defense Department analysts. in the CIA analysis that was released just
III connection With the Westmoreland case-

Mr.WILL: And they're infallible.
Mr. CARTER: -said that the bombing was counterproductive. at best. and probably-
Mr. WILL: That bombing. of course it was!
Mr. CARTER: That was the earliest of the bombing. and all bombing thereafter had the
same effect. Well, let's forget each of these particular points. Is there revisionism going on
about the war? I hope what's going on is a thorough examination of the war from A to Z as
opposed to this set of assumptions we've been operating under.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, is it?
Mr. CARTER: I hope that is it. Ithink that you have a set of circumstances tha~are making it
possible. starting with 18 month ago with the Vietnam Memorial fin~ly bel~g dedica!~;
with the people finally saying, "Now we will talk about it. Now we will agonize about It.
We spent a long time refusing to even talk about it. and that's not good, whe~er you agree
with George or you agree with me. because it is the most undigested IU?1P III the national
psyche right now. and I'm happy to see us arguing about it. I think George IS totally wrong.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, what is it? All of those who are. say. 10-odd or more or less in the
'60s who were marching and demonstrating and protesting have now got a bit older and
begun to think about it in a somewhat more mature way-
Mr. CARTER: There weren't very many of them to begin with. I mean: that was not-
when you say have the American people changed their mind about the VIetn~ War. the
American people did not just sort of go running out repudiating the notion of the Idea that we
ought to or ought not to be in Vietnam. They finally were saying, "This h~ppens. t? bc;,the
stupidest run war we've ever seen. and we're going to walk away from this stupidity.
Mr. DONALDSON: We fought a war based on the premise that we had to stop communis.m.
an ideology, wherever it reared its head. without regard to whether it threatened our .Vltal
national interests. It did not in Vietnam. We fought the wrong war. Now. when the Preslde~t
makes the case in Central America I think we should re-examine that. and Imean keep It
open. because that in fact might threaten us if it is aggression that could come up to our
border. But to fight communism wherever we find it is just stupid.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. we don't have much time left and I want to bring up one thing
which I don't think anybody can answer. but I'd like to hear you all try. What about the
politiCal campaign? It has really been a crazy one. Mondale far ahead. then H~ ahead and
then back and forth. back and forth. Where do you think it stands now? Hedding?
Mr. CARTER: I think this morning's papers probably have it. George, l~t week notwith-
standing. Mondale is going to be over the top before we get to San FranCISCO.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Sam?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. I think Mondale will be the nominee, but (still think it's going to
be a close race in the fall.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Suppose he loses California and New Jersey?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. if he lost both states. then I'd like another chance to give another
view.

Mr. CARTER: We will.
Mr. BRINKLEY: I promise you will have it. George?
Mr. WILL: If it's just mathematics of delegate-counting. he's going to win it .. If it's the
chemistry. if we test how badly the Democrats want to beat Ronald Re~gan. th~n, If ~ondale
loses New Jersey and California and the Democrats don't have a ~enumely deliberative open
convention. then they have less electricity than I give them credit for.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right thank you very much. Thank you all. Same time, same place
next week. We'll be hack with a few words about our Washington political operetta at least
equal to Sigmund Romberg's "Student Prince," but this one is not a road company. The
leading players are Washington political figures. In a moment.
[COmmercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary]: Finally. a Washington sideshow early this spring was t~e
pursuit in the Senate of Ed Meese when he was appointed to be attorney general. and his
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most eager pursuer was Senator Howard Metzenbaum of Ohio. He snapped at Meese's heels
because he had borrowed money and paid no interest and got government jobs for people
who had done him favors. Well, all right. That's a Washington very familiar light entertain-
ment. a Romberg operetta played out every year or two. And. in this case, Meese was cast as
Rudolph, the lyric tenor, and Metzenbaum asAdolph. the thundering basso profundo.
thundering righteousness. Well, it turns out that perhaps Metzenbaum was slightly off-key.
While he was hounding Meese for placing his friends in government jobs, Metzenbaum had
his own nephew in a government job. Now this week we find Metzenbaum made a tinancial
deal that makes Meese's look like bus fare. He had a friend A, who owned a hotel and
wanted to sell it, and a friend B, who had lots of money. He called A and said. "If you will
call B, maybe the two of you can make a deal. " Well, they did. And for his services
Metzenbaum was paid what he called a tinder's fee - a quarter of a million dollars. That's
$125,000 per phone call. When this came out, he gave the money back because he said he
might be misunderstood. And of course, he's a multimillionaire already. Well, if Ed Meese
had been able to make a few phone calls like that. he'd never had to borrow money. with
interest or without. This is Sigmund Romberg's best work. For all of us at ABC's This
Week. until next Sunday, thank you.
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ABC NEWS nilS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

June 3,1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY [voice-oyer}: Forty years ago. June 6. 1944. American. British and
Canadian troops. along with French. Dutch and Polish units, stormed the beaches of France
in the largest amphibious operation in the history of the world to liberate Europe from Adolf
Hitler. while Franklin Roosevelt. Winston Churchill and people around the world waited for
the news and agonized. There were the inevitable blunders and bungles. and on that day more
than IO.<X>O men were killed. wounded or missing. [on camera] But the alliance of Western
countries planned and fought together in life and in death successfully.

Well. where is this alliance 40 years later? Undertoday's economic and political pressures.
can it survive? What if it did not? We'H ask roday's guests. Jean-Noel de Lipkowski.
France's secretary of state for foreign affairs in the government of Charles DeGaulle: Helmut
Schmidt. former chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany: Lord Soamcs. British
diplomat and politician and. incidentally. Winston Churchill's son-in-law; William L. Shirer.
historian. author of The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, who worked in Germany before the
war and watched it begin. The background in a report from the Normandy beaches from our
man John Martin. and our discussion here with Sander Vanocur. Hedding Carter and Jody
Powell. All here on our Sunday program.

First. today's news since the Sunday morning papers. In the Persian Gulf. still another
tanker attacked this morning and set afire. apparently by Iraqi jet planes. It's a Turkish ship.
It was about 50 miles south of Iran's big terminal on Kharg Island. and the crew has
abandoned ship. Iraq said only that its planes had attacked naval targets in the Gulf.

President Reagan arrived today in the Irish village of Ballyporeen. population 300. where
his great-grandfather Michael Regan was born. Sam Donaldson is there. traveling with the
President. and has a report.

SAM DONALDSON {voice-over]: Right on schedule the presidential party descended
on the tiny village of Ballyporeen in County Tipperary. home of the President's ancestors.
the Regans or 0'Regans - no one's quite sure. First stop. the village rectory for a look at
the christening book containing the name of the President's great-grandfather. Michael
Regan. Next stop. the parish church for a brief service. The President walked down
Church Street shaking hands. something he almost never does anymore in the United
States. But then all two to three thousand people who crowded into Ballyporeen today
have been through metal detectors. And at the foot of the street. O'Farrell's bar and the
Ronald Reagan lounge. Well, now. let's hoist the tanks together. Outside the President
watched a performance of local culture. and he talked about his visit.

Pres. RONALD REAGAN: I'm certainly thankful for this wonderful homecoming
today. I can't think of a place on the planet I would rather claim as my roots more than
Ballyporeen. County Tipperary.
DONALDSON: Well. it's been quite a show. as carefully planned by the White
House media men. Ronald Reagan discovers his roots in Ireland. accompanied. as
they say in Hollywood. by a cast of thousands.

Sam Donaldson. ABC News. Ballyporeen. Ireland.
Mr. BRINKLEY: The final returns are in from yesterday's Texas primary. a runoff for [he
U.S. Senate nomination. It was almost a tie. The liberal. Lloyd Doggett. got 489.909 votes.
His conservative opponent. Kent Hance. got 489.400. a difference of just over 500 out of
almost a million votes cast - a difference of a fraction of one perccent. Hance said he would
call for a recount.

We'll be back with all the rest of roday's program in a moment.
Icommerical break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: The Allied forces. planning an invasion across the English Channel to
Normandy in northern France. chose five beaches to be hit and gave each one a name. People
who were there that day will remember those names as long as they live. Now they are
peaceful. The waters that once ran red with blood are now blue-green again. and the only
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reminders of the great day 40 years ago are the monuments and the cemeteries. John Martin.
on the Nonnandy beach, has a report.

JOHN MARTlN: It was the greatest amphibious and airborne assault in history. David
- 155,(0) soldiers in anTIS moving across these five beaches, called Omaha and Utah
and Juneau and Gold and Sword. They were the first wave of some three million armed
forces fighting a great crusade, as Eisenhower called it. and they faced a common enemy
so hated and powerful that almost nobody doubted the necessity for action. But in those
first terrifying moments, almost everybody wondered whether they would survive. much
less succeed.

[voice-over] They were trapped. In one day more than 3.000 men died on the sand and
up the cliffs. Six thousand were wounded. But they struggled and survived and broke out.
It was the beginning of the end of the war, but it was sheer hell.
SURVIVOR [voice-over}: You have friends that you left on this beach and that you
never saw again. You died and bled together and you just had to be- it would never be a
success if you all didn't depend on each other.
MARTlN [voice-over}: On shore, American paratroopers dropped behind German lines.
The 82nd Airborne captured Sainte Mere Eglise. a church town by the sea.
RUSSELL BROWN, Georgetown, Kentucky: John Steele caught in 'he church
steeple there and a couple of guys got shot coming down. They hung in the trees and they
shot the fellas.

SURVIVOR: First thing you know. there was about four bayonenes right around me in
the back. What the hell are you going to do?
MARTlN [voice-over]: This week about 200 surviving members of the 81nd returned to
their training base in Leicester. England.
HARRY ANDERSON, Richland, Washington: Back in those days we had a job to
do. We came over here to do it. and a lot of patriotism _ motherhood. flag. apple pie and
so forth. I guess times and things change.
MARTlN [voice-over}: This morning they are on their way back to Normandy. aware.
they say, that the old alliance is no longer so united.
AL CLARK, Stockton, California: As big as the world is. it's getting awful small. and
everybody's too prone to look at their own immediate area and the hell with the rest of the
world.

CHA,RLES PARADISE, Fannington, Connecticut: Greed, that's what I think it is,
And If the pe?ple that are responsible for these things they call wars could stand up m a
cem~tery 1!P 10 Mant~s-la-Jolie[?J the way I did and just looked around a?d ~e what
they re guilty of, I think. they would- just for a few pieces of gold they did this.
Gen. JAMES GAVIN, lonner commander, 82nd Airborne: This wasn't just an
ordinary battle, a landmark. in the history perhaps or not. This was something that was
gomg to change the whole character of the war.
MARTIN [voice-over]: It did. but the character of the Cold War that followed changed
the cha.:acter of peace. Fearful of the Soviet Union. the United States and its allies formed
NAT<? In 1949. They pledged to defend Europe with troops and nuclear weapons. Ev~n
so, this week, ~fter a long debate and protest demonstrations. the Dutch government agal.n
delayed acc.ept1Ogcr~llse missiles on its soil. Many Dutch and other Europeans fear their
countnes WIllbe Soviet targets. But many others support the missiles as the best defense.

Pres. REAG,AN [Thursday]; The alliance is dedicated to peace, and thanks '0 the
c~urag~ and VISionof our member nations and their leaders. we can reflect on the past
With pride and look to the future with confidence.

~ARnN [voice-overt; This week in Washington most NATO ministers seemed con-
vmced the alliance rernams strong. despite disagreements among their govemments.
Col. JONATHAN ,ALFORD, Intematlonallnstltute lor Strategic Studies: There
are :ts of econorruc problems between the European states and the United ~t.ates. ~e
kno a~ut those. And they may tend to interfere with the operation of the mlhtary SIde
of th~alliance. But the military side of the alliance. generally. I think is a lot better now
than It was. say. two years ago.
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MARTIN [voice-over]: Even so. President Reagan's hostility toward the Soviet Union
troubles some Europeans who support the alliance as essential.
Dr. DIETRICH STOBBE, West Gennan Bundestag Deputy: D-Day in- I mean
40 years to come from now will be destruction day. There will be no victory for freedom
because nobody will be left who could enjoy freedom. So I don't think that D-Day can be
repeated in the nuclear age.
IAN DEPPER [voice-over}: It really is a statement of unity and a statement of slaughter
at the same time.
MARTIN [voice-over}: fan Depper is an engineer: Suzanne LaFolley an advertising
manager. This week they came from Britain to the graves in Normandy.
Mr. DEPPER: In the different politics of those days it was- it seemed to be more black
and white. Nowadays it's so grey and hard to define. Politics and opinions. economic
factors. of course splits and arguments between people who are supposed to be in an
alliance. It only seems when it's desperation that people actually pull together. And yet
again it's the people who pay the sacrifice.
MARTIN: These men died in a conflict where the moral and military lines were clearly
drawn. Now. 40 years later. great armies still face each other in Europe but the lines seem
somewhat blurred. The moral certainty of a crusade has been replaced by the moral
dilemma of nuclear weapons and the rise of conflicting interests. That. perhaps. is why
the alliance is not as grand as it seemed that day 40 years ago this week.

David?
Mr. BRINKLEY: John. thank you. Coming next. Lord Soames. a British diplomat and
statesman in London. and Jean-Noel de Lipkowski, the French secretary of state for foreign
affairs in the government of Charles DeGaulle. in Paris. In a moment.
[commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY: Lord Soames in London and Mr. Lipkowski in Paris. thank you very much
for being with us today.
JEAN-NOEL DE UPKOWSKI, lonner French diplomat: Thank you,
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's a pleasure to have you with us,
Lord SOAMES, British diplomat: Thank you,
Mr. BRINKLEY: George Will is on vacation. and Sam Donaldson. as you have seen. is in
Ireland with President Reagan. Here with me today are Sander Vanocur. ABC News corre-
spondent. and Hodding Carter. commentator. Now. I'd like to ask the two of you. Lord
Soames first. if that's all right. Me. Reagan. when he left on his current trip. said the Western
alliance was never stronger. Would you agree with that?
Lord SOAMES: Well. it's certainly very strong. happily. I mean. those of us who were
born just after the First World War were already in battle before we were 20 years old. Our
sons born just after the Second World War are now in their middle 30s and they've never had
to hear a shot fired in anger. And this is largely thanks both to the existence of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and also of the deterrent. of the nuclear weapon. And those who
talk against the nuclear weapon and say they wish they hadn't. he would be a brave man
indeed who said that that had nothing to do with the existence of peace- to the continuance
of peace up to these days. The Atlantic Alliance is strong. but of course we're living in a
smaller. more interdependent world. and whereas in the last war. a war that had lots of
suffering. lots of horrors. but nothing. of course. compared with what the next war would be
between- if it ever became. between superpowers. when it would become inevitably a
nuclear war. And SO we can't afford any mistakes today. and therein. I think. lies the main
anxieties.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Me. Lipkowski-
Lord SOAMES: And any prospect of a war would be a war by miscalculation. not by
calculation. but we have to be careful not to make any miscalculations.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Lipkowski. what is your view?
Min. DE L1PKOWSKI: Well, speaking from a French point of view. I would see two
aspects: the sentimental aspect. which is important. and in this respect the alliance is ex-
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tremely strong in my country as long as there is towards the American a great feeling of
gratefulness and friendship. I am not speaking like that because I was specially involved in
DiDay. as long may I have a little advertising for my battalion. We jumped on the fifth of
June, and we were the first in action; the French SAS jumped on the first of June. But not
only my generation who were so committed. but also the younger generation is absolutely
pro-American. No politician could launch any sort of campaign against the American. So it
means that sentimentally it's very, very strong. And. by the way. you have been misled very
m~ch by the attitude of General DeGaulle, who wanted only (0 take part of his burden by
trying to have a nuclear force of his own. But he always remained a very close ally of your
country. This is the sentimental base.

Now, militarily it's stronger because the French and aJso our British friends have devel-
oJX:da. nuclear force, not strong enough to cover the whole of Europe. but it's something
which IS- can be added to your nuclear force. But in spite of all that there are problems
which are greater than 40 years ago. We probably felt closer 40 years ago than now. Why?
Because there is the nucl~ar problem first, and we are not sure that you Americans would risk
a nuclear war on your soil to defend the European soil. And we can understand that because a
nuclear war is ~ horrible war. But we are not so reassured about your commitments towards
Europe,. and this favo~. of course, the pacifist move. and we don't know- we don't have
any pacl~st '"!10vement10 France. Everybody is staying at your side whether they are socialist
?r GaulI.lst, like I ~. ~e~ is a bipartisan policy. We are standing strong at your side on that
mstallatl?n of cnnse missile and Pershing. But nevertheless. the pacifist movement which
you ~e III Dutch-: ~ong the Dutch or in Germany is certainly something which can create
a feeling of frustration ~nyour country. and we are afraid that. a) you wouldn't fight a nuclear
war at the n~k of seemg a nuclear on your soil and. b) we are afraid that those pacifist
movement Will slowly get the Americans to shift away from Europe. saying well. after all.
the Europeans are headache and come back toward isolationism. We feel- I mean. not at all
antagonist, and I ~ould say- I wouldn't say not enough antagonist. but not enough inter-
ested m world affairs as you were in '44.
SANDER VANOCUR: Lord Soames?

Lord SOAMES: Well, I think the hard fact is that the United States have been here FOR-
been based. had ~e!r tTO?Psbased in Europe for many years now. and they will do so so long
~ Amencan administrations and American public opinion, as reflected in Congress. will be
III favor of them contmumg so to do. And I have every confidence that they will do so.
M~. VANOCUR: If'rd Soames, may I put a question to you? It is assumed now. with so~e
evidence, that rela~lons between the West and the Soviet Union are as bad as they've been In

many years. especially between the United States and the Soviet Union. I'd like to take you
back 3.1 years to about this time in 1953. Sir Winston Churchill. two months after the death
of Stalin. made a speech in the House of Commons. He was attempting to try to reach out for
some reason, to reach Into the power struggle in the Kremlin to see if a deal could be made
New Germany. He ha~ a stroke. Lord Salisbury took over and. with Dulles. scotched that.

ow, what was he trying to do. and did he have any evidence it would succeed?
~Ord SOAMES:. No. 1:" tell you exactly. because I was with him when he put this to
theneral- to Pres~dent EIsenhower. And what he was- was in his mind then was that after
h~~eath of Stalin and Mr. Malenkov came into power a man of much more liberal

d I ng, and he thought there was an opportunity then to 'bring about what we call today
Rete":te. And he was of the view. and rightly so. that words matter and how you address the

ussians. whose system. communist system. has been failing not only within Russia but all
~~rb~l~e world, an~ h~ felt there was a possibility then. with his great foresight. I believe. a
po I I tty then of picking up better relations between the West and Russia. But unfortu-
thou y. perhaps. Mr. Malenkov did not survive in power perhaps indeed because he was
t ought to be liberal . . '. .Presid E' too I . And anyway. the colleagues of Sir Winston and. In particular.
wh at le~\lI~senhowe~ and the State Department, were not in favor of it at that time. But now

hat I matters IS not what happened so much 30 years ago though it is absolutely true
~a~~io~~ay, b~t we've got to be thinking in these terms today. And. as ( say. words do
ne otiat d I think th~t we are pe~aps concentrating too much on the question of ~e
relgt" shi arms reduction, though this. of course. has its place and its important place In

tha~ ~nsR rp between th~ East. and the West, but I think that we ought to understand what it is
e ussians, what IS their position towards the world as a whole. I myself do not believe
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that the grave danger to peace lies within the European continent. I think it lies outside the
NATO area. And. as I say. of a war by miscalculation.
HOODING CARTER: May I interrupt both you gentlemen? If I may just ask you. while we
are talking of 30 years or 40 years or 35 years ago. with the creation of NATO. there's an
entire generation and a second one coming for which this is not only history. it's ancient
history. and while at lEast one of you has spoken of the unanimity of view about the strength
of the alliance. in fact that doesn't seem to be reflected. Is there not a tremendous gap
between the perceptions of these of us who think of it as only yesterday and those of us who
think of it as. in fact. irrelevant to, them today?
Lord SOAMES: Well. I would say of course those who've been through a war think of it-
see it. perhaps. as being a more important factor than those who don't know what the horrors
of war can mean. But the fact remains. I believe. that this generation that's growing up. the
generation of our children. do understand it and do cherish it and realize that it is of absolute
vital importance because if it were to break down. if the alliance were to break down. we can
kiss goodbye to the whole world.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Lipkowski. would you give us your view on that. the present genera-
tion?
Min. DE LlPKOWSKI: Yes. I would like to pick up something which Christopher Soames.
whom I am glad to meet here. said very rightly. I don't believe that there would be a frontal
confrontation between Russians or American in Europe. but the danger really lies outside
Europe among those many countries which-- where you see some crisis like the Middle East
or like Southeast Asia or like the African continent in the Chad. All that can degenerate. even
what's going in Central America. where it's not tolerable for an American government to see
any sort of Russian influence developing in Central America because it's your borders. So I
believe that we haven't adapted ourself to that sort of situation. And. for instance. the
Europeans should have a sort of rapid deployment force to be ready to interfere in vital parts
of the world where their security is at stake. like the Gulf. for instance. And we haven't
adapted there. And if there is a danger it will come from a peripheric theater and not probably
from Europe. And there. here again. what do we see when we look at America? We see an
America probably still under the syndrome of Vietnam. reluctant to send her boys on exterior
theaters. We saw that in Lebanon. where we had the same problem as you had. We sent our
boys and the British did so. But finally the French opinion didn't react negatively to that
envoy of our boys. But you had some problems psychological to maintain your boys there.

And something which struck the public opinion. in France. anyway. is that some criticism
went to your President went he reacted as he did in Grenada. Well. it was a bloodless action
there. There was nobody that was hurt. and he only delivered [hat little island from a leftist
dictatorship. and we were interested-
Lord SOAMES: And he was right to do it.
Min. DE LlPKOWSKI: He was right. yeah. We were interested in France because of our
departments-c. Martinique and Guadeloupe so I think you are right.
Lord SOAMES: I was just saying-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Gentlemen. I am sorry to interrupt. but time has run out on us. I want to
thank you very much for being with us today. We've enjoyed hearing your views. Thank you
again.
Lord SOAMES: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We'll be back with William L. Shirer. a newspaper and radio corre-
spondent in pre-war and wartime Europe. author of a widely admired history of Hitler's
Third Reich and a new book. The Nightmare Years. covering 1930 to 1940. in a moment.
{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Shirer. thank you very much for being with us today from Los
Angeles: pleasure to have you with us.
WILLIAM L, SHIRER, author: Thank you.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Now. you as much anyone and more than most have. I would say. seen it
all. You were there for the rise of Hitler. the appeasement. the beginning of the war. the end
of the war. 40 years now of the Western aJliance. How do you see it today. the state of the
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alliance?
Mr. SHIRER: Well. I feel it has sort of degenerated since those first days after the war, and
as some people have said on the program earlier there is a distinction between how the
W:estem Europeans and the Americans see, for example. the threat of the Soviet Union. But I
think the recent NATO meeting in Washington that's just over and the fact that the Western
Europe~s have accepted putting in the cruise missiles and the other missiles. they're hanging
together If not (00 well.

Mr. V~NOCUR: Mr. Shirer, you more than anyone else understand the strange fascination
that ex~sts bet~een West Germany and the Soviet Union. with Rapallo in 1922. the Soviet
pac~ with Nazi Germany in 1939. Are the Soviets trying to capitalize on that ambivalent
feeling the West Germans have always had about the eastern territories in a way to detach
West Germany from the alliance?

Mr. ~HIRER:Dh: I think they were working on that particularly last year when they were
cen;amly. e~couragmg the movement in Western Germany to stop us from putting in the
crurse missiles. And. you know, you've got to go back in history. The Russians and the
Germans have alw.ays had. as you mentioned, a feeling of common interest. And you may
reca.J1t~at whe.n Ribbentrop negotiated that infamous pact with Stalin, he kept informing or
reminding Stalin that there'd never really been any differences between Russia and Germany.
~r.CARTER: Mr. Shirer. NATO is 35 years old this year. Thirty-five years is a very long
time by some standards in keeping together a peacetime alliance. Shouldn't we be celebrating
that rather than concerning ourselves with tensions which arise and fall pretty often anyway?
Mr. SHIRER: I think so. NATO has really been a great success and even though there have
be~~differences, particularly between the French and the rest. and the French and the
British, It ISa going concern and something that gives us some kind of hope for the future.
Mr';V~NOCUR:Mr. Shirer, the Soviet press has been very critical of the D-Day landing,
saymg It really wasn't much. Churchill held it up so the Russians could be weakened on the
easte!" fron~. Does this still carry over after all these years? Is this a carry-over from the
RUSSiansbeing cut out by Chamberlain, Deladier. which you talk about in your book. out of
the Munich Pact?

~r.S~IRER:0h: I think so. It wasn't only the Russians. I think most of us correspondents
tn Berhn,. by the nme that Chamberlain went to Gottesberg, were convinced that his long-
range pol.lcy was to appease Hitler. stall until Hitler turned on Russia. And of course the
trouble WIththat policy was that Stalin understood that very well and said that if one can play
that game. two can. And so the Russians were on to that game.
~r. ~ANOCUR:But in terms of present policy. how do you deal with that kind of a
historical memory?

Mr-.SHIRER: Gee,. I don't know. These feelings are. you know. are very deep in Europe
particularly .. and whIle. the so-called appeasement policy is dead-- you know. I think we can
cut sh<?rtthis whole thing. The threat of Germans that we of our age have seen twice now is
g<?neSimply because you've got two superpowers. and the Gennan; in any foreseeable future
will never be strong enough to go out for domination in Europe as they have most of this
century.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Shirer. thank you very much. Thank you for coming in. talking with
us today.
Mr. SHIRER: Thank you.

ofGBRINKLEY: Coming next, Helmut Schmidt. former chancellor of the Federal Republic
o ermany ho i M' .

bl ' w 0 IS m I~I today. and a thoughtful. articulate speaker and a writer on the
pro ems of the Western alliance. In a moment.
[commercial break)

Pler BRINKLEY: Mr. .Schmidt, thank you very much for coming in to talk with us today.
m hav to have you WIth us. ~s I am sure you know. and in fact I know you know because

beli ave been wntm~ about It, ~e~ is ~me new thinking abroad in this country which I
thelE':rowas started ~Ith Henry Kissinger lO.an article in Time magazine. His thinking is that
h ld Peen countnes should increase their conventional forces the United States troops
s ou remain there, or at least some of them. so as to depend more on a conventional
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defense of Europe and therefore to rely less on a nuclear defense. What do you think of that?
HELMUT SCHMIDT, fonner Chancellor of West Gennany: Well. basically I think
Henry Kissinger is right, although one has to keep in mind that certainly. though we want to
maintain a nuclear strategic balance overall and also a Euro-strategic nuclear balance. you
will remind that I was among those Europeans who. back in. already. '76 and '77. tried to
make our American partners understand in the middle of the '70s that the overwhelming
force of the Russian SS-20 rocket that was being built up at that time had some way or other
to be matched. either by mutual limitation of numbers or by an American counterpart. But.
having said this, I agree that you need also a conventional deterrence, and it's obvious that
this can' only be brought about bya close cooperation between the French army and the
German army and some other continental European armies. given the fact that neither the
British nor the Americans do have trained manpower reserves to a sufficient degree because
they don't have maintained the draft. the conscription system. which the French have and the
Germans have and the Dutch and others. But Iwouldn't take these things too serious. [think
they are within the reach of manageability. I rather think that the dangers. as Mr. Soames has
said, as our French friend has said during this discussion. the dangers are rather outside
NATO territory than inside.
Mr. CARTER: May I speak to' that. Mr. Schmidt. please? Increasingly what we hear is that
detente is possible and should be kept as a centerpiece for policy in Europe. but as you
recently wrote, as two of our panelists just got through saying. it probably is not possible
outside the region. That is then followed by a declaration from many quarters in Europe that.
"Of course. we cannot be expected to playa part outside the European region." Isn't that
asking to have your cake and eat it. too, that we should adopt policies that make detente
possible in the European sector while of course knowing that we will never be able to have
such a thing elsewhere?
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Well. I would not underwrite that dictum about detente having to
be the heart of the effort. What you need is security on the one hand and. on the basis of
security. by your ability to deter and. if need be. to defend yourselves. on that basis one has
to build up cooperation with the Soviets also. and especially so in the field of arms limitation.
And l dearly hope that this effort gets underway again in '85 and '86. But. having said this as
regards the territories outside Europe. for instance in the Middle East or Southeast Asia.
Southwest Asia. black Africa. Central America - -to name a few of those - this is a
different matter. and I would not accept that the Europeans say. "Well, this is not our
business .' , It obviously is not the attitude in Britain or in France. If the Germans say. "It's
not our business." I think this is in the interest not only of the Germans, but of the rest of the
world. The rest of the world would become very suspicious if the Germans engaged them-
selves again in territories outside.
Mr. CARTER: It's just been suggested that perhaps Europe should have a rapid deployment
force to deal with areas of its concern; the Persian Gulf comes immediately to mind. Would
you endorse that idea?
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Well, in general I think it is not to be avoided, but on the other
hand I still have the feeling that the less the superpowers engage themselves in the Persian
Gulf, the less dangerous the whole war between Iran and Iraq might be.
Mr. VANOCUR: Mr. Schmidt. are we witnessing in Europe now a rerum to GauJlism - not
Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals. but. in a sense. the slowness. the skepticism about the
missiles. a kind of an idea. a theoretical GaulJism of Europe doesn't quite want to go along
with the United States vis-a-vis the Soviet Union?
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Well. there may be some revival of what you call Gaullism in
some parts of Europe. I wouldn't take it too serious. I mean. part of this psychological
movement or evolution has to do with the kind of television speeches that come out of other
capitals.
Mr. VANOCUR: Washington. D.C.?
Chancellor SCHMIDT: Yes. And it would be good if policymakers in the Pentagon or the
State Department or the White House would have taken into account. as Nixon did 10 years
ago. as President Ford did eight years ago- take into account the different psychology of, let
us say. Dutch or Belgian or German or Italian television watchers as if compared to television

I
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watchers in Dakota or in Idaho.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mr. Schmidt. we have in our country. as you have in yours. a whole
generation now and beginning another one, who does not remember World War II. doesn't
remember D-Day, and is familiar with it only to the extent they have read the histories. And a
great many have joined peace movements varying from unilateral disarmament on to various
other shades of opinion. And they seem to us here to have acquired some considerable
influence in Europe and some influence here. What do you see coming our of that?
Chancellor SCHMIDT: I think you should not overlook the fact that these movements have
started in the United States of America as a response to the Vietnamese War in the '60s. And
we in Europe got it only a little later. It will water down in Europe. again. only a little later
than it waters down in the United States. I do not think that it will overshadow the full decade
of the I980s. You said in the beginning that presently there is living a generation that has no
memory of war tx:cause they didn't Jive at the time. I would have liked your program [0 also
~ave been shown In Germany as regards D-Day. and please. if I may add this. I would have
liked that your program would also show the German side. I was a German soldier at the
tir:ne. n.otbelieving i~ Nazi ideology and not believing that Germany should win the war. but
still being educated I.na way. tha~ one thought one had patriotically to serve one's country.
An~ It was a very dl~cult. snuanon on the German generation of today; the younger ones
don t understand our sttuanon 40 years ago either. They don't understand yours: they don't
understand ours, and television is a great media to make people understand what really did
happen. much better than books.

Mr. BRIN~LEY: Tha.nk you. Mr. Schmidt. Thank you very much for being with us today.
W~ h~v~ enJ~yed hearing your thoughts. Coming next. our reasonably but not extravagantly
uninhibited discussion here, and joining us will be commentator Jody Powell. In a moment.
[commercial break]

~r. BRINKLEY: All right, I'm going to drag you all. kicking and screaming. perhaps. back
Into th.e m<;Klernworld and into the bizarre if not grotesque American political system. The
last pnmanes are next Tuesday in California. New Jersey. West Virginia. South Dakota and
what? New Mexico.
JODY POWELL: New Mexico.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Mondale is far ahead in delegates. about 700. He's picking up more each
day from the ranks of th~ uncom~ine.d. Hart is still in. Hart is thought to have a reasonably
good chance to do well, If not to Win, m both states. both of the big states. So where does that
leave us? Where does that leave your party, Jody?

Mr. POWELL: It leaves the party in some turmoil. but the Democratic Party is almostalways-

Mr. BRINKLEY: Ifs always in turmoil.

~r .. ~OWELL: -.-in some turmoil. It leaves Mr. Hart. I suspect. with a very interesting
eCI~lon.to make In about three days - whether or not he's going to continue a battle for the
nommanon down to the wire or whether he will step back. He's got to consider the conse-
quences for his Own political future, not just for the party. And the Mondale people were~::;gat t!'e end of last week that they're going to have 1.750 by Monday. which would
h ,they. d need about 45% of the delegates up on Tuesday. and if they get that. then
t ey re. gomg to be probably over the 1.%7 required to nominate There are all sorts ofstrategies- .

Mr. BRINKLEY: Suppose he loses California and New Jersey?

Mr. P~~E~LI: ~fhe loses- if Mondale should lose California and New Jersey I suspect that
a psyc oiogrca Impetus would be so great that Gary Han would continue.
Mr. VANOCUR· H h 'fif he d ' : e as.to go on ~ he blows Mondale out in California and New Jersey. But
to th ~sn t, ~ s,got this to consider. He has got to run in 1986 in Colorado for re-election
1988

e
B~~a~~ e shgo~ t? run- he doesn't have to. but he probably would want to run in

June' es ci ~re. t at e.s go.t to. Wipe ~mt his debt. Any untoward movements by him in
convention .al y .If they tie him In, which he's trying not to do. to Jesse Jackson at the
and M' 10~. ISgOllngto dry u~ that money that it's raised in Los Angeles. Chicago. New York

rarru. most y among nch Jews--

Mr. BRINKLEY: Do you mean to say. Sandy. that these political decisions are based on
money?'

Mr. VANOCUR: I've heard said it- as Jesse Unruh used to say. "Money is the mother's
milk of politics. "

Mr. CARTER: You mentioned a third name which didn't get mentioned earlier. In the
convention in San Francisco 20 years later from the Johnson campaign. you're going to have
the only interesting thing going on is the Jesse Jackson factor. We keep not mentioning Jesse
Jackson. but the fact is he's going to go into that convenrion not worried about whether he's
drying up money in Los Angeles and Chicago. Jesse Jackson is going to be talking about
some principles-
Mr. BRINKLEY: What is the Jesse Jackson factor?
Mr. CARTER: The Jesse Jackson factor is a very large vote. larger than any other candidate
except the two who went in here with the leading votes. It'll be a large vote that he's taking
with him. a mobilized constituency. which is unified in a way which its own political
leadership doesn't quite understand yet. but are going to when they try to block him. and a
message to the party: "While you guys are talking about how you're going to cut up this
Mondale pie. I'm telling you that there's a constituency you can't win without. So what are
you going to say to us?"
Mr. VANOCUR: Well. the black leaders. led by Willie Brown. the speaker of the California
Assembly, right after the primaries on Tuesday are going to have to decide if they're going to
have a meeting here in Washington. Ostensibly it'll be an agenda to defeat Ronald Reagan.
Its real purpose is to not let the party get confused about the black agenda. which they want to
take back from Jesse Jackson. I think they've got their work cut out for them if they try.
Mr. CARTER: And they didn't have the guts to run for it as he did run for it. They gave up
the ability to get some of that agenda.
Mr. BRINKLEY: There's another point about Hart I think we ought to deal with. If he
behaves at the convention- if he challenges every delegate and so on. if he behaves in such
a way that he can, rightly or wrongly, be blamed for the defeat of the Democratic ticket if it's
defeated. that'll pretty much finish him off as a national political figure.
Mr. CARTER: It didn't get rid of several people in the past. Each wing of the party blamed
the other wing for what happened. In '48 the left thought they could blame the right. ln '7"1
the right took a walk on them. They have a history. unfortunately. until. in fact. the Carter
candidacy in '76 of knifing each other back and forth but forgetting about history and going
on and doing it.

Mr. POWELL: It would hurt him. though. It would hurt him. In none of those cases at the
time did Democrats perceive themselves as facing someone so philosophically alien to the
party as Ronald Reagan.
Mr. CARTER: Richard Nixon.

Mr. POWELL: Nixon in '72. philosophically alien. He was not as attractive and amiable as
him, but philosophically not so alien.
Mr. VANOCUR: See. the problem in the Hart campaign is it's very difficult to know from
day to day who's making the decisions. And I think that Hart's going to probably-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. is it necessary to know?
Mr. VANOCUR: Yeah, it is. It is if you want to track it. I'm not having an easy time of it.
and I think probably this is a decision that ultimately Gary Hart has to make because he's that
kind of a person. and he'll probably have to make it in the days following the primaries ifhe
doesn't do well in New York-e- I mean. New Jersey and California.
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right, here's another issue [hat is going to come up in the campaign. in
the election. It came up yesterday in Texas in the primary between two candidates for the
Democratic nomination for the U.S. Senate. And one thing they talked about and argued
about a great deal was immigration policy. and you've heard the results. The liberal won, but
barely, by a fraction of a percentage point. What do we conclude from that? First tell what
their positions were on this.
Mr. POWELL: Well. Hance. the conservative. I would agree with his characterization as
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conservative. Doggett certainly is not a liberal by West Side New York standards. but
perhaps by some standards in Texas. Neither one of them took what would be considered--I
do~'t. ev~n ~ow what the liberal position on that bill is. but both of them were for tougher
policies In this area. Hance was opposed to any penalties-c. any amnesty and any penalties
for employers. You really can't have an effective bill without that. And Doggett. for all
practical purposes, was 100.

Mr. VANOCUR: You can't say a liberal or a conservative position because the AFL-CIO
~ants ,the Simpson-Mazzoli bill passed. That's considered to be a conservative bill by
hispanics and oth~rpeople. AI.Ithree of the candidates in the Democratic Party are against the
Sirnpson-Mazzoh bill. In my Judgment they have not addressed the real issue of bilingualism
In ~IS count.ry, and you're going to have a big fight over it in the platform committee
hearings. Wh1c:h,are ~omg to start the end of next week here in Washington. the last regional
heanng, ~d It s gomg to be explosive because it's an explosive issue both within the
Democratic Party and outside it.

Mr. C~RTER: It is the single most important ticking bomb that hasn't gone off on the
domestic scene-
Mr. VANOCUR: Ahsolutely.

Mr. CARTER: -and for the last. how many years. Jody?
Mr. BRINKLEY: Why hasn't it gone off, because no one has the guts to deal with it?
Mr. POWELL: That's pan of it. -

Mr. CARTER:. Part of it also is that so far the mesh that usually brings explosion hasn't
occurred. That IS, we have .not yet had it just demonstrated _ as. say. 100 years ago when
so~e or the nots a~ut rmrmgranon then .- that there's some real correlation between people
losing JObs and this mass grouping commg in.

Mr. BRIN~LEY: All right. one more thing before our time runs our. The Civil Aeronautics
Board had Itself a wonderful time in the last two or three weeks- two or three months in
fact. They ha~e -let's see if I've got this straight - they first voted- this is about stopping
smoking on airplanes. They first voted to stop it and voted not to. Is that right?
Mr. POWELL: That's right. in March.

Mr. BRINKLEY: That was. what? two, three months ago Then this week they voted to ban
smoking on flights under two hours- .
Mr. VANOCUR: A thousand miles/two hours.

Mr., BRINKLEY: All right. And then. within about 30, 4D minutes. changed their minds and
decided not to. What happened?
Mr. CARTER: Smoke got in their eyes.

Mr-.PO~~LL: As a smoker let me say that they came to their senses and realized that it was
a fairly ridiculous sort of prohibitionist exercise.

~r. BRINKLEY: Why is it ridiculous? Non-smokers who cough and gasp and go like this on
airplanes would probably wish they had done it.

Mr. POWELL: I w?uld w~sh some people on airlines would change their socks more
frequently, too, but I m not 10 favor of legislating the matter.

Mr. CARTER: But. lady. we're not down home. l mean in the same week that one
gov~rnment agency said that it was fairly clear that other people's smoke can affect you.:~ker ~?vlemmenthag~ncy says. "That may be so. but we've got to worry about the

ers. mean. l at s what happened.

~~~:~~eU:: Yeah, ~~ut .two hou~,.unless you're hung up over an airport. is about a
years ago "I'd Igh~icand I! Ilrve advemsmg agencies a great field to play with. Remember
Camel." • wa a mile or a Camel"? Now smokers say. "I'd fly 1.000 miles for a

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well th • aI h f . . .
a t h fli h ' ere s so t e act that what IS billed as a one-hour flight may- or
gro:~d o~r ./g t ;ery often turns out t~ be, three or four hours _ fooling around on the

• aIh
mg• e aytng and so on. Time s up. Thanks very much We'lI be back in a

moment WI! a few words show' th t h . . . .
109 a w atever they say, opportunity IS not dead In

America. and certainly not as long as the Pentagon is in business.
{commercial break}

Mr. BRINKLEY [commentary}: 'And. finally, from the annals of military bureaucracy.
there's a disease the medical profession may not know about. It's another acquired immunity
syndrome. an immunity to all reason and common sense acquired by those in government
spending money that is not theirs. The prime symptom is an utter indifference to what
anything costs because. as they see it. it's really nobody's money. For example. the socket
wrench worth $1.49 the U.S. Navy bought for $466. So this past week Congress tried to
grapple with this new set of outrages in Pentagon purchasing. Representative Jack Brooks of
Texas is walking around with, pinned on his lapel. an allen wrench. which sells in hardware
stores for 45~. The Pentagon buys them for $9.000 each! A diode. a tiny electronic pan
worth 4¢ somebody in the Pentagon bought for $112. It gets worse! Those little plastic feet
that stick on the bottoms of the legs of metal chairs. They sell for 17¢. The Pentagon buys
them for $1.118 each. Well, there are. of course. the usual expressions of outrage. What is
not mentioned is that this kind of thing has come up year after year for at leas! 20 years. Has
anyone ever been prosecuted for cheating the government this way? No. Has anyone in the
Pentagon ever been prosecuted for cheating the taxpayers this way? No. Is it surprising that
more and more taxpayers are reluctant to finance this kind of insanity? No.

For all of us at ABC's This Week. until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

June 10, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinkley. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.
DAVID BRINKLEY: Here's a question for the quiz game Trivial Pursuit. Name the eight
candidates for President who started out in the Iowa caucuses four months ago. The answer.
Mandate. Hart, Jackson, McGovern. Cranston. Glenn. Askew and Hollings. By the Califor-
nia primary this past week, only three were still on their feet and able to raise about 50¢ in
campaign money. Now Mondale has the delegates to be nominated. Hart is second. Jackson.
third. and all three will go to the Democratic convention in July. What will they do there?
Will they all line up like nice boys with their hair combed and shoes shined and agree to work
together t~beat Mr. Reagan. or will they fight down to the final vote and tum the convention
mto turmoil? Our guests. who can answer these questions: Senator Gary Hart. who won early
and won late. but still came in second; Governor Mario Cuomo of New York. a Mondale
supporter and a skillful leader in the Democratic Party: some background on how we got to
where we are from our man John Martin; and our discussion here with George Will. Sam
Donaldson and Jocly Powell. All here on our Sunday program.

FIrst, today:s news since the Sunday moming papers. The London summit meeting is
over, an~ President Reagan flew back to Washington today. saying before he left he thought
the R,USSI~ would re-open disarmament negotiations with him if he is re-elected. Here IS
ABC s Mike Von Fremd in London.

MIKE VON FREMD [voice-over]; The President told reporters the trip and summit has
all been a success, and the NATO alliance remains strong. But he was asked if NATO IS
strong and it's in the Soviets' interest to negotiate. why is Moscow silent about returning
to the bargaining table?

Pres. RONALD REAGAN: It's beginning to occur to some of us that maybe the
silence IS~ause the~ don't know what to say right now. This is the third .le~derm the
ve.nod that I ve been m office here. Let them make up their minds what It IS. and we
will keep the door open for any time that they want to come back.
REPORTER: ~e? you say that the Soviets don 't really know what to say ri~ht
now. are you indicating that perhaps Mr. Chemenko is in over his head or maybe Just
too old to do the job'

Pres, .REAGAN: No. I think that there come times when. since they sort of rule by
committee. the Politburo. that there isn't a consensus there on the course that they
should be taking right now.

VON FREMD [voice-over]: Throughout this trip the President has been faced with tens
of thousan,ds of demonstrators protesting the course of U.S. nuclear policy. but Mr.
Reagan said they don't speak for the majority.

Pre,s. REAGAN: They seem to think they have a simple answer to warfare. that .if
we Just lay down our weapons and stand back empty-handed that somehow peace will
come to the world. They haven't stopped to figure it might be the peace of the grave.

VON. ~EMD: The President also said he thinks there's more of a chance of the Soviets
negouanng with him in a second administration. and his hope is clearly that this trip to
Ireland and the smooth summit here in London will improve his chances of becoming a
two-term president. Mike Von Fremd. ABC News. London.

Mr. BRINKLEY: In the Persian Gulf oil war a supertanker belonging to Kuwait was hit thisronung by a missile fired from an aircraft. Reports are there was a fire on board the ship. but
t ~asCput OUt It was said~ but not co~finned, that Iran did the shooting. .
. ape .C~veral. Honda, the National Space Administration fired another commurnca-
~~n};~h!e m~ospace last night. Today it's in an out-of-shape orbit and tum~ling in s~ace.
b k ith USeme In 15 months that launch of a communications satellite has faded. We II be
ac WI. nator Gary Han, New York's Governor Cuomo. and all the rest of roday's
program In a moment
{commercial break{
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Mr. BRINKLEY: In the popular vote in all the primaries taken together - that is. where
people place 'x's beside his name - Gary Han got about as many votes as Mondate did. and
maybe more. And he came up. nevertheless with fewer delegates. several hundred short.
That is the result of a primary system that might have been designed by Rube Goldberg. Can
one who came that close be expected simply to disappear and to be quiet? Well. before we
question today's guests. here's some background on how it all worked from John Martin.
John?

JOHN MARTIN: There are some big questions on the minds of Democrats this week.
David. Is Gary Hart finished as a viable contender for the nomination? If so. does he
know it? And. if not. does he plan to try to convert his popularity at the polls into some
kind of new campaign for the hearts and minds and votes of hundreds of delegates already
committed but not bound to Walter Mondale?

Sen. GARY HART, Democratic presidential candidate [yesterday]: I do not
quit. And l continue most of all because to tum back now would violate all l stand for
and all I believe in.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Senator Hart seemed to be forcing the contest into some new
extended time period.

Sen. HART {Wednesday/: Welcome to overtime.
MARTIN [voice-over]: He had just won 205 delegates in California and was looking
toward the convention next month in San Francisco.

Sen. HART {Tuesday}: On to San Francisco. and on to the White House.
WALTER MONDALE, Democratic presidential candidate {Wednesdav!: I am
the nominee. I've got the votes. and it's important that the selection of a vice president
take place in a responsible way.

MARllN [voice-over]: Walter Mondale had won 104 delegates in New Jersey. but lost
three of the five final primaries and was calling on previously uncommitted delegates to
put him over the top. His staff had been tracking and talking to hundreds of delegates. He
needed 1.967. and now. he said. he had 2.008.

Mr. MONDALE: And before that gavel strikes in San Francisco. we'll have substan-
tially more. And I clearly have the majority. I'm going to be the nominee. I don't
think there's any question about it.
THOMAS DONILON, Mondale delegate coordinator: Let's take. for example.
the cluster number six on the convention floor.

MARTIN [voice-over}: The Mondate national staff has already begun planning conven-
tion floor operations. It's director insists Mondale's delegates will remain committed even
though party rules do not bind them to vote for him.
Mr. DONILON: We remain in constant touch with our delegates around the country. Our
delegates are an integral part of our political team and will be so through the convention
and beyond.
MARTIN [voice-over]: For the moment the Hart campaign staff has failed to match
Mondale's in reaching out to delegates. By most counts Senator Hart has about 1,200
delegates. far too few to win. But he did win the popular vote in 24 state primaries and
caucuses. won all the states west of the Mississippi except Kansas and Texas. and won
some big victories east of the Mississippi. in New Hampshire. where he shocked the
former Vice President; in Maine and Florida and Massachusetts and Ohio. By some
measures the two candidates fought to a virtual standoff in popular votes.

Rev. JESSE JACKSON, Democratic presidential candidate: We must adopt
a system in which there are delegates awarded on one principal only - proportional
representation. We're not asking for anything special. just fairness.

MARllN [voice-over]: Democrat Jesse Jackson claimed about 20% of the popular vote.
but less than 10% of the delegates. Party leaders were uncertain what he would do about
that at the convention, but they were fearful that Senator Hart might not stop campaigning
for the nomination. fearful he would leave the party in turmoil for another month. Still. as
Mr. Jackson pressed for reform and Senator Hart visited Capital Hill this past week.
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meeting with senior congressional leaders. there was the dawning realization that both
men had expanded the potential Democratic vote this fall. But the question was. did one
of them have to be on the ticket?
Rep. MORRIS UDALL, (D) Arizona: You ask the Hart voter> how you're going to go,
Reagan or Mondale, If your guy IS left out. and a big chunk of them. a bothersome chunk.
say. "~~'re going with Reagan." And if you could marry the two wings of this party.
~e traditional Democrats that have been behind MondaJe with the new politics. new
Ideas. new-generation sort of argument that was so effective for Hart. you may have the
ballgame won.

MAR11N [voice-over]: Another question. if Hart were asked to form a ticket with
Mondale. c~uld the two men submerge their personal differences? They talked by tele-
phone on Fnday and planned to meet this week. One senator who knows them and the
process says the coming days could be crucial for the party.
Sen. ALAN CRANSTON, (D) California: Assuming that Mondale is the nominee. the
manner In which he and Gary Hart come together is very important. If it appears that the
party leaders shov~ Han out before Hart was convinced that the battle was over. it would
be very hard to bnng Hart's supporters to Walter Mondale in the general election. But if
there .IS a peaceful, tho,ughtful .app':Oachto the matter of getting them together. and Gary
Han ~ssatisfied that he s had his fair shot. then I think his supporters will feel so also. and
there s a good chance that Gary can bring them to full support of the campaign against
Ronald Reagan. -

M~RTlN {voice-over}: But yesterday in Denver Senator Han said he had no plans to
qun.

Sen ..HA~: Despite the odds. the predictions of the experts and the cynicism of the
pundits. this candidacy is alive and well.

:At:tTIN: So Senator ~art is signalling that a new phase of the campaign has begun
spite the Mondale claim that It IS already over. It is too early to say who is right, but It

does seem clear that, on his word. at least. Senator Hart has no intention of withdrawing
before the first ballot. David?:r.BSRINKLEV:John. thank you. Coming next. Governor Mario Cuomo of New York, and
en enator Gary Hart. In a moment.

{commercial break]

Mr. BRINKLEY' Governor C thank ···thtod W'.. uomo. you very much for corrung In to talk WI us
ay. e re delighted to have you with us.

MARIO CUOMO, (D) New York: It's good to be with you.
~r. B~.KLEY: Here with me areGeorge Will of ABC News and Sam Donaldson. ABC
bee7~nin ire House correspondent. Governor. you have supported Mr. Mondale fro~ ~e
neg g. And he seems now to have the delegates he needs. Senator Hart. who IS m
nv~r. ?canhear whatever you say. Would you like to offer him a suggestion of any kind this

mommg.

Gov. CUOMO' Well I think he' h ' bee. '.' I e s eard the suggestion over and over. What I ve n
~~ :rso~all'y IS that he ~as a perfect right to continue with the campaign. He's certainly
fight dati e s not technically out of it. nor is he morally out of it. He fought the good
obiective for can unde.rstand his wanting to stay in. It does seem to me that the obvious
Riag' l~~ of us IS to defeat Reagan because we're better for the country than President
overc:n~ rx;fc~~ are. A~d to do that you have an enormous communications problem to
President R IS campaign ~tays at the surface, if it stays in 28-second commercials,
focus on Le~agan W11l2~practtcall7 unbeatable. The only way to beat him is to get people to
delivering thanon - lost Mannes. what the deficit really means. and that requires us all
me. Presiden~ r;:ssage ~l summer long and between now and the convention. it seen:s to
people th t th e~gan will not be defeated unless all of us make it clear to the Amencan
that's n t r ey ave to concentrate on rationales on issues and facts and as you know.

o easy to do N if vou di •the convenri ith ow. I you distract them from now to the convention and all through
"Your on ~I the whole United States watching. if you have the Democrats saymg.

message IS wrong. my message is better." it's going to be very difficult to come
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together after that and say. "No. our message is better than President Reagan 's ." So Isee it
as a monumental communications problem unless we get together early. But that's up to
Senator Hart and Jesse Jackson.
GEORGE WILL: Governor. during the Texas primary when Senator Hart made a speech
attacking Walter MondaJe with reference to the Iranian hostage crisis. you said that that
disqualified him from being considered for the vice presidential spot on the ticket. Now. Gary
Han won more primaries than Walter Mondale. He won all the primaries out west. He may
have gotten more popular votes than Walter Mondale. and he does much better than Walter
Mondale outside the core Democratic constituencies. Do you think that you'd like to recon-
sider that and suggest that Han open his mind to being on the ticket?
Gov. CUOMO: Well. of course the ultimate judgment is for Walter Mondale. it seems to
me. as to who his running mate should be. I think there's a different Gary Hart yesterday and
today than there was at the time Imade that statement. I thought he was just too negative on
MondaJe. and I thought it was counterproductive. and I said that would disqualify him. and I
meant it. (think. a statesmanlike move by Senator Hart now would change a lot of people's
impressions about him. Let me get something clear. George. about the way this game. if you
will. was played. Walter Mondale. Gary Hart, Jesse Jackson all played on the same field by
the same rules. And Mondale played the game accordingly. All this talk about popular vote
and this apparent disproportion between the popular vote and the delegates. that's the way it
was designed. If you had designed it differently everybody would have played differently.
That's true in the general election as well. When vou use the word fairness. as Jesse has.
everybody played by the rules. and Walter Mondale~won by the rules. Walter Mondale might
have done things to get him more popular votes if that would have been the most effective
strategy. So the notion now of looking back and saying. "Hey. look. I won it by popular
votes and this isn't fair." it's like looking at a Baltimore-Yankee game and saying. "Gee. I
won more innings than you did. Ishould have won the game." You'll find out about that next
week. George.
Mr. WILL: I sure will, in Yankee Stadium with you. But on the vice presidential thing just a
moment. you are on a short list allegedly being compiled by a Mr. Riley for Mr. Mondale.
Now. you say. as most people do at this point. that you wouldn't consider being vice
president. Have you done anything to discourage your being included on this short list?
GOV. CUOMO: I think there's a difference between me and a lot of the other people whose
names are on the list. In 1981 this question came up. Ironically they were talking about a
Mondale-Koch ticket. I was running against Ed Koch for governor. I said vel)' specifically I
would serve four years, I would not consider the vice presidential nomination. So I'm on
record. that is my position. it will continue to be. It was a good promise when made. it still is.
Of course. I have a lot of work to do in New York state. On the other hand. Iwill do
everything I can to help Vice President Mondale become President Mondale. I think he's
very good for the country. I'll talk directly to the vice president myself - I missed a phone
call he made ~ and offer myself in a number of ways. But I will not be candidate for the vice
presidency. nor will I be considered for the vice presidency.
SAM DONALDSON: Governor. in addressing your thoughts to Gary Hart a momentago in
answer to David's first question. you seemed to be saying. "Senator. you have every right to
continue. you have earned it. as long as you don't do it effectively. As long as you make no
waves. as long as you do nothing divisive in the sense of trying to derail Mondale. you have
every right to keep your name in .' ,
Gov. CUOMO: No. Sam. I disagree with you. He has every right even to be divisive.
That' 5 the way this contest works. That's the way the rules are. And the rules say you can be
divisive if you like. As a matter of fact. the rules give Jesse Jackson that opportunity too.
They also give it to all the defeated candidates. They could all come to the convention and
say. "Mondale won, but he shouldn't have. He's wrong-
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. wait a minute. Governor. if I may. Is it divisive to try to go get
delegates? Is it divisive to try to say to delegates. "Walter Mondale can't beat Ronald
Reagan; I can"? Is it divisive to try to get your platform thoughts up?
Gov. CUOMO: Well. if Senator HaI1 decides that it's not. he has a perfect right to go
forward. I would suggest this to all the candidates in making their judgments that what we
need to do is to deliver one message to the American people. We have to get people looking:
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beyond ~e commercials, looking beyond the surface. where President Reagan is so strong.
so fornn~ble, get. them thinking about. "Hey, look. How can President Reagan say that
Mondale s respo~lbl~ for four years of Carter, but he himself, the President. isn't responsi-
ble for the Mannes ill Lebanon or the $200-billion deficit?" How could a former vice
president be .re.sp::msibl~ for helicopters that don't work, but this President is not responsible
for a $200-bilhon deficit? That requires some thought. What I'm saying to Hart and Jackson
and everybody else is,. "Look, if we all get together right now and start delivering the same
message. we may get It across. If we confuse that message. that plays to Reagan's strength.
It keeps people at the surface. and at the surface he's virtually- well. he's very difficult to
beat. "

Mr. DONALDSON: If I may. how do you think a Mondale-Hart ticket would do versus
MondaIe and somebody else?

GoV -.CU~MO:Let me say two things about that, Sam. It's up to the vice president. and
there IS a simple and appealing kind of logic at the surface of things. They split the whole
c~untry. You put them to~ether, they have the whole country. I'm not sure it works that way.
I m not sure that th~ notion that you bring strength to the ticket by having a vice president
:w-hoappeals to certam groups herself or himself, but those votes go to the ticket. I don' think
It works that way. I don't think people vote for a Reagan because of a Bush, or vote for a
Mondale .~ause of ~ Hart or anybody in the nether position. I think what you need more
th3!l ethniciry and region, etcetera - with the possible exception of the women thing - is an
articulator wh~ can make cases for the President. Somebody like Dale Bumpers is very good.
~erry Ferraro I~ve!y good for that. If Senator Han goes from now to the convention saying.
My m~ssage IS different from Walter Mondale's;" it gets very difficult the day after the

convention to say "But now we have one message," notwithstanding voodoo economics.
'J}1:t \ would regard as an aberration. I think if Walter Mondale wants Gary Hart that's a
tic et co~1d support with a full heart. That's "c-a-r-t." One final thing. More important
th~ an~ng, I would suspect, of Vice President Mondale is that he wants someone he can
w~ With. Let's keep our eye on the ball. We want to beat Reagan and govern MondaJe isg~gt~th·d .. .o . e pres: ent. He needs a Vice president he can work with. not just someone whoilianher ~m WID an election. 5?meone. he c~ w~rk :w-ith.It's his judgment in the end, but
ose. think- that, I think, Will be hIS major cntena.:r. '::~NKLEY: Governor. thank you. Thank you very much for coming in. We've

moment. eanng your views. Coming next. from Denver. Colorado. Senator Gary Hart. in a

Icommercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY' Senat Hart! De th . .. or , In nver, ank you very much for corrung in.
Sen. GARY HART Democrati' iden!i' I' c pres a candidate: My pleasure.
Mr. BRINKLEY: A pleasure to have you with us today.
Mr. HART: Thank you.

~r;:R~KLEY: Now. you heard Governor Cuomo. What he said. as you've heard. was
R:ag e, m:ts to beat Mr. Reagan m~st have a single unified message directed at Mr.
rfec~ ~ ~e sse.s as he sees them, .whil~ 3t. the same time saying of course you have a

~ould ~ t to staH
yIn the race, but the implication being that to have a unified message you

p out. ow would you respond to that?

~~~RT: Well, I certainJ~ agree with the first part of that proposal, and my criticism of
we have ~s::n will be.as Vlg?~US and I think as effective as anyone else in this party. But
what we fi o~ th~ Just cnucrze Ronald Reagan. We have to tell the American people
country inar:he°r9~0s~ at we intend to .do, to use the govenor's correct word, to govern this
to revital' thi . ~ whole campaIgn ~as been based all along on a new set of propo~aJs
system tlze OOSc~untry s economy and remdustrialize this nation. to rebuild our educauon
a enda' ~ m .erruze and re~orm our miltiary institutions. and to broaden our anTIScontrol
;ake ~ tnd : Intend to continue that message. and I think that's the best conoibution I can

M
' 0 on y to our party but to our possible Success next fall.

r. WILL: Senator Hart th • third
about policies for th fu' ere sa. argument you could make. not just about Reagan or
you've used ft ~ ture, and that IS that Walter Mondale's delegates are. to use a word

a en. taInted. Do you plan to pursue the challenge to the legitimacy of Mondale

delegates at the convention?
Sen. HART: Mr. Will, back several months ago when it became clear from published
accounts that Vice President Mondale had changed his position and was taking rather large
amounts of political action committee money through so-called independent committees. we
filed a challenge to that practice with the Federal Election Commission, which is the author-
ized body by law to look into these matters. That investigation and that inquiry is still
underway and the Federal Election Commission will have to decide it. It's a legal and ethical
question. and not a political one. and I think that's where it should remain.
Mr. WILL: Are you saying that if the Federal Election Commission before the convention
says that indeed the vice president did what - violated the law, I guess - then you would
seek to unseat some of his delegate?
Sen. HART: I think in any case, Mr. Will, the Democratic Party is going to have to resolve
this issue. Vice President Mondale and his campaign say that they did nothing wrong. and
they have. of course, every right to say that. I think, given that belief, that it would be in their
interest to ask the credentials and rules committee of the party to undertake an inquiry of this
matter and resolve it one way or the other. If in fact nothing wrong was done. then the party
can resolve that before the convention. and relieve any problem that may arise after the
convention.
Mr. WILL: Are you saying. however. that suppose Mondale doesn't ask the credentials
committee to do that, will you demand that it do that?
Sen. HART: Well, Mr. Will. I think it's up to the party and its official institutions to
undertake that. What I intend to do, as I said in my speech here in Denver yesterday. is wage
a positive campaign for this party's future and for this nation's future. and I think that's the
best contribution [ can make to our party.
Mr, DONALDSON: All right. Senator, let's expand on that. You're still in the race, but you
say the most important thing is to defeat President Reagan and you will do nothing to upset
that. Do I take it, then. in the weeks ahead to the convention you are not going to make
personal attacks on Walter Mondale?
Sen. HART: Well. Mr. Donaldson. I think you'd have to look very closely in the past three
months. indeed, year and a half. to find any Hart personal attacks on Mr. Mondale. That is
not the case working the other way around. There were a large number of personal attacks on
me. But I have tried to wage a very positive and future-oriented campaign because I stress the
second half of the equation. To win this election our party must not only point out where the
Reagan policies have failed; we must convince the American people we are prepared to
govern this country in a period of great change. And I am continuing to stress what we intend
to do to govern this country, and that's the kind of campaign I intend to wage.
Mr, DONALDSON: Senator. you have stressed that and you've made the point repeatedly
that you think. you are the best man to defeat President Reagan. But are yoo prepared to say
today that Walter Mondale can, in fact. if he is the nominee. defeat President Reagan?
Sen. HART: Well. Mr. Donaldson. I've said that throughout. I think both of us can. [think
it's a question of who has the bener chance. And I think the polls continue to show. and will
show throughout June and early July. that my candidacy can broaden the base of this party.
that I can attract traditional Democratic voters. also independents. third-party voters and
moderate Republicans. And I've demonstrated that all across this country.
Mr. DONALDSON: What about the bitterness factor? You said a moment ago you think it
hasn't worked the other way around, that you've been attacked unfairly by Mondale. Are you
so bitter by that that you can't make up and in fact even be on his ticket if he should ask you?
Sen. HART: Well, I'm not prepared to discuss tickets except one that I lead. I have been in
politics for a long time, in public office for 10 years, and I've worked for other candidates.
There are aspects of politics that I find unfair and often distasteful. but I suspect they're going
to go on so long as people are willing to conduct those kinds of practices. It's done in the
Republican Party as well; it's nOl unique to the Democratic Party. I think we can attract a lot
more voter,) into politics if we conduct politics that is not that kind of cut-and·slash politics as
usual. and I hope that's what happens in the future.
Mr. DONALDSON: But your own personal bitterness. it's not too great?
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Sen. HART: Oh, I wouJdn't say it's bitterness. I'm disappointed in the kind of contest that
went on. I picked up the newspapers and listened to commentaries saying. "Why don't these
people talk about issues?" I was trying to talk about issues, at the same time correct
distortions and distractions having to do with my own record that I knew the other side didn't
believe.
Mr. WILL: Senator, do you believe that if Walter Mondale had not been. as you consider it.
unfair in his criticism of you, and that if he had not taken what you consider to be unethical
advantage from political action comminees, that you today wouJd have enough delegates to
be nominated?
Sen. HART: I think if this campaign had been waged on a totally positive basis that [ would
have been the nominee in April.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, Senator, throughout the primaries and the caucuses you ran a very
strong race. You carried more states than Mondate did, got about as many popular votes.
which of course don't count in this context. But in any case he wound up with more
delegates. Now, I have a purely political question. What set of circumstances couJd bring you
the nomination?

Sen. HART: Well. Mr. Brinkley. let me challenge. if I may, a premise that's been operating
throughout this program this morning, if I may say so, since last Tuesday, and that is that
somehow this contest is over. As someone has said, "It isn't over until it's over," and the
only delegate count that matters is the one that's taken on the first ballot in San Francisco in
mid-!uly. Now, a lot of things can happen in politics in five or six weeks. and I think a
candidate who has or claims to have a bare majority of delegates. none of whom is legally
comnu~ to vote for that candidate-- it is not correct for anyone to say that this contest IS

over. I think. those delegates - and I've talked to a lot of them in the last 72 or more hours-
are still in the process of making up their mind, and events that can occur on the issues or in
the world or with the public opinion polls can change people's minds. And I think we all
ought to back off this effort to get this race over with before it's over. There's only one body
in this country that is qualified to pick the president- the nominee for the presidency in our
party and that's the Democratic National Convention. and that's why I intend to continue to
appeal to the 400 to 600 uncommitted, unpledged delegates in an effort to convince them.
that I have the best chance to win.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. Senator. to do that you would have to get some of the Mondale
delegates away from him, right?

Sen. HART: Well, I've talked to some who are being listed, apparently. by the Mondale
campaign as finn, solid, committed delegates. and that's not what they're saying to me. They
say., "Well,.I made a commitment back in the end of '83 or early '84 when everyone was
U;1Im.gme this race was over. I wished I hadn't. I think you're the strongest candidate. And
I m Just gomg to wait and see what happens."

Mr. I!IRlNKLEY: Senator, let me interrupt here for a moment. We'll be back with more
questions for Senator Han in a moment.
[commercial break]

~r. B~IN~LEY: Senator Han. during the primaries. in our exit polling, we picked up some
l~tereStI~g information. perhaps slightly difficult to understand. I would like to have your
view. on It. Something like 40-0dd percent of those who voted for you said if Mondale were
nominated they would not vote for him. and vice-versa. How do you explain that? What does
that mean?

Sen. HART: Well. Mr. Brinkley, I don't claim to be any expert at analyzing polls. [can
give you a guess, and that is that the heat of the contest between the two of us suggest to
people that they do~'t want the other candidate or they can't at that moment say. "Well: if I
can t have the candidate I want then I'll vote for his opponent." Because they are being gl~en
a choice between two people. Now I think. after a two- or three-month campaign. say, If I
were at ~ top of the ticket, that the vast majority of Mondale voters, particularly those who
are trad.itI?~al Democrats, when they find out that I am as traditional a Democrat as Mr.
Mondale IS In te~ of my values and the goals of our party. would come to my aid and my
suppo~ overwhelmingly. There's very little doubt about that. I'm not sure, frankJy, that the
opposite can be said. because clearly I demonstrated and appeal to vorers who do not
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traditionally line themselves up with the Democratic party. And I don't know, frankly, how
many of those would vote for a more traditional Democrat. If Mr. Mondale's the nominee.
I'll tell you this. I'll do everything I can to see that everyone who voted for me in any of the
primaries or caucuses supports the Democratic ticket.
Mr. WILL: If, therefore. Walter Mondale is nominated and he says. "The best thing you can
do would be to join my ticket." would you do that?
Sen. HART: Oh. Mr. Will, [ intend to be the nominee of this party-
Mr. WILL: But you're the one who suggested the hypothetical. You said ifhe's nominated.
so if he's nominated, would you?
Sen. HART: We'll wait and see. I have, as I've said repeatedly. I have no interest in being
vice president. It's never been a job that particularly appealed to me: I'm not particularly
good at carrying out other people's policies and orders. I frankly believe I already have a
better job in the United States Senate. So I don't want to hypothesize. I intend .to continue to
do everything I can to become this party's nominee because, frankly. I do think I have the
best chance of winning this election.
Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. but Governor Cuomo had a point about coming directly to the
convention with opposite views and then at the convention, as has happened so often in our
history. the two candidates get together on the ticket and the vice Presidential .~minee
supports the presidential nominee. Is there anything about Walter Mondale that IS Just so
anathema. so off the wall as far as you're concerned, that you couldn't. after a convention. if
you were on the ticket, wholeheartedly support the ticket?
Sen. HART: Nothing to my knowledge at all. I have known Mr. MondaIe, as [think a fairly
personal friend, for over a decade. He supported me in both my Senate races in Colorado.
and I have very high regard for him. As I've said. I was disappointed at some of what I
strongly believe to be conscious misrepresentations of my views in order to rehabilitate his
own candidacy, but he and I'll have a chance to talk about that later on.
Mr. DONALDSON: All right, Senator, I want to take you now to the race against President
Reagan. and I want to talk about the factor that many political observers believe is Reagan's
strength. He projects as a leader. He is a great communicator. He is someone that we all
think is a haiJ fellow well met. He's a Hollywood star. if you will. But those factors about the
President's personality and projection. which have nothing to do with.the issues. whether
he's for or against the nuclear freeze. whether he's for or against this particular reform o.rnot.
Will you address how you Democrats think you can beat Ronald Reagan the man WIthout
reference, please. to where the issues are?
Sen, HART: I think by nominating a candidate who represents the future of our party. who
is. if I may say so, relatively fresh and new, and who presents some new proposals to achi~ve
traditional Democratic values. That's what this candidacy has been about all along. And If I
may say so, also a candidate from the western United States. It is not accidental that I won
every primary west of the Mississippi and every state contest except two west of ~
Mississippi. Jimmy Caner, in 1976, made a very important argument to the De~c
party, and that is you can't write off the South and a Southerner at the top of the ticket IS

important. And it proved to be true. I am making the same argument with regard to the
western United States.
Mr, DONALDSON: All right, Senator. you're talking about regionalism and you're taIking
about states. You're talking about politics, which is fine, and to some extent ISSUes.But I
want you to talk about projection, the image of whether it's Gary Hart or Walter .Mondate
against this larger-than-life person named Ronald Reagan that everyone seems to like. even
though they may not like his policies.
Sen. HART: Well. you, Mr. Donaldson, you may think he's larger than life. [don't happen
to. I think he's extremely vulnerable on the issues. But if you want to stay on the level of
image. which-
Mr. DONALDSON: That's the way a lot of people vote, Senator, image.
Sen. HART: Some do. some don't. Again. I can only say this to you - and I think a new
leader of our party that can broaden the base of our party ~d bring voters .in, including
moderate Republicans, who do not- are not so entranced WithMr. Reagan. IS exactly the
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way we win that election. and that's what this candidacy represents.
Mr. WIll: Senator.responding a moment ago to David you said one of the things that might
pry loose delegates in the following five weeks would be an opinion poll. Itake it you mean a
poll that shows you running well ahead of Mondale against Ronald Reagan. The polls so far
do not show that. Why don't they show iI, and do you believe-s- can you tell us how big a
spread you think you need over Walter Moodale in a horse race against Reagan in order to
pry loose those delegates?
Sen. HART: Mr. WiJl. let me contest the premise. Throughout the month of March, after
our victory in New Hampshire and OUT subsequent victories in the early primaries. th~pol.ls
showed that I went from two or three percentage points up to 46 to 48 percentage pcmts In
national opinion polls against Mr. Reagan at a time when Mr. Mondale, ":,00 is much ~ner
known, lagged behind at 35 or 38 percent- 100r 12 points behind. That did not reflect Itself
m the mid-primaries when Mr. Mondale was winning. but I didn't fall be1t?w him. ~merely
went down. roughly, to his level. Now we're beginning to see. particularly In statewide polls
in stales such as Minnesota, Iowa, and a number of other states around the country. polls
conducted by unbiased. non-political sources, that I have gone back up to a close neck-and-
neck contest with Mr. Reagan in those swing states. In fact. in the state of Iowa, for.example.
I run ahead of Mr. Reagan in the past 30 days. and Mr. Mondale runs well behind. I am
wiUjn~ to wage~ in tru: next 10 days when the national opinion polls come out, rm.ticularly
refl~bn~ our Vlct0l)' in the last eight out of 12 primaries, including the largest pnm3!Y of
California. that I will be back up even with or ahead of Mr. Reagan. Mr. Mondale will be
well behind.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator, there will be three of you at the Democratic convention. ~ou. M~.
Mondale and the Reverend Mr. Jackson. Mr. Jackson has some ideas of his own which he IS
going to push and promote and ask for agreement to and acceptance of. Number one, can you
tell me, do you know what he's going to ask and, number two, how will you respond?
Sen. ':'IART: I presume Reverend Jackson will ask for changes in the rules, if not immedi-
ately, m the long term that do bring about proportional representation, and I will generally
support those, not knowing exactly what they will be. I think there has to be much more
fairness. Gov~mor Cuomo properly and correctly said that we all had to play by the roles.
Well, I've objected to those rules for two years, knowing full well that even if I were able to
do what we have been able to do in these primaries that it was still an uphill fight because of
th~way those rules were stacked. They have to be changed, and they have to be made more
fair, and I will support Reverend Jackson's effort in that regard. If his efforts are to change
our party's policies. for example. with regard to the Middle East, then I will resist that very.
very strongly, because I don't believe that those policies ought to be changed.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Senator, thank you very much for coming in and talking with us today.
Sen. HART: Thank you, Mr. Brinkley.
Mr. BRINKLEY: It's been a pleasure to have you with us.
Sen, HART: My pleasure.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Coming next, our more or less inhibited or more or less uninhibited
discussion here, and joining us will be Jody Powell, columnist for The Los Angeles Times
syndicate. In a moment.
[commercial break]
Mr. BRINKLEY: First we have a little news. The U.N.- United Nations president has tried
to persuade Iran and Iraq to stop shooting at each other, and today each of those two countries
said separately it would accept this initiative from the U.N. Each said it would stop shooting
if the other did, and so they both say they will stop. We'll see how that rums out. Now. the
economic summit in London has just ended and Mr. Reagan flew horne to Washington today.
Sam, you were there. Give us your views. What happened?
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. what happened was lastTuesday before it began - Nonnandy.
D-Day - because I'm shuck about this particular trip of the President's - how little it had
to do with economics - there did not seem to be those major issues that in the past have
divided the nations in the summit - and how much it had to do with domestic politics.
Ireland was all right. bUID-Day was Ronald Reagan's best movie- better than "Hellcats of
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the Navy," better than anything - "Bedtime for Bonzo" - he has ever done. And one
reason was that it was probably a very genuine reflection of the way any president of the
United States would have felt on the 40th anniversary and the reaction with the veterans
there, the people watching on television. I think it was immensely beneficial to him to have
gone to this particular economic summit.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Anybody want to add?
JODY POWELL, Los Angeles TImes Syndicate: IIseems to me that what we've seen
over the past few days ought to dispell for all time the idea that the American networks or the
major news organizations are out to get this President. You couldn't have asked for a kinder
coverage. The difference that's there over the deficit and the interest rates-- I don't know
how they could have been more clear, or can I remember a time in which there was such a
stark. difference on economic policy.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. lady. how could you give unkind coverage to any president of
the United States standing at Pointe du Hoc to those veterans, those Rangers that climbed that
cliff and who says. "You are the heroes. Here are the heroes of Pointe du Hoc. Here are the
men who saved freedom." What kind of unkind coverage can you give? Or should you give?
Mr. POWEll: Oh. I suppose one could have asked where he heard aboutD-Day first and
where he was.
Mr. DONALDSON: He was in Hollywood at a movie.
Mr, POWEU: I would not have done a thing like that.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. you wouldn't do that. How would anyone who was not there. and
99% of the American people were not there. That doesn't mean they can't take it seriously or
remember it- that's not a fair queston.
Mr. WILL: Well, if we could take this conversation off the pretty pictures for a minute and
deal a little bit with the substance of the summit. of which there was some, I think there are
two things to note about this. The first is that for all you can say about the vanished economic
supremacy of the United States since 1945. we still are regarded by all those nations as the
locomotive that pulls their economy. Hence their fixation on something like our deficit. On
the other hand. this is, what? the tenth economic summit. Now, they love the United States
for the same reason Congress loves the Federal Reserve Board. We are the great alibi. the
all-purpose alibi. They can blame us for our currency being too strong, as they did this year.
or too weak under President Carter. There's always something. Therefore they love getting
together with us 'cause we solve some of their political problems.
Mr, DONALDSON: Well, they complained about high U.S. interest rates. but it was sonof
a pro-forma complaint Not that they don't believe it and not that it's not a problem, but 11
was not the dominant theme.
Mr. WILL: Yes. One of the London papers you may have seen. Sam. I guess TheTelegraph.
said. "Reagan apologizes to Mrs. Thatcher over the deficit." Then yot!' read the first
paragraph. He apologized for having such a recalcitrant Congress run by Democrats.
Mr. DONALDSON: My'friend Steven Weisman wrote a piece for The New York~imes-
he's a reporter for the Times - in which he listed the 12 or 14excuses that the President has
given over the last two or three years for the deficits. And if you don't like this excuse you
can have that one; if you don't like that one, you can have the other. The Europeans wanted
to complain about our deficits and interest rates. but they would accept all the excuses. really.
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, that's ideal, isn't it? Now. I want to bring this a little closer to borne.
Coming up here in Washington in the House of Representatives next week is .what is called
the Simpson-Mazzoli bill. It deals with immigration, primarily from MeXICOand other
countries to the south. and what it does is, if it's passed, what it does is fine employers for
hiring illegal aliens. the idea being that if they can't get jobs they won't come. And there's
also an amnesty provision, which says those illegal aliens who were here before - what year
is it? I've forgotten. Some recent year, I've forgotten what year. If they're here bef~re th~t
year they are legal. and can stay. What about that? Is that the right way to deal With this
problem? George?
Mr, WILL: I think it is. I think Congressman Mazzoli and Senator Simpson have g~ven a
model of legislative craftsmanship in putting this together. but what we've seen m the
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blocking of it is the proliferation in our political system of blocking mechanisms. S?ffie
employers don't like the fines. Some hispanic groups don't like this. And the great negatives
thar. are built into our system have prevented this country from exercising a fun<.tarnental
element of sovereignty. which is the ability to control your own borders. And I think what
you're going to see next week on a fairly reasonable piece of legislation. is whether or not
this country has now reached a point of terminal paralysis on great issues.
Mr. BRINKLEY: You mean whether it's able '0 govern itself?
Mr. WILL: Exactly.
Mr. POWELL: Well. what we're going to see is whether we can. well. terminal. perhaps!s
the operative word there. We have been in paralysis on immigration now for a decade. It 5
also complicated by the fact that we don 't want. as a matter of fact. t~ fully control our
borders. We can't survive economically if we do. plus we create senous problerJ.ls f?f
ourselves down south. So the best we can do here is make a beginning. get something In

place - which we ought to do - and then we can modify it as we go along.
Mr. DONALDSON: I don't like this bill. I agree we must control our borders. ~ wish we',d
do it by toughening our border controls, and not pass legislation which says. 10 effect. If
you're a Mexican-American. you look Mexican. you have a problem that Ido~'t h~ve and
you don't have and you don't have. because you now have to carry. in effect. an Identity card
so that if an employers hires you he can be assured tha~you are n~t Jilega.!. that you are legal.
And. secondly, the employer has the problem that If he knowingly hires someone that.s
illegal - and I think ~ adjudicati?n ?f .that issue ,is not as, simple as ,it sounds. then he s
going to be fined. It. m effect. dlscn~lOates ag~nst Mexican-Americans w~o ~, U.S,
citizens or who may be legal under this amnesty In a way that we are not discriminated
against.
Mr. POWELL: But. Sam-
Mr. BRINKLEY: Well. what's wrong with an In card? Civil libertarians hate it. and there
are many arguments against it. What's wrong with it?
Mr. DONALDSON: David. there may be nothing wrong with a u?iversal ID card. although
I'd like to think about that question before I give you a snap Judgment .. as long as. It s
universal - if you have to carry one. I have tc?carry o.ne. Roybal; who ,IS le.~der ot the
hispanic caucus has to carry one. that's another thing: But 10 effect we re saying. Oh. no. If
you look Mexican. you have to carry one,
Mr. BRINKLEY: George?
Mr. WILL: It doesn't bother me a bit. It seems-c.
Mr. BRINKLEY: What doesn't? ID cards?
Mr. WILL: An ID card.
Mr. DONALDSON: For who, George'! All of us or just part of us?
Mr. WILL: All of us. No. all of us. I don't really care.
Mr. BRINKLEY: We areone of the few countries in the world that don't have them,
M WILL' That's right. It seems to me when you do have large und~fended borde~ and you
~t to k~Pthem that way, you want the atmosphere of an.open society. you can elther:OO

w. cross the border down where you used to live near EI Paso. or you can ave
~e F,lTSt~y I~seems to me that civil libertarians ought to be less alarmed by that measure~:tlg.cthe ~ds that have to be ITIa;de.and the surveillances that have to be made on
employers and all the rest that goes WIth- "

M DONALDSON' Well I might be less alarmed if it is a national - agam. I want to
r. _ d nt _ .identity card for everyone of us. but that's not what thIS bill contams,

resetve JU gme . ., f' to the states that
Mr BRINKLEY: Another question. Washmgton IS m a process 0 saymg '11 fu t

'. 'nki 11 If ou do not do so. Washmgton WI re se 0
Y?v~m~~th~,:.:e~~~~y ~s th~tga~~~r -w~y tJ get that chan~e br~:lUghta~ut? l don', know
~at ';;'ybody objects to the change. But is that. the way to bnng It about. _
Mr. WILL: Well. the policy of using federal ilId as a lever. a coere,ve levet

Mr. BRINKLEY: Only to bribe.

M~.WILL: -to get th~states to conform to what is deemed to be good national policy is a
quite old one now. Is It good national policy? I think manifestly that people ought to drink
when 21 and not before. for several reasons, First of all. social life in the United States
consists by and large of people of all ages getting in cars and driving places where alcohol is
consumed. The largest preventable cause of death is probably drunk drinking right now. an
enormous public health cost that's driving our budget through the roof just on rehabilitative
medicine as a result of automo~ile accidents. most of which are related to alcohol consump-
tion. And what you get. David. you get a jurisdiction such as we live in - we have
Maryl~d. Virginia and the District of Columbia here, They may all three. for all I know.
have different ages, and you get young kids getting in cars to drive from New York to
Connecticut or from Maryland to Virginia, to the District. compounding a serious public
health problem.

Mr. BRINKLEY: Well, without discussing the issue of drunk driving. about which there's
nothing t,obe said. how about the question of Washington taking money away from states and
then saying. "We will not give it back to you unless you do what we say,"
~r..POWELL: Well. we did it to coerce states. if you will. on the 55 mile-an-hour speed
limit.

Mr. BRINKLEY: I know. Is that a good way to work"

Mr. ,POWELL: -which had some- yes. I think so. And I think consistently- [0 be
conslste~t I can't oppose this. However. you know. we ought not to kid ourselves about the
road which we are already on. Our states also have differing laws, for example. on what
constitutes drunk driving. The blood alcohol level. That could be the next step. once we get
tnto this area.

Mr. DONALDSON: Judy, you can oppose this and be consistent. I'll tell you why. There
was a federal law setting the speed limit at 55 miles an hour, When we have used. David.
federal money as a stick. if you will. to support what George calls good social policy. it's
because there's a law - non-discrimination laws. for instance. There is no federal law over
the drinking age.

Mr. POWELL: Are you sure? I'm not sure about that. Speeding is still not a federal crime,
It's enforced by the states and the states have to make that determination. even on federal
highways.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yes. but I don't know of any federal money that's withheld if states
somehow don't enforce the speeding laws as much as-
Mr. POWELL: Yes. yes indeed. In fact. we have come to the point not only of coercing
states to make that the law. but we have also threatened to withhold federal highway money if
they don't enforce it adequately, '

Mr. DONALDSON: Well, I'd feel more comfortable.if we wantto pass a law. and I don't
think I'm for it, that 21 is the legal drinking age. and then if states don't enforce it. withhold
highway money rather than go the other way around.
Mr. WILL: But we should only respect states' rights where the Slates are willing to take on
the responsibility, The fact is the states are not responsible-
Mr. DONALDSON: By whose standards?
Mr. WILL: for maintain-
Mr. DONALDSON: By whose lights?

Mr. ~L~: Well. responsible for this: responsible for paying the enormous public costs of
rehabJln~tJ~e medicine that result from drunk driving, especially among young people. We
have :SOC1ahzedthat risk and nationalized it, and therefore the federal government which pays
the bills has a right to write the rules,

Mr. DONALDSON: But I think they should write the rules in legislation. Make a national
law. and not just simply say by government administration. meaning an executive order of
some son. we'll do it this way. Now. I grant you. Congress has passed this law,
Mr. BRINKLEY: All right. we may not have settled it. but the time has run,out in an~case.
and thank you all. We'll be back with a few words about a hot. steamy httle Washmgton
scene that mayor not happen but will be fun to see if it does, In a moment.
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{commercial break}
Mr. BRINKLEY {commentary]: Finally, a very brief note under the familiar beading "Only
in Washington." Suppose for a moment that Walter Mondate is elected president. If so, he.
like all presidents, often will have members of the Senate in his White House office for
meetings about legislation in Congress and so on. Well. then imagine a President Mondale
meeting with a group, and they are Senators Han. Glenn. Cranston and Hollings. Five of
them there in the Oval Office looking at each other, squirming in their chairs. one who is
president and four who think they should be. four who might say to themselves, "If I'd spent
another million there, another million here, this would be my office." Everyone terribly
polite, of course, but a hot, steamy and awkward little scene, and if it happened it's too bad
we couldn't be there to see it.
For all of us at ABC's This Week, until next Sunday. thank you.
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ABC NEWS THIS WEEK WITH DAVID BRINKLEY

June 17, 1984
ANNOUNCER: From ABC News. This Week with David Brinklev. Now. from our Wash-
ington headquarters. for the vacationing David Brinkley. here is Sam Donaldson.
SAM DONALDSON: In Washington this week a lot of talk about a summit meeting
between President Reagan and Soviet President Chemenko. Listen.

Sen. HOWARD BAKER, Majority Leader [Tuesday]: Let's just get togetherand talk
about the scncral world situation because we've Qat to fiaure Qui some way not to blow
each other up. - - .

Pres. RONALD REAGAN [Thursday]: I am willing 10meet and talk any lime. So far.
they have been the ones not responding. but we have kept in communication.
Rep. THOMAS P. O'NEILl, Speaker ofthe House [Fridav]: Pretty hard to build a
fence around your neighbor and throw stones at him and call him vile names and then
expect him to come in and sit down with you.

Mr. DONALDSON: A lot of talk. but what does it all mean? Our auests today. Senator
Howard Baker: Brent Scrowcrofr. former head of the MX commission: and Dimitri Simes of
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace: the background from our man John Martin,
and our free-for-all discussion here with Gcoree Will. Sander Vanocur and Mary Anne
Dolan. all here on our Sunday program. ~

In the news this Sunday. Swale. the race horse. is dead: died of an apparent heart attack
after a gallop this morning at the Belmont racetrack in New York. Swale had won this ye~'s
Belmont Stakes and the Kentucky Derby. He carne in from his workout today. ~a~ being
washed d~wn. and keeled over without warning. according to a track security official. An
autopsy will be performed. Swale was worth an estimated 520 million.

A corporate lawyer. John Turner. has been chosen to be Canada's next prime minister.
Turner was .picked. by the Liberal Party convention last night to head the party, and. thus
succeeds Prime Minister Trudeau, when Trudeau steps down in about two weeks. Hillary
Brown reports from Onawa. .

JOHN TURNER, Prime Minister-<lesignate: When I left Me. Trudeau's office in
1975. on September 10th, I didn't expect ever to get back here.

HILLARY BROWN [voice-over]: Though no one reallv believed him. that is how John
Turner ended his first news conference as Liberal leader and the next prime minister of
Car:tada,.The wealthy corporate lawyer who resigned from the cabinet nine years ago over
policy differences won on the second ballot last niaht beatinc out his ontv real opponent
in the race. Energy Minister Jean Chretien. Afterwards he t~ld ABC Ne'ws he knew he
had the leadership all alons.

Prime Min.~DeSignate TURNER: We were confident we would win.
B.ROWN [voice-over]: In choosinu Turner. seen as the candidate of big business. the
Liberal Party has made a shift to th~eright and a clean break with its 16-year past und~r
Trudeau. though Turner said he would continue Trudeau's campaign to pressure Prest-
dent Reagan towards an East-West peace summit.

Prime Min.-Designate TURNER: I would certainly try to persuadehim.
BROWN /voice~r:ver]: But the Liberals really chose Turner because they see ~im as their
best.. possibly their only chance of beating the popular Conservative leader Brian Mulro-
ney ~n the country's next general election. That could be as early as this summer.

Hillary Brown. ABC News. Ottawa.

Mr.,DO~A.LDSON: France has carried out its fourth nuclear test this year at its undergroun.d
testmg. SUem the Pacific. This comes at a time when French President Francois Mitterrand IS
preparing for a summit rneetins with the Soviets in Moscow Mittertand leaves for the talkson Wednesday, ~ .

H~re in Washington the story of the week has been the possibility of a U.S.-Soviet summit
meetmg. ~nd that's what we're going to focus on when we return with the rest of today's
program. mcluding an interview 'With"'Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker. In a moment.
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{commercial break]

Mr. DONALDSON: The idea of a Soviet-American summit meeting spread like wildfire
here in Washington this past week. So intense was the heat that Presidenr Reagan finally went
to great lengths (0 persuade everyone that he'd like nothing more in all the world than to sit
down with Konstanrin Chernenko or whoever and talk it allover. In the past. summit
meetings have produced results ranging from very productive to absolutely catastrophic. But
the push this week was to meet without regard to details. Our man John Martin tells us how
all this carne about. John?

JOHN MARTIN [voice-over]: It started with a speech.
Sen. HOWARD BAKER, (R) Tennessee, Majority Leader [Dartmouth Cot-
lege]: I suggest that we should call on the Soviet Union and our own government to
institute annual meetings between the President of the United States and the Soviet
Union. <-

MARTIN [voice-over]: A call for face-to-face discussions.
Sen. BAKER: I think the first of those meetings should occur this year. now. this
summer. this fall. this winter.

MARTIN [voice-over]: Within a few days the American president was agreeing. it
seemed.

Pres. REAGAN [Thursday]: I am willing to meet and talk any time. So far they
have been the ones not responding. but we have kept in communication.

MARTIN {voice-over]: From Moscow, with reservations. were the Russians agreeing to
meet?

LEONID ZAMYATlN, Soviet spokesman {through interpreter]: As far as we're
concerned. we have the desire to agree with the United States.

MARTIN [voice-over]: It is hard to say whether the two countries are closer to a summit
or just as far apart. Since the Carter-Brezhnev meeting in 1979. no Sovietleader has met
with an American president. For most of five years they have been glaring at each other.
Jimmy Carter. upset at the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

Pres. JIMMY CARTER {December 3/. 1979j: This action of the Soviets has made
a more dramatic change in my own opinion of what the Soviets' ultimate goals are
than anything they've done in the previous rime I've been in office.

MARTIN [voice-over]: The Soviet Union. angry at the deployment in Europe of cruise
and Pershing missiles late last year. six years after Moscow pUIin place a new generation
of its own missiles.

ANDREI GROMYKO, Soviet Foreign Minister [Ionuarv /8. /911-': through
interpreter]: The present United States administration is an administration thinking in
terms of war.

MARTIN: For now there are no major arrns control negotiations in progress. Even so. the
Baker speech and the Reagan reaction aroused speculation.

Pres. REAGAN: All I can tell you is that in what I call quiet diplomacy we are in
contact with their people. trying to establish a basis for talks.

MARTIN: Whatever the hiah-level maneuverinz behind the scenes. there has been little
public contact between the~two superpowers. but this week a group of young Soviet
leaders arrived here to begin talks with scholars and some of their American counterparts.

[voice-over] At Columbia University's Harriman Institute for Soviet Studies. they were
asked about Mr. Reagan's offer to meet their president.
NICOLAI BADNARUK, Newspaper Editor [through interpreter]: If this had been
proposed a year ago it would be much more seriously considered. but we're in electoral-
year politics.

MARTIN {l'oice-O\'er]: Nicolai Badnaruk is deputy editor of the Soviet party newspaper
for young Communists. YUrl Larov is a senior instructor at a Central Committee thinK
tank. {YI~ri LarOl' singingj "Unless we can be friends'" goes rhis Russian folk song.
"there is no other way to live on Ihis planet. ,. The Russians are visiting New York,



Kansas City. Indianapolis and Washington in the coming two weeks. II Soviet men and
women sponsored by AFS. a private American organization trying to promore under-
standing. But. despite an aura of friendship-s-
YURI BOKANEV, Soviet youth official: We have the feeling that the world is
standing on [he brink. of catastrophe, really.
MARTIN: Who is {Q blame for that?
Mr. BOKANEV: Now. we just come here not to find the side which is to blame. but to
find the ways how to improve the situation.
MARTIN: How do you think it can be done?
Mr. BOKANEV: If can be done only on one possible way, All the missiles which were
deployed in Western Europe in November last year should be removed.
MARTIN [voice-over]: A demand from which the Russians refuse to budge, One Amen-
can who doubts the sincerity of the Russians is magazine editor Norman Podhoretz , who
says, a summit might lull the world into forgetting what he says is a Soviet plan to
dominate the West Bur what if the Soviet leadership agrees to meet?
NORMAN PODHORETZ,editor, Commentary: It would only be because they've
decided that Reagan is a shoo-in in the coming election and that they might actually gel a
better deal out of him now. before the election. when he wants to appear to be concilia-
tory. flexible. a man of peace.

MAR~N [voice-ove~j: One problem is Mr. Reagan's past public hostility. a description
of Soviet leaders rul~ng an evil empire, days of strong denunciations after the Soviet
Union shot down a CIvilian airliner.

Rep. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, (D) Massachusetts, Speaker of the House
[Fridayj: .Pretty hard to build a fence around your neighbor and throw stones at him
and call him vile names and then expect him to come in an sit down with you.

MA~TlN [voice-over]: Then, this week, a remark. quoting Mr. Reagan as saying the
RUSSianswere entitled to a Mickey Mouse system if they wanted one,
SERGEI. NAZAROV, doctoral candidate {through interpreter]: It is absolutely
strange, SIL because such a description are more relevant to the American government.
MARTIN: So both sides seem willing to trade insults almost as easily as they talk of the
need. for peace. and, partly as a result of that. despite hints here at the White House of a
possible off~r soon .toban some anti-satellite weapons. few people on either side expect 10
see a sumrrut meetmg before the November elections. Sam?

Mr. DONALDSON: Thank you. John. We'll be talkina about all this with Senator Howard
Baker. who wants regular summits. and General Brent Scowcroft. who warns they can have
drawbacks, But coming next. a look into Russian thinkina from Soviet expert Dimitri Simes.
In a moment. ~
[commerical breakJ
Mr. DONALDSON: Thank you. Mr. Simes. for joining us today.
DIMITRI SIMES, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace: My pleasure.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, here with me is Georae Will and Sander Vanocur. Mr. Simes.
do you think it would be productive if Mr. Reagan "end Mr Chernenko sat down at a summit
meetmg, say. this summer? ~.

~r. SIMES: ~ere i~no danger,. They're not going to sit togelher this summer. and it is quite
ortunate, I ae-ree WIth rhe PreSident. Unstructured meetinQs, meerin!!s which are nor well
prep~d .. us.ually lead 10 misunderstanding on both sides~ I am also concerned that o.ur
relatlo~shlp IS very bad. And I think. we have to be realistic about it ft is not a time tor
euphon~, ~e would communicate to the American people to the West Europeans. that
eve~hmg IS nice and fine in a rather dan2erous situation' We should not produce the
solutions, But I repeaL the Soviets are not going to come to'any summit.
Mr. DONALDSON:Well. now. a lot of people ~hink lhal. for the very point you make. lha'
Our relatIOnship IS very bad. we should in fact sit down, that it might help. BUIyou disagree,
Mr. SIMES: I think we should sit down in the hope that there will be a summit. bUI we
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should start our dialogue on the lower level. on the working level. and if this dialogue is
successful. there mayan opportunity for a summit.
GEORGE WILL: Isn't it areuable that our relations are not bad. but eeoc: that is. they're
full of friction now, bUI that that is a eood sian that the Soviet Uni~n is frustrated in its
campaign in Western Europe, it's frightened by~China. it's getting nowhere in Afghanistan.
it's curled up, gone into hibernation. as people say. Why isn't that perhaps good for the
West?

Mr. SIMES: Well. Mr. Will. if what happened in Lebanon where the Syrians succeeded.
with the Soviet assistance. is a sian of hibernation. then I don't know what is a sian of
geopolitical assertiveness. I don't believe that the Soviets are hibernating, They don't have a
terribly dynamic leadership. and we are fortunate that they don't have a terribly dynamic
leadership at this particular time of our rivalry, But I believe that the relationship is bad. not
bad because l see any immediate sign of crisis. not bad because I blame Pres idem Reagan for
geopolitical assertiveness. He was quite right to PUI a check on Soviet expansionism. But
because when you are Hying to conrain your opponent it is also important to have some
dialogue. which would prevent your rivalry from exploding. and we don't have this dialogue
at this point. that worries me, Not Reagan's assertiveness.
Mr. WILL: Well. then good relations are nOI necessarily frictionless relations.
Mr. SIMES: Oh. good relations with a rival is rivalry. but rivalry which is controlled. and
rivalry where you are effective without provoking an explosion.
SANDER VANOCUR: A favorite word of the Soviet Union when it's talking: about this
subject is "correct relations" - a favorite phrase. Isn't what really bothers the Soviet Union
is that under Reagan, unlike under Nixon and Kissinger and all thorughout the '70s. there's
n,o chance for Ronald Reagan to say to the Soviet Union. "This is a bipolar world. We will
Sit down and carve up the influences and territories:"?
Mr. SIMES: Well. Mr. Vanocur. in all fairness to the President. if Mr. MondaJe was elected
in November. I am afraid the Soviets would be terribly disappointed. Their problem is not
really with this administration: their problem is with the United States. In the early '70s they
quite erroneously decided that the American mood. the rnood of Vietnam. the mood of
Watergate was a mood which would exist over next several decades and that the United
States would tolerate Soviet expansionism and Soviet geopolitical drive, That was unrealis-
tic. Reagan, however. added. from the Soviet standpoint. insult to injury, He aggravated the
situation. but the situation was serious from the Soviet standpoint even before Reagan came
to power.

Mr. VANOCUR: You're nor suggesting that two very rough hardliners like Richard Nixon
and Henry Kissinger are responsible for giving thern that impression in the '70s'.'
Mr. SIMES: No. I think that the Soviets were responsible for their own illusions, like the
Americans were responsible for their own illusions about the Soviet Union.
Mr. WILL: How did Ronald Reagan aggravate the situation'?
Mr. SIMES: I think that suggesting, for instance, in London that. the Soviet system has to be
put on their ship of history. in the same speech where he talked about American missiles in
Europe. about MX. was sending a terribly dangerous message to the Soviet leadership. and
actually an erroneous message, because I don't believe that this administration ever intended
to go beyond deterrence, but we suggested that we were much more ambitious.
Mr, WILL: But the sort of rhetoric the President has used. in London and in callins them the
focus of evil in the mooern world and an evil empire. is Ihe son of rhetonc that has been
constant from the Soviet Union for 67 years. Don't they understand that?
Mr, SIMES: Well. Mr. Will. let me say nrsl thai I agree with the President that the Soviet
Union is an evil empire. Lei me say second thai in temlS of rhetoric they could outmatch
anyone, Let me say thirdly that people sometimes react to insults in a very strange fashion,
even if they were responsible for much worse themselves,
Mr. WILL: But you're suggesting in a way thaI there has to be sort of unilaleral rhelorical
disarmament on the pan of Ihe West. that we simply can't answer in kind.
Mr, SIMES: I think that we should answer where we can answer effeclivelv. It is nOI a
question of accommodaling Ihe Soviets. It is a question of comperin~ with thel;l in the mOsl
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effective fashion.
Mr. DONALDSON: When we go to a summit meeting. whenever it may be. what sort of
structure would you like to see? As you know, the President. according to some observers.
backed away from the formula that he and his predecessors have used for so many years: that
is, that a meeting should be carefully prepared with some tangible product of a result that's
possible.
Mr. SIMES: Well. actually I like the way Mr. Reagan explained it at his press conference
last week, that there not necessarily should be formal agreement as a precondition, but there
should be some structure, some items to discuss. some realistic hope that the meeting would
lead to better understanding, not a shouting match.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. how can you have a realistic hope if you don't have an item of
agreement to assign? Do you go on good faith?
Mr. SIMES: No. You'll put together your- at first your assistant secretaries of state. then
your secretary of state and Soviet foreign minister: you'll make sure that you have at le.ast
some items where your positions are fairly close. You make sure that there is something
positive to be accomplished. and then you have a summit. Otherwise. you either are setting
up a stage for rhetorical confrontation or you are setting a stage for mutual Illusions. which
would be very dangerous.

Mr. VANOCUR: Well. what are either the realities or the illusions that are governing the
thinking of the people in the Politburo? The evidence of the last week with the ~stem
European bloc countries, a tightening. a direction of foreign policy toward weakening the
Western European alliance. Is that the direction they're going. more than a summit meeting?
Mr. SIMES: Well. my impression is that the Soviet Union and the Soviet leadership are in a
very nasty mood, and this is not just because of Mr. Reagan. He contributed to it. but he is
~ot the principal cause of the Soviet situation. Almost everything went wrong for them
Internationally, domestically, in terms of their leadership situation. I would not agree that
they are hibernating, but they are in a very nasty mood. and they lend to lash out at literally
everyone. from Washington to Beijing. from their own allies - Hungary. East Germany ->

to the West Europeans. And. again. that is a somewhat fortunate situation because. I have 10
say. I lake a much more relaxed attitude to Mr. Reaean"s rhetorical extravaganza. because
whatever error he commits. the Soviets these days outdo him.
Mr, DONALDSON: Thank. you very much, Mr. Simes. for being with us on our program
today.
Mr. SIMES: It was a pleasure.

Mr. DON~~DSON:Coming next. General Brent Scowcroft. national security adviser in the
Ford administration and head of President Reagan's MX commission. in a moment.
[commercial break!

Mr. DONALDSON: General Scowcroft, welcome. Good to see vou.
It. Gen. BRENT SCOWCROFT, chainnan, MX Commissi~n: Good morning.
Mr. DONALDSON: Under what conditions should the President meet with his Soviet
counterpart? Should there be regular meetings?

~en. SC~WC~OFT:f think you could make the case for regular meetings. I think the
difficulty IS gettmg from where we are now to regular meetings. and I think there are
substantial perils in having summits without careful preparation, as Mr. Simes said.
Mr. DONALDSON: What are those perils?

Gen. SCOWCRO~: [think, first of all. politically it would be- while there are obvious
advanta~es. an~ I think Senaror Baker was obviously mindful of the political advantages to
the Presld:~t. SInce conventional wisdom says this is one of his- this is one of his weak-
nesses 'polltlc~lIy, a!1~ one would have to say thar the Presidenr would benefit- a rob~St.
dynamic president srrtmg next to a frail Chernenko. But it would be a chanae in U.S. policy.
and J~st politically the Soviets would come to one of two conclusions. Either the President is
not Sincere and he's doing it for political reasons. which would tend to reaffirm their belief
that yo~ can't do business with this administration. and therefore that would make things
more difficult, or they would decide he was sincere and then they might come to the
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conclusion that the way to gel the United States to come around is to be stridently belligerent.
the way they are now.

Mr. WILL: Howard Baker stood in front of the White House last week and said we must talk
lest we blow ourselves up. the clear implication being that the world is getting more and more
danzerous. Is the United States less secure and the world more dangerous in 1984 than it was
in Jimmy Carter's last year? ~

Gen. SCOWCROFT: I think that's not the case. I do not think the world is getting more
dangerous. I think we are getting gradually but perceplibly farther away from the possibilities
of nuclear war. 1do believe the present relationship is cause for concern. however. but not
for those reasons.
Mr. WILL: You've said that it's as yet unclear whether Mr. Chernenko is. like Brezhnev.
committed to, in your words. "negotiations. detente and so on." Well. in the 1970s. the
"and so on" included the invasion of Afghanistan. the destruction of the Paris accords.
Ethiopia, Yemen. Angola. yellow rain. all the rest. Why do we want to go back to the good
old days?

Gen. SCOWCROFT: Well. I think, George. that what you point out is one of the interesting
aspects of summitry and one of the perils of going into a surnrnit where you're not going to
come out with something specific and definite. Because one of the drawbacks of detente. and
I think it did have good intellecrual underpinnings, was the sense of expectation that was built
up in the West. the dashing of which over the years has brought about. in part. the present
mood. I think one has to look at it with great care.
Mr. VANOCUR: General. when you went to Moscow you had a letter from President
Reagan. I think. Why did they give you the runaround. second-level treatment and. I trust.
not accept the letter?

Gen. SCOWCROFT: Well. Sandy. I'm not prepared to talk about what I did or did not
have when I went to Moscow.

Mr. VANOCUR: No. I'm nor asking about the letter. I'm asking about the way vou were
treated there. ~ ~. .

Gen. SCOWCROFT: Well. let me answer that in general terms. I think that the Soviets
have come to the conclusion. for a variety of reasons. that they're going to be. as I say.
stridently belligerent. they're going to be negative to the United States for. at least because.
first of all. r think they do not want Ronald Reagan to be re-elected. and they do not want to
do anything which might contribute to that. They have suffered a major foreign policy defeat
with the deployment of cruise missiles and Pershings. And, last but certainly nOIleast. I think
there is a situation within the leadership of the Soviet Union that may be unique.
Mr. VANOCUR: Isn't this a rather tricky situation. though. ro try to figure out our presiden-
tial election system. when. Lord knows. we have enough trouble ourselves? This is very
frightening to me.
Gen. SCOWCROFT: Very. very. And I would say that. you know, that if they come to the
conclusion that President Reagan is likely to be re-elected. they ought to have every incentive
to try to deal with him now, when they would have more leverage. than after he is re-elected.
But they don't seem to be that way.
Mr. DONALDSON: General Scowcroft. how did you read the President's position last
Thursday night? In that news conference there was a little something for everyone. He said
he was ready. willing and able to meet with the Soviers if they would only do it. On the other
hand he pointed out that unstructured summit meetings in the past had led to bad results. Do
you think he really wants a summit under any terms. ordo you think he still believes it should
be vel)' carefully prepared?

Gen. SCOWCROFT: I don't know. I read it exactly the way you described it. Sam. It was
a little bit for everyone. I think the President has not basically changed his position about the
dangers of unprepared summits. but that. for a variety of reasons. it is useful to appear more
forthcoming than the negative, "We have to make adequate preparations. ,.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. he's doing: it just for politics then. domestic politics'?
Gen. SCOWCROFT: No. I wouldn't say necessarily that. You know. I wouldn't ascribe
motives.
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Mr. DONALDSON: Then why is it useful to do that"
Gen. SCOWCROFT: Because I think everybody's worried about the state of U.Sc-Soviet
relations. and especially in the United States we have this-- we tend to personalize issues and
problems and disputes and feel if things are bad, you know. you can really do something by
Just sirtmg down and talking about them. notwirhstandina the fact that most homicides take
place, for example. between people who know each other very well.
Mr. WILL: Success. General. in summitry is generally conceived of in rerms of an arms
control agreement. Now. we are still abiding by the unratified SALT II aereement. yet under
the tenns of that. since it was signed in 1979. the Soviet Union has added to its inventory
3.400 new warheads. How would the world be any different if we'd had no arms control
process since 1969? What has it got us?
Gen. SCOWCROFT: I think we might without the arms control process in fact be worse off
than we were before. because I think one of the rationales for American military programs.
strangely enough. has been arms control and arms control aereements. and under the areu-
ment of arms control agreements. we have been able to sustain militarv programs which
otherwise we might nor have. . -

Mr. ~I~L: In other words, you're saying the arms control process is justified not because it
has limited arms, but because it has given us the political support to participate in an arms
race?
Gen. SCOWCROFT: No. no.
Mr. WILL, Well. go ahead and say-
Gen. SCO~CR~FT: I think in part that's true. I think in part is has. however. produced a
more s!ab~e situation, better understanding on each side of the motives. of the philosophical
underpinnings-c.
Mr. WILL: But has it limited arms?

Gen. SCOWCROFr: Yes, I think it's limited arms to a certain extent.
Mr. V~N~UR: But if the arms issues is so intractable now. could you go and have a
summit rneetmg. hold out the prospect of a summit meetinz , and put that in effect to the side?
You can't do that. can you? ~

Gen. SCOWCROFT: You mean. put-
Mr. VANOCUR: The arms problem to the side.
~n •.SCOWCROFT: I think it is- I think it is central to our relations riaht now. I don't
think It has ~obe. But we have great difficulty in dealing with the Soviet Union on philosoph-
ical Issues like codes of conduct and so on, which they, generally speaking-
Mr. VANOCUR, Helsinki.
Gen. SCOWCROFT: That's right.
Mr. DONALDSON: Thank you~very much. General Scowcroft. Glad 10 have you today.
Gen. SCOWCROFT: Thank you. Sam.
Mr. DONAL~SON: Senator Howard Baker is one of the prime movers behind the push for
regular summits, and we'll talk to him in just a moment.
{commercial break!

Mr. DONALDSON: Senator Baker, welcome to our program. We're glad you're here.
Sen. HOWARD BAKER, Thank you. sir.
~r, DO~~DSON: 'Yere you surprised when. a couple of davs after you and Senator
Presk st m the White House driveway and called for regular summit meetings. that

sidenr Reagan appeared to embrace your suggestion?

~. BAK~R: I don't kno~ that he did embrace it. I was pleased with the President's press
~on erence. sent word to him ~fter it that I thought of all of the press conferences he's had. I
f,elt~at ~~ the v,ery best of th.ISfirst term of his presidency. And I think that. I think he was
,?rt coming. I think ~e. m~?e It clear, a~undant~y clear, that he was ready and. as he put it.

ready. able and willing to meet with Soviet leadership to talk about peace without
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essential and difficult and diplomatic preconditions. I don't know that that embraced what I
had said at Dartmouth. but l know I was pleased to hear him say it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well. do you really think if the Soviets should send word over. all
right. "Come right on over here. We'll sit right down and we'll talk about the world." and
that would be the extent of the preparation that the President ought to do?
Sen. BAKER: Absolutely. You know, extend the analogy to the hot line. You remember
the debate that went on for a long time. "Well. why should we have a hot line between the
Oval Office and the Kremlin, and the answer is because we live in a danaerous world. and the
two superpowers need to talk. They need to have instant communicatio~. Well. I think we're
so hung lip on formalities and on the prerequisites for summit that we've lost our ability to
talk 10 any meaningful way. And I think if you can't do it at the arms control table. you ought
to do it at the highest level. as they say, and that's why I made the suggestion I did.
Mr. WILL: One of the difficulties for the democracies in relating to the dictatorships such as
the Soviet Union is this asymmetry. that there's political pressure on the leader of a democ-
racy to produce agreements and evidence of progress and all the rest. Doesn't it please
Chemenko to have leaders of the United States Senate standine in front of the President's
house saying he ought to do something. he, Ronald Reagan. to get the Soviets back? Isn't
that a recipe for a constant retreat from positions taken?
Sen. BAKER: I don't know, but George. you know. let me say, standing in front of the
President's house implies, I suppose, that you ought to be more courteous to the President
and not say these things in his presence or near his office. I said them first many months ago.
I repeated them in a speech at Dartmouth College. I believe these things, and I have never
felt constrained 10 refrain from saying things to the press when they ask questions. I didn't
bring the matter up: they brought il up. Sam Donaldson brought it up, as I recall. Percy had
been out there ahead of me, but it was not a planned performance. It was in reply to a
question that was put. Now. I really get a little bit upset at the idea (hal somebody says I'm
trying to set up the President and embarrass him. I'm not. I'm trying to make a suggestion
that I think is good for the country. it's good for the world, and it's good for Ronald Reagan.
He has his duties as president, and I have mine as majority leader of the Senate. And l rhink
I've discharged them.
Mr. WILL: One of the things you've said recently is that theres been too much acrid rhetoric
polluting the atmosphere. Since Soviet rhetoric hasn't changed. really. for 67 years. isn't that
clearly a criticism of Ronald Reagan's rhetoric'!
Sen. BAKER: No. I don't know that it is. It just stands for whatever it says, but I think it is
clear to me that neither the Soviet Union, perhaps Chemenko. almost surely Gromyko. have
been hurling invectives so hard and fast that they've rumed off their receivers and don't
listen. And maybe we're guilty of a little of thai. too: not only the President. but those of us in
the Senate. But I think that's an argument for a regular summit meeting. Let me say just this.
Some people say, well. you know. a regular summit meeting will detract from the value of
those meetings. and that's absolutely right. l think the idea of a summit now carries so much
baggage it's impossible to get there. I think you ought to have it regularly. you ought to
de-emphasize it. it ought 10 be a communications channel. and you ought not to have some
great reason to go.
Mr. VANOCUR: But that's a contradiction. We're part of the baggage. These have become
~Iaborate road shows, starting with Kennedy in 1960 when you had the live capability- '61
10 Vienna. You can't have a modest summit meeting, and therefore. if you can't have a
modest summit meeting. you create expectations which can't be fulfilled.
Sen. BAKER: But if you know that you're going to have another meeting next year and the
year after that and the year after that. if the schedule holds. it certainly removes it from the
class of an historic. one-time world event.
Mr. VANOCUR: Now. are you worried about being, the leader of the Senate. and the
Soviets thinking, especially since it was done with Charles Percy. who gave them some very
misleading impressions in December of 1980. that the Soviets will think that they can
manipulate the leaders of the U.S. Senate?
Sen. BAKER: I don't think so. I don't know the Soviet leadership that well. nor do I think
that is my role to do. But they know. You know, they're not naive politically about our
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system. They understand the relationships and they understand that it's a plural system thai
we enjoy and on which we have thrived for these many years. I don't think that there is any
likelihood that. especially in veiw of the President's response in his press conference. that the
Russians will think there's a ereat schism between the leadership of the Senate and the
President. And just in case they do. I'll say right now there is not.
Mr. DONALDSON: I'm net quite clear why you believe two men sitting at a table with
aides can solve any problems between [he United States and the Soviet Union when those
problems are really not personal ones?
Sen. BAKER: Sam. maybe it goes back to my experience in the Senate. because that's what
I do every day.
Mr. DONALDSON: With Americans.
Sen. BAKER: I sit down with one faction or the other. and even if I have no expectation of
working it. I know, in 99 cases out of 100. I'll be better off after those conversations than I
was before. Or maybe it goes back to my training as a lawyer many years ago. I was never
afraid to talk to anybody. and I don't think we should be afraid.
Mr. DONALDSON: Well, Senator. a lot of people will say that's naive. You're sitting
down ~ith Americans, fellow senators, who know the way the game is played. "Hey, I'll do
you this favor, I'll do you this favor. can you give me a vote here-
Sen. BAKER: I think that's naive. Sam.
Mr. DONALDSON: That doesn't work-
Sen. BAKER: That's not what I said. I didn't say we were aoina to trade. [said we're going
to talk. And I really think it is the absolute, ultimate indict;'entof our foreign policy if you
say, "No, we're not going to talk to you because we don't like you." That's juvenile.
Mr. DONALDSON: We talk through diplomatic channels.
S:en, BAKER: You don't talk through diplomatic channels when you won't talk at the
highest level. and that's what I'm proposing.

Mr. VANOCUR: But the President has indicated that he has sent messages. Every news
conference he drops a hint. He dropped one the other night. Are you privy to what he-says'?
Sen. BAKER: No, I'm not privy to that. but I'm pleased to hear the President say it.
Mr. WILL: Th~ Soviet Union is in a foul mood in part because they're frustrated. That's wh~t
people- the kind of mood they get into when they're frustrated. Couldn't you argue that th~s
means the Reagan foreign policy has contained and isolated the Soviet Union, that that s
pretty much what he was elected to do, it's what we've been aimine to do since Truman and
Kennan and all the rest- ~

Sen. BAKER: No dnubt about it.

Mr. WILL: And therefore. far from being alarmed. we should be pleased.
~~·vB~,K.ER: You and I arc absolutely rogether so far, but I expect there's a "semicolon

e er ill there, George. And that is because of the success-c.
Mr. WILL: No. there's a period.

~~~ BAK~~:. Because of the SUccess of the Reagan policy so far in re-e~tablishing ~ur
. st: credibIlity that we should not then be beguiled into havine conversation. What [ m

saym.g I~we should enter now phase two, that we've pretty well accomplished rhe business of
c~~.vm~mg the Russians that we're going to stay so strong that they dare nOI challenge us
~~~Iy and ~ resolute that they dare not think they can tike us for granted diplomatically.
fine wore, w~ re going to go to the next stage. Let's give them an olive branch and say okay,
wh ·t he don t have to have an agenda, but we'll sit down and talk to you, and now about

a appens next.

Mr. WIL~: What do we have to talk about? Azain the record of arms control is not veryencouragmg. e '

Sen. BAKER· That' h . . .n the
world. I' • lki s ~ y we ought to have conversations about the general ~Itu,atlonI a
summit me n~t ta I~g Just about arms control. If you'll read what I said, I didn t call for
other day ~~~~ntt~ORdlsc~ssarms c(;mtrol. l talked- and indeed. I said at the Whit~ Housekt~~

Usslans are bemg so stubborn and so unreasonable about cOining bac
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the bargaining table on arms control that we ought 10 just bypass that and our representatives
and go directly to the top man and talk about the general relations.
Mr, WILL: But isn't there a danger that the press, and if not some of your colleasues. would
say the President came back from the summit empty-handed and there would be this pressure
to produce an agreement-
Sen. BAKER: Absolutely right.
Mr. WILL: -an asymmetrical pressure"?
Sen. BAKER: Absolutely right. and there's an old adage you don't do anything worthwhile
unless you're willing to take a risk.
Mr, VANOCUR: But. Senator. you ralked about Ronald Reagan's success. Granted. The
American people do nor like the Soviets. Granred. They are probably supportive of Ronald
Reagan's attempt to build up America militarily, but you know that they are nOIsupportive of
his initiatives in foreign policy, especially regarding the Soviet Union. The polls indicate he's
on the negative side.
Sen. BAKER: No, I don't think that's right. Sandy. I think that if you lake a look at the
polls I've seen, at least. that an overwhelming majority of the people of this country favor
building up the defense establishment so that it is adequate to our national defense and
support what's been done so far.
Mr, VANOCUR: No, I say that's been the success, but the other pan where he's nOIbeen
successful. at least from the polls. is that he's on the wrong side of this issue, and I dare say,
you, being a practical politician. didn't make that speech at Dartmouth or go in front of the
White House unless you thought that could help the Republican PaIlY.
Sen, BAKER: I'm going to confess one misrake to you, which is more than my quota. I
made a mistake in not telling the President in advance I was going to make that speech. or
sending George Shultz a copy. But I never dreamed that I should. I've been saying: this for
months, And I think all of them were aware of it. I've said it in leadership meetings: rye said
it in public and I've said it other places. But lookins back on it f think I should have done
this. ~

Mr. VANOCUR: As a courtesy or an obligation?
Sen. BAKER: No, as both, But beyond that. I don't think there is anything fundamentally
wrong with proposing that we ought to offer to the Soviet Union the olive branch of
conversation on the general world situation. But the essence of my proposal was not that. The
essence of my proposal was you ought to get away. you ought to de-emphasize summit
meetings as we now know them and set them up on a regular basis so expectations were not
so high and it was easier to have a meaningful conversation.
Mr, DONALDSON: Now. you're the majority leader of the United States Senate, We just
have a minute or so left. I'd like to ask you a couple of questions thai are on different
subjects, There's a bill. as you know, in conference that contains SIOOmillion for summer
youth jobs, Speaker O'Neill says we want to cut that out and pass it immediately and then
continue to argue over [he other parts of the bill. BUIyou won't do that. Why?
Sen. BAKER: Well. there were dozens of things in that bill - Nicaragua, summer jobs,
me. Tip O'Neill calls me and 1- Tip and I get along great-
Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah, but maybe Nicaragua can wait. Can summer jobs wait?
Sen. BAKER: There are a lot of other things, though. and you know, I go to Tip and say.
"All right. I want to pass this because summer jobs is there and that's important. and
goodness knows, summer is here."
Mr. DONALDSON: Right.
Sen, BAKER: And he says, "Okay, fine, but take out Nicaragua." And I say, "No, I'm
not seine to take out Nicaraaua. Give me somerhina on that and I'll neeotiate with you. or
send me" another bill, another revenue bill. The House has fa originate" revenue measures.
Send me another bill that has summer jobs and I'll take that out." BUIwhat's happening right
now, Sam. is an effort by the Democrats in the House to say Republicans are bad because ~e
won't do summer jobs: Republicans are bad because we won't ag~e to drop ,Ihe c~ps In

conference: Republicans are bad for whatever reason because they thlllk that we re gOlllg to
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succeed in these projects. and we should. and the American people approve of it.
Mr. DONALDSON: Do I take it. [hen. that you can't neeoriate with Tip. but you want
Reagan to negotiate with Chemenko? ~

Sen. BAKER: No. r negotiate with Tip. but in a very special way. In the first meeting: we
approach from OUf respective wings of the Capitol. and when we meet in the rotunda we
scream at, each other. and the first to fall to the floor loses. But after that we have another
conversation and we transact OUf business. Now. if Reaean and Chemenko will follow the
same formula I think if will benefit all of us. ~

Mr. DONALDSON: Quick answer. Is the Meese nomination dead for this year?
Se~.BAKE~: I can', tell you that. I have not yet seen the report of the special counsel and I
can t make a JUdgment until I do.

Mr. DONALDSON: So you don't know whether [he Senate will take it up this fall or not?
Sen. BAKER: I cannot tell you 'hat.

Mr. DONALDSON:Okay. Thank you very much, Senator Baker. Thank you for being:with
us today.
Sen. BAKER: Thank you. Sam.

Mr. DON~~~SON: Coming up next our free-far-all discussion about everything under the

Es
un. ~nd jommg us for that will be Mary Anne Dolan. editor of the Los AI1~eles Herald:rammer. .

{commercial break]

dMr.. l?O~ALDSON: Well. this past week the Supreme Court has decided a very import~t
ectston In the Memphis cas' e d id i ~ h .b d ' . , . an Sal In errect t at If you had to let people eo because of
I a economic conditions. you needed to do it on [he basis of seniority. That is. you could not
et people go who ":,,eremore senior to those who had been hired under affirmative action

AProdgramhs- mam!aIn their jobs and let the senior people 20. Georee. was the Court riahr?
n w at are the Implications of that? - - -

Mr. WILL: I think it's riahr d I hi k i h . .. .
Wh hev said E • an t In It S t e most important civil rizhts case of the decade.at t ey Sill was where you ha ,. . - .
if Title VII of the 9 '. . ve serucnry agreements In place. you cannot ovemde them
thei I ,. I 64 CIVIl Rights Act does not authorize that. So courts had "one beyond
elf egltlmate powers in orderi th t dB·' '= . ,appointed b K dv i ng ~ reme y. ut what White said - Justice While.

Justice ~hire s~~n\ y m 1~%2at th~ tlT~ewe were beginning the civil rights legislation -
actual victims f d' t ~ p? 19 embodied In the '64 Civil Rights Act. Title VB. is that only
Y h 0 Iscnmmallon can benefit from remedial action That is you cannot benetltau cannot ave affinnative t" ..'
members of a di d ac Ion prowams that benefit people simply because they are

sa vantaged class that IS a government-approved minority.
Mr. DONALDSON' The d h ".. n you rea t at deCISion m the broadest possible sense.
Mr. WILL: I do. I think the r . rd' . .... . . .
to extensiv . . f po IC~ Imp I~ In there. If you mamtam thiS maJonty. commIts It

e revISIons 0 affinnallve action,
Mr. DONALDSON: Mary Anne. is that the way you read it"
MARY ANNE DOLAN e<ft L
throws the defin'" f'· lor, os Angeles Her~Jd Examiner: Well. yes. it certainly
(1fQUpas G I I~n 0 !I!le VU back Onto the definition of what an individual is versus a
~ta[e~ents t~~?~av:s :mted out. But I also--- I.disa~re.e a little b!t i~ terms. of.a ~otof the
important S en m~~e about [he massive Significance of thiS. While It IS a very
affirmative ~~t~me C~u~ deCISion. f ?on't think it's the end of the world. nor is it rhe end of
much favor Andnj t~· IC , over.a penoo of 20 y~ars this country has showed itself to very
to look and 'see what ~nWha~ will happen now will happen at the legislative area. We'lI have
M Yo gress says thIS means. rather more so than what we sav it means.
r. I\NOCUR: It's a problem for the Democratic Party- .

Ms. DOLAN: Big one.

Mr. VANOCUR: -which to '11be' . ....
abou[ what the D . morrow WI gm ItS 15-person draftm2 committee sessionemOCratlc Party's .r"' h' C dthar position estabr h d· M .posl.lon IS o~ t IS, especially as the AFL-CIO en orses
M D

IS e In emphls. II s a remble problem
r. ONALDSON' Yeah b I .

. . ut Want to go back to lhe central question. whether the Court
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decided something about a seniority system of hiring: and firing. or whether it meant to decide
something on the question of quotas across the board. Idon't think it meant to decide the
quota issue.
Mr, WILL: It didn't mean to decide. but it went farther than it needed to g(}-
Ms. DOLAN: Yes. exactly.
Mr. WILL: -and there are five members to sign on to it when it said the policy engaged in
Title Vll is the following. Now-
Ms. DOLAN: And it stayed there. It didn't even go on to say whether or nor one could
change seniority systems in order to allow for affirmative action. It didn't even address it.
Mr. VANOCUR: It went fartherbecause. asMr. Doolevsaid, the Supreme Courtfollows
the election returns. No election rerums here but a sentiment in the countrv. I think. that this
has gone too far. '

Mr. WILL: No. Absolutely wrong. What they based this decision on a clear reading of an
unambiguous legislative history of Tille VB quoting. among others. Hubert Humphrey. that
said we never meant this kind of quotas that we have now been slipping into. and that's the
drama. See, this wouldn't be nearly as important if it were constitutional construction. This is
a statute. When the Coneress-; when this Court recentlv overturned a sex discrimination
starure-i- not overturned il. but it said it had a narrower sweep than certain civil rights groups
wanted. you got an immediate rush in Congress to change it. Now. if the Democratic Party or
if civil rights groups or if the nominee of the Democratic Party thinks that we ought to have
quotas of the sort that Justice White is skeptical about. let them say so.
Mr. DONALDSON: "Quota" is a buzzword. Let's talk about affirmative action.
Mr. WILL: It's not a buzzword. It's a fact.
Ms. DOLAN: lrs not at all.
Mr. WILL: It's a fact.
Mr. DONALDSON: You can't have- vou can't have affirmative action programs that work
unless you can measure it somehow. Cail it a quota if you will. And if you're telling .me.that
the Court says you can't measure affirmative action, you just simply can go ahead With It-
Mr, WILL: That's not what he's saying.
Mr: VANOCUR: Sam's absolutely right. Quotas area buzzword. You talk to Jews who
wailed for years to eer their sons and daughters into law school. medical schooL it's a
buzzword to them, - ~

Ms. DOLAN: No. it's a very meaningful word, and quotas are no[- the .word does not also
equal all affirmative action. There are many ways, many progrdITlsfor whIch we have shown
ourselves willin2 to take some affinnative action in this countrY. What's happened with the
Reagan administration . which was the irony of Ronald Reagan standing up at his press
conference the o[her day and invoking the memory of Huben Humphrey. who disfavored
quotas. was to look at the record of the administration on OIher programs,
Mr. DONALDSON: All right. Mary Anne. let me ask you to t.w'kat the re~ord of the Court
from the standpoint of the makeup of this Court. Now. I've JUS[ done a little work on the
ages. We have one. two, three. four. five justices who are in their 70s. Seventy-five or older.
Ms. DOLAN: Over 75.
Mr. DONALDSON: That's ri2ht. What's ahead? If Reagan gets re-elecled. what sort of
Court are we 20in2' to have? -
Ms. DOLAN; Well. I think i['s clear that this is the coming together because of how far the
Court Went in this decision. as George painls ou[, of a point of view very clearly favored by
the Reagan administration. and we will have more of-
Mr. WILL: This should-
Ms. DOLAN: -more. I think. more of a bend to the right. Would you disagree·?
Mr. WILL: Oh, nOl at all. This should be an issue in this campaign. Absolutely. Because the
next- this elec[ion wilt decide. probably, the shape of the Court and hence of consti[utional
and statutory construction into the next century.
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Ms. DOLAN: Sure. and that's what Sandy says. This is a big problem for Walter Mondale.
Mr. WILL: The Reazan administration could not be clearer. It is in favor of a color-blind
legal system. The De7nocratic Party is not clear yet. They have a question to answer. and ~he
question posed by Justice White is this. Do you or do you not favor - do you want to .re~'lse
Title VII 10 say you favor - quotas that favor persons who are not themselves actual vlc.tnns
of discrimination. quotas that injure whites who are not themselves guilty of discrimination'?
Mr, VANOCUA: As your side introduced into the presidential campaign. if Walter Mondale
does not give the impression that he is being fair to Jesse Jackson bur not caving in. and Jesse
Jackson sits out and a lot of black voters who threaten to sit this one out sit it out. Walter
Mondale is going to have to convince them if they sit it out they're going to gel a Court that
may be worse thai this court.

Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. let's talk about that Court. I take it. George. you woul.d agree
that a court that Reagan appoints would reverse the Blackrnun decision on abortion. forinstance.

Mr. WILL: Well. it's very hard to tell. because it's hard to tell on what grounds he.lllade.that
decision .. But l do not think necessarily that you would roll back all the privacy rights tram
which they drew that. No. [ don't think that's nearly as clear as this case.
Mr. DONALDSON: Anyone Want to tell us what cases you think might be reversed or how
the trend in American life might change?
Mr. WILL: The exclusionary rule on evidence.
Ms. DOLAN: EXclusionary rule. Yeah. that's a good one.

Mr. DONALDSON: Which would allow the police to use the fruit of evidence that hereto-
fore has been considered illegally obtained?
Ms. DOLAN: Well, look what happened this week,
Mr. WILL: Tha"s right.

Ms. DOLAN: A ruling that amended-

Mr. DONALDSON: Okay. let's go back to Sandy's point in the Democratic Party. and let's
just shift the discussion just a bit to politics. What does Jackson want. Reverend Jackson?
Mr. VANOCUR: I don'l know, and Idon'l ,hink he knows,
Mr, WILL: The Democnuic Party_

Mr. DONALDSON: Well. he's gain!! to 2:0 to the convention. And we've all been mouthing
the conventional wisdom now for several ~weeks that he has power and he's going to broker.For what?

Mr. VANOCUR: He has nothing to broker. He's angry because Walter Mondale has many
more. black .d.el.egates than he has. At Ihe mayor's meeting in Philadelphia--- these are
pracllcal politiCIans who have gone up the political ladder. They don't want 10 see Ronald
Reagan re-elected. Their cities. they say. are being hurt bv this administration. And. more
imfX:lrtanl!y than thar. il shows the kind of dicholomy in the Jackson candidacy. He> a
chansmallc leader: he has led a movement. And I think he's led a movement that has gwen
blacks a great deal of pride. that a black can run for president. The next thing. though. is he's
got to become a politician. The minute Je~se Jackson becomes a politician. he's no longer thecharismatic leader.
Mr. DONALDSON: George?

Mr. WILL: Does he sit behind a desk readinl! memos on Medicare as. sav. ~ecretat:\ of heallh
and ryuman services? The mind boggles. fr:inkly. The Democralic Party seems to me 1.0be
wal~ng around with its sword. eager to surrender it. and they can't get him to stand :0.1111[0
rake I[ because he hasn'l decided what he Wants.

Mr. DONALDSON: Mary Anne_ this week Waher Mondale is ~!OinQto starl looking at
prospecrjve runnjn2 males. and one of those thai he's invited to talk to him is Diane
Feinstein. the mayor of San Francisco. Do YOUthink Mondale is Qoil1Qto seriously consider a
woman. or is he just going through a political play here? ~-

Ms,. DO~N: ~elJ. if II be a political decision. There's no question aboullhat. BUIone of
the mtereslmg things that we oughr to be watching_ first of all. you don-t have women--

Diane Feinstein. Gerry Ferraro. are not women with any kind.of.a nati<:tnal reputation.
ahhouzh Congresswoman Ferraro evidently did a very. very good JOb m runnmg the platform
cornmince hcarinas around the country. But what's interesting is that it is. at the moment. a
commonly held belief in politics that the women's vole wi~1make a big differe~ce. that the
gender gap is still terribly important - big new Ms. magazine poll by Lou H~s.about ho~"
it will be more important in this November's election than ever. yet what we ve JUS(seen III

all the primaries is that the women's vote didn't do very much to change anything. So that
will weigh into Walter Mondales decision.

Mr. DONALDSON: Yeah. but they didn't make a choice on Mr. Reagan in the primaries.
and isn't that supposed to be where the gender gap is?

Ms. DOLAN: Could be. yeah. but clearly there was an expectation that women would turn
oUI for the Democratic Party in order to push this issue of vice presidential candidates.
Mr, DONALDSON: Is Mondale sincere, Sandy?

Mr. VANOCUR: Oh. yes. Ithink he is. But the issue ought to be. is she qualified? The most
important thing that he might look .11 is she is Italian. and thuts a verv serious thins for the
Democratic Party. because going back to the time- . _
Ms, DOLAN: Ferraro,

Mr. VANOCUR: Exactly That when Jack Kennedy appointed Tony Celebrezze from Ohio
to replace Abe Ribicoff, the Democratic Party had been warned bv Richard Scammon. who
has.directed the Bureau ?f the Census and an advisor to the Democratic National Comminee.
we ve got !O d,? something to bn.n.gback ltalians into the pany. That's a legitimate reason.
but the mam thmg is. IS she quahtied. and J warn you. the American people are soins to be
lookmg for some?odY who has ~ome experience in foreign affairs. The smanes( Ihi~£! that
Ronald Reagan did was to appoinr George Bush for thai reason. ~

MMr.DONALDSON: George, very quickly, do you think lhere's goins to be a woman on the
andale ticket.' Do you think he's serious? ~ ~

~. WILL: I don', because I lhinkWaher Mondale is parricularly weakly placed 10 make this
o er: ~c~us~ having been cnnctzed as someone who panders to every !!TOUp. fairlv or
~~~lrl) , plckmg a woman would be seen as juS! anmher deep bow in lhe d-ireclion of an"lher

Mr. hDONALDSON: Well. women are Ihe majori'y of Americans Whal do YOU mea 'anot er group? . _ n. JUSt:r~nWf'!~rILv:Wlhealll.wiol'U'ladgberouhP[hat- h~ would be doing this out of political calcUlation.
...... ' t ~ perception. Fairly

~~~Di~%~L~~~~n~kay, Thank vou all. bUlOUrlime's up, And I'll be back Wilh a tinal
[commercial break}

Mr, DONALDSON: Thar' s all for now bUl I'll be b k '
~ver many of these stations on World N~w 'cr ac with a fuJI repan.of I~ay's neV.iS
Itve covera2e of the L' S Open oolf h s.Tonhl~hr Sunday. laler today. tOJloWIOf!ABC'sr ~ '.. ~ c amplons Ip. _ . .
, m Sam Donaldson tor David Brinkle' h 'JJ be b

ThIS Week. lhank you for joining us, a~d ~av~ :lgood ~~~nexl Sunday and for all of us on
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